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I. THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS
TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL
COURT OF JUSTICE
7 August 1998
I have the honour to inform you that pursuant to Article 96, paragraph 2, of the Charter of the
United Nations and in accordance with General Assembly resolution 89 (I), authorizing the
Economic and Social Council to request advisory opinions of the International Court of
Justice, at its forty-ninth meeting of its resumed substantive session of 1998 held on
5 August 1998 the Economic and Social Council adopted by consensus decision 1998/297
(E/1998/L.49/Rev.1). By this decision, the Economic and Social Council requests, on a
priority basis, from the International Court of Justice an advisory opinion on the legal
question of the applicability of Article VI, Section 22, of the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations in the case of Dato' Param Cumaraswamy as Special
Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on the independence of judges and lawyers,
taking into account the circumstances set out in paragraphs 1 to 15 of the note by the
Secretary-General, contained in document E/1998/94, and on the legal obligations of
Malaysia in this case. A certified copy of the decision in English and French as well as the
note by the Secretary-General (E/1998/94) and the Addendum thereto (E/1998/94/Add.1) on
the subject are enclosed1.
I also have the honour to inform you that materials for submission to the Court are being
prepared pursuant to Article 65 of the Statute and will be submitted to the Court as soon as
possible.
Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my highest consideration.
(Signed) Kofi A. Annan.

II. DRAFT DECISION SUBMITTED BY THE VICE-PRESIDENT
OF THE COUNCIL, MR. ANWARUL CHOWDHURY (BANGLADESH),
ON THE BASIS OF INFORMAL CONSULTATIONS
The Economic and Social Council,
Having considered the note by the Secretary-General on the privileges and immunities of the
Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on the independence of judges and
lawyers1,
Considering that a difference has arisen between the United Nations and the Government of
Malaysia, within the meaning of Section 30 of the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations, with respect to the immunity from legal process of Dato'
Param Cumaraswamy, the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on the
independence of judges and lawyers,
Recalling General Assembly resolution 89 (I) of 11 December 1946,
1. Requests on a priority basis, pursuant to Article 96, paragraph 2, of the Charter of the
United Nations and in accordance with General Assembly resolution 89 (I), an advisory
opinion from the International Court of Justice on the legal question of the applicability of
Article VI, Section 22, of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United
Nations in the case of Dato' Param Cumaraswamy as Special Rapporteur of the Commission
on Human Rights on the independence of judges and lawyers, taking into account the
circumstances set out in paragraphs 1 to 15 of the note by the Secretary-General1, and on the
legal obligations of Malaysia in this case;
2. Calls upon the Government of Malaysia to ensure that all judgements and proceedings in
this matter in the Malaysian courts are stayed pending receipt of the advisory opinion of the
International Court of Justice, which shall be accepted as decisive by the parties.
III. NOTE BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
Privileges and Immunities of the Special Rapporteur
of the Commission on Human Rights on the Independence
of Judges and Lawyers 2
1. In its resolution 22 A (I) of 13 February 1946, the General Assembly adopted, pursuant to
Article 105 (3) of the Charter of the United Nations, the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations (the Convention). Since then, 137 Member States have
become parties to the Convention, and its provisions have been incorporated by reference into
many hundreds of agreements relating to the headquarters or seats of the United Nations and
its organs, and to activities carried out by the Organization in nearly every country of the
world.
2. That Convention is, inter alia, designed to protect various categories of persons, including
"Experts on Mission for the United Nations", from all types of interference by national
authorities. In particular, Section 22 (b) of Article VI of the Convention provides:

Section 22: "Experts (other than officials coming within the scope of Article V)
performing missions for the United Nations shall be accorded such privileges and
immunities as are necessary for the independent exercise of their functions during the
period of their missions, including time spent on journeys in connection with their
missions. In particular they shall be accorded:
(b) in respect of words spoken or written and acts done by them in the course of the
performance of their mission, immunity from legal process of any kind. This
immunity from legal process shall continue to be accorded notwithstanding that the
persons concerned are no longer employed on missions for the United Nations".
3. In its Advisory Opinion of 14 December 1989, on the Applicability of Article VI,
Section 22, of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations (the socalled "Mazilu case"), the International Court of Justice held that a Special Rapporteur of the
Subcommission on the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities of the
Commission on Human Rights was an "expert on mission" within the meaning of Article VI
of the Convention.
4. The Commission on Human Rights, by its resolution 1994/41 of 4 March 1994, endorsed
by the Economic and Social Council in its decision 1994/251 of 22 July 1994, appointed
Dato' Param Cumaraswamy, a Malaysian jurist, as the Commission's Special Rapporteur on
the Independence of Judges and Lawyers. His mandate consists of tasks including, inter alia,
to inquire into substantial allegations concerning, and to identify and record attacks on, the
independence of the judiciary, lawyers and court officials. Mr. Cumaraswamy has submitted
four reports to the Commission on the execution of his mandate: E/CN.4/1995/39,
E/CN.4/1996/37, E/CN.4/1997/32 and E/CN.4/1998/39. After the third report containing a
section on the litigation pending against him in the Malaysian civil courts, the Commission at
its fifty-fourth session, in April 1997, renewed his mandate for an additional three years.
5. In November 1995 the Special Rapporteur gave an interview to International Commercial
Litigation, a magazine published in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland but circulated also in Malaysia, in which he commented on certain litigations that had
been carried out in Malaysian courts. As a result of an article published on the basis of that
interview, two commercial companies in Malaysia asserted that the said article contained
defamatory words that had "brought them into public scandal, odium and contempt". Each
company filed a suit against him for damages amounting to M$30 million (approximately
US$12 million each), "including exemplary damages for slander".
6. Acting on behalf of the Secretary-General, the Legal Counsel considered the circumstances
of the interview and of the controverted passages of the article and determined that
Dato' Param Cumaraswamy was interviewed in his official capacity as Special Rapporteur on
the Independence of Judges and Lawyers, that the article clearly referred to his United
Nations capacity and to the Special Rapporteur's United Nations global mandate to investigate
allegations concerning the independence of the judiciary, and that the quoted passages related
to such allegations. On 15 January 1997, the Legal Counsel, in a note verbale addressed to the
Permanent Representative of Malaysia to the United Nations, therefore "requested the
competent Malaysian authorities to promptly advise the Malaysian courts of the Special
Rapporteur's immunity from legal process" with respect to that particular complaint. On
20 January 1997, the Special Rapporteur filed an application in the High Court of Kuala
Lumpur (the trial court in which the said suit had been filed) to set aside and/or strike out the
plaintiffs' writ, on the ground that the words that were the subject of the suits had been spoken

by him in the course of performing his mission for the United Nations as Special Rapporteur
on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers. The Secretary-General issued a note on
7 March 1997 confirming that "the words which constitute the basis of plaintiffs' complaint in
this case were spoken by the Special Rapporteur in the course of his mission" and that the
Secretary-General "therefore maintains that Dato' Param Cumaraswamy is immune from legal
process with respect thereto". The Special Rapporteur filed this note in support of his abovementioned application.
7. After a draft of a certificate that the Minister for Foreign Affairs proposed to file with the
trial court had been discussed with representatives of the Office of Legal Affairs, who had
indicated that the draft set out the immunities of the Special Rapporteur incompletely and
inadequately, the Minister nevertheless on 12 March 1997 filed the certificate in the form
originally proposed; in particular the final sentence of that certificate in effect invited the trial
court to determine at its own discretion whether the immunity applied, that this was the case
"only in respect of words spoken or written and acts done by him in the course of the
performance of his mission" (emphasis added). In spite of the representations that had been
made by the Office of Legal Affairs, the certificate failed to refer in any way to the note that
the Secretary-General had issued a few days earlier and that had in the meantime been filed
with the court, nor did it indicate that in this respect, i.e. in deciding whether particular words
or acts of an expert fell within the scope of his mission, the determination could exclusively
be made by the Secretary-General, and that such determination had conclusive effect and
therefore had to be accepted as such by the court. In spite of repeated requests by the Legal
Counsel, the Minister for Foreign Affairs refused to amend his certificate or to supplement it
in the manner urged by the United Nations.
8. On 28 June 1997, the competent judge of the Malaysian High Court for Kuala Lumpur
concluded that she was "unable to hold that the Defendant is absolutely protected by the
immunity he claims", in part because she considered that the Secretary-General's note was
merely "an opinion" with scant probative value and no binding force upon the court and that
the Minister for Foreign Affairs certificate "would appear to be no more than a bland
statement as to a state of fact pertaining to the Defendant's status and mandate as a Special
Rapporteur and appears to have room for interpretation". The Court ordered that the Special
Rapporteur's motion be dismissed with costs, that costs be taxed and paid forthwith by him
and that he file and serve his defence within 14 days. On 8 July, the Court of Appeal
dismissed Mr. Cumaraswamy's motion for a stay of execution.
9. On 30 June and 7 July 1997, the Legal Counsel thereupon sent notes verbales to the
Permanent Representative of Malaysia, and also held meetings with him and his Deputy. In
the latter note, the Legal Counsel, inter alia, called on the Malaysian Government to intervene
in the current proceedings so that the burden of any further defence, including any expenses
and taxed costs resulting therefrom, be assumed by the Government; to hold Mr.
Cumaraswamy harmless in respect of the expenses he had already incurred or that were being
taxed to him in respect of the proceedings so far, and, so as to prevent the accumulation of
additional expenses and costs and the further need to submit a defence until the matter of his
immunity was definitively resolved between the United Nations and the Government, to
support a motion to have the High Court proceedings stayed until such resolution. The Legal
Counsel referred to the provisions for the settlement of differences arising out of the
interpretation and application of the 1946 Convention that might arise between the
Organization and a Member State, which are set out in Section 30 of the Convention, and
indicated that if the Government decided that it cannot or does not wish to protect and to hold

harmless the Special Rapporteur in the indicated manner, a difference within the meaning of
those provisions might be considered to have arisen between the Organization and the
Government of Malaysia.
10. Section 30 of the Convention provides as follows:
Section 30: "All differences arising out of the interpretation or application of the
present convention shall be referred to the International Court of Justice, unless in any
case it is agreed by the parties to have recourse to another mode of settlement. If a
difference arises between the United Nations on the one hand and a Member on the
other hand, a request shall be made for an advisory opinion on any legal question
involved in accordance with Article 96 of the Charter and Article 65 of the Statute of
the Court. The opinion given by the Court shall be accepted as decisive by the
parties."
11. On 10 July yet another lawsuit was filed against the Special Rapporteur by one of the
lawyers mentioned in the magazine article referred to in paragraph 5 above, based on
precisely the same passages of the interview and claiming damages in an amount of M$60
million (US$24 million). On 11 July, the Secretary-General issued a note corresponding to the
one of 7 March 1997 (see para. 6 above) and also communicated a note verbale with
essentially the same text to the Permanent Representative of Malaysia with the request that it
be presented formally to the competent Malaysian court by the Government.
12. On 23 October and 21 November 1997, new plaintiffs filed a third and fourth lawsuit
against the Special Rapporteur for M$100 million (US$40 million) and M$60 million
(US$24 million) respectively. On 27 October and 22 November 1997, the Secretary-General
issued identical certificates of the Special Rapporteur's immunity.
13. On 7 November 1997, the Secretary-General advised the Prime Minister of Malaysia that
a difference might have arisen between the United Nations and the Government of Malaysia
and about the possibility of resorting to the International Court of Justice pursuant to
Section 30 of the Convention. Nonetheless on 19 February 1998, the Federal Court of
Malaysia denied Mr. Cumaraswamy's application for leave to appeal stating that he is neither
a sovereign nor a full-fledged diplomat but merely "an unpaid, part-time provider of
information".
14. The Secretary-General then appointed a Special Envoy, Maître Yves Fortier of Canada,
who, on 26 and 27 February 1998, undertook an official visit to Kuala Lumpur to reach an
agreement with the Government of Malaysia on a joint submission to the International Court
of Justice. Following that visit, on 13 March 1998 the Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Malaysia informed the Secretary-General's Special Envoy of his Government's desire to reach
an out-of-court settlement. In an effort to reach such a settlement, the Office of Legal Affairs
proposed the terms of such a settlement on 23 March 1998 and a draft settlement agreement
on 26 May 1998. Although the Government of Malaysia succeeded in staying proceedings in
the four lawsuits until September 1998, no final settlement agreement was concluded. During
this period, the Government of Malaysia insisted that, in order to negotiate a settlement,
Maître Fortier must return to Kuala Lumpur. While Maître Fortier preferred to undertake the
trip only once a preliminary agreement between the parties had been reached, nonetheless,
based on the Prime Minister of Malaysia's request that Maître Fortier return as soon as
possible, the Secretary-General requested his Special Envoy to do so.

15. Maître Fortier undertook a second official visit to Kuala Lumpur, from 25 to 28 July 1998,
during which he concluded that the Government of Malaysia was not going to participate
either in settling this matter or in preparing a joint submission to the current session of the
Economic and Social Council. The Secretary-General's Special Envoy therefore advised that
the matter should be referred to the Council to request an advisory opinion from the
International Court of Justice. The United Nations had exhausted all efforts to reach either a
negotiated settlement or a joint submission through the Council to the International Court of
Justice. In this connection, the Government of Malaysia has acknowledged the Organization's
right to refer the matter to the Council to request an advisory opinion in accordance with
Section 30 of the Convention, advised the Secretary-General's Special Envoy that the United
Nations should proceed to do so, and indicated that, while it will make its own presentations
to the International Court of Justice, it does not oppose the submission of the matter to that
Court through the Council.
16. The Secretary-General considers it most important that the principle be accepted that it is
for himself alone to determine, with conclusive effect (except as indicated in paragraph 17
below), whether a member of the staff of the Organization or an expert on mission has spoken
or written words or performed an act "in their official capacity" (in the case of officials) or "in
the performance of their mission" (in the case of experts on mission). Unless such conclusive
effect is accorded to his determinations in this respect, it will be for national courts to
determine - and in respect of a given word or act there may be several national courts whether an official or an expert, or a former official or expert, enjoys immunity in respect of
his words or acts. The adjudication of United Nations privileges and immunities in the
national courts would be certain to have a negative effect on the independence of officials and
experts, who would then have to fear that at any time, whether they were still in office or after
they had left it, they could be called to account in national courts, not necessarily their own,
civilly or criminally, for their words spoken or written or acts performed as officials or
experts.
17. Although the decision of the Secretary-General must thus be considered as not subject to
challenge in national courts, it can, of course, be challenged by a Government concerned
pursuant to Section 30 of the 1946 Convention (quoted in paragraph 10 above), in which case
the matter would be decided with binding effect by the International Court of Justice.
18. It should be pointed out that Section 23 of the 1946 Convention provides in respect of
experts (and similarly Section 20 in respect of officials) that:
Section 23: "Privileges and immunities are granted to experts in the interests of the
United Nations and not for the personal benefit of the individual themselves. The
Secretary-General shall have the right and the duty to waive the immunity of any
expert in any case where, in his opinion, the immunity would impede the course of
justice and it can be waived without prejudice to the interests of the United Nations."
Thus any abuse of the immunities of an expert (or an official) would be prevented by the right
and duty of the Secretary-General to waive such immunity under the circumstances specified
in those sections.
19. In connection with this case, it should also be noted that the Secretary-General received a
communication from the Special Rapporteurs/Representatives/Experts and Chairpersons of
Working Groups of the Commission on Human Rights and the Advisory Services Programme

of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights which indicated that "undermining the
immunity accorded to one expert constitutes an attack on the entire system and institution of
United Nations human rights special procedures and mechanisms". Moreover, on
29 May 1998, the Fifth Meeting of Special Rapporteurs/Representatives/Experts and
Chairpersons of Working Groups of the Commission on Human Rights and of the Advisory
Services Programmes adopted a statement entitled the "Judicial Harassment of a Special
Rapporteur" urging the Secretary-General to refer the matter to the International Court of
Justice pursuant to Section 30 of the Convention. The Secretary-General received
innumerable interventions from representatives of the international human rights and legal
community reflecting the overwhelming consensus in favour of referring the matter to the
International Court of Justice.
20. Finally, it is necessary to point out that unless the Government of Malaysia accepts the
responsibility, costs and expenses of ensuring respect for the Special Rapporteur's immunity
through appropriate interventions in the Malaysian courts, then these considerable expenses
might have to be assumed by the Organization itself as it considers that the words that
constitute the basis of the plaintiffs' complaint were spoken by the Rapporteur in the course of
his mission.
21. As the Organization and the Government of Malaysia agree that a difference has arisen
between them out of the interpretation or application of the Convention and as they have been
unable to agree on another mode of settlement, the difference should be referred to the
International Court of Justice in accordance with Section 30 of the Convention and the
following request for an advisory opinion should be made in accordance with Article 96 of the
Charter of the United Nations and Article 65 of the Statute of the Court:
"Considering the difference that has arisen between the United Nations and the
Government of Malaysia with respect to the immunity from legal process of
Mr. Dato' Param Cumaraswamy, the United Nations Special Rapporteur of the
Commission on Human Rights on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers, in respect
of certain words spoken by him:
1. Subject only to Section 30 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of
the United Nations, does the Secretary-General of the United Nations have the
exclusive authority to determine whether words were spoken in the course of the
performance of a mission for the United Nations within the meaning of Section 22 (b)
of the Convention?
2. In accordance with Section 34 of the Convention, once the Secretary-General has
determined that such words were spoken in the course of the performance of a mission
and has decided to maintain, or not to waive, the immunity from legal process, does
the Government of a Member State party to the Convention have an obligation to give
effect to that immunity in its national courts and, if failing to do so, to assume
responsibility for, and any costs, expenses and damages arising from, any legal
proceedings brought in respect of such words?
Pending receipt of the advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice, which
shall be accepted as decisive by the parties, the Government of Malaysia is called
upon to ensure that all judgements and proceedings in this matter in the Malaysian
courts are stayed."
IV. Addendum to the Note by the Secretary-General 3

In paragraph 14 of the note by the Secretary-General on the privileges and immunities of the
Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on the independence of judges and
lawyers (E/1998/94), it is reported that the "Government of Malaysia succeeded in staying
proceedings in the four lawsuits until September 1998". In this connection, the SecretaryGeneral has been informed that on 1 August 1998, Dato' Param Cumaraswamy was served
with a Notice of Taxation and Bill of Costs dated 28 July 1998 and signed by the Deputy
Registrar of the Federal Court notifying him that the bill of costs of the Federal Court
application would be assessed on 18 September 1998. The amount claimed is M$310,000
(US$77,500). On the same day, Dato' Param Cumaraswamy was also served with a Notice
dated 29 July 1998 and signed by the Registrar of the Court of Appeal notifying him that the
Plaintiff's bill of costs would be assessed on 4 September 1998. The amount claimed in that
bill is M$550,000 (US$137,500).
1 These documents, reproduced below, have been certified as true copies by the Office of

Legal Affairs of the United Nations. (Note by the Registry.)
2 E/1998/94.
3 E/1998/94/Add.1.

UNITED NATIONS

DIFFERENCE RELATING TO IMMUNTY FXOM LEGAL PROCESS
OF A SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR OF THE COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
(Request for Advisory Opinion)

Documents relating to the Question on which the Economic and Social Council
requested an Advisory Opinion, in its decision 19981297 of 5 August 1998,
transmitted to the International Court of Justice by the Secretary-General of the United Nations
in accordance with Article 65 of the Statute of the Court

INTRODUCTORY NOTE
THE REQUEST

On 5 August 1998, the Economic and Social Council (hereinafter the "Council"), at its
1.
resumed substantive session of 1998, adopted decision 19981297 by consensus (Dossier No. 61 below).
By this decision, the Council decided to request an advisory opinion fiom the International Court of
Justice.
FRAMEWORK OF THE DOSSIER

0

The Dossier, prepared pursuant to the Acting President's Order of 10 August 1998 and
2.
paragraph 2 of Article 65 of the Statute of the Court, contains the documents and other materials
likely to throw light upon the question on which the advisory opinion of the Court is requested. The
items in the Dossier are numbered consecutively and identified, as appropriate, by title or official
United Nations symbol.
The Dossier is divided into three Parts. Part I contains materials relating to the appointment
3.
and mandate of the Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers (hereinafter, the
"Special Rapporteur"), the law suits against the Special Rapporteur, and the proceedings leading to the
request by the Council for an advisory opinion. Part 11contains materials relating to the Convention
on the Privilzges and Immunities of the United Nations adopted by the General Assembly of the
United Nations on 13 February 1946 (hereinafter, the "Convention"). Part III contains materials
relating to the practice of the Organization in relation to the assertion and waiver of the functional
privileges and immunities which are accorded to its officials and experts-on-mission.
INTRODUCTION TO PART I

0

MATERIALS RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT AND MANDATE OF THE SPECIAL
RAPPORTEUR ON THE INDEPENDENCE OF JUDGES AND LAWYERS, THE LAW SUITS
AGAINST THE SPECIAL RAl?ORTEUR AND TEE PROCEEDINGS LEADING TO THE
REQUEST BY THE COUNCIL FOR AN ADVISORY OPINION
A.

MATERIALS RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT AND MANDATE OF THE
SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR ON THE INDEPENDENCE OF JUDGES AND LAWYERS

In its resolution 1994141 of 4 March 1994, the United Nations Commission on Human Rights
established the office and mandate of the Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and
lawyers. (Dossier No. 1)

4.

By letter dated 21 April 1994, the Chainnan of the Commission on Human Rights, following
5.
consultations with the Bureau, appointed Dato' Param Cumaraswamy, a national of Malaysia, as
Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers. (Dossier No. 2)

In its decision 19941251 of 22 July 1994, the Council approved the afore-mentioned action by
6.
the United Nations Commission on Human Rights. (Dossier No. 3)

On 6 February 1995, the First Report of the Special Rapporteur (ElCN.411995139) was issued.
7.
(Dossier No. 4)

In its resolution 1995136 of 3 March 1995 (Dossier No. 5), the Commission on Human Rights
8.
"note[d] with appreciation the determination of the Special Rapporteur to achieve as wide a
dissemination as possible of information about existing standards relating to the independence and
impartiality of the judiciary and the independence of the legal profession in conjunction with the
publications and promotional activities of the Centre for Human Rights". In this connection, see also
its resolutions 1996134 of 19 April 1996, 1997123 of 11 April 1997 and 1998135 of 17 April 1998
(Dossier Nos. 6, 7 and 8).

(

)

In a letter dated 29 August 1995, the Special Rapporteur wrote to the Chairman of the Fifty9.
first session of the Commission on Human Rights, also a national of Malaysia, indicating his
obligation to investigate complaints regarding the Malaysian judiciary, and asking the Chairman to
bring his concerns to the attention of the Prime Minister of Malaysia. (Dossier No. 9).
On 1 March 1996, the Second Report of the Special Rapporteur (ElCN.411996137) was issued
10.
containing a section (paragraphs 158-165) on Malaysia similar in content to the information conveyed
in the interview mentioned in paragraph 15 below. Paragraph 152 of the same report indicates that the
Special Rapporteur also gave a press statement on Hong Kong. (Dossier No. 10)
On 18 February 1997, the Third Report of the Special Rapporteur (ElCN.411997132) was
11.
issued also containing a section (paragraphs 122-134) on Malaysia and reporting on the litigation
against him in the Malaysian civil courts. Paragraphs 32-34 of the same report contain reference to
the promotional activities of the Special Rapporteur, including press interviews in Sri Lanka.
Paragraph 39 contains the Special Rapporteur's press statement on his preliminary observations on his
mission in Peru. (Dossier No. 11).

t i

In its resolution 1997123 of 11 April 1997 (see Dossier No. 7 above), the United Nations
12.
Commission on Human Rights decided to extend the mandate of the Special Rapporteur on the
independence of judges and lawyers for a further period of three years.
'

On 12 February 1998, the Fourth Report of the Special Rapporteur (ElCN.411998139 and
13.
Add.5) was issued also containing a section (paragraphs 106-116) on Malaysia and reporting on the
status of the litigation. (Dossier No. 12)

B.

MATERIALS RELATING TO THE LAW SUITS AGAINST THE S P E W RAPPORTEUR

On 24 August 1995, an article in a Malaysian newspaper (Dossier No. 13) reported that the United
14.
Nations Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers will be investigating recent complaints
of manipulation of the Malaysian system of justice and referred to a statement he had made on complaints
about manipulation of that system.

In November 1995, an article "Malaysian Justice on Trial" was published in the British magazine
15.
International Commercial Litigation, containing quotes firom an inte&ew given by Dato' Param
Cumaraswamy to the author. The article identifies Dato' Pararn Cumaraswamy as the Special Rapporteur on
the independence of judges and lawyers and describes the mandate given to him by the United Nations
Commission on Human Rights. (Dossier No. 14).

In three letters dated 18 December 1995 (Dossier No. 15), a lawfirrn representing two commercial
16.
companies indicates its clients' intent to institute defamation proceedings against Dato' Param Cumaraswamy
on the basis of his interview and the words attributed to him in the Article "Malaysian Justice on Trial". (See
Dossier No. 14 above)
In a letter dated 22 December 1995, the law firm privately retained by Dato' Param
17.
Cumaraswamy notified plaintiffs' lawyers of the Special Rapporteur's immunity fkom legal process
under section 22 of the Convention. (Dossier No. 16)
...

( 1

On 28 December.1995, the Secretariat of the United Nations issued a Note Verbale to the
18.
Permanent Mission of Malaysia in Geneva requesting that the competent Malaysian authorities be
advised, and that they in tum advise the Malaysian courts, of the Special Rapporteur's immunity fiom
legal process. (Dossier No. 17)
By letter of 1 March 1996, the United Nations Centre for Human Rights directly notified
19.
plaintiffs' lawyers of the Special Rapporteur's immunity from legal process. (Dossier No. 18)
In a Note Verbale dated 29 March 1996, the United Nations Legal Counsel, having considered
20.
the circumstances of the interview and of the passages of the article giving rise to the defamation
proceedings, notified the Permanent Representative of Malaysia to the United Nations of the
defamation proceedings and asserted the Special Rapporteur's immunity. (Dossier No. 19)

On 12 December 1996, the High Court of Kuala Lurnpur issued a Writ of Summons against
21.
Dato' Param Cumaraswamy in two suits for 30 million Malaysian Ringgit each (US $ 24 million total
at the then current exchange rate) filed by plaintiffs. (Dossier No. 20)
On 3 January 1997, the Director and Deputy to the Legal Counsel issued a letter addressed
22.
"To Whom it May Concern" notifying the competent Malaysian authorities that the United Nations
was maintaining the immunity from legal process of its Special Rapporteur. (Dossier No. 21)
(

On 6 January 1997, the Director and Deputy to the Legal Counsel re-issued the letter
23.
addressed "To Whom it May Concern" to refer to the High Court of Kuala Lurnpur and the docket
number of the civil suit. (Dossier No. 22)
On 9 January 1997, Dato' Param Cumaraswamy filed an application with the High Court of
24.
Kuala Lurnpur for leave to enter a Conditional Appearance. (Dossier No. 23)

On 10 January 1997, the Court granted leave for Conditional Appearance (Dossier No. 24) and
25.
Dato' Param Cumaraswamy filed an affidavit (Dossier No. 25) bringing to the Court's attention his
inxnunity fiom legal process of any kind in respect of words spoken or written and acts done by him
in the course of the performance of his mission. The affidavit made reference to and annexed the
letters and Note Verbales issued by his law firm, the Secretariat of the United Nations, the Centre for
Human Rights, and the Legal Counsel of the United Nations. (see Nos. 17, 18, 19 and 20 above)
In a Note Verbale dated 14 January 1997, the Permanent Representative of Malaysia informed
26.
the Legal Counsel that Malaysian legislation had been adopted to give effect to the Convention and
that Malaysian law requires its courts to take judicial notice of that Malaysian legislation.
(Dossier No. 26)

27.
On 15 January 1997, the Legal Counsel addressed a Note Verbale to the Permanent
Representative of Malaysia re-asserting the Special Rapporteur's immunity from legal process and
indicating that, under Malaysian law, the courts have an obligation to take judicial notice of the United
Nations assertion of its Special Rapporteur's immunity &om legal process. (Dossier No. 27)
28.
On 5 March 1997, the Director and Deputy to the Legal Counsel met with the Acting
Permanent Representative of Malaysia to discuss the possible amendment of the Certificate of
Immunity to be issued by Minister for Foreign Affairs of Malaysia to adequately uphold the privileges
and immunities enjoyed by the Special Rapporteur under the Convention. (Dossier No. 28)

...
'

i

On 7 March 1997, the Secretary-General issued a certificate of immunity addressed "To Whom
29.
It May Concern1',in which he confirmed that he had determined that the words which constitute the
basis of plaintiffs' complaint were spoken by the Special Rapporteur in the course of the performance
of his mission and that the Secretary-General therefore maintains that Dato' Param Cumaraswamy is
immune fiom legal process with respect thereto. (Dossier No. 29)

On 11 March 1997, Dato' Param Cumaraswamy filed a fbrther Affidavit in the High Court of
30.
Kuala Lumpur transmitting the Secretary-General's Note Verbale of 7 March 1997. (Dossier No. 30)
On 12 arch ~1997,the Malaysian Minister for Foreign Affairs issued a Certificate of
3.1.
Immunity which did not refer to the Note Verbale issued by the Secretary-General on 7 March 1997.
(Dossier No. 31)

In a letter dated 14 April 1997, the United Nations Legal Counsel informed the Permanent
32.
Representative of Malaysia that, despite the certification made by the Secretary-General and the
Minister for Foreign Affairs, the competent Malaysian courts were holding hearings on the question
whether Dato' Param Cumaraswamy was acting within the course of the performance of his mission.
The Legal Counsel called upon Malaysia to ensure that no Malaysian court undertake to consider
whether or not the Secretary-General's determination is conclusive as to the official functions of a
United Nations expert on mission. (Dossier No. 32)
[
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33.
On 2 May 1997, the Legal Counsel addressed a Note Verbale to the Permanent Representative
of Malaysia requesting an amendment of, or supplement to, the Malaysian Foreign Minister's
Certificate to refer to the Secretary-General's exclusive authority to determine whether the Special
Rapporteur was immune from legal process with respect to the words giving rise to the complaint.
(Dossier No. 33)

On 30 May 1997, the Chairman of the Fourth Meeting of Special Rapporteurs1
34.
Representatives/Expertsand Chairpersons of Working Groups of the Commission on Human Rights
and of the Advisory Services Programmes wrote to the Secretary-General urging him to invoke
Section 30 of the Convention for a request to be made to seek an advisory opinion fiom the
International Court of Justice. (Dossier No. 34)
On 28 June 1997, a Judge of the High Court of Kuala Lumpur concluded that the Secretary35.
General's certification for the Special Rapporteur's immunity fiom legal process was merely an
opinion which is not binding on the Court and that she had jurisdiction to hear the case. She ordered
Dato' Param Cumaraswamy to file a substantive defence within two weeks. (Dossier No. 35)

On 30 June 1997, the Acting High Commissioner for Human Rights issued a Press Statement
36.
in Geneva expressing concern that the decision reached by the High Court of Kuala Lumpur presents a
dangerous precedent, undermining the privileges and immunities of all special rapporteurs of the
Commission on Human Rights, and a serious threat to the entire human rights system.(Dossier No. 36)

In a Note Verbale dated 30 June 1997, the Legal Counsel informed the Permanent
37.
Representative of Malaysia of the United Nations' views on the High Court's judgement of
28 June 1997. (Dossier No. 37)
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On 7 July 1997, the Legal Counsel addressed another Note Verbale (Dossier No. 38) to the
38.
Permanent Representative of Malaysia concerning his Government's obligation to stay the proceedings
pending the resolution of the difference that had arisen between the United Nations and Malaysia.
On 8 July 1997, the United Nations Legal Counsel addressed yet another letter to the
39.
Permanent Representative of Malaysia notifyng him of the potential recourse to the International
Court of Justice through the General Assembly. (Dossier No. 39)

.

Also on 8 July 1997, the Chairman of the Fourth Meeting of Special Rapporteurs1
40.
RepresentativesIExperts and Chairpersons of Working Groups of the Commission on Human Rights
and of the Advisory Services Programmes wrote to the Secretary-General again urging him to invoke
Section 30 of the Convention for a request to be made to seek an advisory opinion fiom the
International Court of Justice. (Dossier No. 40)

On 9 July 1997, a new plaintiff served a second Writ of Sunxhons and Statement of CIaims
41.
against the Special Rapporteur in an amount of MR 60 million (US $ 24 million at the then current
exchange rate). (Dossier No. 41)
In a letter dated 10 July 1997, the United Nations Legal Counsel notified the Pennanent
42.
Representative that a new lawsuit had been filed against the Special Rapporteur. (Dossier No. 42)
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On 11 July 1997, the Secretary-General issued a second certificate of immunity in connection
43.
with the new suit (Dossier No. 43) which was transmitted, in the form of a Note Verbale with a
covering letter signed by the Secretary-General, to the Permanent Representative of Malaysia.
(Dossier No. 44)
On 20 October 1997, the Court of Appeals delivered its opinion denying Dato' Param
Cumaraswarny's appeal with costs and upholding the High Court judgment of 28 June 1997. In its
opinion, the Court of Appeal concluded that it was for the Malaysian courts to determine in which
capacity Dato' Param Curnaraswamy had spoken the words giving rise to the complaint, and if in his
official capacity, whether he had exceeded his mandate in doing so. (Dossier No. 45)

44.

On 23 October 1997, new plaintiffs served a third Writ of Summons and Statement of Claims
45.
against the Special Rapporteur for MR 95 million (US $ 4 0 million at the then current exchange rate).
(Dossier No. 46)

On 27 October 1997, the Secretary-General issued a third certificate of immunity addressed
46.
"To Whom It May Concern". (Dossier No. 47)

On 30 October 1997, the Legal Counsel addressed a Note Verbale to the Permanent
47.
Representative of Malaysia concerning the judgment of the Court of Appeal and asserting the Special
Rapporteur's immunity fkom the latest lawsuit. (Dossier No. 48)
On 7 November 1997, the Secretary-General addressed a letter to the Prime Minister of
48.
Malaysia concerning the difference arising between the United Nations and the Government of
Malaysia and suggested a possible resort to the International Court of Justice through the General
Assembly pursuant to Section 30 of the Convention. (Dossier No. 49)
On 21 November 1997, new plaintiffs served a fourth Writ of Summons and Statement of
49.
Claims against the Special Rapporteur in an amount of MR 60 million (US $ 24 million at the then
current exchange rate). (Dossier No. 50)
On the same day, 21 November 1997, the Secretary-General issued a fourth certificate of
50.
immunity addressed "To Whom It May Concern". (Dossier No. 5 1)
On 25 November 1997, the Legal Counsel addressed a Note Verbale to the Permanent
5 1.
Representative of Malaysia transmitting the Secretary-General's 21 November 1997 assertion of the
Special Rapporteur's immunity Erom the latest lawsuit. (Dossier No. 52)
On 27 November 1997, the law firm representing Dato' Param Cumaraswarny applied to the
52.
Chief Justice of Malaysia for an early hearing for an application for leave to appeal to the Federal
Court. (Dossier No. 53)

On 16 December 1997, the High Commissioner for Human Rights issued a Press Release in
53.
Geneva reiterating the importance that the international human rights community attached to the
privileges and immunities of Special Rapporteurs of the Commission on Human Rights and urging the
Government of Malaysia to implement fully the provisions of the Convention as a key component of
international law. (Dossier No. 54)
On 19 February 1998, the Federal Court of Malaysia delivered an oral ruling denying Dato'
54.
Param Cumaraswamy's application for leave to appeal stating that "we are not dealing with a
sovereign or a full-fledged diplomat ... he is someone called a Rapporteur who has to act, in the
present case, within a mandate of, in layman's terms an unpaid, part-time provider of information."
(Dossier No. 55)

C.

MATERIALS RELATING TO THE PROCEEDINGS LEADING
TO THE REQUEST BY THE COUNCIL FOR AN ADVISORY OPINION

In a letter dated 13 March 1998, the Government of Malaysia indicated its desire to reach a
55.
settlement of the matter outside both the national courts and the International Court of Justice
following the visit by the Secretary-General's Special Envoy, Maitre Yves Fortier, to Kuala Lurnpur
on 26-27 February 1998. (Dossier No. 56)
Between 12 March and 23 July 1998, intensive efforts to settle the matter amicably failed to
56.
achieve any result save the postponement of all proceedings in the four lawsuits until September
1998.'
The documents relating to the efforts of the United Nations and the Government of Malaysia
to reach a negotiated settlement are not included in the Dossier.

57.
On 29 May 1998, the Fifth Meeting of Special Rapporteurs/Representatives~Expertsand
Chairpersons of Working Groups of the Commission on Human Rights and of the Advisory Services
Programmes adopted a statement on the "Judicial Harassment of a Special Rapporteur" which was
made public in Geneva and New York. (Dossier No. 57)
On 18 June 1998, the Assistant Secretary-General for Legal Affairs advised the Permanent
58.
Representative of Malaysia that unless the Government of Malaysia responded to the draft settlement
agreement which had been previously transmitted to him by the Organization, the Secretary-General
could not avoid referring the matter during the upcoming session of the Economic and Social Council
and requesting it to seek an advisory opinion fkom the International Court of Justice. (Dossier No. 58)
_I-.
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Between 24 - 26 July 1998, The Secretary-General's Special Envoy, Maitre Yves Fortier,
59.
undertook a second visit to Kuala Lumpur for meetings with the Attorney-General in which he
concluded it would not be possible either to settle the matter amicably or to jointly submit the matter
to the Economic and Social Council to request an advisory opinion fiom the International Court of
Justice.*
On 28 July 1998, the Secretary-General issued a note in the Economic and Social Council
60.
entitled "Privileges and immunities of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on
the independence of judges and lawyers". (Dossier No. 59; El1998194)

On 30 July 1998, Maitre Fortier reported to the Secretary-General indicating Malaysia's
61.
agreement that the matter should be referred, although not jointly, to the International Court of
Justice.*
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On 3 August 1998, the Secretary-General issued an Addendum (Dossier No. 60;
62.
Y1998/94/Add. 1) to his Note (see Dossier No. 59 above) informing the Council that, on 1 August
1998, Dato' Pararn Cumaraswamy had received a Notice of Taxation and Bill of Costs, dated 28 July
1998, indicating that costs for the application in Federal Court would be assessed on 18 September
1998 and that, on the same day, he had also received a Notice of Taxation and Bill of Costs, dated 29
July 1998, indicating that plaintiffs' costs for the Court of Appeal would be assessed on 4 September
1998.
On 5 August 1998, at its resumed substantive session, the Economic and Social Council
63.
adopted, by consensus, decision 19981297 r e f m g the matter to the International Court of Justice and
calling upon the Government of Malaysia to stay all judgements and proceedings in its national courts
pending receipt of the advisory opinion. (Dossier No. 61)

*

The documents relating to the efforts of the United Nations and the Government of Malaysia
to reach a negotiated settlement are not included in the Dossier.

INTRODUCTION TO PART II
MATERIALS RELEVANT TO THE CQNVlENTION ON TEE PRIVILEGES AND
IMiWJNITIES OF TEE UNITED NATIONS

(
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In December 1945, the Preparatory Commission of the United Nations recommended,
64.
alia,
in
Chapter
VII of its Report to the General Assembly, that the Assembly, at its first session,
should make recommendations with a view to determining the details of the application of paragraphs
1 and 2 of Article 105 of the Charter, or propose conventions to the Members of the United Nations
for that purpose. It also transmitted, in Appendix B to the Charter, a draft convention on privileges
and immunities (Dossier No. 62, Appendix B). The privileges and immunities of the "Representatives
of Members" and "Officials of the Organization" were contained respectively in Articles 5 and 6 of
the draR convention. The draft did not contain an article on "experts on missions" or provisions of a
similar nature, but Article 7, paragraph 3, referred to facilities to be accorded to "experts and other
persons who, though not officials of the United Nations, have a certificate that they are travelling on
business of the Organization". Article 11 contained a settlement of dispute clause almost identical to
. that later included in Section 30 of the Convention. (excepting the last sentence)
The General Assembly, at the sixteenth plenary meeting of the first part of its session, held on
19 January 1946, referred to the Sixth (Legal) Committee for consideration and report Chapter VII of
the Report of the Preparatory Commission. The Committee at its 6th meeting held on 24 January
1946 appointed a Sub-committee on Privileges and Immunities to consider the matter.
(Dossier No. 63)
65.
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On 28 January 1946, at the 7th meeting of the Sixth Committee, the Sub-committee
66.
recommended, inter alia to the Sixth Committee that the General Assembly should propose to the
Members of the United Nations a general convention which would determine the details of application
of paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 105 of the Charter. (Dossier No. 64) The Sixth Committee
unanimously adopted the recommendation of the Sub-committee.

m.)

The Sub-committee prepared a series of documents concerning the privileges and immunities
67.
of the United Nations, among them a resolution relating to the adoption of a General Convention on
Privileges and Immunities, to which the text of the draft Convention was annexed. These comments
were submitted to the Sixth Committee on 7 February 1946 (Dossier No. 65). In his Report to the
Sixth Committee, the Rapporteur stated that the discussion of the Convention on Privileges and
Immunities was particularly "exhaustive and thorough" and that the text had been approved
unanimously by the Sub-committee. During its discussion in the Sixth Committee, some delegations
expressed objections with respect to Sections 18 and 30. W i l e the entire Article VI (Experts on
Missions) was new, no special reference was made to it in the Report of the Sub-Committee or in the
discussion of the Sixth Committee, nor was there any explanation of the origin of that provision.
Before adoption, only a minor amendment was made to Section 14 in order to clarify the text, this
being the only amendment made by the Sixth Committee @@. At its 1lth meeting held on 7
February 1946, the Sixth Committee unanimously adopted the draft recommendation concerning the
Convention on Privileges and Immunities.

a.)

At its 3 1st meeting, held on 13 February 1946, the General Assembly considered the Report of
68.
the Sixth Committee (Dossier No. 66). While some provisions of the Convention were commented
upon (including Article VIII, Section 30), no delegations commented on any part of Article VI, nor
was any amendment proposed thereto (Dossier No. 67). The General Assembly, without a vote,
adopted resolution 22oA by which it approved the annexed Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations, as recommended by the Sixth Committee, and proposed it for
accession by each Member of the United Nations. (Dossier No. 68)

.,-

Dossier Nos. 69 and 70 contain a list of participants and factual information (accession,
69.
succession, and reservations) concerning the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations. It should be noted that there are 138 Parties to the Convention, including Malaysia
which acceded to the Convention on 28 October 1957.
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MATERIALS RELATING TO THE PRACTICE OF THE ORGANIZATION IN =LATION
TO TEE ASSERTION AND WAIVER OF FUNCTIONAL PRIVILEGES AND IMMNNITIES
UNDER THE CONVENTION ON THE PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES OF THE UNITED
NATIONS
A.

OPINIONS PUBLISHED IN TEE UNITED NATIONS JURIDICAL YEARBOOK (UNJY)

On 10 July 1963, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs, relying on the
70.
pronouncement of the ICJ in the Reparations Case (I.C.J. Reports, 1949, pp. 183-184), emphasized the
importance of the protection afforded to its staff and agents by the United Nations privileges and
immunities and the vital importance to staff that this United Nations protection can be relied upon.
(Dossier No. 71; 1963 UNJY 191-192)
On 11 July 1963, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs emphasized the
71.
obligation of the Secretary-General to waive immunity where acts were not connected with official
duties and that this was the practice of the Organization. (Dossier No. 72; 1963 UNJY 188)

On 22 October 1963, in an Aide-Mhoire to a Member State, the Office of Legal Affairs
72.
pointed out that the functional immunity of experts on missions for the Organization applies to
nationals of a Member State performing official hctions in that State. This flows &om both the
language of Articles 100 and 105 of the Charter and Article VI of the Convention. (Dossier No. 73;
1963 UNJY 188-191)
On 3 November 1964, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs noted that the
73.
Secretary-General has the right and the duty to waive immunity where that immunity would impede
the course of justice and where that immunity can be waived without prejudice to the interests of the
United Nations. (Dossier No. 74; 1964 UNJY 263)

On 6 December 1967 the Legal Counsel made a statement to the Sixth Committee on
74.
privileges and immunities of the United Nations noting that the granting of privileges and immunities
necessary for the exercise of official functions is mandatory on Member States by virtue of Article 105
of the Charter. The Convention defines the immunities deemed essential in all Member States and
each Member State is, in accordance with Section 34, bound to give effect to those privileges and
immunities. (Dossier No. 75; 1967 UNJY 3 11-314)
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On 15 May 1968, in an internal memorandum, the General Counsel of United Nations Relief
75.
and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), a subsidiary organ of the
United Nations, noted thaf privileges and immunities of officials, including locally recruited staff, were
granted for the benefit of the Organization. This protection ensures that United Nations staff are fiee
fiom local influence or pressure in the performance of their duties. The Secretary-General will only
assert immunity for official acts and, where there is an abuse of immunity, the Secretary-General has
the right and duty to waive the immunity if it impedes the administration of justice and if the
immunity can be waived without prejudice to the interest of the United Nations. (Dossier No. 76;
1968 UNJY 212-215)

On 11 July 1969, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs noted that the
76.
authority to waive privileges and immunities was vested exclusively in the Secretary-General. (Dossier
No. 77; 1968 UNJY 224-225) .
On 1 April 1974, in a letter to the Assistant of the Secretary-General of another international
77.
organization, the Office of Legal Affairs noted that under section 20 of the Convention it would
always be incumbent upon the Secretary-General to waive immunity from arrest or prosecution of a
staff member where, in his opinion, the immunity would impede the course of justice and where the '
immunity can be waived without prejudice to the interests of the United Nations. (Dossier No. 78;
1974 UNJY 188)

i
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On 21 October 1975, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs reaffirmed that
78.
the Convention gave the Secretary-General the right and the duty to waive the immunity of officials
where, in his opinion, assertion of that immunity would impede the course of justice and where that
immunity could be waived without prejudice to the interests of the United Nations. The Office also
noted that, in case of a dispute with a Member State on this question, the Headquarters Agreement
with that Member State provided for resort to arbitration. (Dossier No. 79; 1975 UNJY 188-190)

On 24 December 1975, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs noted that a
79.
staff member may not waive his own immunity and that such immunity may ,be waived only by the
Secretary-General in conformity with section 20 of the Convention. (Dossier No. 80; 1975 UNJY 190191)
On 11 February 1976, in a letter to the Permanent Representative of a Member State, the
80.
Office of Legal Affairs emphasized that it was exclusively for the Secretary-General to determine the
extent of the authority, duties and functions of United Nations officials and that these matters canriot
be subject to scrutiny in national courts for, if this were permitted, a mass of conflicting decisions
would be inevitable given the many countries in which the Organization operates. Pursuant to the
Convention, differences between the view of the Secretary-General and that of a Member State on the
extent of immunity are to be decided by an advisory opinion of the ICJ. (Dossier No. 81); 1976 UNJY
236-239)

On 18 August 1976, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs noted that
81.
officials, other than those at the rank of Assistant Secretary-General and above, had immunity only in
respect of official acts and it was for the Secretary-General to determine whether the immunity should
be asserted or waived in accordance with Staff Regulation 1.8. (Dossier No. 82; 1976 UNJY 207-208)
On 12 December 1977, in a letter to the Legal Liaison Officer of the United Nations Industrial
82.
Development Organization, the Office of Legal Affairs again emphasized that it was for the SecretaryGeneral alone to decide what constitutes an official act within the meaning of the Convention and
when to invoke and when to waive that immunity. (Dossier No. 83; 1977 UNJY 246- 248)
On 1 December 1981 in a statement to the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly, the
83.
Legal Counsel noted that subjecting a staff member to legal process prevented the Secretary-General
fkom exercising his right under the international legal instruments in force to independently determine
whether or not an official act had been involved. Where a determination was made that no official act
was involved, the Secretary-General had, by the terms of the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations, both the right and duty to waive the immunity of any official. It
was not the intent of the provisions regarding immunity from legal process or the principle of
functional protection to place officials above the law but to ensure, before any action was taken
against them, that no official act was involved and that no interest of the Organization was prejudiced.
(Dossier No. 84; 1981 UNJY 161-162)
On 5 April 1983, in an intemal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs again emphasized
84.
that the United Nations has consistently maintained that it is exclusively within the competence of the
Secretary-General to determine when an act is carried out in an official capacity and that this is not a
matter which is subject to review by the local authorities. The Office also noted that, under section
29(b) of the Convention, tl;k United Nations shall make provisions for appropriate modes of settlement
of disputes involving any official of the United Nations who by reason of his official position enjoys
immunity, if that immunity has not been waived by the Secretary-General. (Dossier No. 85; 1983
UNJY 214-215)

On 28 February 1984, in a memorandum to the Legal Adviser of the United Nations Relief
85.
and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, the Office of Legal Affairs indicated that
it is not necessary for international organizations to claim the immunities to which they are entitled
since such immunity exist as a matter of law and is a fact of which judicial notice must be taken. The
memorandum also confirmed the practice that a suggestion of immunity is normally made to a court
on behalf of an international organization by the competent executive authorities of the States
concerned (Dossier No. 86; 1984 UNJY 188-189).
On 22 May 1985, in a letter to the Permanent Representative of a Member State, the Office of
86.
Legal Affairs again emphasized that it was for the Secretary-General alone to determine whether an
activity was an official act. The Secretary-General was under an obligation to cooperate with the
national authorities to ensure that there was no abuse of the privileges and immunities of the
Organization. (Dossier No. 87; 1985 UNJY 154-155).

On 29 January 1991, in a memorandum to the Executive Director of United Nations
87.
Children's Fund (UNICEF), the Office of Legal Affairs noted that the Organization should not plead
its immunity in national courts as it was the responsibility of the Government, and not the United
Nations, to communicate with other branches of the Government on the international legal obligations
of the Member State. (Dossier No. 88; 1991 UNJY 3 19-320)

88.
On 5 April 1991, in a memorandum to the Director, Division of Personnel of UNICEF, the
Office of Legal Affairs reaffirmed that, under section 20 of the Convention, the Secretary-General has
the right and the duty to waive the immunity of any official where, in his opinion, that immunity
would impede the course of justice and where that immunity can be waived without prejudice to the
interests of the United Nations. (Dossier No. 89; 1991 UNJY 327-328)

On 23 January 1992, in a memorandum to the Senior Policy Officer (Legal), Division of
89.
Personnel in the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the Office of Legal Affairs noted
that waiver of immunity of an official only arises if there was an official act and it was for the
Secretary-General to determine if there was an official act and, if so, whether to assert or waive
immunity. (Dossier No. 90; 1992 UNJY 481-483)

B.

UNPVBLISEIED OPINIONS

On 5 May 1982, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs emphasized that
90.
since privileges and immunities of United Nations officials attach not to the individual but to the
Organization, only the Secretary-General may waive the immunity of those officials and the execution
of such a waiver requires the express authority of the Secretary-General (Dossier No. 91)
On 2 April 1984, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs noted that the
91.
Secretary-General had agreed to a waiver of immunity, at the request of the Department of Justice and
Police of Geneva, of a senior staff member in respect of actions arising fiom personal loans (Dossier
No. 92)

92.
On 23 July 1984, the Secretary-General informed the Minister of Foreign Affairs of a
Member State that he had decided to waive the immunity fiom legal process of a staff member, in
order not to permit the staff member to shelter behind that immunity in connection with litigation
relating to his private debts (Dossier No. 93)

On 8 January 1985, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs advised that no
93.
immunity would be invoked by the Secretary-General in an action against an official in relation to an
action against him which had no connection with official duties. (Dossier No. 94)
On 31 May 1988, in a letter to the insurance carrier for the Organization, the Office of Legal
94.
Affairs noted that the Convention requires that the United Nations provide appropriate modes of
settlement of private law suits to which the Organization is party and the insurance policy provicied
such a mechanism and thus permits waiver of immunity &om suit to enable adjudication of a claim
(Dossier No. 95).

On 17 November 1989, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs noted that
95.
the Secretary-General had decided to waive the immunity of a staff member, in response to a request
by a Government, in relation to the staff member's activities as the administrator of a bank account.
(Dossier No. 96).

On 19 March 1990, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs emphasized that
96.
the decision whether to waive immunity of officials was a decision for the Secretary-General alone to
make. (Dossier No. 97)

..i

On 18 May 1992, in an internal memorandum, the Office of Legal Affairs noted that Staff
97.
Regulation 1.8 of the United Nations Staff Regulations provided, inter alia, that "in any case where ...
privileges and immunities arise, the staff member shall immediately report to the Secretary-General,
with whom alone it rests to decide whether they shall be waived" (Dossier No. 98).
On 26 April 1993, in a letter to a Permanent Mission, the Office of Legal Affairs, stated that
98.
the Secretary-General had decided to waive the immunity of an official and his family to enable
divorce proceedings to proceed. (Dossier No. 99)
On 24 January 1995, in a letter to a Permanent Mission, the Office of Legal Affairs reminded
99.
the Mission of 'a long-lasting and uncontested practice [of the Organization] that the competence to
determine what constitutes an "official" or "unofficial" act performed by a staff member is vested
solely in the Secretary-General" and that it was not acceptable that the question of whether the acts
concerned were official acts would be determined by a national court. (Dossier No. 100)

100. On 20 September 1995, in a letter to a Governmental Commission in response to subpoenas ad
testificandurn issued by that Commission, the Office of Legal Affairs stated that the privileges and
immunities accorded under the Convention were being maintained as the proceedings related to official
acts of the staff concerned. (Dossier No. 101)
1
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101. On 25 February 1998, in a Note Verbale to the Minister of Foreign Affairs of a Member State,
the Secretary-General informed the Government that, under the Convention, it was exclusively for the
Secretary-General, and not the Government, to determine whether certain words or actions of an
expert on mission fell within the performance of that expert's mission for the United Nations and
that, in order to enable such a determination to be made, the Secretary-General requested urgent access
to the expert on mission concerned. (Dossier No. 102)
102. On 27 April 1998, in a Note Verbale to the Permanent Representative of a Member State, the
Secretary-General confirmed that immunity iiom legal process was only functional and observed that,
as the Government did not permit access to the expert on mission until after he was pardoned (see the
preceding paragraph), the Secretary-General was unable to take a decision on whether the actions
leading to the arrest and conviction were indeed related to his official duties until after his pardon.
(Dossier No. 103)
103. On 27 April 1998, in a letter to the expert on mission referred to in the preceding two
paragraphs, the Chef de Cabinet informed the expert on mission that the Secretary-General was unable
to assert immunity in respect of the actions which led to his arrest and conviction since these actions
were not related to his mandate as an expert on mission. (Dossier No. 104)

C. RELEVANT LEGISLATIYE INSTRUMENTS AND SECRETARY-GENERAL REPORTS
104. Staff Regulation 1.8, (Dossier No. 105), established by the General Assembly in accordance
with paragraph 1, article 101 of the Charter of the United Nations provides, in part, that "[iln any
case where these privileges and immunities arise, the staff member shall immediately report to the
Secretary-General, with whom alone it rests to decide whether they shall be waived".
105. General Assembly resolutions entitled "respect for the privileges and immunities of officials of
the United Nations and the specialized agencies and related organizations" (Dossier Nos. 106-112)
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Resolution 361232 of 18 December 1981 (Dossier No. 106)
Resolution 411205 of 19 December 1986 (Dossier No. 107)
Resolution 42/219 of 10 February 1988 (Dossier No. 108)
Resolution 431225 of 2 1 December 1988 (Dossier No. 109)
Resolution 451240 of 8 February 1991 (Dossier No. 110)
Resolution 47/28 of 25 November 1992 (Dossier No. 111)
Resolution 511227 of 16 May 1997 (Dossier No. 112)
106. Reports of the Secretary-General on "respect for the privileges and immunities of officials of
the United Nations and the specialized agencies and related organizations" (Dossier Nos. 113-115)
A/C.5/36/3 1 of 4 November 1981 (Dossier No. 113)
A/C.5/38/18 of 25 October 1983 (Dossier No. 114)
A/C.5144/11 of 2 November 1989 (Dossier No. 115)
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w h i c h the A984tr$ly welcomed the Basic Priaciples on the Role of Lawyers and
tbe Guideline9 on tfre RoLe o£ Prosecutors adopted by the Eighth W r e d Natiolls
Coagress on the Breventicln of crime and t;he Treatment o f Offrrindera end invited
V
t
e to tenpect them and to take them i a t o account w i t h i n the frantevbrk
of their national legFelatrion an& practice,

I

i

pearins in mi- the priaciples contained %'the draft declauatioa on the
independcace kdd hparkiality o f the judfcfary, jurors snd aeseseors arrd the
irrdegepducce of lawyere (E/CN.Q/SU~.
2/1968/20/Add.l
and Add.l/Carr.l) ,
prepared by Mr. L.M. Siaghvi, the importance of which wae mated by the
Conrmieaion on Buman Rights, in its resolutien 1989/32 of 6 March 1989,
both the iaoreaeiq frequenoy of a t t a c k s on the: independence af
judges, lawyeta and court offfcials and the link wach e x i e t s between the
waake-g
of safeguards f o r the judiciary and Sawyer8 and the gravity and
frepueacy of violations of hiunraa rights,
0

w r r m e ~
the fireport on the independence o f the judiciary and
1.
tke protection of practising lawyere tB/Qr. 4/Sub .2/1993/2S and Add.11,
prepared by Mr. Louis Joi.net, specfal Rapporteur of the Sub-Camaisiricm on
Prevention of Discrimhation and Protection o f ~inorities;

2.
the recmendation of the Sub-Commission, as canZaiaed.itl
i t s resolution 1993/39 of 26 ~ugust1993, to create a moaitoriag me&anLam 'lp
EoLlow up the question of the independence aPd intp;~rtialltyaf the j a e c i a r y ,
particularly with regard to j-cs
and l a m e , as well as court o f f i c i b l e ,
and the nature oL potential threats to this independaace and iarparl;iallty;

3.
Remests the m
i
of the Conmission to appoint, f o r a period of
three years, a f t e r c - a t a t i o n
with the other member8 of the Bureau, a
special rapporteur wbsP, -?date
w i l l consisr, of the following tasks:

To hqcirp_ in=o say s&stantial allegatioae transmitted t o him or
(8)
he= and report his or her conclvsions thereon;
(b) To identify afd record not o o l y attacks on t & ~independence o f t h e
judiciary, lawyere and cwrt officials but also progress achieved in
protecting and enhanchg their independence, and make concrete recommendatians
including the provision, of a d ~ e c j qs e d c e s o r technical assistance when they
are regueated by the State concerned:

(c) TO Study, fox the purpose of making proposals, important and
Co~icalqueetiane of principle vith a view to protoctirq and enhancing the
i n h p e n w c e of the j m c i a r y and la-rn;
4,
uraea a i l we-ts
diecharge of his or her

to

~ B S $ . B the
~

Special Rapporteur in the

ma to transmit to b i m or her alk the

iniormatfan requested;
5.
Remeets the Swcial ~ a g o r t e u rto submit to the Conmission,
starting with ice fifty-firat eeesiopl, g r e p e r t on the activitierj connected
with hie or her -tap

6.
Reaueete ebt ~ e m e t ; ~ + y - w t rwdi,t h i a Eht? limits a£ the resour~es
of the United Matione, to provide the S p e c i a l Rapporteur w i t h say asa%stance
needed f a r the discharge of bj.8 o r her mandate;
7.
8,

-D

to ccrnsider f ~ l i squestion at i t s fifty-first sessiaxa;

~eeeminendst

h followfng &aft decision to the ~corwmicend Social

Counoi% for adoptLon;
[For the tern, see c u p . I, secc. B, draft decision 11 . I

azfe m e e t i n g
~
.

[Mnpted without a vote.

See

c 1994h

chap. X.1.
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21st April 1994
:.

",

His Exco1lcr1cy Mr.lbtahima Fall
Assistant Secretary-Genefa1 far Human Rights
Pdais des Natio~ls
CH - 1211 GENEVA

2

..'. ..,",,g
"';'!:y

.

Rqfcrence
DTOIJS-2192

,

(.

Mr ~ s s itanr
s Secretary-Ge~~efaE,
1 have the honour to inform you that after ample reflection and taking into account the
discussions hdd during our bureau meetings immediately following the 50th session of the
Com~nissionon XIuman ~ights;I havc decided to appoint Mrs, Radhika Coon~aranwamyfrom
Sri tanka as spacial rapporteur on vicrlence against. women, including its causes and
c'ailsequenes, and Data Param Cumamwarny from Malaysia as special rapporteur on the
indcpcndcnce. and impartiality OE ikc judicimy. X am confid~ntthat both tltdidatcs
meet thr~ necessxy requil-crrtaits sf ;t:dt?lxndency,cumpeitence and experience for the .
fuIfi[nwnt of tl~cscimporrait saa:.!da!i.:s i 1:;iive also takes into account the rccornmmdatian
of the Commission :O Z ~ ~ L I C E as
- , 3 r os possi';te, rlw current in~balancein the geographical
clisrributim Of special r'dppo~?eurap~eintrnents.Plme And endosed the cumculum vitae of
both candidate$. T am happy to inform you that they have accepted their appointment,
As is customary, a copy of this Idler has been sent to the members of the bureau. I would
be most grateful if you could infortn the regional coordinators as we11 as the PermBnsnt
Representatives of Sri tanka and Malaysia of thus0 appointtnents. I wauld also rqucst the .
Secretariat tcr draft a formal communication to both cmdidatcs informing tllem of their
appointment.
As for the appoinuncnt of a spacial rapprteur a Zaire and a special rep&sen@tivefor Chad
in the framework of the 15Q3-procedt:rcl.,,cc?nsultations continue. I will inf0ITh you of the
outcome in due time.
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Please accept Mr.Assistant Secretary-General, the assuran~e~
of my highest considerahon.
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eport of the Workin
igenous Popula
Subcommission on Preventi
Discrimination and Protection of Mi
plenary meeting, on 22
id Council, taking note of

ts resolution 1994/29 of 4
Working Group on Indigenous
ission on Prevention of Dis
inorities to meet for five w
At its 42nd plenary meeting, on 22 July 1994, the
Economic and Soc~dCouncil, taking note of Commission on
Human Rights resolution 1994/41 of 4 March 1994:'
endorsed the decision of the Commission to confirm the
proposal of the Subcommission on Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities to create a
monitoring mechanism to follow up the question. of the
independence and impartiality of the judiciary, parttcul~ly
with regard to judges and lawyers, as well as court offic~als,
and the nature of problems liable to attack this independence
and impartiality, and recommended that the mechanism take
the form of a special rapporteur whose mandate would
consist of the following tasks:
(a)
To inquire into any substantial alle ations
transmitted to him or her and to report his or her conc usions
thereon;

f

(b) To identify and record not only attacks on the
independence of the judiciary, lawyers and court officials but
also pro ess achieved in protecting and enhancing their
indepen ence, and make concrete recommendations,
including recommendations for the provision of advisory
services or technical assistance when they are requested by
the State concerned,

B

To study, for the purpose of making proposals,
(c)
importtpt and topical questions of principle with a view to
protecttng and enhancing the independence of the judiciary
and lawyers.
The Council also approved the Commission's request to the

!kaemy-General to provide the Special Rapportey with all

the asststance necessary for the completion of hls or her
work.
Question of human rights and states
emergency

f

To pr ide appropriate resou
overall United N 'omresources, to
Centre for Hum Rights in impleme
resolution 199 13 1.
(b)

of a draft optional
Convention against Tortu
Cruel, Inhuman or Degradin
Punishment

Leandro Despouy, Special
of emergency, to a n t
and to include In

42nd plenary meeting, on 22 July
and Social Council, tiiking note of Com
resolution 1994/40 of 4 March
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Introduction
A.

The mandate

1.
At its fiftieth session, in resolution 1994/41 of 4 March 1994, the
Commission on Human Rights, noting both the increasing frequency of attacks on
judges, lawyers and court officials and the link which existed between the
weakening of safeguards for the judiciary and lawyers and the gravity and
frequency of violations of human rights, requested the Chairman of the
Commission to appoint, for a period of three years, a special rapporteur whose
mandate would consist of the following tasks: (a) to inquire into any
substantial allegations transmitted to him and to report his conclusions
thereon; (b) to identify and record not only attacks on the independence of
the judiciary, lawyers and court officials, but also progress achieved in
protecting and enhancing their independence, and make concrete recommendations
including the provision of advisory services or technical assistance when they
were requested by the State concerned; and (c) to study, for the purpose of
making proposals, important and topical questions of principle with a view to
protecting and enhancing the independence of the judiciary and lawyers.
2.
In its decision 1994/251 of 22 July 1994, the Economic and Social Council
approved the above requests.
3.

Inresolution1994/41also,

theCommissiononHumanRightsurgedall

Governments to assist the Special Rapporteur in the performance of his mandate
and to transmit to him all the information requested.
By letter dated 21 April 1994, the Chairman of the Commission on Human
4.
Rights, following consultations with the Bureau, appointed Dato' Param
Cumaraswamy (Malaysia) as Special Rapporteur.
5.
In this first report, the Special Rapporteur presents his reflections
upon, and understanding of, the mandate in general and the standards to which
he will refer in carrying out his mandate. Thereafter, the Special Rapporteur
describes the methods of work he will employ in fulfilment of his functions.
In the hope of rea1,izingthe objectives of his mandate, the Special Rapporteur
then comments on the resources necessary for the effective implementation of
his mandate. Finally, the Special Rapporteur sets out,someconclusions and
makes some initial recommendations relating to his mandate and its effective
implementation.

Activities of the Special Rapporteur
6.
The first act of Zhe Special Rapporteur (acting in accordance with
paragraph 6 of Commission resolution 1993/94 (A)) was his participation in the
meeting of special rapporteurs/representatives/experts and chairmen of working
groups of the special procedures of the Commission on Human Rights which was
held at Geneva from 30 May to 1 June 1994, in accordance with part 11,
paragraph 95, of the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action. As reflected
in the report of the meeting (E/CN.4/1995/5, annex), the meeting provided the
Special Rapporteur with a welcome opportunity to meet with most of the other
special rapporteurs and independent experts engaged in the protection of human
rights under procedures of the Commission and to consider a variety of issues

of mutual concern. While at the Palais des Nations, the Special Rapporteur
took advantage of the occasion to meet with staff of the Centre for
Human Rights.
The Special Rapporteur visited Geneva for a second time from 11
7.
to 15 September 1994 in order to hold consultations with the Centre,
including meetings with the High Commissioner for Human Rights and the
Assistant-Secretary-General for Human Rights, concerning substantive and
practical matters relating to implementation of the mandate. The Special
Rapporteur also took the opportunity to meet representatives of some
non-governmental organizations with a special interest in the mandate.

'

8.
While at Geneva in September 1994, the Special Rapporteur undertook to
establish initial direct contacts with all States Members of the
United Nations, United Nations specialized agencies and bodies having a
possible interest in his mandate, various intergovernmental organizations of
both a universal and a regional nature, and all non-governmental organizations
having a possible interest in his mandate. As a result, over 1,600 letters
were sent over the subsequent months to Governments, heads of the judiciary,
bar associations and a wide variety of intergovernmental and non-governmental
organizations. These letters were intended not only to introduce the Special
Rapporteur and his mandate to the various addressees, but also to obtain both
general and specific information relating to the implementation of the
mandate. Replies are being received, of which the Special Rapporteur is
taking account. At the same time, the Special Rapporteur is continuing to
compile lj-sts'ofinstitutions and persons throughout the world with whom he
has yet to establish direct contacts, with a view to achieving the greatest
awareness concerning the existence of his mandate and the standards pertaining
to the independence of the judiciary and the legal profession which are
required in themselves under international law and are also necessary to
achieve respect for human rights in general.

9.
As it is of special importance for the Special Rapporteur to establish
direct contact with national judicial institutions and professional
associations of jurists, he has established such contact with most chief
justices and bar associations throughout the world. This process is
continuing (for example, the Special Rapporteur is soon to address himself to
a number of national associations of judges) and it is hoped that close
relationships will be formed between these institutions and the Special
Rapporteur.
10. The Special Rapporteur is also endeavouring to establish contacts with
parliamentary bodies throughout the world with a view to securing their
fullest understanding of, and their active engagement in maintaining through
legislative means, the independence of the judiciary and the legal profession.
Positive contacts have already been established with international
associations of parliaments and parliamentarians, and it is expected that the
Special Rapporteur will build upon these contacts at the international,
regional and national levels.
11. Pursuant to paragraph 3 (a) of Commission resolution 1994/41, the Special
Rapporteur has enquired into several allegations of attacks on the judiciary.
Some of his inquiries are ongoing, while others appear to have reached their

conclusion. However, in so far as the Special Rapporteur only really began
his work subsequent to the Economic and Social Council's approval of his
mandate near the end of July 1994, he prefers not to report at this time on
any cases with which he has been concerned. It is his intention to report in
detail on these matters, and on other substantive aspects of his mandate, in
his report to the Commission at its fifty-second session in 1996.

'

J
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12. Pursuant to paragraph 3 (b) of Commission resolution 1994/41, the Special
Rapporteur is seeking to catalogue progress achieved in protecting and
enhancing judicial independence and impartiality and the independence of the
legal profession, partly through replies he is receiving as a result of his
initial contacts with Governments and national judicial institutions and
partly through studying selected country situations. In terms of making
"concrete recommendations including the provision of advisory services or
technical assistance when they are requested by the State concernedw,as
provided for in paragraph 3 (b) of resolution 1994/41, the Special Rapporteur
is paying special attention to countries undergoing transition to democracy
since their needs are generally considerable and since positive steps early in
their transition will contribute significantly to achievement of the rule of
law, respect for human rights and peace and prosperity. In this connection,
the Special Rapporteur hopes to work closely with the advisory services
programme of the Centre for Human Rights in matters concerning his mandate.
To this end, the Special Rapporteur would welcome: (i) being apprised on a
regular basis of present and planned involvement of the Centre in the
provision of advisory services and technical assistance in the area of
judicial i.ndependence and impartiality and the independence of the legal
profession; and (ii) being consulted on specific services and assistance
designed to secure judicial independence and impartiality and the independence
of the legal profession.
13. Turning to paragraph 3 (c) of Commission resolution 1994/41, the Special
Rapporteur has studied the previous important reports on the subject of
judicial independence and impartiality and the independence of the legal
profession submitted to the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities. These reports amply illustrate that several
questions of principle require further study and, ultimately, the elaboration
of clear standards. While these questions are to be found mainly on the
margin of the issues of independence, they nevertheless pose significant
obstacles to the protection of human rights in general, for example in states
of emergency. So far, the Special Rapporteur has merely taken note of a
number of these questions, and it his intention to expound upon certain of
them in the course of fulfilling his mandate.
14. With regard to a general matter, the Special Rapporteur wishes to comment
upon his decision to choose an appropriate short title for his mandate. Upon
taking up his mandate, the Special Rapporteur was referred to as the "Special
Rapporteur on the independence and impartiality of the judiciaryw. However,
he soon came to realize that this short title did not convey the breadth of
his mandate, which is not well known even among those persons and institutions
who hold, or should hold, an interest. For example, as was the case for the
independent experts of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities who dealt with the subject, the early experience of
the Special Rapporteur revealed that lawyers and bar associations are

inadequately aware of the mandate and even their rights and protections under
international law. For these persons, the term "judiciaryv does not
immediately or sufficiently indicate the inclusion of lawyers and other court
officers. Consequently, the Special Rapporteur has chosen to begin using the
new short title "Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers"
as of the beginning of 1995, with the understanding that the term
windependence",while technically different from "impartialityn,tends to
imply impartiality. However, the Special Rapporteur does not mean to give the
impression that he will not be concerned with structural questions relating to
the institutions of the judiciary and the legal profession, including bar
associations. Nor should the short title of the Special Rapporteur be
interpreted to mean.that he will not concern himself with issues affecting the
independence and impartiality of assessors. Similarly, the Special Rapporteur
will be attentive to interferences with the independence and impartiality of
jurors .
i
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I. CONSIDERATIONS ON THE MANDATE

A.

Introduction

15. The object of this chapter is to situate the mandate of the Special
Rapporteur in the context of the considerable work which has been accomplished
so far in elaborating international standards and seeking their full respect.
To this end, the Special Rapporteur will briefly recount the historical
antecedents of his mandate within the United Nations, describe the legal
framework in which his work will be carried out, and identify some of the
important questions of principle which he intends to address over the next
two years. By doing so, the Special Rapporteur hopes that this report will
provide continuity with the work which has come before and will contribute to
the clarity and coherency of the work which he intends to carry out in
fulfilment of his mandate.
Historical backsround of the mandate
I

)

16. The independence and impartiality of judges, lawyers and other actors
within the judicial branch of government are considered essential elements in
safeguarding human rights. This understanding has been incorporated into
various international instruments for the protection of human rights.
However, some of the practical difficulties experienced throughout the world
in relation to the need for measures and conditions regarded as essential to
ensure and secure the independence and impartiality of the judiciary inspired
the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities to request, in its resolution 5 E (XXXI) of 13 September 1978, the
Secretary-General to prepare a preliminary study on the matter and to report
to the Sub-commission at its thirty-second session in 1979. Taking into
account earlier work of the Sub-commission related to the administration of
justice, the Secretary-General accordingly sought relevant information from
the Governments of member States and compiled the replies received in his
subsequent report of 11 July 1979 (E/CN.4/Sub.2/428).
17. Following its consideration in 1979 of the report of the
Secretary-General, the Sub-Commission sought and received the authorization of
the Economic 'and Social Council (decision 1980/124 of 2 May 1980) to entrust

Mr. L.M. Singhvi with the preparation of a report on the independence and
impartiality of the judiciary, jurors and assessors, and the independence of
lawyers. Mr. Singhvi accordingly submitted a preliminary report on the
and progress reports in 1981
subject in 1980 (~/~~.4/Sub.2/L.731)
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/481and Add.l), 1982 (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1982/23)and 1983
(~/CN.4/~ub.2/1983/16).
18. Based upon Mr. Singhvi's successive reports, the Sub-Commission adopted
resolution 1984/11, in which it requested him to submit his final report to
the Sub-commission at its thirty-eighth session in 1985, and decided to
consider it at that session with a view to the elaboration of a draft body of
principles. This decision of the Sub-Commission, and the subsequent work of
Mr. Singhvi, served as catalysts for activities by interested persons and
non-governmental organizations throughout the world which reinforced and
specifically contributed to the elaboration of a draft body of principles. In
his final report (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/18 and Add.1-6), Mr. Singhvi submitted an
initial draft declaration on the independence of justice (the I1Singhvidraft
declaration"). In addition to his own draft, Mr. Singhvi annexed to his
report the Draft principles on the independence of the legal profession
(formulated by a meeting of lawyers from throughout the world, held at Noto,
Italy, from 10 to 14 May 1982, in which the Special Rapporteur had the honour
'to participate and contribute) and the Universal Declaration on the
Independence of 3ustice (adopted by a meeting of eminent jurists in Montreal,
danada, on 10 June 1983).
19. Pursuant to Sub-commission decision 1985/107, Mr. Singhvi's final report
was circulated to the members of the Sub-Commission for their comments, upon
which Mr. Singhvi was requested to report again to the Sub-Commission at its
thirty-ninth session. A compilation of the comments made by members of the
Sub-Commission is contained in document ~/CN.4/Sub.2/1987/17.
20. Taking into consideration the comments he had received from members of
the Sub-Commission and also from Member States (following circulation of the
draft pursuant to Sub-Commission resolution 1987/23), Mr. Singhvi submitted a
report reflecting these comments and suggestions on the draft declaration
(~/~~.4/~ub.2/1988/20),
together with a revised version of the draft
declaration (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1988/2O/Add.l and Add.l/Corr.l), to the
Sub-Commission at its fortieth session. By this time, the international
community had already elaborated clear standards regarding specifically the
judiciary: the Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and
the Treatment of Offenders, meeting at Milan from 26 August to
6 September 1985, had adopted the Basic Principles on the Independence of the
Judiciary (~/C0NF.121/22,chap. I, sect. D.21, as endorsed by the
United Nations General Assembly in its resolutions 40/32 of 29 November 1985
and 40/146 of 13 December 1985. At the same time, Draft Basic Principles on
the Role of Lawyers were being considered under the auspices of the
United Nations on the basis of a working paper prepared by the secretariat of
the United Nations Office at Vienna - apparently without reference to the
draft declaration prepared by Mr. Singhvi (see,E/CN.4/Sub.2/1988/20,
para. 53). These closely related activities of the United Nations contributed
to Mr. Singhvils revised draft declaration.

21. In its resolution 1988/25, the Sub-Commission expressed its appreciation
and thanks to the Special Rapporteur, Mr. Singhvi, for the enduring and
valuable contribution he had made to the legal doctrine relating to the
independence of justice, which was one of the primary prerequisites for the
promotion and protection of human rights, and decided to refer the Singhvi
draft declaration, under the title "Draft declaration on the independence and
impartiality of the judiciary, jurors and assessors and the independence of
lawyers", to the Commission on Human Rights for further consideration. It
also decided to consider the draft declaration under a separate item of the
agenda at its forty-first session.

.J-

22. The Commission on Human Rights, at its forty-fifth session, in
resolution 1989/32, invited Governments to take into account the principles
set forth in the Singhvi draft declaration in implementing the Basic
Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary. The Commission also welcomed
the decision of the Sub-Commission to consider an agenda item on the draft
declaration at its forty-first session and requested the Sub-Commission, under
the same agenda item, to consider effective means of monitoring the
implementation of the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary
and the protection of practising lawyers.
23, In its resolution 1989/22, the Sub-Commission, at its forty-first
session, responded to the above request of the Commission by inviting
Mr. Louis Joinet to prepare a working paper on means of monitoring
implementation of the relevant standards. The Commission on Human Rights, in
its resolution 1990/33, endorsed Sub-Commission resolution 1989/22 and
recommended that the Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime
and the Treatment of Offenders consider as a matter of priority the draft
basic principles on the role of lawyers elaborated by the Committee on Crime
Prevention and Control, with a view to their adoption. Meeting at Havana from
27 August to 7 September 1990, the Eighth United Nations Congress on the
Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders did in fact adopt the
aforementioned principles, together with Guidelines on the Role of
Prosecutors.
24. In accordance with his mandate, Mr. Joinet submitted a working paper to
the Sub-Commission at its forty-second session (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1990/35) in which
he recounted the then current United Nations standard-setting and reporting
activities, categorized violations of international norms relative to judicial
independence and impartiality and the independence of the legal profession,
surveyed positive experiences in protecting the independence of judges and
lawyers, and drew some conclusions. In the same working paper, Mr. Joinet
recommended that the Sub-Commission request one of its members to prepare a
report which would (a) make a system-wide analysis of the advisory service and
technical assistance programmes of the United Nations as regards the subject
and (b) bring to the attention of the Sub-Commission cases of legislative and
practical measures serving to strengthen judicial independence and
impartiality and the independence of the legal profession or, on the contrary,
cases which constituted violations of these norms (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1990/35,
para. 76).

25. After considering the working paper submitted by Mr. Joinet, the
Sub-Commission decided, in its resolution 1990/23, to entrust Mr. Joinet with
the preparation of such a report as he had recommended. That decision was
endorsed by the Commission in its resolution 1991/39.
26. In the meantime, the standard-setting activities had continued in
relation to the roles of lawyers and prosecutors: both the Basic Principles
on the Role of Lawyers and Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors were adopted
at the Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention and Treatment of
Offenders, held at Havana from 27 August to 7 September 1990; the
two instruments were subsequently welcomed by the General Assembly in its
resolutions 45/121 of 14 December 1990 and 45/166 of 18 December 1990.
27. The following year, Mr. Joinet submitted a comprehensive report to the
Sub-Commission at its forty-third session (E/~N.4/~ub.2/1991/30).In this
report, Mr. Joinet surveyed the advisory services and technical assistance
rendered by the United Nations in the field of human rights and other related
fields; surveyed measures and practices which had strengthened, or to the
contrary weakened, the safeguards of independence and protection; drew
conclusions and made practical recommendations. While comprehensive in the
matters addressed, the report was not, Mr. Joinet admitted, exhaustive. In
relation to measures and practices which had served to strengthen or weaken
the independence of the judiciary and the protection of lawyers, he had
"intended merely to illustrate, from the standpoint of method, what a report
on the subject might cover in relation to the international standardsn
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/1991/30, para. 301). In fact, in his report Mr. Joinet had
given priority to the matter of advisory services and technical assistance and
addressed only "the major obstacles - especially physical pressure", partly
because "the information received or collected . . . [was] too abundant to be
dealt with in a single reportn (para. 302). Consequently, Mr. Joinet made
detailed recommendations with respect to advisory services and technical
assistance, but, with regard to measures and practices which had served to
strengthen or weaken the independence of the judiciary and the protection of
lawyers, he recommended renewal of that part of his mandate to enable him to
provide the Sub-commission with the fullest possible information (para. 312).
28. In resolution 1991/35 of 29 August 1991, the Sub-Commission decided to
entrust Mr. Joinet with the preparation of another report to bring to its
attention information on practices and measures which had served to strengthen
or to weaken the independence of the judiciary and the legal profession in
accordance with United Nations standards. In its resolution 1992/33, the
Commission on Human Rights endorsed the Sub-Commission's decision.
29. At its forty-fourth session, the Sub-Commission considered the further
report of Mr. Joinet (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1992/25 and ~dd.11,in which he reported
upon positive measuxes and practices aimed at strengthening the safeguards of
independence and protection and cited cases of measures and practices which
had served to weaken these safeguards. He divided those cases into those
measures and practices which had: constituted "pressure" on judges and
lawyers; been implemented during states of emergency and in the administration
of military justice; weakened the application of statutory safeguards and the
tenure of judges; weakened the application of the safeguards relating to
,
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access to the assistance of a lawyer or to the practice of the profession; and
weakened the application of the safeguards relating to the freedoms of
association and expression of lawyers. After considering his report, the
Sub-Commission decided, in resolution 1992/38 of 28 August 1992, to entrust
Mr. Joinet with the preparation of a final report which, in addition to
bringing to the attention of the Sub-Commission further information on
practices and measures which had served to strengthen or to weaken the
independence of the judiciary and the protection of practising lawyers in
accordance with United Nations standards, would enable him: to make specific
recommendations regarding the independence of the judiciary and the protection
of practising lawyers to be taken into account in the United Nations advisory
services and technical assistance programmes (following upon his earlier
recommendations); to examine ways of enhancing cooperation and avoiding
overlapping and duplication in the work of the Commission on Crime Prevention
and Criminal Justice and that of the Sub-Commission; and to elaborate upon the
recommendations made in his 1992 report. Sub-Commission resolukion 1992/38
was subsequently endorsed by the Commission on Human Rights at its
forty-ninth session in resolution 1993/44 of 5 March 1993.
30. In his final report to the Sub-Commission (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/25), in
which he reported on what he termed "positive and negative measures and
practices concerning guarantees of independence, impartiality and protectiontt,
Mr. Joinet provided: an update on the relevant activities under the
United Nations programme of advisory services and technical assistance; a
summary of the development of standards at both the universal and regional
levels; and an update of his survey of positive and negative measures and
practices by Governments within their own domestic jurisdiction. In relation
to "negative measures and practices", Mr. Joinet addressed both de facto
violations and violations in the operation of the law, under the following
physical threats and harassmentv; "actions undermining
headings: vtviolence,
the courtst need for objective and impartial informationw; "declaration of
states of emergency or establishment of courts of special jurisdi~tion~~;
"encroachments on professional or jurisdictional status"; and l~violations
of
fundamental freedoms". Mr. Joinet concluded his report with suggestions for
the reinforcement of cooperation between the United Nations human rights
programme and the United Nations crime prevention and criminal justice
programme and a recommendation for the establishment of a monitoring
mechanism. Specifically, he recommended the creation of a special procedure
capable of: examining what he characterized as "the still too numerous
violations perpetrated today, only the most symptomatic of which have been
described in the present reportn (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/25,chap. 11, para. 10);
"eliciting the cooperation of Governmentsvv(E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/25, chap. 11,
para. 11) with a view to addressing relevant questions or situations;
remedying "the insufficient involvement of judgesJ and lawyers' professional
organizations in a question which is nevertheless of direct concern to themn
(ibid.) - and for the broader interests of society at large, the Special
Rapporteur would add; and "prospecting for new work areas whose importance and
urgency, already considerable, will probably attain priority status: justice
and the media, justice and reasons of state, justice and emergency situations,
justice and anti-terrorism measures, etc." (ibid.).
,
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31. On the basis of the various studies and reports prepared under
Sub-Commission mandates during more than a decade, and taking into
consideration especially the final report of Mr. Joinet (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/25
and Add.l), the Sub-Commission recommended, in its resolution 1993/39 of
26 August 1993, the creation of "a monitoring mechanis'm to follow up the
question of the independence and impartiality of the judiciary, particularly
with regard to judges and lawyers, as well as court officers, and the nature
of problems liable to attack this independence and impartialityu. The
Commission on Human Rights, in its resolution 1994/41 of 4 March 1994,
endorsed the recommendation of the Sub-Commission, and thereupon requested the
Chairman of the Commission to appoint a special rapporteur. The substance of
Commission resolution 1994/41, as approved by Economic and Social Council
decision 1994/251, is recounted in paragraphs 1 to 3 above.
C.
i

The leaal framework

I

32. The Special Rapporteur observes that the requirements of independent and
impartial justice are universal and are rooted in both natural and positive
law. At the international level, the sources of this law are to be found in
conventional undertakings, customary obligations and general principles of
law.
33. The Special Rapporteur will not here embark upon a treatise intended to
establish the basis and content of applicable law. Indeed, in each case, the
specific combination of applicable standards will be a function of the
conventional obligations binding upon the concerned State in conjunction with
the equally binding customary obligations and general principles of law.
However, in this section of his report, the Special Rapporteur wishes to
clarify the rudimentary elements he will refer to in assessing compliance by a
State with its obligations.

I

34. In relation to the underlying concepts of judicial independence and
impartiality, which the Special Rapporteur asserts are "general principles of
law recognized by civilized nations" in the sense of Article 38 (1) (c) of the
Statute of the International Court of Justice, the Special Rapporteur can do
no better than to quote the following passages of Mr. Singhvi's lucid final
report to the Sub-Commission in 1985 (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/18 and Add.1-6):
"75. Historical analysis,andcontemporary profiles of the judicial
functions and the machinery of justice shows the worldwide recognition of
the distinctive role of the judiciary. The principles of impartiality
and independence are the hallmarks of the rationale and the legitimacy of
the judicial function in every State. The concepts of the impartiality
and independence of the judiciary postulate individual attributes as well
as institutional conditions. These are not mere vague nebulous ideas but
fairly precise concepts in municipal and international law. Their
absence leads to a denial of justice and makes the credibility of the
judicial process dubious. It needs to be stressed that impartiality and
independence of the judiciary is more a human right of the consumers of
justice than a privilege of the judiciary for its own sake.
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"76. Judges must be impartial and independent and free from any
restrictions, inducements, pressures, threats or interference, direct or
indirect, and they should have the qualities of conscientiousness,
equipoise, courage, objectivity, understanding, humanity and learning,
because those are the prerequisites of a fair trial and credible and
reliable adjudication ..."
"79. The concept of impartiality is in a sense distinct from the concept
of independence. Impartiality implies freedom from bias, prejudice and
partisanship; it means not favouring one more than another; it connotes
ob-jectivity and an absence of affection or ill-will. To be impartial as
a judge.is to hold the scales even and to adjudicate without fear or
favour in order to do right . . . "
"81. ... The duties of a juror and an assessor and those of a lawyer are
quite different but their independence equally implies freedom from
interference by the Executive or Legislative or even by the judiciary as
well as by others in the fearless and conscientious discharge of their
duties in the exercise of their functions . . . Jurors and assessors, like
judges, are required to be impartial as well as independent. A lawyer,
however, is not expected to be impartial in the manner of a judge, juror
or assessor, but he has to be free from external pressures and
interference. His duty is to represent his clients and their cases, and
to defend their rights and legitimate interests, and in the performance
of that duty, he has to be independent in order that litigants may have
trust and confidence in lawyers representing them and lawyers as a class
may have the capacity to withstand pressure and interference."

[

I

35. Mr. Singhvi went on in his report to demonstrate that the principles of
judicial independence and impartiality are reflected in the legal systems of
the world by constitutional and legislative means supported by an overwhelming
practice. As such, Mr. Singhvi was moved to observe that "there is in fact a
coherent world profile of judicial independence and it is not merely a matter
of ritual verbiage" (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/18/Add.l, para. 104). The Special
Rapporteur fully shares the observation of Mr. Singhvi. Moreover, the Special
Rapporteur is of the opinion that the general practice of providing
independent and impartial justice is accepted by States as a matter of law and
constitutes, therefore, an international custom in the sense of
Article 38 (1) (b) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice.

While the basic obligations and their essential elements may be rooted in
36.
international custom and the general principles of law recognized by civilized
nations, the specificities of these obligations have become the subject of
some articulation in various international instruments at both the universal
and regional levels. Although the Special Rapporteur has no authority to
supervise compliance by States with obligations arising at the regional level,
he observes that several of these instruments reiterate and reinforce
universal obligations. At the universal level, the Special Rapporteur draws
particular attention to the provisions of the 1948 Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the 1985 Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary,
the 1990 Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers, and the 1990 Guidelines on
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the Role of Prosecutors. It is to be noted in regard to the aforementioned
instruments that their texts were elaborated by United Nations bodies and
received full endorsement by the General Assembly.

i

37. With regard to conventional obligations, the Special Rapporteur draws
attention first and foremost to the obligations emanating from the Charter of
the United Nations. Specifically, the Charter refers in its Preamble, in
Article 1 (3) and Article 55 (c), to the imperatives of universal respect for
human rights. The Preamble also declares the determination Ittoestablish
conditions under which justice and respect for the obligations arising from
treaties and other sources of international law can be maintained". The
Special Rapporteur observes in this relation that the overall conception of
ujustice" embodied in the Charter and the work of the United Nations
incorporates respect for human rights and is conditioned on judicial
independence and impartiality as such and for the safeguard of other human
rights.

38. The Special Rapporteur observes that the further specification of the
conventional obligations of the Charter entailed the elaboration of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and subsequent instruments for the
international protection of human rights. As such, at least those articles of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which are intrinsic to respect for
human rights in general may be said to proceed from the conventional
undertaking of States Members of the United Nations as embodied in the
Charter. The Special Rapporteur holds this to be true of articles 7, 8, 10
and 11 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which provide as follows:
"Article 7
llAllare equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination
to eqkal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection
against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against
any incitement to such dis~rimination.~
"Article 8
"Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national
tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the
constitution or by law."
"Article 10
"Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an
independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights
and obligations and of any criminal charge against him."
"Article 11
"1.
Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed
innocent until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which
he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence.
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112. No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any
act or omission which did not constitute a penal offence, under national
or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a
heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time
the penal offence was committed."
39. The Special Rapporteur observes that whereas the requirements of
independent and impartial justice are explicit in article 10 of the Universal
Declaration, they are clearly implied in articles 7, 8 and 11. The Special
Rapporteur also observes that this understanding has been upheld and repeated
by the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities, the Commission on Human Rights and the General Assembly by way of
consistent preambular references in virtually every resolution adopted by
these bodies on the subject in question.
40. Turning to more specific conventional obligations, the Special Rapporteur
refers to articles 2, 14 and 26 of the 1966 Internatiqnal Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, which provide as follows:
"Article 2
"1. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and
to ensure tb all individuals within its territory and subject to its
jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant, without
distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or
other status.
"2. Where not already provided for by existing legislative or other
measures, each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take the
necessary steps, in accordance with its constitutional processes and with
the provisions of the present Covenant, to adopt such legislative or
other measures as may be necessary to give effect to the rights
recognized in the present Covenant.
"3.

Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes:

"(a) To ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein
recognized are violated shall have an effective remedy, notwithstanding
that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an official
capacity;
"(b) To ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have
his right thereto determined by competent judicial, administrative or
legislative authorities, or by any other competent authority provided for
by the legal system of the State, and to develop the possibilities of
judicial remedy;
~ ( c )To ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such
remedies when granted."
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"Article 14
"1. All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the
determination of any criminal charge against him, or of his rights and
obligations in a suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a fair and
public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal
established by law. The press and the public may be excluded from all or
part of a trial for reasons of morals, public order (ordre ~ublic)or
national security in a democratic society, or when the interest of the
private lives of the Parties so requires, or to the extent strictly
necessary in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where
publicity would prejudice the interests of justice; but any judgement
rendered in a criminal case or in a suit at law shall be made public
except where the interest of juvenile persons otherwise requires or the
proceedings concern matrimonial disputes or the guardianship of children.

Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall have the right to be
"2.
presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law.
"3.
In the determination of any criminal charge against him, everyone
shall be entitled to the following minimum guarantees, in full equality:

"(a) To be informed promptly and in detail in a language which' he
understands of the nature and cause of the charge against him;
"(b) To have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of
his defence and to communicate with counsel of his own choosing;
"(c) To be tried without undue delay;
"(d) To be tried in his presence, and to defend himself in person
or through legal assistance of his own choosing; to be informed, if he
does not have legal assistance, of this right; and to have legal
assistance assigned to him, in any case where the interests of justice so
require, and without payment by him in any such case if he does not have
sufficient means to pay for it;
"(e) To examine, or have examined, the witnesses against him and
to obtain the attendance and examination of witnesses on his behalf under
the same conditions as witnesses against him;

" (£1 To have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand or speak the language used in court;
"(g) Not to be compelled to testify against himself or to confess
guilt.
"4.
In the case of juvenile persons, the procedure shall be such as
will take account of their age and the desirability of promoting their
rehabilitation.
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"5.
Everyone convicted of a crime shall have the right to his
conviction and sentence being reviewed by a higher tribunal according to
law.

"6. When a person has by a final decision been convicted of a criminal
offence and when subsequently his conviction has been reversed or he has
been pardoned on the ground that a new or newly discovered fact shows
conclusively that there has been a miscarriage of justice, the person who
has suffered punishment as a result of such conviction shall be
compensated according to law, unless it is proved that the non-disclosure
of the unknown fact in time is wholly or partly attributable to him.
"7. No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again for an offence
for which he has already been finally convicted or acquitted in
accordance with the law and penal procedure of each country."

"Article 26
"All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any
discrimination to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, the
law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal
and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as
race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status."
41. The Special Rapporteur observes that whereas the requirements of
independent and impartial justice are explicit in article 14 quoted above,
they are clearly implied in articles 2 and 26. The Special Rapporteur also
observes that this understanding has been upheld and repeated by the
Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities,
the Commission on Human Rights and the General Assembly by way of consistent
preambular references in virtually every resolution adopted by these bodies on
the subject in question.
42. The Special Rapporteur observes that the requirements of an independent
and impartial judiciary, and independent lawyers, which are necessary for the
implementation of articles 2, 14 and 26 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, are also necessary for the effective realization and
enjoyment of most other rights and freedoms, especially with regard to those
provisions which proscribe arbitrary acts and those provisions which prescribe
judicial supervision. Articles 6.1, 6.2 and 9 of the Covenant are
particularly relevant in this relation:
"Article 6
"1. Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall
be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.
"2. In countries which have not abolished the death penalty, sentence
of death may be imposed only for the most serious crimes in accordance
with the law in force at the time of the commission of the crime and not
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contrary to the provisions of the present Covenant and to the Convention
on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. This penalty
can only be carried out pursuant to a final judgement rendered by a
competent court."
"Article 9
"1. Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person. No one
shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention. No one shall be
deprived of his liberty except on such grounds and in accordance with
such procedure as are established by law.
112. Anyone who is arrested shall be informed, at the time of arrest, of
the reasons for his arrest and shall be promptly informed of any charges
against him.
113. Anyone arrested or detained on a criminal charge shall be brought
promptly before a judge or other officer authorized by law to exercise
judicial power and shall be entitled to trial within a reasonable time or
to release. It shall not be the general rule that persons awaiting trial
shall be detained in custody, but release may be subject to guarantees to
appear for trial, at any other stage of the judicial proceedings, and, .
should occasion arise, for execution of the judgement.
"4. Anyone who is deprived of his liberty by arrest or detention shall
be entitled to take proceedings before a court, in order that that court
may decide without delay on the lawfulness of his detention and order his
release if the detention is not lawful.
"5. Anyone who has been victim of unlawful arrest or detention shall
have an enforceable right to c~mpensation.~
43. In interpreting the full implications of the provisions of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (and those of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights) requiring or relating to judicial
supervision, Mr. Si,nghviobserved that, in the elaboration of the instruments,
"the concepts of independence and impartiality were not analysed or
elucidated. These broad concepts were taken to be axiomatic and did not
para. 28).
engender any controversy" (E/~~.4/~ub.2/1985/18,
44. With respect to more specific interpretation, the Human Rights Committee,
established under article 28 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, and acting pursuant to article 40.4, stated in its General
Comment 13 of 1984 that the notion of "a competent, independent and impartial
tribunal established by law1',as stipulated in article 14.1 of the Covenant,
raises matters regarding Itthemanner in which judges are appointed, the
qualifications for appointment, and the duration of their terms of office; the
condition governing promotion, transfer and cessation of their functions and
the actual independence of the judiciary from the executive branch and the
legislative" (KRI/GEN/I., General Comment 13, para. 3).
45. In the elaboration of its own jurisprudence, the Human Rights Committee,
as expressed through its views upon individual communications received
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pursuant to the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, has stated in relation to article 14.1 that "the right to be
tried by an independent and impartial tribunal is an absolute right that may
suffer no exception" (CommunicationNo. 263/1987, Gonzdlez del Rio v. Peru,
Decision of 20 November 1992, CCPR/C/46/~/263/1987,para. 5.2). More
specifically, the Human Rights Committee has stated:
"'Impartialityr of the court implies that judges must not harbour
preconceptions about the matter put before them, and that they must not
act in ways that promote the interests of one of the parties. Where the
grounds for disqualification of a judge are laid down by law, it is
incumbent upon the court to consider ex officio these grounds and to
replace members of the court falling under the disqualification criteria.
A trial flawed by the participation of a judge who, under domestic
statutes, should have been disqualified cannot normally be considered to
be fair or impartial within the meaning of article 14." (Communication
No. 387/1989, Karttunen v . Finland, Decision of 17 November 1992,
CCPR/C/46/~/387/1989,para. 7.2)
46. Turning to other conventional obligations in the field of human rights
which require judicial independence and impartiality, the Special Rapporteur
refers to: articles 5.a and 6 of the 1965 International Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination; articles 2 (c), 15.1 and
15.2 of the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women; article 2.1 of the 1984 Convention against Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment; and articles 9.1 and 12.2
of the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child. The Special Rapporteur
considers that the requirements of independent and impartial justice are
implicit in, and are in fact or very closely related to the purpose of, the
aforementioned provisions, which read as follows:
"International Convention on the Elimination of
~ l Forms
l
of Racial Discrimination
"Article 5

(a) The right to equal treatment before the tribunals and all
other organs administering justice;

"Article 6
"States Parties shall assure to everyone within their jurisdiction
effective protection and remedies, through the competent national
tribunals and other State institutions, against any acts of racial
discrimination which violate his human rights and fundamental freedoms
contrary to this Convention, as well as the right to seek from such
tribunals just and adequate reparation or satisfaction for any damage
suffered as a result of such discriminati~n.~~
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"Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
aqainst Women
"Article 2

"(c) To establish legal protection of the rights of women on an
equal basis with men and to ensure through competent national tribunals
and other public institutions the effective protection of women against
any act of di~crimination;~~

"1.
the law.

States Parties shall accord to women equality with men before

"2. States Parties shall accord to women, in civil matters, a
legal capacity identical to that of men and the same opportunities to
exercise that capacity. In particular, they shall give women equal
rights to conclude contracts and to administer property and shall treat
them equally in all stages of procedure in courts and tribunals."
"Convention aqainst Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Deqradinq Treatment or Punishment

"1. Each State Party shall take effective legislative,
administrative, judicial or other measures to prevent acts of torture in
any territory under its jurisdiction."
llConventionon the Riqhts of the Child
"Article 9
"1. States Parties shall ensure that a child shall not be
separated from his or her parents against their will, except when
competent authorities subject to judicial review determine, in accordance
with applicable law and procedures, that such separation is necessary for
the best interests of the child. ..."
"Article 12
"1. States Parties shall assure to the child who is capable of
forming his or her own views the right to express those views freely in
all matters affecting the child, the views of the child being given due
weight in accordance with the age and maturity of the child.
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"2.
For this purpose, the child shall in particular be provided
the opportunity to be heard in any judicial and administrative
proceedings affecting the child, either directly, or through a
representative or an appropriate body, in a manner consistent with the
procedural rules of national law."

(

1

47. Although the supervisory bodies established under the above-mentioned
Conventions have not so far chosen to pronounce themselves, through such
general recommendations as they are entitled to issue, on the implicit
requirements of judicial independence and impartiality, the Special Rapporteur
observes that at least the jurisprudence of the Committee on the Elimination
of Racial Discrimination has confirmed the requirement of impartiality with
respect to article 5 (a) of the International Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination (see Communication No. 3/1991, Narrainen v.
paras. 9.1-10). The
Norway, Opinion of 24 March 1994, ~~F3)/~/44/~/3/1991,
Special Rapporteur believes that any contest of the other above-cited
provisions would resust in similar authoritative views or opinions.
48. Of similar importance to the conventional obligations in the foundational
human rights instruments referred to above are article 16 of the
1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and article 16 of the
1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, which provide as
follows :
"Convention relatins to the Status of Refusees
"Article 16.

- Access

to courts

"1. A refugee shall have free access to the courts of law on the
territory of all Contracting States.
"2. A refugee shall enjoy in the Contracting State in which he
has his habitual residence the same treatment as a national in matters
pertaining to access to the courts, including legal assistance and
exemption from cautio iudicatum solvi.
"3. A refugee shall be accorded in the matters referred to in
paragraph 2 in countries other than that in which he has his habitual
residence the treatment granted to a national of the country of his
habitual residence."

"Convention relatins to the Status of Stateless Persons
"Article 16.

-

Access to courts

"1. A stateless person shall have free access to the courts of
law on the territory of all Contracting States.
"2.
A stateless person shall enjoy in the Contracting State in
which he hashis habitual residence the same treatment as a national in
matters pertaining to access to the courts, including legal assistance
and exemption from cautio iudicatum solvi.
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"3.
A stateless person shall be accorded in the matters referred
to in paragraph 2 in countries other than that in which he has his
habitual residence the treatment granted to a national of the country of
his habitual residence."

The Special Rapporteur observes that the references to ucourts" in
article 16 of the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, imply the
conditions of independence and impartiality. Indeed, so far as the Special
Rapporteur has been able to determine, this implication appears to have been
so self-evident as to have never inspired discussion in the drafting process,
interpretative notes or circulars of the Division of International Protection
of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR),
authoritative statements by the Executive Committee of UNHCR or any other
similar body, or even analyses in any subsequent academic commentaries on the
Convention. The same absence of controversy or even concern appears to have
characterized the drafting, analysis, implementation and academic treatment of
article 16 of the Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons. The
apparent absence of doubt most probably is attributable to the logic
underlying the provisions - that the person for whom protection is aimed
should have recourse to an instance which is not subject to executive or
legislative dictates or interests and which is also free from bias, i.e. that
the instance be independent and impartial. If this were not so, the Special
Rapporteur submits that the provisions would lose their reason for being.
49.

'

50. Returning to the provisions of the Basic Principles on the Independence
of the Judiciary, the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers, and the
Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors to which the Special Rapporteur has
referred above and to which he attaches special importance as the most precise
articulations of the standards relating to judicial independence and
impartiality and to the independence of the legal profession, it is to be
understood that these instruments will constitute the main references in
implementation of the present mandate.
51.
While the legal framework of the Special Rapporteur's mandate may be said
to be a composite of various obligations arising over the years from the
different sources of international law, the Special Rapporteur also attaches
considerable importance to Part I, paragraph 27 of the Vienna Declaration and
Programme of Action (A/CONF.157/23),unanimously adopted on 25 June 1993 by
the World Conference on Human Rights, which brings together the matter in a
concise fashion, declaring, in part, as follows:

"Every State should provide an effective framework of remedies to redress
human rights grievances or violations. The administration of justice,
including law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies and, especially, an
independent judiciary and legal profession in full conformity with
applicable standards contained in international human rights instruments,
are essential to the full and non-discriminatory realization of human
rights and indispensable to the processes -ofdemocracy and sustainable
development ..."
52. Despite the quite developed legal content of the notions of judicial
independence and impartiality, and also the broader notion of an independent
legal profession, some lacunae remain on the margin of these concepts in
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international law. This fact explains the existence of the third part of the
Special Rapporteur's mandate, which relates to questions of principle
requiring clarification, if not further elaboration and possible
standard-setting.
D.

Some issues of special importance

53. As noted above, the Special Rapporteur is mandated "to study, for the
purpose of making proposals, important and topical questions of principle with
a view to protecting and enhancing the independence of the judiciary and
lawyers" (Commission resolution 1994/41, para. 3 (c)).

,:

54. In studying the work of the Sub-Commission which preceded the creation of
his mandate, the Special Rapporteur observes that several questions of
principle have already been raised, particularly by Mr. Joinet in his reports.
Specifically, Mr. Joinet suggested that the following issues might be given
priority status under a monitoring mechanism such as has now been established:
justice and the media, justice and reasons of State, justice and emergency
situations, justice and anti-terrorism measures (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/25,
chap. 11, para. 11).
55. In fact, as the Special Rapporteur has already indicated, some issues
require clarification only. For example, clarification (or perhaps, more
accurately, reiteration) may be necessary in relation to the principle of the
separation of powers, which is the bedrock upon which the requirements of
judicial independence and impartiality are founded. Understanding of, and
respect for, the principle of the separation of powers is a sine m a non for a
democraiiic State and is, therefore, of cardinal impo'rtance for countries in
transition to democracy - which heretofore have been typically characterized
by precisely the absence of a separation of powers. Thus, the Special
Rapporteur will emphasize the special and urgent necessity for respecting the
principle of separation of powers and the requirements of judicial
independence and impartiality, especially in countries in transition to
democracy. He is confident that, in doing so, the valuable contribution made
by independent and impartial justice to national development will also become
apparent.
56. Another case where clarification may be necessary is with regard to the
function of judicial review, or its equivalent, of the constitutionality or
legality of executive decisions, administrative orders and legislative acts.
Early in the implementation of his mandate, the Special Rapporteur has already
observed a considerable misunderstanding on the part of governmental
authorities and even parliamentarians. The misconception seems to be that
judicial review is a matter of substituting the opinions of judges for the
determinations or acts of the competent authorities within or under the
executive or legislative branches of government. The often heard argument is:
"How could judges, who are merely appointed, set aside the decisions of the
elected representatives of the people and substitute their own decisions?"
This misunderstanding tends also to cause the executive or legislative
branches to seek to limit, or even suspend, the power of judicial review, i.e.
to interfere with judicial independence. Of course, the function of judicial
review serves only to ensure that the executive and legislative branches carry
out their responsibilities according to law, and that their determinations or
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acts do not exceed their accorded powers. The process of judicial review
serves to check executive and legislative excesses by upholding the rule of
law; it is in no sense a matter of substitution. However, because of the
seemingly widespread misunderstanding of the power of judicial review (which
is so vital for the protection of the rule of law), the Special Rapporteur
will devote some effort to addressing the problem, especially in the context
of countries undergoing transition to democracy.

.,

57. Aside from those issues which may require some clarification, it is
evident that some standards will have to be further elaborated in terms of the
specificities of their application in certain contexts or situations, while
other questions of principle will require the elaboration of entirely new
standards in order to fill existing gaps. In relation to the former, it is to
be observed that the criterion of I1independencel1is not always assured with
respect to military courts, revolutionary tribunals, or similar special
courts. In these cases, the extent of the criterion of independence is at
issue and requires a clear and sufficient response in terms of application of
existing standards.
58. The complexities of the modern State, together with genuine threats which
manifest themselves indiscriminately against whole societies, raise questions
of principle which may well require additional standards in relation to
judicial independence and impartiality and to the independence of the legal
profession. However, arguments invoked by the executive to restrict judicial
independence on the basis of "reasons of State" (for example, national
security) must be carefully scrutinized and clear limits to the restrictions
must be established. The Special Rapporteur is confident that creative
solutions can be found which would overcome problems of, for example,
sensitive documentation which the executive might seek to withhold from the
judiciary. In order to avoid what Mr. Joinet has seen to be an "excessive
usage of the prerogatives conferred on governmental authorities"
(~/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/25,para. 116), examination of the problem will have to be
initiated.
,

59. Another question of considerable concern to the Special Rapporteur arises
in relation to states of emergency. One commentator has observed concisely
that Iftheemasculation of the judiciary and the harassment of defence lawyers
are not uncommon in a state of emergencyv1(Chowdhury, Subrata.Roy,Rule of Law
in a State of Emerqency, Pinter Publishers, London, 1989, p. 130). Indeed,
decrees instituting states of emergency are often followed by mass dismissals
of judges, the creation of special courts and the restriction or suspension of
the judicial review function. Concern over such matters has been expressed
over the years by many organizations and in many forums, for example, by the
International Commission of Jurists and its Centre on the Independence of
Judges and Lawyers, the International Law Association and the Sub-Commission
on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, and there is no
doubt that the matter remains in need of resolution. In this connection, the
Special Rapporteur takes note of paragraph 9 of the glGuidelinesfor the
Development of Legislation on States of EmergencyT1(entitled llEffectsof a
state of emergency on the judiciaryu,and which seeks to protect, inter alia,
the critical function of judicial review) annexed to the fourth annual report
,
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and list of States which, Since 1 January 1985, have proclaimed, extended or
terminated a state of emergency, submitted to the Sub-Commission by
Mr. Leandro Despouy, Special Rapporteur appointed pursuant to Economic and
Social Council resolution 1985/37 (~/CN.4/Sub.2/1991/28).

i

1

60. The scourge of terrorism has also given rise to anti-terrorism measures
which often present problems for judicial independence or the independence of
the legal profession. As in the case of states of emergency, one feature of
anti-terrorism measures has been the creation of special courts. In some
countries, procedural requirements of the measures constitute clear
interferences with the lawyer-client relationship, for example, interferences
with confidentiality. Other measures, such as the increasingly broadly
applied technique of hooding judges in order to protect them from reprisals,
raise larger questions of due process which may have some bearing on the
notions of judicial independence and impartiality. Some standard-setting may
be required in this area.

61. Another source of increasing concern is the relationship between the
media and the judiciary. In this era of rapidly developing communications
technologies, it has become difficult at times to balance the equally
important freedom of expression (and the corresponding right to information)
on the one hand with the requirements of fair trial (featuring an independent .
and impartial judiciary) on the other hand. Certainly, judges (and/or jurors)
must be protected against pressures which would implant or effect bias, or
even cause the appearance of such bias, to the detriment of the rule of law in
a specific case or in general. At the same time, one must be extremely
careful not to restrict unnecessarily the freedom of expression. The question
must be examined, a fine balance between these two competing, equally
important, rights must be sought, and additional standards of protection may
have to be developed in this connection.
62. In referring to the above issues, the Special Rapporteur has sought only
to identify some questions of principle to which he attaches special
importance. With the cooperation of interested Governments, intergovernmental
organizations, non-governmental organizations and individuals, the Special
Rapporteur hopes to,beable to contribute constructively to the further
elaboration of appropriate standards of judicial independence and impartiality
and of the independence of the legal profession.

11. METHODS OF WORK
Introduction
In reviewing the work which has led up to the creation of his mandate,
and as a result of his own early experience, the Special Rapporteur wishes to
make the preliminary observation that his mandate applies to a wide spectrum
of court officers, as its long title indicates. Accordingly, the Special
Rapporteur will address issues affecting the officers of the court concerned
under his mandate. However, the Special Rapporteur also takes note of the
experience of Mr. Joinet which led him to observe that, in relation to the
broader legal profession, 'it seems that the judiciary and lawyers are the
63.
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only professions to run serious risks" (~/CN.4/Sub.2/1992/25/~dd.l,
para. 6 (2)(e)). As a practical consequence, this means that the Special
Rapporteur will address matters affecting principally judges and lawyers,
whatever their official role in the judicial branch of government.
64. With regard to definitions, the Special Rapporteur will address himself
to all cases, situations and matters involving performance of the functions of
judges (whether in the superior or the subordinate courts, or in special
tribunals created by statutes), jurors, assessors and lawyers, whether the
persons involved are professional or lay, whether their functions or
appointments are of regular standing or ad hoc, and irrespective of their
formal qualifications or recognition.

.,(
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65. In devising methods of work for implementing his mandate, the Special
Rapporteur is conscious of the fact that his mandate was created in response
to concrete and practical problems. In many countries, judges and lawyers
suffer reprisals for performing their professional functions. Interferences
range from professional sanctions and dismissals through arbitrary arrests and
detentions to physical attacks including killings and disappearances. In
addition to interferences with individual judges or lawyers, there have been
many incidents where the executive or legislative branches have suspended
certain functions of the judicial branch, or in some cases legislated them out
of existence, i.e. there have been interferences with the structures and
institutions which administer justice, including bar associations. The
Special Rapporteur finds that the independence and impartiality of the
judiciary can be effectively secured if there is in the State a wellentrenched independent mechanism, independent of the executive and legislative
arms of government, responsible for the appointment, promotion, transfer, and
dismissal of judges (as noted in Human Rights Committee General Comment 13).
In addition, financial independence from the executive and legislative arms of
government is vital for an independent and impartial system of justice.
Consequently, the Special Rapporteur will inquire into the availability of
such mechanisms in States Members of the Untied Nations.
66. The purpose of the present chapter is to outline how the Special
Rapporteur intends to implement each aspect of his mandate in a practical way.
The essential work of the mandate has been articulated in paragraph 3 of
Commission resolution 1994/41. Implementation of the mandated tasks requires:
(i) fair and reliable methods of investigation into allegations; (ii) reliable
methods of assessing progress achieved in protecting and enhancing the
independence of the judiciary, together with reliable methods of assessing
specific needs in order to make appropriate and concrete recommendations
leading to real improvements; and (iii) methods of identifying and examining
matters of principle concerning the independence and impartiality of the
judiciary and the independence of the legal profession.

as a general rule, the Special Rapporteur will make himself available on
67.
the widest basis to the greatest extent of his abilities. He will seek to
establish, and has already taken steps in this direction, direct contacts with
Governments, relevant domestic authorities, intergovernmental organizations,
relevant professional organizations and institutions, other interested
international and national non-governmental organizations, academic
institutions and individuals.
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68. As a second general rule, the special Rapporteur's approach will
emphasize the prevention of violations. Hence, the Special Rapporteur will
encourage dissemination of the relevant standards and will respond promptly
upon being informed of possible threats to judicial independence and the
independence of the legal profession.
69. In relation to other thematic mechanisms, the Special Rapporteur wishes
to express his intention to cooperate fully, for example through regular
consultations, joint studies and joint missions when appropriate, as
recommended in the Joint Declaration of the Independent Experts Responsible
for the Special Procedures for the Protection of Human Rights (A/CONF.157/9)
and in the report on the meeting of independent experts responsible for the
special procedures held at Geneva from 30 May to 1 June-1994 (E/CN.4/1995/5).
B.

Concernins allesed violations

70. Paragraph 3 (a) of Commission resolution 1994/41 establishes a mandate
which is consistent with the other special thematic procedures. Hence, in his
methodology the Special Rapporteur will draw upon the experience acquired by
the various thematic mechanisms and will largely follow the established common
practice. In particular, he takes note of the methods of work used by the
Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions
(E/~~.4/1994/7,
paras. 13-67) and the Special Rapporteur on torture
(E/~~.4/1994/31,
paras. 5-23).
71. The Special Rapporteur's mandate encompasses a broad range of issues
relating to the protection of the independence of the judiciary and the legal
profession. Since interferences with judicial independence may be directed
against both individuals and the institutions or branch as such, the Special
Rapporteur will have to consider general situations as well as concrete
incidents and individual cases.
72. In relation to the legal profession, the Special Rapporteur is conscious
of the fact that the role of lawyers and their respective bar associations in
upholding human rights and fundamental freedoms, as referred to in
paragraph 14 of the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers, is sometimes seen
by Governments as lawyers dabbling in politics. The Special Rapporteur will
be vigilant in the protection of this important role of lawyers in upholding
these rights and freedoms and will seek to bring offending Governments to
account; the Special Rapporteur is aware of instances where lawyers have been
arbitrarily detained without trial and of some cases in which their law
practices have been subjected to economic sanctions. However, the Special
Rapporteur will be equally vigilant in scrutinizing situations where lawyers
may be using their bar associations to indulge in partisan politics, thus
compromising the independence of the legal profession. . In this connection,
the Special Rapporteur will seek to distinguish between engagement in the
protection of those human rights which have political connotations, and
engagement in politics per se.
73. In all cases, direct contacts with the alleged victims and/or their
representatives will be sought. Corroborative or supplementary information
will also be sought from sources other than the alleged victims or their
representatives.
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74. Where the information received by the Special Rapporteur is prima facie
credible, the Special Rapporteur will transmit the allegation, usually by
letter, to the concerned Government in order to obtain the Government's
response.
75. The credibility of the source of the allegations will be established by
the Special Rapporteur by reference to: the degree of detail presented by the
alleged victim about him or herself and the event or interference alleged;
corroborative sources; logic; the laws in force in the concerned State.
In rare cases of particularly grave allegations of violations, for
76.
example, threats to. the life of the alleged victim, the Special Rapporteur
will send an urgent appeal to the concerned Government. This method will
follow the procedures established for other thematic mechanisms.

.,-

77. Whether addressed through a letter or through a cable issued as an
urgent appeal, the Government concerned will be expected to respond
expeditiously to the Special Rapporteur's request for information or
explanation. In this regard, the Special Rapporteur draws attention to
Commission resolution 1993/47, in which Governments are encouraged to so
respond.
78. Paying due account to the need to have reliable information prior to
seeking responses from concerned Governments, the Special Rapporteur will seek
to act in the preventive spirit with which he will approach his mandate
overall. By doing so, the Special Rapporteur would hope to avoid more serious
interferences or attacks. For example, should the Special Rapporteur observe
movement in some part of the world directed towards restriction of judicial
independence or the independence of the legal profession, for example,
consideration of legislation, he will endeavour immediately to inform
decision-makers of the relevant international standards. Such endeavours may
well require direct intervention at the local level in order to draw the
attention of the relevant authorities to the specific standards prior to
legislation being adopted or other violations occurring.
79. In such situations as may require, the Special Rapporteur will undertake
on-site visits to enhance his understanding of particular situations and to
facilitate personal contacts with the relevant parties, especially
governmental authorities.
80. Where responses received from Governments are considered unsatisfactory
by the Special Rapporteur, he will seek additional information from the
source/victim and the Government. Still unsatisfactory governmental responses
will be mentioned in the subsequent reports of the Special Rapporteur to the
Commission on Human Rights. The cases/situations will also continue to be
followed by the Special Rapporteur until such time as a satisfactory,response
is received. Satisfactory governmental replies will be deemed to have
"clarified" allegations and such cases will not normally figure in the Special
Rapporteur's reports.

,

response from a concerned
81. Concerning the notion of a "sati~factory~~
Government, the Special Rapporteur wishes to make clear that responses must
demonstrate respect for independence of the judiciary and the legal profession
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in practice. The Special Rapporteur will not be satisfied with mere
statements of principle extracted from the Constitution of the State
concerned, but will seek further information on how in practice those
principles are applied to secure judicial independence and impartiality and
the independence of the legal profession.
82. In adopting the above-described methods in cases or situations arising
under the terms of paragraph 3 (a) of Commission resolution 1994/41, the
Special Rapporteur takes note of the fact that Mr. ~oinetexperienced and
described the difficulties of endeavouring to consider allegations and
government responses thereto through the normal procedures, in so far as
translation and transmission of information and general communication between
the sources, the Special Rapporteur, the Centre for Human Rights and the
responsible Government are very time-consuming. The Special Rapporteur
sincerely hopes that such difficulties can be overcome.
1

)

C.

'
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Concernins Droqress achieved and concrete recommendations

83. It is the obvious aim of international human rights law that standards be
implemented at the domestic level. However, such implementation requires, in
the first place, full knowledge of the existing standards on as wide a scale
as possible. In this connection, the Special Rapporteur's initial experience
supports Mr. Joinetlsearlier finding that "non-governmental organizations,
particularly professional organizations of jurists, are insufficiently well
informed of the specific system of standards for the protection of the
judiciary and lawyersnt(E/.CN.4/Sub.2/1992/25/Add.1, para. 6 (4) (b)) .
Consequently, significant promotional activities will be necessary to spur
progress in implementation of the standards.
84. The promotion of respect for the independence and impartiality of the
judiciary will be served by the Special Rapporteur's reporting on progress
achieved throughout-the world. Not only will positive steps be brought to
light, but specific methods of implementation will no doubt provide the
opportunity to learn: progress achieved in one part of the world may be
useful in overcoming problems elsewhere in the world.
85. Progress will be evident not so much from the apparent absence of
interferences and attacks as from positive measures of protection which
engender a healthy and vigorous judiciary and legal profession confidently
performing their functions. Legislative progress will be necessary in many
parts of the world in order to overcome existing structural deficiencies.
However, such legislative progress may be dependent upon success in
promotional activities, as mentioned above. For example, before
parliamentarians may be prepared to act to secure judicial independence and
the independence of the legal profession through statutory measures,
unjustified fears that an independent judiciary may usurp executive or
legislative powers will have to be overcome.
86. In connection with the above, the Special Rapporteur is especially aware
of the importance of encouraging and aiding countries in transition to
democracy in order to establish a system that will provide a proper balance
between the various authorities concerned with the administration of justice.
At this moment of global change, the Special Rapporteur is convinced that the
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most immediate and critical need for advisory services and technical
assistance in the field of the administration of justice in general, and with
regard to judicial independence and the independence of the legal profession
in particular, is among countries in transition to democracy. Consequently,
the Special Rapporteur will seek dialogue with the authorities of such States
with a view to identifying specific needs and encouraging the provision of
appropriate services and assistance.
The Special Rapporteur will also strongly encourage regional cooperation
in order to strengthen the independence of the judiciary. In this connection,
the Special Rapporteur welcomes several initiatives around the world. For
example, the Special Rapporteur applauds the work being done in the countries
of the former Soviet Union by European intergovernmental organizations such as
the Council of Europe and the Organization of Security and Cooperation in
Europe's Office of Democratic Institutions and Human Rights. Initiatives
aimed at regional standard-setting, such as the draft additional protocol to
the European Convention on Human Rights prepared by the Association of
European Magistrates for Democracy and Freedoms and the Draft General
Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary prepared by the association of
Asian Chief Justices, are also to be applauded in so far as they are
consistent with, or add to, universal standards. Certainly, it is to be
acknowledged that initiatives by respected non-governmental organizations,
such as the Geneva-based International commission of Juristsf Centre for the
Independence of Judges and Lawyers and the New York-based Lawyers Committee
for Human Rights, have contributed greatly through their detailed reporting to
the development of specific standards and methods of implementation aimed at
securing the independence of judges and lawyers. In relation to such
initiatives, the Special Rapporteur will, in addition to reporting upon them,
seek to act as a catalyst and facilitator where his involvement may be
considered welcome and constructive.
87.

.
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Returning to problems of structural deficiency, they will be examined
initially through scrutiny of laws. More in-depth examination would require
country visits for needs assessment. The Special Rapporteur would be
available to undertake such visits at the request of Governments, but he may
also approach Governments in that regard where he may think it would be of
use. The Special Rapporteur may occasionally issue "country profilest1which
would both reveal problem areas and identify governmental efforts which
required support and encouragement. Involvement with multilateral
institutions such as the World Bank may also be pursued, especially to
encourage funding of infrastructural needs associated with the Itcapitalcostsft
of the administration of justice under an independent and impartial judiciary.
88.
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89. Evidently, the effective implementation of paragraph 3 (b) of Commission
resolution 1994/41, with special attention to its constructive emphasis, will
require close cooperation with the advisory services and technical assistance
programme of the Centre for Human Rights. To this end, the Special Rapporteur
will pursue the establishment of a regular exchange of information and views
with the Centre for Human Rights on matters concerning judicial independence
and the independence of the legal profession.
90. Over the long run, increased awareness of the standards is the key to
progress. It is partly with this in mind that the Special Rapporteur has
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contacted not only the relevant professional associations, whose membership
consists of those most immediately interested and affected, but also law
schools and faculties, with a view to informing and acculturating future
lawyers, judges and, frequently, political leaders. In relation to the latter
group, the Special Rapporteur intends to follow up his initial contacts with a
recommendation concerning the development of a specific programme for law
schools.
D. Concernins auestions of principle

91. With regard to that part of the mandate articulated in paragraph 3 (c) of
Commission resolution 1994/41, i.e. questions of principle, Messrs. Joinet and
Singhvi have already singled out some subjects to be taken up and the
Special Rapporteur has already commented briefly upon some of these and
others. It may well be that, in the course of his examination of various
cases and situations around the world, other questions will arise. The
Special Rapporteur will endeavour to analyse systematically such questions in
his reports.
92. In addition to his own analyses, the Special Rapporteur may wish to
solicit the views of Governments, specialized or interested organizations and
independent experts. . Wide consultation may take the form of participation in,
or even the hosting of, occasional seminars and conferences. In general, the
Special Rapporteur will stimulate discussion with a view to distilling
consensus on possible standards.
93. In the process of conducting his studies, the Special Rapporteur may
very well seek partners from the governmental, intergovernmental and
non-governmental communities.
RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
94. It should go without saying that the effective implementation of the
Special Rapporteur's mandate depends upon the availability of adequate human
and material resources. There is a direct causal link in this regard:
adequate funding facilitates .effective implementation, while inadequate
funding will result in ineffective implementation. It is also to be observed
that the availability of resources has a significant bearing on a second
causal 'relationship: the achievement of an independent and impartial
judiciary affects significantly the level of respect for human rights in
general - as recognized by the Commission in the seventh preambular paragraph
of resolution 1994/41. The causal chain continues in so far as the level of
respect for human right's has a direct bearing upon the quality of democracy in
a State. Taking this logic into account, the "value for moneyw quotient of
support for the independence and impartiality.of the judiciary is high; for
example, it can contribute greatly to the avoidance of discrimination
engendering group disaffections and rivalries giving rise to conflicts.
95. Clearly, the Special Rapporteur will require adequate resources in order
to implement his mandate effectively. He hopes that the Member States will,
through the relevant United Nations organs, ensure that such resources are
made available. In this regard, the Special Rapporteur wishes to acknowledge
the welcome intention of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to provide
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each special rapporteur with modern means of communication and access to an
electronic database of human rights information (see E/CN.4/1995/5/~dd.l). It
is hoped that Member States will support such concrete and useful initiatives.
96. The practical implication of unmet resource requirements is the inability
of the Special Rapporteur to organize and carry out his mandate: he cannot
plan missions, make decisions on how (and sometimes whether) to intervene,
etc. A clearly identified budget is a necessary precondition to efficient and
effective work. This is especially so in the case of emergency situations:
the Special Rapporteur must have a clear understanding of the financial
resources available to him and/or the permissible expenses he may incur so
that he does not enter into undertakings which are unfezsible financially or
cause him to expend unrecoverable sums from his personal resources. This is
all the more important since the Special kapporteur is not a United Nations
employee, but contributes his work on a pro bono basis.
1
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97. In order to enhance his effectiveness, and taking into account the
well-known constraints on the financial resources of the Organization, it may
be necessary for the Special Rapporteur to accept voluntary contributions or
material assistance from organizations or persons interested in supporting the
work of the mandate. However, in principle, the Special Rapporteur will not
accept contributions from Governments because of the potential for conflict o f
interest in possible cases of allegations: the Special Rapporteur will
vigorously maintain his independence both in fact and in appearance.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
98. It is worth repeating the observation made by Mr. Singhvi in his report
of almost 10 years ago:
"The contemporary international order is premised on the intrinsic and
ultimate indivisibility of freedom, justice and peace. It is clear that
in the world in which we live, there can be no peace without justice,
there can be no justice without freedom and there can be no freedom
para. 74)
without human rights.I1 (~/C~.4/Sub.2/1985/18,
99. Commission on Human Rights resolution 1994/41 not only confirms the
above-noted general observation of Mr. Singhvi, but, following the end of the
cold war, it also gives new meaning and impetus to another more precise
observation of Mr. Singhvi:
!$Thestrength of legal institutions is a form of insurance for the rule
of law and for the observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms
and for preventing the denial and miscarriage of justice. To strengthen
human rights in the legal system and to build up the strength of the
legal system and to sustain the rule of law and eliminate any denial of
justice should be a major strategy for updating the premises of the new
world order." (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/18,para. 4 4 )
100. It is the Special Rapporteur's strongly held opinion that the measure of
the strength of any legal system is to be found in the degree of independence
and impartiality of its judiciary.

~/CN.4/1995/39
page 32
101. In order for the principles of judicial independence and the independence
of the legal profession to obtain their broadest and deepest effects, it is
necessary that the existing standards of judicial independence and the
independence of the legal profession enjoy wide dissemination. Emphasis
should be placed on achieving such dissemination not only through the efforts
of the Special Rapporteur, but also through the publications and promotional
activities of the Centre for Human Rights.
102. Implementation of the Special Rapporteur's mandate to monitor progress
achieved and to make concrete recommendations, including the provision of
advisory services and technical assistance, will require close'cooperation
with the advisory services and technical assistance programme of the Centre
for Human Rights. At a minimum, the Special Rapporteur will have to be kept
regularly informed by the Centre.
103. With attention to the practical details of effective implementation of
the mandate, it is absolutely clear that the mandate will not be effective
without the provision of adequate human and financial resources. There exist
some minimum requirements in this regard. Specifically, the Special
Rapporteur concludes that he requires the full-time assistance of at least one
Professional staff member of the Centre for Human Rights at Geneva, together
with the provision of secretarial services at his place of residence
(Kuala Lumpur) . In addition, the Special Rapporteur requires certainty with
regard to the budgetary resources at his disposal, in order to plan his
activities and travels.
104. Ultimately, effective implementation of the mandate depends upon the will
of Member States with regard to their own domestic jurisdiction. Where
problems exist, cooperation of the concerned Governments is fundamental. In
seeking to resolve existing problems, constructive dialogue is essential and,
therefore, will be the principal method employed by the Special Rapporteur.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS

105. In so far as this report is intended mainly to establish the terms of
analysis and subsequent work of the Special Rapporteur in fulfilment of his
mandate, he has no recommendations to make of a substantive nature. However,
the Commission's adoption of the following recommendations may contribute to
the better functioning of the mandate and would facilitate its effective
implementation. Specifically, the Special Rapporteur recommends:
(a) That the Special Rapporteur be apprised on a regular basis of
requests made for advisory services and technical assistance and of such
services and assistance as are being provided through the Centre for Human
Rights, or are foreseen, in the area of the administration of justice, in
particular*withregard to the independence and impartiality of the judiciary;
(b) That, with a view to achieving the widest dissemination of the
principles of judicial independence and impartiality and the independence of
the legal profession, the Centre for Human Rights publish a "fact sheet" on
this subject.
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Jndependence and impartiality of the judiciary, jurors and assessors
and the independence of lawyers
Commission on Human Rights resolution 1995/36
The Commission on Human Rights,
,Guided by articles 7, 8, 10 and 11 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and articles 2, 14 and
26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,

-'-

i

i

Convinced that an independent and impartial judiciary and an independent legal profession are essential
prerequisites for the protection of human rights and for ensuring that there is no discrimination in the
administration of justice,
Bearing in mind the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action (AICONF. 157123), in particular
paragraph 27 of part I and paragraphs 88,90 and 95 of part 11,
Recalling its resolution 1994141 of 4 March 1994 in which it requested the Chairman of the Commission
to appoint for a period of three years, a special rapporteur on the independence and impartiality of the
judiciary, jurors and assessors and the independence of lawyers,
Recalling also General Assembly resolution 40132 of 29 November 1985 in which the Assembly
endorsed the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, and resolution 401146 of 13
December 1985,

i

i

Recalling further General Assembly resolution 451166 of 18 December 1990, in which the Assembly
welcomed the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers and the Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors
adopted by the Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of
Offenders and invited Governments to respect them and to take them into account within the framework
of their national legislation and practice,
Bearing in mind the principles contained in the draft declaration prepared by Mr. L.M. Singhvi
(E/CN.4/Sub.211988/20/Add.1
and Add.l/Corr.l), which the Commission, in its resolution 1989132 of 6
March 1989, invited Governments to take into account in implementing the Basic Principles on the
Independence of the Judiciary,
Recalling the appointment by the Chairman of the Commission on Human Rights of Mr. Param
Cumaraswamy as Special Rapporteur,
Taking note of the first report submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the implementation of his
mandate and the recommendation addressed to the Commission on Human Rights contained therein
(ElCN.4/1995/39, para. 105),
Noting with concern the increasingly frequent attacks on their independence suffered by judges, lawyers
and court officers, and aware of the close link between the weakening of safeguards for judges, lawyers
and court officers and the frequency and gravity of violations of human rights,
1. Welcomes the first report submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the activities relating to his mandate
entitled "Independence and impartiality of the judiciary, jurors .and assessors and the independence of

Independence and impartiality of t...ors and the independence of awyers

..

lawyers" (E/CN.4/1995/39);
2. Endorses the decision of the Special Rapporteur to use, beginning in 1995, the short title of "Special
Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers", and requests the Centre for Human Rights to
take note of this in its future communications;

3. Takes note of and welcomes the methods of work the Special Rapporteur intends to follow in the
implementation of his task, as outlined in chapter II of his report;
4. Notes with appreciation the determination of the Special Rapporteur to achieve as wide a
dissemination as possible of information about existing standards relating to the independence and
impartiality of the judiciary and the independence of the legal profession in conjunction with the
publications and promotional activities of the Centre for Human Rights;

5. Endorses the wish of the Special Rapporteur to be kept regularly informed about the programme of
-,. advisory services and technical assistance of the Centre for Human Rights so that he will be in a position

to implement his mandate by monitoring progress achieved;
I

)

6.' Requests the Secretary-General, within the limits of the resources of the United Nations, to provide
the Special Rapporteur with any assistance needed for the discharge of his mandate;
7. Requests the Special Rapporteur to submit a report on the activities relating to his mandate to the
Commission at its fifty-second session;

8. Decides to consider this question at its fifty-second session.
53rd meeting, 3 March 1995
[Adopted without a vote]
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Independence and impartiality of the judiciary, jurors and assessors and the
independence of lawyers
Commission on Human Rights resolution 1996134
The Commission on Human Rights,
Guided by articles 7,8, 10 and 11 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and articles 2, 14 and
26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and bearing in mind the Vienna
Declaration and Programme of Action (AJCONF.157/23), in particular, Part I, paragraph 27, and Part 11,
paragraphs 88,90 and 95 thereof,
Convinced that an independent and impartial judiciary and an independent legal profession are essential
prerequisites for the protection of human'rights and for ensuring that there is no discrimination in the
administration of justice,
Recalling, its resolution 1994141 of 4 March 1994, in which it requested the Chairman of the
Commission to appoint, for a period of three years, a special rapporteur on the independence and
impartiality of the judiciary, jurors and assessors and the independence of lawyers,
Recalling also its resolution 1995136 of 3 March 1995, in which it endorsed the decision of the Special
Rapporteur to use, beginning in 1995, the short title "Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges
and lawyers",
Recalling fbrther General Assembly resolution 40132 of 29 November 1985, in which the Assembly
endorsed the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, adopted by the Seventh United
Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, and Assembly resolution
401146 of 13 December 1985,
Recalling General Assembly resolution 451166 of 18 December 1990, in which the Assembly welcomed
the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers and the Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors, adopted by
the Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, and
invited Governments to respect them and to take them into account within the framework of their
national legislation and practice,
Recalling also the recommendations adopted by the Ninth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, held at Cairo from 29 April to 8 May 1995, regarding, among
other things, the invitation addressed to Member States to ensure the independence and impartiality of
the judiciary and the proper functioning of prosecutorial and legal services in the field of penal justice
and police affairs, taking into account the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary,
Recalling also the Statement of Principles of the Independence of the Judiciary adopted in Beijing in
August 1995 by the Sixth Conference of Chief Justices of Asia and the Pacific, and the Cairo
Declaration, adopted in November 1995 by the Third Conference of Francophone Ministers of Justice,
Acknowledpring the importance for the Special Rapporteur of being able to cooperate closely, in the
framework of his mandate, with the Centre for Human Rights in the field of advisory seryices and
technical cooperation, which could contribute to guaranteeing the independence of judges and lawyers,
Reconnizing,the importance of the role of non-governmental organizations, bar associations and
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professional associations of judges in the defence of the principles of the independence of lawyers and
judges,
Noting with concern the increasingly kequent attacks on their independence suffered by judges, lawyers
and court officers, and aware of the close link between the weakening of safeguards for judges, lawyers
and court officers and the frequency and gravity of violations of human rights,
Taking note of the second report (E/CN.4/1996/37) submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the
implementation of his mandate,
1. Takes note of the second report submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the activities relating to his
mandate;
2. Also takes note of the cooperative working methods that the Special Rapporteur has adopted to draw
up his report and implement his mandate, as described in Commission resolution 1994141;
''

I

'

3. Welcomes the numerous exchanges the Special Rapporteur has had with several intergovernmental
and international organizations and United Nations bodies, and encourages him to continue along this
path,
4. Notes with appreciation the determination of the Special Rapporteur to achieve as wide a
dissemination as possible of information about existing standards relating to the independence and
impartiality of the judiciary and the independence of the legal profession in conjunction with the
publications and promotional activities of the Centre for Human Rights;
5. Invites the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights to continue to provide technical
assistance to train judges and lawyers and to associate the Special Rapporteur in the elaboration of a
manual on the training of judges and lawyers in the field of human rights;
6. Urnes all Govements to assist the Special Rapporteur in the discharge of his mandate and to
transmit to him all the information requested;

7. Encourarres Governments that face difficulties in guaranteeing the independence of judges and
lawyers, or that are determined to take measures to implement these principles fhther, to consult and to
consider the services of the Special Rapporteur, for instance by inviting him to their country if the
Government concerned deems it necessary;
8. Requests the Secretary-General, within the limits of the existing regular budget, to provide the Special
Rapporteur with any assistance needed for the discharge of his mandate;
9. Requests the Special Rapporteur to submit a report on the activities relating to his mandate to the
Commission at its fifty-third session, and decides to consider this question at that session.
52nd meeting, 19 April 1996
[Adopted without a vote]
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Independence and impartiality of the judiciary, j jaarsss and assessors
and the independence of lawyers
Commission on Human Rights resolution 1997123
The Commission on Human Rights,
I

"-Guided by articles 7, 8, 10 and 11 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and articles 2, 14 and
26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and bearing in mind the Vienna
Declaration and Programme of Action (AlCONF.157/23), in particular Part I, paragraph 27, and Part 11,
paragraphs 88,90 and 95, thereof,
Convinced that an independent and impartial judiciary and an independent legal profession are essential
prerequisites for the protection of human rights and for ensuring that there is no discrimination in the
administration of justice,
Recalling its resolution 1994141 of 4 March 1994, in which it requested the Chainnan of the
Commission to appoint, for a period of three years, a special rapporteur on the independence and
impartiality of the judiciary, jurors and assessors and the independence of lawyers,
Recallin: also its resolution 1995136 of 3 March 1995, in which it endorsed the decision of the Special
Rapporteur to use, beginning in 1995, the short title "Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges
and lawyers",

j

1

Recalling further General Assembly resolution 40132 of 29 November 1985, in which the Assembly
endorsed the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, adopted by the Seventh
United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, and Assembly
resolution 401146 of 13 December 1985,
Recalling General Assembly resolution 451166 of 18 December 1990, in which the Assembly welcomed
the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers and the Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors, adopted by
the Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, and
invited Governments to respect them and to take them into account within the framework of their
national legislation and practice,
recall in^ also the recommendations adopted by the Ninth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, held at Cairo from 29 April to 8 May 1995, regarding, among
other things, the invitation addressed to Member States to ensure the independence and impartiality of
the judiciary and the proper functioning of prosecutorial and legal services in the field of penal justice
and police affairs, taking into account the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary,

1

I

Recalling fbther the Statement of Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary adopted in Beijing in
August 1995 by the Sixth Conference of Chief Justices of Asia and the Pacific, and the Cairo
Declaration, adopted in November 1995 by the Third Conference of Francophone Ministers of Justice,
Acknowledrrinq the importance for the Special Rapporteur of being able to cooperate closely, in the
framework of his mandate, with the Centre for Human Rights in the field of advisory services and
technical cooperation, which could contribute to guaranteeing the independence of judges and lawyers,
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Recognizing the importance of the role of non-governmental organizations, bar associations and
professional associations of judges in the defence of the principles of the independence of lawyers and
judges,
Noting: with concern the increasingly frequent attacks on their independence suffered by judges, lawyers
and court officers, and aware of the close link between the weakening of safeguards for judges, lawyers
and court officers and the frequency and gravity of violations of human rights,
Taking note of the report submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the implementation of his mandate
(E/CN.4/1997/32),
1. Takes note of the report submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the activities relating to his mandate;
2. Also takes note of the cooperative working methods that the Special Rapporteur has adopted to draw
.-up his report and implement his maidate, as described in Commission resolution 1994141;
1

)

3. Welcomes the numerous exchanges the Special Rapporteur has had with several intergovernmental
and international organizations and United Nations bodies, and encourages him to continue along this
path;

4. Notes with appreciation the determination of the Special Rapporteur to achieve as wide a
dissemination as possible of information about existing standards relating to the independence and
impartiality of the judiciary and the independence of the legal profession in conjunction with the
publications and promotional activities of the Centre for Human Rights;
5. Invites the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights to continue to provide technical
assistance to train judges and lawyers and to associate the Special Rapporteur in the elaboration of a
manual on the training of judges and lawyers in the field of human rights;

6. Urges all Governments to assist the Special Rapporteur in the discharge of his mandate and to
transmit to him all the information requested;

I

J

7. Rncoura~esGovernments that face difficulties in guaranteeing the independence of judges and
lawyers, or that are determined to take measures to implement these principles further, to consult and to
consider the services of the Special Rapporteur, for instance by inviting him to their country if the
Government concerned deems it necessary;
8. Decides to extend the mandate of the Special Rapporteur for a further period of three years, requests
him to submit a report on the activities relating to his mandate to the Commission at its fifty-fourth
session, and decides to consider this question at that session;

9. Beauests the Secretary-General, within the limits of the regular budget, to provide the Special
Rapporteur with any assistance needed for the discharge of his mandate;
10. Recommends the following draft decision to the Economic and Social Council for adoption:
For the text, see chap. I, sect. B, draft decision S.]
56th meeting
11 April 1997
[Adopted without a vote. See chap. VIII.]
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Independence and impartiality of the judiciary, jurors
and assessors and the independence of lawyers
Commission on Human Rights resolution 1998135

The Commission on Human Rights,
i

l

Guided by articles 7, 8, 10 and 11 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and articles 2, 14 and
26 of the International Covenant on Civil and political Rights, and bearing in mind the Vienna
Declaration and Programme of Action (NCONF. 157123), in particular, Part I, paragraph 27, and Part 11,
paragraphs 88,90 and 95 thereof,
Convinced that an independent and impartial judiciary and an independent legal profession are essential
prerequisites for the protection of human rights and for ensuring that there is no discrimination in the
administration of justice,
Recalling its resolution 1994141 of 4 March 1994, in which it requested the Chairman of the
Commission to appoint, for a period of three years, a special rapporteur on the independence and
impartiality of the judiciary, jurors and assessors and the independence of lawyers,
Recalling also its resolution 1995/36 of 3 March 1995, in which it endorsed the decision of the Special
Rapporteur to use, beginning in 1995, the short title "Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges
and lawyers",
Recalling further General Assembly resolution 40/32 of 29 November 1985, in which the Assembly
endorsed the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, adopted by the Seventh
United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, and Assembly
resolution 40/146 of 13 December 1985,
Recalling General Assembly resolution 45/166 of 18 December 1990, in which the Assembly welcomed
the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers and the Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors, adopted by
the Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, and
invited Governments to respect them and to take them into account within the framework of their
national legislation and practice,
Recalling also the recommendations adopted by the Ninth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders regarding, among other things, the invitation addressed to
Member States to ensure the independence and impartiality of the judiciary and the proper functioning
of prosecutorial and legal services in the field of penal justice and police affairs, taking into account the
Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary,
Recalling further the Statement of Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary adopted in Beijing in
August 1995 by the Sixth Conference of Chief Justices of Asia and the Pacific, and the Cairo
Declaration, adopted in November 1995 by the Third Conference of Francophone Ministers of Justice,
Acknowledging the importance for the Special Rapporteur of being able to cooperate closely, in the
framework of his mandate, with the Ofice of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
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in the field of advisory services and technical cooperation, which could contribute to guaranteeing the
independence of judges and lawyers,
Recognizing the importance of the role of non-governmental organizations, bar associations and
professional associations of judges in the defence of the principles of the independence of lawyers and
judges,
Notinr~with concern the increasingly frequent attacks on their independence suffered by judges, lawyers
and court officers, and aware of the close link between the weakening of safeguards for judges, lawyers
and court officers and the frequency and gravity of violations of human rights,
Taking note of the report (ElCN.411998139 and Add.1-5) submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the
independence of judges and lawyers on the implementation of his mandate,
1. Takes note of the report submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the activities relating to his mandate;
2. Also takes note of the cooperative working methods that the Special Rapporteur has adopted to draw
up his report and implement his mandate, as described in Commission resolution 1994141;

(

3. Welcomes the numerous exchanges the Special Rapporteur has had with several intergovernmental
and international organizations and United Nations bodies, and encourages him to continue along this
path;
4. Notes with appreciation the determination of the Special Rapporteur to achieve as wide a
dissemination as possible of information about existing standards relating to the independence and
impartiality of the judiciary and the independence of the legal profession in conjunction with the
publications and promotional activities of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Human Rights;
5. Invites the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights to continue to provide technical
assistance to train judges and lawyers and to associate the Special Rapporteur in the elaboration of a
manual on the training of judges and lawyers in the field of human rights;

6. Urges all Governments to assist the Special Rapporteur in the discharge of his mandate and to
transmit to him all the information requested;
i

1

7. Encourages Governments that face difficulties in guaranteeing the independence of judges and
lawyers, or that are determined to take measures to implement these principles further, to consult and to
consider the services of the Special Rapporteur, for instance by inviting him to their country if the
Government concerned deems it necessary;
8. Requests the Special Rapporteur to submit a report on the activities relating to his mandate to the
Commission at its fifty-fifth session, and decides to consider this question at that session;
9. Requests the Secretary-General, within the limits of the United Nations regular budget, to provide the
Special Rapporteur with any assistance needed for the discharge of his mandate.
5 1st meeting
17 April 1998

II

[Adopted without a vote. See chap. VIII.]
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YAB
Tan Sri
Musa
Hitam
Chairman,
51st
Session,

U.N. Commission on Hiurnan Rights
Geneva

I
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YAB Tan Sri,
Malaysian Judiciary

-----------------

The negative developments in the Malaysian judicial system
are a matt5r of concern to many. As you will appreciate the problems'
fall 'within my rnandate for investigations. If I do not investigate and
report to the Commission I will be failing on my mandate.
From what I have seen and heard todate the judicial
system in the country needs reform before it deteriorates further and
described as "corrupt". What happened in the A y e r Molek case is
just the tip of the iceberg.

'

'

The entire system of appointment to the Bench and
promotions within the judicial structure need to be reviewed and
positive measures taken to bring the system within international
standards. Quality on the Bench has deteriorated to such an extent
that basics are often overlooked. For example in the Ayer Molek'case
even the Chief 3ustice overlooked the constztutionaltity of the sitting
of bis own coust. Appointments and promotions today are based not
on ones learning, impartiality and integrity but for extraneous
reasons unrelated to judicial calibre. In the course the business
c~mmunitywill be most affected. They will have no confidence in the
judicial system.
I t is not going to be pleasant for me to report 6 detail
the shortcomings of the judiciary of my own couatry to the
Commission. Nevertheless, between now and tbe end of the year 1
vernment to ' h p r o v e the
ositive measures taken.

Minister when you do meet him.
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Council
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GENERAL
E/CN.4/1996/37
1 March 1996

ENGLISH ONLY*

COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Fifty-second session
Item 8 of the provisional agenda

QUESTION,OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS OF ALL PERSONS SUBJECTED TO
ANY FORM OF DETENTION OR IMPRISONMENT

Report of the Special Rapporteur on the independence of
judqes and lawyers, DatorParam Cumaraswamv, submitted
pursuant to Commission on Human Riqhts resolution 1995/36

* In view of its length, the present document is being issued in the
original language only, the Conference Services Division of the United Nations
Office at Geneva having insufficient capacity to translate documents that
greatly exceed the 32-page limit recommended by the General Assembly (see
Commission resolution 1993/94, para. I f .
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INTRODUCTION
1.
The present report is submitted pursuant to Commission on Human Rights
resolution 1995/31 of 3 March 1995. This report is the second presented to
the Commission on Human Rights by DatotParam Curnaraswamy since the mandate was
established by the Commission in its resolution 1994/41 of 4 March 1994 and
endorsed by the Economic and Social Council in its decision 1994/251
of 22 July 1994.

2.
Chapter I of the present report contains the terms of reference for the
discharge of the mandate in conformity with the aforementioned resolution and
for requests made to the Special Rapporteur by the Commission on Human Rights
in other resolutions. Chapter I1 briefly refers to the methods of work
applied by the Special Rapporteur in the discharge of the mandate. In
chapter 111, the Special Rapporteur presents an account of activities he has
undertaken during the past year. Chapter IV provides a brief discussion on
various theoretical issues that the Special Rapporteur considers to be of
particular importance for the development of an independent judiciary.
Chapter V contains an analysis of information received concerning attacks on
the judiciary, a summary of the allegations transmitted to Governments,
information received from Governments in response to his initial communication
transmitted in October 1994 and in response to the allegations transmitted as
well as follow-up with authorities and sources, and, where appropriate,
specific comments, conclusions and observations. Chapter VI contains a
summary of the Special Rapporteur's communications with other international
organizations, particularly the World Bank, and with the Council of Europe.
Finally, in chapter VI, the Special Rapporteur sets out future activities that
he intends to undertake and his conclusions.
3.
The appendix contains a list of the Governments, courts and judges,
ombudsmen, universities, Bar Associations, and Association of Lawyers
that have replied to the initial communication transmitted by the
Special Rapporteur in October and November 1994 requesting information
relevant to his mandate.
I.

TERMS OF REFERENCE

4.
At its fiftieth session, the Commission on Human Rights, in
resolution 1994/41, noting both the increasing frequency of attacks on the
independence of judges, lawyers and court officials and the link which exists
between the weakening of safeguards for the judiciary and lawyers and the
gravity and frequency of violations of human rights, requested the Chairman of
the Commission to appo'int, for a period of three years, a special rapporteur
whose mandate would consist of the following tasks: (a) to inquire into any
substantial allegations transmitted to him and to report his conclusions
thereon; (b) to identify and record not only attacks on the independence of
the judiciary, lawyers and court officials but also progress achieved in
protecting and enhancing their independence, and make concrete recommendations
including the provision of advisory services or technical assistance when they
were requested by the State concerned; and (c) to study, for the purpose of
making proposals, important and topical questions of principle with a view to
protecting and enhancing the independence of the judiciary and lawyers.

5.
Several resolutions adopted by the Commission on Human Rights at its
fifty-first session are also pertinent to the mandate of the Special
Rapporteur and have been taken into consideration in examining and analysing
the information brought to his attention with regard to the different
countries. These resolutions are, in particular:
(a) Resolution 1995/24, entitled "Rights of persons belonging to
national or ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities", in which the
Commission urged the special rapporteurs to continue to give due regard,
within their respective mandates, to the Declaration on the Rights of Persons
Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities;
(b) Resolution 1995/40, on the promotion of the right to freedom
of opinion and expression, in which the Commission invited the
special rapporteurs to pay attention to the situation of persons detained,
subj'ected to violence, ill-treated or discriminated against for having
exercised the right to freedom of opinion and expression;
(c) Resolution 1995/41, entitled "Human rights and the administration
of justice, in particular of children and juveniles in detention", in which
the Commission called upon the special rapporteurs to continue. to provide,
wherever appropriate, specific recommendations relating to the effective
protection of human rights in the administration of justice;
(d) Resolution 1995/43, entitled "Human rights and terrorism", in which
the Commission urged all thematic special rapporteurs to address as
appropriate the consequences of the acts, methods and practices of terrorist
groups in their reports to the Commission;
(e) Resolution 1995/53, entitled "Advisory services and the Voluntary
Fund for Technical Cooperation in the Field of Human Rights", in which the
Commission invited the special rapporteurs to continue to include in their
recommendations, whenever appropriate, proposals for specific pro'jects to be
realized under the programme of advisory services;
( f)
~esolution1995/75, entitled "Cooperation with representatives of
United Nations human rights bodies", in which the Commission requested all
representatives of human rights bodies to continue to take urgent steps, in
conformity with their mandates, to help prevent the hampering of access to
United Nations human rights procedures in any way and to help prevent the
occurrence of intimidation and reprisals against persons who seek to cooperate
or have cooperated with United Nations human rights procedures, as well as
relatives of victims of human rights violations, and to continue to include in
their reports to the Commission on Human Rights a reference to allegations of
intimidation or reprisal and of hampering of access to United Nations human
rights procedures, as well as an account of action taken by them in that
regard;

(g) Resolution 1995/79, entitled "Rights of the Child", in which the
Commission recommended that special rapporteurs pay special attention to
particular situations in which children were in danger;

(h) Resolution 1995/80, entitled "Comprehensive implementation of and
follow-up to the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action", in which the
Commission called upon all special rapporteurs to take fully into account the
recommendations contained in the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action
within their respective mandates;
(i) Resolution 1995/85, entitled "The elimination of violence against
women", in which the Commission requested other special rapporteurs to
cooperate with and assist the Special Rapporteur on violence against women in
the performance of the tasks and duties mandated, and in particular to respond
to requests for information on violence against women, its causes and its
consequences;
(j) Resolution 1995/86, entitled "Question of integrating the human
rights of women into the human rights mechanisms of the United Nations", in
which the Commission requested special rapporteurs regularly and
systematically to include in their reports information on violations of the
human rights of women;
(k) Resolution 1995/87, entitled "Human rights and thematic
procedures", in which the Commission requested the thematic special
rapporteurs to include in their reports comments on problems of responsiveness
and the result of analyses, as appropriate, in order to carry out their
mandates even more effectively, and to include also in their reports
suggestions as'to areas where Governments might request relevant assistance
through the programme of advisory services administered by the Centre for
Human Rights. The Commission also called on the special rapporteurs to
include in their reports gender-disaggregated data and to address the
characteristics and practice of human rights violations that were specifically
or primarily directed against women, or to which women were particularly
vulnerable.
11.

METHODS OF WORK

6.
The Special Rapporteur has followed the methods of work described in the
first report of his tenure (see E/CN.4/1995/39, paras. 63-93) and approved by
the Commission on Human Rights in its resolution 1994/41.
7.
Seeking to avoid unnecessary duplication of the activities of the
thematic mechanisms (see E/CN.4/1995/34, paras. 8 and 9), either among
thematic rapporteurs or with country rapporteurs, the Special Rapporteur has
been involved in several cooperative initiatives. During the past year the
Special Rapporteur has joined with other Special Rapporteurs and Working
Groups to transmit urgent appeals on behalf of individuals (see below, appeals
to China, para. 133; Nigeria ( 2 ) , paras. 183, 187; Uzbekistan, para. 241).
Further, the Special Rapporteur and the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial
summary or arbitrary executions, the Special Rapporteur on the question of
torture and the Chairman of the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary
Disappearances transmitted an urgent appeal to the Government of Peru in which
they expressed their concern at the promulgation of amnesty laws.

111. ACTIVITIES OF THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR
8.
The following sections give an account of the activities carried out by
the Special Rapporteur in the implementation of the mandate entrusted to him
by the Commission on Human Rights.

A.

Consultations

9.
The Special Rapporteur visited Geneva for his first round of
consultations from 5 to 11 February 1995 in order to present his report to
the fifty-first session of the Commission on Human Rights. He also took this
occasion to hold an open meeting with all interested non-governmental
organizations. The meeting provided an opportunity for the Special Rapporteur
to establish a meaningful and useful dialogue with the NGO community and he
hopes to continue this dialogue at future sessions of the Commission. During
this round of consultations, the Special Rapporteur also held meetings with
representatives from the Permanent Missions of the United States of America
and Canada to discuss issues relevant to his mandate.
10. Within the framework of related activities of the Commission on Human
Rights, the Special Rapporteur participated in the second meeting of special
rapporteurs, special representatives and chairpersons of working groups of
the special procedures of the Commission on Human Rights and of the
advisory services programme, which took place from 29 to 31 May 1995. The
Special Rapporteur also held his second round of consultations at this time
during which he held a meeting with officials from the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in connection with his proposed
mission to the Central Asian Republics.

11. The Special Rapporteur visited Geneva for his 'third round of
consultations from 20 to 24 November 1995 in order to hold consultations with
the Secretariat and with the High Commissioner for Human Rights. During this
period, the Special Rapporteur also attended a meeting of the Working Group on
Arbitrary Detention during which there was an interesting exchange of opinions
with the members of the Working Group on vzrious issues of concern to each
mandate. The Special Rapporteur took also this occasion to meet with the
Chief of the Advisory Services, Technical Cooperation and Information Branch
and with the Human Rights Officer responsible for the drafting of a manual to
be used to train judges and lawyers, and for coordinating programmes organized
by the Centre for Human Rights. In this meeting the Special Rapporteur
discussed the need for cooperation between himself and the branch with a view
to enhancing training programmes for judges and lawyers. The Special
Rapporteur also met with the Charge d'affaires of the Permanent Mission of
Albania to the United Nations Office at Geneva, the Ambassador of Colombia,
the Charge5 d'affaires of the Permanent Mission of Nigeria (in which
Mr. Bacre Ndiaye, the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or
arbitrary executions also participated) and a representative from the
Permanent Mission of Pakistan to discuss issues of concern to the
Special Rapporteur in their respective countries and, in the case of Colombia,
Nigeria and Pakistan, to discuss the possibility of undertaking a mission to
,visit those countries.

B.

Visits

12. The Special Rapporteur attended an international conference on "The Mason
Court and Beyond" in Melbourne, Australia from 8 to 10 September 1995. This
conference was to commemorate the retirement of Sir Anthony Mason as
Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia. The Special Rapporteur, at the
conclusion of the conference, addressed participants on juridical
independence/the concerns of the United Nations for the independence of judges
and lawyers.
13. On 14 July 1995, the Special Rapporteur, while on a private visit to the
United Kingdom, visited Belfast for a preliminary investigation into
allegations he had received about executive interference into the
administration of justice in Northern Ireland. During the visit he held
meetings with representatives of NGOs and, in particular, the Committee on the
Administration of Justice.
14. The Special Rapporteur, while on a private visit to Australia, visited
Melbourne to meet the Attorney General with regard to allegations of
interference into the independence of the legal profession in the State of
Victoria by way of reforms under which a new licensing system will be created.
C.

Communications with Governments

15. During the period under review, the Special Rapporteur
transmitted 20 urgent appeals to the following 12 Governments: Albania;
Cambodia; Colombia; China (joint appeal); Egypt; Haiti (joint appeal);
Hong Kor?g; Mexico (2); Namibia; Nigeria (1 urgent appeal and 3 joint appeals);
Peru (4 urgent appeals and 1 joint appeal); Uzbekistan. The Special
Rapporteur transmitted eight communications to the following seven
Governments: Argentina; Egypt (2); Nigeria; Peru; Sudan; Zaire; Yemen. He
also transmitted two communications to State governments in Australia.
16. The Special Rapporteur has sought from the Governments of the Central
Asian Republics (Kazakstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan)
permission to undertake missions to those countries. To date, the Government
of Kazakstan has replied positively and responses from the other Governments
are awaited.
D.

Communications with interqovernmental and non-qovernmental orqanizations

17. As there are numerous intergovernmental and non-governmental
organizations involved in carrying out training programmes for judges and
lawyers, the Special Rapporteur has made every effort to establish a dialogue
with those organizations and to seek their cooperation. The following section
contains a brief s m a r y of the exchanges the Special Rapporteur has had with
these organizations.
1.

Council of Europe

18. On 18 November 1994, the Special Rapporteur received a letter from
the Council of Europe in reply to the Special Rapporteur's communication sent
to the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe concerning the

independence of the judiciary. This communication included the text of
Recommendation No. R (94) 12 of the Committee of Ministers on independence,
efficiency and role of judges, which was adopted by the Committee on
13 October 1994. The Committee of Ministers recommended that States adopt or
reinforce all measures necessary to promote the role of individual judges and
the judiciary as a whole and strengthen their independence and efficiency by
implementing, in particular, six principles.
19. Principle I contains general principles on the independence of judges,
which are as follows:
"1. All necessary measures should be taken to respect, protect and
promote the independence of judges.
"2.

In particular, the following measures should be taken:

-

"a.

The independence of judges should be guaranteed pursuant to
the provisions of the Convention and the constitutional
principles, for example by inserting specific provisions in
the constitutions or other legislation or incorporating the
provisions of this recommendation in internal law. Subject
to the legal tradition of each State, such rules may provide,
for instance, the following:
"i. decisions of judges should not be subject to any
revision outside any appeals procedures as provided by
law;
"ii .
"iii .

the terms of office of judges and their remuneration
should be guaranteed by law;
no organ other than the courts themselves should decide
on its own competence, as defined by law;

"iv. with the exception of deci.sions on amnesty, pardon or
similar, the Government or the administration should
not be able to take any decision which invalidates
judicial decisions retroactively;

-

"b.

The executive and legislative powers should ensure that
judges are independent and that steps are not taken
which could endanger the independence of judges.
All decisions concerning the professional careers of judges
should be based on objective criteria and the selection and
career of judges should be based on merit, having regard to
qualifications, integrity, ability and efficiency. The
authority taking the decision on the selection and career of
judges should be independent of government and
administration. In order to safeguard its independence,
rules should ensure that, for instance, its members are
selected by the judiciary and that the authority decides
itself on its procedural rules.
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However, where the constitutional or legal provisions and
traditions allow judges to be appointed by government, there
should be guarantees to ensure that the procedures to appoint
judges are transparent and independent in practice and that
the decisions will not be influenced by any reasons other
than those related to the objective criteria mentioned above.
These guarantees could be, for example, one or more of the
following:
"i.

a special independent and competent body to give the
Government advice which it follows in practice; or

ii .

the right for an individual to appeal against a
decision to an independent authority; or

ll

"iii.

the authority which makes the decision safeguards
against undue or improper influences.

"d.

In the decision-making process, judges should be independent
and be able to act without any restrictions, improper
influence, inducements, pressures, threats or interferences,
direct or indirect, from any quarter or for any reason. The
law should provide for sanctions against persons seeking to
influence judges in any such manner. Judges should have
unfettered freedom to decide cases impartially, in accordance
with their conscience and their interpretation of the facts,
and in pursuance of the prevailing rules of the law. Judges
should not be obliged to report on the merits of their cases
to anyone outside the judiciary.

"e.
-

The distribution of cases should not be influenced by the
wishes of any party to a case or any person concerned with
the results of the case. Such distribution may, for
instance, be made by drawing lots or a system for automatic
distribution according to alphabetical order or some similar
system.

"f.
-

A case should not be withdrawn from a particular judge
without valid reasons, such as cases of serious illness or
conflict of interest. Any such reasons and the procedures
for such withdrawal should be provided for by law and may not
be influenced by any interest of the Government or
administration. A decision to withdraw a case from a judge
should be taken by an authority which enjoys the same
judicial independence as judges.

"3. Judges, whether appointed or elected, shall have guaranteed tenure
until a mandatory retirement age or the expiry of their term of office,
where such exists."
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20.

Principle 11, which concerns the authority of judges, reads as follows:
"1. All persons connected with a case, including State bodies or their
representatives, should be subject to the authority of the judge.

"2. Judges should have sufficient powers and be able to exercise them
in order to carry out their duties and maintain their authority and the
dignity of the court."
21.
Principle 111, which deals with proper working conditions of judges,
reads as follows:

"1. Proper conditions should be provided to enable judges to work
efficiently and, in particular, by:

"a.

recruiting a sufficient number of judges and providing for
appropriate training such as practical training in the courts
and, where possible, with other authorities and bodies,
before appointment and during their career. Such training
should be free of charge to the judge and should in
particular concern recent legislation and case-law. Where
appropriate, the training should include study visits to
European and foreign authorities ,as well as courts;

"b.
-

ensuring that the status and remuneration of judges is
commensurate with the dignity of their profession and burden
of responsibilities;

"c.
-

providing a clear structure in order to recruit and retain
able judges;

d-.

providing adequate support staff and equipment, in particular
ogfice automation and data-processing facilities, to ensure
that judges can act efficiently and without undue delay;

"e.
-

taking appropriate measures to assign non-judicial tasks
to other persons, in conformity with Recommendation
No. R (86) 12 concerning measures to prevent and reduce the
excessive workload in the courts.

"2. Al.1 necessary measu'res should be taken to ensure the safety of
judges, such as ensuring the presence of security guards on court
premises or providing police protection for judges who may become or are
victims of serious threats."

22.

Principle IV, which deals with associations of judges, reads as follows:
"Judges should be free to form associations which, either alone or with
another body, have the task of safeguarding their independence and
protect their interests."

23. Principle V, which deals with judicial responsibilities, reads as
follows :

"1.
In proceedings, judges have the duty to protect the rights and
freedoms of all persons.
"2. Judges have the duty and should be given the power to exercise
their judicial responsibilities to ensure that the law is properly
applied and cases are dealt with fairly, efficiently and speedily.

"3.

Judges should in particular have the following responsibilities:

"a.

to act independently in all cases and free from any outside
influence;

"b.
-

to conduct cases in an impartial manner in accordance with
their assessment of the facts and their understanding of the
iaw, to ensure that a fair hearing is given to all parties
and that the procedural rights of the parties are respected
pursuant to the provisions of the Convention [for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms];

"c.
-

to withdraw from a case or decline to act where there are
valid reasons, and not otherwise. Such reasons should be
defined by law and may,' for instance, relate to serious
health problems, conflicts of interest or the interests of
justice;

"d.
-

where necessary, to explain in an impartial manner procedural
matters to parties;

"e.
-

where appropriate, to encourage the parties to reach a
friendly settlement;

"f.
-

except where the law or established practice otherwise
provides, to give clear and complete reasons for their
judgments, using language which is readily understandable;

"q. to undergo any necessary training in order to carry out their
duties in an efficient and proper manner."
24. Principle VI, which deals with failure to carry out responsibilities and
disciplinary offences, reads as follows:
"1. Where judges fail to carry out their duties in an efficient and
proper manner or in the event of disciplinary offences, all necessary
measures which do not prejudice judicial independence should be taken.
Depending on the constitutional principles and the legal provisions and
traditions of each State, such measures may include, for instance:
"a.
-

-

"b.

withdrawal of cases from the judge;
moving the judge to other judicial tasks within the court;
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"c.
-

-

"d.

economic sanctions such as a reduction in salary for a
temporary period;
suspension.

n2. Appointed judges may not be permanently removed from office without
valid reasons until mandatory retirement. Such reasons, which should be
defined in precise terms by the law, could apply in countries where the
judge is elected for a certain period, or may relate to incapacity to
perform judicial functions, commission of criminal offences or serious
infringements of disciplinary rules.
"3. Where disciplinary measures under paragraphs 1 and 2 of this
article need to be taken, States should consider setting up, by law, a
special competent body which has as its task to apply any disciplinary
sanctions and measures, where they are not dealt with by a court, and
whose decisions shall be controlled by a superior judicial organ, or
which is a superior judicial organ itself. The law should provide for
appropriate procedures to ensure that judges ln question are given at
least all the due process requirements of the Convention, for instance
that the case should be heard within a reasonable time and that they
should have the right to answer any charges."

25. On 5 January 1995 the Special Rapporteur received a communication from
the Council of'Europe in response to his letter of 12 December 1994 in which
he asked the Council of Europe to provide him with information on training
programmes for judges undertaken by the Council in different countries of the
region, in particular those of the Central Asian Republics. The Council of
Europe attached to its communication a copy of its 1993 annual report
concerning its cooperation and assistance programmes with Central and
Eastern European countries, including some general information concerning the
contents of the programme and some information about cooperation with the
countries which are of particular interest to the Special Rapporteur. The
report notes that the Council of Europe has cooperated actively with other
international institutions involved in providing assistance to democratic
reforms, in particular the European Union. Also, the Council of Europe and
the European Commission have signed agreements for the implementation of joint
programmes of cooperation in Albania for the promotion of human rights and the
rule of law, and in the Baltic countries for legal reform and democracy.
Finally, the Council of Europe and the Commission, in its capacity of
coordinator of the Group of 24 Governments providing funds for development
assistance (G-24), organized in Strasbourg, on 6 and 7 December 1993, a
conference on democratic institution-building.
26. In its communication, the Council stated that the cooperation with the
five Central Asian Republics, (Kazakstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan
and Uzbekistan) that the Special Rapporteur mentioned in his letter is less
developed than with the 17 countries where the Council of Europe is currently
operating on a regular basis and which are either members of the Council of
Europe or have applied for membership. It also indicated that if the Council
of Europe were to receive a request for technical cooperation and assistance
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from other countries, it was likely that the Council would respond to them
within the available budgetary means following decisions on a case-by-case
basis by the Committee of Ministers.
27. The Special Rapporteur also received information about the Council's
"Themis Plan", which offers members of the legal professions a training
programme in the relevant fields based on the principles of the rule of law
and respect for human rights. The objective of this plan is to ensure that
the legislative reforms in the new democracies are genuinely implemented as
intended by the legislators.
28. The Council also submitted additional reports for the Special
Rapporteur's consideration, including documents relating to the Themis
programmes for the development of law, the role of the judicial service
commission, the role of the judge in a democratic society, the implementation
of activities in 1994, and the Pan-European conference on the transformation
of the procuratora into a body compatible with the democratic principles of
law.
29. The Special Rapporteur welcomes these developments which provide
guidelines for implementing at the domestic level the Basic Principles on the
Independence of the Judiciary. As a follow-up, the Special Rapporteur is
inquiring into the number of countries in the European Union which have
adopted and implemented these guidelines.
30. The communication of 18 November 1994 from the Council of Europe also
indicated that since 1990 the Council of Europe has been engaged in a number
of projects in Central and Eastern Europe aimed at strengthening the
.independence and impartiality of the judiciary. This communication also drew
the attention of the Special Rapporteur to the jurisprudence of the European
Court and Commission on Human Rights under article 6 of the European
Convention.
2.

Inter-Parliamentary Union

31. On 28 October 1994, the Special Rapporteur received a communication from
the Secretary-General of the Inter-Parliamentary Union in reply to his initial
request for the cooperation of the Inter-Parliamentary Union with regard to
his mandate.

,

32. The Secretary-General indicated that the IPU, as the world organization
of national parliaments, does not pursue a particular cause like many
non-governmental organizations but rather endeavours, according to its
statutes, to contribute to the defence and the promotion of human rights in
general. This is done, first of all, on a political level within the
framework of the Inter-Parliamentary Conferences, which in the past years have
adopted several resolutions on human rights topics, most recently on
strengthening national structures, institutions and organizations of society
which play a role in promoting and safeguarding human rights and international
cooperation and national action to support social and economic development and
efforts to combat poverty (Copenhagen, September 1994). In May 1993, a
symposium entitled "Parliament: Guardian of Human Rights" discussed the
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specific role of parliamentarians with regard to the protection and promotion
of human rights. The question of the independence of the judiciary as such
was not addressed on these occasions.
33. However, the Secretary-General did indicate that questions relating to
the concept of the independence of the judiciary, its meaning and consequences
come up from time to time within the Union's work for the human rights of
members of parliament. He informed the Special Rapporteur that the
Inter-Parliamentary Council set up in 1976 a Committee on the Human Rights of
Parliamentarians which deals with complaints concerning the violation of the
human rights of parliamentarians. He also attached a copy of a brochure on
the Committee's function. The Committee brings the allegations submitted to
it to the attention of the parliamentary authority of the country concerned
and requests their observations thereon. All too often, the authorities,
referring to the separation of powers and the independence of the judiciary,
refuse to comment on the allegations if they relate to an ongoing trial.

34. Thus, in a recent case where allegations of torture and of violations of
the right to a fair trial were raised, the Speaker of the relevant national
parliament stated, inter alia, that the principle of separation of powers
barred the legislature and the judiciary from querying, criticizing and
interfering in'the affairs, processes and activities of each other and that it
was therefore not possible for him to provide any information on the ongoing
trial. In the confidential decision adopted by the Committee in this case, it
considered that an "MP must be entitled to enquire into reported human rights
violations, including those relating to the lack of independence of the
Judiciary, wherever they occur and especially in their own countries"; it
considered therefore that "the separation of powers cannot be construed as
preventing Parliamentarians from concerning themselves with human rights
violations in their countries and elsewhere". The Coqittee continued by
stating that "the independence of the Judiciary aims essentially at protecting
the Court from interference by the Executive and that MPsr concern for human .
rights and relevant inquiries may in this regard be essential to safeguarding
the independence of the Judiciary and hence the principle of the separation of
powers". The Committee considered finally that "in any case there is a
distinction to be drawn between a member raising and debating in the House a
matter which is sub iudice, and the Speaker of the Assembly inquiring, on
behalf of the House, into the situation of one of its members or former
members who is on trial". Consequently, the Committee failed to understand
how the parliament concerned would be violating the principle of separation of
powers when raising questions relating to the trial of one of its former
members.
35. The Secretary-General expressed his interest in receiving any
observations from the Special Rapporteur on the above-mentioned point, which
he considered to be of fundamental importance for parliament's role as
guardian of human rights.
36. On 9 January 1995 the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Secretary-General of the Inter-Parliamentary Union proposing that he
participate in a conference of the Inter-Parliamentary Union in order to
address the issue of independent and impartial justice. Specifically, the
Special Rapporteur welcomed the opportunity of engaging members of the IPU in
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discussion on various aspects of the issue. The Secretary-General was
receptive to this proposal, and it is possible that the Special Rapporteur may
attend one of the meetings of the IPU during the coming year.
37. The Special Rapporteur indicated that the IPU no doubt appreciated that
the independent and impartial administration of justice is necessary to
achieve respect for human rights and is vital to the rule of law in a
democratic society, which, in turn, is the foundation for peace and security
and avoidance of conflict between communities within a State. Its members
also appreciate the importance of institutional checks to the potential and
real excesses of the executive power. An important means of checking
executive excesses and interferences is through the judiciary. Similarly, the
judiciary plays an important role in checking legislative excesses by means of
judicial review - which is often misunderstood.
3.

Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Riqhts of the
Orqanization for Security and Cooperation in Europe

38. On 25 January 1995 the Special Rapporteur received a communication from
the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights of the Organization
for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE/ODIHR) in reply to his initial
communication. The OSCE/ODIHR enclosed information concerning the programme
of activities of the organization for 1995, which included several seminars on
the rule of law, on the changing world of the judge, on the Constitution of
Tajikistan etc. In a prior communication dated 1 December 1994, OSCE/ODIHR
had informed the Special Rapporteur that it does not monitor allegations of
breaches but rather reacts to instructions of investigation given by agreement
of the 53 States participating in the OSCE.
,
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Inter-American Juridical Committee

39. On 28 November 1994 the Special Rapporteur received a communication from
the Vice-Chairman of the Inter-American Juridical Committee (IASC) of the
Organization of American States (OAS) and the Committee's Rapporteur on the
subject of protection and guarantees for judges and lawyers in the exercise of
their functions. He attached for the information of the Special Rapporteur
his report to the IAJC on the subject, originally presented in August 1994 and
revised in the light of comments by members of the Committee, as well as the
text of the most recent resolution of the IACJ, approved unanimously at the
August 1994 session of the Committee. The report and resolution are included
in the Committee's annual report, which were to be considered by the OAS
Committee on Political and Juridical Affairs and ultimately by the OAS
General Assembly.

40. In his report, the IACS Rapporteur began by giving some philosophical
foundations. These remarks set out the necessity for a legal system to
provide for the judicial function, i.e. to provide for a juridical check on
the exercise of legislative or executive authority when individual human
rights are infringed. There are some factors necessary in order for the
judiciary and legal profession to perform these functions on a practical
level. The independence of the judiciary is commonly referred to as
comprising two basic elements: the collective independence of the judiciary
and the independence of individual judges.
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41.
He considered that central to the concept of institutional independence
of the judiciary is the idea that the judiciary not be under the authority of
the executive or legislative branches of government and that it continue to be
impartial and independent. He also regarded as fundamental for the
administration of justice that judges be given administrative independence
from the other branches of government. Budgeting and expenditures,
appointment and supervision of staff and assignment of caseloads must be
within judicial control. This was necessary to prevent the distribution of
resources being used to sanction or reward, and to guarantee timely access to.
the courts. He considered also that the administration of justice required
that the jurisdiction of the courts be respected. This included guarantees
that judicial authority would not be abrogated.

,.,i
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He regaided as an important component of individual independence that a
42.
judge should not be considered as a civil servant, but rather as an autonomous
officer of the State. The independence of the individual judge comprised two
essential elements: substantive independence and personal independence.
Substantive independence means that in the making of judicial decisions and
exercising other official duties, individual judges are subject to no other
authority but the law. Personal independence means that the judicial terms of
office and tenure are secure. Personal independence is secured by judicial
appointment subject to correct behaviour and terminated only at retirement
age, and by safeguarding judicial remuneration. Accordingly, executive
control over terms of service of the judges, such as remuneration, pensions or
travel allowance, was inconsistent with the concept of judicial independence.
Still less acceptable is any executive control over case assignment, court
scheduling, or moving judges from one court to another or from one locality to
another.
43. Judges thus required security of tenure and guarantees of adequate salary
and pensions in order to effectively maintain independence. Similarly, judges
require protection against incursion into their personal autonomy, including
protection from criticism, civil and criminal immunity, and protection from
removal from office.

44. In states of emergencies, ordinary courts should not abdicate their
responsibility of testing the legality of a declaration of emergency.
45. He referred also to the independence of the legal profession as essential
to the administration of justice. In this regard lawyers should be free to
accept any client, and in accordance with the responsibility of the profession
should remain free to provide impartial and independent advice, even on
matters that are controversial or political in nature.
46. Unfortunately, several countries in the region had recently witnessed a
great number of problems and threats to this independence. The most obvious
form of executive interference with the judiciary was formal abrogation of
judicial authority, often by de facto military regimes. Problems had occurred
in Cuba, Uruguay, Ecuador, Argentina, Brazil, El Salvador and Peru.

47. Another problem was maintaining judicial salaries at appropriate levels.
The discipline and removal of judges were also great problems. In Chile,
Nicaragua and Panama judges had been suspended on political grounds. The
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personal security of judges and lawyers had weakened alarmingly in recent
years, most seriously in Peru and Colombia, but almost every State in the
Americas was facing an increase in threats and harassment of the judiciary.
48. Member States had responded to these threats through constitutional,
legal and political measures. Recent constitutional development in, for
example, Brazil showed a trend to entrench the separation of powers more
firmly. Also, a trend towards ensuring constitutional protection of the
judiciary's ability to exercise administrative and constitutional review was
noticeable. Another development was the annual meeting of the Consejo
Judicial Centroamericano (Supreme Court Justices of Guatemala, El Salvador,
Honduras and Nicaragua) to review common functional and institutional
problems. The most dramatic response to threats to judges had been in
Colombia. In 1984 the President placed the country under a state of siege on
the ground that the constitutional system was being disrupted. The measures
adopted also provided the judges with anonymity, but the threats and violence
have continued. .
49. The Rapporteur's conclusion was that despite all international attempts
to create an independent judiciary, the judiciary continued to be threatened
throughout Latin America.
50. On 24 February 1995, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to
the Inter-American Juridical Committee in reply to its letter
dated 28 November 1994. The Special Rapporteur thanked it for its report and
acknowledged the fact that the independence of the judiciary was seriously
threatened in some countries of the Inter-American system, notwithstanding
international attempts to enhance judicial independence in the region. The
Special Rapporteur furnished a copy of his first report and explained his
intentions for fulfilling the tasks his mandate encompassed. In this regard,
the Special Rapporteur indicated his intention to promote and protect the
independence and impartiality of the judiciary throughout the world to the
maximum extent of his abilities. Within the limited resources of the Special
Rapporteur, he promised to develop relations with other organizations,
institutions and persons with special interest in and knowledge of the
judiciary throughout the world to assist him in this task.

51. The Special Rapporteur requested advice as to how he could contribute to
the strengthening of the judiciary in the Americas, including an assessment of
the priority needs within the Americas. He also requested an opinion
concerning seminars and conferences within the Americas in which he might
participate or to which he could contribute with a view to creating better
awareness of the requirements of judicial independence, and the rule of law
and human rights in general.
52.
On 3 April 1995, the Special Rapporteur received a reply from the
Principal Counsel of the Trade Law Division of the Inter-American Juridical
Committee. He noted that the Special Rapporteur's letter raised important
questions regarding his role in strengthening the judiciary in the Americas
and regarding the ways in which the OAS and United Nations might enhance their
cooperation in that regard. He pointed out that these activities were under
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the supervision of the Working Group on Enhancement of the Administration of
Justice in the Americas of the Committee on Juridical and Political Affairs of
the Permanent Council.
53. The Special Rapporteur welcomes this dialogue on the Americas with this
important organization.
5.

World Bank

54. On 12 December 1994, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Director of Public Sector Management of the World Bank in reply to the
latter's communication dated 15 November 1994 in which the Director sent
materials concerning a World Bank conference on judicial review in developing
countries. The Special Rapporteur expressed his agree~nentthat securing the
independence and &npartiality of the judiciary was central to achieving the
rule of law. The Special Rapporteur was also pleased that this task had
become an important dimension of the Bank's strategies for poverty alleviation
and was viewed as a necessary condition for sustainable development. The
Special Rapporteur considered that from the perspective of the international
community, deficiencies in the administration of justice undermined respect
for human rights in general and were an obstacle to both social and economic
development. ,The Special Rapporteur considered that successful legal reforms
in countries in transition required not only the full conviction and political
commitment of the Governments concerned, but also depended upon simple
awareness of applicable international standards. The Special Rapporteur noted
that the creation of his mandate by the Commission could be viewed as having
raised the level of the international community.'~concern for the independence
and impartiality of the judiciary.
55. The Special Rapporteur expressed the view that he must deal with issues
relating to securing the administration of justice in a meaningful and
concrete way under an independent and impartial judiciary. In this
connection, he drew the attention of the Director to what might be called the
"capital costs" for the construction of courts, offices, prisons and other
elements of the judicial infrastructure necessary to dispense independent and
impartial justice. The Special Rapporteur requested information about the
extent to which the World Bank had considered such costs, and encouraged such
expenditures, within developing countries.
E.

Cooperation with other United Nations procedures and bodies

56. It is to.be recalled that the Special Rapporteur has a three-pronged
mandate which, inter alia, calls upon him to identify and record not only
attacks on the independence of the judiciary, lawyers and court officials, but
also progress achieved in protecting and enhancing their independence, and to
make concrete recommendations including the provision of advisory services or
technical assistance when so requested by the State concerned. To this end,
the Special Rapporteur held meetings with the Chief of the Advisory,Services,
Technical Assistance and Information Branch of the Centre for Human Rights in
an attempt to better coordinate the Special Rapporteur's efforts in this area
with the programmes of the ranch. The Special Rapporteur has offered his
expertise and expressed his wish to be consulted in the planning and
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implementation of programmes for the training of judges and lawyers organized
by the Branch and to be informed of the results of training programmes and
follow-up undertaken by the Branch.
1.

Cooperation with special rapporteurs and workinq aroups of
the Commission on Human Riqhts

57.
In addition to the Special Rapporteur's participation in the meeting of
special rapporteurs and in joint urgent actions transmitted to Governments,
referred to above, the Special Rapporteur requested to undertake a .joint
mission with the Special Rapporteur on the question of torture,
Mr. Nigel Rodley, to Pakistan; a joint mission with the Special Rapporteur on
extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Mr. Bacre Ndiaye, to Nigeria,
and a joint mission with the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention to Peru.
The Special Rapporteur must express his disappointment that none of the
Governments concerned has responded favourably to these requests. In an oral
communication to the Special Rapporteur, a representative of the Permanent
Mission of Pakistan to the United Nations Office at Geneva, in rejecting the
request for a joint mission, expressed the view that it would be logistically
difficult to organize such a mission owing to the fact that the mandates of
the respective Special Rapporteurs touched upon distinct and separate issues
and therefore would require individual meetings with different government
agencies and other organizations. The Governments of Nigeria and Peru had
provided no response to the requests by the time the present report was
finalized.

58. As noted above, the Special Rapporteur also participated in a meeting of
the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention. The Special Rapporteur considers it
important to maintain a dialogue with the Working Group, as their respective
mandates frequently touch upon the same issues. For example, both the Special
Rapporteur and the Working Group have expressed concern about the use of
"faceless tribunals" in Peru. Therefore, the Special Rapporteur will maintain
and enhance his cooperation with the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention.

2. Cooperation with the Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Branch

59. As the body that assists the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal
Justice to oversee the implementation of the Basic Principles on the
Independence of the Judiciary and the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers,
the Special Rapporteur believes it is imperative for him to work in close
cooperation with the Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Branch. To this
end, the Special Rapporteur hopes to participate in the forthcoming session of
the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice to be held in Vienna
in May 1996.
3. Cooperation with the Advisorv Services, Technical Assistance and
Information Branch of the Centre for Human Riahts
60. The Special Rapporteur welcomes the fact that the Advisory Services,
Technical Assistance and Information Branch of the Centre for Human Rights
offered two training courses for lawyers and judges in 1995. These courses

focused on the following topics: international sources, systems and standards
for human rights in the administration of justice; human rights during
criminal investigations, arrests and pre-trial detention; the independence of
judges and lawyers; the elements of a fair trial; juvenile justice; protection
of the rights of women in the administration of justice; human rights under
states of emergency; standards for the treatment of prisoners; non-custodial
measures; and non-discrimination and equal justice. The first training course
was for judges, on human rights in the administration of justice. It was held
in Ulaanbaatar in February 1995, part of a continuing multi-component project
in Mongolia. The second event was a workshop on international standards for
judges, lawyers and prosecutors which took place in Sao Tome and Principe in
November 1995.
61. The Special Rapporteur also welcomes efforts by :he Branch to develop a
manual for a human rights training programme for judges and lawyers.
As a
part of this effort, the Branch is putting together materials that will be
published as a volume in the Centre's Professional Training Series. The
manual will be used as the basis for training programmes that will be offered
to judges and lawyers at the request of countries through the programme of
advisory services and technical assistance carried out by the Centre in the
area of human rights in the administration of justice. The manual and related
materials will be developed in consultation with the Special Rapporteur and
the United Nations Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Branch.
Non-governmental organizations which have done valuable work in this field
will be contacted and invited to provide suggestions. The contents will be
developed through the training courses for judges and lawyers which are held
as part of the ongoing technical cooperation projects of the Centre. In
addition, according to the information received, a meeting of experts to
.review an outline of the manual will be held.
4.

Cooperation with the United Nations Interresional Crime and
Justice Research Institute

62. On 8 November 1994, the Special Rapporteur received a communication from
the United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Reseasch Institute
(UNICRI). This communication indicated that the mandate of the Special
Rapporteur is an area in which UNICRI took particular interest. It noted that
in September 1989 UNICRI and the Centre for Human Rights jointly organized a
training course for Colombian judges on human rights and judicial
investigation in Castelgandolfo, Italy, and in December 1991 UNICRI worked
with the Centre, the Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Branch and the
Foundation for International Studies of the University of Malta on a training
course on human rights and crime prevention in Valletta.
63. UNICRI is also currently working on a project of assistance to Albania in
the prevention of crime and the administration of justice, in collaboration
with the Italian Superior Council of Judges. An important aspect of this
endeavour has been the administration of justice, including the Basic
Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary and procedures for their
effective implementation.
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5.

Cooperation with the International Labour Office

64. On 15 November 1994, the Special Rapporteur received a letter from the
Legal Adviser of the International Labour Office in reply to his initial
communication.
65. The Legal Adviser indicated that several international labour standards
were pertinent to the need for an independent and impartial judiciary in the
member States of the ILO. He referred in particular to ILO instruments
guaranteeing freedom of association. The 1994 General Survey of the Reports
on the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise
Convention 1948 (No. 87), and the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining
Convention 1949 (No. 98), prepared by the ILO Committee of Experts on the
Application of Conventions and Recommendations, illustrates this link. He
enclosed copies of paragraphs 32, 77 and 106 of the report. In addition, he
indicated that the Termination of Employment Convention, 1982 (No. 158)
provides in its article 8, paragraph 1: "A worker who considers that his
employment has been unjustifiably terminated shall be entitled to appeal
against that termination to an impartial body, such as a court, labour
tribunal, arbitration committee or arbitrator." He further indicated that in
some countries the labour inspection system included persons who may exercise
judicial powers. Where this is the case, the Labour Inspection
Convention, 1947 (No. 81) is relevant.
IV.

A.

THEORETICAL ISSUES OF SPECIAL IMPORTANCE

The use of "faceless" iudqes in Colombia and Peru

66. In his initial report to the Commission on Human Rights, the Special
Rapporteur raised some issues of special importance pursuant to his mandate
"to study, for the purpose of making proposals, important and topical
questions of principle with a view to protecting and enhancing the
independence of the judiciary and lawyers". To this end, the report included
a discussion of issues such as separation of powers, the function of judicial
review, the media and the judiciary and terrorism and the judiciary. An issue
raised in the initial report of the Special Rapporteur was the use of secret
witnesses, "faceless" judges and in camera hearing as a measure to combat
terrorism. (E/CN.4/1995/39, para. 60). During the past year, the Special
Rapporteur continued to receive information on these practices, particularly
in Peru and Colombia where there has been extensive use of "faceless" judges
and secret witnesses as a means of protecting the judiciary from acts of
terrorism. As noted above, this issue is also of particular concern to the
Working Group on Arbitrary Detention.
67. Colombia and Peru have in recent times experienced extreme violence
resulting from internal disturbances caused by, among other reasons, the
confrontation between Government armed forces and irregular armed forces,
including terrorist groups and drug traffickers. Targets of this violence
have included members of the judiciary. As a response to this situation, both
Governments have taken measures to protect the lives and physical integrity of
judges and witnesses. Following is a brief description of the measures
adopted by the Governments of Colombia and Peru.
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1.

Colombia

68. On 23 November 1995 the Government of Colombia sent the Special
Rapporteur various documents, including materials dealing with what is called
"regional justice" or "secret justice".
69. In 1980 the Colombian Government created a system of public order courts,
now called courts of regional jurisdiction. The procedures applied by these
courts and prosecutors of the regional jurisdiction were established to
investigate and prosecute crimes of a certain gravity. The procedures provide
judicial officials with certain special powers that other judicial officials
lack. One of the principal and special features of the procedures applied by
these courts and prosecutors is the use of secret witnesses. For security
reasons, testimony presented by a secret witness is adnissible before a
regional court. Only the judicial official and the agent of the Public
Ministry know the identity of the witness and they are obliged to keep it
anonymous until the personal security of the witness is guaranteed. One
limitation to the reception of this evidence is that it requires corroboration
(art. 247, Criminal Procedure Code). Another special power given to regional
officials is that the hearings are not open to the public. However, the
parties are given a relatively long time to prepare their allegations in
written form, instead of orally. Also, regional prosecutors can request
preventive detention of a suspect during the investigation.
70. The Government argues that the reason for these special procedures is the
prevalence of terrorist activities. Terrorists groups and drug traffickers
have created a situation in which it became necessary to protect the lives and
personal. integrity of the members of the community, in particular judges,
magistrates and other people who take part in court proceedings such as
witnesses, expert witnesses, informants and victims who testify before the
courts. It is alleged that the phenomenon of violence overwhelmed the
capacity of the formal judicial system.

71. The Special Rapporteur takes note of the joint report of the Special
Rapporteurs on the question of torture and on extrajudicial, summary or
arbitrary executions, on their visit to Colombia from 17 to 26 October 1994.
The Special Rapporteurs state:
"Ordinary criminal justice also includes the regional courts, which were
formerly 'called the public order courts and have jurisdiction in
proceedings for offences such as terrorism, rebellion and drug
trafficking. Non-governmental sources levelled harsh criticism against
these courts and their operational procedures, which they considered to
undermine due process. In the first place, these categories of offences
have been broadly interpreted, resulting in the use of these courts to
prosecute not only major criminals, but also activists from peasant,
community, labour and similar organizations whose protests, political
demonstrations and labour disputes are often characterized as terroristic
or supportive of the guerrillas. As far as procedural aspects are
concerned, the anonymity of the judges, prosecutors, criminal
investigation police officers and even witnesses for the prosecution are
still serious obstacles to the exercise of the rights of the defence,
despite the reforms introduced in 1993. In this connection, the Fiscal

I
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General de la Naci6n expressed to the Special Rapporteurs his view that
there should be supervision of these courts in order to avoid abuses"
(E/CN.4/1995/111, para. 85).
The Special Rapporteurs recommended, inter alia, the following:

"('c) As long as the Regional Justice System exists, the crimes
falling under this jurisdiction should be clearly defined so as to avoid
acts which constitute a legitimate exercise of political dissent and
social protest being considered as 'terrorism' or 'rebellion1.
Furthermore, defendants before regional courts must enjoy full respect
for their right to a fair trial. The severe restrictions currently in
place, including those affecting the right to habeas corpus a procedure
essential for protecting people deprived of their liberty from torture,
disappearance or s m a r y execution, should be eliminated.
"(d) Effective protection should be provided for all members of
the judiciary and the Public Ministry from threats and attempts on their
lives and physical integrity, and investigations into such threats and
attempts should be carried out with a view to determining their origin
and opening criminal and/or disciplinary proceedings, as appropriate.

I
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"(e) Likewise, provision should be made for effective protection
of persons providing testimony in proceedings involving human rights
violations, as appropriate" (para. 177).
73. The Special Rapporteur also notes that the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights stated in its second report on the human rights situation in
Colombia (October 1993) that "faceless" judges and secret evidence are in
clear contradiction to the American Convention on Human Rights.
2.

Peru

74. During the months of November and December 1995 the Special Rapporteur
sent two communications to the Government of Peru concerning cases of
defendants who had been formally indicted or tried by tribunals composed of
"faceless" judges. The two cases were of deep concern to the Special
Rapporteur because the Government had informed him on 21 August 1995 that the
anti-terrorist legislation which regulated the f&nctioning of the "faceless"
judges was to be abolished on 15 October 1995.
75. In addition, in a communication dated 1 May 1995, the Government
submitted information concerning changes made to the internal legislation on
terrorism. The Government indicated that it had issued Law No. 26447 as part
of the national pacification process.
Article 1 of Law No. 26447 provides
that the prosecution of crimes of terrorism will be carried out "by the
magistrates that correspond according to the procedural and organic norms in
effect". This law, which would be put into effect after 15 October 1995,
revokes article 15 of Decree Law No. 25475 by which the magistrates who take
part in the proceedings of cases of terrorism keep their identity secret. The
Government indicated that the use of "faceless" judges was necessary for the
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nresent to protect the physical integrity and the lives of magistrates, who
were constantly threatened and attacked by terrorists. The Government
concluded that this demonstrated its political commitment to continue adapting
its temporary and circumstantial terrorist legislation in accordance with the
advances made in the fight against terrorism and the process of national
pacification.
76. The Special Rapporteur has learned, however, that terrorism cases
will continue to be tried by "faceless" judges until 11 October 1996
(Law No. 26537). Among the reasons given by the Government is that the
terrorist organizations have not yet been dismantled.
3.

Conclusion

77. United Nations special rapporteurs, the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights and human rights NGOs have condemned the use of "faceless" judges
for the following reasons: it violates the principle of the independence of
the judiciary; the practice restricts the defendantrs right of due process;
and it violates the right to a fair trial in a systematic way.
4.

Preliminary observations of the Special Rapporteur

78.
In a preliminary evaluation of the Governments' reasoning for the use of
"faceless" judges, the Special Rapporteur is of the view that such special
procedures violate the independence and impartiality of the justice system for
a variety of reasons. The Special Rapporteur is, however, mindful of the need
to protect the security of individual judges in terrorist-related cases.
However, this issue requires further study and analysis. During the course of
the coming year, the Special Rapporteur hopes to carry out a mission to Peru
and Colombia to investigate these practices in situ, and to do a more
exhaustive survey worldwide of similar practices before stating his final
conclusions and recommendations.

B.

Establishment of an International Criminal Court

79. The Special Rapporteur welcomes the proposed establishment of the
International Criminal Court and the progress made towards its
establishment.
80. The Special Rapporteur observes that while article 10 of the draft
Statute provides for the independence of the judges of the Court, it is
imperative that the provisions of the article are strictly implemented once
the Court is established because the judges, at least in the initial stages,
will not be full-time judges with any fixed remuneration, but will be paid
allowances on a daily basis for work actually performed. The onus would be
upon the Presidency of the Court to see that the judges do not engage in any
employment inimical to their independence including those specifically
prohibited under article 10 (2). At the earliest time the judges should be
made full-time members o f the Court.

C.

Johannesburq Principles on National Security, Freedom of
Expression and Access to Information

81. In paragraphs 58 and 59 of the Special Rapporteur's first report he
raised the problems arising from restrictions imposed on judicial independence
by Governments on the grounds of "reasons of State" and during states of
emergency. The Special Rapporteur alluded to the need for possible additional
standards to safeguard judicial independence even during such crises. In this
regard, the Special Rapporteur welcomes the Johannesburg Principles on
National Security, Freedom of Expression and Access to Information adopted
on 1 October 1995 by a group of experts in international law, national
security and human rights. The initiative for this meeting of experts was
taken by the NGO article 19: the International Centre Against Censorship, in
collaboration with. the Centre for Applied Legal Studies of the University of
Witwatersrand in South Africa.
82. The Principles are based on international and regional law and standards
relating to the protection of human rights, evolving State practice (as
reflected, inter alia, in judgements of national courts), and the general
principles of law recognized by the community of nations. The Principles also
acknowledge the enduring applicability of the Siracusa Principles on the
Limitation and Derogation Provisions in the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights and the Declaration of Minimum Humanitarian Standards
applicable in a state of emergency (the Turku Declaration). The Principles
spelled out in this document add to the meagre materials currently available
on these subjects. The Special Rapporteur will from time to time refer to
these standards to the extent that they are applicable to his mandate.
D.

The media and the judiciary

83. In paragraph 61 of the Special Rapporteur's first report he referred to
the increasing concerns about the relationship between the media and the
judiciary.
84. The role of the media in the O.J. Simpson trial in the United States has
raised the important question of how extensive media coverage could affect a
fair and impartial trial. No doubt this issue has been addressed in several
forums, including by judges. The issue came to the surface again in another
criminal case in the United Kingdom in October 1995. In the case of
R. v. Geoffrey Knights, the presiding judge, Judge Sanders, after detailing
the manner in which the media had covered the pre-trial events, made the
following scathing remarks about the media:

"I have absolutely no doubt that the mass-media publicity in
this case was unfair, outrageous and oppressive. I agree with
Mr. Plumstead that it can be described as malicious. I also
believe that there are grounds for instituting proceedings for
contempt of court against the editors concerned and that there is
an urgent need to investigate the possibility that certain
journalists have colluded with and suborned prosecution witnesses.
"I considered whether I could allow the trial to proceed on
its due date by careful vetting of the jury and by giving special
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directions to them. The glaring problem is that there can hardly
be a potential juror on the panel who has not heard something about
this case. The newspapers and articles are widely circulated.
They are not of limited or specialist interest only to a few. They
are national so I cannot move the venue. Any direction I give to
the jury would only draw to their attention that which I wish to
conceal. I had thought of delaying the trial for a reasonable
period but I have no confidence that the media will leave it alone
and in any event to delay the trial is oppressive to the
complainant and defendant alike. Counsel would have an impossible
task. He would undoubtedly want to question witnesses on what they
allegedly told reporters where it is inconsistent with their
statements and sworn testimony. It is arguably relevant to ask
those witnesses who gave interviews whether they received payment
for doing so. Their credibility has been put at issue by the
interference of the press in the judicial process. Counsel could
be accused of failing in his duty if he didn't refer to the press
reports during cross-examination.
"I have not disregarded the serious nature of the case and
the concerns of the alleged victim if his complaint is true but the
newspapers have denied him the opportunity to put his case just as
they have denied the defendant a fair trial. For those reasons I
have stayed the proceedings. There has been a grave abuse of
process hdre.
"I direct that the papers in the case be referred to the
Attorney ~eneralto consider contempt of court proceedings against
the editors concerned and I am also asking the Director for Public
Prosecutions if she would investigate the possibility that
individual journalists have made illegal approaches to
witnesses."
85. It was reported that it was unprecedented in English legal history for a
judge to discharge the jury even before the trial proper had commenced. The
facts in this case once again reinforced the Special Rapporteur's concerns
over the role of the media in the coverage of trials, and in particular
pre-tria1,procedures. As previously stated, a fine balance needs to be struck
between the right of the consumers of justice to a fair and impartial trial
and the equally important right to freedom of expression and the corresponding
right to information. The Special Rapporteur intends to work closely with the
Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression and to seek the cooperation of
organizations like .the International Commission of Jurists and article 19 to
formulate some standards to achieve this balance.

E.

Beijinq Statement of Principles of the Independence
of the Judiciary in the LAWASIA Recrion

86. LAWASIA is the acronym for Law Association of Asia and the Pacific.
.
Founded in 1966, it is the oldest regional association of jurists in the
Asian-Pacific region. Its primary objective is "to promote the administration
of justice, the protection of human rights and the maintenance of rule of law
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in the region". The Association has a Judicial Section which, during the
biennial conferences of the Association over the last 12 years, has held a
parallel conference of Asian Chief Justices.
87. The Sixth Conference of Asian Chief Justices was held in Beijing in
August 1995 in association with the fourteenth biennial conference of the
association. Eighteen Chief Justices were present either personally or
through their representatives. What emerged was an important document known
as the Beijing Statement of Principles of the Independence of the Judiciary in
the LAWASIA Region, which was adopted unanimously.
88. The Beijing Statement had its origin in a statement of principles known
as the "Tokyo Principles" formulated by the LAWASIA Human Rights Standing
Committee and a number of Chief Justices and other judges following a meeting
held in Tokyo in 1982. It also draws heavily upon other international
statements of principles including the Basic Principles on the Independence of
the Judiciary, and the "Singhvi Declaration".
89. The Beijing Statement, declared to represent "minimum standards necessary
to be observed in order to maintain the independence and effective functioning
of the judiciary", is most welcome emanating as it does from Asian-Pacific
countries including Australia and New Zealand. The Chief Justices of
Australia, Bangladesh, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Mongolia, Myanmar,
Nepal, New Zealand, New Caledonia, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, the
Philippines, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, Vanuatu, Viet Nam and western
Samoa signed the Statement, the Chief Justice of Malaysia, although not
present in Beijing, had also agreed to sign.
90. The Special Rapporteur commends the Chairman sf the Judicial Section of
LAWASIA, the Chief Justice of Western Australia, Mr. David Malcom, for his
untiring efforts in the preparation of the draft of the Statement.
91. The Special Rapporteur observes that the Statement will be an invaluable
supplement to the existing standards. He will, from time to time, refer to
the Statement in dealing with Governments and others in the Asian-Pacific
region. The Special Rapporteur would welcome information from Bar
Associations in the region on the extent to which Governments in the region
have implemented the principles set out in the document.

F.

Mechanisms for appointment of iudqes

92. The Special Rapporteur has undertaken a study on appropriate independent
appointment mechanisms to ensure that men or women of the right calibre are
appointed to the office of judge. In addition to the traditional safeguards
necessary to secure judicial independence, in the final analysis it is the
character, qualifications and independence of the individual appointee .that
make the difference. Hence the importance of the selection process.
93. At the request of the Special Rapporteur and with the cooperation of the
Chief Justice of the Philippines, a study was undertaken by lecturers and a
'student of the School of Law of the Ateneo de Manila University on the
procedure used for selection of judges in that country. Under the 1987
Constitution of the Philippines the members of the Supreme Court and judges of
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High Courts are appointed by the President from a list of at least three
nominees prepared by the Judicial and Bar Council for every vacancy. Such
appointments need no confirmation. The Judicial and Bar Council is a
constitutional creature composed of representatives from the judiciary, the
Bar, academics and Government and lay persons. The Chief Justice is the
Chairman and the Minister for Justice the Deputy Chairman.
94. The Constitution is also concerned with the quality of judges. It stares
that "a member of the judiciary must be a person of proven competence,
integrity, probity and independence".

95. The Special Rapporteur has received the research material and is
currently studying it. The Special Rapporteur would welcome the input of
other organizations that have carried out similar studies or that are prepared
to assist in similar research on how independent appointment mechanisms
function in practice. The object of the exercise is to find suitable
mechanisms for standard-setting.
G.,

Conflicts between the leqal profession and the iudiciary

96. The judiciary and the legal profession are integral institutions in any
system of justice in civilized nations. Harmony, respect for each other's
roles and close cooperation will guarantee an independent system of justice
based on the highest principles. Conflict or tension between the two will
adversely affect the administration of justice. In an adversarial system some
conflicts are inevitable. It is left to the maturity of the individuals to
put aside personalities and strive for the greater good of the system in
general. But when the conflict is institution-based it leads to
confrontations which will eventually mar the proper administration of
independent justice.

97. The incidence of such conflicts appears to be on the increase and the
Special Rapporteur is concerned. The situation needs to be monitored and data
collected. A conflict-resolution mechanism may need to be devised within the
Centre for Human Rights to be made available to such institutions to restore
harmony when requested.
H.

Commercialization of the leqal profession

98. The organization of legal practices of lawyers needs to keep pace with
modern changes, advances and liberalization policies. At the same time,
professionals in the practice of the law must be mindful of the need to retain
the element of independence needed to discharge their professional duties.
Independence is needed not only when the lawyer is on his feet in court'; it is
needed even when he is in his law office advising clients or drafting a
document. People seek him out for his independent advice and skills. It is
this independence in the profession which distinguishes it from any other
vocation or profession.
99. The Special Rapporteur expresses concern over the increasing trend
towards commercialization of the practice of the law. Law firms in some
developed and other countries are run more like large corporate institutions.

Rules on professional advertising have become so,relaxed in these countries
that the media, both print and electronic, are used for the purpose. The
Special Rapporteur is considering undertaking a research programme to evaluate
how this trend, if left unchecked, would erode not only the independence of
lawyers but their professional status as well. The study would include the
impact of an over-commercialized legal profession on judicial independence.

I. The Cairo Declaration
100. The Third Conference of Francophone Ministers of
Cairo from 30 October to 1 November 1995. The meeting
Agence de cooperation culturelle et technique (ACCT).
with the Cairo Declaration, in which the participants,

Justice took place in
was organized by the
The meeting concluded
inter alia:

(a) Reaffirmed the Francophone community's support of the Basic
Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary;
(b) Expressed preoccupation with obstacles to access to justice present
in numerous countries, including the long distance to courts, high price of
trial, ignorance of the law, lack of judicial assistance, and malfunctioning
of certain jurisdictions;
'

(c) Agreed on the need to eliminate all impediments to the independence
of judges, who are the primary guarantors of accessible and efficient justice,'
by providing them the legal and material means necessary;
(d) Agreed on the need to give greater emphasis on judicial training,
particularly initial, continuing and specialized training, of judges and
judicial personnel;
(e) Agreed to watch over the adoption and observance of ethical rules,
in order to preserve the dignity of the judiciary;
(f) Agreed to participate actively in the work being done towards the
convention establishing the International Criminal Court.
101. These are positive developments which the Special Rapporteur welcomes.
V.

A.

SITUATIONS
General

102. This section contains brief summaries of the urgent appeals and
communications transmitted by letter to Governments, and the cases of
allegations and urgent appeals to which replies were received from
Governments. Observations by the Special Rapporteur have also been included
where applicable. This section also contains a summary of substantive
information the Special Rapporteur has received from Governments in response
to his communications of October 1994.
103. In preparing this report the Special Rapporteur took note of those drawn
up by his colleagues, Mr. Paulo Sergio Pinheiro, Special Rapporteur on the
human rights situation in Burundi (E/CN.4/1996/16, paras. 26, 146-147);
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Mr. M. Kirby, Special Representative of the Secretary-General on the situation
of human rights in Cambodia (A/50/681, paras. 35-38); Mr. J.-C. Groth, Special
Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Cuba (A/50/663, annex,
paras. 23-24); Mr. Alejandro Artucio, Special Rapporteur on the human rights
situation in the Republic of Equatorial Guinea (E/CN.4/1995/68, paras 23,
50-51 (a)); Mr. Tadeusz Mazowiecki, Special Rapporteur on the situation of
human rights in the territory of the former Yugoslavia (A/49/641-S/1994/1252,
paras. 97-98, 141), Mrs. Monica Pinto, Independent Expert on the human rights
situation in Guatemala (E/CN.4/1996/15, paras. 50, 55-57, 61, 64, 129-130);
Mr. Reynaldo Galindo Pohl, Special Rapporteur on the human rights situation in
the Islamic Republic of Iran (E/CN.4/1994/50, paras 95-96, 111);
Mr. Gaspar Bir6, Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the
Sudan (E/CN.$/1996/62, para. 24); Mr. Bacre Waly Ndiaye, Special Rapporteur on
extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions (E/CN.4/1996/4, paras. 69-70,
92, 102, 129, 266, 426, 605-606).
Situations in specific countries or territories
Albania
Alleqations transmitted to the Government
104. By letter dated 28 September 1995 the Special Rapporteur informed the
Government that he had received information concerning allegations of threats
to the independence of the judiciary.
105. According to the information received, the High Council of Judges, which
has the power to nominate, remove and discipline lower court judges, had
removed judges arbitrarily and without due process. This High Council of
Judges included officials of the executive, which added to the appearance of
impropriety.
106. The Government also proposed an amendment to the Constitution that would
have allowed a judge of the Court of Cassation to be removed without cause.
107. The executive had taken some actions which, considered together, appear
to constitute an attempt to undermine the authority and independence of the
Court of Cassation. For instance, in the winter of 1994, the executive
initiated actions in parliament to strip the Chief Judge of the Court of
Cassation of his immunity. Later, the executive introduced a motion in
parliament to remove two other staff members of the Court of Cassation. The
executive continued to threaten the Court's budgetary authority following a
decision of the Court to review the case of Fatos Nano, a socialist leader and
former member of parliament. The executive petitioned the Court to remove the
case from its jurisdiction and to suspend the enforcement of all orders of the
Chief Judge. Finally, on 5 September 1995, the Minister of Justice was
dismissed and the executive arrested or attempted to arrest the chief
administrator of the Court, as well as other staff members. Furthermore, it
is alleged that the court building itself was surrounded by police, who placed
restraints on free access to the Court, and that some individuals who tried'to
enter the building were assaulted.
'

108. In his meeting with the Charge dfaffaires of the Permanent Mission of
Albania to the United Nations at Geneva on 21 November 1995, the Special
Rapporteur expressed his concerns about the situation of judicial
independence. The Albanian representative provided a brief explanation of the
current situation and promised to send to the Special Rapporteur a detailed
reply from the Government by the end of December.
Response of the Government
109. On 12 January 1996 the Albanian Government submitted an official response
to the Special Rapporteur's letter of 28 September 1995.
110. The Government explained that the removal of the immunity of the Chairman
of the Court of Cassation and the approval of penal procedures against him
were made in accordance with article 6 of Law No. 7561 dated 29 April 1992.
111. With regard to the budget of the Court of Cassation, the Government
assured the Special Rapporteur that the Albanian courts have an independent
budget that is administered exclusively by the courts.
112. Concerning the suspension of the enforcement of the orders of the
Chairman of the Court of Cassation, the Government explained that it was done
in accordance with article 25 of Law No. 7561 dated 29 April 1992.
113. With regard to the dismissal of the chief administrator of the Court of
Cassation as well as two other employees, the Government explained that it was
done in accordance with article 29 of Law No. 7491 dated 29 April 1991.
114. The Special Rapporteur is studying the Government's argument in more
detail and expects to issue a response in the near future.
Arqentina
Alleqations transmitted to the Government
115. On 27 October 1995, the Special Rapporteur transmitted a communication to
the Permanent Representative of Argentina to the United Nations Office at
Geneva concerning the detention of Dr. Le6n Zimmerman. According to the
source, Dr. Zimmerman is the advocate for 200 families who peacefully occupied
27 hectares of land in Quilmes, near Buenos Aires. Subsequently, on
7 October 1995, the judge of the criminal and correctional court No. 4 of
Quilmes, Dr. Abel Gonzales Elicabe, ordered the incommunicado detention of
Dr. Zimmerman for the crimes of illicit association, usurpation and
disobedience.
116. On 24 October 1995, the Special Rapporteur learned that Mr. Zimme.rman was
freed after the Appellate Chamber ruled that the charges of illicit
association were null and void. The Special Rapporteur was also informed that
the lower court judge, Dr. Gonzales Elicabe, was removed from the case.
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Information transmitted bv the Government

117. The Special Rapporteur received a communication from the Government
concerning the case of Le6n Zimmerman dated 13 December 1995. In its reply,
the Government indicated that Dr. Zimrnerman had been freed as a result of an
order issued by the Criminal and Correctional Chamber of Appeals of the
Jurisdiction of Quilmes which decreed the nullity of all the proceedings
that had been carried out. In the same regard, the judge who replaced
Dr. Gonzales Elicabe ordered the dismissal of the case against Dr. Zimmerman.
Australia

Victoria
118. In May 1994 the Attorney General of the State of Victoria published a
discussion paper entitled "Reform of the Legal Profession - An Agenda for
Change". Among the proposals made in the paper was a proposal to have a
regulatory body appointed by the executive which would in effect have the
ultimate power over licensing of lawyers to practise in the State of
Victoria. The Law Institute of Victoria, a statutory body under the Legal
Profession Practice Act 1958, which is the professional and regulatory
organization fir solicitors, while agreeing to some of the Attorney General's
proposals took objection to the proposal to set up a regulatory board as such
a board would affect the independence of the legal profession in Victoria.
The controversy escalated into a confrontation between the Attorney General
and the legal profession in Victoria through both the print and electronic
media.
119. On being informed of the proposals the Special Rapporteur sought a
meeting with the Attorney General. The Special Rapporteur took advantage of
his attendance at a meeting in Adelaide on 27 March 1995 to fly to Melbourne
on 28 March where he had a brief meeting with the Attorney General. The
Attorney General said that the proposals had been misunderstood and assured
the Special Rapporteur that it was not the intention of her Government to
interfere with the independence of the legal profession in Victoria. It was
the intention of her Government rather to permit lawyers to form their own
associations. Such associations would be accredited to issue licenses to
practise to its members; in the event a lawyer did not wish to belong to any
association then the proposed central regulatory board would issue the
licence. Her proposal~obviously had the effect of taking away the monopoly of
the Law Institute and thus fragment the legal profession currently organized
under one body into pockets of associations.
120.. The Special Rapporteur learned from a subsequent press statement
attributed to the Attorney General that her proposal for such a regulatory
body had been "endorsed in the Federal Government report on access to justice"
released the previous year.
121. In 1994 the Federal Government of Australia did release a report entitled
"Access to Justice - An Action Plan - Overview". In the report the following
observation, inter alia, was noted:
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"The regulation of the legal services market and of the legal profession
raises issues that are of central importance to access to justice.
Within the framework of ethical responsibilities designed to assist the
administration of justice, lawyers protect the rights and advance the
interests of the clients they represent. If the legal profession is
regulated in a manner that impedes the freedom of lawyers to compete with
each other, legal services will not be provided efficiently and consumers
of legal services will pay additional costs. Similarly, if the structure
of the profession is such that consumers are required to pay for
duplication of legal work or unnecessary services, the cost of legal
representation will be increased and access to justice thereby
diminished. If the exclusive right of lawyers to perform legal services
is framed too broadly, consumers are likely to be denied the chance to
purchase services from providers (such as conveyancers) who may be
prepared to provide them at lower prices than lawyers.
"With this in mind, we propose that the Commonwealth and the States
should cooperate in restructuring the legal services market in Australia,
by exposing it to competition policy. Of cousse, we do not suggest that
competition principles provide a complete solution to access to justice
problems (as is evidenced by all the other areas we have canvassed).
None the less, we advocate the extension of the competition principles
embodied in the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) to the legal services
market throughout Australia. We prefer that this extension take place in
the contekt bf the application of the Act to all unincorporated
businesses and professions, as a result of a reference of powers by the
States to the Commonwealth. Such a reference was suggested by the Hilmer
Cornittee in its report, National Competition Policy, and is presently
under consideration by the Council of Australian Governments (COAG).
"We also suggest that the Governments of all States vest the regulatory
functions relating to the legal profession in a statutory body,
independent 0.f the professional associations, although we think the
associations could continue to be involved in the administration of the
regulatory system. An alternative, but not our preferred view, is that
professional associations should continue to discharge regulatory
functions, but that an independent body have the power to disallow rules
of the associations on public interest grounds. We consider that those
States that maintain formal divisions between solicitors and barristers
should remove those divisions, although this would not prevent those who
wish to practise as specialist advocates at a separate Bar from
continuing to do so."
It is noted that the Federal Government's proposals, as stated above, are in
general terms; such is implicit from the word "overview". It was contended
that the Attorney General's proposals went beyond and had the effect of
threatening the independence of the profession.
122. The Special Rapporteur has been monitoring developments in Victoria on
this very issue. He has learned that the Attocney General appointed a working
party to examine the proposals contained in her earlier discussion paper. The
working party's report was published in September 1995. The recommendation of
the working party on the issue of the regulatory board is that it be composed

of three non-lawyer members appointed by the executive and three members
elected by the profession. The Chairman should be a serving or retired judge.
The question of assuring the independence of the members in terms of their
office and conditions for removal is being studied.
123. Subsequent to the release of the working party's report the Attorney
General in December 1995 released proposals for a draft Legal Practice Bill to
replace the current Legal Profession Practice Act, 1958 for public comment
prior to tabling before parliament. The purpose of this exercise is to
receive further public comments on the proposals "before a final decision is
made by the Victorian Government on the issues covered by those proposals".
It has been learned that further changes may be proposed and hence the Bill is
not likely to be tabled before Parliament until later this year.
124. The Special Rapporteur is regularly in touch with the Law Institute of
Victoria and other interested groups and is monitoring developments. The
Special Rapporteur, while commending the Victorian government for constantly
seeking the public's views and those of the profession on its proposals and
taking them into consideration, nevertheless would urge the government not to
formulate any legislation which would undermine or be seen to undermine the
independence of the legal profession in Victoria. Any such legislation
emanating from Australia, whether at the federal or state level, would send
the wrong signal to Governments in some countries in the region where the
independence of the profession remains fragile.
Action commenced by the iudqes of the abolished Accident Compensation Tribunal
125. A brief reference was made in the report to the Sub-Commission on
,Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities by Mr. Louis Joinet
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/25,para. 131) regarding the removal of the 11 judges of
the Accident Compensation ~ribunalby the repeal of the legislation which
created the Tribunal. The affected judges were offered neither other similar
or equivalent judicial posts nor were they compensated. The judges complained
that upon appointment they had been assured of security of tenure, like any
other independent judge. The Government's contention was that those judges
did not enjoy such security of tenure. The State government was alleged to
have resorted to removing the judges by legislating the entire Tribunal out of
existence, thereby making its judges redundant. Concerns were expressed in
many quarters that such action undermined judicial independence. Nine of the
11 judges have since commenced legal action in the Federal Court in Victoria
for compensation arising from their removal.
126. The Special Rapporteur has been monitoring developments in this pending
action. At the time the present report went to press it was learned that the
parties were still at the stage of filing affidavits and the action is likely
to be scheduled for hearing later this year. The decision of the federal
court in this action would have important implications for the security of
tenure of judges of statutory tribunals and thus for their independent status.
The Special Rapporteur intends to observe the proceedings personally or to
send a representative to the hearing.
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Western Australia

127. At the time the present report went to press the Special Rapporteur
received information that a report based on a review of Western Australian
labour relations legislation had recommended, inter alia, that the office of
the President of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission who
hitherto had the status of judge, be abolished. Fears have been expressed
that the present holder of the office may not be appointed to another judicial
post if his office is abolished as expected.

I

128. The Special Rapporteur views this latest development with concern and
will be writing to the Attorney General of Western Australia. This once again
raises the issue of the security of tenure of judges of statutory tribunals.
New South Wales
129. In an unprecedented move the State government of New South Wales
conducted a referendum in the State to seek public approval to entrench
judicial independence so that Parliament is prevented from changing the laws
affecting judicial independence without a referendum. The referendum was held
in conjunction with the State election on 25 March 1995. The results were
65.9 per cent of the electorate in favour of such entrenchment and
34.1 per cent against.
130. Though the Special Rapporteur has yet to see the text of the legislation
to entrench, he commends the New South Wales government for this bold,
unprecedented and positive step to enhance judicial independence in that
State. The Special Rapporteur also commends the legal profession in
New South Wales whose members lobbied among the voters for support.

I
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Cambodia
Information transmitted to the Government
131. On 6 January 1995 the Special Rapporteur informed the Government that he
had received information alleging that the executive branch of Government was
to be entrusted with the power of appointment, promotion and dismissal of
judges .
132. On 10 January 1995 the Permanent Mission of Cambodia to the
United Nations Office at Geneva sent an acknowledgement of receipt of the
communication transmitted by the Special Rapporteur and indicated that it had
been forwarded to the Government. To date, no further response has been
received from the Government.

I
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China
Information transmitted to the Government
133. On 14 December 1995, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent joint appeal
with the Chairman-Rapporteur of the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention and
the Special Rapporteur on the right to freedom of opinion and expression
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regarding the case of Wei Jingsheng. The appeal called the attention of the
Government to a previous communication transmitted by the Chairman of the
Working Group on Arbitrary Detention dated 27 June 1995 regarding the reported
incommunicado detention of Mr. Wei, to which the Government had not replied.
The Special Rapporteur has yet to receive a response.
134. According to the information received, Mr. Wei was formally arrested on
21 November 1995 by the public security organs on charges of "plotting to
overthrow the Government", and that on 13 December 1995 he was sentenced by
the Beijing No. 1 intermediate people's court to 14 years' imprisonment.
It was reported that his family found out only on 8 December that his trial
would start on 13 December, thus leaving no time for him to prepare his
defence. It was also alleged that Mr. Weirs lawyer had not been allowed
access to him.
Colombia
Information transmitted to the Government
135. On 10 August 1995 the Special Rapporteur submitted an urgent appeal to
the Government concerning the murder of human rights lawyer Javier Alberto
Barriga Vergel on 16 June 1995. According to the source, Mr. Vergel was
acting on behalf of the Committee for Solidarity with Political Prisoners
(Comite de Solidaridad con 10s Presos Politicos), which is very active in
.
investigating numerous cases of human rights violations that implicate members
of the police, the army and paramilitary groups.
Information received from the Government
136. On 16 August 1995 the Government replied to the,urgent appeal on the case
of Mr. Vergel by indicating that the Presidential Advisory Council for Human
Rights had met with the Committee for Solidarity with Political Prisoners and
that certain agreements had been made. The Government agreed to expedite the
investigations. In this regard, an official note was sent to the National
Director of Public Prosecutors to ensure that the appropriate measures are
taken for a thorough investigation of the case. As a consequence, the
National Direction of Public Prosecutors ordered the transfer of the
investigations that were undertaken by the prosecutor's office in Cficuta to
the prosecutor's office in Bogot6 and a special prosecutor was assigned to the
case. The Government noted that this would allow a more efficient
investigation in a place other than where the events took place. The
Government further stated that it would make arrangements to guarantee the
security of the members of the Committee for Solidarity with Political
Prisoners in Cficuta. Finally, the Government stated that it will submit for
the consideration of the President of the Republic a proposal consisting of a
statement concerning the activity of defence lawyers representing alleged
members or real members of insurgent organizations.
137. The Government also indicated that the Special Rapporteur will be
informed of the results of the above-mentioned investigations and the
implementation of the agreements made. To date, the Special Rapporteur has
not received this information.
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Observations
138. In light of the mission that is being sought to the country, the Special
Rapporteur will address the situation in Colombia in greater detail at a later
date.
Egypt

Information transmitted to the Government
139. On 24 June 1994, the Special Rapporteur sent a letter to the Ambassador
of Egypt in Kuala Lumpur requesting information on the detention of lawyers.
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140. On 27 July 1994, the Special Rapporteur sent a letter to the Ambassador
of Egypt in Kuala Lumpur requesting a list of the names of those lawyers
arrested and released.
141. On 14 September 1994, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government of Egypt concerning the detention of several lawyers following
demonstrations protesting the death of a lawyer while in detention. The
Special Rapporteur also indicated that it had been brought to his attention
that there was fear that the Bar Association would be dissolved by
administrative action, as had happened in the past.
Information transmitted by the Government
142. On 18 October 1994, the Government replied to the Special Rapporteur's
letters dated 27 July 1994 and 14 September 1994. In its reply, the
Government indicated that some members of the Bar Association had exploited
their posts by claiming to speak on behalf on their colleagues and adopting
positions that did not necessarily represent the views of the majority of
members of the Association. The Government did not make any attempt to
interfere in the dialogue that was taking place, since it wished to show full
respect for the Association's independence and the status of the legal
profession.
143. In this regard, some groups within the Association claimed to represent
lawyers as a whole and exploited rumours concerning the death of the lawyer
Abdel Harith Madani in detention in order to gather together about 600 lawyers
at the Association's headquarters on 17 May 1994 when a member of the
Association's Council, using a loudspeaker, urged them to immediately hold a
public demonstration in the street without giving prior notification to the
authorities of their intention to do so.
144. The Government indicated that after several attempts to prevent the
lawyers from demonstrating in this way, and after giving the requisite
warnings, the security services were forced to use an appropriate degree of
force to restrain them in accordance with the regulations in force for the
dispersal of demonstrations and gatherings in order to prevent riots and acts
of violence.
145. As a result of the intervention of the security forces, 36 lawyers were
arrested and were charged with various offences, including participation in a
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criminal conspiracy to hold an unlawful gathering and demonstrations,
assaulting the public authorities who were carrying out their official duties,
throwing stones at vehicles and passers-by and resisting the public
authorities. Furthermore, the Government listed the legal norms that were
used as a basis to file the charges.
146. All of the lawyers were released unconditionally after being held in
custody for various periods of time.
147. With regard to lawyer Madani who allegedly died in detention, the
Government stated that Mr. Madani had had serious health problems before he
was detained and that the day after being detained he was taken to hospital
where he died from an acute asthma attack.

,

...

148. With respect to the fears concerning the possible dissolution of the Bar
Association, the Government affirmed that there was no real cause for such
fears, nor was there any reason to attempt to influence or interfere in the
work or activities of the Bar Association as long as the persons running its
affairs abided by the provisions of the law.
Observations
149. The Special Rapporteur has not had the benefit of an in situ
investigation into the allegations and the Government's contentions. However,
the Special Rapporteur had the benefit of reading the report of the Centre for
the Independence of Judges and Lawyers (CIJL) which undertook a mission to
Egypt from 10 to 16 August 1994. The Special Rapporteur notes the following
recommendations of the CIJL:
(a) The Egyptian Government should ensure that the measures taken under
the state of emergency are strictly required by the,exigencies of the
situation in accordance with Egypt's obligations under international law,
particularly under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;
(b) The Egyptian legislature should enact laws to prevent the trial of
civilians before military courts. The laws allowing for the establishment of
special courts should be reviewed in order to respect the right of Egyptian
citizens to be tried by ordinary judges in accordance with international law;
(c) The legislature is also encouraged to draft forceful guarantees for
the protection of detained persons against torture and other humiliating
treatment. State Security personnel should be prevented from interrogating,
intimidating and torturing detainees under the protection of the Prisons
Service;
(d) Lawyers must be allowed free contact with their clients without
intimidation or interference. The confidential contacts with their clients
and their families must be respected. All lawyers who were detained for
reasons relating to their profession should be set free at once;
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(e) Law No. 100 of 1993 concerning professional associations should be
reviewed to preserve the independence, the right to free association and the
right to self-government of professional associations, including the Bar
Association, as required by the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers;
(f) Members of the Egyptian Bar are encouraged to adhere to the Basic
Principles on the Role of Lawyers in order to enhance their professionalism,
independence, freedom of association and freedom of expression;
(g) The Egyptian Government should appoint an independent judicial
committee to investigate all cases of deaths of civilians in detention,
including the case of lawyer Madani and, if it is found that these deaths
resulted from official acts or omissions, should prosecute those responsible.
Honq Konq
150. In January 1995 the Special Rapporteur received a letter from
Mr. Philip Y.I. Li, a member of the legal profession in Hong Kong who was also
a member of the Law Society Council. Though the background to this complaint
was the controversy over the establishment of the Court of Final Appeal in
Hong Kong to replace the Privy Council, after reading all the materials
received the Special Rapporteur determined that the thrust of the complaint
concerned the internal management of the Law Society, specifically the use or
abuse of proxy votes at the then-forthcoming extraordinary general meeting of
the Law Society in connection with the stand to be taken by the Society on the
Court of Final Appeal 'issue.
151. The Special Rapporteur sought a response from the President of the
Law Society on the allegation. After deliberating on the materials received
subsequently, the Special Rapporteur came to the opinion that the complaint
did not fall within his mandate and sent Mr. Li a letter stating, inter alia:
"However, my mandate, and interpreting it from the events leading
to the creation of the same mandate, is to investigate complaints of
actions or inactions resulting in a lawyer's inability to perform his
professional functions as a lawyer independently without fear or favour.
"There appears to be no evidence to indicate that the allegation of
pressure on certain lawyers over their right to vote at the same meeting,
if proven true, may affect, interfere or hinder the alleged pressured
lawyers' professional performance of their duties as lawyers.
"The Special Rapporteur should not, and for that matter, should not
be seen to be interfering in the internal affairs of law societies or Bar
Associations unless the particular society or association seeks his
assistance or advice on specific matters."
152. As the issue attracted media attention in Hong Kong, the Special
Rapporteur issued a press statement to the same effect.
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Japan
Information transmitted to the Government
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153. On 6 March 1995, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Government with regard to information he had received concerning the system of
appointment of lower court judges. In his letter to the Government he stated
that, according to information received from the source, there was
discrimination against certain candidates when the Cabinet appointed the
judges of the lower court from a list of persons nominated by the Supreme
Court. The Supreme Court normally compiles an "Assistant Judge Appointment
List" of potential candidates from among graduates of the Legal Training and
Research Institute. The Cabinet then makes the appointments based on the
list, thus respecting the will of the Supreme Court. However, according to
the source, since 1970 there had been 49 cases of graduates being denied
appointment. It was alleged that these 49 were rejected because of their
"thought or creed".

1

Information transmitted by the Government
154. On 8 March 1995, the Special Rapporteur received a reply from the
Government to his communication in which the Government described the system
of selecting judges. In the selection and appointment of an assistant judge
'from among the legal apprentices who wished to be judges, the Supreme Court of
Japan had constahtly considered competence, insight and other factors, based
o'n the records of the Legal Training and Research Institute. Furthermore, the
Supreme Court had never refused to appoint a person as a judge because of his
or her thought or creed.
The daiyo kanqoku system

I
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155. The role of the daiyo kanqoku ("substitute prison") in the Japanese
criminal justice system has been the subject of concern to lawyers and others.
The concern is largely over the use of such places for obtaining pre-trial
confessions. It is alleged that the usual safeguards for the protection of
the human rights of the accused are absent and that judges tend to accept
without question confessions obtained in this manner. Since 1958 the Japanese
Federation of Bar Associations has publicly called for the abolition of the
system. At the request of the Association the International Bar Association
sent a mission to Tokyo with the support of the International Commission of
Jurists and the Law Association of Asia and the Pacific in 1994/95.
156. The Special Rapporteur was sent a copy of the report of the mission. Of
concern to the Special Rapporteur is the finding that the daivo kanqoku raises
problems for "the rule of law and the independence of the judiciary in Japan".
The mission found that the ready acceptance by judges of confessions obtained
under the system 1eads.to the perception of the judiciary as being an
extension of the prosecution, and called for the judges to be educated "in the
true import of the concept of the independence of the judiciary".
157. The Special Rapporteur views the findings of the mission with regard to
the independence of the judiciary in Japan with some concern and will pursue
the matter further with the relevant government authorities in Japan.
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Malaysia
158. A few recent decisions handed down by the courts have placed the
Malaysian judiciary in the spotlight with allegations of impropriety. The
catalyst was a questionable decision of a High Court judge on an ex parte
application in a commercial case. Both the High Court judge and the conduct
of the lawyer who acted for the applicants were criticized by the Court of
Appeal in rather strong terms. The Federal Court (the highest appellate
court) in a lightning appeal set aside the judgement of the Court of Appeal
and severely, in even stronger language, reprimanded the three appeal judges
and directed that certain parts of the Court of Appeal judgement be expunged.
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159. This commercial case involved a struggle by businessmen to take control
of a publicly listed company called Ayer Molek; millions of ringgit were at
stake. The facts of the case and the manner in which the court procedures
were used for the attempted take-over of the company and the language of the
judgements of the Court of Appeal and the Federal Court presided over by the
Chief Justice led the Bar Council of Malaysia to issue the following press
statement on 21 August 1995:
"The Bar Council is deeply shocked at the extraordinary events in the
Ayer Molek Rubber Company case. These events are a matter of very great
concern to the commercial and corporate community and to the general
public. The totally differing views and comments of the Court of Appeal
and the Federal Court raise very serious questions as to the
administration of justice in Malaysia. These questions demand an answer.
Something is very seriously wrong."
1.60. The events aroused considerable public anxiety over the integrity,
independence and impartiality of the judiciary. This was compounded by
subsequent revelations that the judgement of the Federal Court could be a
nullity because one of the three judges who sat at that Federal Court sitting
was not qualified to do so under the provisions of the Malaysian Constitution.
On 23 August 1995 the Special Rapporteur issued the following press statement:
"Complaints are rife that certain highly placed personalities in Malaysia
including those in the business and corporate sectors are manipulating
the Malaysian system of justice and thereby undermining the due'
administration of independent and impartial justice by the courts;
"Under the mandate entrusted to me by the United Nations Commission on
Human Rights, I am duty bound to investigate these complaints and report
to the same Commission, if possible, at its fifty-second session next
year. To facilitate my inquiries I will seek the cooperation of all
those involved in the administration of justice, including the Government
which, under my mandate, is requested to extend its cooperation and
assistance."
161. In a speech delivered at the opening of an international conference in
Kuala Lumpur on 9 December 1995, the Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia,
Dato Anuar Ibrahim, alluded to the events and the public anxiety over the
state of the judiciary. He said, inter alia:
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"The growing concern of the public as regards the increasing incidence of
judicial indiscretions is not a matter to be taken lightly, nor viewed
negatively. In tandem with the growing maturity of our society, the
people's consciousness and expectations of the moral dimension of justice
is greater. Not only must judges display the requisite level of
competence and expertise; like Caesar's wife [they must] be above
suspicion."
162. The Special Rapporteur has since gathered information and is continuing
to do so. Following the terms of his mandate, the Special Rapporteur will not
only inquire into allegations of erosion of judicial independence but will
inquire into and identify causes leading to such erosion and provide specific
recommendations.
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163. The causes which have led to the present state of the judiciary could be
traced to 1987/88 beginning with the amendment to the Malaysian Constitution
to remove judicial power from the High Court and the subsequent judicial
crisis when six independent senior judges of the then Supreme Court, including
its Lord President, were subjected to disciplinary tribunal proceedings.
Three were dismissed, including the Lord President.
164. The then Chief Justice, Tan Sri Hamid Omar, who presided over the
tribunal which recommended the removal of the Lord President, succeeded to the
office of the Lord President of the Supreme Court. And this same Lord
President retired from office in 1994 amidst several police reports lodged
against him for corruption. The Attorney General in a public statement said
that there was no evidence for any prosecution.
165. Due to space constraints in the present report coupled with the
investigations still in progress, the Special Rapporteur will submit a
separate detailed report on the state of the Malaysian judiciary to the
Commission at a later date.
Mexico
Information transmitted to the Government
166. On 6 July 1995 the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Government expressing his outrage at the assassination of Judge Polo Uscanga
on 19 June 1995. In his communication, the Special Rapporteur referred to
his previous urgent appeal sent to the Government on 19 June 1995. On
that occasion, the Special Rapporteur advised the Government of the
information he had received concerning the resignation under pressure of
Judge Abraham Polo Uscanga on 1 April 1995 because he refused to issue a
warrant for the arrest of the leaders of the Union Ruta 100. Following his
resignation, Judge Polo Uscanga issued a statement explaining that he had
refused to issue.the warrant because he considered that it did not satisfy
the minimum evidentiary requirements. Soon afterwards, he began
receiving threatening phone calls. According to the information received,
Judge Polo Uscanga was kidnapped at gunpoint, blindfolded and taken to an.
unknown destination, severely tortured, and then released. He was
subsequently found shot to death.

167. The Special Rapporteur considers that the death of Judge Polo Uscanga
puts at grave risk the independence and the impartiality of the judiciary in
Mexico. The Special Rapporteur considered that if a thorough investigation is
not carried out and the responsible parties punished, a climate of distrust
and impunity and a grave precedent will be established for the magistrates of
the United States of Mexico.
Information transmitted by the Government
168. On 14 December 1995, the Government replied to the communications of the
Special Rapporteur concerning Judge Polo Uscanga. In its reply, the
Government attached a copy of a report submitted by the Commission of Human
Rights of the Federal District and of a report submitted jointly by the
Federal Prosecutor and an ad hoc commission created by .;:he National Assembly.
,.,.
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169. The report of the Commission of Human Rights dated 18 July 1995 stated
that the Superior Tribunal of Justice of the Federal District authorized a
leave of absence requested by Judge Polo Uscanga on 1 April 1995. The reason
for the request, according to the judge, was that another member of the
Tribunal, Mr. Saturnino Aguero Aguirre, had tried to intimidate him. On
5 June 1995, Mr. Polo Uscanga filed a complaint that he had received death
threats and that he had been kidnapped and tortured. The report contained
extensive details of the torture allegedly suffered by Mr. Polo Uscanga. On
20 June 1995, his body was found in circumstances that led the police to think.
that he had been murdered.
170. According to the joint report, Judge Polo Uscanga was shot in the back of
the head by two or three people. The gun found at the scene of the crime was
the murder weapon. Nothing had been stolen from his apartment.
Observations

j

171. The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government for providing him with the
preliminary results of the investigation on the assassination of
Judge Polo Uscanga. However, the Special Rapporteur wishes to express his
view that it! is still necessary to identify and bring to justice those
responsible for this outrageous crime, which will continue to be a threat to
the independence of judges and lawyers in Mexico.

Information transmitted to the Government
172. On 29 May 1995, the Special Rapporteur sent a message to the Attorney
General, Advocate R.V. Rukoro, concerning the information he had received
concerning the Legal Practitioner's Bill 1995 which had been tabled in
Parliament. According to the information received, it appeared that certain
provisions of the Bill would have the effect of directly undermining the
independence of the legal profession in Namibia and, subsequently and
inevitably, the independence of the judiciary.
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173. On 16 June 1995, the Ministry of Justice oi Namibia replied to the
Special Rapporteur's communication concerning the Bill. He indicated that
nothing in the Legal Practitioner's Bill 1995 could objectively be said to
violate the universally accepted norms for the protection of an independent
legal profession. The Minister of Justice indicated that what was really at
issue was simply self-interest. The members of the Law Society and the
Society of Advocates were all white but for a handful of indigenous black
lawyers. After independence, the status quo continued whereby their law firms
were entrusted with the training and admission of new advocates and attorneys
through articles af clerkship. Their firms were under no obligation to take
any law gradu,atebut could do so at their discretion.
174. The Minister further stated that there were well in excess of 25 young
black law school graduates at the time of independence who had acquired their
academic qualifications in exile during the struggle, most of them from
reputable universities like Warwick in the United Kingdom. Most of these
young men and women could not get articles from the white law firms.
According to the law firms, any legal education acquired outside South Africa,
which was their bastion, was suspect.
175. The result of this had been that since independence 5% years ago the
"so-called independent legal profession" had not admitted a single advocate
and only a handful of attorneys, certainly less than five. This was a poor
record and it could be said that there was a deliberate attempt to keep the
number of legal practitioners as low as possible.
176. Private legal practitioners are at present found only in Windhoek and a
few of the larger centres which were previously, under the apartheid law,
designated as police zones where blacks were not allowed to live. Well over
70 per cent of the population lived and still lives outside these zones and
not a single one of those towns has even a single private legal practitioner.
They have to travel 500-900 kilometres to obtain the services of a lawyer.
177. With such an imbalance of legal services, it had become a matter of
necessity for the Government to look at other ways of training lawyers at a
pace that would be acceptable to address the imbalance. The Law Faculty was
therefore established at the University as well as a Justice Training Centre
to train graduates in practical skills. This method of training is not
particular to Namibia; it exists in many other countries.
178. The definition of legal practitioner contained in the Bill and complained
of by the law societies is also a definition found in most legal systems.
Lawyers are lawyers in whichever sector they work. The Bill's only "mischief"
is to bring about changes that would afford Namibians equal opportunities both
to study law and to obtain the services of lawyers by ensuring the training of
more lawyers to join the legal profession.
179. The Minister of Justice considered that in view of the above-mentioned.
reasons he did not consider it necessary for the legislatide programme of the
National Assembly to be deferred owing to the Special Rapporteur's
involvement.
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180. The Government raised a question regarding the intervention of the
Special Rapporteur at the present stage of the situation. It is indicated
that both the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights and resolution 1503 (XLVIII) of the Economic and Social
Council, which recognized the right of individuals or groups of individuals to
communicate complaints about violations of their human rights to bodies such
as the mandate of the Special Rapporteur, provide that all possible domestic
remedies must be exhausted before the complaint can be entertained. In
Namibia, citizens have a right to test the constitutionality of any Act of
Parliament in a competent court of law. This condition has not been fulfilled
by the two societies. The Minister questioned whether the Special Rapporteur
was not obliged to ensure that this procedure is adhered to.
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181. The Special Rapporteur thanks the Minister of Justice for his detailed
reply, which raises important issues on the structure of the legal profession
and for equal opportunities for all citizens without any discrimination.
Observations
182. While the Special Rapporteur is of the opinion that it is unnecessary for
special rapporteurs and working groups of the Commission on Human Rights to
delay consideration of an issue brought to their attention until domestic
remedies have been exhausted, he nevertheless intends to raise this issue at
the forthcoming meeting of special rapporteurs scheduled for 28 to
31 May 1996.
Niqeria
Information transmitted to the Government
183. On 2 November 1995, the Special Rapporteur and the Special Rapporteur on
extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions sent a joint urgent appeal to
the Government of Nigeria drawing the Government's attention to the
information they had received containing the following grave allegations.
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184. On 30 and 31 October 1995, Ken Saro-Wiwa, writer, environmentalist and
President of the Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni People (MOSOP), as
well as Dr. Barinem Kiobel, Saturday Dobee, Paul Levura, Nordu Eawo,
Felix Nuate, Danial Gbakoo, John Kpuinem and Baribor Bera, were reportedly
sentenced to death by hanging by the Civil Disturbances Tribunal in
Port Harcout, Rivers State. They were allegedly convicted in relation to the
murder of four Ogoni leaders in May 1994. After their arrest in May 1994, the
nine were reportedly held incommunicado for eight months, without any charges
brought against them. They were allegedly ill-treated during their detention
in overcrowded and unhygienic cells, and they were allegedly denied medical
treatment. The trial of the nine had been reported to be unfair, and the
defendants allegedly had no right to appeal against the sentence.
185. The denial of medical treatment might have resulted in the death of
another accused, Clement Tusina, who reportedly died from diabetes on
15 August 1995 during detention.
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186. Disturbing reports had been received concerning the lack of independence
and impartiality of the Civil Disturbances Special Tribunal, which was
allegedly established by the Government especially to try the case in two
separate trials. The Government was reported to have appointed the members of
the Tribunal, among whom was a serving armed forces officer. It was alleged
that the verdicts and sentences of the Special Tribunal would have no legal
status until confirmed by the Government, which could accept or reject the
Tribunal's findings in secrecy without any legal argument and without giving
any reasons. Moreover, it was alleged that the military had wielded an
improper influence over the Tribunal's proceedings. It was furthermore
alleged that two key prosecution witnesses had been bribed and threatened to
give false evidence, and the defence lawyers of Ken Saro-Wiwa were reported to
have withdrawn from the trials in June and.July 1995, as a protest against
alleged bias of the Tribunal in favour of the prosecution.
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187. On 9 November 1995, the Special Rapporteurs reiterated their urgent
appeal of 2 November to the Government of Nigeria. They expressed deep
concern to have learned that the Provisional Ruling Council on 9 November 1995
had unanimously confirmed death sentences for the nine persons, including
Ken Saro-Wiwa. The Special Rapporteurs strongly urged the Government of
Nigeria to refrain from carrying out the death sentences and urgently to
provide the Special Rapporteurs with information concerning the way the trial
was conducted.
188. The Special Rapporteurs, on 2 November and 9 November 1995, jointly
issued press releases in which concern was expressed about the human rights
situation in Nigeria and the confirmation of death sentences on the nine Ogoni
activists respectively.
189. On 21 November 1995, the Special Rapporteur wrote to the
Charge d'affaires of the Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of Nigeria
to the United Nations Office at Geneva stating that in the light of recent
events and the concern expressed by the international community over the state
of the rule of law and human rights, including the independence of judges and
lawyers, in Nigeria, he would 1,iketo undertake a joint mission with the
Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions to
investigate and to report on the state of the independence of judges and
lawyers pursuant to the mandate given him by the Commission on Human Rights.
The Special Rapporteur requested the Government of Nigeria to extend all
facilities and access to all materials and personalities so.that he might be
able to carry out his mission meaningfully and constructively. The Special
Rapporteur sought an immediate response to his proposal to enable him to carry
out his mission within three months from 21 November 1995. Although
consultations have been held with the Chargk d'affaires and Ambassador of
Nigeria, to date the Special Rapporteur has not received a response from the
Government concerning such a mission,
190. On 4 December 1995, the Special Rapporteur wrote to the Charge d'affaires
of the Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of Nigeria to the
United Nations Office at Geneva, drawing his attention to information received
by the Special Rapporteurs concerning the case of 17 Ogoni activists who were
arrested in mid-1994 following the alleged murder of four Ogoni leaders in
May 1994. It was alleged that the 17 individuals were detained incommunicado
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and without charge from mid-1994 until June 1995. It was alleged that they
were brought before a magistrate's court in Port Harcourt on a "holding
charge", believed to be for murder. It was further alleged that four other
Ogoni activists - whose identities are not known - were reportedly arrested on
24 October 1995 and charged with murder, also in connection with the May 1994
murders. ,Following the execution of the nine Ogoni activists on
10 November 1995, concern had been expressed that the 21 Ogoni activists
referred to above could be unfairly tried and sentenced to death by the Civil
Disturbances Tribunal, which was considered not to be independent. Further,
it was a fact that there was no right of appeal from the decisions of that
Tribunal and it was left to the discretion of the executive to either confirm
pr not to confirm the conviction and death sentence.
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191. If these allegations are correct, the 21 Ogoni activists would be tried
by a tribunal devoid of the universally accepted basic norms for independent
and impartial justice. To date, the Special Rapporteur has received no
response to this communication.

1
192. On 8 February 1996 the Special Rapporteur and the Working Group on
Arbitrary Detention transmitted an urgent appeal to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs on behalf of Gani Fawehimni, a human rights lawyer who allegedly had
been detained by the security forces and was being held incommunicado without
any criminal charges having been brought against him.
193. On 22 ~ o v e h e r1995, the Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria to the United Nations Office at Geneva forwarded to the Centre for
Human Rights a press release issued by the Attorney General of the Federation
of Nigeria and Minister of Justice, as well as information on the carrying out
of the death sentences passed on Ken Saro-Wiwa and the eight other Ogoni
activists. In the press release, the Attorney General "maintains that Nigeria
as a sovereign nation will not accept dictations from members of the Western
World who apply double standards where it suits their purposes". The Attorney
General claimed that the Ogoni trial was "fair, open and in accordance with
acceptable standards" and that "there is no way this case could have been
tried by the ordinary court since our law recognizes that offences arising
from civil disturbances can only be tried by a Tribunal."
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194. On 11 December 1995, the Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria to the United Nations Office at Geneva informed the Centre for Human
Rights that it had transmitted to the relevant Nigerian authorities for
necessary action the letter dated 4 December 1995 of the Special Rapporteur on
the independence of judges and lawyers concerning the allegations with regard
to the 21 Ogoni activists.
Observations
195. The Special Rapporteur is concerned that under the law establishing the
Civil Disturbances Special Tribunal, there is no right of appeal. Nor is
there provision for review by a body independent both of the Tribunal and of
the State. The decisions of the Tribunal are effective only upon confirmation
by the executive and cannot be challenged by the courts. This appears to be
an attack on justice, which could facilitate other and broader human rights
violations. The Special Rapporteur consequently calls on the Government of
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Nigeria to ensure that the Special Disturbances Tribunal conforms to the
standards of proceedings for fair trial as contained in the relevant
international instruments or to abolish the Tribunal altogether.
196. Furthermore, the Special Rapporteur is deeply concerned about the long
delay by the Government of Nigeria in responding to a letter of the Special
Rapporteur dated 21 November 1995 seeking permission from the Government to
undertake a joint mission with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial,
summary or arbitrary executions during which they can investigate and report
on the state of the independence of judges and lawyers in the light of recent
events and in view of the concern expressed by the international community
over the rule of law and human rights situation in Nigeria. In this regard,
the Special Rapporteur urges Nigeria to respond promptly and positively to his
request to undertake an investigatory mission to Nigeria.
Pakistan
197. The Special Rapporteur has been receiving information by way of memoranda
and clippings of media reports alleging erosion of judicial independence in
Pakistan and threats to the independence of its lawyers.
198. The thrust of the allegations are over supersession in the appointment of
the Chief Justice and the appointment of ad hoc judges in place of permanent
judges to the Supreme Court. Under article 182 of the Constitution of
Pakistan ad hoc judges are appointed in specific circumstances, primarily'as a
temporary measure. These appointments caused considerable controversy in the
independent media and the Bar Associations were vocal in their protests.
1.99. In a related development a senior advocate of the Supreme Court Bar
Association, Mr. Mohammed Akram Sheik, a vocal critic of these appointments,
was charged with contempt of court in June 1995 over public statements he made
regarding a judgement of the.Supreme Court where four of the seven judges who
decided that case were ad hoc judges. He questioned, inter alia, whether the
Supreme Court was properly constituted with respect to the provisions of the
Constitution.
200. Concern was also expressed that the contempt charge would be heard before
a panel of ad hoc judges in the Supreme Court. No hearing date has been
fixed.
201. At the time of writing it was learned that the constitutionality of the
appointment of ad hoc judges is currently being heard by a full bench of
five Supreme Court judges.
202. In another development the Special Rapporteur received the alarming
information on the attempted assassination of Asma Jahangir and Hina Gilani on
19 October 1995 at their respective homes. It was suspected that the
attackers were religious fanatics and that their actions were reprisals for
the two courageous human rights lawyers having successfully defended
two persons accused of blasphemy, a case which aroused considerable public
.interest and unrest. The Special Rapporteur communicated directly and
personally with Asma Jahangir who assured him that she and her family,
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together with Hina Gilani and family, were given adequate protection by the
Government. The attempted assassinations were condemned by all quarters,
Government, opposition and the media.
203. The Special Rapporteur has also been receiving information of lack of
unity within Bar Associations in Pakistan. It appears to the Special
Rapporteur that this lack of unity could have resulted from politicization
within the Bar Associations which, if true, could seriously undermine the
independence of the profession.
204. The Special Rapporteur has sought to ,lead a mission to Pakistan and to
this end has had discussions with the representative of the Permanent Mission
of Pakistan in Geneva. The Special Rapporteur is awaiting a positive response
from the Government of Pakistan.
,.,1
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Peru
Information transmitted to the Government
205. On 25 July 1995 the Special Rapporteur transmitted to the Government
two urgent appeals concerning information he had received on the cases of
Judge ~ntoniaSaquicuray S6nchez and human rights lawyer Tito Guido Gallegos.
According to the information received, on 16 June 1995 Judge Saquicuray
began receiving death threats by phone after she made a statement concerning
the promulgation on 15 June 1995 of the Amnesty Law by the executive.
Mrs. Saquicuray had stated that the Law was not applicable to the
investigations being carried out into the massacre at Barrios Altos which had
occurred in November 1991. In the case of Mr. Guido Gallegos, the source
reported that he began receiving death threats on.23 June 1995 in relation to
his legal activities in opposition to the Amnesty Law.
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206. On 1 Augu'st 1995 the Special Rapporteur sent a joint urgent appeal with
the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, the
Special Rapporteur on the question of torture, and the Chairman of the Working
Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances concerning the promulgation of
Amnesty Laws 26479 of 15 June 1995 and 26492 of 2 July 1995. The first of
these laws grants general amnesty to military, police or civilian officials
for acts derived from or committed in connection with or as a result of the
fight against terrorism since May 1980. According to the information
received, and in application of the amnesty laws, members of the armed forces
who were on trial for violations of human rights might have been released.
The second of the laws declares that the amnesty granted is non-justiciable
and would not constitute a violation of the Constitution nor of the country's
international obligations.
207. On 24 November 1995, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government concerning the case of Dr. Margarita Chuquiuru Silva, a lawyer who
was allegedly detained on.28 February 1994 on charges of terrorism. She was
tried according to the procedure established in articles 13 to 18 of
Decree 2475 of 1992. In accordance with this decree, the trial was private
(art. 13 f); there was no procedure for challenging the judges (art. 13 h);
the identity of the judges was secret; the judicial decisions did not carry a
signature or a seal and the judges were not able to be identified visually or

orally by the defence lawyer or by the defendant (arts. 15 and 16). She was
found guilty and sentenced to 20 yearsf imprisonment. According to the
source, there was no evidence to prove her guilt except for the testimony of
an informer who was unable to explain where he had met Dr. Chuquiuru or his
relationship with her. According to the source, this case was part of a
systematic and general policy in Peru of persecution and harassment of defence
lawyers who represent individuals accused of terrorism.
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208. On 11 December 1995, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government concerning an allegation dealing with the death threats received by
human rights lawyers of the Association for Human Rights, which is a member of
the National Coordination for Human Rights. According to the information
received, a woman delivered by hand a funeral floral arrangement in the shape
of a cross to the offices of the Association for Human Rights. Attached to
this floral arrangement was a funeral note that listed the names of people
still alive. Several of the listed people were human rights lawyers. This
funeral note was signed by a group called COLINA which, according to the
information received, was a paramilitary group involved in various human
rights violations in Peru, including the massacres in Barrios Altos and
La Cantuta.
209. On 3 January 1996 the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent app,ealto the
Government concerning information he had received on the case of an American
citizen, Ms. Lori Berenson, who was arrested by the Peruvian police on
30 November 1995 for alleged participation in acts of terrorism. The source
indicated that she was to be formally accused by a tribunal composed of
"faceless" judges. On 12 January 1996 the Special Rapporteur learned that
Ms. Berenson had been tried by a "faceless" military tribunal, found guilty of
treason and sentenced to life imprisonment.
Information transmitted by the Government
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210. On 1 May 1995, the Government submitted to the Special Rapporteur
information concerning changes made to the internal legislation on terrorism.
The Government had issued Law No. 26447 which revoked article 15 of Decree Law
No. 25475 which established the use of "faceless" judges: part of the
national pacification process. The Government emphasized that article 2 of
Law No. 26447 provides for the presence of the defence attorney from the
beginning of the intervention by the police.
211. On 21 August 1995, the Government replied to the joint urgent appeal
concerning the amnesty laws. The laws were enacted by Congress on the basis
of article 102, paragraph 6, and article 139, paragraph 13, of the Peruvian
Constitution, which give Congress the power to grant amnesty. Article 55 of
the Constitution stipulates that international treaties concluded by Peru are
part of national law and are therefore subject to the constitutional regime,
as are all the country's laws. Thus, not only did the constitutional power of
Congress to grant amnesty not contradict the relevant treaties, but those
treaties do not expressly prohibit the implementation of articles 102 and 139
of the Constitution.
212. On 8 December 1995, the Special Rapporteur received a reply from the
Peruvian Government to his communication of 25 July 1995 concerning the cases
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of Antonia Saquicuray Sanchez and Tito Guido Gallegos., With regard to
Ms. Saquicuray, the investigations had not yet yielded any results. With
regard to Mr. Guido Gallegos, the letter stated that the prosecutor's office
in Puno had arranged for the investigations concerning the death threats he
had received from paramilitary groups and that the police headquarters of the
region had provided protection for Mr. Guido Gallegos.
213. In the light of the mission being sought to the country, the Special
Rapporteur will address the situation in Peru in greater detail at a later
date.
Sinqapore
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s lack of independence and impartiality of the judiciary
214. ~ l l e ~ a t i o nof
were vehemently denied by the executive branch of the Government. During a
special debate in Parliament in early November 1995, the Singapore Government,
and in particular senior minister Lee Kwan Yew, came out in strong defence of
the independence of the judiciary as an institution and the integrity of its
individual judges and, in particular, the Chief Justice.
215. Singapore's judges today receive the highest salaries in the world. This
island republic prides itself on an efficient judicial administration where
cases, both criminal and civil, are disposed of speedily under strict case
management control.
216. In another development the Attorney General of Singapore, in a speech
delivered at a'seminar on professional practice'and responsibility in
November 1995, inquired of the Law Society of Singapore why it failed to
defend Singapore's legal system and judiciary when it was attacked by the
foreign press.
217. The Special Rapporteur has not had a response from the Law Society.
Neither has the Special Rapporteur received the Hansard record of the earlier
parliamentary proceedings.

I

218. The Special Rapporteur observes that the allegations concerning the
independence and impartiality of the judiciary could have stemmed from the
very high number of cases won by the Government or members of the ruling party
in either contempt of court proceedings or defamation suits brought against
critics of the Government, be they individuals or the media. In the recent
contempt of court charges brought against the ~nternationalHerald Tribune and
others, the Attorney General adduced evidence to show that over a period of
time defamation suits brought against 11 opposition politicians by members of
the ruling party all succeeded before the courts.
Sudan
Information transmitted to the Government
219. On 28 September 1995, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to
the Government citing information he had received concerning the arrest of
three prominent lawyers in Khartoum. According to the information,
Mustapha Abdel Gadir and Mohamed Ali al-Saydi were arrested in Khartoum on
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12 September 1995. The source alleged that the men had been detained without
charge or trial by the security forces in Kober prison in Khartoum. The
source also reported that Bushra Abdel Karim is believed to have been arrested
at the same time. The source claims that the men had been arrested because of
the leading role they played in defending opponents of the Government who had
been brought before the courts on criminal charges. To date there has been no
response from the Government of the Sudan.
Tunisia
Information transmitted to the Government

,_.

220. On 23 December 1994 the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Government concerning information he had received on a seminar on the
independent judiciary and its functions in Tunisia held in Tunisia from 14 to
. 24 of November 1994. ~ccordingto this information, the publication of the
minutes of the seminar allegedly were modified following pressure on the
participants exerted by the Ministry of Justice. It was further alleged that
the participants were individually summoned to the Centre for Legal and
Juridical Studies of the Ministry of'Justice where they were asked to sign a
letter to withdraw the original document.
Information transmitted by the Government
221. On 6 October 1995 the Special Rapporteur received a reply from the
Government to his communication, in which it acknowledged that the seminar had
been held, for 23 Tunisian judges, within the framework of a programme
organized jointly by the Centre for Legal and Juridical Studies of the
Ministry of Justice and the Centre for the Independence of Judges and Lawyers
of the International Commission of Jurists, in cooperation with the Arab
Institute for Human Rights, the High Institute of Judges, the Tunisian
Association ior Penal Law and the Tunisian Organization for Education and thg
Family. The Government stated that the independence of the judiciary is
enshrined in the Tunisian Constitution which, in article 65, stipulates that
"in the exercise of their functions, judges are subjected only to the
authority of the law". In addition, the Government pointed out that judges
have an association which ensures that they are independent and defends their
moral and material interests.
222. The Government stated that contrary to the allegation received by the
Special Rapporteur, the participants were not summoned to the Centre for Legal
and Juridical Studies and that the summary records of the seminar were not
modified following pressure which was reportedly exercised. In fact, after
the conclusion of the seminar, the participants realized that the document
entitled "Summary of the Activities of the Courses", which had been
distributed during the hours just before the closing of the training session
without them having had time to examine its contents, did not fully reflect
the contents of the debate. Therefore, they decided to hold a meeting at the
Centre, the venue where they usually met, in order to discuss the matter and
to adopt a common position regarding the document. At the end of their
meeting, they issued a document reflecting the totality of the views
expressed.

223. Furthermore, the Government indicated that it would appear that contacts
subsequent to the holding of the seminar had been undertaken between the
organizers of the seminar and the secretariat of the International Commission
of Jurists, which would be in a position to clarify the situation.
224. Pursuant to the recommendation from the Government to seek clarification
from the International Commission of Jurists, the Special Rapporteur takes
note of a press release issued by the ICJ on 9 December 1994, in which the ICJ
and its Centre for the Independence of Judges and Lawyers stated that the
Ministry of Justice had pressured participating judges to sign a new document
significantly different in content from the document entitled "Summary of the
Activities of the Course", which was a collection of reports drafted by
participants during the seminar. Accordingly, the Special Rapporteur calls
upon the Governmenf of Tunisia to take the necessary measures to remedy this
situation.
,.,-

United Kinqdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Enqland and Wales
225. In paragraph 5 6 of his first report to this Commission, the Special
Rapporteur alluded to the need for clarification with regard to the function
of judicial review, or its equivalent, of the constitutionality or legality of
executive decisions, administrative orders and legislative acts. The Special
Rapporteur observed that there were considerable misunderstandings on the part
of governmental authorities and even parliamentarians over this power of the
courts.
226. The Special Rapporteur notes with grave concern recent media reports in
the United Kingdom of comments by ministers and/or highly placed government
personalities on recent decisions of the courts on judicial review of
administrative decisions of the Home Secretary. The Chairman of the House of
Commons Home Affairs Select Committee was reported to have warned that if the
judges did not exercise self-restraint, "it is inevitable that we shall
statutorily have to restrict judicial review". The controversy continued and
reportedly prompted the former Master of the Rolls, Lord Donaldson, who was
said to have accused the Government of launching a concerted attack on the
independence of judiciary, to have said, "any government which seeks to make
itself immune to an independent review of whether its actions are lawful or
unlawful is potentially despotic".

227. The Special Rapporteur will be monitoring developments in the
United Kingdom concerning this controversy. That such a controversy could
arise over this very issue in a country which cradled the common law and
judicial independence is hard to believe.
Northern' Ireland
228. According to the information received on the situation in
Northern Ireland, visits between lawyers and their clients in prison were
normally conducted under "open" conditions, i.e. in a room with the door
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closed but which was open to the view of the prison officers who could see
everything that occurred but were unable to hear what transpired between the
lawyers and their clients. Reportedly, the Government has initiated a new
policy whereby certain prisoners who have been designated as being
"exceptional high risks" have had special arrangements imposed upon visits by
their lawyers and their families. There were about 15 prisoners, 8 of them
Irish, affected by the policy.
229. Under the new policy, all persons visiting "exceptional high risk"
prisoners, including defence lawyers, are subjected to .stringent searches. In
one reported incident, a prisoner was strip-searched both before and after the
lawyer's visit, even though no physical contact between the prisoner and the
lawyer had been possible. It is also alleged that the authorities fail to
respect lawyer-client confidentiality where such prisoners are concerned.
230. It is alleged that the implementation of the new policy hampers the
unfettered access by prisoners to legal advice.

L:

231. .It was further alleged that with the cessation .of political violence in
Northern Ireland, there was no justification for the United Kingdom
Government's continuing derogation from article 14 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
232. It was also alleged that the present situation in Northern Ireland did
vot justify the 'adoption of emergency laws.
233. With regard to the right to private legal consultation for detainees,
it was alleged that the present practice in Northern Ireland contravened
article 14.3 (b) of the ICCPR and the United Nations Basic Principles on the
Role of Lawyers.

,

234. During his visit to Northern Ireland, which is referred to above in
paragraph 13, the Special Rapporteur was informed that the number of arrests
under emergency laws in Northern Ireland had decreased dramatically since the
ceasefire of 1994. The source also reported that the abuse of solicitors by
certain police officers in Castlereagh Holding Centre had also diminished, but
only because fewer arrests had provided fewer opportunities to be abusive.
235. When people were detained at Castlereagh, it was reported that some
police officers of the Criminal Investigation Division (CID) continued to
question the professional integrity of their solicitors and to assume that the
solicitors were in sympathy with their client's affiliations and causes.
Death threats were still made against solicitors on occasion, and reference in
very derogatory terms was still made to the murdered lawyer Patrick Finucane.
236. On 11 January 1996, the United Kingdom Government extended the
Northern Ireland (Emergency Provisions) Act for a further two years. Under
this legislation suspects could be denied access to their lawyers for periods
up to 48 hours and could always be interviewed in the absence of their
lawyers. In such conditions, it was alleged that police abuse of solicitors
could continue completely'unchecked.
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237. The Government did
recordings would be made
safeguard against actual
not inhibit verbal abuse

announce one minor reform, which was that silent video
of police interrogations. While this might help to
physical abuse, the absence of sound recording could
of both suspects and their lawyers.

238. In August 1995, as a result of reports made available to him, the Special
Rapporteur requested a leading British lawyer to observe the proceedings in an
application for judicial review of certain prison rules introduced by the Home
Secretary. These rules were in connection with meetings in prison with the
prisoners designated as high risk. These rules also applied to lawyers
interviewing remand prisoners in such prisons. The allegation made to the
Special Rapporteur was that implementation of these rules would affect
confidentiality of communication between solicitor and client in violation of
paragraph 8 of the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyors.
I.--

1

239. The High Court composed of two judges heard the application and on the
facts dismissed the same application. The Special Rapporteur has been told
that the applicants have appealed to the Court of Appeal.
240. The Special Rapporteur is continuing to monitor developments in
Northern Ireland and in that connection appreciates the cooperation extended
to him by the British Irish Rights Watch and the Lawyers Committee for Human
Rights in New York.
Uzbekistan
Information transmitted to the Government
241. On 29 ~ecember1995 the Special Rapporteur sent a joint appeal with the
Special Rapporteurs on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, and
on the question of torture on behalf of a group of citizens of the Republic
of Korea, Un Dmitry, Lee Vladimir, Arutyunov Vitaly, and Tsoi Valery, who
were convicted of the crime of murder by the Samakand Regional Court.
According to the source, Mr. Un Dmitry had been sentenced to death, while
the other three defendants had been sentenced to 12 years' imprisonment.

I

242. According to the source, it was alleged that all four defendants were
kept in cells without sanction of the prosecutor for more than 10 days, in
violation of Uzbek law, and that all were badly beaten to force a confession.
It was further alleged that the criminal case against the defendants contained
false documents, including forged signatures of witnesses and lawyers, and
faked protocols of interrogations. Further, it was alleged that the
investigator had denied the defendants the minimum guarantees of a fair trial,
including the right to have legal counsel of one's own choosing and the right
to examine or have examined the witnesses against him and to obtain the
attendance and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same
conditions as witnesses against him, leading to the suspicion that the Court
was not independent.
It was also alleged that there was collusion between
the procurator and the trial court. To date the there has been no response
from the Government.
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Yemen
Information transmitted to the Government
243. On 20 October 1995 the Special Rapporteur advised the Government that he
had received information concerning advocate Abdel Aziz Ahmed El-Samawi, the
Secretary-General of the Yemen Bar Association. According to the source,
Mr. El-Samawi was attacked and beaten while in court defending a case in the
city of Sana'a. The source also reported that he was subsequently accused of
apostasy. To date there has been no response from the Government of Yemen.
Zaire
Information transmitted to the Government
I.:

(

i

244. The Special Rapporteur transmitted a communication to the Government
on 27 October 1995 concerning information he had received of an incident which
had occurred in Haut-Zaire on 20 July 1995. According to the source,
Mr. Lombeya Bosongo, Governor of Haut-Zaire, had made numerous verbal attacks
against the magistrates of the Baluba tribe, which culminated in a violent
demonstration on 20 July 1995. During the course of this demonstration,
organized by Governor Lombeya, the building of the tribunal de paix of Makiso
and the Court of Appeal were destroyed. Many judicial documents were also
destroyed and the robes of the judges were burned. Also, the home of
Judge Kabamba Mbikayi of the Court of Appeal was ransacked during the
demonstrations. The source reported that no action had been taken against the
demonstrators. A commission of inquiry has been established, but its
composition had not been made public nor had it commenced its work. To date
there has been no response from the Government.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

245. The attacks on the independence of judges and lawyers remain a serious
concern; none the less, the Special Rapporteur is pleased to observe that
there is today a greater awareness of the importance of judicial independence
for the maintenance of the rule of law and the protection of human rights, not
just civil and political rights but economic, social and cultural rights as
well. The Special Rapporteur views this as a positive development which
should be encouraged. In that regard, a report from Morocco states that,
"reflecting a growing emphasis on economic development ... expert.s say the
focus of debates has shifted from looking at ways to ensure the independence
of the judiciary to examining how the rule of law can be used as a tool to
provide a stable environment for investment."
246. The threat to judicial independence comes not just from the executive arm
of the Government nor from the legislature, but from organized crime, powerful
businessmen, corporate giants and multinationals. The conduct of some within
the judiciary and the legal profession can threaten their own or each other's
independence. Hence the need for constant vigilance both within and without.
247. The newly emerging democracies need particular attention. With meagre
resources, both financial and human, it would be wrong to impose the high
standards expected of the more developed nations. They need to be advised and
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made aware of those standards and the need to achieve them, yet as an
immediate measure they need the basics. In some of these democracies
unqualified people are appointed to high judicial posts because of the lack of
trained human resources. Training programmes must therefore be structured to
meet these needs.
248. Without duplicating efforts by other NGOs involved in trial observation
programmes, the Special Rapporteur intends to observe certain specific trials
of particular interest to his mandate, either personally or through a
representative appointed by him. From his personal experience the Special
Rapporteur appreciates the importance of such a presence at trials, especially
when there are suspicions that such trials may not be fair for the reason that
the tribunal may not be independent and impartial and/or that the independence
of the defence lawyers may be undermined.
I..-

249. The Special Rapporteur is conscious of the monumental tasks ahead in the
realization of his mandate. He seeks the cooperation of NGOs and other
organizations to provide him with timely information on any attacks on the
independence of judges and lawyers in their respective countries or
neighbouring countries due to the fact that the Special Rapporteur has no
monitoring mechanism to gather such information.

250. In his first report the Special Rapporteur made particular reference to
resource requirements. Resources still remain inadequate and with the
increased financial crisis faced by the United Nations in general and the
Centre for Human Rights in particular any such further requests may be
inappropriate.
251. The Special Rapporteur calls upon all Governments to respond to his
interventions promptly and in cases where missions are sought, the Special
Rapporteur again calls on the Governments concerned to respond without delay
so as to enable him to organize his schedule in advance for the year.
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Introduction
1.
The present report is submitted pursuant to Commission on Human Rights
resolution 1996/34 of 19 April 1996. This report is the third annual report
to the Commission on Human Rights by Mr. Param Cumaraswamy, since the mandate
was established by the Commission in its resolution 1994/41 of 4 March 1994
and endorsed by the Economic and Social Council in its decision 1994/251 of
22 July 1994. (See also E/CN.4/1995/39 and E/CN.4/1996/57.)
3'
2.
Chapter I of the present report contains the terms of reference for the
discharge of the mandate. Chapter I1 refers to the methods of work applied by
the Special Rapporteur in the discharge of the mandate. In chapter 111, the
Special Rapporteur presents an account of the activities undertaken within the
framework of his mandate in the past year. Chapter IV provides a brief
discussion on a number of theoretical issues which the Special Rapporteur
considers to be important for the development of an independent and impartial
judiciary. Chapter V contains brief summaries of urgent appeals and
communications to and from Governments, along with observations of the Special
Rapporteur. Lastly, chapter VI contains the conclusions and recommendations
of the Special Rapporteur.
I.

TERMS OF REFERENCE

3.
At its fiftieth session, the Commission on Human Rights, in
resolution 1994/41, noting both the increasing frequency of attacks on the
independence of judges, lawyers and court officials and the link which exists
between the weakening of safeguards for the judiciary and lawyers and the
gravity a.nd frequency of violations of human rights, requested the Chairman of
the Commission to appoint, for a period of three years, a special rapporteur
whose mandate would consist of the following tasks:
(a) To inquire into any substantial allegations transmitted to him or
her and report his or her conclusions thereon;

(b) To identify and record not only attacks on the independence of the
judiciary, lawyers and court officials but also progress achieved in '
protecting and enhancing their independence, and make concrete recommendations
including the provision of advisory services or technical assistance when they
were requested by the State concerned;
(c) To study, for the purpose of making proposals, important and
topical questions of principle with a view to protecting and enhancing the
independence of the judiciary and lawyers.
4.
In its resolution 1995/36 the Commission endorsed the decision of the
Special Rapporteur to use, beginning in 1995, the short title "Special
Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers".

5.
In resolutions 1995136 and 1996/34, respectively, the Commission on
Human Rights took note of the first and second reports of the Special
Rapporteur, expressing appreciation of his working methods, and requested him
to submit another report on the activities relating to his mandate to the
Commission on Human Rights.

6.
Several resolutions adopted by the Commission on Human Rights at its
fifty-second session are also pertinent to the mandate of
Special
Rapporteur and have been taken into consideration by him in examining and
analysing the information brought to his attention with regard to various
countries, in particular:

(a) Resolution 1996/20 on the rights of persons belonging to national
or ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities, in which the Commission urged
special rapporteurs to continue to give due regard, within their respective
mandates, to the promotion and protection of the rights of persons belonging
to minorities, and invited them to continue to submit contributions as to how
they promoted and gave effect to the Declaration on the Rights of Persons
Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities;
(b) Resolution 1996/32 on human rights in the administration of
justice, in particular of children and juveniles in detention, in which the
omm mission called upon special rapporteurs to continue to give special
attention to questions relating to the effective protection of human rights in
the administration of justice and to provide specific recommendations in that
regard;

-,.'
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(c) Resolution 1996/43 on the protection of human rights in the
context of HTV and AIDS, in which the Commission urged the special rapporteurs
to keep under review the protection of HIV-related human rights in relation to
their respective mandates;
(d) Resolution 1996/46 on human rights and thematic procedures, in
which the Commission invited the thematic special rapporteurs to include in
their reports information provided by Governments on follow-up action;
encouraged those special rapporteurs to make recommendations for the avoidance
of human rights violations; also encouraged them to follow closely the
progress made by Governments; further encouraged them to continue close
cooperation with relevant treaty .monitoringbodies and country rapporteurs;
requested the thematic special rapporteurs to include in their reports '
comments on the problems of responsiveness and the result of analyses; called
on them to include in their reports gender-disaggregated data and to address
the violations under their mandates that are directed against women; and
suggested that the special rapporteurs consider how they could make available
information on the situation of individuals working for human rights and how
their protection could be enhanced;
(e) Resolution 1996/47 on human rights and terrorism, in which the
Commission urged all thematic special rapporteurs to address as appropriate
the consequences of the acts, methods and practices of terrorist groups in
their forthcoming reports to the Commission;
(f) Resolution 1996/48 on the question of integrating the human rights
of women throughout the United Nations system, in which the Commission
requested that the special rapporteurs regularly take a gender perspective
into account in the implementation of their mandates;

(g) Resolution 1996/49, on the elimination of violence against women,
in which the Commission requested other special rapporteurs to cooperate with
and assist the Special Rapporteur on violence against women;
(h) Resolution 1996/51 on human rights and mass exoduses, in which the
Commission invited the special rapporteurs, acting within their mandates, to
seek information, where appropriate, on problems resulting in mass exoduses of
populations or impeding their voluntary return home and, where appropriate, to
include such information, together with recommendations thereon, in their
reports, and to bring such information to the attention of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights for appropriate action;
(i) Resolution 1996/53 on the right to freedom and expression, in
which the Commission invited the special rapporteurs to pay attention, within
the framework of their mandates, to the situation of persons detained,
subjected to violence, ill-treated or discriminated against for having
exercised the right to freedom of opinion and expression;
(j) Resolution 1996/55 on advisory services, technical cooperation and
the Voluntary Fund for Technical Cooperation in the Field of Human Rights, in
which the Commission invited the special rapporteurs to continue to include in
their recommendations, whenever appropriate, proposals for specific projects
to be realized under the programme of advisory seniices and technical
cooperation in the field of human rights;
(k) Resolution 1996/62 on hostage-taking, in which the Commission
urged all thematic special rapporteurs to address, as appropriate, the
consequenxes of hostage-taking in their forthcoming reports to the Commission;
(1) Resolution 1996/69 on human rights in Cuba, in which the
Commission invited the thematic mechanisms to cooperate fully and exchange
information and findings on the situation of human rights in Cuba;
(m) Resolution 1996/78 on comprehensive implementation of and followup to the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, in which the Commission
called upon all special rapporteurs to take fully into account the
"
recommendations contained in the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action
within their respective mandates;
(n) Resolution 1996/79 on the situation of human rights in Nigeria, in
which the Commission requested the two special rapporteurs who had rewested a
joint investigative visit to the country (the Special Rapporteur on the
independence of judges and lawyers and the Special Rapporteur on
extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions) to submit to the Commission at
its fifty-third session a joint report on their findings, along with any
observations of other relevant mechanisms, and requested them to submit an
interim report to the General Assembly;
(0) Resolution 1996/85 on the rights of the child, in which the
Commission recommended that special rapporteurs pay special attention to
particular situations in which children were in danger;

,
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11.

METHODS OF WORK

7.
The Special Rapporteur, in the third year of his mandate, continued
following the methods of work described in the first report of his tenure
(E/CN.4/1995/39,paras. 63-93).

8.
Seeking to avoid unnecessary duplication of the activities of other
thematic rapporteurs, the Special Rapporteur has been involved in several
cooperative initiatives. During the past year, he has joined with other
Special Rapporteurs and working groups to transmit urgent appeals on behalf of
individuals to the Governments of the following countries: Bolivia, together
with the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention on 25 March 1996; Mexico,
together .with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary
executions on 14 August 1996; Pakistan, jointly with the Special Rapporteurs
on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions and on the question of
torture on 16 July 1996.
111. ACTIVITIES OF THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR
9.
The following sections give an account of the activities carried out by
the Special Rapporteur in the implementation of the mandate entrusted to him
by the omm mission on Human Rights.
A.

Consultations

10. The Special Rapporteur visited Geneva forhis first round of
consultations from 1 to 5 April 1996 and in order to present his report to the
Commission at its fifty-second session. During this period the Special
Rapporteur met with representatives of the Latin American, Asian,
Eastern Europe and Western European and Other regional groups to brief them on
his work as Special Rapporteur and to answer any questions they might have.
He also held consultations with representatives of the Governments of Albania,
Belgium, China and Peru and met with a representative of the Mexican
Commission for Human Rights. In addition he held a briefing for interested
nori-governmental organizations.

11.
The Special Rapporteur visited Geneva for his second round of
consultations from 27 to 31 May 1996 for the third meeting of special
rapporteurs/representatives/experts and chairmen of working groups of the
special procedures of the Commission on Human Rights and of the advisory
services programme, which was held from 28 to 30 May. During this period, the
Special Rapporteur held consultations with representatives of the Government
of Belgium, China, Colombia, India and Nigeria.

12.
During 1996, the Special Rapporteur undertook a mission to Peru and
Colombia, as a follow-up to concerns expressed in his 1996 report with regard
to the situation of the judiciary in those two countries. He visited Peru
from 9 to 15 September 1996 and Colombia immediately after, from 15 to
17 September 1996.

13.
In its resolution 1996/79, the Commission requested the Special
Rapporteur and the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary
executions who had requested a joint investigative mission to Nigeria to
submit to it at its fifty-third session a joint report on their findings and
to submit an interim report to the General Assembly.
14.
Accordingly, the two Special Rapporteurs submitted an interim report
(A/51/538) to the General Assembly on 18 November 1996 and a final report to
the Conmission at its fifty-third session (E/CN.4/1997/62), although the
submissions of both reports were without the benefit of a joint investigative
mission. In the event that the Special Rapporteurs are able to carry out a
fact-finding mission to Nigeria prior to the fifty-third session of the
Commission, it is their intention to issue a mission report.

i

15.
During the period under review, the Special Rapporteur informed the
Governments of the following countries of his wish to carry out an in situ
investigation: Cuba, Kazakstan, Pakistan, Turkey and Uzbekistan.
During his visit to New York for the presentation of the interim report
16.
to the General Assembly on the situation of human rights in Nigeria, the
Special Rapporteur also held consultations with officials of the
United Nations Development Progranme (UNDP) in New York and travelled to
,Washington,D.C. to meet with representatives of the World Bank, USAID, the
Inter-American Juridical Committee, the International Human Rights Law Group
and the American Society of International Law. While in Washington, D.C. the
Special Rapporteur also visited Chief Justice William Rehnquist of the Supreme
Court of the United States of America.
C.

Communications with Governments

17. During the period under review, the Special Rapporteur
transmitted 21 urgent appeals to the Governments of the following
16 countries: Algeria, Bahrain (Z), Belarus, Belgium, Botswana, Colombia (2),
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru (Z), Tunisia, Turkey (2),
the United States of America (2) and Uzbekistan. The Special Rapporteur
transmitted three joint urgent appeals to the Governments of the follbwing
three countries: Bolivia (jointly with the Working Group on Arbitrary
Detention), Djibouti (jointly with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial,
s m a r y or arbitrary executions) and Mexico (jointly with the Special
Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions).
The Special Rapporteur transmitted 17 communications to the Governments
18.
of the following 14 countries: Argentina, Australia, Bahrain (2), Bolivia,
Botswana, Brazil, CGte d'Ivoire, Cuba (2), India (2), Malaysia, Mexico,
Pakistan, Peru and Tunisia.
19.
The Special Rapporteur transmitted one communication jointly with the
Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions and the
Special Rapporteur on the question of torture to the Government of Pakistan.

20. The Special Rapporteur received replies to urgent appeals from the
Governments of the following 11 countries: Algeria, Bahrain, Belgium,
Botswana, Indonesia, Mexico, Pakistan, Tunisia, Turkey ( 2 ) , United States of
America and Uzbekistan.
21.
Replies to joint urgent appeals were received from the Governments of
the People's Republic of China and Mexico. Replies to communications were
received from the Governments of Australia, Bahrain (2), Brazil, Cuba,
India (2), Malaysia, Peru and Tunisia. Other communications were received
from the ~overnmentsof the following eight countries: Bahrain, Burkina Faso,
India, Kazakstan, Mexico, Peru (2), Tunisia (2) and Uzbekistan.
CoorJeration with interaovernmental and non-aovernmental oraanizations
1.
1

)

World Bank

22.
The Special Rapporteur undertook a visit to Washington to discuss in
detail the programmes relating to judicial reform funded by the World Bank.
In this regard, the Special Rapporteur raised the question of possible funding
for the preparation of a training manual for judges and lawyers, and submitted
a budget for this project. The representatives of the World Bank with whom
the Special Rapporteur met, while appreciating the importance of this
project, indicated possible constraints on the World Bank funding projects of
international organizations, such as the United Nations.
The Special Rapporteur also discussed ways and means of enhancing
cooperation.on projects financed by the World Bank for the administration of
justice in Member States, in particular relating to judicial reform.
23.

E.

Other United Nations procedure; and bodies

and workina aroups
1. Coo~erationwith special ra~~orteurs
of the Commission on Human Riahts
24.
In addition to the Special Rapporteur's participation in the special
rapporteurs' meeting and in joint urgent actions transmitted to Governments,
in 1996 the Special Rapporteur requested to undertake a joint mission to
Nigeria with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary
executions. As referred to above, pursuant to resolution 1996/79 of the
Commission on Human Rights, the Special Rapporteurs jointly followed up on
their request, originally made in November 1995, to visit Nigeria.

25.
With regard to the Special Rapporteur's request, dating from 1995 (see
E/CN.4/1996/37) to visit Peru jointly with the Working Group on Arbitrary
Detention, the Special Rapporteur wishes to inform the Commission that in view
of the fact that the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention decided to undertake
a mission at a later stage, he preferred to undertake the mission in
combination with his mission to Colombia.
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2.

Coo~erationwith the Crime Prevention and Criminal
Justice Branch

In his second report (ElCN.4/1996/37,
para. 5 9 ) , the Special Rapportellr
26.
referred to the important work of the Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice
Division of the Secretariat in overseeing the implementation of the Basic
Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary and the need for the Special
Rapporteur to work closely with that Division.

i

1

27.
The Special Rapporteur attended the fifth session of the Commission on
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, held from 21 to 31 May 1996 in Vienna.
Of particular interest to the Special Rapporteur was item 7 of the agenda in
reference to the discussion on the status of implementation of the Basic
Principles. Also of interest to the Special Rapporteur was the work of the
Division in ascertaining the extent of the use and application of the Basic.
principles on the Independence of the Judiciary by Member States pursuant to
Economic and Social Council resolution 1993/34, section 111, of 27 July 1993.
For that purpose a questionnaire, duly endorsed by the Council in its
resolution 1994/18 of 25 July 1994, was sent to all Member States and
non-governmental organizations through the International Bar Association.
28.
The Special Rapporteur notes with regret that only 65 Member States
replied to the questionnaire, as well as 4 non-governmental organizations.
The findings of the Division from these replies are of special importance to
the Special Rapporteur. He repeats hereunder the five paragraphs from the
conclusions of the report submitted by the Division (E/CN.15/1996/16/Add.4).
"73. According to the information received, the Basic Principles enjoy
respect in most countries. There appear to be only a few countries
still needing to improve fundamental guarantees which would ensure the
independence of the judiciary in all its aspects.
"74. Further, as illustrated by the breadth and depth of the responses
received, the principle of the independence of the judiciary is of
central concern to many States. Judging from the responses, a large
number of States were undertaking significant efforts to ensure'the use
and application of the Basic Principles in their national law and
practice. Differences in legal tradition, however, particularly between
common law and civil law countries, seem to suggest different approaches
to the subject of judicial independence. That should be kept in mind
when providing technical assistance.
"75. As has been pointed out, the promotion and protection of judicial
independence requires an ongoing commitment on the part of all States.
No mat'ter how well established the independence of the judiciary may be,
constant vigilance and international cooperation are necessary to ensure
continuing respect for judicial independence.
"76. The Commission may wish to discuss further ways and means of
assisting States, upon request, in the enhanced use and application.of
the Basic Principles. The suggestions made by the Special Rapporteur,
as well as the proposals agreed upon by the Meeting of Experts for the
Evaluation of Implementation of United Nations Norms and Guidelines

in Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, held at Vienna from 14 to
16 October 1991 (E/CN.15/1992/4/Add.4),
could provide useful indications
to the Commission.
"77. Further, the Procedures for the Effective Implementation of the
Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, as adopted by the
council in its resolution 1989/60 of 24 May 1989, offer additional
guidance. The Procedures specify, inter alia, that States shall ensure
that the Basic Principles are widely publicized in at least the main or
official language or languages of each State. In particular, States
shall make the text of the Basic Principles available to all members of
the judiciary (Procedure 4). In addition, States shall encourage
seminars and courses at the national and regional levels on the role of
the judiciary in society and the necessity for its implementation
(Procedure 6), which shall also be promoted by the United Nations
(Procedure 11 d). According to Procedure 14, the Commission shall
identify existing obstacles to, or shortcomings in, the implementation
of the Basic Principles and the reasons for those obstacles or
shortcomings, making specific recommendations, as appropriate, to the
General Assembly and the Council, and to any other relevant
United Nations human rights bodies."

29.
The Special Rapporteur will continue liaising with the Crime Prevention
and Criminal Justice Division and work closely with it towards greater
dissemination of the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary,
and their application by Member States. The Special Rapporteur notes that the
Division anticipates undertaking a similar survey on the implementation of the
Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers and of the Guidelines on the Role of
Prosecutors.
3. UNDP
30.
As mentioned above, the Special Rapporteur met with officials of UNDP in
New York on 19 November 1996 to establish a mode of cooperation with respect
to the work of UNDP in assisting in the reform and development of institutions
relating to the administration of justice. The Special Rapporteur learned
that UNDP is very much decentralized and that its office in New York does not
control projects undertaken by field offices in the 134 countries in which
UNDP is located. However, the officials assured the Special Rapporteur that
they would inform him of general UNDP policy matters affecting the
administration of justice.
4.

I
I

I

Cooperation with the Activities and P r o a r m e s Branch
of the Centre for Human Riahts

31.
In his second report, the Special Rapporteur welcomed the efforts by the
Advisory Services, Technical Assistance and Information Branch of the Centre
for Human Rights to develop a training manual for judges and lawyers
(E/CN.4/1996/37,para. 61). The Special Rapporteur is currently collaborating
with the Activities and Programmes Branch of the Centre in the drafting of
this manual, which is being developed in the context of the United Nations
Decade for Human Rights Programme. Following the completion of the draft
manual, a meeting of experts will be convened sometime in May 1997 to consider
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the draft and it is expected that the manual will be ready for use by the end
of the year. The Special Rapporteur expects this manual, which will contain
relevant international standards, to be invaluable in training programmes for
judges and lawyers throughout the world.
F.

Promotional activities

32.
As part of his mandate to promote the importance of the independence of
the judiciary and the legal profession for respect for the rule of law in a
democratic society, in the spirit of the Vienna Declaration and Programme of
Action, the Special Rapporteur accepted several invitations to address legal
forums, seminars and conferences including the following:

i

i

(a) On 22 March 1996, at the invitation of the International
Commission of Jurists, he addressed the Tenth International Commission of
Jurists Workshop on NGO participation in the African Commission on Human and
Peoples' Rights in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso;
(b) In Lima on 9 September in conjunction with his mission to Peru,
the Special Rapporteur addressed the opening session of the Andean Regional
Conference of Judges and Lawyers. The theme of the Special Rapporteur's
address was "Securing judicial independence"; .
(c) In Bangkok, on 27 August, at the invitation of the Asian Institute
for Development Communication, the Special Rapporteur addressed participants
from the Asian region at a seminar on "the media and the role of an
independent judiciary in a democracy" on the subject of "Securing an
independent judiciary - regional and international norms";
(d) In Berlin, in conjunction with the Biennial Conference of the
International Bar Association (IBA), on 19 October, he addressed parti,cipants
on the subject of "Independence of the judiciary and the role of the Special
Rapporteur". The seminar was organized by the newly formed IBA Human Rights
Institute;

I

(e) In conjunction with the same Biennial Conference, at the '
invitation of the Judges Forum of the IBA, on 22 October, the Special
Rapporteur addressed judges from all over the world on "The dimensions of
judicial independence and the role of the Special Rapporteur";
(f) In Colombo, Sri Lanka, on 14 December, at the invitation of the
Sri Lanka Bar Association, the Special Rapporteur delivered a keynote address
at the opening session of a seminar entitled "Towards realization of human
rights through a just rule of law", organized by the Bar Association jointly
with the IBA Human Rights Institute. This seminar was opened with an address
by the Chief Justice of Sri Lanka. Following his address, the Special
Rapporteur was interviewed by journalists on the issue of judicial
independence and, in particular, on judicial appointments. The interviews
were given wide coverage by the Sri Lankan newspapers.
33.
It is learnt that the speeches made by the Special Rapporteur on these
occasions will be published by the organizers of these conferences in
newsletters and periodicals for wider dissemination.
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34.
The Special Rapporteur expresses his regret that, owing to time
constraints, he could not accept various other invitations from the legal
community.
IV.

THEORETICAL ISSUES OF SPECIAL IMPORTANCE
A.

0

The use of 'facelessN tribunals

35.
In his second report to the Commission on Human Rights, the Special
Rapporteur considered the information he had received on the extensive use of
"faceless" judges and secret witnesses as a means of protecting the judiciary
from acts of terrorism (see E/CN.4/1996/37, paras. 66-78). The issue is of
particular concern to the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention. It was also a
subject of concern reported on in the joint report of the Special Rapporteurs
on the question of torture and on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary
executions on their mission to Colombia from 17 to 26 October 1994
(E/CN.4/1995/111, paras. 14 and 85).
36.
On making his preliminary observations on this issue, the Special
Rapporteur said, inter alia:
"The Special Rapporteur is of the view that such special
procedures violate the independence and impartiality of the justice
system for a variety of reasons. The Special Rapporteur is, however,
mindful of the need to protect the security of individual judges in
terrorist-related cases. However, this issue requires further study and
analysis. During the course of the coming year the Special Rapporteur
hopes to carry out a mission to Peru and Colombia to investigate these
practices in situ and to do a more exhaustive survey worldwide of
similar practices before stating his final conclusions and
recommendations." (E/CN.4/1996/37,para. 78.)
37.
It was in that context that the Special Rapporteur undertook a
mission to Peru from 9 to 15 September 1996, and a mission to Colombia
from 16 to 27 September 1996 at the invitation of the respective Governments.
The information and materials the Special Rapporteur received in theecourse of
the missions went beyond the issue of the use of "faceless" judges in the two
countries. But such information and materials were most pertinent to the
mandate of the Special Rapporteur.
38.
The Special Rapporteur noted the constitutional changes in the two
countries and the related complexities of the transitional process. In Peru
this transitional process included the institutional reform of the
administration of justice, which was in progress. He has learnt that progress
on these reforms has been suspended following the hostage taking by the
Revolutionary Movement of Tupac Amaru in the residence of the Ambassador of
Japan in Lima 17 December 1996, and at the time of finalizing of the present
report 72 hostages are still confined in the residence.
39.
At the conclusion of his mission to Peru, the Special Rapporteur met the
media and issued a statement on his.'preliminaryobservations, among them a
call for the abolition of the "faceless" tribunals. In that regard, he said:
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"There is no doubt that the 'faceless'tribunals tried many cases
without observing the rules of due process. Owing to this serious flaw,
several innocent people were wrongly convicted and sentenced. The very
purpose of the drle nrocess procedure enshrined in the Constitution of
Peru and international instruments is to see that only the guilty are
convicted and punished.
These tribunals should no longer be continued. They should be
abolished forthwith. All pending cases should be transferred to be
tried by the ordinary courts.
In any event, in the light of the considerable improvement.in the
security situation, there is no longer any justification to continue
with these tribunals.
Further, amidst bold measures to reform the administration of
justice and enhance respect for human rights, the continuation of these
tribunals makes a mockery of the reforms."
40.
From the materials given to him during the mission on this issue, it was
also clear that these tribunals no longer protected the security of judges,
prosecutors and witnesses. Further, there had already been an admission from
the Government that several innocent people had been convicted by these
tribunals, as a result of which the Government of Peru set up the Ad Hoc
Commission on Pardons to evaluate those cases of miscarriage of justice and to
advise the President to pardon those wrongly convicted and sentenced. For all
th,esereasons, the Special Rapporteur is convinced at this stage that these
tribunals should be abolished forthwith.

While in Colombia, the Special Rapporteur sought extensive information .
from the Ministry of Justice, among others. This information was received by
the Special Rapporteur on 14 January 1997. The Special Rapporteur also had
discussions with representatives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs over the
then ongoing discussions between the Government of Colombia and the
High Commissioner for Human Rights to set up a United Nations mechanism in
Colombia to monitor human rights violations in the country. The Special
Rapporteur is pleased to note that agreement has been reached between the
Government and the High Commissioner. Currently, the structure of the
mechanism is being worked out. The Special Rapporteur considers that this
mechanism would be a useful means of receiving and disseminating information
in Colombia on matters pertaining to his mandate.
41..

42.
In the light of the complexities and developments in the two countries,
outlined above, the Special Rapporteur considers that he wlsuld need more time
to evaluate and analyse the materials he received before he finalizes separate
reports on each of the countries.

43.
On the particular issue of the use of "faceless" judges in dealing with
terrorist related offences, and as indicated in his second report, the Special
Rapporteur is seeking resources, both human and financial, to make an
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exhaustive survey worldwide of similar practices in procedures dealing with
terrorist related offences. Such a study could provide information which
would be of use in determining whether the prevailing standards are sufficient
to'deal with such crimes.

B.

Conflicts between the leaal ~rofessionand the iudiciarv

In presenting his second report to the Commission on Human ~ikhtsat its
fifty-second session, the Special Rapporteur spoke of the interest of the
International Bar Association in working closely with him to develop a
mechanism to resolve disputes between the judiciary and bar associations
Member States. The Special Rapporteur is still in the process of negotiating
with IBA on the structure of such a mechanism, bearing in mind that IBA is a
non-governmental organization.
44.

C.

Establishment of an international criminal court

45.
The Special Rapporteur appreciates the continuing work being undertaken
by all concerned for the establishnient of an international criminal court. In
his second report, the Special Rapporteur referred to article 10 of the draft
statute, which provided for the independence of the court and called for
strict implementation of that article when the statute was adopted and the
court established (E/CN.4/1996/37, para. 80). The Special Rapporteur referred
to the possibility that, in the beginning after the court is established,
j~dgesmay not be full-time with fixed remuneration. He expressed the
importance of ensuring that judges are full-time members of the court with
fixed remuneration as soon as possible, in order to secure the individual
independence of its members.
46.
The Special Rapporteur's. attention has been drawn to the current draft
statute which provides that only States parties to the statute or the
Security Council may initiate investigations of a crime under the court's
jurisdiction. It is,,feltthat the denial of the right of the prosecutor to
initiate investigations could seriously impede the independence of the court.
The Special Rapporteur is considering intervening with his views on this
matter.

D. The media and the iudiciarv
47.
Since raising the matter of the media and the judiciary in his second
report (E/CN.4/1996/37, paras. 83-85), the special'Rapporteur had discussions
with the International Commission of Jurists and the Special Rapporteur on the
question of freedom of opinion and expression. No programme has yet been
formalized, but the Special Rapporteur will pursue this matter in the coming
months, subject to the availability of resources.
Trial observation
The Special Rapporteur has been investigating the possibility of himself
48.
or a representative observing important trials. During conversations with a
representative of one State.(the People's ~ e ~ u b l iof
c China), he was informed
that there were express prohibitions in that State's national.legislation that
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might be an obstacle to the undertaking of such activities. The Special
Rapporteur is, however, pursuing the feasibility of trial observations.
F.

Beiiina Statement of Principles on the Inde~endence
of the Judiciary in the LAWASIA reaion

49.
The Special Rapporteur in his promotional activities, particularly in
the LAWASIA (Law Association of Asia and the Pacific) region, has been making
reference to these principles to develop greater awareness (see
E/CN.4/1996/37, paras. 86-91). In his letters of intervention in the LAWASIA
region he draws the attention of Governments to specific principles contained
in this Statement.

V.

(

1

COUNTRY SITUATIONS

50.
This chapter contains brief summaries of the urgent appeals and
communications transmitted to Governments, as well as replies received from
the Governments to allegations. In addition, the Special Rapporteur takes
note in this chapter of the activities of other mechanisms which are related
to his mandate. Where he has deemed it necessary, the Special Rapporteur has
included his own observations. He wishes to emphasize that appeals and
communications reflected in this chapter are based exclusively upon
information that has been transmitted to him directly. Further, he deeply
regrets that lack of sufficient human resources has prevented him from acting
upon all of the information transmitted to him during the past year, and he
apologizes to the organizations which have provided him with well documented
and researched reports on particular situations. The Special Rapporteur also
recognizes that problems concerning the independence and impartiality of the
judiciary are not confined to countries mentioned in this chapter. In this
regard, he wishes to emphasize that the omission of a particular country from
this chapter should not be interpreted as indicating that the Special
Rapporteur considers that there are no problems with the judiciary in that
country.
51.
In preparing the present report, the Special Rapporteur took note of
those drawn up by his colleagues, Mr. Paulo SCrgio Pinheiro, Special'
Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Burundi (A/51/459, paras. 51-54
and E/CN.4/1997/12, paras. 27-32); Mr. Thomas Hammarberg, Special
Representative of the Secretary-General on the situation of human rights in
Cambodia (E/CN.4/1997/85, paras. 61-80); Mrs. Elisabeth Rehn, Special
Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Former Yugoslavia
(E/CN.4/1997/56, paras. 32-36, para. 56 (Bosnia and Herzegovina), paras. 88-90
(Croatia)); Mrs. Monica Pinto, independent expert on the situation of human
rights in Guatemala ( ~ / ~ ~ . 4 / 1 9 9 7 /paras.
90,
17-36); Mr. Adama Dieng,
independent expert on the human rights situ'ationin Haiti (E/CN.4/1997/89,
paras. 33-78); Mr. Rajsmoor Lallah, Special Rapporteur on the situation of
human rights in Myanmar (E/CN.4/1997/64, paras. 28-30); and
Mr. RenC Degni-SCgui, Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in
Rwanda (E/CN.4/1997/61,paras. 95-98).
'

Albania
52.
In his 1996 report to the Commission on Human Rights, the Special
Rapporteur reported on allegations that he had transmitted to the Government
and the response to those allegations provided by the Government
(E/CN.4/1996/37,paras. 104-114). Of particular concern was the allegation
that the executive had initiated action in Parliament to strip the Chairman of
the Court of Cassation of his immunity. The Government had responded that the
removal of the immunity of the Chairman and the approval of penal proceedings
against him had been made in accordance with article 6 of Law No. 7561 dated
29 April 1992.
53.
The Special Rapporteur has subsequently learned that the Chairman has in
fact been dismissed from the Court of Cassation and that the Constitutional
Court ruled on 14 February 1996 that the dismissal was legal because the
Chairman had committed a serious criminal offence. The Constitutional Court
held that the unconstitutionality of the Chairman's actions, specifically,
suspendirig the execution of certain decisions, was sufficient to constitute a
serious criminal offence.
54.
The Special Rapporteur notes that no criminal charges were brought
against the Chairman. Further, suspending the execution of certain decisions
would appear to fall within the normal duties of an appellate court and
certainly cannot be considered a criminal offense. Non-governmental sources
claim that the Chairman was removed in order to subordinate the Court to the
executive, and that the Government falsified the parliamentary vote to do so.
55. The Special Rapporteur welcomes reports that the Parliament passed a law
in July 1996 to establish a government subsidized magistrate's school, to
assure the professional training of judges and prosecutors. It,will
reportedly include in its programme mandatory initial training of candidates
for magistrate positions, as well as the continuing education of magistrates.
Alseria
56.
On 7 August 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted in urgent appeal to
the Government of Algeria regarding Rachid Mesli, a lawyer and human rights
defender, who was reportedly abducted by four unknown individuals on
31 July 1996. It was feared that he had been abducted by members of the
security forces for reasons related to his active involvement as a lawyer in
human rights issues.
57.
The Government informed the Special Rapporteur on 28 August 1996, that
Rachid Mesli had not been abducted, but that he hadbeen interrogated on
31 July 1996 by security forces in the context of cases relating to terrorism
and subversion. In addition, he had been officially accused, jointly with a
group of persons suspected of having been involved in terrorist activities,
and had been put in preventive detention by the competent authorities. The
preliminary investigation had been carried out in accordance with the law.
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Araentina
58.
On 10 June 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Government of Argentina, acknowledging receipt of the Government's
communication of 13 December 1995 with regard to the case of a lawyer,
Leon Zimmerman, which he had transmitted to the Government in 1995
(see E/CN.4/1996/37 paras. 115-116). The Special Rapporteur welcomed the
release of Mr. Zimmerman, but requested additional information with regard to
the status of Judge Elicabe Gonzales, who had reportedly been removed from the
case.
59.
At the time the present report was finalized, no reply had been received
from the Government of Argentina.

i

60.
In addition, the Special Rapporteur would like to refer to the report of
the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions in
relation to the case of a lawyer, Frederico Alberto Hubert, who reportedly has
continuously been threatened and intimidated while working on the case of
Diego Rodriguez Laguenz, who died while in police detention in 1994 (see
E/CN.4/1997/60/Add.l1 paras. 22-23 ) .

1

Australia
State of Victoria
61.
In his second report, the Special Rapporteur drew the attention of the
Commission on Human Rights to proposals by the State Government of Victoria in
Australia for the reform of the legal profession in that state
(E/CN.4/1996/37,paras. 118-124). Proposals for a draft legal practice bill
to replace the Legal Practice Act of 1958 had been released by the
Attorney General in December 1995 for public coment. Of concern to the Law
Institute of Victoria, a statutory body and the professional and regulatory
organization for solicitors, was the proposal to set up a separate regulatory
body to license lawyers to practice. The Institute felt that such a separate
body would affect the independence of the profession in the state.
I

'

62.
The
effect of
Institute
formation

Special Rapporteur expressed the opinion that the proposals had the
doing away with a single organization for lawyers, such as the Law
was, and thus, fragment the legal profession, resulting in the
of pockets of associations.

63.
The Special Rapporteur has since received information from the Law
Institute of Victoria. The draft bill, after much analysis, debate and
negotiation, was enacted into law and came into effect on 1 January 1997. The
Act provides for a separate Legal Practice Board.
The Board consists of a
retired judge of the Supreme Court of Victoria, three lawyers chosen by the
Law Institute and the Victoria Bar Council, and three lay persons chosen by
the Government. Although the Law Institute and the Victoria Bar Council are
at present accredited by the Legal Practice Board as recognized "professional
associations", other legal professional associations may seek accreditation.
Thus, it is now possible for the legal profession in the State of Victoria to
be fragmented and its unity may be adversely affected.

64.
In his second report, the Special Rapporteur'referre,dto action
initiated by 9 ofethe 11 judges of the Accident Compensation Tribunal who
alleged that they had been dismissed without alternative appointments or
compensation by the State Government following the repeal of the legislation
that had created the Tribunal. The Special Rapporteur expressed his interest
in observing the proceedings personally or to send a representative,
(E/CN.4/1996/37,paras. 125-126). Of interest to the Special Rapporteur in
this particular action was the issue of security of tenure of judges of the
subordinate courts and statutory tribunals.

65.
The Special Rapporteur received information that the hearing was to take
place for two weeks from 2 December 1996 before the Federal Court in Victoria.
However, on 2.December 1996, the nine judges settled the claim with the State
Government for an undisclosed sum.

....
1

1

Bahrain
Communication to the Government
66.
On 25 March 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal to
the Government of the State of Bahrain, concerning the alleged detention of a
lawyer, Ahmad al-Shamlan. He was reportedly arrested by members of the
Bahraini State Intelligence Service under the 1974 Decree Law on State
Security Measures, which permits detention without charge or trial for up to
three years of any person suspected of being a threat to state security. The
source furthermore alleged that Mr. al-Shamlan had been detained because of
his prominent role in the pro-democracy movement in Bahrain and because he had
acted as defence lawyer for many prisoners who were reportedly prosecuted in
connection with political protests. It was therefore feared that
Mr. al-Shamlan was being harassed fop carrying out his professional duties and
exercising his right to freedom of apinion and expression.
67.
On 17 May 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent a letter to the Government
in which he referred to the Government's communication of 17 April 1996 (see
para. 70 below), concerning the arrest and detention of Mr. al-Shamlan. The
Special Rapporteur urged the Government to inform the lawyer promptly of the
criminal charges brought against him and to bring him before a judge or other
officer authorized by law and, if no such charges were brought against him to
release him immediately.

68. On 16 October 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted a letter .to the
Government concerning the trials of persons charged with criminal offences
against the State of Bahrain. According to the source, Amiri Decree No. 7
of 1976, which established the State Security Court, sets forth exceptional
provisions governing its proceedings. The source reported that these
provisions deny defendants the right to a fair trial. In particular, the
Special Rapporteur was informed that defendants are not allowed access to
legal counsel until they are brought to the State Security Court. As a
result,'defendants can only appoint lawyers of their own choosing on the first
day of their trial, just before the opening session of the court. The State
Security Court reportedly appoints.lawyers.for defendants who fail to secure
legal representation on their own. Furthermore, defence lawyers allegedly do
not have access to court documents, nor do they have adequate time to prepare
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a defence for their clients. The source also claimed that the lawyers are
given limited access to their clients during the trials. Despite the fact
that article 5 (4) of Amiri Decree No. 7 of 1976 states that sentencing shall
be pronounced in public sessions, and that the sessions of the State Security
Court shall be held in public unless it is deemed necessary to hold them
in camera, sessions allegedly are always held in camera, attended only by
members of the Bench, the defendants, defence lawyers and representatives of
the Public Prosecution. Sentencing is also reported to take place in closed
sessions.
69.
On 18 November 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal
to the Government concerning the death sentences issued against 'Ali Ahmad.
Abed al-Usfur, Yousef Hussein 'Abdelbaki and Ahmad Ibrahim al-Kattan. A
previous urgent appeal had been sent by the Special Rapporteur on
extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions on 3 July 1996 (see
E/CN.4/1997/60/Add.l1 para. 44). According to the source, these three
individuals were sentenced to death following an unfair trial before the
Security Court. The men were reportedly incriminated by the Minister of
Interior before they were brought to court, thus violating the principle of
the presumption of 'innocence. The source also claimed that this could also be
considered an inappropriate and unwarranted interference with the judicial
process. In addition, the Special Rapporteur was informed that the three were
amongst eight persons who were to be brought to trial under the Penal
Procedures Law of 1996, which was not in effect at the time of the incident of
which they were accused. Allegedly, the authorities brought the defendants
before the State Security Court under Decree No. 10, which was issued six days
after the incident. The Special Rapporteur was informed that the defence
lawyers had protested and issued a joint note against the retroactive
application of that Decree. It was also alleged that the defendants were
detained incomunicado, and that they were denied access to legal counsel .
until immediately prior to the opening session of the trial, which was held in
secret. The Supreme Court was reported to have ruled on 27 October 1996 that
it did not have jurisdiction over the State Security Court's verdict. As a
consequence, the three men were'at risk of being executed without having had
the right to appeal their sentences to a higher jurisdiction.
Communications from the Government
70.
On 17 April 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a
reply regarding the case of Ahmed al-Shamlan. According to the Government,
the information received by the Special Rapporteur was incorrect.
Mr. al-Shamlan had not been arrested for any of the alleged reasons but for
criminal activities unrelated to the conduct of his professional duties.
Furthermore, he was in lawful custody and his right to due process was
guaranteed. The Government also referred to the recent situation of unrest in
Bahrain and stated that the information should be viewed against that
background.
71.
On 23 May 1996, the Government informed the Special Rapporteur that
Mr. Ahmad al-Shamlan had been released on bail on 15 April 1996. On
5 May 1996, he was acquitted in court of the charges brought against him.
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72.
On 18 June 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a
copy of a communiqu6 issued by the Ministry of the Interior of the State of
Bahrain relating to an alleged plot to seek to overthrow the Government of the
State of Bahrain and to destabilize peace in the region.

73.
On 25 November 1996, the Government provided a reply to the Special
Rapporteur's communication concerning Amiri Decree No. 7 of 1976. The
communication contained a reply which had been sent to the Working Group on
Arbitrary Detention of the Commission on Human Rights in 1992 with regard to
the same issue. According to this information, the State Security Legislation
is composed of the Administrative Emergency Measures (1974 State Security Law)
as well as ordinary criminal law (1976 Penal Code). Both laws are subject to
judicial review procedures as laid down in law. 1 t . h the policy of the
Government of the State of Bahrain that security cases are dealt with under
criminal law, and not under administrative procedures of the 1974 State
Security Law. At the same time, it was acknowledged that "the 1974 State
Security Law is an exceedingly valuable counter-terrorist measure". Under
this legislation, proceedings before the State Security Appeal court are
mandatorily "in camera". Article 1 of the 1974 State Security Law provides
that persons .arrested by order of the Minister of the Interior for: committing
any of the acts set out in the law may (subject to .judicial review) be
detained for a period not exceeding three years. Anyone arrested under this
provision has the right to appeal to the High Court after three months and
thereafter periodically, every six months. If this right is not exercised,
the prosecuting authority shall exercise this right for purposes of validating
the Minister's arrest order (art. 4).
74. In addition to this procedure, which is related to "highly sensitive
information", the criminal acts set out in the ordinary 1976 Penal Code are
subject to the 1966 Code of Criminal Procedure, article 5 of which provides
that sessions are public unless the Court decides otherwise. The Code
furthermore provides, with regard to appeals, that, since criminal proceedings
are of an inquisitorial nature, the verdict of the court is not subject to
appeal. However, such a verdict must be viewed in the light of prior judicial
findings in proceedings before the remand (review) investigatory courts. The
criminal Security Court, moreover, is in fact the High Court of Appeal.
Clemency following conviction may always be petitioned to the Amir. In the
event of acquittal, there is no remedy available to the prosecution.

75.
The Court of Cassation, formed under Law No. 8 of 1989 has not yet
exercised any appellate jurisdiction over criminal security cases, in'spite of
its technically supreme appellate status, on points of law only.
Observations
76.
The Special Rapporteur remains concerned that the trials before the
State Security Court violate article 14 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights owing to the apparent lack of due process in the Court.
The Special Rapporteur will continue to monitor further developments
concerning the use of the State Security Court by the State of Bahrain.

Belarus
77. On 12 November 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government of Belarus concerning information he had received that
President Alyaksandr Lukashenka was reportedly in the process of suspending
the Constitutional Court, following its decision regarding the referendum on
two draft constitutions, one prepared by the President and one prepared by the
Parliament. It was also reported that the President had stated that he would
ignore the Court's decision. In addition, it had been brought to the Special
Rapporteur's attention that earlier in 1995 the President had already
threatened to take decisive action if the court did not change a specific
ruling. At that time, the President had allegedly threatened to dismiss the
Court's chairman, following five decisions of the Court ruling that certain
presidential decrees were unconstitutional. The Special Rapporteur expressed
his concern over these allegations and requested the Government to provide him
with information.

0

78.
A reply was received from the Government on 10 January 1997, in reaction
to the Rapporteur's appeal of 12 November 1996; the reply had not yet been
translated at the time the present report was finalized.

Communication to the Government

I

I

79.
On 28 October 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government of Belgium concerning information he had received pertaining to the
ongoing damonstrations in Belgium following the dismissal of a magistrate
investigating a case of child prostitution, kidnapping and murder. The
Special Rapporteur stated that while the dismissal of the magistrate may have
been appropriate under Belgian law as his actions called into question his
impartiality in the matter, it had underscored a perception that the system by
which magistrates and judges were appointed, promoted and dismissed was
motivated by political and/or partisan interests. The Special Rapporteur had
been informed that that had resulted in a lack of public confidence in the
judicial system in Belgium. In addition, the Special Rapporteur expressed his
deep concern about the media reports alleging that the judicial system in
Belgium was perceived by the public as being corrupt. The Special Rapporteur
further noted his appreciation of the Prime Minister's assurance that his
Government would press for constitutional reforms, inter alia, to stop the
appointment of magistrates on the basis of political considerations. The
Special Rapporteur requested that he be kept informed of such proposals.
Lastly, the Special Rapporteur suggested meeting with the Prime Minister, the
Minister of Justice and the President of the Cour de Cassetion during his next
visit to Europe, in order to discuss the proposed reforms.
Communication from the Government
80.
The Government acknowledged receipt of the Special Rapporteur's letter
on 4 November 1996 and a substantive reply was received on 11 December 1996.
The information transmitted by the Government included a copy of the Belgian
Constitution and a copy of the Government's proposal to revise Article 151 of
the Constitution.
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81. The Government of Belgium acceded to the request of the Special
Rapporteur for a meeting in Brussels to discuss the proposal to reform the
procedure for the appointment of magistrates and judges. The Special
Rapporteur has informed the Government that he will notify it of the dates on
which he will next be in Europe.
Bolivia
82.
On 25 March 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal, jointly
with the Chairman of the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, concerning the
case of a lawyer, Mr. Morales Dgvila, who had reportedly been detained since
7 March 1996. According to the information received, he had been accused of
sedition and contempt of presidential authority following his public
declarations against government economic policies regarding plans for
"c'apitalizing"a state-owned oil and gas company. Mr. Morales Dgvila was
allegedly held incommunicado since 16 arch 1996 and had been denied access to
lawyers and family. In addition, the penal judge was reported to have failed
to rule on the habeas corpus petition which had been presented by the Bolivian
Bar Association on his behalf.

83.
On 24 June 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent a follow-up communication
to the Government of Bolivia, regarding the case of Mr. Manuel Morales Dgvila,
reminding the Government of his communication of 25 March 1996.
84.
At the time the present report was finalized, no reply had been received
from the Government.
Botswana
85.
On 7 May 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government of Botswana concerning the case of Mr. A.C.N. Nchunga, a senior
magistrate in Botswana. According to the source, Mr. Nchunga had been removed
from the Office of Senior Magistrates with immediate effect, and it was
alleged that no reasons had been given for that removal.
86.
On 23 May 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a
reply to his letter of 7 May. It contained detailed information regarding the
constitutional provisions concerning removal proceedings and criteria. The
Special Rapporteur was informed that the recommendation for removal of
Mr. Nchunga from office for reasons of inadequate behaviour had been made by
an independent body, the Judicial Service Commission. In addition; the
removal was carried out in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution,
following a fair hearing. The Special Rapporteur was furthermore informed
that Mr. Nchunga was transferred to a post with the same level of remuneration
and rank, but of a less sensitive nature.
87.
On 30 May 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent a letter to the Government
in which he thanked it and expressed appreciation for the information
.provided.
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Brazil
88.
On 12 December 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Government of Brazil concerning the murder of Francisco Gilson Nogueira de
Carvalho, a lawyer and human rights activist. It was alleged that his
assassination might be linked to his work as a lawyer and his investigations
concerning the participation of members of the civilian police of Rio Grande
do Norte in death squads. The Special Rapporteur requested information about
the investigation into this killing. He was informed about a previous urgent
appeal sent on 23 October 1996 by the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial,
summary or arbitrary executions in which reference had been made to this case
(see E/CN.4/1997/60/Add.l1 para. 62 (d)).

89.
On 18 December 1996, the Special Rapporteur received a reply from the
Government of Brazil indicating'that the Federal Police were in charge of the
investigation. In addition, the Governor of Rio Grande do Norte had dismissed
the Deputy Secretary of State for Public Security, suspected of being involved
with the group known as "meninos de ouron. Lastly, the Council for the
Defence of the Rights of the Human Person of the Ministry of Justice had set
up a special commission to investigate the allegations of human rights
violations by the police of Rio Grande do Norte, in particular the activities
of the above-mentioned group.
90.
The Special Rapporteur would like to thank the Government of Brazil for
its prompt response to his appeal and welcomes the positive steps taken in the
case. However, he would request the Government to keep him informed on the
progress of the investigation.
Burkina Faso
91.
Following.a meeting that the Special Rapporteur had with the Minister of
Justice in Ouagadougou on 23 March 1996, on 12 July 1996, the Minister
provided the Special Rapporteur with information about the guarantees with
regard to the independence of judges and lawyers, provided for in article 129
of the 1991 Constitution as well as about recent legislation in that respect.
In addition, the Special Rapporteur was informed how the recent modifPcations
to legal provisions had increased the independence and impartiality of the
judiciary and improved the implementation of human rights.
92. Ordinance 91-0052 relates to the establishment, organization and
operation of the Supreme Council of Justice, which is the organ charged with
disciplinary matters. The Chief of State, who is the President of the
Council, and the Minister of Justice, who is Vice-President, do not
participate in sessions relating to such measures. Another ordinance of
special interest to the Special Rapporteur's mandate is Ordinance
No. 91-979/PRES of 25 November 1991 on special provisions concerning
procedures for the revision of sentences handed down by the People's
Revolutionary Courts and the courts of special jurisdiction under the previous
regime. The Special Rapporteur was informed that the conditions for review of
sentences handed down by the courts mentioned had been extended and, as a .
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consequence, numerous applications for revisw had been addressed to the
winister of Justice. Furthermore, the State had been made to pay hundreds of
millions of francs compensation to persons who had been prosecuted and
punished by the People's Revolutionary Courts.
Chi1e
93.
The Special Rapporteur was informed that on 31 October 1996, the Supreme
Court of Justice had rejected the peti'tion made by the military prosecutor to
instruct all appeal courts to close legal proceedings relating to human rights
violations committed before March 1978, under the military Government. By a
majority vote of 14 of the 15 Supreme Court members, the ruling re-established
the independence of the judiciary. The Court held that "judges are
independent to decide ... on cases within their jurisdiction: in this regard,
any external influences, from sources other than the judiciary, and internal
influences from higher authorities ... are inadmissible".
i

)

Peo~le'sRe~ublicof China
Communications from the Government
94. On 18 March 1996, the Government of the People's Republic of China
provided a reply to a joint urgent appeal sent by the Working Group on
Arbitrary-Detention,the Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and,
lawyers and the Special Rapporteur on freedom of opinion and expression on
14 December 1995 (see.E/CN.4/1996/37, paras. 133-2341. The Government
replied that Wei Jingsheng had been involved in activities related to plotting
to overthrow the ~overnmentwhile he was on parole and deprived of his
political rights. The special Rapporteur was informed that on
13 December 1995, the Beijing No. 1 People's Court held an open hearing of the
case of Mr. Wei and, in accordance with the .law, sentenced him to 14 years'
imprisonment and 3 years' deprivation of political rights at first instance,
for the crime of conspiring to overthrow the Government. The Government
stated that the right to defence had been effectively guaranteed during the
trial. In accordance with the law, in addition to the exercise of the right
to defend himself during the proceedings, an accused person may engage lawyers
or close relatives or other citizens to defend him. In addition, the accused
person is informed.aboutcharges no later than seven days before the opening
of the court session, so that he will be informed of the charges, and will
have sufficient time to prepare his defence and contact his counsels. Lastly,
the Special Rapporteur was informed that the proceedings had been carried out
in accordance with national law and with international instruments, including
provisions of the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights, to
which China has not yet acceded.
Colombia
Communications to the Government
95.
On 18 March 1996, the Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal to
the Government of Colombia, concerning death threats .against
Mrs. Margarita Arregoces and a human rights lawyer Mr. Reinaldo Villalba
Vargas of the Lawyers' Collective (Corporaci6n Colectivo de Abogados). The
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message containing the threats was reportedly signed by a paramilitary group
called COLSINGUE, and was also considered to be an indirect threat against
Mr. Villalba Vargas who is defending Mrs. Arregoces in a trial which was
initiated against her by the regional public prosecutor's office of
Santafe de Bogotb.
96.
On 12 December 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government of Colombia concerning Pedro Julio Mahecha Avila, a lawyer and
member of the lawyers' collective 'Alvear RestrepoN,who was reportedly being
followed and watched by unknown individuals. In this context, the Special
Rapporteur also referred to an urgent appeal sent previously to the Government
by the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions.
According to.the source, in anonymous phonecalls various persons had allegedly
tried to find out the whereabouts of Mr. Mahecha Avila, his wife and his son.
It has been reported that those acts of intimidation might be linked to his
work as the lawyer of persons who are detained for political reasons,
including members of a guerrilla-group. The Special Rapporteur was informed
that since the establishment of the lawyers' collective several of its members
had been receiving death threats related to their work as human rights
lawyers.
97.
On 16 December 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent a joint urgent appeal,
together with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary
executions, concerning the reported assassination of Mr. Heli G6mez Osorio, a
municipal ombudsman in the Department of Antioquia. Mr. Osorio was reportedly
.
shot dead on 26 November 1996 by three men who allegedly belong to a
paramilitary group when he was leaving the office of the mayor in El Carmen
de Viboral. The Special Rapporteurs were informed that in recent years
Mr. Osorio, in his professional capacity had publicly denounced violations of
human rights, inclu&ing assassinations carried out as "social cleansing". His
name was reportedly. included on a list of 33 persons who were accused of
collaborating with the guerrilla. In addition, the Special Rapporteurs were
informed about the killing of Jose Loaiza Correa, a municipal employee of
Cafiasgordas, whose dead body was reportedly found on 2 December 1996. It was
alleged that he had also been killed by paramilitary. Further, 8 of the
15 municipal employees are reported to have resigned out of fear for their
security. The Association of Municipal Employees was reported to have
requested protection from the Ministry of Defence and Justice, which had
reportedly not been provided. On the basis of this information, the Special
Rapporteurs requested the Government to carry out a prompt investigation into
the killings, and to provide the other municipal *employees in the Department
of Antioquia with protection.
Communications from the Government
98.
At the time the present report was finalized, no reply had been received
from the Government.
CGte dlIvoire
99.
On 19 June 1996, the Special Rapporteur addressed a conununication to the
Government of CGte dlIvoireregarding a number of draft bills which were being
prepared by the Minister of Justice and Public Liberties. One of these bills
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might affect the status of the judiciary iri CGte dlIvoire. It had been
brought to the Special Rapporteur's attention that certain provisions of that
bill, in particular articles 6 and 50, might infringe the principle of the
separation of powers, as well as the irremovability of judges. Furthermore,
articles 10 and 16 of that reportedly might infringe upon the right of judges
and lawyers to form associations. The Special Rapporteur requested
information regarding the dates of the debate in Parliament of the draft bill
and requested the Government to forward him a copy of it.
100. At the time the present report was finalized, no reply from the
Government to'this communication had been received by the Special Rapporteur.

Communication to the Government
101. On 26 June 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent a letter to the Government
of Cuba, reminding the Government of previous consultations with the High
Commissioner for Human Rights in which the Government had expressed its
willingness to consider inviting thematic mechanisms to undertake a mission to
Cuba. The Special Rapporteur informed the Government of his wish to carry out
an in situ investigation of the independence of the judiciary in Cuba, and to
establish a dialogue with the relevant authorities.witha view to identifying
areas where technical or other assistance might be required, in order to
strengthen the existing system of justice.
102. On 8 July 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted to the Government of
Cuba a letter containing allegations regarding the cases of three lawyers,
Leonel Morej6n Almagro, Ren4 Gomez Manzano and Jorge Bacallao. Leonel Morejon
Almagro, then executive secretary of the provisional organizing group for the
"Concilio Cubano", a coalition of unofficial groups, including political
parties and organizations of lawyers, journalists, women and trade unionists,
was alleged to have been detained for nine hours on 14 November 1996.
According to the information received, he was dismissed from his post at the
Marianao Lawyers Collective by the National Directorate of Lawyers'
Collectives, for alleged "technical deficiencies". He was reportedly arrested
once more, for organizing a meeting for the national committee of the Concilio
Cubano on 12 January 1996. On 22 February 1996, he was tried for 'resistance"
and condemned to six months' imprisonment, apparently for asking members of
the State Security Police to identify themselves upon his arrest. The Special
Rapporteur was also informed that his lawyer, Mr. Jose Angel Izquierdo
Gonzalez, who only had last-minute access to his client and details of the
case, was fined after the trial for stating publicly that the trial was a
"sham". It was feared that he might be facing disciplinary measures.
103. Ren4 Gomez Manzano, one of the founders of the 'Concilio Cubano", was
reportedly dismissed from the lawyers' collective in October 1995 after
criticizing the leadership of the National Assembly of Lawyers' Collectives.
The information received by the Special Rapporteur indicated that the reason
given for the dismissal of Mr. Gomez Manzano was that his behaviour 'did not
alleged..tobe "incompatible with his
concord with official policy" and
participation in the lawyers' collective". It was also alleged that the
dismissal was linked to his work as the defence lawyer for Mr. Abel del Valle,
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about whose case he had publicly stated that the defence lawyers had been
prevented from presenting their own witnesses and were not permitted to see
so-called 'secret documents" which reportedly were the mainstay of the
prosecution's case. Furthermore, Mr. Gomez Manzano was reported to have
spoken out on issues relating to the justice system in Cuba, in his capacity
as president of an unofficial group called "Corriente Agramontista".
Jorge Bacallao, a member of the same group, was reported to have been
subjected to harassment and intimidation by members of the State Security
Police to make him stop his activities on behalf of the "Concilio Cubano".
104. The Special Rapporteur was also informed that under Cuban law lawyers,
all of whom are employed by the State, are obliged to observe and contribute
to the strengthening of socialist legality. According to the information
received, all legal services to the population are provided through bufetes
colectivos, collective law offices, organized and supervised by the Ministry
of Justice. The role of defence lawyers in cases of a political nature was
reported to be severely limited, and the information received indicated that,
for example, in cases of crimes against State security, defence lawyers were
not permitted to have any direct contact with their clients during the first
weeks or even months of pre-trial detention. Furthermore, a number of defence
lawyers who had been outspoken in recent years were penalized in professional
terms, and sometimes dismissed or threatened with physical violence.
105. At the time the present report was finalized, no substantive reply had
been received from the Government to the allegations contained in his
communication of 8 July 1996. However, in response to the request to visit
Cuba, the Government recalled its discussions with the High Commissioner for
Human Rights in 1994 concerning the question of invitations to thematic
rapporteurs of the Commission. The Government noted that, on that occasion,
it had reiterated its political position on cooperation with the human rights
mechanisms of the Unit.ed Nations that the same conditions should be applied to
all Member States, based on the principles of objectivity, impartiality and
non-selectivity. In that context, the Cuban authorities had stated that they
would consider the possibility of inviting thematic mechanisms of the
Commission on Human Rights when it was of interest and convenience for the
country.

Di ibouti
On 8 February 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent a joint urgent appeal to
the Government of Djibouti with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial,
summary or arbitrary executions, concerning allegations of threats and
harassment against human rights lawyer Aref Mohammed Aref who, on
16 January 1996, was reportedly informed that certain police officers had
received instructions to execute him. This information was subsequently
reported to the Attorney General's office, whereon which Mr. Aref was informed
that the threats would not be investigated, nor would he be provided with
protection. In addition, Mr. Aref was reportedly followed constantly without
his consent by two members of the Political Police. The allegations indicate
that the threats might be linked to his professional activities, which
included representation of victims of human rights violations.
106.
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At the time the present report was finalized, no reply had been received
from the Government.

107.

Ecuador
108. The Special Rapporteur was informed about the establishment of the Truth
and Justice Commission, charged with investigating complaints of unresolved
human rights violations in the past 17 years. The commission, which is
mandated to publish its report and to file its findings and recommendations
before the relevant judicial authorities, could serve as a measure to end
impunity and ensure that victims and their relatives are adequately
compensated for violations of their human rights.
Guatemala

(
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109. The Special Rapporteur refers to the report of the Special Rapporteur on
extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions in relation to the case of the
death of an ex-member of the judiciary, Jose Vicente Gonzalez, a former judge,
who reportedly died by the hands of the military in December 1995 after having
received death threats on various occasions (E/CN.4/1997/60/Add.l1para. 188).
India
Communication to the Government
110. On 28 March 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal to
the Government of India concerning the alleged abduction of Jalil Andrabi, a
lawyer, human rights activist and Chairman of the Kashmir Commission of
Jurists, by government soldiers of the "Rashtriya Rifles". According to the
information received, a habeas corpus petition was filed in the Srinigar High
Court, but the "Rashtriya RiflesN reportedly denied that Mr. Andrabi was in
their custody.

,.

111. On 29 March 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted another
communication to the Government of India, after receiving information that
Mr. Andrabi's dead body had been found in a river on the morning of
27 March 1996. The Special Rapporteur requested the Government of India
promptly to order an independent and impartial investigation, to make public
the findings of such investigation and to bring to justice those responsible.
112. On 17 May 1996, the Spe.cial Rapporteur transmitted another communication
to the Government in which he welcomed the prompt action taken by the
Government in ordering an investigation into the murder of Jalil Andrabi. He
requested additional in£ormation on the investigations.
Communication from the Government
113. On 2 April 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a
press statement by the spokesman of the Government of India. According to
this press statement, a special team had been set up to investigate the case
of the killing of Mr. Jalil Andrabi.
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114. On 12 April 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with
information regarding the investigation into the killing of Mr. Jalil Andrabi.
According to the Government, the Jammu and Kashmir High Court was monitoring
the investigations and the Advocate General of Janunu and Kashmir and the
investigating team would be reporting directly to the Court. In addition, the
Nationa1,Human Rights Commission of India had launched an independent
investigation into the matter.
115. On 2 May 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with
updated information on the case of Jalil Andrabi, which had also been provided
to the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions.
In order to avoid unnecessary duplication, the Special Rapporteur refers to
the report of the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary
executions (E/CN.4/1997/6O/Add.l,para. 223).
Indonesia
Communications to the Government
116. On 23 October 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal
to the Government of Indonesia concerning the case of two lawyers,
Bambang Widjojanto and Muchtar Pakpahan. According to the source, Mr. Bambang
Widjojanto was reportedly facing the threat of arrest and criminal prosecution
as a result of his refusal to answer a number of summonses arising from his
legal representation of clients. The source also alleged that the summonses
were an effort to undermine his professional obligations towards his clients
and that they interfered with his representation of Muchtar Pakpahan and
others. The authorities reportedly were attempting to intimidate other
lawyers from undertaking and mounting a vigorous defence in controversial
cases. In addition, Muchtar Pakpahan, who, according to the information
received was a trade union lawyer, was reportedly arrested on 30 July 1996, on
charges of being an accomplice in subversive activities. The Special
Rapporteur was also informed that Mr. Pakpahan had been questioned about his
involvement with "Mjelis Rakyat Indonesia1', an alliance of 32 pro-democracy
non-governmental organizations. It was alleged that his arrest and detention
could be related to his work as a legal representative of workers and'their
concerns, and thus might interfere with his right to freedom of opinion and
expression.
Communication from the Government
117. The Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a reply
on 1 November 1996, in which it stated that Mr. Widjojanto had been summoned
because of past activities related to his clients. When he had refused to
respond to the summons because it did not necessarily reflect the difference
between his client-attorney privileges and his past relationships with those
persons, the summons had been corrected to meet his demands. The Government
informed the Special Rapporteur, furthermore, that after the questioning
session, Mr. Widjojanto had stated to the press that the Government's
questions had not been related to client-attorney privileges. With regard to
Muchtar Pakpahan, the Government informed the Special Rapporteur that he was
not a lawyer and he had never worked as a representative of workers,.norwas
he a member of the organization mentioned. His arrest was related to his
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participation in an illegal organization and his participation in activities
which resulted in rioting on 27 July 1996, during which some people had been
killed or injured.
Kazakstan
Mission
118. On 21 February 1996, the Special Rapporteur received a positive reply
from the Government of Kazakstan to his request to be invited to that country.
The Government requested the Special Rapporteur to indicate suitable dates for
such a visit. Owing to other commitments, the Special Rapporteur was
compelled to postpone the proposed mission.

..i
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Kuwait
119. The Special Rapporteur was informed about the needs-assessment mission
to Kuwait carried out from 4 to 14 March 1996 by two staff members of the
Centre for Human Rights under the programme of technical cooperation in the
field of human rights. The Special Rapporteur took particular note of the
part of their mission report relating to the administration of justice. The
Constitution of Kuwait guarantees the independence of justice in article 163,
and interference with the course of justice is prohibited. Civilian judges
are granted life tenure.
120. The recommendations on the administration of justice contained in the
report are of special interest to the mandate of the Special Rapporteur. He
welcomes the fact that Kuwait is proceeding to ratify the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

I

121. The mission recommended that the Government should review current laws
and procedures relating to fair trial, regulations and standing orders
relating to the administration of justice, penalties, the police, prisons and
courts, with a view to ensuring their conformity with international human
rights standards. Such a review should include emergency legislation, as
protection of the right to a fair trial should be maintained after the
declaration of martial law or other exceptional measures. In addition, it was
recommended that the Government should provide human rights training to all
personnel working within the administration of justice. The mission also
recommended that there should be a judicial review of expulsion orders, and
that an independent judiciary should be guaranteed in a strong Constitution,
which would also limit emergency powers. In addition, the mission recommended
the elaboration of a national training regime for lawyers and judges regarding
human rights and democracy. Specific recornmendations were made with regard to
emergency legislation: a review of the current legal regime for states of
emergency was needed and they should only be declared in conformity with the
law. Even during a state of emergency, nobody should be held guilty of a
criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a
criminal offence at the time it was committed. An independent and fully
functioning judiciary must be protected. Nothing done pursuant to the state
of emergency should diminish the jurisdiction of the courts to review the
legality of the state of emergency or their jurisdiction over legal actions to
protect any rights not: affected by the declaration of the state of emergency.
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Malavsia
Communication to the Government
122. In his second report to the Commission the Special Rapporteur expressed
concern over allegations of impropriety in the Malaysian judiciary with regard
to a few decisions of the courts. He also made reference to events that had
aroused considerable public anxiety as to the integrity, independence and
impartiality of the judiciary, and to the fact that he had issued a press
statement indicating his intention to investigate the complaints
(E/CN.4/1996/37,paras. 158-165).

123. Arising from those decisions and the concerns expressed, an article
entitled 'Malaysian Justice on Trial" was published in the November 1995 issue
of International Commercial Litigation. Within a year from December 1995,
those personalities and corporations that had received favourable rulings in
the decisions and/or attempted to obtain such rulings in the judicial process,
which had given rise to the Special Rapporteur's concern, as well as the
lawyer who had appeared for them, served 13 writs, issued in the Malaysian
court, alleging defamation against the author of the article in question, the
publisher, a correspondent of the Asian Wall Street Journal, two lawyers, one
of them the Secretary of the Bar Council, the partners in the latter
individual's law firm, and lastly, on 12 December 1996, against the
Special Rapporteur. The total amount claimed in these lawsuits is
approximately MR 800 (US$ 320 million). The claimants allege that the article
was defamatory of themselves and was based upon interviews the author had had
with the defendants, including the Special Rapporteur.

i

124. In the article in question, wherever quotes were attributed to the
Special Rapporteur, it was indicated that the statements had been made in his
capacity as Special Rapporteur and that he was still investigating the
complaints, and therefore that he had not reached any conclusions.

I

125. In December 1995 and March 1996, the Special Rapporteur received letters
from the claimants' solicitors threatening legal proceedings for defamation.
The Special Rapporteur immediately referred the matter to the Centre for Human
Rights in Geneva and the Office of the United Nations Legal Counsel in
New York. The Centre for Human Rights notified the solicitors for the
claimants, by letter dated 22 December 1995, of the Special Rapporteur's
immunity from legal process under the Convention on Privileges and Immunities
of the United Nations (1946). On 28 December 1995, the Centre transmitted a
note verbale to the Permanent Mission of Malaysia to the United Nations Office
in Geneva requesting that the competent Malaysian authorities be advised of
the Special Rapporteur's privileges and immunities and that they, in turn,
advise the Malaysian courts of his immunity from legal process. On
29 March 1996, the Office of the Legal Counsel of the United Nations notified
the Permanent Representative of Malaysia to the United Nations of the
Special Rapporteur's immunity from legal process.
126. Despite these communications from the Secretariat, on 6 January 1997,
the Special Rapporteur was. served with the writ issued by the Malaysian High
Court (referred to in para. 234 above) wherein the two corporations involved
in the controversial decisions\which had given rise to the concern of the
\
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Special Rapporteur are claiming MR 60 million (US$ 24 million) in damages
against him. Upon consultation and advice from the United Nations Legal
Counsel, the Special Rapporteur entered conditional appearance and has applied
to the court to set aside the writ on the grounds of his United Nations
immunity from legal process. The Special Rapporteur's application is fixed
for hearing before a judge on 12 March 1997. The application has been served
on the solicitors for the claimants.
127. The Special Rapporteur has been informed by the Office of the Legal
Counsel that it is liaising with the Government of Malaysia, through the
Permanent Mission in New York, to assert his United Nations immunity in court.
128. In this..regard,the Special Rapporteur wishes to place on record his
.appreciation to the Legal Counsel and the staff of his Office, in particular
his Deputy, for their prompt attention to his matter and for all of their
advice and assistance to date.

i

i

129. In another development, on 23 August 1996 the Special Rapporteur wrote
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Malaysia inquiring into allegations
that the Attorney General of Malaysia was proposing to amend the Legal
Profession Act 1976 to provide inter alia:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

For non-private practitioners, including lawyers in full-time
service in the Government, who are not advocates or solicitors
admitted to practice, to become members of the Malaysian Bar;
That the Attorney General be statutorily appointed the President
of the Malaysian Bar or, at least, exercise a controlling
influence over the affairs of the Malaysian Bar;
That the Attorney General would appoint members to the Bar
Council.

130. The Special Rapporteur also indicated to the Minister for Foreign
Affairs that he had learnt that the proposed amendments were in retaliation to
public statements issued by the Malaysian Bar Council in connection with
events affecting the administration of justice in Malaysia.
131. The Special Rapporteur considers that, while there may be no objection
to the enlarging of the Malaysian Bar to include those in .full-timeemployment
in government, in the universities and in commercial corporations, the motive
of the Attorney General for such enlargement gives rise to concern. In a
speech delivered at the annual dinner of the Medico-Legal Society of Malaysia
on 19 July 1996, the Attorney General said, inter alia:

"Because the Bar Council comprises only private practitioners, the Bar
Council often forgets that it is a body corporate created by statute ...
It frequently speaks as if it is a private law association, or an NGO or
an opposition political party. It does not understand, nor seek to
understand the various sensitive issues facing the Government. I have
always reminded the leaders of the Bar Council that it can.seek and have
meaningful dialogues with the Attorney General's Chambers and the
judiciary, to better understand and discuss the issues at hand, away

from the glare of media attention. If the leaders of the Bar Council
can bring themselves to talk with genuine respect for judges and
officers of the Crown, instead of taking positions by public statements
and open criticisms of the judiciary and the Government, then and only
then can there be a truly useful forum for us to discuss the various
problems that beset our profession. Our profession is comprised of
members of the judiciary, Government legal officers, law lecturers, as
well as private practitioners ... not just private practitioners alone!
We need a body, a Bar Council, that truly represents all branches of the
legal profession ... so that our profession will truly be united. It is
in this context that I look with admiration and respect to the medical
profession. There is a lot that we can learn from the medical
profession and how to organize and manage our profession. I have in my
previous meetings with the President and leaders cf the Bar Council
stated that if the Bar Council does not take medication to cure itself,
then it may have to undergo surgery to cure itself of its malignant
illness ... They have not listened to my advice ... maybe surgery is not
imminent or inevitable. My Chambers are presently preparing a paper
with recommendations to the Government to reform the legal profession
and, hopefully, with proper medication, a few minor surgeries,
implantations and transplantations here and there, the legal body will
be cured of its many ills and live a long and healthy life, contributing
to the well-being of our Nation!"
The remarks reproduced above tend to indicate that the paramount motive for
the proposed enlargement is to curtail the independence of the Malaysian Bar.
132. At an extraordinary general meeting of the Malaysian.Bar convened
on 21 September 1996 to consider the above-mentioned speech of the Attorney
General, a record number of members of the Bar attended and adopted the
following resolution:
"(i)

The independence of the Malaysian Bar is vital to the democratic
society of Malaysia, the Rule of Law and the independence of the
judiciary, and is also essential to the growth of Malaysia as a
leading commercial and economic entity in the region;

(ii)

We therefore strongly oppose any measures to amend the Leaal
Profession Act 1976 that would have the effect of diluting or
impairing the independence of the Malaysian Bar and/or the Bar
Council. "

133. The Special Rapporteur has not yet received a response from the
Government of Malaysia to his letter, apart from an acknowledgment contained
in a letter dated 8 October 1996.
134. In the light of these developments and in particular the current civil
suit pending in the Malaysian courts, the Special Rapporteur has decided to
postpone reporting to the Commission on Human Rights on his findings to date
on the initial complaints referred to in his second report (E/CN.4/1996/37,
paras. 158-165).

Mexico
Communications to the Government
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135. On 7 May 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government of Mexico concerning alleged death threats and acts of harassment
against human rights lawyer Maria Teresa Jardi of the National Commission of
Human Rights, her son, Julian Andrade Jardi and her assistant,
Hector Gutierrez Ugalde. The threats reportedly are related to the work of
Mrs. Jardi as a human rights lawyer, and to the work of her son, who was
carrying out investigations into human rights violations committed by the
security forces. In addition, the National Human Rights Commission has
investigated several cases concerning human rights violations by individual
members of the secarity forces, and had issued recommendations that individual
members be sanctioned for criminal acts. (See also E/CN.4/1997/60/Add.l1
para. 314.)
136. On 14 August 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent a joint urgent appeal
with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions
to the Government of Mexico concerning allegations that two lawyers,
Pilar Noriega and Digna Ochoa, had received anonymous death threats.
According to the information received, the threats might be related to their
work as lawyers, since they had been involved in the defence of alleged
members of the Zapatista Army for National Liberation. Both lawyers are
members of the human rights centre "Centro de Derechos Humanos-Miguel Agustin
Ju&rezn (PRODH). Other members of this organization have been threatened on
previous occasions, on the allegation that it is involved in guerrilla
activities. The Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary
executions has on several occasions intervened in such cases (see
E/CN.4/1997/60/Add.l, para. 314).

137. On 10 June 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent a follow-up letter to the
Government of Mexico, requesting updated information regarding the
investigations into the assassination of Judge Polo Uscanga (see
E/CN.4/1996/37, paras. 168-171).
Communication from the Government
138. On 21 May 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a
reply to the above-mentioned allegations. The kidnapping and ill-treatment of
Mr. Gutierrez was under investigation and protection had been provided to
Mrs. Jardf and her son, despite the fact that none of the victims had
officially denounced the acts of intimidation and the threats.
139. On 1 October 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a
reply to his communication of 14 August 1996 concerning alleged death threats
against Pilar Noriega and Digna Ochoa, lawyers with PRODH and members of the
National Front of Democratic Lawyers. Despite the fact that the Human Rights
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Commission of the Federal District had not received a complaint regarding the
threats, the General Procurator of the Federal District and the Secretariat of
Public Security had been requested to take protection measures for the two
persons in question.
140. On 12 November 1996, the Government provided additional information with
regard to the above-mentioned case. The Government informed the Special
Rapporteur about the security measures taken in order to protect the PRODH
office. In addition, the Government informed the Special Rapporteur that the
two lawyers had informed the Office of the General Procurator that for the
moment they did not require any protection.
141. The Rapporteur would like to refer to the report of the Special
Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, in relation to
the case of Conception Hernandez Mendez, a lawyer, who allegedly received
death threats because of her work as a defender of the rights of indigenous
peoples (see E/CN.4/1997/60/Add.l1 para. 314).
Niaeria
142. For a detailed analysis of the situation of human rights in Nigeria, the
Special Rapporteur wishes to refer to the interim report on the situation of
human rights in Nigeria, which was submitted to the General Assembly
(A151/538)and the final report,-whichthe Commission on Human Rights has
before it (E/CN.4/1997/62). Both of these reports were submitted jointly with
the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions,
pursuant to Commission on Human Rights resolution 1996/79. Following their
forthcoming visit to Nigeria, the Special Rapporteurs will submit a report to
the Commission on the findings of their mission.
Pakistan
Communication to the Government
143. On 10 June 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted to the Government of
Pakistan an urgent appeal regarding alleged threats and acts of haraskment
against a lawyer, Asthma Jahangir, and her family, owing to her defence of a
21-year-old woman in a habeas corpus petition filed by the young woman's
father. The Special Rapporteur requested the Government to provide
Mrs. Jahangir and her family with adequate protection and to investigate the
allegations.
144. On 26 July 1996, the Special Rapporteur addressed a letter to the
Government of Pakistan in response to the Government's communication of
21 June 1996 (see paragraph below), regarding the case of Ms. Asthma Jahangir.
The Special Rapporteur stated that the incidents referred to in the
Government's response seemed to refer to incidents which had occurred in 1995.
He therefore requested the Government to provide him with information
regarding the threats that had occurred in 1996 referred to in his earlier
communication.
145. On 16 July 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent a joint letter with the
Special Rapporteurs on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions and on
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the question of torture to the Government of Pakistan concerning the murder of
Mr. Nizam Ahmed, a former justice of the Sindh High Court and member of the
Pakistan Bar Council, and his son Nadeem Ahmed. It was brought to the
attention of the Special Rapporteurs that Mr. Ahmed had received anonymous
death threats, prior to his murder,. in which demands were made that he'
withdraw a case that he had filed with the Sindh High Court in Karachi. The
source indicated that although these threats were reported to the authorities,
no steps were taken to investigate the allegations or to provide Justice Ahmed
with protection.
Communication from the Government
146. On 21 June 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur
with a reply to his letter of 10 June 1996 concerning the case of
Ms. Asthma Jahangir. The information provided by the Government referred to
an incident that had occurred in 1995, in reaction to which the authorities
had provided Ms. Asthma Jahangir with protection. The Special Rapporteur was
informed that additional information regarding the case had been requested
'from the authorities in Pakistan.
observation
147. In his second report, the Special Rapporteur referred to a challenge
before the Supreme Court to the constitutionality of the appointment of ad hoc
judges to the Supreme Court (E/CN.4/1996/37, para. 201). The Supreme court,
after hearing lengthy arguments, issued what it considered a landmark decision
on 20 March 1.996. The Special Rapporteur welcomes this decision which,
inter a l b , asserted the independence of the judiciary with regard to the
appointment of judges. In effect, the judiciary by this decision asserted the
power of appointment of the judiciary rather than of the executive, which was
the position previously.
Peru
Communications to the Government
148. On 19 November 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal
to the Government of Peru, regarding the attempt against the life of the
President of the Constitutional Tribunal, Mr. Nugent, on 8 November 1996.' The
Special Rapporteur expressed his concern about this information and requested
the Government to carry out exhaustive investigations, reminding the
Government of its obligation to guarantee protection to judges who are put
under such pressure.
'

149. On 12 Deceniber 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
~overnkentof Peru, concerning disciplinary measures taken by the Supreme
Council of Military Justice against a lawyer, Heriberto Benitez. Mr. Benitez,
had reportedly been suspended from office for five months, during which time
he would not be allowed to represent his clients. The measure was related to
his public statements concerning the composition of the Supreme Council of
Military Justice and, in particular, concerning the fact that some members of
the Council were not lawyers and thus would not be familiar with the content
of the law. Mr. Benitez was reported to have made these statements in
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connection with the detention and prosecution of his client, retired
General Robles, who was reported to have publicly stated that a paramilitary
group was responsible for an attack against a television station in
November 1996. The Special Rapporteur was also informed that Mr. Benitez had
been notified of the opening of criminal investigations against him for his
statement regarding the members of the Supreme Council of Military Justice.
According to the information received, Mr. Benitez had previously been
detained for 24 hours on similar charges while working on the case of the
La Cantuta massacre. The source expressed fear that a similar situation would
occur again.
Communications from the Government
150. On 15 April 1996, the Government informed the Special Rapporteur about
the appointment of the first Ombudsman in Peru.
151. In conununications dated 3 October 1996 and 7 November 1996, the Special
Rapporteur was informed about the release of a number of innocent prisoners
who had been held in detention under anti-terrorism legislation. Their
release was based upon recommendations of the Ad Hoc Commission on Pardons,
which had been established to make recommendations to the President on
pardoning innocent detainees.
152. On 7 November 19.96,in response his communication of 25 July 1995
concerning lawyer Tito Guido Gallegos (see E/CN.4/1996/37, para. 205), the
Government informed the Special Rapporteur that Mr. Tito Gallegos had been
appointed as a judge of the High Court of the judicial district of Puno by a
resolution of the National Council of the Judiciary.

153. On 10 June 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent a follow-up letter thanking
the Government of Peru for providing him with information regarding the
protection measures taken with regard to the threats against
Judge Antonia Saquicuray Sgnchez and the human rights lawyer, Tito Guido
Gallegos (see E/CN.4/1996/37, paras. 205-207). He requested the Goveenment to
provide him with information on the results of the investigations. In
addition, the Special Rapporteur reminded the,Government of his communications
to which he had not yet received a reply, regarding the cases of
Margarita Chuquiuru Silva, of human rights lawyers of the Pro Human Rights
Organization (APRODEH) and of Lori Berenson (see E/CN.4/1996/37,
paras. 207-209).
154. At the time the present report was finalized, no reply had been received
to that letter.
155. The Special Rapporteur would also like to refer to the report of the
Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions in
relation to the case of a lawyer, Gloria Cano Legua, who has reportedly been
threatened and harassed (E/CN.4/1997/60/Add.l1para. 384).

156. The Special Rapporteur would like to refer to the report of the Special
Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions in relation to
the case of a lawyer, Ferdinand Reyes, who was reportedly killed on
12 February 1996, supposedly for his criticism of government policy
(E/CN.4/1997/60/Add.lIpara. 3 9 3 (f)).
Rwanda
157. The Special Rapporteur has continued to receive reports from the
United Nations Human Rights Field Operation in Rwanda (HRFOR) on justice,
legal reform and institution-building in Rwanda. In its report of
October 1996, HRFOR reported that while there had been positive developments
in the past year (for example, the "National awareness campaign on the
judicial system" was successfully launched in October), there remained
concerns that there were serious shortcomings in the administration of
justice. Not only was there a serious shortage of judges, clerks and material
resources for the courts, and a shortage of defence lawyers, but there had
also been serious allegations that the military of Rwanda had acted in
contravention of judicial orders.
158. On 2 3 January 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal,
jointly with the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Rwanda
and the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions,
on behalf of Deogratias Bizimana and Mr. Egide Gatanazi, both of whom had been
sentenced to death after the High Court in Kibungo found them guilty of
genocide and crimes. The source alleged that the defendants had no access to
legal counsel either before or during trial and that they were not given
adequate time to prepare their defence. The source also reported that the
defendants were booed and prosecutors applauded during the trial, without
intervention by the presiding judge. Further, most of the judicial officials
have received only up to four months' training and there were serious
questions as to the independence and impartiality of the judicial officials
following statements by some judicial and government officials that the
defendants should not request legal counsel.
Tunisia
Communication to the Government
159. On 22 May 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an vrgent appeal to
the Government of Tunisia regarding the case of lawyer and human rights
defender Najib Hosni, who on 2 2 May 1996 had reportedly been convicted to
eight years' imprisonment. According to the information received, he had been
convicted by the Appeal Court of el-Kef, without having the right of defence,
since the 30 lawyers who were assisting him had left the hearing room in order
to protest the refusal of the court to postpone the proceedings. The
postponement had been requested on 25 December 1995 to allow the lawyers
adequate time to prepare the defence. It was also reported that Mr. Hosni had

stated that he had not been fully informed about the details of the charges
against him. In addition, the source stated that he did not have the right to
appeal. It has been alleged that the trial might be linked to his work as a
human rights defender.
160. On 22 October 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted a letter to the
Government of Tunisia concerning the case of human rights defender and
parliamentarian Khgmais Chammari, who had reportedly received a five-year
prison sentence on charges of leaking secret information to foreign powers in
a case bearing on national security. According to the information received,
Mr. Charnrnari had passed documents to a European international lawyer
concerning the case of Mr. Mouadda, leader of the opposition Social Democratic
Party (MDS) who, in October 1995 was convicted to 11 years' imprisonment on
charges of having relations with a foreign power. In addition, the Special
Rapporteur was informed that Mr. Chammari and Mrs. Alya Chammari, his wife and
a lawyer, were suffering acts of intimidation and threats from the police and
security forces, related to his activities on behalf of Mr. Mouadda. Further,
it was alleged that Mr. Chammari's imprisonment was the result of his
non-violent activities in defence of human rights and civil liberties in
Tunisia.
Communication from the Government
161. On 21 June 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a
reply in the case of Najib Hosni. The Government informed the Special
Rapporteur that Mr. Najib Hosni had in fact had access to defence counsel, and
stated that the withdrawal of the lawyers during the proceedings had been an
attempt to influence the court's decision. The Government further stated that
the allegation that Mr. Hosni did not have the right to appeal was unfounded,
since under the Tunisian judicial criminal system decisions were subject to an
application for review by the Court of. Cassation. In addition, the Government
stated that his detention was not linked to his activities as a human rights
lawyer, but based on specific acts punishable under ordinary law.
162. On 29 November 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with
a reply concerning the case of Mr. Khemais Chammari. The Government informed
the Special Rapporteur that Mr. Chammari's conviction was not related to his
work as a defender of human rights and that no official complaints about the
alleged threats and acts of intimidation and harassment had been received by
the authorities. The Government also stated that the files had been fully at
the disposal of the lawyers. The composition of the court had been changed at
the request of Mr. Chammari, and his right to be tried by an independent and
impartial tribunal had been fully respected. Lastly, the Special Rapporteur
was informed that the Supreme Court, which has the competence to decide
whether it is necessary to postpone a case, which rarely occurs, had decided
that in this case it was not necessary to do so. The Government stated that
the allegation that the defence lawyers had not had sufficient time to prepare
the case was unfounded.
163. On 20 December 1996, the Government of Tunisia informed the Special
Rapporteur that lawyer Najib Hosni, fdr whom an urgent appeal had been sent on
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22 May 1996 and who had been convicted to eight years' imprisonment for the

falsification of documents and their possession, had been liberated on
14 December 1996.
164. On 3 January 1996, the Special Rapporteur was informed by the Government
of Tunisia that Mr. Khemais Chammari had been conditionally released from
prison, for humanitarian reasons.
Turkev
Communication to the Government

i

1

165. On 16 February 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted to the.
Government of Turkey an urgent appeal concerning the reported trial of
Turgat Inal, the former Chairman of the Balikesir Bar Association. According
to the information received, he had been brought to trial on charges relating
to an article he had written which was included in a book published in
June 1995 by the Human Rights Foundation of Turkey (HRFT). Mr. Inal, together
with the nine members of the executive board of HRFT, were reportedly charged
with "insulting the laws of the Republic". The Special Rapporteur expressed
concern that the prosecution of Mr. Inal for publishing his criticism of
Turkish law might interfere with his freedom of opinion and expression. The
Special Rapporteur's view is that this would appear to be an unwarranted
restriction.on the duty of lawyers to take part in public discussions of
matters concerning the law.
166. On 7 May 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal to
the Government of Turkey concerning Mr. Huseyin Umit, a lawyer and board
member of the Hakkari branch of the Turkish Human Rights Association (HRA).
According to the information received, Mr. Umit was detained without an arrest
warrant on 29 March 1996, and released after several hours. During his
detention his house and offices of the HRA were searched. The source claimed
that those steps were taken against Mr. Umit solely because of his activities
as a human rights lawyer. In addition, since his release, Mr. Umit was
reported to have received death threats.

'

1

Communication from the Government
167. On 4 June 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a
reply to his communication of 16 February 1996 concerning the case of
Mr. Turgut Inal. The Government informed the Special Rapporteur that 'the case
was 'under way". The Government expressed its view that excerpts of articles
published by Mr. Imut showed that the article openly attempted to degrade and
insult Turkish law and the Constitution. Thus, in accordance with
article 159/3 of the Turkish Penal Code, "those who vilify the laws of the
Turkish Republic or the decisions of the Turkish Grand National Assembly shall
be punished". The trial was, in the Government's view, not aiming at the
exercise of the freedom of expression concerning the law, the administration
of justice or the promotion and protection of human rights. Furthermore, the
Government stated that the lawyer had not complied with Principle 23 of the
Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers: "in exercising these rights, lawyers
shall always conduct themselves in accordance with the law and the recognized
standards and ethics of the legal profession".
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168. On 8 July 1996, the Government provided a reply to the Special
Rapporteur's communication of 7 May 1996 concerning the case of
Mr. ~useyinUmit. Grounds for the detention of Mr. Umit were found in
documentary evidence, gathered during operations conducted by the security
forces in the neighbouring mountains on 27 March 1996, which indicated that he
had provided financial assistance to the terrorist organization PKK.
he
searches, however, had provided no evidence pointing to the alleged crime.
The Government further stated that Mr. Umit had never been arrested, and that
he had been released after interrogation.
Request for a mission
169. On 28 June 1996, in a letter to the Government of Turkey, the Special
Rapporteur reiteraLed his interest in undertaking a mission to Turkey, as
previously expressed in his letter of 16 February 1996. At the time the
present report was finalized, no reply to this request had been received from
the Government.
United Kinadom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Enqland and Wales
170. In his second report, the Special Rapporteur expressed concern over
comments by ministers and/or highly placed government personaliti'es on
decisions of the courts.made on judicial review of administrative decisions of
the Home Secretary (E/CN.4/1996/37,para. 226).
171. Arising from this controversy, the relationship between the judiciary,
the legislature and the executive was the subject of a lively six-hour debate
in the House of Lords on 5 June 1996 on a motion moved by the Shadow Lord
Chancellor (Lord Irvine of Lairg). The Special Rapporteur was present in the
House of Lords to listen to the debate. The thrust of the debate was the role
of judges in the development of the law, their independence and the extent to
which judges should participate in public discussion of developments in the
law.
172. In the course of the debate, the Lord Chancellor (Lord Mackay of
Clasfern) said, on the issue of the independence of the judiciary:
"We also have a judiciary whose independence, as individual judges, from
one another and from any improper influence, is also superb and '
complete. I certainly do not know of anyone who has successfully
attempted - or indeed has attempted without success - to influence the
decisions of the judges in the cases committed to them. The essence of
judicial independence is that the judge trying the case is free to
decide according to his judgement in the light of the existing law.
That applies to the individual case and that is the essence of judicial
independence.
The independence of the judiciary - in agreement for example, with my
noble and learned friend, Lord Simon of Glassdale - is an important part
of the checks and balances of our constitution. The jurisdiction which
the judges exercise right across the board is fundamental to the rule of
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law. I agree with the view that the rule of law is a deeper concept
than just that of law and order." (Hansard 1996, vol. 572, No. 100,
p. 1308)
173. There was consensus among the Lords that it was quite proper, and some
like Lord Woolf, the Master of the Rolls, said that it was fundamental, that
judges and lawyers should be able to participate in public discussion of
developments in the law. The Lord Chancellor said: "Public lectures have
been a well authenticated way of doing that over many yearsN.
174. The Shadow Lord Chancellor expressed his personal hostility to any
legislative attempt to restrict judicial review, which he believed airectly
promoted the rule of law. He assured the House that "The role and
independence of the judiciary will be vigorously upheld by the next Labour
government". (Hansard 1996, vol. 572, No. 100, p. 1314).
175. On 6 June 1996, the Special Rapporteur called on the then newly
Lord Thomas Bingham, at his Chambers in London.
appointed Lord Chief '~ustice,
The Lord Chief Justice assured the Special Rapporteur that he regarded
judicial independence as firmly entrenched in the United Kingdom.
He further
assured him that judges did not feel themselves under any pressure in relation
to judicial decisions.
176. The Special Rapporteur welcomes the expressions of commitment by the
Lord Chancellor and the Shadow Lord Chancellor and the assurance of the
Lord Chief Justice. In this regard, the Special Rapporteur has not received
any specific allegations that the independence of any particular judge was
threatenea. His concern was more with regard to the threat to the
institutional independence of the judiciary. From the tone of the House
of Lords debate, the Special Rapporteur is confident that any legislative
attempt to restrict judicial review will be strongly resisted, at least in
that House.
Northern Ireland
177. In his second report, the Special Rapporteur made reference to.
information received with regard to difficulties experienced by "high risk"
prisoners in obtaining access to legal advice/representation (E/CN.4/1996/37,
para. 229). The Special Rapporteur continued to receive information in this
regard. In the latest submission of information to the Special Rapporteur in
December 1996 by British-Irish Rights Watch, it was alleged, inter alka, that
there were attempts to restrict lawyers' access to their clients in
Northern Ireland police stations and English prisons; to failure of the
judiciary and of government appointed functionaries to uphold lawyers1 rights;
to proposals that would allow clandestine surveillance of lawyers' offices.
178. In response to the above-mentioned report from British-Irish Rights
Watch, the Independent Commissioner for the Holding Centre for
Northern Ireland submitted a memorandum dated 17 January 1997 to the Special
Rapporteur. The Independent Commissioner expressed the view, inter alia, that
he might favour "an independent investigation into the nature and extent of
any intimidation of defence solicitors". The Special Rapporteur also received

a letter, dated 31 January 1997, from the Chairman of the General Council of
the Bar of Northern Ireland in response to the allegations submitted to the
Special Rapporteur by the British-Irish Rights Watch.
179. In the light of the latest submission from British-Irish Rights Watch
and the response from the Independent Commissioner and the Chairman of the
Northern Ireland Bar Council the Special Rapporteur is considering, subject to
the availability of resources, seeking the permission of the Government of the
United Kingdom to visit Northern Ireland for an in situ investigation into the
allegations he has received on the situation in Northern Ireland
United States of America
180. On 2 April 1996, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government of the United States of America concerning Judge Harold Baer Jr. of
the Federal District Court of Manhattan. According to the source,
President Clinton and Senator Bob Dole had called for the resignation and
impeachment of Judge Baer as a result of his ruling in a drugs-related case.
The Special Rapporteur expressed his concern that, if true, the allegation
would amount to executive intimidation of the independence of the judiciary.
181. On 17 June 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal to
the Government concerning statements made and actions taken by Governor
George E. Pataki of the State of New York. According to the information .
received, Governor Pataki had pressured District-Attorney Robert T. Johnson to
seek the death penalty in a murder case in which the victim was a police
officer. It was furthermore alleged that Governor Pataki removed Mr. Johnson
from the case pursuant to a State law that grants the Governor the power to
reinove district attorneys in specific cases, a law which was only used in
cases where a prosecutor or his office asked.to be excused from a case, or had
been suspended for misconduct.
Communication from the Government
182. On 21 May 1996, the Permanent Representative of the United States
of America provided a reply to the Special Rapporteur's cornmunication'of
4 April 1996. The Special Rapporteur was informed that the President had at
no time called for the resignation of Judge Baer. According to the Permanent
Representative, the matter was addressed in a letter from the Counsel to the
President to several members of Congress who had expressed their disapproval
of the decision by Judge Baer to suppress evidence in a drug trafficking case
and had demanded that the President seek his resignation. The letter states:
"The President has made clear that he believes Judge Baer's decision is
grievously wrong, not only in its results but also in its totally
unjustified criticism of the New York City Police and its suggestion
that it is acceptable behavior for anyone to run from the police. The
President's views on this matter are represented by the U.S. Attorney
for the Southern District, his chief law enforcement officer in
Manhattan, who brought the prosecution in the first place and against
whom Judge Baer ruled. Immediately after the decision, the President
instructed me to ascertain that the U.S. Attorney was prepared to
challenge the judge's decision vigorously. The U.S. Attorney is in fact

vigorously challenging the Judge's order. And, it is only because of
the U.S. Attorney's pursuit of this case that Judge Baer eventually
agreed to rehear the motion and consider additional police testimony.
The President hopes that Judge Baer will reverse his earlier decision.
If he does not, the President will direct the Justice Department to
appeal the decision.
The proper way for the Executive Branch to contest judicial decisions
with which it disagrees is to challenge them in the courts, exactly as
the Clinton Administration is doing in this case. The President
supports the independence of the federal judiciary, which is established
by the Constitution. Although comments in recent press reports may have
led some to conclude otherwise, the President believes that the issue
now before Judge Baer should be resolved in the Courts."
Observations
183. The Special Rapporteur welcomes the statements made by the President in
support of the independence of the judiciary and is in full agreement with the
assertion that the proper way for'the Executive Branch to contest judicial
decisions with which it disagrees is to challenge them in the appellate
courts. Nevertheless, the Special Rapporteur is of the view that harsh,
public criticism of a judicial decision by the Executive Branch, particularly
in a politically charged environment in which'prominent legislators and
poli.ticians are calling for the resignation of the particular .judge who has
rendered a controversial decision, can have a chilling effect on the
independence and impartiality of the judiciary. In this regard, the Special
Rapp0rteu.r notes that subsequently Judge Baer did in fact reverse his earlier
decision, thus causing concern among legal circles that the same judge may
have done a disservice to judicial independence by reversing his own decision
under external pressure.
Uzbekistan
Communication to the Government
184. On 23 April 1996, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal to
the Government of Uzbekistan concerning the reported harassment by State
security organs against Mrs. Paulina Braunerg, an attorney and board member of
the Human Rights Society of Uzbekistan. On 14 March 1996, Mrs. Braunerg's
house was reportedly searched by security agents, who confiscated newspapers
which reportedly published outside Uzbekistan. On the same day, she was
reportedly interrogated about these newspapers, as well as about her
participation in a human rights conference in 1995 in Kazakstan. According to
the information received, she was again interrogated, on 15 March 1996, about
her contacts with human rights activists and organizations abroad, but no
official charges were brought against her.
Communication from the Government
185. On 15 May 1996, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a
reply to his communication of 2 3 April 1996 concerning the interrogation of
Mrs. Paulina Braunerg. The Government informed the Special Rapporteur that

during an authorized search of Mrs. Braunerg's house in connection with the
investigation of an ordinary crime, the authorities found literature
distorting the situation in Uzbekistan. As a result, on 16 March 1996,
Mrs. Braunerg was invited to the National Security Service (SNB) for an'
interview, during which she was reported to have expressed her regret about
the incident. She was also said to have left the literature in the office of
the SNB. The Government reported to the Special Rapporteur that the criminal
investigation of the ordinary crime was continuing.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
186. This is the third year of the Special Rapporteur's mandate. Recalling
the historical background to this mandate and the circumstances leading to its
creation by the Commission on Human Rights, the Special Rapporteur is
convinced that, though attacks on the independence of judges and lawyers have
not diminished, there is, today, greater awareness of the importance of the
independence and impartiality of the judiciary and the independence of lawyers
for constitutional government under a democracy based on the rule of law.
This is evidenced by the large amount of correspondence that the Special
Rapporteur has received pertaining to his mandate in the past year, much of
which, owing to inadequate resources, it has not been possible to process,
analyse and follow up. It is further evidenced by the various invitations the
Special Rapporteur received to participate in legal workshops, seminars and
conferences.
187. The Special Rapporteur's participation and involvement in these meetings
and the dissemination of his addresses and interviews by the media in the
different regions have contributed to a better understanding of his mandate
and its significance in the global human rights agenda.
188. The extent of implementation of the Basic-Principleson the Independence
of the Judiciary and the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers, the two
leading United Nations instruments spelling out minimum standards to be
applied by Member States for the realization of an independent justice system,
is a matter of paramount consideration under this mandate. To this end, the
Special Rapporteur appreciates the survey undertaken by the Crime Prevention
and Criminal Justice Division in Vienna on the implementation of the Basic
Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary. The information collated
from the responses of Member States and bar associations is of relevance for
gauging the state of judicial independence in countries and addressing
problems associated with the implementation and the adequacy of the Bakic
Principles. The Special Rapporteur appeals to Member States and bar
associations which have not responded, to do so without delay. The Special
Rapporteur intends to work closely with the Division in Vienna in this
exercise.
189. The Special Rapporteur has learnt that the Economic and Social Council,
in its resolution 1996/16, decided that the Commission on Crime Prevention and
Criminal Justice should to consider the report of the Secretary-General on the
desirability of establishing an inter-sessional working group at its sixth
session to examine the reports on the use and application of standards and
norms in crime prevention and criminal justice in more detail. He has also
learnt that a similar survey on the implementation of the Basic Principles on

the Role of Lawyers and the Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors is
anticipated. Pending the survey on the latter two standards, the Special
Rapporteur wil.1 discuss with the Division the feasibility of the establishment
of a working group especially to review the results of the survey on the Basic
Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary.
190. From the information gathered in the past three years, it is clear that
attacks on the independence of judges and lawyers are not confined to the
underdeveloped and developing countries. The Special Rapporteur has noted in
his previous report and in the present report, that developed countries too
are not spared these problems. Hence, the threat to the independence of
judges and lawyers is universal and needs constant international vigilance.
191. This thematic mandate is wide in scope. To date, not all its parameters
have been examined. With greater awareness there will be greater
expectations, among them those of the emerging new democracies, which may seek
advice on specific issues for the structuring of independent justice systems.
Further, the mandate covers different legal systems. And materials submitted,
all of which need to be analysed and responded to, may be in different
languages. Dksappointing those who approach the Special Rapporteur, on
grounds of want of resources, would be a negation of the aspirations inherent
in the terms of this mandate.
192. The Special Rapporteur views the project currently being undertaken by
the Activities and Programmes,Branch of the High Commissioner/Centre for Human
Rights for the preparation of a manual for the training of judges and lawyers
as important. Such a manual would complement significantly the work of the
Special Rapporteur. As a standard global training manual, it would have to be
acceptable in all regions of the world. The project may require additional
funding to organize a meeting of experts, drawn from all the regions, of
sufficient duration to enable them to study the draft in a meaningful way and
to approve it. The Special Rapporteur trusts that such funding would be
forthcoming.
193. In the two previous reports, the Special Rapporteur referred to several
theoretical issues of special importance which he strongly felt shoul'd be
studied and analysed. However, owing to lack of resources - both human and
financial - the Special Rapporteur has not been able to pursue those research
,programmes.

Although some Governments have been slow in responding to his
comunications and some have completely ignored them, the Special Rapporteur
has found that a majority of Governments do respond to his interventions and
urgent appeals. In some cases, the Special Rapporteur's intervention and
involvement had a salutary effect. This is significant for the mandate. The
cooperation extended by non-governmental organizations, particularly the
international'organizations, has been significant.
194.

'

The Special Rapporteur is convinced that there is a very real need for
the continuation of the monitoring mechanism envisaged under the mandate.
With adequate resources, there is considerable potential for this mandate to
contribute in a positive and meaningful way towards the realization of the
Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action. An independent judicial system is
195.

the constitutional guarantee of all human rights. The right to such a system
is the right that protects all other human rights. Realization of this right
is a sine qua non for the realization of all other rights. This mandate,
therefore, should be accorded its rightful place in the human riphks agenda r f
this Commission.
196. The Special Rapporteur concludes this third report by emphasizing and
reiterating again that there can only be meaningful and constructive
realization of what is expected of this mandate if the Special Rapporteur is
provided with adequate resources, both human and financial. Human resources,
at least some, must be permanent for purposes of continuity, and not temporary
and transient.
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I. THE MANDATE
Introduction

,

1.
The present report is submitted pursuant to Commission on Human Rights
resolution 1997/23 of 11 April 1997. This report is the fourth annual report
to the Commission on Human Rights by Mr. Param Cumaraswamy since the mandate
was established by the Commission in its resolution 1994/41 of 4 March 1994,
renewed by resolution 1997/23 and endorsed by the Economic and Social Council
in its decision 1997/246 of 22 July 1997 (see also E/CN.4/1995/39,
~/~~.4/1996/57
and ~/~~.4/1997/32).
2.
Chapter I of the present report contains the terms of reference for the
discharge of the mandate. Chapter I1 refers to the meLhods of work applied by
the Special Rapporteur in the discharge of the mandate. In chapter 111, the
Special Rapporteur presents an account of the activities undertaken within the
framework of his mandate in the past year. Chapter IV deals with the
establishment of an international criminal court. Chapter V contains brief
summaries of urgent appeals and communications to and from the Governments,
along with the observations of the Special Rapporteur.
Terms of reference
3.
At its fiftieEh session, the Commission on Human Rights, in
resolution 1994/41, noting both the increasing frequency of attacks on the
independence of judges, lawyers and court officials and the link which exists
between the weakening of safeguards for the judiciary and lawyers and the
gravity and frequency of violations of human rights, requested the Chairman of
the Commission to appoint, for a period of three years, a special rapporteur
whose mandate would consist of the following tasks:

(...)

(a) To inquire into any substantial allegations transmitted to him
and report his or her conclusions thereon;

(b) To identify and record not only attacks on the independence of the
judiciary, lawyers and court officials but also progress achieved in
protecting and enhancing their independence, and make recommendations
including the provision of advisory services or technical assistance when they
are requested by the State concerned;
(c) TO study, for the purpose of making proposals, important and
topical questions of principle with a view to protecting and enhancing the
independence of the judiciary and lawyers.
4.
Without substantially changing the mandate, the Commission endorsed in
resolution 1995/36 the decision of the Special Rapporteur to use, beginning
in 1995, the short title "Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and
lawyers".
5.
In resolutions 1995/36, 1996/34 and 1997/23, the Commission on Human
Rights took note of the annual report of the Special Rapporteur, expressing

appreciation for his working methods, and requested him to submit another
annual report on the activities relating to his mandate to the Commission on
Human Rights.
6.
Several resolutions adopted by the Commission on Human Rights at its
fifty-third session are also pertinent to the mandate of the Special
Rapporteur and have been taken into consideration in examining and analysing
the information brought to his attention with regard to the different
countries. These resolutions are:

(a) Resolution 1997/16 on the rights of persons belonging to national
or ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities, in which the Commission called
upon all special representatives, special rapporteurs and working groups of
the Commission to continue to give attention, within their respective
mandates, to situations involving minorities;
(b) Resolution 1997/27 on the promotion of the right to freedom of
opinion and expression, in which the Commission invited once again the working
groups, representatives and special rapporteurs of the Commission on Human
Rights to pay attention, within the framework of their mandates, to the
situation of persons detained, subjected to violence, ill-treated or
discriminated against for having exercised the right to freedom of opinion and
expression as affirmed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and other relevant human.
rights instruments; and invited the working groups, representatives and
special rapporteurs of the Commission, within their mandates, to take note of
any deterioration in the right to freedom of expression;
(c) Resolution 1997/28 on hostage-taking, in which the Commission
urged all thematic special rapporteurs and working groups to address, as
appropriate, the consequences of hostage-taking in their forthcoming reports
to the Commission;
(d) Resolution 1997/37 on human rights and thematic procedures, in
which the Commission invited the thematic special rapporteurs and working
groups to: (i) make recommendations for the avoidance of human rights
violations; (ii) follow closely the progress made by Governments in their
investigations carried out within their respective mandates; (iii) continue
close cooperation with relevant treaty bodies and country rapporteurs;
(iv) include in their reports information provided by Governments on follow-up
action, as well as their own observations thereon, including in regard to both
problems and improvements, as appropriate; (v) include regularly in their
reports gender-disaggregated data and to address the characteristics and
practice of human rights violations under their mandates that are specifically
or primarily directed against women, or to which women are particularly
vulnerable, in order to ensure the effective protection of their human rights;
requested the thematic special rapporteurs and working groups to include in .
their reports comments on problems of responsiveness and the result of
analyses, as appropriate, in order to carry out their mandates even more
effectively, and to include also in their reports suggestions as to areas
where Governments might request relevant assistance through the programme of
advisory services administered by the Office of the High Commissioner for
Human Rights; and suggested that the special rapporteurs, representatives,

experts and chairpersons of working groups of the special procedures of the
Commission on Human Rights consider how those mechanisms could make available
information on the particular situation of individuals working for the
promotion and protection of all human rights and fundamental freedoms and how
their protection could be enhanced, taking into account the ongoing
deliberations of the relevant working group of the Commission;
(e) Resolution 1997/42 on human rights and terrorism, in which the
Commission urged all thematic special rapporteurs and working groups to
address, as appropriate, the consequences of the acts, methods and practices
of terrorist groups, in their forthcoming reports to the Commission;
(f) .Resolution1997/43 on integrating human rights of women throughout
the United Nations system, in which the Commission encouraged the
strengthening of cooperation and coordination among all human rights treaty
bodies, special rapporteurs, special procedures and other human rights
mechanisms of the Commission and the Sub-Commission on Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, and requested that they regularly
and systematically take a gender perspective into account in the
implementation of their mandates, including information and qualitative
analysis in their reports on violations of the human rights of women;
(g) Resolution 1997/46 on advisory services, technical cooperation and
the Voluntary Fund for Technical Cooperation in the Field of Human Rights, in
which the Commission invited relevant United Nations treaty bodies, special
rapporteurs and representatives, as well as working groups, to continue to
include in their recommendations, whenever appropriate, proposals for specific
projects to be realized under the programme of advisory services and technical
cooperation in the field of human rights;
(h) Resolution 1997/62 on human rights in Cuba, in which the
Commission invited the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in
Cuba and the existing thematic mechanisms of the Commission to cooperate fully
and exchange information and findings on that situation;
(i) Resolution 1997/69 on comprehensive implementation of and
follow-up to the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, in which the
commission called upon all special representatives, special rapporteurs,
independent experts and thematic working groups of the Commission to take
fully into account the recommendations contained in the Vienna Declaration and
Programme of Action within their respective mand'ates;
(j) Resolution 1997/75 on human rights and mass exoduses, in which the
Commission invited the special rapporteurs, special representatives and
working groups of the Commission and the United Nations human rights treaty
bodies, acting within their mandates, to seek information, where appropriate,
on problems resulting in mass exoduses of populations or impeding their
voluntary return home and, where appropriate, to include such information,
together with recommendations thereon, in their reports, and to bring such
information to the attention of the High Commissioner for Human Rights for.
appropriate action in fulfilment of her mandate, in consultation with the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees;

(k) Resolution 1997/78 on the rights of the child, in which the
Commission, recommending that, within their mandates, all relevant human
rights mechanisms and all other relevant organs and mechanisms of the
United Nations system and the supervisory bodies of the specialized agencies
pay attention to particular situations in which children are in danger and
where their rights are violated and that they take into account the work of
the Committee on the Rights of the Child, took various decisions with respect
to the situation of children in various circumstances of difficulty.
11. METHODS OF WORK
7.
The Special Rapporteur, in the fourth year of his mandate, continued
following the methods of work described in the first report of his tenure
(E/CN.4/1995/39,paras. 63-93).
111. ACTIVITIES OF THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR
8.
The following sections give an account of the activities carried out by
the Special Rapporteur in the implementation of the mandate entrusted to him
by the Commission on Human Rights.
A.

Consultations

9.
The Special Rapporteur visited Geneva for his first round of
consultations from 1 to 8 February 1997 in order to finalize his reports to
the Commission. He held consultations with representatives of the Permanent
Missions of Belgium, China, India and Nigeria.
10. He visited Geneva for his second round of consultations from 24 March
to 8 April 1997 in order to present his report to the Commission at its
fifty-third session. During this period the Special Rapporteur met with
representatives of the Latin American Group, the Western Group and the Asian
Group and other regional groups to brief them on his work as Special
Rapporteur and to answer any questions they might have. He also held
consultations with representatives of the Government of Nigeria. In addition,
he held a briefing for interested non-governmental organizations and also met
individually with several non-governmental organizations.
11.
The Special Rapporteur visited Geneva for his third round of
consultations from 20 to 23 May 1997 and to attend the fourth meeting of
special rapporteurs/representatives, experts and chairmen of working groups of
the special procedures of the Commission on Human Rights and of the advisory
services programme, which was held from 20 to 23 May.
12.
In conjunction with his missions to
Special Rapporteur stopped over in Geneva
for consultations. Again, in conjunction
Special Rapporteur stopped in Geneva from
consultations.

Belgium and the United Kingdom, the
from 31 October to 7 November 1997
with his visit to New York, the
22 to 29 November 1997 for further

13. During 1997, the Special Rapporteur undertook a field mission to
Belgium (14 to 18 October 1997) followed by a mission to the United Kingdom
(20 to 30 October 1997). The Special Rapporteur's reports on these missions
containing his findings, conclusions and recommendations can be found in
addenda to the present report.
14. During the period under review the Special Rapporteur informed.the
Governments of Indonesia and Tunisia of his wish to carry out an in situ
investigation. He reminded the Governments of Pakistan and Turkey of his
previous requests to undertake a mission to those countries.
C.

Communications with Governmerl-

15. During the period under review, the Special Rapporteur transmitted
18 urgent appeals to the following 12 States: Bangladesh, Colombia, Egypt,
India, Mexico, Pakistan (4), Peru, Philippines (21, Tunisia, Turkey (3),
Venezuela and Yugoslavia.
16. Seeking to avoid unnecessary duplication of the activities of other
thematic rapporteurs and country-specific 'rapporteurs,the Special Rapporteur
has joined during the past year with other special rapporteurs and working
groups to transmit seven urgent appeals on behalf of individuals to the
Governments of the seven following countries: Bolivia, together with the
Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions on
6 March 1997; Brazil, jointly with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial,
summary or arbitrary executions on 20 June 1997; Colombia, together with the
Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions on
17 July 1997; India, jointly with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial,
summary or arbitrary executions on 13 June 19.97;the Islamic Republic of Iran,
together with the Special Representative on the situation of human rights in
Iran, the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to
freedom of opinion and expression and the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial,
summary or arbitrary executions on 2 July 1997; the Philippines, together with
the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances; and Rwanda,
jointly with the Special Rapporteur on torture, the Special Rapporteur on the
situation of human rights in Rwanda and the Special Rapporteur on
extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions on 23 January 1997.
17. The Special Rapporteur transmitted 26 communications to the
following 18 Governments: Bahrain, Brazil, Colombia, Croatia, France,
Georgia, India (4), Indonesia (21, Kenya (2), Lebanon, Malaysia (2),
Mexico, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines (2), Rwanda, Spain and
United Kingdom (2) .
18.
The Special Rapporteur has also joined with other special rapporteurs to
transmit three communications to the Governments of the following three
countries: Switzerland, together with the Special Rapporteur on torture
on 13 June 1996; Tunisia, together with the Special Rapporteur on the
promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression

on 4 December 1 9 9 7 ; Turkey, together with the Special Rapporteur on the
promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression
on 7 October 1 9 9 7 .
19. The Special Rapporteur received replies to urgent appeals from the
Governments of the following eight countries: Bangladesh, Belarus, Egypt,
India, Pakistan, Peru (6), Tunisia and Turkey. Replies to joint urgent
appeals were received from the Governments of India and the Islamic Republic
of Iran. Replies to communications were received from the Governments of the
following 12 countries: Colombia ( 4 1 , Croatia, Cuba, Georgia (11, India ( 5 ) ,
Indonesia, Kenya, Malaysia, Mexico, Philippines, Spain and United Kingdom (2)
Replies to joint communications were received from the Governments of
Switzerland (2) and Turkey. Other communications were received from the
Governments of Bahrain and Peru (2).
D. Cooneration with intersovernmental and
non-qovernmental orsanizations
20. The Special Rapporteur continued his dialogue with intergovernmental and
non-governmental organizations in the implementation of his mandate. The
Special Rapporteur thanks these organizations for their cooperation and
assistance during the year.
'

21.
In its previous correspondence with the Special Rapporteur, the
World Bank add'ressed its concern at the incidence of corruption in the
judiciary, particularly in developing countries. Of late, the Special
Rapporteur has been receiving information of a general nature of such
corruption in some countries. The Special Rapporteur will liaise with the
World Bank on this issue to consider the feasibility of drawing up a programme
of cooperation in this area.
E.

Other United Nations ~roceduresand bodies

1. Coo~erationwith snecial rannorteurs and workinq
qrouns of the Commission on Human Rishts
22. The Special Rapporteur continued to work closely with the mandate of
other special rapporteurs and working groups. As previously indicated, the
Special Rapporteur, in order to avoid duplications, where appropriate has
joined in interventions with other special rapporteurs and working groups.
The Special Rapporteur has also sought a joint mission to Tunisia with the
Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of
opinion and expression. The Special Rapporteur continued to make reference to
reports of other special rapporteurs and working groups on issues relevant to
his mandate.
2. Coo~erationwith the Crime Prevention and
Criminal Justice Division
23.
In his third report (E/CN.4/1997/32, paras. 26-29), the Special
Rapporteur referred to the importance of the work done by the Crime Prevention
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and Criminal Justice Division in overseeing the implementation of the Basic
Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary and the need for the Special
Rapporteur to work closely with that Division.
24.
The Special Rapporteur could not attend the Sixth Session of the
Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice in Vienna, which was held
from 28 April to 9 May 1997. However, he was informed by the Centre for
International Crime Prevention of the Office for Drug Control and Crime
Prevention in Vienna that replies to the questionnaire regarding the use and
application of the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary had
been received from 77 countries as of 16 December 1997. The Special
Rapporteur was also informed that the Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice
Division is still in the process of undertaking a similar survey on the
implementation of the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers and the
Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors. The Special Rapporteur will continue
liaising with the same Division and will work closely with it for greater
dissemination of the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary and
its application in Member States.

3.

Cooperation with UNDP

The Special Rapporteur thanks UNDP for the assistance and cooperation
extended to him by UNDP offices in various countries.

25.

4. Cooperation with the Activities and Prosrarnmes Branch of the

Office of the Hiqh Commissioner for Human Riqhts (OHCHR)
As mentioned in his third report, the Special Rapporteur is
26.
.collaboratingwith the Activities and Programmes Branch of the Office of the
High Commissioner for Human Rights to develop a training manual for judges and
lawyers (E/CN.4/1997/32, para. 31), as part of the United Nations Decade for
Human Rights Education. The Special Rapporteur attended an expert meeting
from 5 to 8 May 1997 to review the draft manual. The draft will be revised on
the basis of substantive comments made by the participants at the expert
meeting and will be further piloted through forthcoming courses to be offered
to judges and lawyers by the OHCHR programme of technical cooperation, before
its final publication.. The Special Rapporteur expects this manual to
constitute a comprehensive curriculum for the training of judges and lawyers
on international human rights standards, to be adapted case by case to
particular national needs and legal systems.
F.

Promotional activities

27.
As stated in his third report, the Special Rapporteur considers the
promotion of the importance of the independence of the judiciary and the legal
profession for respect for the rule of law in a democratic society, in the
spirit of the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, to be an integral
part of his mandate. In this regard, the Special Rapporteur continued to
receive invitations to address legal forums, seminars, conferences and
training programmes. Due to other commitments during the year, the Special
Rapporteur could not accept all the invitations. Nevertheless, the Special
Rapporteur accepted the following invitations:
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(a) In Cambodia, from 23 to 25 June 1997, the Special Rapporteur
addressed the opening of the judicial training programme organized by the
Cambodian Law Training Project. He held consultations with the Minister for
Justice, the local OHCHR office and other donor organizations.
(b) From 25 to 30 August 1997 the Special Rapporteur attended the
fifteenth LAWASIA Conference in Manila where he delivered several addresses
and participated in panel discussions with several Chief Justices of the
Asian-Pacific region.
IV. ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT
28. The Special Rapporteur wishes to express his appreciation for the
efforts of the Preparatory Committee on the Establishment of an International
Criminal Court (created by General Assembly resolution 50/46 of
11 December 1995) which has been meeting periodically to create a draft treaty
on the establishment of a permanent international criminal court to be put
before a conference of plenipotentiaries in Rome in June-July 1998. The
Special Rapporteur supports a strong permanent international criminal court
with jurisdiction over serious violations of international human rights and
humanitarian law.
29. With regard to the independence and impartiality of such a court, the
Special Rapporteur is firmly of the opinion,thatthe permanent international
criminal court must have a strong independent prosecutor who can initiate
investigations on his own motion without any political or other
considerations. A prosecutor with the requisite independence and impartiality
will add considerably to the integrity and independence of the court.
30. As the Special Rapporteur discussed in his earlier report to the
Commission (E/CN.4/1997/32,paras. 45 and 46), it is important that the method
of remuneration of judges of the court from its inception be seen to be
compatible with their security of tenure so as to maintain their independence.
It is equally important for the court's decisions, either interlocutory or
final, to be complied with by States. If States are permitted to ignore its
decisions, the very object of the establishment of the court will be defeated
and public confidence in the integrity of the court lost. The statute
therefore must provide for a procedure to secure compliance when there is a
failure to do so. The Special Rapporteur hopes that these issues will be
adequately addressed at the next Preparatory Committee meeting before the
final draft statute is presented in Rome.
V.

COUNTRY SITUATIONS
A.

Introduction

31. This chapter contains brief summaries of the urgent appeals
and communications transmitted to Governments between 1 January
and 10 December 1997, as well as replies to the allegations received from the
Governments between 1 January 1997 and 28 January 1998, including meetings the
Special Rapporteur had with government representatives. In addition, the
Special ~apporteurtakes note in this chapter of the activities of other
mechanisms which are related to his mandate. Where he has deemed it
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necessary, the Special Rapporteur has included his own observations. He
wishes to emphasize that appeals and communications reflected in this chapter
are based exclusively upon information that has been transmitted to him
directly. Where information was insufficient, the Special Rapporteur was not
in a position to act. Further, he deeply regrets that lack of sufficient
human resources has prevented him from acting upon all'the information
transmitted to him during the past year, and he apologizes to the
organizations who have provided him with well-documented and well-researched
reports on particular situations. The Special Rapporteur also recognizes that
problems concerning the independence and impartiality of the judiciary are not
confined to the countries mentioned in this chapter. In this regard, he
wishes to emphasize that readers of the present report should not interpret
the omission of a particular country from this chapter as indicative that the
Special Rapporteur considers that there are no problems with the judiciary in
that country.
32.
In preparing this report, the Special Rapporteur took note of reports
of his colleagues, Mr. Thomas Hammarberg, Special Representative of
the Secretary-General on the situation of human rights in Cambodia;
Ms. Elisabeth Rehn, Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in
the territory of the former Yugoslavia, and Mr. Michel Moussalli, Special
Representative on the situation of human rights in Rwanda.
Situations in specific countries or territories
Bahrain
Communication from the Government
33. On 7 May 1997, the Government of Bahrain transmitted a letter to the
Special Rapporteur requesting clarification on the passage in his report to
the fifty-third session of the Commission on Human Rights which expressed
concern that "the trials before the State Security Court violate article 14 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights owing to the apparent
lack of due process in the Court" (E/CN.4/1997/32,para. 76).
Communication to the Government
34. On 12 November 1997, the Special Rapporteur replied to the letter
of 7 May 1997, explaining that he had received serious allegations concerning
the alleged lack of due process within the State Security Court. According to
the source, defendants are not allowed access to legal counsel until they are
brought to the State Security Court; defence lawyers allegedly do not have
access to court documents, nor do they have adequate time to prepare a defence
for their clients; defence lawyers are given limited access to their clients
during the trials before the State Security Court; and the sessions before the
Court are allegedly held in camera. Further, article 7 of the Criminal
Security Court Law provides that "the verdict passed by the court shall be
final and shall not, in any manner, be appealed against, unless the said
verdict has been passed in the absence of the accused, in which event, the
procedure stated in the foregoing article shall apply". It was also brought
to the Special Rapporteur's attention that of three State Security Courts, two
are presided by members of the Al-Khalifa family which governs the State of
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Bahrain. The Special Rapporteur took note of the fact that the State Security
Court Law does in fact provide for procedural guarantees that address the
allegations contained in the communications sent by the Special Rapporteur to
the Government. However, the source presented allegations concerning specific
cases in which these procedural guarantees were not followed by the State
Security Court, allegations that were summarized in the communications sent to
the Government on 16 October 1996 and 18 November 1996.
Bansladesh
Communication from the S~ecialRa~~orteur
35.
On 14.February 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government of Bangladesh to express his concern over the legal situation of
Mrs. Zobaida Rashid, wife of Colonel Rashid. According to the source,
Mrs. Rashid was arrested on 3 November 1996 in her Dhaka residence on a remand
order and held for five days, during which time she was reportedly tortured to
make her confess. It has been reported that she was brought before the Chief
Metropolitan Magistrate on 12 November 1996 without the presence of her
attorney and that the charges against her were unclear. Attempts to
manipulate the legal proceedings were also reported; in particular, her
defence attorney was misinformed of the dates of Mrs. Rashid's appearances in
court and he did not have access to documents relating to the case.

Communication from the Government
36.
In February 1997, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a
reply tc the urgent appeal sent on behalf of Mrs. Zobaida Rashid. The
Government stated that Mrs. Rashid was arrested on 3 November 1996 in the
presence of her attorney, Mr. Forman Ali, and was prosecuted for possession of
illegal arms. She was held at a police remand centre for five days and on
9 November 1996, she was produced before the Chief Metropolitan Magistrate,
who granted further remand for four days. The allegation that she was
tortured during her detention is false and unfounded. The Government added
that the investigation has established the involvement of Mrs. Rashid in a
criminal conspiracy to kill the then President of Bangladesh, Bangabandhu
Shelkh Mujibur Rahman, and 32 others, including pregnant women and children,
but she was never charged with any subversive act against the Government and
she was never detained under the Special Powers Act 1974. The Government also
asserted that she has been very well treated in jail and that she was allowed
to receive visitors and lawyers. The Government also listed the names of
relatives and advocates who visited her in detention between 1996 and
February 1997.
Observations
37.
The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government for its prompt response to
his intervention. The Special Rapporteur has not heard further from the
Government.
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Belarus
Communication from the Government
38.
On 10 January 1997, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with
a reply to his letter dated 12 November 1996 regarding the alleged process of
suspending the Constitutional Court by the head of State following its
decision concerning the referendum on two draft constitutions. The response
of the Government contained information with regard to provisions embodied in
the Constitution concerning the administration of justice and the appointment
and independence of judges. It also gave detailed information regarding the
organization of the judicial system and the status of judges as contained in
the Republic of Belarus Act of 13 January 1995. The Special Rapporteur was
also informed of the appointment proceedings, the activities and the
competence of the Constitutional Court judges. The Government stated that the
above-mentioned general information related to the period covered by the
inquiry from the Special Rapporteur concerning the situation of judicial
organs in Belarus. Finally, the Government added that on 24 November 1996,
the Republic of Belarus adopted a new Constitution by referendum which amended
the procedure for the appointment of judges. The President of the
Constitutional Court, the President of the Supreme Court and the President of
the Supreme Economic Court are now appointed by the President with the consent
of the Council of the Republic, whereas these persons were all elected by the
Supreme Council under the previous Constitution. The new Constitution has
also increased the membership and age limit of the Constitutional Court.

Observations
39.
The Special Rapporteur would like to thank the Government for its
response. However, he notes that the Government did not provide him with
information regarding the specific allegation he sent. He remains concerned
that the judiciary may not be independent from the executive branch.
Bolivia
Communication to the Government
40.
On 6 February 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal
jointly with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary
executions concerning the case of lawyer and President of the non-governmental
Permanent Human Rights Assembly of Bolivia, Mr. Waldo Albarracin, who had
reportedly been detained by eight policemen. According to the information
received, he was severely beaten and threatened with death. He was recently
transferred to the headquarters of the Technical Judicial Police in La Paz and
then taken to a hospital. It is reported that the incident may be related to
a statement made by Waldo Albarracln to the press about a violent encounter
between miners and the police which took place in the Amayapampa region of
Bolivia and in which nine people were killed.

observations
41. At the time the present report was finalized, no reply had been received
from the Government.

Brazil
Communications to the Government
42. On 20 June 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal jointly
with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions
concerning the State prosecutor, Luis Renato Azevedo da Silveira, and his
assistant, lawyer Marcelo Denaday. It was reported that on 12 June 1997,
Marcelo Denaday suffered an attempt on his life while he was'drivingwith his
wife and children. According to the information received, Marcelo Denaday and
Luis Renato Azevedo da Silveira were investigating the murder of Carlos
Batista de Freitas, a case in which members of the police organization
Scuderie Detective le Cocq (SDLC) were allegedly involved. It was also
reported that Lufs Renato Azevedo da Silveira had been investigating the
activities of SDLC for some time. Members of the police and of the judiciary
may reportedly be involved in this organization. Furthermore, Luis Renato
Azevedo da Silveira had requested police protection, which was denied-due to
lack of resources.
43. On 24 September.1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Government concerning Pedro Montenegro, a lawyer, member of the Permanent
Forum Against Violence of Alagoas (FPCV-AI)and member of Amnesty
International Brazil Section, and Marcelo Nascirnento, lawyer and President of
the GruDo Gav de Alacroas and member of the FPCV-Al. It was alleged that both
of them had received anonymous telephone calls warning them that unless they
dropped their investigations into the murders of two homosexuals and a
transvestite on 6 June 1996, they would be killed.
Observations
44. The Special Rapporteur regrets that no reply from the Government has
been received to date.
Cambodia
45. Between 23 and 25 June 1997, the Special Rapporteur visited Cambodia at
the invitation of the International Human Rights Group to address the opening
of the training programme for the judges of Cambodia organized by the
Cambodian Law Training Project.
'

46. . On 24 June, the Special Rapporteur called on the Minister of Justice of
Cambodia and expressed his concern over the state of judicial independence in
that country. Of particular concern to the Special Rapporteur was the failure
on the part of the Government to convene the Supreme Council of Magistracy,
which is the constitutional mechanism for the appointment of judges. The
Special Rapporteur learnt that there have been a few appointments of judges by
the Government, which may be unconstitutional. Such appointments could have
very serious implications on the judgements and decisions of those judges.
47. The Minister of Justice expressed his difficulties in convening the
Council because of political differences between the two parties then sharing
governmental power.
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48. The Special Rapporteur associates himself with the concerns expressed by
the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Cambodia over the
independence of the judiciary in Cambodia, as expressed in his recent report
to the General Assembly (A/52/489).
Colombia
Communications to the Government
49. On 17 July 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal jointly
with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions
concerning lawyer and City Ombudsman of San Calixto Josd Estanislao Amaya
Pdez. It has been reported that Mr. Amaya Paez had received a death threat
from a paramilitary group called "Autodefensas del CatatumboN which ordered
him to leave the region within eight days. According to the information
received, this paramilitary group is linked with the Colombian security
forces.
50. On 1 August 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted a communication to
the Government concerning lawyers Jose Luis Marulanda Acosta and
Augusto Zapata Rojas. It was alleged that members of the Colombian military
had submitted a report stating that both men were active members of the
National Liberation Army (ENL). Reportedly, this was based on
Mr. Marulanda Acosta's defence of Jhon Jairo Ocampo Franco, who was arrested
and charged with being a member of the ENL. The source further alleged that
Mr. Maralunda Acosta and Mr. Zapata Rojas, who merely shares an office with
Mr. Marulanda Acosta, began having problems following the former's refusal to
allow his client to be photographed with allegedly confiscated material. The
photographs were to be sent to the national press.
51. On 17 November 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal
concerning lawyers Alirio Uribe Mufioz, Rafael Barrios Mendivil and
Miguel Puerto Barrera, members of the "Jose Alvear RestrepoN lawyers1
collective. ~llegedly,the lawyers had suffered threats and harassment for
several months. It was reported that Alirio Uribe Mufioz, President of the
collective, was accused of supporting a wing of the ENL. The accusations were
reportedly made in a report submitted by the army to the Bogot5 regional
prosecutor's office. It was also reported that Miguel Puerto Barrera, legal
representative of the victims, was declared a military objective by the army.
Finally, Rafael Barrios Mendivil, legal representative of the families and
survivors of the Caloto massacre, had been reportedly subjected to constant
tailing, harassment and threats.
Communications from the Government
52. On 1 October 1997, the Government sent a reply to the communication
transmitted by the Special Rapporteur concerning lawyers Luis Marulanda Acosta
and Augusto Zapata Rojas. According to the Government, the Fiscalia Resional
Delesada of the city of Armenia is investigating Jhon Jairo Ocampo for charges
of rebellion. The investigation started on 7 February 1997 and on 22 April
the Prosecutor ordered the arrest of Jhon Jairo Ocampo. On 9 May the
Prosecutor decided to release him. The investigation is currently in the
examination proceedings, collecting evidence, in order to clarify the facts.
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53.
On 3 December 1997, the Government provided additional information with
regard to the above-mentioned case. The Government informed the Special
Rapporteur that according to a report submitted by the judicial attorney
(Procurador Judicial en 10 ~enal)in the city of Armenia, there were no
irregularities in the investigation of the case of Jhon Jairo Ocampo that
justify the appointment of a Special Agent; however, the judicial attorney
ordered special surveillance to the process. Furthermore, the Government
informed that the complaint made by lawyer Jos6 Luis Marulanda Acosta was at
that moment under investigation.. On 16 December 1997, the Government of
Colombia provided the Special Rapporteur with a reply to his communication
dated 16 November 1997 regarding the case of the members of the "Jos6 Alvear
RestrepoN lawyers1 collective. According to the Government, the case had been
studied by the competent authorities of the Government. In particular, the
Committee on the Regulation and Evaluation of Risks of the Programme of
Special Protection for Witnesses and Threatened Persons of the Human Rights
Administrative Special Unit of the Ministry of Interior had ordered the
adoption of the measures for protecting the office and the integrity of the
members of the collective. These security measures, located in the "Edificio
de Avancia" in the city of Santa Fe in Bogotd, included the installation of a
reinforced security door at the entry level, a closed-circuit security system
and an entry system for staff involving an electronic keyboard and magnetic
cards. Moreover, a seminar on self-protection was organized for the members
of the collective. Rafael Maria Barrios, Reynaldo Villalba and
Pedro Julio Mahecha had been given bulletproof vests and cellular telephones
in which the telephone numbers of the security branch of the Ministry of
Interior had been programmed in the event that an emergency arose. The
Direction of Protection of the Administrative Department of Security was
requested to undertake a study of threats issued against Mr. Alirio Uribe,
Mr. Rafael Barrios, Mr. Barrios Mendivil and Mr. Puerto Barrera and to
evaluate the risks. The Government said that notwithstanding the previous
communication, it had not been possible to obtain within the given time
detailed information relating to the investigations concerning the mentioned
allegations. The Government requested an extension of two months in order to
present its observations concerning the allegations made by the members of the
" ~ o s 6Alvear Restrepo" lawyers1 collective.
54.
On 23 January 1998, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with
the requested additional information. According to the Government, the Public
Prosecutor's Department had stated in a recent communication that the
Terrorism Unit of the Bogotd Regional Prosecutor's Office confirmed that the
Unit was not undertaking any proceedings against Mr. Uribe Mufioz,
Mr. Puerto Barrera or Mr. Barrios Mendivil on the contrary, the Unit was
investigating the threats against them. In addition, the Special Rapporteur
was informed that the Protection Department had undertaken the study of the
level of risk and intimidation of the three men. The study was being
considered by the Committee on the Regulation and Gvaluation of Risks, and the
Special Rapporteur would be provided with the Committee's conclusions.

Observations
The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government of Colombia for the
responses provided. However, he notes that the replies dated 1 October 1997,
3 and 16 December 1997 and 23 January 1998 do not address the Special

55.
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Rapporteur's concerns about lawyers Dr. Marulanda Acosta and Dr. Zapata Rojas.
The Special Rapporteur will continue to monitor developments in the three
complaints.
Croatia
Communication to the Government
56.
On 4 November 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Government containing general allegations concerning the judiciary in Croatia.
According to the information received, several judges were reportedly relieved
from their posts following decisions by the State Judicial Council which were
alleged to have been motivated more by the national origin or political views
of the judges than by their professional competence. The President of the
Supreme Court, Dr. Krunislav Olujic, was reportedly dismissed following a
decision of the High Judiciary Council on 4 January 1997 which was alleged to
be connected to his determination to work independently of the ruling HDZ
political party. Some dysfunctions of the judiciary were also brought to the
Special Rapporteur's attention, in particular the pre-selection of judicial
candidates by the Minister of Justice. Further, security of tenure is not
guaranteed for judges. The Croatian courts have also reportedly experienced
difficulties with implementing their decisions, particularly with respect to
cases against members of the Croatian army and the police, or where rulings
were in favour of non-Croats. It was also r.eportedthat the accused's right
to have an attorney present during the investigative phase and during an
appeal against investigative detention was not always respected.

Communication from the Government
57. On 14 January 1998, the Special Rapporteur received a communication from
the Government of Croatia in response to his letter of 4 November 1997. Save
for setting out generally the constitutional provisions governing the
judiciary in Croatia and stating that the removal of the former President of
the Supreme Court was not motivated by political considerations, the issues
raised in the Special Rapporteur's letter were not addressed. The Special
Rapporteur therefore intends to follow up on the matter.
Cuba
Communications from the Government
58. On 25 February 1997, the Government sent a response to a letter
transmitted by the Special Rapporteur on 8 July 1996 concerning the Cuban
legislation on the independence of judges and lawyers and the cases of Cuban
lawyers Leone1 Morej6n Almagro and Rend G6mez Manzano.
59. The Government of Cuba provided information on the reforms of the
judiciary since the ending,of the previous regime, particularly the law that
abolished the Emergency Tribunals and the'Criminal Division of the High Court.
Both institutions then had the power to impose severe punishments summarfly
without complying with fundamental guarantees for the accused and without
right of appeal to a higher tribunal. The Government further explained that
the principle of the independence of the judiciary is enshrined in the
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Constitution and in the 1990 Law on the Tribunales Po~ulares. Decree-Law 81
of 1984 provides, inter alia, that 'the exercise of the legal profession is
free" and that lawyers are independent and accountable only to the law.
Article 5 of Decree-Law 81 defines the Organizaci6n Nacional de Bufetes
Colectivos (National Organization Of Collective Law Offices) as a public
interest professional legal entity, autonomous and national, whose membership
is voluntary and which is regulated by the law and its own agreements and
provisions.
60.
The Criminal Procedure Law of Cuba contains provisions with regard to
the functions of lawyers, including members of the Organizacidn Nacional de
Bufetes Colectivos. Regarding the latter, the law states, inter alia, that
disciplinary measures against the members of the organization may be appealed
to the highest levels and that disciplinary sanctions may be applied by the
courts against legal professionals for professional misconduct in the
performance of their functions.

In addition, the Government informed the Special Rapporteur that the
freedom of association and of speech of lawyers is recognized in
articles 53 and 54 of the Constitution and, for the members of the
Organizacidn Nacional de Bufetes Colectivos, in article 34 of its Regulations.
Moreover, Decree-Law 81 states that lawyers may organize and conduct legal
literacy programmes for the public.
61.

The Government questioned the motives of the source who complained to
the Special Rapporteur and suggested that he establish clear rules of
admissibility for allegations. As an example, concerning the case of lawyer
Leone1 MorejBn Almagro, the Government explained that he had been expelled by
the organizacidn Nacional de Bufetes Colectivos because of repeated and
serious failures to carry out his professional duties, thereby harming both
his clients and the prestige of the organization. As provided for by law,
Mr. Morejdn had appealed to the Minister of Justice, alleging that although he
had made mistakes, those were due to the number of cases with which he had to
deal and to his weakness with respect to certain details. The Minister upheld
the expulsion.
62.

63.
Regarding the case of Mr. Gdmez Manzano, the Government explained that
his request to create a lawyers' association was rejected because it would
have had similar objectives to those of the existing Unidn Nacional de
Juristas de Cuba, which would be contrary to Cuban law.

Observations
64.
The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government for its detailed response.
From its response, it does appear that the Government, through the Minister of
Justice, has some control over disciplinary sanctions on lawyers.
Principle 28 of the United Nations Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers
provides: "Disciplinary proceedings against lawyers shall be brought before
an impartial disciplinary committee established by the legal profession,
before an independent statutory authority, or before a court, and shall be
subiect to an inde~endentiudicial review" (emphasis added). The fact that
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Mr. Leone1 Morej6n Almagro appealed to the Minister of Justice and the
Minister dismissed the appeal, indicates that there may not be a provision in
the legislation for an independent judicial review as provided in principle.

Communication to the Government
65.
On 23 September 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal
concerning lawyers Mohammad Sulayman Fayyad and Hamdi Haykal, arrested
on 17 June 1997 in the town of Banha for criticizing, in a public gathering,
Law 96 of 1992. They were reportedly charged with possession of printed
material critical of Law 96, which allows landowners to evict farmers, and
with inciting farmers to oppose the Law, although by peaceful means.
According to the information received, they were tortured in Tora penitentiary
by security officers. They were then transferred to the High Security Prison
in Tora. The authorities did not inform their lawyers or families of their
whereabouts until 19 June and, even then, they were unable to receive visits
due to a ban forbidding visits by lawyers and relatives to detainees. The
Special Rapporteur was also informed that on 9 August 1997, Sayyed
Ahmad al-Tokhi, a lawyer from the Egyptian Organization of Human Rights
(EOHR), was arrested at Cairo airport allegedly in connection with his
peaceful activities in opposition to Law 96. For two days he was held in
three different detention centres without charges being brought against him.
According to the source, he was finally interrogated on 11 August in the
presence of defence lawyers at the State Security Prosecution Office. Before
being transferred to Mazralat Tora prison, where he was reportedly detained at
the time of the intervention, he was held in al-Mahkoum prison in Tora where
he was said to have been ill-treated. He has been charged with verbally
promoting ideas which contradict the fundamental principles of the ruling
regime.

Communication from the Government
66.
On 15 October 1997, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with
a reply to his urgent appeal, in which it confirmed that all the rights of the
persons in question were respected and that their cases were being dealt with
in an orderly manner according to the law. Regarding the cases of
Mr. Mohamed Soliman Fayed and Mr. Hamdy Heikal, the Government informed the
Special Rapporteur that both persons had conducted premeditated and organized
agitation instigating farmers to oppose by force the implementation of the new
Law 96 of 1992 on tenancy agreements in regard to agricultural land.
According to the Government, both persons have been arrested by order of the
Public Prosecutor following a search of their residence where printed material
calling for opposition by force to the Law was found. The Government
mentioned that while the two persons were imprisoned in the Tora penitentiary,
they attacked some military police working in the prison. Those incidents
were investigated. Regarding the case of Mr. Ahmed Altouhky, the Government
informed the Special Rapporteur that he was arrested on 9 August 1997 at Cairo
airport trying to escape an arrest warrant issued by the Public Prosecutor for
the same reasons mentioned in the case of Mr. Fayed and Mr. Heikal. The
Public Prosecutor had begun an investigation, but had not then reached a final
decision. According to the Government, nothing in the facts related to the
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three cases was connected to their profession as lawyers and all of their
rights during investigation and detention were fully respected.
Observations
67.

The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government for its response.
France

Communication to the Government
68. On 7 November 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Government of France regarding the strike on 6 November 1997 in which most of,
the 33,000 French lawyers participated in order to draw the attention of the
Government to the lack of human and financial resources of the French justice
system, resulting in a large backlog of cases in the courts. In addition, the
Special Rapporteur requested the Government to provide him with the latest
developments relating to the draft reform of the judicial system in France.
Observations
69.

To date, the Government has not responded.
Georaia

Communication to the Government
70. On 23 September 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Government expressing concern about allegations of interference of the
executive in political and criminal trials and politically sensitive trials.
It was also reported that judges practise self-restraint in order to retain
their jobs and that sentences in politically sensitive cases are handed down
by the Supreme Court of Georgia acting as a court of first instance.
According to the source, the sentences of this Court are considered to be
final and the right of appeal to a'higher court is denied. The Special
Rapporteur was also informed that the April 1995 amendments to the Criminal
Code substantially restrict the rights of lawyers in defending their clients.
According to the source, certain amendments have the effect of limiting a
defence lawyer's access to important documents.
Communications from the Government
71. On 19 January 1998 the Government responded by sending a copy of a
letter dated 16 January 1998 addressed to the High Commissioner for Human
Rights. The Government indicated that Georgia had adopted' a new democratic
Constitution on 24 August 1995 and, pursuant to this Constitution, on
13 July 1997 the Parliament of Georgia adopted the Basic Law on courts of
general jurisdiction. The.Government stated that the Basic Law completely
transformed the status of courts in the country as regards their relations
with other bodies of authority. The Government had sought the comments of the
High Commissioner on the Basic Law.
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Observations
72. Georgia obviously is going through a period of transformation from the
previous Soviet system to democracy. The Government admits that under the
previous system there were many ways to influence the courts.
73. The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government for its response and will
study the materials on the new Basic Law and express his comments in due
course.
India
Communications to the Government
~
the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
74. On 21 ~ e b r u a r1997,
Government of India in which he requested to be advised of the status of the
investigations concerning the kidnapping and killing of Mr. Jalil Andrabi,
lawyer and human rights activist. This case was the subject of an exchange of
correspondence between the Special Rapporteur and the Government in 1996 and
paras. 110-115).
was mentioned in his 1997 report (~/CN.4/1997/32,
75. On 29 May 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted a communication to
the Government concerning Jasved Singh, a human rights lawyer who had
allegedly been threatened and harassed by the police. He was reportedly
accused of harbouring terrorists and his home had been raided more than 100
times. According to the source, Jasved Singh received such treatment because
of his defence of suspected terrorists and his human rights work. In the same
communication, the Special Rapporteur recalled his previous letters concerning
the kidnapping and murder of Jalil Andrabi and requested the Government to
provide him with information on the current status of the investigations.
76. On 13 June 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal jointly
with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions
concerning T. Puroshotham, lawyer and joint secretary of the Andhra Pradesh
Civil Liberties Committee, who was reportedly attacked on 27 May 1997 by
police in plain clothes and sustained serious head injuries. According to the
source, the "Green TigersN, a group allegedly established by the Andhra
Pradesh Government in concert with the police to counter the activities of
human rights defenders, claimed responsibility for the attack.
77. On 1 August 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Government in which he provided additional information on the harassment and
intimidation of Jasved Singh. According to the information received by the
Special Rapporteur, Jasved Singh resides in the State of Punjab and practises
in the subregional courts. He is also a member of a local civil liberties
organization. He allegedly began to have difficuLties in 1987 when he was
charged with terrorist and disruptive activities. He was released after
33 days of detention and acquitted of all charges. The source also alleged
that in 1990 Mr. Singh was arrested for murder, jailed for 20 days and
subsequently acquitted. According to the source, Jasved Singh was also
aggressively questioned for his defence of two Sikh men charged with the
murder of Pisham Prakesh, the President of the Congress in Khanna district.
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78. On 23 September 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted a communication
to the Government concerning the harassment of three lawyers and a judge.
According to the information received, a team of armed personnel of the
30th Assam Rifles, along with one Manipur police constable, searched the home
of lawyer Thokchom Ibohal Singh on 4 April 1997. It was further alleged that
he was accused of being a sympathizer of an underground organization and of
giving financial assistance to it, although no evidence was found. The
Special Rapporteur was also informed that lawyer Khaidem Mani Singh,
Vice-President of the Manipur Bar Association, was arrested with his wife on
the evening of 31 March 1997 and charged with harbouring armed opposition
leaders. It was also reported that lawyer Chongtham Cha Surjeet's house was
raided on 4 July 1997 by a team of the Indian Army and the Rapid Action police
Force of the Manipur Police. Finally, the Special Rapporteur expressed his
concern about allegations received concerning Judge W . 4 . Shishak, a judge of
the Gauhati High Court, whose house was raided on 10 December 1996. According
to the source, the assault was related to his activities in defence of human
rights in Manipur.
79. On 24 September 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to
the Government of India concerning the lawyer Ravi Nair, Executive Director of
the South Asian Documentation Centre, based in New Delhi. According to the
source, Ravi Nair received two phone calls from a policeman, who identified
himself as Deputy Commissioner of Police of the Delhi police, threatening him
with arrest and physical injury.
'

Communications from the Government
80. On 4 July 1997, the Government provided a reply to the Special
Rapporteur containing additional information on the case of the human rights
lawyer Jasved Singh. In the same letter, the Government enclosed information
regarding the death of Jalil Andrabi. According to the Government, the
Division Bench of the Jammu and Kashmir High Court of Srinagar took into
consideration the investigation report of the Special Investigation Team and
issued an order on"l0 April 1997 requesting efforts to secure the presence for
questioning of a Territorial Army officer, Avtar Singh. The authorities
concerned were also requested to collaborate with the Special Investigation
Team.
81. The Special Rapporteur received a reply from the Government of India
on 29 September 1997 with respect to the case of Ravi Nair. The Special
Rapporteur was informed that the Permanent Mission of India to the
United Nations Office at Geneva had gotten in touch with Mr. Nair regarding
his alleged harassment and that the National Human Rights Commission was
currently seized of the matter. According to the Government, inquiries were
being conducted into the incident.
82.
On 9 October 1997, the Government provided a reply to the urgent appeal
sent jointly with the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or
arbitrary executions regarding lawyer T. Purushottam. According to the
Government, T. Purushottam was attacked by some unknown individuals on Station
Road, Mahbubnagar. The Station House Officer of the nearest police station
took T. Purushottam to the govt%nment hospital immediately for treatment and
also recorded his statement. The Government informed the Special Rapporteur
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that the Additional Superintendent and the Superintendent of Police of the
area also visited T. Purushottam at the hospital to ascertain the facts of the
case. Efforts were currently being made to identify the persons responsible
for the assault.
83. On 23 October 1997, the Government responded to the Special Rapporteur
regarding a raid allegedly conducted by security forces on the house of the
Judge W.A. Shishak of the Giwahati High Court. According to the ~overnment,
the incident was brought to the attention of the Chief Justice of the Guwahati
High Court who immediately issued orders for a formal petition impleading the
Union of India and the State Government of Nagaland to be registered. The
army officers concerned were directed to file their reply within a week and,
in the meantime, the Superintendent of Police of Dimapur gave instructions to
visit the spot and inquire into the matter. The hearing of the case took
place on 7 April 1997 and affidavits were filed by army and police
authorities. The Guwahati High Court concluded that the incident was a result
of confusion caused by the fact that the building was not the official
residence of Justice Shishak and that one of the members of his staff looked
like a suspect for whom the security forces were searching. The Government
informed the Special Rapporteur that the information regarding other
allegations raised in the communication would be provided to him as soon as it
was received from the concerned officials.
Observations
84. The Special Rapporteur would like to thank the Government of India for
its replies. and welcomes the positive steps taken in the cases. However, he
remains concerned about the frequent allegations he has received of harassment
,and intimidation of lawyers by the police and security forces. He requests
the Government to investigate systematically, thoroughly and impartially these
allegations, to identify those responsible and bring them to justice.
85. Regarding the case of Jalil Andrabi, the Special Rapporteur, while
expressing his appreciation for the investigations into the death of
Jalil Andrabi, yet remains concerned over the delay in concluding the
investigation.
Indonesia
86. On 12 June 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a letter to the
Government of Indonesia with regard to previous allegations transmitted
on 23 October 1996 concerning Mochtar Pakpahan and Banbang Widjojanto. The
Special Rapporteur was informed that on 25 October 1996, a Supreme Court panel
presided by Chief Justice Soajono overturned the acquittal of Mr. Pakpahan
ordered previously by another Supreme Court panel presided by Justice Adi
Andojo on 29 September 1995. The process by which this reversal took place
was by means of "judicial review" pursuant to article 263 of the Indonesian
Criminal Procedural Code which states, inter alia, "regarding a judicial
decision that has been made, except one that exonerates an accused of all his
liability, the person convicted or his beneficiaries may apply for a review of
the decision to the Supreme Court." It was alleged that it was the first time
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in the legal history of Indonesia that that provision of the Code was invoked
by the prosecutor to apply for review of an acquittal ordered by the Supreme
Court .
87.
It was further alleged that when the Supreme Court handed down its
decision, on 25 October 1996 (about five days before the retirement of the
Chief Justice), overturning its previous decision, Mr. Pakpahan was not
present in court. He was not notified of the matter. He was notified of the
decision about a month after it was made. There were allegations of rivalries
within the judiciary, particularly involving the Chief Justice and Justice Adi
Andajo, who had presided over the earlier court.

88.
In the same letter, the Special Rapporteur also sought a response from
the Government regarding allegations that Banbang Widjojanto, a lawyer and
defence counsel for Mr. Pakpahan, had been threatened by the prosecution to be
called as a witness to testify against his own client.
89.
The Special Rapporteur further sought the Government's response to
allegations that he had received regarding lawsuits initiated by Mrs. Megawati
Soekarnoputri against the Government after her purported removal as the
democratically elected leader of Partai Demokratik Indonesia (PDI). It was
alleged that judges had received direction from government officials on how
the lawsuits should be dismissed on technical grounds, etc.

Finally, in the same letter the special Rapporteur sought the
90.
Government's response to his request to carry out an in situ mission to
inquire into the state of judicial independence in Indonesia.
91.
The Permanent Mission of Indonesia to the United Nations Office at
Geneva responded to the Special Rapporteur in a communication dated
September 1997. The Government requested that its communication be submitted
in toto to the fifty-fourth session of the Commission on Human Rights.
Although it is not the practice of the Special Rapporteur to incorporate in
his reports the full text of communications he receives, owing to space
constraints, in this particular case, as the allegations were serious, the
Special Rapporteur has decided to accede to the request of the Government.
92.

Following is the text of the Government's reply:
"1.

Mochtar Pakpahan

Regarding the case of Mr. Pakahan, the Indonesian Courts have
supplied the following clarifications:
A.

During the trial at the Central Jakarta District Court, he was
found guilty of publicly inciting the people, both verbally and in
writing, to infringe the law or to defy the public authority, or
to commit punishable acts sanctioned by article 160 of the
Indonesian Penal Code.
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B.

C.

Chronology of the legal proceedings against Mr. ~akpahan:
1.

On 7 November 1994, the Central Jakarta Court of First
Instance sentenced Mr. Pakpahan to three years imprisonment
for violating Articles 160 and 64 (l);

2.

On 16 January 1995, the Jakarta Court of Second Instance
increased his sentence to four years for the same offence;

3.

On 29 October 1995 the Supreme Court of appeals cleared him
of all charges;

4.

On 6 January 1997, following a request by the
Attorney-General for a review of the case, the Supreme Court
reinstated the four-year sentence with immediate effect.

The Attorney-General decided to submit a request for a review
based on the dispositions of Articles 263 (l), 263 (2)(c) and
263 (3) of the Code of Criminal Procedure (KUHAP) as'follows:
Article 263 (1):
'A defendant or his heir, are entitled to appeal to
.
the Supreme Court against a verdict which has acquired
permanent legal force, unless he has been acquitted and the
charges against him have been dropped. This article is to
the benefit of the defendant or his heir. It goes without
saying that the defendant of his heir are not going to
appeal for review if there has been an acquittal. However,
this article does not expressly preclude the
Attorney-General from requesting for a review after an
acquittal has been pronounced.'
Article 262 (2):
'The request for a review shall be made on the basis of the
following: . . .

. . . (C) If a decision clearly shows a mistake on the part of
the judge or is clearly wrong.'
Article 263 (3):
'For the same reasons as intended in section (2), a
request for a review can be submitted with regard to a
court's decision which has acquired permanent legal force,
if in the decision an allegation which has been proved is
not subject to criminal proceedings.'
This last article is clearly intended for no party other than the
Attorney-General.
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In this connection, the Supreme Court judge made several mistakes
in his review of Mr. Pakpahantscase, as follows:
1.
The panel of judges only considered the case in the context of the
prevalent social transformations in Indonesia while overlooking the
existing law, which should be upheld;

The panel of judges interpreted the law in the context of the
social transformations in the country to justify the wrongdoings of the
defendant and cleared him of all the legal charges against him, rather
than considering the social factor as one of many dimensions of the law;
2.

3.
.The panel of judges focused their decision on the prevalent social
problems rather than the legal system;

4.
The judges did not consider the law as the basis of their verdict,
but instead considered it only as a reference in drawing their
conclusion;
5.
In their considerations, the judges stated that legal Acts were
not the only legal source of the law and that there were other sources
which were more important. However, they failed to specify what more
important sources there were on which they based their verdict;
6.
The panel of judges stated that the defendant, Mr. Pakpahan, was
not responsible for the loss of life and material as a result of his
actions ;
7.
Clearing Mr. Pakpahan of his criminal conduct would be bound to
encourage workers around the country to organize unlawful strikes;
8.
The verdict was not in line with another decision of the Supreme
Court which convicted Mr. Amosi Telaumbanua, one of the men who acted
under the direct instruction of Mr. Pakpahan in the related case, and
the fact that the judge chairing the panel in the Pakpahan case also sat
on the same panel which tried Mr. Amosi Telaumbanua.

D.

The Attorney-General based his request for a review on the
following additional considerations:

1.
Principle of balance: The right to 'review a case should not only
be accorded to a defendant or to his/her heir, but should also be
accorded to the Attorney-General;

Principle of public interest: According to Article 49 of Act of
Parliament No. 5/1986 on the State Administration Court, by public
interest one should understand the interest of the nation or the state,
or the communal interest, or the interest of the state development
programme according to the law. According to the Act of Parliament
No. 5/1991 on the Attorney-General, public interest should be understood
to mean the interest of the nation, the state and the community.
2.
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3.
Principle of Common Law: Tap MPR (decision of the People's
Consultative Assembly) 11/~PR/1994on the GBHN (broad guidelines of
state policies) stipulates that a new law is not only created through
enactment by the legislative, but also through jurisprudence. In
addition, Presidential Decree No. 17/1994 on Repelita V1 (five-year
development plan), under the subheading 'Law' gives inter alia 'a
greater role to the judiciary to develop new laws for the realization of
social justice for the people through jurisprudence'.

4.
Former Law: The 'Reglement op de Strafvordering' and Supreme
Court regulations No. 1/1969 and No. 1/1980 state that the
Attorney-General may submit for a review of a court's verdict which has
acquired permanent legal force.
E.

In conclusion, the decision of the Supreme Court to overturn its
former decision which cleared Mr. Pakpahan of all legal charges
and to reimpose the four-year sentence previously handed down by
the High Court, does not violate Article 263 of the Indonesian
Code of Criminal Procedure, as wrongly suggested in your
communication, but instead finds its legal basis in the said
article.

F.

It is not true that either Mr. Pakpahan or his legal
representative were not notified of the decision promptly enough
to enable them to challenge the ruling, despite their request for
a review of the Supreme Court decision, which is still being
examined to date.

G.

The judiciary concerned has confirmed that throughout the entire
trial of Mr. Pakpahan, the relevant provisions of the Indonesian
Code of Penal Procedure were fully observed by the panel of
judges. Contrary to the allegations, the defendant and his legal
counsel, as well as all the witnesses were given a fair hearing,
and the rights of all parties were respected. The panel of judges
carried out their task with all the independence guaranteed by the
Indonesian law and throughout the trial, were entirely free to act
according to their own convictions and sense of justice. At no
time and under no circumstances was there any interference from
the executive in the proceedings.

11.

Bambang Widjojanto

The allegation to the effect that Mr. Bambang Widjojanto, defence
counsel for Mochtar Pakpahan, was threatened with being forced to
testify against his own client is totally without foundation. The
investigation confirmed the absence of any corroborative evidence to
support the allegation and Mr. Pakpahan's counsel was fully able to
discharge his duties on behalf of his client. In fact, Mr. Widjojanto
continues to represent Mr. Pakpahan, who has appealed for another review
of his case against the decision of the Supreme Court, which rejected
the conclusions of the first review after the Attorney-General ordered a
re-examination of the case.
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111. Megawatu Soekarnoputri
Regarding the lawsuits initiated by Megawati Soerkarnoputri
against the Government after her purported removal as the elected leader
of Parai Demokratik Indonesia (PDI) by decision of the PDI Congress in
Medan in June 1996, the clarifications from the judicial authority
concerned are as follows:
A.

In the case No. 229/1996, Mrs. Megawati Soekarnoputri and
Mr. Alexander Litaay, in their capacity as Chairperson and General
Secretary of the PDI Central Board of the National Congress of
1993 respectively, represented by their legal proxy from the
Defending Team for Indonesian Democracy (TPDI), filed against:
1.

'

Fatimah Achmad as the representative of the Congress
Committee;

2.

Fatimah Achmad as the representative of the Congress
Leadership;

3.

Soerjadi and Buttu R. Hutapea - in their capacity as General
Chairman and Secretary-General of DPP PDI of the Medan
Congress;

4.

the Minister of Home Affairs;

5.

the Commander of the Indonesian Armed Forces;

6.

the Chief of the State Police,

all of whom are directly involved in the organization and implementation
of the Medan Congress.
B.

The charges brought by Mrs. Megawati Soekarnoputri against
Soerjadi and some of his colleagues, the Commander of the
Indonesian Armed Forces, the Minister of Home Affairs and the
Chief of the State Police were rejected by the Central Jakarta
District Court on 10 November 1996.

C.

The council of judges ruled that the organizing of the PDI
Congress was an internal matter of the party which had to be
resolved internally without involving the Court. As defendants 2,
2 and 3 were PDI officials, the court was not competent to handle
their case. While for defendants 4, 5 and 6 as they were
government officials, the court considered that their case should
be brought before the Court of State Administration.

D.

The Court of Second Instance of Jakarta, in its decision
No. 726/PDT/1997/PT.DKI of July 1997, accepted the appeal
submitted by Megawati Soerkarnoputri and Alexander Litaay and
annulled the decision of the Central Jakarta District Court of
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10 November 1996 which had refused to try Megawati Soekarnoputri
and Alexander Litaay on the grounds that it had no competence to
try the case.
E.

In its ruling, the court stated that, in organizing the Medan
Congress, defendants 1, 2 and 3 had infringed the Party Statutes
of 1994, and that defendants 4, 5 and 6 had broken the law
(article 1365 of the Indonesian Private Code) by permitting,
supporting, funding and facilitating the Congress which had
resulted in the losses and damage caused by the accusers. In this
connection, pursuant to Article 2 (1) of Act No. 14/1997 on the
Judiciary and Article 50 of the Act No. 2/1986, the Court
instructed the Central Jakarta District Court to proceed with the
trial of the case.

F.

All the accused have appealed for a review of this decision of the
Court of First Instance, which is still being examined.

G.

In conclusion, the allegation that the .judges in charge of the
case acted under the direction of a non-judicial element, namely
the Government, is totally unfounded since the decision of the
Court favoured the accusers against government officials. This
fact confirms that there was no inappropriate or unwarranted
interference in the judicial process concerning the case of
Megawati Soekarnoputri.

Regarding your request for the Government's permission to lead a
mission to Indonesia to investigate and report on the state of the
independence of judges and lawyers, I very much regret to have to inform
you that in view of the Government of Indonesia's present engagement in
the preparations for the forthcoming five-yearly session of the highest
State body, the People's General Assembly, ahead of the presidential
elections of March 1998, the Government would prefer to defer such a
visit until a more opportune time. However, may I draw your attention
to the fact that the Indonesian Government will, as always, continue to
be at your disposal to provide you with any information you may request.
&S you may be aware, the Government of Indonesia puts high value on the
work of all the United Nations human rights mechanisms, including the
work of the thematic rapporteurs. In this respect, Indonesia received
the visit of the Special Rapporteur on Torture in 1991, the Special
Rapporteur on Summary or Arbitrary Executions in 1994 and, in 1995, the
highest authority in the field of human rights, the High Commissioner.
By the same token, I would also like to reiterate my Government's duty
and commitment to ensuring that the independence of judges and lawyers
is protected from any unwarranted interference.
I can assure you, Sir, that the independence of the judiciary,
guaranteed by the State and enshrined in the 1945 Constitution, as well
as all other laws are respected and observed by the Government.
Similarly, the Indonesian Act on the Basic Principles of the Judiciary
stipulates the principles of a fair and impartial trial and of the
presumption of innocence.
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Finally, I should like to reiterate the commitment of the
Government of the Republic of Indonesia to cooperate fully with all the
United Nations human rights mechanisms, including the Special
Rapporteur, on the independence of judges and lawyers. It is my
Government's sincere hope that this clarification will be submitted
in toto to the fifty-fourth session of the Commission on Human Rights."
Observations
93. The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government for its responses. It is
not within the mandate of the Special Rapporteur to question the correctness
of domestic court decisions. But when such decisions are made by courts or
tribunals alleged to be wanting in independence and impartiality, then it
falls within the mandate of the Special Rapporteur to inquire into the
allegations.

j

I

94. The information received by the Special Rapporteur from various sources,
whose credibility he has no reason to doubt, and the contents of the
Government's communication leave several issues relating to the independence
of the courts unanswered. An application by Mr. Pakpahan for a further review
before the Supreme Court is pending. It is of concern, however, that he is
currently in custody serving his term of imprisonment, despite being in
hospital receiving medical treatment.
95. The Special Rapporteur trusts that the Government will facilitate the
carrying out by the Special Rapporteur of an in situ mission.
Iran (Islamic Re~ublicof)
Communication to the Government

l

96. On 2 July 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal,
jointly with the Special Rapporteurs on the promotion and protection of
freedom of opinion and expression, and on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary
executions, and the Special Representative on the situation of human rights in
the Islamic Republic of Iran concerning the writer and editor-in-chief of the
monthly Adineh, Faraj Sarkouhi. Mr. Sarkouhi was reportedly a signatory of
the 1994 declaration of 134 writers appealing for an end to censorship in
Iran. According to the information received, Faraj Sarkouhi was arrested
on 27 January 1997 after having been held incommunicado for several weeks in
November 1996. Allegedly, he was tried in a closed trial on a variety of
charges including espionage, which reportedly carries a mandatory death
penalty. It was also alleged that he had not been permitted to appoint a
lawyer and that the trial was closed to the public and international
observers. According to some sources, a death sentence had been pronounced.
Communication from the Government
97. On 16 July 1997, the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran provided
the Special Rapporteur with a reply to the joint urgent appeal sent
on 2 July 1997. According to the Government, Faraj Sarkouhi had left Tehran
'for Germany in November 1996 and any allegation about his detention during
this period was therefore baseless. He was arrested on 2 February 1997 on
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charges of espionage and attempting to leave the country illegally. The
Government drew attention to the fact that Mr. Sarkouhi had never been tried
or convicted and that he will enjoy all legal rights in conformity with due
process of law, including the right to a fair trial and the right to a defence
lawyer.
Observations
98.

The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government for its prompt response.
Kenva

Communications to the Government
99.
On 1 August 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted to the Government
of Kenya a communication concerning the murder of lawyer S.K. Ndungi
on 22 April 1997. According to the source, Mr. Ndungi frequently undertook
criminal defence work for clients charged in significant armed robbery cases
like those implicated in the February 1997 robbery of the Standard Chartered
Bank on Moi Avenue in Nairobi in which 96 million Kenya shillings were stolen.
In this connection, Mr. Ndungi had reportedly accused members of the police
force of taking some of the recovered stolen money. Furthermore, it was
alleged that Mr. Ndungi discovered evidence incriminating either his own
clients, the police,,orboth. Mr. Ndungi was reportedly followed by
unidentified persons in an unmarked car for some time before his death. The
source expressed concern that Mr. Ndungi could have been murdered because of
his professional activities.
100. On 19 August 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted to the Government
of Kenya a communication concerning the independence of the judiciary in
Kenya. He drew the Government's attention to the fact that the judicial
system was under-funded and that the President of Kenya made "presidential
comments" publicly predicting the outcome of pending cases. Pursuant to one
such comment, former Chief Justice Hancox reportedly issued a circular to all
magistrates ordering them to follow the President's directive. Further, it
was alleged that sensitive political cases were not allocated to judges who
are regarded as being either pro-human rights or completely independent. In
addition, the Special Rapporteur received allegations that lawyers supporting
human rights or opposition parties were harassed and economically sanctioned.
In this regard, lawyers suffered excessive tax demands and they often received
threats, were summoned to the police station for questioning and were asked to
surrender clientsg files. The Special Rapporteur also mentioned the following
specific cases:

(a) Regarding the trial of Koigi Wa Warnwere, presiding Chief
Magistrate Tuiyot was reportedly biased in favour of the Government because he
made, inter alia, numerous unwarranted interventions in the defence's case and
denied defence counsel's request for a trial record;
(b) Concerning the case of lawyer Mbuthi Gathenji, it was reported
that he had been arrested, detained and harassed due to his activities as'a
lawyer. Mr. Gathenji was retained to act on behalf of victims of violence
which had occurred in 1993 in the Western and Rift Valley provinces and in
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pursuit of a civil action against those believed to be responsible.
Mr. Gathenji took a number of statements by members of the armed forces which
allegedly implicated certain government officials;
(C) Concerning lawyer Wang'ondu Kariuki, it was alleged that
Mr. Kariuki was arrested and charged with belonging to an illegal guerilla
organization referred to as the February the Eighteenth Movement. According
to the source, Mr. Kariuki signed a confession under torture, which he later
withdrew;
(d) It has also been reported that the office of Kituo Cha Sheria, a
legal advice centre, was firebombed on one occasion and threatened with
burning;
(e) The Law Society of Kenya was reportedly facing lawsuits
challenging the constitutionality of its existence. The Society has stood up
for judicial independence and human rights in Kenya.
Communication from the Government
101. On 8 October 1997, the Government of Kenya provided the Special
Rapporteur with a reply to the urgent appeal sent on 1 August 1997 with regard
to the killing of lawyer S.K. Ndungi. The Government transmitted a copy of a
press statement issued by the Attorney-General of the Republic of Kenya on .
the investigation into the case according to which a first investigation
report failed to identify the killer(s). Following further investigations
on 11 September 1997 a second report was issued which again did not identify
the culprit. The Attorney-General then requested the Director of Public
Prosecutions to place the investigation file before the Chief Magistrate in
Nairobi, who would appoint a senior member of staff to lead a public inquest.
Observations
102. The Special Rapporteur would like to thank the Government of i(enya for
its prompt response and welcomes the positive steps taken in the case of
S.K. Ndungi. In this regard, he wishes to be kept informed of the latest
developments in and the result of the investigation.
103. The Special' rapporteur remains concerned over the number of allegations
received with regard to the harassment of lawyers and the lack of independence
of the judiciary in Kenya.
Lebanon
Communication to the Government
104. On 19 August 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Government of Lebanon regarding lawyer Dr. Mohammed Mugraby. According to the
source, Dr. Mugraby had been threatened and intimidated in connection with his
activities in defence of human rights. On 23 September 1994, Dr. Mugraby had
reportedly received a summons from the Assistant Military Prosecutor,
Mr. Mouyasser Shuker, to explain his defence in a military court of
George Haddad, a social activist and an alleged victim of torture. It was
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furthermore reported that the Beirut Bar Association had rejected a case
submitted to it by the Ministry of Defence wherein Dr. Mugraby had been
charged with defaming the Government of Lebanon. In that case, it was alleged
that the Government had intercepted a fax sent by Mr. Mugraby which discussed
the human rights violations suffered by his clients, and that three appeals
had been brought by the Public Prosecutor to reverse the decisions of the
Beirut Bar. It was also reported that the hearings on the appeal were not in
accordance with the Lebanese Code of Civil Procedure, and that Dr. Mugraby was
neither informed of the appeal hearing nor was he served with a summons or any
legal papers, including the decisions being appealed and the petition of
appeal. Moreover, it was reported that the presiding judge did not want to
listen to the requests of Dr. Mugraby and had directed the record to state
that Dr. Mugraby had not answered the appeal.
observations
105. To date the Government of Lebanon has not responded.
Malavsia

'

106. In his third report to the Commission, the Special Rapporteur drew
attention to a number of lawsuits commenced in the Malaysian courts for
defamation arising from an article entitled "Malaysian Justice on Trial"
(~/CN.4/1997/32,
paras. 123 ff). Among the 14 lawsuits claiming in total
MR9 40 million, 4 are against the Special Rapporteur for a total of
MR 280 million.
107. In the first of the lawsuits against the Special Rapporteur
undertaken by two corporations, the High Court of Malaysia in Kuala Lumpur,
on 28 June 1997, dismissed with costs the Special Rapporteur's application to
strike out the action on the grounds of the immunity from legal process
enjoyed by the United Nations. The Court directed him to file his defence to
the action within two weeks, refusing a stay of execution pending appeal. An
application to the Court of Appeal for stay of execution was turned down by
the President of the Court of Appeal sitting as a single judge.
108. The Special Rapporteur filed his defence to the action on 11 July 1997.
On 20 and 21 August 1997, the Special Rapporteur's appeal to the Court of
Appeal was heard by three judges. On 20 October, the Court of Appeal, in a
written judgement, dismissed the appeal with costs.
109. The Special Rapporteur has since applied to the Federal Court, which is
the final appellate court, for leave to appeal to that Court. The hearing on
that application has been fixed for 16 February 1998.
110. The Special Rapporteur's applications to strike out the second and third
suits have been stayed pending the outcome of the decision of the Federal
Court on the leave of application in the first suit. His application to
strike out the fourth suit is set for hearing on 3 March 1998.
111. The remaining 11 suits against others quoted or referred to in the
impugned article are pending with interlocutory applications filed in court.
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112. In his third report, the Special Rapporteur also referred tq the
allegations that the Attorney-General of Malaysia was proposing to amend the
Legal Profession Act 1976 and expressed concern that if such a ,proposalwas
acted upon, the independence of the legal profession would be adversely
affected (paras. 130 if). The Government, in a communication dated
3 March 1997, assured the Special Rapporteur, inter alia, that the Legal
Profession Act would not be amended without consulting the Malaysian Bar.
113. In another development, on 4 November 1997, the Special Rapporteur wrote
to the Permanent Representative of Malaysia to the United Nations Office at
Geneva inquiring into disturbing information received by the Special
Rapporteur. He was informed that a circular letter dated 16 June 1997 was
addressed to about 14 governmental departments directing them not to send any
legal work to the three named law firms on grounds that they were
"anti-government". These three law firms happen to be the largest in
Malaysia. The circular letter emanated from the Ministry of Finance and
referred to a Cabinet decision of 19 February 1997.
Communication from the Government
114. On 28 January, 1998 the Special Rapporteur received a letter
dated 23 January, 1998 in response to the allegations contained in his letter
dated 4 November, 1997. The Government contends, inter alia, that the
relationship between the Government and the legal firms to which it gives its
legal work is essentially the same as the one between a client and a service
provider. As with other clients, the Government has the right to give work to
whomever it wishes. The Government acknowledged that it takes full cognizance
of principle 16 of the United Nations Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers
and that the three legal firms were free to conduct their business with other
clients.
Observations
115. The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government for its response. While
the Special Rapporteur appreciates that the Government is free to choose its
lawyers, it has not answered why in the circular letter dated 16 June, 1997
the three law firms were characterized as "anti-Government".
116.
In his second report to the Commission (E/CN.4/1996/37, para. 162), the
Special Rapporteur indicated that he was investigating allegations of
manipulation of the judicial system and had gathered information and was
continuing to do so. The Special Rapporteur has received serious allegations
calling into question the independence and impartiality of the judiciary in
certain cases involving certain lawyers representing commercial interests.
Owing to the events described in paragraphs 106 through 111 of this report,
the Special Rapporteur has not been in a position to effectively follow-up his
investigations into these allegations.
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Mexico
Communications to the Government
117. On 19 February 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal
to the Government of Mexico concerning lawyer Barbara Zamora, a member of the
National Association of Democratic Lawyers (ANAD). According to the source,
Ms. Zamora was the object of harassment and death threats. It was reported
that since December 1996'some members of this association have been the object
of harassment. The office of lawyers Jesds Campos Linas, Maria Luisa Campos
AragBn and JosB Luis Contreras, members of ANAD, was broken into. According
to the source, ANAD is a group of independent lawyers that undertakes cases
involving labour and indigenous rights. It was also reported that in response
to the recent waye of harassment, ANAD registered forms1 complaints with the
asking for the appropriate investigation and
Off ice of the ~ttorne~-~eneral,
protection. However, as of the date of the appeal, no protection had been
provided and no investigation had been initiated.
118. On 19 August 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Mexican Government concerning Judge Julio CBsar Sdnchez Narvdez. It was
alleged that the judge had received death threats from the President of the
Upper Tribunal of the State of Tabasco, Javier LBpez y Conde. Reportedly,
Javier Ldpez y Conde had removed Judge Sdnche'z from his judicial functions for
failing to sign a judicial order of imprisonment against RenB Brando Bulnes,
former local deputy of the Revolutionary Democratic Party (RDP), who was being
tried for fraud and who had already been detained. According to the source,
during the trial of RenB Brando Bulnes, when Judge Sdnchez ordered his
release. Subsequently, the President of the Upper Tribunal requested him to
change that decision. The source expressed concern that the threats made
against Judge Sdnchez might be carried out.
Communication from the Government
119. On 20 October 1997, the Government of Mexico provided the Special
Rapporteur with a reply concerning the alleged removal of Judge Julio CBsar
Sdnchez Narvdez from judicial office. According to the Government, the judge
was not removed from office, but resigned. According to the Government,
Judge SZnchez was seeking to avoid penal responsibility for an alleged crime
of fraud for which he is being tried. He appealed at different levels of the
courts, but even the amDaro appeal was refused on 19 May 1997. The Government
stated that Judge Sdnchezls complaint before different human rights
organizations for alleged violation of his rights is unfounded and that he is
seeking impunity for a crime that he committed.
Niaeria
120. The Special Rapporteur notes that he did not receive any response from
the Government with regard to the conclusions and recommendations contained
in the report on the situation of human rights in Nigeria submitted to
the fifty-third session of the Commission on Human Rights (E/CN.4/1997/62
and Add.1). The Special Rapporteur remains concerned about the rule of law
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and, in particular, the independence of judges and lawyers. The Special
Rapporteur looks forward to reading the report of the Special Rapporteur on
the situation of human rights in Nigeria (E/CN.4/1998/62).
Pakistan
Communications to the Government
121. On 23 September 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to
the Government of Pakistan referring to his previous communications
dated 17 January 1996 and 28 September 1995 in which he requested to lead a
mission to investigate the state of independence of the judiciary and the
legal profession.
122. On 16 October 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal
concerning retired Judge Arif Iqbal Hussain Bhatti, who was killed in his
Lahore office on 19 October 1997; he had acquitted two Christian brothers
accused of blasphemy in a highly publicized case in 1995. According to the
source, the judge had received a series of threats from Muslim extremists
during the campaign to impose the death penalty on persons convicted of
blasphemy. At least seven judges and lawyers who had provided legal aid to
people accused of blasphemy were reported to have been targeted in drive-by
shootings and assassinations. Among those was Asthma Jahangir, a lawyer and
founding member of Pakistan's Human Rights Commission, who had reportedly
received regular threats from Muslim extremist groups since the 1995 trial in
which she provided legal assistance to the two Christian brothers.
123. On 24 November 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted a second urgent
appeal to the Government of Pakistan on behalf of Mohammad Akram Sheikh,
Senior Advocate of the Supreme Court of Pakistan and outgoing President of the
Supreme Court Bar Association, who was allegedly intimidated, threatened with
death and physically assaulted by two members of workers for the ruling party,,
the Pakistan Muslim League (PML). According to the source, the assault was
because of Mr. Akram Sheikh's opposition to policy of the PML on the judiciary
and the independence of the Bar.
124. In addition, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal
on 28 November 1997 to express his concerns over media reports of the tension
between the executive and the judiciary in Pakistan. It was reported that a
regional court in Quetta in Baluchistan province had suspended the Chief
Justice of Pakistan while the following day, the Supreme Court set aside that
decision. The Special Rapporteur also reminded the Government of Pakistan
that he had not received any response to his previous letters in which he
expressed his wish to undertake a mission to Pakistan.
125. On 11 December 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted another urgent
appeal on behalf of Mohammad Akram Sheikh, Senior Advocate of the Supreme
Court of Pakistan and outgoing President of the Supreme Court Bar Association.
Further information was brought to the attention of the Special Rapporteur
regarding death threats that Mr. Akram Sheikh had received from three PML
workers when he was leaving the Supreme Court building on 18 November 1997
and when he was entering the Supreme Court as an amicus curiae on
19 November 1997. At his request, the police had provided Mr. Akram Sheikh
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with a security guard for 3% days, but no protection was provided thereafter
despite repeated death threats. The source also mentioned that the PML
Lawyers Forum has demanded, through the press, that Mr. Akram Sheikh be tried
for high treason and sedition.
126. The Special Rapporteur remains very concerned at the high level of
tension between the executive and the judiciary. In that regard, he issued
on 1 December 1997 a press statement to express his grave concern at the
constitutional crisis developing in Pakistan. He made reference to the
storming of the Supreme Court building by a mob on 28 November, following
which the Chief Justice wrote to the head of State concerning the security of
the court and of individual judges. The Special Rapporteur expressed his
concern that the situation could lead to a possible breakdown of the rule of
law in Pakistan.
127. In another development, the Special Rapporteur received information that
the Supreme Court had listed for hearing between 19 and 22 January 1998 the
contempt of court applications against Mr. Akram Sheikh and some journalists
referred to the Special Rapporteurrssecond report (E/CN.4/1996/37,
para. 1991, together with the application for contempt against the Prime
Minister, which was alleged to have led to the storming of the Supreme Court
on 28 November 1997. In view of the implications of these cases for judicial
independence, the Special Rapporteur wrote to the Government on 8 January 1998
indicating his interest in observing the hearings before the Supreme Court in
Islamabad.
Communications from the Government
.

'

128. In letters dated 4 December 1997 and 7 January 1998, the Government
responded to the allegations mentioned in the special Rapporteur S letters
dated 16 October and 21 November 1997. With regard to the murder of retired
judge Mr. Arif Iqbal Bhatti, the Government reported that it was under
investigation and retaliation for the verdict acquitting the two Chri.stian
brothers is not ruled out. As for Asthma Jahangir, she is provided with police
protection.
129. With regard to Mr. Akram Sheikh, the Government sent,
on 25 November 1997, a reply to the urgent appeal transmitted by the Special
Rapporteur on 21 November 1997. The Government of Pakistan informed the
Special Rapporteur that the version of events described in his urgent appeal
did not correspond to the one presented by Mr. Akram Sheikh, which was itself
controversial. The Government confirmed that Mr. Akram Sheikh was assisting
the Supreme Court as amicus curiae. It indicated that an incident took place
during the tea interval and that a complaint was made to the Supreme Court
about the conduct of Mr. Akram Sheikh by a lawyer, who claimed to have been
mistreated and abused by Akram Sheikh. At the end of that day's hearing,
Akram Sheikh made a statement before the Court in which he explained that he
had had a harsh exchange of words with one K h . Muhammad Asif, who had hit him.
According to the Government, Akram Sheikh emphasized that he had freely
forgiven Mr. Asif and he had never filed a complaint. Furthermore, the
Government added that no allegation was made by Akram Sheikh against Senator
Pervaiz Rashid and that special security had been provided to Akram Sheikh.
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Observations
130. The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government for its response thus far.
However, to date, the Government has not responded to the other communications
of the Special Rapporteur. The Special Rapporteur remains very concerned over
the recent events in Pakistan which bring into question the state of judicial
independence in that country.
131. The Special Rapporteur reiterates his interest in carrying out a mission
to Pakistan.
Papua New Guinea
Communication to the Government
132. On 19 August 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a communication to the
Government of Papua New Guinea regarding the case of Mr. Powes Parkop, lawyer
and Executive Director of the Individual and Community Rights Advocacy Forum.
According to the source, Mr. Parkop had reportedly been arrested on
12 May 1997 and charged under article 64 of Papua New Guinea's Criminal Code
on two counts of unlawful assembly on 25 and 26 March 1997 at the
Papua New Guinea Parliament. The source furthermore alleged that Mr. Parkop
had been arrested because of his role in organizing a peaceful demonstration
to protest the Gover,nmentlscontract with Sandlines International to provide
foreign military personnel in Bougainville.
Observations
133. To date the Government has not responded.
Peru
Communication to the Government
134. On 4 September 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government of Peru concerning Judge Elba Greta Minaya Calle. According to the
information received, a resolution published on 13 August 1997 authorized the
Public Prosecutor to lodge a penal complaint against Elba Greta Minaya Calle
for alleged crimes of violence and resistance to the authorities, abuse of
authority against officials of the juridical system and terrorism. It was
reported that she could be detained at any time and held in detention for
15 days. Hpwever, it was reported that due to public outcry, the Government
published another resolution which revoked the first resolution and ordered an
internal investigation into allegations of professional misconduct by Judge
Elba Greta Minaya Calle. The actions taken against her were allegedly related
to a habeas corpus writ that she issued ordering the release of Carmen Cdceres
Hinostroza, who was said to be in detention.
Communications from the Government
135. The Government of Peru sent two communications relating to the state of
emergency. On 8 January 1997, the Government informed the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights that on 18 December 1996 a state of emergency
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was declared for a 60-day period in the Department of Lima and the Province of
Callao and extended for a 60-day period to the Provinces of Coronel Portillo
and Padre Abad, in Uyacali Department, and the Province of Puerto Inca, in
Hudnaco Department. As a consequence of the state of emergency, the exercise
of the following rights enshrined in article 2 of the Constitution were
suspended in those jurisdictions: right to inviolability of the home
(para. 9), right to secrecy and to the inviolability of communications and
private documents (para. ll), right to assemble peacefully (para. 12), right
not to be arrested without a written warrant giving particulars issued by a
judge, or the police in case of a perpetrator caught in the act, and the right
to be brought before an appropriate magistrate within 24 hours or upon arrival
at destination (para. 24F) .
136. On 6 June 1997, the Government informed the Special Rapporteur that
on 23 May 1997, the state of emergency was extended for a 60-day period in the
following provinces: Oxapampa, in Pasco Department; Satipo and Chanchamayo,
in Junin Department; Huancavelica, Castrovirreyna and Huaytara, in
Huancav&lica Department; Huamanga, Cangallo and La Mar, in Ayacucho
Department; Quimbiri and Pichari districts, in the Province of La ConvenciBn
and Cusco Department; Chincheros, in Apurimac Department; in Hudnaco
Department (except in the Provinces of Puerto Inca, Yarowilca, Dos de Mayo and
in Huacrachuco district, in MaraAon Province), San Martin Department,
Yurimaguas district in Alto Amazonas Province. The state of emergency in
these territories suspended the exercise of the rights enshrined in article 2;
paragraph F (9), (XI), (12) and (241, of the Peruvian Constitution.
137. The Government provided three replies concerning the case of lawyer
Heriberto Benitez who was the subject of a letter transmitted by the Special
Rapporteur on 12 December 1996 (see ~/CN.4/1997/32,para. 148). In its reply
of 13 January 1997, the Government informed the Special Rapporteur that
Heriberto Benitez had all the necessary facilities to carry out his functions
as a defence attorney on behalf of his clients before all instances of the
Supreme Council of Military Justice. The communication indicated that
Mr. Benitez had been suspended by the military prosecutor for a three-month
period pursuant to a provision of the Military Code of Justice. Mr. Benitez
appealed this decision; however, his appeal was dismissed by the Superior
Military Tribunal and subsequently he was sanctioned for a five-month period
during which he would not be able to represent his clients before military
instances.
138. On 28 January 1997, the Government of Peru provided the Special
Rapporteur with further information about the situation of Heriberto Benitez,
stating that on 20 December 1996, Heriberto Benitez was granted amnesty under
Law No. 26700.
139. On 6 February 1997, the Government sent a letter to the Special
Rapporteur confirming the amnesty granted to Heriberto Benitez under
law No. 26700.
140. The Government provided two replies concerning the attack on the
President of the Constitutional Tribunal, Dr. Ricardo Nugent, who was the
subject of a communication sent by the Special Rapporteur on 19 November 1996.
On 25 January 1997, the Government sent a reply explaining that the attack
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which took place was directed not against the President of the Constitutional
Tribunal but against an unidentified person whom, according to the police
report, criminals were trying to attack and/or kidnap when they saw the police
who were present to protect the President of the Constitutional Tribunal.
They shot at the policemen, killing two of them and injuring another. The
Directorate against Terrorism (DINCOTE) indicated that there was no evidence
of a terrorist attack against the President of the Constitutional Court.
Information was also provided concerning the protection provided for
Dr. Nugent and his family.
141. On 30 April 1997 the Government of Peru sent further information about
the attack. According to the police report, a terrorist attack was considered
implausible owing to the way and circumstances in which the incident took
place, the f'act that terrorists use different methods, and that other
characteristics are typical of terrorists actions.
142. On 10 September 1997, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur
with a reply to his urgent appeal of 4 September 1996 concerning Judge Elba
Greta Minaya Calle. The Government explained that the personal liberty of
Judge Minaya Calle is not in jeopardy as there is no criminal complaint
pending against her. However, an administrative complaint is being
investigated by the supervisory authorities of the judiciary relating to an
unlawful habeas corpus writ that the judge had issued in favour of Carmen
Caceres Hinostroza. The writ was unlawful, according to the Government,
because Judge Minaya Calle had issued it without a request by the person
concerned or another acting on his/her behalf and without the intervention of
the prosecutor, as required by law. Moreover, she had ordered the release of
Carmen Caceres Hinostroza, who was under investigation for crimes of terrorism
and/or treason, before issuing a judicial decision, which constitutes the
crime of abuse of authority, or violence against and resistance to the
authorities. On 9 June 1997, the DINCOTE communicated these facts to the
Public Prosecutor for cases of terrorism who filed an administrative complaint
of professional misconduct against Judge Minaya Calle with the supervisory
authorities of the judiciary. At the same time, the Public Prosecutor
conveyed these facts to the Ministry of the Interior, requesting that a
ministerial resolution be issued authorizing a penal complaint to be lodged
against Judge Minaya Calle. On 7 July 1997, the Ministry of the Interior
issued a ministerial resolution authorizing the Prosecutor to lodge, on behalf
and in defence of the State, a penal complaint against Judge Minaya Calle for
the crimes of violence against and resistance to the authorities, abuse of
authority, actions against the juridical system,-andterrorism. However, the
Ministry of Justice, after learning about this resolution, notified the
Ministry of the Interior of the existence of the administrative complaint
against Judge Minaya Calle; it was necessary to wait until a verdict was
reached on that complaint before a penal complaint could be lodged against the
judge. Consequently, on 14 August, the Ministry of the Interior issued a
ministerial resolution revoking its resolution of 7 July and authorized the
Public Procurator to continue with the complaint before the supervisory
authorities. Therefore, according to the Government, the personal liberty of
Judge Elba Greta Minaya Calle is not in danger, as the resolution of 7 July,
had been' revoked.
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Communications to the Government
143. On 13 February 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent action to the
Government of the Philippines with respect to allegations of harassment and
death threats made against the following judges, human rights lawyers and
lawyers working for the Free Legal Assistance Group (FLAG) in the Philippines:
Senator Paul Roco, Justice Francis Garchitorena, Justice Jose Balajadia, and
attorneys Jose Manuel I. Diokno, Efren C. Moncupa, Lorenzo R. Tanada 111,
Wigverto R. ~anadaJr., Arno V. Sanidad, Alexander A. Padilla, Theodore 0. Te,
and Francis P.N. Pangilina. The two judges and the above-mentioned lawyers
were reportedly threatened throughout 1996 and subjected to unauthorized
surveillance and break-ins of their offices. The ongoing threats and the more
recent death threats that they received between 31 January and 5 February 1997
are reportedly connected to their involvement in the Kuratong Baleleng case in
which 26 members of the Philippine National Police have been charged in
connection with the May 1995 murder of 11 suspected bank robbers. The source
believed that it is likely that the threats came from members of the
Philippine National Police.
144. The Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent action on 3 March 1997
concerning death threats made against Senator Paul Roco, Chairman of the
Senate Committee on Human Rights and Social Justice. These threats are part of
the same series of threatening actions directed at judges and lawyers which
were the subject of the previous urgent appeal sent by the Special Rapporteur.
145. On 28 May 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a follow-up letter to remind
the Government that he had not received any response to the two previous
urgent actions he transmitted on 13 February and 3 March 1997.
146. The Special Rapporteur sent an urgent action on 4 August 1997, jointly
with the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances, on behalf of
a lawyer, Nicolas Ruiz, who was abducted with his driver, Jevee Patalita, on
12 July 1997 by armed men dressed in black from a restaurant in San Juan,
Metro Manila. Attorney Ruiz's family filed a petition for habeas corpus
before the Supreme Court, but the competent authorities are said to have
denied having the two men in their custody. It has also been reported that
attorney Ruiz had acted as counsel for a person whom the Government allegedly
suspects of being involved in illegal activity.
147. On 11 December 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a follow-up letter to
remind the Government to respond to the urgent appeal sent on 4 August 1997
concerning the abduction of Mr. Ruiz and Mr. Patalita.
Communications from the Government
148. On 3 June 1997, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a
reply regarding the alleged death threats made against the FLAG members and
human rights lawyers in connection with their involvement in the prosecution
of police officers in the Kuratong Baleleng case (urgent actions dated
13 February and 3 March 1997). The Government informed the Special Rapporteur
that the Criminal Investigation and Detective Management of the Philippine
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National Police are in the process of conducting the necessary investigation.
The Secretary of Justice had also requested the National Bureau of
Investigation to conduct a parallel investigation of the case. According to
the Government, there were no significant signs of threats against the members
of FLAG and the other human rights lawyers owing to the fact that some lawyers
did not see the necessity for the protection being offered by the security
officers. The Government provided the Special Rapporteur with a copy of a
letter dated 30 April 1997 sent to Mr. Ralph Zacklin, Officer-in-Charge of the
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, in which it assured him that
steps had been taken to protect the physical well-being of the lawyers so that
they could perform their duties without fear.
Rwanda
Communication to the Government
149. On 23 January 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent to the Government an
urgent appeal jointly with the Special Rapporteur on torture and the Special
Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions with regard to
the trials for genocide and crimes against humanity which are in process in
Rwanda. According to the source, provisions embodied in international
instruments relating to a fair trial had not been fully taken into account.
It was furthermore reported that some of the accused had had no access to a
lawyer and that due process was restricted. Some of those accused had been
sentenced to death. It was also reported that there had been cases in which
the accused were subjected to uncivil treatment before the hearing. Some
prosecutors.and judges had reportedly received only up to four months'
training, and impartiality and the independence of the judiciary in general
had reportedly not been guaranteed.
150. On 30 September 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent
communication to the Government of Rwanda with regard to alleged violations of
the independence of judges and lawyers in relation to the genocide trials.
According to the source, judicial officers had been dismissed or forced to
leave the country in fear of their lives because of military and government
interference in their duties. Some officials had reportedly been arrested,
detained and charged with having participated in the genocide. Others had
allegedly been threatened, disappeared or even killed. It was also reported
that defendants in the genocide trials had been denied access to files and
cross-examination of prosecution witnesses. It was further alleged that
'
judicial and government officials had turned down the right to legal
representation and courts had failed to notify defendants of their right to
have a lawyer during interrogation and before trial. It was also reported
that prosecutors, assistant prosecutors and defence lawyers had been
threatened, arrested, disappeared or killed. More specifically, lawyer
Murengezi, accused of having participated in the genocide, had disappeared on
30 January 1997 whereas lawyer Munyagishali, also accused of having taken part
in the genocide and charged with crimes against humanity, had been arrested in
February 1996. It was furthermore reported that there had been no objectivity
in the commission de triaae, the screening committee set up to recommend the
release of detainees in cases of insufficient evidence.
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Observations
151. To date the Government has not responded. The Special Rapporteur has
had the benefit of reading the status report on the genocide trials
to 31 October 1997 issued by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights Field Operation in Rwanda (HRFOR). The Special Rapporteur also had the
advantage of reading the report of the Special Representative of the
Commission on the situation of human rights in Rwanda submitted to the
fifty-second session of the General Assembly (A/52/522, annex).
152. The prevailing political situation in Rwanda has made it difficult for
an independent and impartial justice system to function effectively. The lack
of adequate resources, both financial and human, is a matter of serious
concern. The Special Rapporteur supports the recommendations of both the
HRFOR and the Special Representative insofar as they relate to the improvement
of the justice system.
South Africa
153. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission is entrusted with the task of
gathering evidence from various institutions, organizations, agencies,
corporations and individuals in order to understand the role played by them in
contributing to the violation and/or protection of human rights during the
apartheid era, i.e. from 1 March 1960 to 10 May 1994, and to identify what
changes are repired to prevent those abuses from happening again.
154. The Special Rapporteur learned that the judges of the South African
judiciary were invited to appear before the Commission which was inquiring
into a wide range of issues pertaining to the legal system during that period
and how the legal system, including individual judges, had contributed to the
violations and abuses of human rights. The Special Rapporteur later learned
that several judges, including the Chief Justice, the former Chief Justice and
the President of the Constitutional Court, refrained from appearing before the
Commission. However, many judges submitted written representations. The
Chief Justice, the President of the Constitutional Court, the Deputy President
and the Deputy Chief Justice, together with the former Chief ~ustice;
submitted a joint written submission. The former Chief Justice, who was the
Chief Justice during the relevant period, submitted a separate written
submission. He too did not appear before the Commission.
155. In the face of this failure to appear in person before the Commission, a
representative of the Commission consulted the Special Rapporteur on the
propriety of issuing subpoenas to the judges to compel them to appear before
the Commission.
156. The Special Rapporteur advised that it would not be proper to compel the
judges to appear before the Commission, however noble its objectives.
Subpoenaing the judges for examination by the Commission as to their conduct
during the relevant period would amount to reopening cases decided by them,
examining the evidence, and generally reviewing the correctness of the
decisions. Though judges are accountable, their accountability does not
extend to their having to account to another institution for their judgements.
That would seriously erode not only the independence of the judges concerned
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but also the institutional independence of the judiciary. Further, such
compulsion could violate the immunity conferred on judges. Finally, if they
are subjected to public examination in the glare of the media, public
confidence in the judiciary could be undermined, bearing in mind that prior
to 1994 there was no written constitution in South Africa with an entrenched
bill of rights for judges to apply and on the basis of which to rule on the
legality of legislation. For these reasons, the Special Rapporteur advised
that the Commission, having the benefit of written submissions from many
judges, could make its findings without having to compel them to appear
personally.

Communication to the Government
157. On 10 November 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted to the
Government of Spain a communication concerning the trial of the Executive
Board of the political party Herri Batasuna. According to the source, some
members of the Spanish Government made statements to the press that could
affect the independence of the court. Allegedly, the Ministry of the Interior
stated to the press on 9 May 1997 that in his opinion the members of the
Executive Board of Herri Batasuna should receive prison sentences of more
than eight years. Furthermore, the newspaper El Mundo published on
15 September 1997 an article reporting that, according to a source from the
Ministry of the Interior, it was expected that two of the three magistrates
composing the court would be in favour of the conviction while the other one
had not shown a clear position.
.Communication from the Government
158. On 4 December 1997, the Government of Spain provided the Special
Rapporteur with a reply to the above allegations. The povernment stated that
the information received by the Special Rapporteur was not correct. Firstly,
with respect to a statement allegedly made to the press by the Minister of the
Interior, that statement was in fact taken from a radio interview the Minister
gave on a variety of subjects. On the issue of the trial of the Executive
Board of Herri Batasuna, the Minister said 'we are all morally certain that
they should be sent to prison not for eight years but for many more. The crux
of the issue is that moral certainty is not sufficient; what is needed is
legal certainty". Secondly, the Government noted that the information
published in El undo referred to "some sources", which did not include the
Ministry or the Executive. Moreover, the text was "guarded and cautious" as
it stated that "everything depended on what happens during the actual trial".
Observations
159. The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government for its response. He
notes, however, that the Minister's admitted statement on the radio could be
construed as the Executive attempting to influence the court on what it
expects the sentence to be.
,
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Switzerland
Communications to the Government
160. On 13 June 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a joint communication to
the Government of Switzerland with the Special Rapporteur on torture
concerning the case of Mr. Clement Nwankwo, a Nigerian lawyer and human rights
activist and Executive Director of the Lagos-based Constitutional Rights
Project, who was arrested in Geneva on 5 April 1997 and detained for five days
incommunicado. He was in Geneva to attend the fifty-third session of the
Commission on Human Rights and was arrested on suspicion of shoplifting. It
was alleged that during and after his arrest, Mr. Nwankwo was severely beaten
and kicked by the Geneva police. The Special Rapporteur was also informed
that Mr. Nwankwo was denied the right to obtain counsel of his choice and was
made to sign the record of the proceedings before the examining magistrate
without the presence of his counsel. He was also compelled to sign this
document despite the fact that he was unable to read it because it was in
French. Finally, he was reportedly tried, convicted and sentenced without a
lawyer to defend him in what appeared to be a trial not open to the public,
raising questions as to independence and impartiality of the tribunal.
Mr. Nwankwo was convicted of theft and sentenced to 20 daysz imprisonment and
ordered to be expelled from the country. The sentence was suspended.
Communications from the Government
161. On 27 June 1997, the Government sent a response to the Special
Rapporteurs to inform them that the Deputy Permanent Representative of
Switzerland to the international organizations in Geneva conveyed to
Mr. Clement Nwankwo the regrets of the Swiss authorities, including those of
the police. According to the Government, the minister in charge of Geneva's
Department of Justice, Police and Transports immediately set up an
administrative inquiry into treatment Mr. Nwankwo received while in police
custody. After receiving the conclusions of the inquiry, he sent a letter to
Mr. Nwankwo requesting him to accept the apologies of the Government and
informing him that appropriate measures would be taken against the members of
the police concerned. The Government also indicated that Mr. Nwankwo could
commence civil proceedings against the State for damages.
162. On 28 July 1997, the Government sent additional information regarding
the case of Mr. Nwankwo. Copies of judicial decisions along with a response
to a questionnaire from the Association for the Prevention of Torture were
provided to the Special Rapporteur. The Government informed the Special
Rapporteur that an appeal court on 20 June 1997 had acquitted Mr. Nwankwo of
the charge of theft but convicted him of the charge of resisting arrest in a
public place. However, the administrative inquiry concluded that the
treatment that Mr. Nwankwo received was not in conformity with acceptable
principles of police behaviour. The Government drew attention to the fact
that disciplinary actions would be taken against the four police officers
involved in the case.
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Observations
163. The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government of Switzerland for its
prompt response and welcomes the positive steps taken in the case. However,
he noticed that no information was provided with regard to the alleged lack of
independence of the tribunal which convicted Mr. Nwankwo in defiance of the
principles of due process. Further, the Special Rapporteur views with a
certain concern that despite the fact that the appeal court had set aside the
conviction of theft imposed on Mr. Nwankwo, the same court found it fit to
convict him on the charge of resisting arrest for an offence which he never in
law committed. The conviction is particularly disturbing in the light of the
apologies extended to Mr. Nwankwo by the Government of Switzerland. The
Special Rapporteur has been notified that a further appeal by Mr. Nwankwo to
the Court of Cassation is contemplated and therefore refrains from drawing any
conclusions from the facts he has thus far received. However, in the light of
the Government's apologies to Mr. Nwankwo and its suggestion that he could
file a civil suit against the State for compensation, the Special Rapporteur
recommends that the Government offer Mr. Nwankwo adequate compensation,
thereby avoiding protracted civil litigation and the resultant costs and
expense.
Tunisia
Communications to the Government
164. On 1 August 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government of Tunisia regarding lawyer Radhia Nasraoui who had reportedly been
intimidated and harassed on the night of 29 April 1997 for reasons relating to
her work in defence of victims of torture and other human rights violations.
According to the source, Ms. Nasraouils office was broken into, her computer
stolen, her phone disconnected and her files interfered with. It was further
reported that she had been the victim of similar acts of intimidation in 1994
and in 1995.
165. On 4 December 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a letter to the
Government to request a joint mission to Tunisia with the Special Rapporteur
on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and
expression in order to assess the human rights situation regarding freedom of
opinion as well as the independence of judges and lawyers. In this regard,
the Special Rapporteur referred to the report of the High Comm.issioner for
Human Rights of July 1996 to the Economic and Social Council (see ~/1996/87)
following his visit to Tunisia.
Communication from the Government
166. On 30 September 1997, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur
with a reply to his letter dated 1 August 1997 concerning the case of
Ms. Nasraoui. In its response, the Government informed the Special Rapporteur
that the robbery of the office of Ms. Nasraoui was the subject of a judicial
investigation based upon a complaint made before the competent authorities on
30 April 1997 by a colleague of Ms. Nasraouirs. Furthermore, the Government
stated that the two thieves had been arrested and had admitted to their
crimes. They had been sentenced, one to eight months1 imprisonment by the
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First Instance Court of Tunis; and the other to four months by the juvenile
magistrate. However, the Government denied the allegations that Ms. Nasraoui
had suffered intimidation and harassment.
Observations
167. The Special Rapporteur would like to thank the Government of Tunisia for
its prompt response. In addition, the Special Rapporteur reiterates his
interest in visiting Tunisia, jointly with the Special Rapporteur on the
promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression,
and hopes to receive a positive response to this request.

Turkev
Communication to the Government
168. On 21 May 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government of Turkey concerning the following lawyers: Gazanfer Abbasioglu,
Sebabattin Acar, Arif Altinkalem, Meral Bestas, Mesut Bestas, Niyazi Cem,
Fuat Hayri Demir, Baki Demirhan, Tahir Elqi, Vedat Erten, Nevzat Kaya,
Mehmet Selim Kurbanoglu, Hcsniye dlmez, Arzu Sahin, Imam Sahin, Sinasi Tur,
Ferudun Celik, Zafer Gur, Mehmet Bi~en,Sinan Tanrikulu, Edip Yildiz,
Abdullah Akin, Fevzi Veznedaroglu, Sedat Aslantas and Hasan Dogan. It was
alleged that these lawyers had been brought to trial on charges relating to
one or more of the following situations:

(a) Lawyers who repeatedly conduct defences before the State Security
Court, in which case they are equated with the defendantst cause and, as such,
are termed "terrorist lawyers" by the police, the public prosecutors and by
the courts;
(b) Lawyers appearing in trials before the State Security Courts in
cases of torture and extrajudicial killings and who have been qualified as
"public enemies";
(C) Lawyers who publicly comment on the human rights practices of
Turkey; and
(d)

Lawyers who comment on the Kurdish situation.

It was further alleged that these lawyers were tried under emergency
legislation which allows for incommunicado detention for a period of up to
30 days. It was also said that the lawyers have suffered economic sanctions
and/or have been pressured, harassed, tortured, or become the target of
"unknown perpetratorN killings. In addition, the Special Rapporteur referred
to his letter to the Government of 16 February 1996 in which he expressed his
wish to undertake a mission to Turkey.
169. On 27 May 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal to
the Government of Turkey concerning lawyer Mahmut Sakar, Vice-President of,the
Turkish Human Rights Association (IHD) and President of its Diyarbakir branch.
According to the source, Mahmut Sakar was being detained and interrogated
under the threat of torture. The Diyarbakir IHD office had reportedly been
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searched and magazines, books and correspondence were confiscated. It was
alleged that Mahmut Sakar had been detained solely on account of his work as a
human rights advocate.
170. On 7 October 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent a joint communication
with the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to
freedom of opinion and expression concerning the lawyer, writer and doctor of
philosophy Esber Yagmurdereli. According to the information received,
Dr. Yagmurdereli was tried and sentenced to death in 1978 for 'trying to
change the constitutional order by force", under article 146 of the Turkish
Penal Code. The sentence was commuted to life imprisonment on account of a
physical disability. In 1991, Esber Yagmurdereli benefited from a conditional
amnesty which suspended sentences for offences such as the ones contained in
article 146 of the Turkish Penal Code. As a result of a speech made after his
liberation, the Istanbul Security Court convicted him of \\separatismn,
and
sentenced him to 10 months' imprisonment. The sentence was confirmed by the
High Court of Appeals. Consequently, the Samsun Criminal Court decided that
Esber Yagrnurdereli will be obliged to serve the remainder of his previous
sentence. An appeal was reportedly turned down in mid-September.
171. On 7 November 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent appeal
to the Government of Turkey concerning Judge Kamil Sherif, who resigned from a
case on 6 November 1997 because of alleged intense pressure to influence the
case from some foreign and Turkish institutions and politicians. The judge
was presiding over the trial in the town of Afyon of nine police officers
charged with the death of the leftist journalist Metih Goktepe in
January 1996. The Special Rapporteur also referred to his letters to the
Government of 16 February 1996 and 21 May 1997 in which he expressed his wish
to undertake a mission to Turkey in order to investigate, in situ, allegations
concerning the independence of judges and lawyers.
Communication from the Government
172. On 27 November 1997, the Government provided the Special Rapporteur with
a reply to the joint urgent appeal sent on behalf of Esber Yagmurdereli.
According to the Government, Mr. Yagmurdereli is a member of an illegal
terrorist organization called THKPC (Revolutionary Pioneers of the People) and
was sentenced to life imprisonment for having violated several articles of the
Turkish Penal Code, including incitement to robbery by use of force and
incitement to looting. He was released under a conditional amnesty
on 1 August 1991, but committed another crime by contravening article 8 of
the Anti-Terrorist Law (incitement to violence against the State through
propaganda) only a month after his release. The Turkish Penal Code stipulates
that if a person to whom a conditional amnesty is granted commits another
crime, he or she would be required to serve the whole remainder of the
previous sentence along with the new sentence. Mr. Yagmurdereli was then
sentenced to 10 months1 imprisonment on 28 May 1997 by the Istanbul Security
Court and as he was required by law to serve the remainder of his previous
sentence, he was consequently sentenced to a total of 23 years of
imprisonment. His appeal was rejected on 20 October 1997. However,
Mr. Yagmurdereli was released on 9 November 1997, on the grounds of his poor
health, in compliance with article 339/2 of the Turkish Code of Criminal
Procedure. The Government emphasized that the release does not constitute an
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amnesty but a release on health grounds, and his sentence has been suspended
for one year. The duration of this suspension is subject to the discretion of
the Chief Public Prosecutor.
173. On 5 January 1998, the Government of Turkey provided the Special
Rapporteur with a reply to his letter dated 7 November 1997 regarding the case
of Judge Kamil Serif. According to the Government, Mr. Serif asked to resign
as he claimed to be under pressure from public opinion, the media, the press
and other circles, including some political parties. He claimed, furthermore,
that he had been receiving letters and telephone calls from Istanbul, Ankara
and Australia, and that he had been hurt and disturbed by local and foreign
reports that he had been bribed. The Government added that Mr. Serif had
declared his unwillingness to continue to preside over the trial as he had not
been in a position to maintain his impartiality. The Special Rapporteur was
also informed that in conformity with article 29 of the Turkish Code of
Criminal Procedure a judge may request to be excused from a case on legal
grounds and the approval or refusal of the judge's request is decided by the
Superior Court. In this regard, the request of Judge Kamil Serif to be
excused from the case of Mr. Metin Goktepe is being considered by the Sandikli
High Criminal Court.

Observations
174. The Special Rapporteur thanks the Government of Turkey for its responses
and welcomes the release of Esber Yagmurdereli, albeit on a suspended sentence
for health reasons. With regard to the case of Judge Kamil Serif, it is not
clear what steps the Government had taken to protect him from inappropriate
and unwarranted interference with the judicial process as provided in
principle 4 of the United Nations Basic Principles on the Independence of the
Judiciary. The Special Rapporteur has not received a response to his earlier
interventions dated 21 and 2'7 May 1997. In addition, the Special Rapporteur
reiterates his interest in carrying out a mission to Turkey and hopes'to
receive a positive response to this request.

Venezuela
Communication to the Government
175. On 19 February 1997, the Special Rapporteur transmitted an urgent
appeal to the Government of Venezuela concerning the case of lawyers
Adrian Gelves Osorio and Joe Castillo, members of the Human Rights Office of
the Apostolic Vicariate. According to the source, the Public Ministry brought
charges of "usurpation of functions" against the Office of the Apostolic
Vicariate. The charges were alleged to have arisen from two complaints sent
in November 1996 to the General Commander of the State Police, concerning the
death of a civilian at the hands of police agents. These complaints contained
detailed information on the incident, including the names of witnesses, and
requested an investigation. The Venezuelan Penal Code defines the felony
charge of "usurpation of functions" as the "unauthorized assumption or
exercise of public, civil or military functions". According to the source,
there was no basis for such charge. It was reported that one of the main
tasks of this organization is to monitor arbitrary acts of violence committed
by police forces, especially against indigenous people. Registration of
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formal complaints is part of its functions and is supported by the
constitutional right of petition (article 67 of the Venezuelan Constitution)
Observations
176. To date the Government has not responded.
Yusoslavia
Communication to the Government
177. On 19 August 1997, the Special Rapporteur sent an urgent appeal to the
Government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in which he expressed his
concern about Mr. Nikola Barovic, a lawyer and human rights advocate who,
during a live television debate, was reportedly assaulted and seriously
injured by a bodyguard of Mr. Vojislav Seselj, leader and presidential
candidate for the Radical Party and Mayor of the Belgrade municipality of
Zemun. According to the source, Mr. Barovic defends many politically
unpopular clients in the former Yugoslavia, including both ethnic Croats and
Serbs as well as Albanians. He was reported to have defended a family of
ethnic Croats evicted from their homes following an eviction order issued by
the Zemun municipality which was reportedly overturned by the Belgrade
District Court on 10 July 1997. It was also reported that Mr. Barovic has
spoken out publicly against the authorities1 policy of ethnically motivated
evictions.
Observations
178. So far, no response had been received from the Government of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia.
V.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

Conclusions

179. The Special Rapporteur views with some concern the increased number of
complaints concerning Governments1 identification of lawyers with their
clients' causes. Lawyers representing accused persons in politically
sensitive cases are often subjected to such accusations. Generally only a few
lawyers undertake such cases in any jurisdiction; hence, they are usually
quite visible. Identifying lawyers with their clients1 causes, unless there
is evidence to that effect, could be construed as intimidating and harassing
the lawyers concerned. The Governments have an obligation to protect such
lawyers from intimidation and harassment.
180. The United Nations Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers expressly
call upon Governments to guarantee, inter alia, the following:
"16. Governments shall ensure that lawyers (a) are able to perform all
of their professional functions without intimidation, hindrance,
harassment or improper interference; (b) are able to travel and to
consult with their clients freely both within their own country and
abroad; and shall not suffer, or be threatened with, prosecution or
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administrative, economic or other sanctions for any action taken in
accordance with recognized professional duties, standards and ethics.
"17. Where the security of lawyers is threatened as a result of
discharging their functions, they shall be adequately safeguarded by the
authorities."

Principle 18 expressly provides that "Lawyers shall not be identified with
their clients or their clients' causes as a result of discharging their
functions."
181. Hence, the Special Rapporteur considers that where there is evidence of
lawyers identifying with their clients' causes, it is incumbent on the
Government to refer the complaints to the appropriate disciplinary body of the
legal profession.
182. There has also been an increase in complaints of Governments1
non-compliance with internationally accepted standards of due process,
particularly in terrorist-related crimes, raising questions concerning the
integrity, independence and impartiality of the courts. The Special
Rapporteur is continuing to gather information on this issue in order to
better understand the difficulties faced by Governments in complying with the
standards of due process in such cases and the extent of miscarriages of
justice committed by the courts.
183. The Special Rapporteur also expresses concern over the number of
countries where judges are appointed on a provisional basis without security
of tenure in breach of principles 11 and 12 of the United Nations Basic
Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary. Such appointments become a
serious threat to the independence of the judiciary; particularly where the
provisional judges are conferred with the same powers as permanent judges and
remain on the bench for a prolonged period of time. Such provisional judges
are vulnerable to executive interference and even tensions within the
judiciary.

The problems faced by countries in transition in providing an
independent and impartial justice system are a matter of concern. It is
acknowledged that in addition to the lack of financial resources, the lack of
human resources and of infrastructure are serious contributing factors.
The prevailing situations in Rwanda, Cambodia and some countries in the
Eastern European region are some examples. The Special Rapporteur continues
to liaise with the Activities and Programmes Branch of the Office of the
High Commissioner for Human Rights in this regard.
184.

B.

Recommendations

185. Arising from some of the observations made earlier on the country
situations and on his activities, the Special Rapporteur wishes to make some
specific recommendations.
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186. In the case of Switzerland, the Special Rapporteur recommends that the
Swiss Government offer adequate compensation to Mr. Clement Nwankwo and
thereby avoid any protracted civil suit before the Swiss courts and the
resultant cost and expense.
187. In paragraph 4 of resolution 1994/41 creating this mandate the
Commission urged all Governments to assist the Special Rapporteur in the
discharge of his mandate and to transmit to him all the information requested.
In the spirit of this paragraph the Special Rapporteur urges Governments that
have not responded to his interventions and requests to undertake missions to
do so.
188. The Special Rapporteur requests all Member States to respond promptly to
the questionnaire on the implementation of the Basic Principles on the Role of
Lawyers which is expected to be sent to Governments before the end of 1998 by
the Centre-forInternational Crime Prevention in Vienna. In this regard, the
Special Rapporteur also requests Governments that have not responded to the
earlier questionnaire on the implementation of the Basic Principles on the
Independence of the Judiciary to do so as soon as possible.
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1.
In paragraph 109 of his report (E/CN.4/1998/39),the Special Rapporteur
stated that his application for leave to appeal to the Federal Court (the apex
appellate court of Malaysia) from the decision of the Court of Appeal
dismissing his appeal to that court had been fixed for hearing on
16 February 1998. In the present document, the Special Rapporteur wishes to
report on the outcome of the hearing of that application.
His application was heard on 18 and 19 February 1998 by a panel of three
2.
judges presided over by the President of the Court of Appeal. The President
was the same judge who had earlier refused the Special Rapporteur's
application to the Court of Appeal for a stay of execution on the judgement of
the High Court referred to in paragraph 107 of the report. He also sat on the
Court of Appeal which affirmed the award of RM 10 million (US$ 2.5 million)
which decision was referred to and commented upon in the impugned article.
The businessman who was awarded that sum is currently the plaintiff in one of
the four suits against the Special Rapporteur for defamation arising from the
impugned article. Another judge who heard the appeal on 18 February was one
of the three judges in the controversial Aver Molek case (see E/CN.4/1996/37,
paras. 158-160) which was extensively commented on in the impugned article.
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3.
~t the conclusion of the hearing, the Federal court, by a unanimous oral
decision, dismissed the application with costs. In dismissing the
application, the Presiding Judge made a statement to the effect that the
Special Rapporteur was neither a sovereign nor a diplomat but, in layman's
terms, an "unpaid, part-time provider of information".

4.
The immunity determined and asserted by the United Nations
Secretary-General was from "l'egalprocess of every kind" in respect of wor'ds
spoken or written by the Special Rapporteur in the course of the performance
of his mission. Despite cogent authorities cited to the Court to the effect
that the issue goes to jurisdiction and therefore should be decided in limine,
the Court agreed with the lower courts that the issue of immunity from legal
process would be decided at the end of the process.
5.
The application was for leave to admit the appeal as one with merit for
appeal. Yet it was summarily disposed of. There were many admitted
previously with far less merit than the present one.

6.
The Special Rapporteur has exhausted all his legal remedies on the issue
of immunity before the domestic courts of Malaysia. He is now exposed to
legal process of full trials on the four defamation suits for a total sum of
RM 280 million (US $70 million).

Observations
7.
The decisions of the Federal Court and of the lower courts were against
the weight of authorities and do not accord with international law. The
courts failed and/or refused to recognize the United Nations jurisprudence on
the issue. They defied the authority of the Secretary-General of the
United Nations and, moreover, both the Court of Appeal and the Federal Court
ignored the 1989 Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice in the
Mazilu case. There was a virtually total disregard for the United Nations and
its procedures.
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Malaysia's reputation for judicial integrity is being questioned. David Samuels
reports that a string of controversial court dedsi-ons is the cause of mounting
concern among the country's lawyers and foreign investors .
I
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n April 10 1995, a Malaysian.
1,alvyer was granted an ex
parfe order by the country's
High Court, compelling a company
to register a block of shares owned by
his client. The kind of thing that happens all the tirite.
But this was no routine case. This
was different. It ended with
Malaysia's supreme court criticizing
the country's appeal court in terms
which were far from judicial, and the
president of the Malaysian,Bar
.. Council talking of "very serious
questions over the administration of
: j d c e in Malaysia".
The case in question was the Aycr
Molekcase. ~ n l iwas
t the
.. . culmination of a series of court
decisions in cbrnmercial cases which
has causeamany of Aialaysia's leading
lawyers to raise doubts about
hlalaysia's legal system.
.
"The ultimate fear about Ayer
Molek and all of these cases is that
r t h ~ ymean Malaysia is going t l ~ way
c
of other ~ s i a countries,
n
such as
Indonesia, Thailand and the
Philippines," says Raphael Pura, the
hialaysia corrcspol1dcnt to the Asirlit
\\h11Sfrccr ~o~crnnl:
"The implication
is that, just like thosc othcr cointrics,
hfala).sia is becon~i~lg
a place \clrcrc
justice is now 'up for bid'."
Until now, Malilysia, \vhich clljoycd
cconomic~ro~tqh
of 9.5% in thc first
halfof 1995, has bccn nblc to portriiy
iisclf as a country Inrg,cly lrce froin
corruption. As a rcsulr, thc gorcrnmc~lt
has S L I C C C C ~ ill
C ~attracting sol11C of thc
biscst foreign llnlilcs in
mnniifacturing. Applc Computers,
Citroci~,h.lotoroln, Gcncml Elcctric
'
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The court cases to which Pura
refers, and which could seriously
affect Malaysia's reputation as a
major financial centre, have all
occurred within the last year. They
came to a head in August, when the
Ayer Molek case provoked a row
between the Federal Court and the
Court of Appeal, Malaysia's two
highest courts. Because of the cases,
Malaysians from all walks of l i e have
openly started to question the .
independence of their judiciary.
O n August 28, Puan Hendon, the
president of the Malaysian Bar
Council, issued a press statement
saying the "differing views and
cqmments" of the two courts raised
"very serious questions over the
administration ofjustice in Malaysia1'.
In response! Eusoff Chin, Malaysia's
most S-eniorjudge and the. author of
the Federal Court judgme.nt which
criticized the Court ofAppeal, issued
a statement saying the Bar Council
should have discussed the matter
with him privately before they went
"to yell in the press".
Politicians also becanie invol\led.
Lim Kit Siang, secretary gencral to
the DAP, Malaysia's largcst
opposition party, said that there was
"a ncw crisis ofco~~fidence
over the
judiciary in hlalaysia". Prime Alinistcr
A9ahnthir Alohnknd told thc Bar
Council and Chin on Scptembcr 7
thilt thcir squabble \\.as
"dcstiibilizing" thc h.I;\laysionIcgal
systc111.

The Ayer Molek case
The cnsc of I i ~ s ncl,;~ti
~ A4rgnpolitnn
A~ot~riaccs
v A j r r Malck RrrDbcr

-

M$157million ($63 million)
purchase by Insas and Megapolitan,
two related investment houses, of
30% ofAyer MoIek's shares in 1994. It
produced very sharp criticisms from
the Court ofAppeaI about the
conduct of one plaintiff lawyer, VK
Lingham of VK Lingham & CO,
accusing him of illicit manoeuvring
to put the case befoie a High Court
judge of his choice.
Even though they had not asked
Ayer Molek to register their shares,
Insas and Megapolitan went to the
High Court on April 10 1995. They
informed the judge that they knew
from "reliable sources" that'Ayer
~ o l i kif, asked, would refuse to
register their shares. This was because
the company had not registered8
separate, 12% block bought by a
nominee company, PFA Nominees.
Later affidavits show that Haji
Mohd Halmi, the chairman ofAyer
Molek, had, by the time of the court
hearing, become convinced that
Insas, Megapolitan, PFA Nominees .
and Vincent Tan, one of Malaysia's
most prominent businessnlcn, were
"aligned to each othcr to ensure that
both the l n d s shares ... [atid the PFA
sharcsl ycre registered". Hebclievcd
that, $y jointly b u ~ i 42%
n ~ of Aycr
A4olck stock in sccrct, Insas and PFA
had brcachcd Malaysia's tnkcover
codc. Conscqucntl)s Aycr A4olckk
board had dccidcd tllat rcgistration
rcqucsts
cithcr Insos nnd
. frclm
.
hlcgnpcditnn, or I'FA Nominees,
~vuyldIlc rcfuscd.
I'lic afiidiivits s11o\v (llaf Haji's
bclicf rcsultcd fronl mcctings to
\\~hicl.rhc was invitcd on hlarch 31

.t

,
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the two shareholders, who had not
to both, wcre present at each. On
censured the lower court for ils
done anything at all about their
both occasions, Haji was requested to comments. In an August 12
shares for six months, suddellly were
"speed up the registration of the PFA- judgment, it accused the Court of
able to go to court and usc this lust
hcld Ayer Molck shares':
Appeal of itself "bringing the
resort con~pulsionprocedure. What I
In the High Court on April 10,
administration ofjustice into
do not understand is how they could
Lil-lghan~was granted armpurfe
disreputeu by "departing from
order designed to compel Ayer Molek sobriety" and "going off^ I tl frolic of get a judge to threaten Ayer h.Iolek
to register the 30% block of shares
its o.rvn",TIie Federal Court said that, with contempt ofcourt before Ayer
Molek had actually refused to do
bought by Insas and Megapolitan.
by discontinuing the High Court
anything."
Judge Azmel A~Inmoor,who sits in the action, Ayer Molek could "be deemed
.
Another says: "At Lingham's
Special Appellate Division of the
to have conceded the cxprrrfe order':
request,
this
judge
even
added
High Court (which deals with
It expunged the sections of the Court
administrativecases), and is the Chief ofAppeal's judgment which criticized nlandatory imprison~nrntto the ex
pnrte order. And then he refused ro
judge of the High Court, made the
Lingharn.
hear Ayer Molek's case for two weeks
order; The order, which was served
On September 8, the share sales to
or to suspend the order, although
on April 11, directed Ayer Molek's
Insas and Megapolitan, and PFA
. .
officers to register the shares within
Nominees, were finally cancelled and . such orders only have a Iife-span of
two weeks."
48 hours or face imprisonment.
police investigations into the.whole
Ayer Molek applied to have the
affair ceased. All law suits were
Privileged scheduling
order revoked on April 13.Azme!
withdrawn a week later.
There are various aspects ofthe way
agreed to bear their request on April
that the Federal Court dealt with Ayer
Something rotten
27 but refused a request to stzy the
Molek that also concern Malaysia's
Although the Federal Court
injunction pending .that hearing.
overturned the lower court's decision, lawyers. ':The case made it into the
A'yer Molek reluctantly registered
Federal Court at a startling speed:'
the Court of Appeal's comments
Insas's and Megapolitan's shares o n
. April 14 and took the matterto the
brought the Ayer Molek case to the . ' says one. "I a m appealing the same
attention of the rest of Malaysia's legal sort ofozder at themoment. f expect
Court of Appeal four days later. Ayer
that to getit in& the Federal Court
profession. One lawyer notes: "The
~ o l e k w a seeking
s
a declaration that
will take at least six months. In Ayer
Coug ofAppea1 made it clear that it
the High Court had been unjust and
Molek, it only took Lingham four
thought something funny had been'
asked the Court of Appeal to reverse
days."
going o n in the High Court in that
.'the effects ofa registration that had
. l hat sort of privileged scheduling,
,. been made under duress. The hearing . case. That was why they put'in a
says ~ o m r ~nh~o m a sis, usually
Shakespeare quote about there being
was set for July 26.
preserved for emergency situations:
ro,tten
in
the
State
of
'something
At the hezring, the Court of
"In the textbooks, the example of an
g Appeal, saying that it was "using its Denmark: It was a reference to the
emergency
situation they give is
building the High Court is in, which
inherent powerto stop further
where
a
bulldozer
is already outside
is
called
Denmark
House."
injustice from occurring': gave Ayer
your
home
ready
to
start knocking it
MaIek an order to stop Insas and
Tommy Thomas of S k i n e and CO
down.
You
should
not
be able to get
wouId like to know how Linghan
Megapolitan exercising any rights
an
expedited
appeal
in
a case about
managed to "overcome two hurdles
over their shares. Five days later, it
shares."
that are supposed tb make it
delivered its written judgment o n
Other lawyers feel the tone of the
impossible for this misfiling to
Aye~b4olek'sappeal. It called the
Federal
Court judgment, which was
. happen. First, you have to get the
situation p.roduced by the High
delivered
o n August 12 by Chief
registry to admit the case in the
rC,ourt's treatment of the case "an
Justice
Eusoff,
and especially its
wrong division. Then you have to
injustice perpetrated by a court of
criticisms
of
the
Court ofAppea1, ar
persuade the judge himself to let it
law".
too.persona1.
One
says that, in the
stay. The fact that the judge agreed to
The Court of Appeal also strongly
. criticized Lingham for taking a
Ayer
Molek
judgment,
Eusoffmake?
entertain this case really is a surprise':
several
departures
from
his
Another l a y e r says: "Lingham's
commercial matter, the registration
established
style
of
writing:
"Eusoff
action was like filing a commercial
of shares, to a division of the High
certainly
has
an
identifiable.s'tyle
to
matter in the family court. It should
Court which should only deal with
his
judgments,
which,
after
all,
we
administrative law cases. It czllcd him have made him look incredibly
have been reading now since 1982,
stupid. But, of course, it turned out
an "unethical lawyer" and said that
when he first became a judge.
that it went super well."
his conduct would give "rightYct another lawyer:found the terms Normally,'and unlike here, he writ1
minded people the impression that
in a very staccato form, usingshorl
of the exparteorder that Linghapl
some litigants are able to choose'the
sentences
and without making n ~ i ~
obtnincd highly irregular: "First, it is
judge before whom they wish to
references
to other cases as
literally unhcnrdof to be given a
.
appear". Insas and Megapolitan
Hc certainly docsn't
authorities.
compulsion order which forces a
appealed to the Federal Court,
quote
big
chunks
oftcx: from othc
Malaysia's highest court, which hcld a company to register your shares
cases
in
the
way
thilt
hc did in this
except wherc you have tried
hearing on- August
- - I.
l
. l * .- -1.,A
:r ; c vnt,r lnqt
case. At lcnst a aunrtcr of this
,

a
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More concerns

4
.

In the aftermath ofAyer Molek,
concerns about Lingham's tactics
have arisen again. This time in the
dispute between the Malaysia Borneo
finance ~ o l d i n (MBM)
~s
and the
East Asiatic Company (EAC). Again,
.there were a number of procedural
peculiarities which lead Param
Cumuraswamis United Nations
Special Rapporteur on the
Independence of Judges 2nd Lawyers,
to.say that the case looks like "a very
obvious, perhaps even glaring,
example of.judge-choosing':
dtsough he stresses that he has not
finished his investigations.
This case concerned a claim for
breach of contract for the sale of land.
The land )vas bought from EAC on
hlarch 8 1995 by b4BfH. Thc cost was
hlSl l5 million ($46 million), paid
for by 72,424,058 hlBW sharcs. A
second agrccmcnt presented EAC
from selling thc sharcs bcfore August
31, and gave th,ree MBM subsidiarics
the righ.1 to arrangc any snlc once one
\\.as allowcd.
On hlay 6, MRfH started an action
in thc civil Division of thc High
Court, alleging EAC had brokcn its
co,,.-.-.
L.,~., 1...--.
,, .y..A r J:lJ : * " vacant
possession of thc land. Dcinvs in the

.

.
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fron other cases. Normally it wouid
be at most a couple of carefully
chosen, very brief quotes, if a point
needs to be made clear."
Thelawyer also points out that the
judgment was written in the 11 days
between August 12, when the
judgment was delivered, and the
hearing on August 1. "My own
experience:' he says, "is that it takes
the Federal Court at least 21 to 30
days to produce a judgment':
K Anantham of Skrine & COsays the
Federal Court's decision to expunge
parts of the Court o f ~ ~ ~ e a l ' s
judgment was fortuitous for Lingham:
"The Bar Council was going to order
Lingham to account for his behaviour
in Ayer Molek, using the Court of
Appeal's comments about him as the
buis, ifnecessary, on which to
discipline him. But then, on the basis
of an Indian authority which Lingham
had found, the Federal Court
expunged the important sections of
the Court ofAppeal's judgment,
cuning the ground from under the Bar
Council's feet."

. .
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Judge of the HT~
could not be heard for at least six
should proceed. Azrnel said that they $
months, and so M R N applicd for a
pre-trial injunction to stop EAC from should ialk to Chief Justice Eusoff. An
selling the shares after Augus53 1:
hour after Vorhah's hearing, Low
!.
Hop in^ threw out EAC1s
A hearing on MBfH's application
took place in front of judge Vohrah - consolidation request, announcing
o n June 21 and he later said that he
that the subsidiaries' case would
remain before him.
would announce his decision on
After Eusoff informed the partits
August 23,
But; on August 11, the subsidiaries, o n August 25 that he could not see
represented by Lingham, also started them until September 6, the dispute
court proceedings against EAC,
was settled. The shares were sold on
aimed at stopping EAC from selling
August 30 for M$115million.
the shares after August 31. They
Procedural'gymnastics
issued an Originating Summons in
Tommy Thornas, who acted for EAC,
Court N o 5 of the Commercial
.says that the "procedural gymnasticsn
Division of the Highcourt (Judge
Malek), seeking a declaration that
in which the subsidiaries engaged
EAC's shares were "encumbered by
during that dispute "raise questions ,
the dispute between MBM and MC". that cry out for answers". A lawyer
The following day, the subsidiaries
close to Cheang &Ariffsays that the
firm stepped down because "it ' .
started a second, identical, set of
proceedings against EAC in Court No disagreed with what was being done
2 ofthe Commercial Division (Judge by the legal team working for the
Low Hop Bing).
subsidiaries'i
O n August 14, the Court No 2
Tho.mas points to the sequence of
proceedings were served on EAC. On the two identical legal actions started
the same day, the subsidiaries filed an in two different courts, one of which
was then discontinued, as proof that
exparte notice of discontinuance of
the subsidiaries were trying to get
their Court No 5 proceedings.
their case before one particular judge,
EAC responded by filing two
identical consolidation applications in namely Judge Low Hop Bing:
Vohrah's and Low Hop1scourts,
"Lingham told JudgeVolirah on.
requesting that the subsidiaries' action August 19 that the action they had
be added to the first action before
started in Court No 5, on August ill
had to be withdrswn o n August 14
~ o h r i hAt
. this point, D e a n g and
Ariff stepped down as MBfH's lawyers, because of typing errors..That simply
to be repIaced by T H Su 8c Co.
cannot be right. Ifyou compare'the
LOWHop Bing held a hearing on
main document from Court No 5,
the consoIidation application on
which is supposed to have contained
August 18. He granted EAC's request
so many typing errors that it had to
be withdrawn, with the main
to adjourn the matter until after
document put into Court No 2 [Low
~ o h i a h ' s~ u g u s23
t decision. Vohrah
Hop Bing's court], you will see that
also held a hearing on the
.
there are absolutely no differences
consolidation request and asked
Lingham y h y the first proceedings he between them. And there are only
had started (in Court No 5) had been two inconsequential differences
discontinued. This y a s the first EAC
between the supporting affidavits."
"The irresistible inference:'
knew of the discontinued
Thomas says, "has to be that they
proceedings. Lingham replied that
the Court No 5 summons was
wanted Low Hop Bing, and 011ly LOW
withdrawn "bccausc it had typing
Hop Bing, to hear their case. When
mistakes",
cvcryonc clsc involvcd agreed that a11
On August 23, Vohrah rcjcctcd
the actions should bc brought
MBfH's injunction application and,
togcthcr in Judgc Vohrah's court, it
the following day, askcd ifany party
was,Lingham who insistcd the
subsidiaries' case should stay with
objcctcd to his hearing both cascs.
Only Lingham did, insisting that the
Low Hop Ding".
subsidiaries' case should rcnlain
bcforc Low Hop Bing. Vohmh then
VK tlngham
discl>argcd? ~ i : ~ ~ . i ~ ! f fj >i ~~a~i i ~l ~ The Malnysian Bar C o ~ i i ~ ii il 'i ~~ i L
ehntuc th-t 1 : r r n h n t n n r i n l i f i d i n
1ri:11 a11d instructed rhr n l r t i ~ ctn

j

.
Thorns, Linghant has built up "a
small portfolio" of clients, all of
whom "are incredibly rich and very
loyal to him, mainly Malaysian
cntreprcncurs".
So is it possible that the speculation
surroutidirtg these and others of
Lingham's most recent cases could be
a case of sour grapes? A few defeated
opponents snving face by using their
seniority to make mischief for him?
One member of the Bar Council
rules this out: "The people Lingham
has been up against recently are all
very senior counsel and have no need
to indulge in such sour grapes. People
like Tommy Thomas and Loh Siew
Cheang of Cheang & Ariff have been
around for mpny years and are from
locally renowned firms. Their
reputations are already absolutely
assured. They are hardly people who
would feel that they had sometiow
lost their credibility as advocates
because of these cases!'
"Bes'ides," he adds,"I do not think
these cases were ever really allowed to
get to the meat of'the dispute.. So they
never became about Lingham
battering any of his opponents in
-open argument before the court. The
cases have all tended to finish
immediately after the pre-trial stage.
They were all about procedure and
manoeuvring".
V K Linghamdeclined to comment
o n the questions raised by these two
decisions and those described below.

,
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understands these decisions, pt..o$"
had to start
have
both the Ltcllectual ca;acity of our
courts and the integrityofol1.r
judges," Tommy Thoii~nssllys that
many Malaysian lawyers hive illready
decided which of those cxplilnations
they believe.
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counsel at the Malaysian law Krnl of
Shook Lin & Bok, he says: "It would
be unfair to nameany names, but
thcre is some concern about all this
among foreign businessmen based in .
Malaysia, particularly G o n g those
who have litigation pending."
Another senior Malaysian attorney
has also witnessed this growing
concern. "There is a general concern
Economic consequences
among foreign clients about the civil
The danger is that, if thesc
justice system:' he says. "The first
perceptions continue and become
more widely held, they could damage question that those clients ask me
now is 'how safe are the Malaysian
Malaysia's good standing in the eyes
courts?' I know several people whose
of foreign investors. An economist
multinational clients have been
from one of the internnlional bunks
asking
them questions specifically
which has offices in Malaysia is not
about
the
Ayer hfolek case."
sure if the affair has started to alter
There
was
no sign of these concerns
perceptions of the country. It is, he
at
the
beginning
of 1995, when the
says, "one of those intangible issues.
World
Economic
Forum, a GenevaIt depends on thegroundswell of
opinion. At the moment I don't think based business consultancy,
researched its LVorld Competitiveness
any general opinion about Malaysia
Report. It was published in .
being corrupt has started to
September. As part of the research,
crystallize".
major companies were asked what
According to the economist, those
level of confidence they had in the
crucial foreign manufacturers like
justice system of the country in which
Malaysia for a number of reasons:
they were located. On the basis of the
"Land has been well priced and the
59 Malaysian replies it received '
Malaysian government has always
b e ~ e e January
n
and April, the
been very pro-foreigners. So it has
allowed them to own the bulk of t h e i ~ World Economic Forum ranked
~ a l a ~ sasi aone of the top 25 systems
own plants. Partly it is also because
in the world, and placed it.above both
the English language is widely
the US and United Kingdom.
spoken, and there is a surplus of
~ u r n u r a s w & nthink
~
Malaysia
skilled labour in the market.''
would not be able to repeat that result
But, and this is more important in
at present. "complaints are rife that
the light of the new mood ofgloom
certain highly placed personalities in
around Malaysia's courts, the
the business and corporate sectors are
Terrible situation
economist thinks that company faith
able to manipulate the Malaysian
The people who are most concerned
in Malaysia has "a lot to do with
system ofjustice," he says. "But I d o
about the implications of these recent Malaysia's UK-derived tradition of a
not want any of the people involved
good legal framework".pecially
cases are Malaysia's 5,500 lawyers.
as,
to think I have yet made up my
?''The present situation is terrible,"
he'points out, setting up operations
mind."
says Thomas, "one hears all sorts of
in a new country is a process often
fraught with "disputes and teething
gossip".
The Tan libel case
Ariother senior lawyer, who prefers problems".
So it would be cause for concern to Cumuraswamy says that, although
not to be named, agrees there is a new
those in the higher levels of Malaysia] these complaints "only really came to
feeling around the profession.
prominence because of the judge"People are very disheartened and
public life if the country's justice
choosing allegations in the Aycr
disillusioned," he says. "There is a
system had indeed started to go.the
Molekaffair, people first started to
general feeli-g that Aycr Molck
way ofits Asian neighbours. And
question the integrity of the judiciary
thcre is evidence that, in the wake of
should not have happened the way
after the M$10 million ($4 million)
these legal problems, Malaysianthat it did. In particular, people felt
libcl award which Vincent Tan
that, for some reason, in that case the based cornpanics arc beginning to
received on Octobcr 22 last year.",
lose faith in the Malaysian courts.
Federal Court was choosing
Tan is the head ofthe Bcrjaya
Parnry Cumuraswamy, who.has a
deliberately to be very unfair."
Croup, one of Malaysia's largest
global ntandnte from the United
And, according to this lawyer,
companies, which has diverse
Malaysian 1awyers;bewiidered by thc Nations to investigate complaints
busincss intcrcsts ranging from
such as those circulating in Malaysia
many unusual aspects to these
gaming venucs, to snopping ~nnlls,
!11at
he
has
at prcscnt,
reports
decisions, have found that they arc
. .
, .

-

.

Feature
at one of the international banks
based in Malaysia describes Tan as
"the archetypal business autocrat,
compleiely inseparable from his
company. Tan is the major
stockholder in, and the driving force
behind, the company. He goes out
and gets the contracts, and hires and
fires the staff':
Tan sued over four articles
published in the August and October
1993 issues of Malaysian Irrdustry, a
business magazine. The MS10
million damages he received was the
highest ever awarded by a Malaysian
court. "The Tan libel case struck
. people as unusual," says Raphael
. .
Pura, "because of the speed with
which the case went from start to
finish. Suddenly, a case which would
typically take about four years to get a
court date, was heard within six
months. The trial itself, which
normally would take about 12
months to get to court, was in and
out in three days."
A Malaysian lawyer agrees that the
speed of the case raised eyebrows.
"People instangy wondered what was
so special about the Tan libel case that
. . the courts wanted to deal with it so
speedily," he says.
:
But others say it was the size of the
award which made them curious.
"h1510 million dollars is a big award
$ for a libel case by any country's
..standzrds. But, by Malaysian
standaids, it is a hell of a lot," says
Pura. "No one in hllalaysia had won
anything like it before. The most
'

'3

previously had been about half a
million Malaysian dollars." He adds
that, at the outset, few had thought
Tan's case looked strong: "The core of
the article was not a particula'fly'
outrageous reference to moneypolitics. Tan leapt on it and tried to
put the worst possible meaning on it,
one that perhaps wasn't justified." VK
~ i n g h a macted f o r ~ a nin the case.

TornrnyTittSmas of Skrine & CO
"7
believes that the decision looks
5:?,
incorrect: "It was an offshore deal
done under UK law, so the UK
seemed Iike it was the proper forum I
for the dispute." CS First Boston and
Berjaya settled the dispute on
October 12. Both agreed not to apply
for any costs. VK Lingham acted for
Berjaya Industrial.

Defying the odds

Behind closed doors

According to one economist, one of
Tan's companies, Berjaya Industrial, .
has also recently "appeared to defy
a n On
the odds" in a ~ a l a ~ s i court.
~a
won an
May 13, ~ e r j a ~ndustrial
injunction in the High Court of
Malaysia that prevented a M$500
million dispute over derivatkes from
being relocated to the United
Kingdom, Berjaya Industrial was
suing CS First Boston for negligent
misrepresentation after the Malaysian
company lost heavily in an interest
rates swap deal.
The economist at the Malaysian
branch of an international bank says:
"From what I heard about the case, it
should have been quite cut and dried.
Berjaya basicaIly.ducked out. Tan
later sacked the guy who signed
Berjaya up for it. Locally the view was
that that was a bit strange too. He
seemed to be too junior a person to
have committed the company to such.
a huge position. The Malaysian judge,
Chief J.udge Malek, said that it was a
Malaysian deal so the dispute should
be heard by a Malaysian courts."

Cumuraswamystresses that the public
feud that erupted behteen Chief
JusticeEusoffChin and the Bar
Council over AyerMolekappearsto
have been resolved: "The Bar Council
and the Chief Justice have met and I
have heard that some positive steps are
being taken to improve the system."
But some of Malaysia's disheartened
layyers already think they know how it
will feel ifthe system does not improve.
One says: "Atthe end of the day we all
just want the system to be fair. You
want it to be one where you me abIe to
udk out of a case and say
lightheatedly 'The judge was a fool!',
without being worried that it could
actuallybe true."
He concludes: "What people are
really worried about is that one day it ,
might be them who has to leave court
without having any real idea what
just happened. Whether it was they
who never undgrstood the law;
whether it was the judge who
misunderstood the law; or whether
something terrible had been arranged
in advancebehind closed doors."

:
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DEVELOPMENTS

IN RESPONSE TO IMPORTANT NEW
INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL
LITIGATIONWILL
PUBLISH SPECIAL BOUND-OUT SUPPLEMENTS ON THE FOLLOWING TOPICS
international Environmental Litigation
US Litigation
These supplements will be written by spqcialist practitioners and wiII highIight key
legal issues and recent regulatory developments.
l

ifyou are interested in CO-editingany of these supplements, or

would like to order copies, please c.ontact:

.89-22,-98
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Dear Sir;
We act on behalf of Insas Berhad and Megapolitan Nominees Sdn Bhd who have

clearly been seriously defamed in the issue of the International Cqmmercid
Litigation for November 1995 published by Euromoney Publications PGC,in the
featpre
t
article headed "M.alaysi.wjustice on trial". A 'copy of the article is
enclosed herewith. It is clear that they are being accused of comption, in
cdlaboration with their leading Legal Counsel Dato' V K Lingam, in relation to
litigation brought earlier this year against &e Ayer Molek Rubber Co. Bhd and its
directors and secretaries-

89-22798

16:16

PARAM CUMARASWAMY

The article Seems to b p based 20 a significant extent upon allegations madeay you.
You are qxtensively quoted (we are sure quite acntrately) in the article. Despite
the disingenuous comments " ... that he has not f i s h e d the investigations" and that
you " ... do not want any of the people involved to think I have yet made up my
mind", you have made what are clearly intended to be damning comments to the
staff of the magazine, which manifestly accuse Dato' V

K Lingam and his various

clients of corruption: In particular, you have referred to our clients' litigation as
having brought to prominence the allegations abdut the integrity of the judiciary.
i

i

You must surely have known of the ruling of the Fideral Court in the case of hsas
Berhad v Ayer Molek Rubber Bhd [l9953 2 MLJ 833, 844, 846, where it was
clearly stated that there was "no evidence or cause" to warrant &e criticisms of the
Court of Appeal, and their remarks were described as "totally unwarranted and
unjustifiedtt. In any event, your allegations are obviously defamatory aad, oh your
own admission, based on incomplete investigations and/or Tclmouf.

In the circumstances, our clienis are left'with no choice but to ihsue defamation
proceedings against you in respect of your coxnnients and their subsequent
republication in the International Commercial .Litigation. 1t is important that all
steps are taken, for the purpose of mitigating the continuing damage being done t o
their business and commercial repepuhtions wbich is woildwidd, as quickly and
effec'&ely as possible.
We therefore write to ask that you will agree:

(1)

to join in the making of a Statement in Open Court in agreed texrns;

(2)

r
.c
.,-A
,,rlifie,d
to
y ~ u r ~ ewith
l f the pubiicarion 01
--9.retraction in fie ~ e r n ~ t i & aCommercial
l
Litigation magazhe,

"

Goireqpnding

-A.-

pr~finen~e
to that of the offendin:: artide, in terms to

be a g e d by us on behalf of our Clients;
(3)

for the payment of damages t o vindicate, so
to make suitala?h
far as is now possible, the companies' reputations;
l.

to undertake to rgfr$n ftom publishing any similar libels in the fiture.

Nawaliy, ovr clieqts will also expect to be indrmnifed in respect of all the legal
~ o s t swhich they have had to incur. Will you please reply tothis leiier as a matter
of urgency. In the meantime all rights are reserved.

Yours f ai'thfully,

Clients

69-22798
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VSP/110/95
18th December 1995

i

RECEIVED BY

DATO' PARAM CUMGRASWAM-Y

SHOOK

LW &G BOK ( ;liitnn$'')
.

I

Messrs Shook Li & Bok
Advocates & Solicitors
20th Floor, Bangunan Arab Malaysian
JalanRajaChulan
50200 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia

Dear Sir,
We act on behalf of Dato' V K Lingam, who has clearly been seriously defamed
I

in the issue of the International Commercial Litigation for November 1995
published by Eurornoney Publications PLC, in the feature article headed
"Malaysianjustice on trial". A copy of the article is enclosed herewith. He is
mentioned (including in one cross-head) in connection with each of the cases cited
in support of the proposition that "Malaysia is becoming a place where justice i s
now 'up for bid"', whereas it has until now "... been able to portray itself as a
country largely free from corruption".

16:17
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The article seems to be based to a significant extent upon allegations madb by you.
You are extensively quoted (we are sure quite accurately) in the article, Despite
the disingenuous comments l'. .. that he has not finished the investigations" and that
you "... do not want any of the people involved to think I have yet made up my
mind", you have made what are clearly intended to be damning comments to the
staff of the magazine which manifestly accuse Dato' V K Lingam and his various

'

clients of corruption (including "a very obvious, perhaps even glaring, example of
judge-choosing"). These are obviously defamatory and, on your own admission,
based on incomplete investigations andlor rumour. Quite apart from the serious
defamation you have thereby perpetrated, you have clearly disqualified yourself, on
grounds of bias, from carrying out further investigations into these matters on any
credible basis.

In any event, Dato' V K Lingam is left with no choice but to issue defamation
proceedings against you in respect of your defamatory comments and their
subsequent republication in the International Commercial Litigation.

It i s important that all necessary steps are taken, in order to mitigate the continuing
damage being done to his reputation which is worldwide and to his livelihood, as
quickly and effectively as possible. We therefore write to ask that you will agree:

l

I

l

l

(1)

to join in the making of a Statement ill Open Court in agreed terms;

(2)

to associate yourself with the publication of a full and unqualified
retraction, in the International Commercial Litigation magazine, with
corresponding prominence to that of the offending article, in terms to
be agreed by us on behalf of Dato' V K Lingam;

.

89-22-98
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(3)

PARAM CUMARASWAMY

.

- .

ID=f683

.2749834

to make suitable proposals for the payment of damages to compensate
for the outrage to his feelings and to vindicate, so far as is now
possible, his reputation;

i

to undertake to refrain from the publication of any similar libels in the
future.

I

Naturally, our client will also expect to be indemnified in respect of all the legal
costs which he has had to incur. Will you please reply to this letter as a matter of
urgency. Meanwhile all rights are reserved.

Yours faithfully,

C.C.

Client

PEGUAMBBLA DAN PEGUAMCA RA
ADVOCATBS & SOLJCITORS
V SIVAPARANJOT~~~I
LL.B, (H/,,*;) U.K.,Burrister-Ar-hw,lirner Temple

SHAIVTINI SELVA RAJAH

suiie NO 307, 3rd Floor,
Bangunan I-oke Yew,
NO, 4, ~ a t u rMuhkamnh Persckutuan,
S0050 Kuu& Lwrnptar

U . B . (Pions) U.K,C.L.P.W )
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50200 Kuala Lumpur

AT ......!.2;$2.*...a . d w

Malaysia
Dear Sir,

1

1

L..'

We act on behalf of Yang Berbahagia Tan Sri Dato' Vincent Tan Chee Yioun,
Berjaya Industrial Berhad and Berjaya Corporation (Cayman) Limited, 'who have

clearly been seriously defamed in the issue of the International Commercial
.
Publications PLC,in the
Litigation for November 1995 published by Euromoney
feature article headed "Malaysian justice on trial". A copy of the article is
,

enclosed herewith. It is clear that they are being accused of corruption, together
with their leading Legal Counsel Dato' V K Lingam, in relation to an allegation of

obtaining special favours in litigation in which they have been involved.

The article seems to be based to a significant extent upon allegations made by you.

You are extensively quoted (we are sure quite accurately) in the article. Despite
the disingenuous comments

"'... that he has not finished the investigations" and that

you "... do not want any of the people involved to think 1 have yet made up my
mind", you have made what are clearly intended to be damning comments to the
staff of the magazine, which manifestly accuse Dato' V K Lingam and his various
clients of corruption. In particular, you have chosen to pinpoint Tan Sri Vincent
i

I

..._.

Tan's libel case as being the one in relation to which "people first started to
question the integrity of the judiciary". These remarks are obviously defamatory
and, on your own admission, based on uncompleted investigations andlor rumour.

In these circumstances, our clients are left with no choice but to, issue defamation
proceedings against you in respect of your defamatory comments and their
subsequent republ.ication in the International Commerciai Litigation magazine. It

is important that all steps are taken, for the purpose of mitigating the continuing
damage being done to their personal and commercial reputations which is
worldwide, as quickly and effectively as possible.

'

'b.--

I

We therefore write to ask that you 'will agree:

1
'

(3

to join in the making of a Statement in Open Court in agreed ternis;

(2)

to associate yourself with the publication of a full and unqualified
retraction, in the International Commercial Litigation magazine, with
corresponding prominence to that of the offending article, in terms to
be agreed by us on behalf of our clients;

1fi:lR

Qq-77-9R

(3)

PARAM CUMARASWAMY

ID=+663 2749834

to make suitable proposals for the payment of damages to compensate
for
the outrage
to Tan Sri Dato' Vincent Tan's feelings and to
".
-

vindicate, so far as is now possible, his reputation and that of the two
companies;
(4)

to undertake to refrain from the publication of any similar libels in the

future.
i

1

Our clients will also expect to be indemnified in respect of all the legal costs which
they have had to incur. Will you please reply to this letter as a matter of urgency.

-a.

Meanwhile all rights are reserved.

Yours faithfully,

'

l

,
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C.C.

Clients
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Q g f i c s at Geneva
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its compliments to fht: Permanent ~issiotiof
Malaysia ta dre UnitEd Nations O&CG
at Geneva and has the honour to draw its attentioa to the

2

fouo-:
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The Secretariat of the United Nations p-nt

.

S

On 18 Dawber 1995 Dam' R- CSmmmvamy, the S~pciaiRap~#,rreurof tbe ~ o ~ 5 6 5 i on
ck
~ m w Rights
n
on che Independence of Judges aud Lawyers, received three WISfrom tfie law firm of
Siva Parmas of guala Lumpus indicating tWv incent to initiate defamationprocewliqgs against him on
behalf of their clients: Tan Sri Data' Vincent Tan C k e Yioun; Bexjaya liuiustrial Berbad; Bezjaya '- C~orportaion( ~ a y a m l~unite* h~
:W; ~gapolitm~ ~ m i m ~e sd BM.;
a
~ X I~ a mY.K.
*
.
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In this regard, the Seaetariat would IikeW draw the atkntion of rhe Pamamt Missioa to t&

..

.fact

that all actions &ken and words spclb,or written by Mr. Chmmswam;y in the sm#ers rcfened m in
tfrese letters have hem done in his a p i ~ i Qas Special Rappomur of the Cnmmission on Human R i g h on

. t lW
~ p e m h c e ofJudges and Lawyers. Sptcial Rapportmm of tfie C d i c m on Human Rights are
. * . deemed to be experts on mission of the!United Nations. In ~QX)with M m 22 of Article V1 of
, .... the Con~entkmw tbr: Privileges and linmunities ~fthe United Nations of which Malaysia is a party, "
Experts petf~ming~ ~ ~ O for
I Ithe
S U;nikd Natians M
1 be a~~arded
a& privileges and inmmih
!
'-.- as a . n.ecemq fbr the indepeadernr ex~rciseof the'= ~ 0 ~ 1 Sectkm
s
22 (Bf of the Convenrion
.-. prorides that "they shall be accorded 2x1respect of wonrls s p o b ar written and acts dcme by %kmin...the
.
. . . course of the @ormance of their m'txiion, immutrit.y from legal proass of every kind"

...

..-"

*.

AccordingIy, pummt to ArricL: VI of the.Convention on the Privileges and Inmnmities of the
pnited Nations, Dam' Param Chmxasuamy is immme from kgal process of every k W in p s p e a of
C w o r d ~s p a h or written and acts
by him in ihe c-of me perfonnans~ofhis mission.
I

Undrtr Section 34 of the Comrtion on tbe Privileges and linnudies of ti.le United Naiom, the
Govermnt of Waysia has an obligatian to be "in a position un&r h own laws m give effect to ihc
terms of this Convemka" As m&, tlle Secre&ariatwould rtkipectfully request that the conpemt
Mdaysian authorities be advised of tfie Specid Rapprteur'a pri~itegesand ~ ~ i t i eand
s ,that b y , in
tum, advise the Mdlaysian marts af C3 immuniry h m legal prowess.
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OFFICE DES NATIONS UNIES A G E N ~ E
CXNTRE POUR LE5 DR(IHTS DE L'HDMME

.
(

CENTRE FOR lIlJMAN R l G M S

I refer to you- leaer of26Februaty 1996 mDatoSPacam Cmar~~wamy
in wtiih yoh indicated your b t to iniriare
&famaxion pmccdsgs .againstMr C
an behalf of your dknk MBf Naahnn Searriries SQ Bbd; MfSf Capital
. Berhad; and Daft' V.K. Eh-

)
U

.

l N i E D NATIONS OFFICE A T GENEv

Xn this regard, I remind you W my p i o u s let& dated 22 Decamhx 1995 baqt to your offices in wh'ih I Jllviwd
you that dI acrioss &kmmd WO& spoken mwrim by Mr. CumaJaswamy in the m8tDtrs r t f d ta kr your tetws have bctn
done in bis capacity as Spcrid Rapportear of the CommmSion on ILunaa Rights on m+ Xndcpcndtczc rrf Xudges
Latvy-m.

S p e c s R a p p t u m of drcr Co-ssion
on Human Rights am d=cmcd to be %pars m mission of tt# t'nitul Natioas. In
acccrdanru, vridh Stctios 22 of W
e t Y i dtfic Zlronvenrion on thc Privileges and Immnities of &c United Nations, of which
Malaysia isn party, 'Exparsr;........pa-foming
missioos fos tbe United Nations shall tit acmrdedsuch privikges and immunities
as W-w~rtctsswyfar the iradepahdmtwr~cise
of their fuactiom,,.," Sec;dim 22 (B) 0 f . h C~nvcntion
provides fhat *they shall
be acwrded in respect of wdrrfs lrpaken ar written and acts done by them in timcuwr.c3 tkc -&p
Of their m'mion
immunity from legal pmccss of msy kind*
3

Accordingly, plvsurnc b Aitkle VX of &heCorcvmtioo on tht Privileges and knm~nitics~f the Ulrited Narions, Dato'
Pacam 1513msras4rsmy,tht Special Rappoasur an tbc T s c c d Judw and L W ~ ~ TisSimmune
.
h r n &gal pmuss of
t v c q kind in r w t of ,fs
spdken m wrimo aod acts done by bim in tbe course d the ptzikumana ofhis &$im
Yours sincerely,

c&

Dato' Param Cumaiasvmy

Siva &Partners
Advb~atffLP: Solicimxs
Suiu No. 3073rd ICloat
Emgumas Lukc Yew
NO.4 3 h Arl&kunah Pwsck~hlan
50050 l h & a Lumps
Malaysia
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The Legal Counsel of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of Malaysia to the
United Nations and has the honour to inform him that he had been
advised by the United Nations Centre for Human Rights in Geneva
that the Malaysian law firm of Siva & Partners of Kuala Lumpur has
indicated their clientsr intent to initiate defamation proceedings
against Dator Param Cumaraswamy, the special Rapporteur of the
Commission on Human Rights on the Independence of Judges and
Lawyers.
Special Rapporteurs of the Commission on Human Rights are
deemed to be experts on mission of the United Nations;
In
accordance with section 22 of Article V 1 of the,Conventionon the
Privileges and Immunities of ,theUnited Nations (the convention) of .
which Malaysia is a 'party,"experts. - performing missions for the
United Nations shall be .accordedsuch privileges and immunities as
are necessary for the independent exercise of their functions.
Section 22(b) of the Convention provides that "they shall be
accorded, in respect of words spoken or written and acts done by
them in the course of the performance of their mission, immunity
from legal process of every kind."

..

.'..

Accordingly, the special Rapporteur on the Independence of
Judges and Lawyers, is immune from legal process of every kind in
respect of words spoken or written and acts done by him in the
.,
course of the performance of his mission.
l

l

1

Under section 34 of the Convention, the Government of Malaysia
has an obligation to be "in a position under its own law to give
As such, it is for the
effect to the terms of this Con~ention.~~
competent Malaysian authorities to advise the Malaysian courts of
the Special Rapporteurrs immunity from legal process.
The Legal Counsel would be grateful if.the competent Malaysian
authorities could be requested to advise the Malaysian courts of
the Special Rapporteurrs immunity from legal process.
The Legal Counsel avails himself of this opportunity to assure
the Permanent Representative of the ~alaysia5-0the United Nations
of his highest considera"don.

p!
I

DOSSIER NO. 20
SUMMARY OF THE \VRIT OF SUhlhlOXS AKD STATEhlEKT OF CLAXhl

In the High Court of Malaya
at Kuala Eumpur
Suit No. S3-23-68
registered/issued :12 December 1996
The Writ

Two Plaintiffs claim MR60,000,000 for damages, including exemplary damages for

um accruable from the date of judgment
slander and for libel, as well as interest at 8% per m
until the date of payment, costs of the action and an injunction to restrain Defendant fiom further
defaming Plaintiffs.
The Statement of Claim
At all material times, Defendant was an Advocate and Solicitor of the High Court of
Malaya and the Chief Executive Partner of a Malaysian law firm (Shook Lin & Bok).
l

Defendant spoke and thereby published defamatory words of and concerning the
Plaintiffs, their business and their conduct.therein.

.

.

Kis words were calculated to disparage Plaintiffs in their business and to cause'them
pecuniary damage.
The publication of the words, seriously damaged Plaintiffs' trading reputations and
brought them into public scandal, odium and contempt.

..-
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3 January 1997

To Whom It May Concern

1

The United Nations hereby notifies the-competentauthorities
of ~alaysiathat Dato' Param ~umaraswamy,national of Malaysia, is
the Special Rapporteur on .the Independence of Judges and Lawyers of
the United Nations ~ommissionon Human Rights. In th'is capacity,
Dator Cumaraswamy is entitled to the privileges and immunities
accorded to experts performing missions for the United Nations
under Articles V1 and V11 of the convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations to which ~alaysiahas been a party
since 28 October 1957 without any reservation..

1

In accordance with section 22(b) of the convention Datof
Cumaraswamy, in particular, shall be accorded by the competent
authorities "in respect of words spoken or written and acts done by
[the experts] in the course of the performance of their mission,
immunitv from leaal Drocess of everv kind. This immunity from
legal process shall continue to be accorded notwithstanding that
the persons concerned are no longer employed on mission for the
United NationsH (emphasis added).

.

1t should also be noted that under Section 34 of the
convention a State acceding thereto should "be in a position under
its own law to give effect to the terms of this ConventionJl.
l

The United Nations hereby notifies the competent authorities
of Malaysia by the present document that it maintains the immunity
from legal process of its Special Rapporteur, Datof Param
...
cumaraswamy.
The United Nations requests all those whom it may concern to
extend to Dator Param Cumaraswamy the privileges and immunities,
courtesies and facilities to which he is entitled under the
convention on the Privileges and Immunited of the United Nations.

Under-Secretary-General
office of the Legal Counsel

.
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6 January 1997
To Whom 'It Mav Concern
'

Re:

Kuala ~urnpurHigh Court
Civil Suit No. S3-23-68 in the year 1996
1. MBF Capital .Berhad
2. MBF Northern securities Sdn. Bhd..
vs.
pato' Param Cumaraswamy

In connection with the Civil Suit No. 53-23-68 of 1996 by MBF Capital Berhad and MBF
Northern Securities Sdn. Bhd. against Dato' Param Cumaraswamy, the United Nations hereby
notifies the competent authorities of Malaysia that Dato' Param Cumaraswamy, national of
Malaysia, is the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers of the United
Nations Commission on Human Rights. In this capacity, Dato' Cumaraswamy is entitled to the
privileges and immunities accorded to experts performing missions for the United Nations under
Articles V1 and V11 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations
to which Malaysia has been a party since 28 October 1957 without any reservation.
In accordance with Section 22(b) of the Convention Dato' Cumaraswamy, in particular,
shall be accorded by the competent authorities "in respect of words spoken or written and acts
done by [the experts] in the course of the performance of their mission, immunity from legal
process of every kind. This immunity from legal process shall continue to be accorded
notwithstanding that the persons concerned are no longer employed on mission for the United
Nations" (emphasis added).
It should aIso be noted that under Section 34 of the Convention a State acceding thereto
should "be in a position under 'its.own law to give effect to the terms of this Convention".
The Thiited Nations hereby notifies the competent authorities of Malaysia by the present
document that it maintains the immunity from legal process of its Special Rapporteur, Dato'
Param Cumaraswamy.
The United Nations requests all those whom it may concern to extend to Dato' Param
Cumaraswamy the privileges and immunities, courtesies and facilities to which he is entitled
unclcr the Convention on the Privileges and lmmunited of the United Nations.

&and
Deputy to ths
Under-Secretav-Genere!
rlc+:. .., ~f rhz Legi!! C!?JE:~!

. , . . .A
.,&
.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION

IN THE H I G H COURT OF MALAYA AT KUALA LUMPUR
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Between

1.
2.
,

MBf CAPITAL BERHAI)
MBf NORTHERN SECURITIES SDN BHD

.

Plaintiffs

And
Defendant

DATO' PARAM CUMARASWAMY

A F F I D A V I T

I , DATO' PARAM CUMARASWAMY (K.P No. 4475178) of f u l l
age and a Malaysian c i t i z e n of
Arab-Malaysia,

55 J a l a n

c a r e of Tingkat 2 0 ,

~ a j aChulan,

Bangunan

5 0 2 0 0 Kuala Lumpur,

do

solemnly make o a t h and a f f i r m a s follows:-

1.

I am t h e Defendant abovenamed.

2.

Save where

otherwise

stated t o

the

contrary,

the

f a c t s deposed h e r e i n a r e w i t h i n my p e r s o n a l knowledge.

I crave l e a v e of t h i s Honourable Court t o r e f e r t o

the W r i t

of

Summons d a t e d 12.12.1996

my

6.1.1997,
s e r v i c e of

solicitors

Messrs

t h e W r i t on my behalf

and f i l e d h e r e i n .

Shook
on a

Lin

&

Bok

On

accepted

ltwithout p r e j u d i c e "

basis.

I veri.1~
b e l i e v e t h a t I have t o e n t e r an appearance

the

W r i t

within

e i g h t days

service

the

Writ,

i n c l u s i v e of

t h e d a t e of

service.

I wish

to state that I

i n t e n d t o e n t e r a C o n d i t i o n a l Appearance t o t h e s a i d W r i t and
t h e r e a f t e r apply t o s t a y p r o c e e d i n g s o r t o s e t a s i d e t h e W r i t .
Accordingly,

I now make t h e i n s t a n t a p p l i c a t i o n f o r l e a v e of

t h i s Honourable Court f o r t h e purposes of e n t e r i n g C o n d i t i o n a l
, ,,

Appearance t o t h e P l a i n t i f f s ' p u r p o r t e d a c t i o n .

I wish t o s t a t e t h a t t h e P l a i n t i f f s f a c t i o n a g a i n s t

5.

me

f o r p u r p o r t e d defamation a r i s e s o u t of

appeared

in

the

November

1995

issue

of

Commercial L i t i g a t i o n Magazine under t h e

an a r t i c l e which
the

International

caption

lf~alaykian

J u s t i c e on T r i a l " .
I

I am now shown a copy of t h e s a i d a r t i c l e which i s

annexed h e r e t o and marked a s E x h i b i t "Aft.

6.

I

wish

to

state

that

the

statements

which

were

a t t r i b u t e d t o me and a s reproduced i n t h e s a i d a r t i c l e , were
made i n my c a p a c i t y ' a s t h e U n i t e d Nations S p e c i a l Rapporteur
on t h e Independence of Judges and Lawyers and i n t h e c o u r s e of
my m i s s i o n which r e q u i r e d me t o . c a r r y o u t an examination o r
i n q u i r y i n t o t h e independence o f t h e Malaysian J u d i c i a r y i n
r e s p e c t o f t h e e v e n t s r e l a t i n g t o i m p o r t a n t a s p e c t s of c e r t a i n
c o n t r o v e r s i a l Court c a s e s .

I t was e x p r e s s l y . s t a t e d i n t h e

s a i d a r t i c l e t h a t I w a s i n v e s t i g a t i n g such c a s e s .

The s a i d W r i t makes no reference whatsoever t o t h e

7.

f a c t t h a t t h e s t a t e m e n t s which were a t t r i b u t e d t o me were made
i n my c a p a c i t y a s United Nations Special Rapporteur on t h e
I v e r i l y b e l i e v e t h a t it

Independence of Judges and Lawyers.
I

.

i s n o t open t o t h e P l a i n t i f f s t o d e l i b e r a t e l y avoid making any
reference

my

to

official

capacity

which

is

so

clearly

mentioned i n t h e very a r t i c l e on which they base t h e i r claims.
I v e r i l y b e l i e v e t h a t t h e P l a i n t i f f s have t o t a k e t h e a r t i c l e

as a whole.

In

8.

this

p u b l i c a t i o n of
26.2.1996

regard,

wish

to

the said a r t i d l e ,

from Messrs V.

Plaintiffs.

I

Siva

&

state that

I received

after

the

a l e t t e r dated

P a r t n e r s on behalf

of

the

A copy of t h e s a i d l e t t e r i s now shown t o me and

annexed h e r e t o and marked a s E x h i b i t " B n .

9.

Bok,

O n my i n s t r u c t i o n s , m y S o l i c i t o r s Messrs Shook Lin &

r e p l i e d by l e t t e r dated 1 . 3 . 1 9 9 6

and duly n o t i f i e d t h e

P l a i n t i f f s 1 s o l i c i t o r s t h a t s i n c e t h e statements a t t r i b u t e d t o
me were made i n my o f f i c i a l c a p a c i t y as United Nations S p e c i a l
Rapporteur on t h e Independence of Judges and Lawyers and i n
t h e course of my mission i n c a r r y i n g o u t an i n v e s t i g a t i o n ,
was t h e r e f o r e immune from l e g a l process of every kind.
of t h e l e t t e r dated 1.3.1996
the

Plaintiffs

s o l i c i t o r s is

from Messrs Shook Lin
now

h e r e t o and marked a s ~ x h i b i t"CN.

shown t o

me

and

I

A copy
&

Bok t o
annexed

Further,

10.

Human

Rights

of

by l e t t e r d a t e d 1.3.1996,
the

United

Nations

Office

t h e Centre f o r
at

Geneva

had

w r i t t e n t o t h e P l a i n t i f f s ' s o l i c i t o r s and had a s s e r t e d t h a t by
v i r t u e of S e c t i o n 2 2 ( b ) of t h e Convention on t h e P r i v i l e g e s
and Immunities of t h e United Nations adopted by t h e General
Assembly of t h e United Nations on 18.2.1946 and acceded t o by
Malaysia on 28.10.1957,
every kind

I was

immune from l e g a l process of

i n r e s p e c t of words spoken o r w r i t t e n and a c t s

done i n t h e course of performing my mission.

A copy of t h e

from t h e United Nations o f f i c e i s .

s a i d l e t t e r dated 1.3.1996

now shown t o me and annexed h e r e t o and marked a s E x h i b i t "Du.
'

h

Further, I wish t o s t a t e t h a t upon being served wfth

11.

the said W r i t ,

I d u l y n o t i f i e d t h e United Nations o f f i c e i n

New York and i n response t h e r e t o ,
6.1.1997

from t h e Under-Secretary

I received a l e t t e r dated

General O f f i c e of t h e Legal

Counsel of t h e United Nationss which confirms t h a t t h e United
Nations maintains my immunity from l e g a l process of every kind
and

t h a t I am t o be accorded immunity horn any l e g a l process

i n r e s p e c t of t h e s t a t e m e n t s a t t r i b u t e d t o me i n t h e a r t i c l e ,
which a r e now t h e s u b j e c t m a t t e r of t h e P l a i n t i f f s 1 purported
a c t i o n herein.

A copy of

Nations o f f i c e i s now

t h e s a i d l e t t e r from t h e United

shown t o me and

annexed h e r e t o

and

marked a s ~ x h i b i t"Ew.

12.
and

Accordingly,

I .am advised i n law by my

Solicitors

v e r i l y believe t h a t t h e statements a t t r i b u t e d t o

me

and

which were.published in the said article are not actionable in
law by the plaintiffs or any other party, as there was at all
material times and still is

a complete legal immunity which I

am entitled to under Section 22(b) of the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations.
circumstances,

the

present

Affidavit

is

In the

explicitly

made

without prejudice to my privileges and immunities as United
Nations Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and
Lawyers from legal process of every kind in respect of words
spoken or written or acts done by me in the course of the
performance of my mission.

13.

In all the circumstances as aforestated, I verily

believe that there is no legal basis for the issuance of the
said Writ and the Writ ought to be set aside or further
proceedings be stayed.

I respectfully pray for an order

granting me leave to enter Conditional Appearance so as to
enable me to thereafter apply to set aside the Writ.

AFFIRMED at Kuala Lumpur by the
said DATOI PARAM CUMARASWAMY this

1

.1:

Before me
.

No. 1V 147

Commissioner for
Kuala Lumpur
C,r;y,>;~i~nci For Oaths
b;cr 13%.Tinskat Satu
. wisma MLA. Jalan Raja chuian
50200 Kuala LUmPUr

T h i s A f f i d a v i t i s f i l e d by Messrs Shook Lin & Bok, s o l i c i t o r s
f o r t h e Defendant abovenamed and whose a d d r e s s f o r s e r v i c e i s
a t 20th F l o o r , Arab-Malaysian B u i l d i n g , 55, J a l a n Raja Chulan,
50200 Kuala Lumpur.

DALAM MAHRAMAH T I N G G I MALAYA D 1 KUALA LUMPUR
(BAHAGIAN S I V I L )
GUAMAN NO.

S3

- 23

- . 6 8 DALAM T m U N 1 9 9 6

Di Antara

1.
2.

MBf CAPITAL BERHAD
MBf NORTHERN S E C U R I T I E S SDN BHD

-

Plaintif
Plaintif

Dan
DATO'

PARAM CUMARASWAMY

Defendan

D 1 HADAPAN PENOLONG KANAN PENDAFTAR
PUAN REIHANA BT. ABD. RAZAK
PADA 1 0 HARIBULAN JANUARI, 1 9 9 7

DALAM KAMAR

P E R I N T A H

ATAS

PERMOHONAN

Defendan

yang

dinamakan

d a l a m t i n d a k a n i n i DAN SETELAH MEMBACA E x - P a r t e
K a m a r bertarikh 9 haribulan Januari,

difailkan d i

atas

Saman Dalam

1 9 9 6 dan A f i d a v i t D a t o '

P a r a m C u m a r a s w a m y yang d i i k r a r k a n pada
1 9 9 6 dan

di

9

haribulan J a n u a r i ,

s i n i DAN SETELAH MENDENGAR E n c i k S.

N a n t h a B a l a n p e g u a m bagi pihak D e f e n d a n ADALAH DIPERINTAHKAN
bahawa Defendan

d i b e r i kebenaran

untuk m e m a s u k k a n K e h a d i r a n

B e r s y a r a t terhadap t u n t u t a n P l a i n t i f - P l a i n t i f

d i sini.

B e r t a r i k h pada 1 0 haribulan Januari, 1997.

P e r i n t a h i n i adalah d i f a i l k a n . o l e h Tetuan Shook Lin & Bcik,
Peguamcara b a g i pihak Defendan yang dinamakan d i a t a s dan
alamat untuk penyampaian k e a t a s n y a a d a l a h . Tingkat 20,
Bangunan ~ r a b - M a l a y s i a n , 55, J a l a n Raja Chulan, 50200 Kuala
Lumpur

.

ENGLISH 7n"AfrlSLATlON

I N THE HIGH COURT OF MALAYA AT KUALA LUMPUR
(CIVIL DIVISION)
S U I T NO.

S3

-

23

-

6 8 OF 1 9 9 6

Between
1.
2.

MBf CAPITAL BERHAD
M B NORTHERN
~
S E C U R I T I E S SDN BHD

Plaintiffs

And
Defendant
BEFORE THE SENIOR ASSISTANT REGISTRAR
PUAN REIHANA BT. ABD. RAZAK
I N CHAMBERS

DATED l O T H DAY OF JANUARY, 1 9 9 7

O R D E R

UPON THE APPLICATION of t h e D e f e n d a n t abovenamed i n

this

a c t i o n AND UPON READING E x - P a r t e

dated 9 t h day of

January,

Summons

In Chambers

1 9 9 6 and t h e A f f i d a v i t

of

Datol

Param C u m a r a s w a m y a f f i r m e d on t h e 9 t h day of January, 1 9 9 6 and
f i l e d h e r e i n AND UPON HEARING M r .

S.

N a n t h a B a l a n of C o u n s e l

f o r t h e D e f e n d a n t I T I S ORDERED t h a t t h e D e f e n d a n t be given

leave

to

enter

Conditional

Appearance

in

respect

of

P l a i n t i f f s ' a c t i o n herein.

D a t e d t h i s 1 0 t h day of January, 1 9 9 7 .

Senior A s s i s t a n t R e g i s t r a r ,
H i g h C o u r t , K u a l a Lumpur.

the

This Order is filed by Messrs. Shook Lin & Bok, solicitors for
the Defendant herein and whose address for service is at 20th
Floor, Arab-Malaysian Building, 55, Jalan Raja Chulan, 50200
Kuala Lwnpur.
'

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

IN THE HIGH COURT OF MALAYA AT KUALA LUMPUR

g5

(CIVIL DIVISION)
SUIT NO. S3

-

23

-

68 OF 1996

Between
1.
2.

MBf CAPITU BERHAD
MBf NORTHERN SECURITIES SDN BHD

Plaintiffs

And

Defendant

MEMORANDUM OF CONDITIONAL APPEARANCE

Enter

Conditional

Appearance

for

the

Defendant

abovenamed without prejudice to an application to set aside
the Writ.

Dated this 10th day of January, 1997

Solicitors for the ~ef%ndant

This Memorandum Of Conditional Appearance is filed by Messrs
Shook Lin & Bok, solicitors for the Defendant abovenamed and
whose address for service is at 20th Floor, Arab-Malaysian
Building, 55, Jalan Raja Chulan, 50200 Kuala Lumpur.

T h i s Appearance i s t o s t a n d a s u n c o n d i t i o n a l u n l e s s
t h e Defendant a p p l i e s w i t h i n 1 4 days t o set a s i d e
t h e W r i t , and o b t a i n s an Order t o t h a t e f f e c t .

Senior Assistant Registrar,
High Court, Kuala Lumpur.

EK 10197
The Permanent Representative of Malaysia to the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Legal Counsel of the United
l

)

at ions and has the honour to refer to the

latter's Note dated 29 March 1996 in regard to the matter of intended defamation proceedings
against Dato' Param Cumaraswarny, the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human
Rights on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers.
The Permanent Representative .of Malaysia wishes to inform the Legal Counsel
of the
United. Nations
. . . . . that the ~overnment
.
. of Malaysia has hlfilled itsobligation under Section
. : .
. : . . :..:: . . . .
............
...

:

...

.;..<-..

v

.... ;:?'....; ....f ;:. . :-;:.:,

,:

,.,

.

. .. .

.

.

.

knd 16rn&i&k
.. bf .the-united
. . . . . . . . Nat$ni .in
. . that
. . . there has:
34 of the'Con&tion
. . . . . . . . . on ...he.:.:
' ~......
vili&&
. . . . . . ,..,. .. . . .. - ...
. . . .
.......... .;. ..............
......
r :. ..,,- ..........
S r . - - , . .>........:.
legi$liti6*
. . . . . .. . . to
_ $ie effecit
. . .:t;-the
. . . . t6hs-of
. . .
the~~xivehtio*l
"I'h6. legislation
.. .
already been' enacted
...
,

'

.

.

.

A.'.:

'

.

in question is the ''~i~ldmati~"krivile~&
(Unit'& Nations and ~nternationalCourt of lustice)'.

'

'

Order 194gW,
a copy of which is'attached herewith. In p&cular, paragraph'12@)of the Order
is relevant. The Malaysian ~viden&Act 1950, the relevant portion of which is also attached

l

herewith, obligates courts to take judicial notice of all laws or regulations havihg the force of
law in Malaysia, which would therefore include the Diplomatic Privileges (United Nations and
~nternationalCourt of Justice) Order 1949.

. .

.

The Permanent Representative of Malaysia to the United Nations avails himself

I

of this opportunity to assure the Legal Counsel of the United Nations of his highest
consideration.

New York

14 January 1997.

.

UNITED NATIONS
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T C L C G R A P H I Q U E ~U N A T t O N S N P W Y O R U

REFERCNCK:

The Legal Counsel of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent ~epresentativeof Malaysia and
has the honour to refer to the latter's Note Verbale dated l4
January 1997 concerning the defamation proceedings which have
been initiated against the United Nations Special Rapporteur
of the Commission on Human Rights on the Independence of
Judges and Lawyers in the Civil Division of the High Court of
Malaya at Kuala Lumpur. The Legal Counsel had previously
addressed a Note Verbale dated 29 March 1996 to the Permanent
Representative of Malaysia informing the latter that the
Malaysian law firm of Siva & Partners of Xuala Lumpur had
indicated their clientsf intent to initiate defamation
proceedings against the Special Rapporteur. The aforementioned clients included MBF Northern Securities Sdn Bhd
and MBf Capital Berhad, the plaintiffs on whose behalf Siva
& Partners filed a complaint against the Special Rapporteur
in the Civil Division of the High Court of Malaya at Kuala
Lumpur on 12 December 1996.
The Legal Counsel reaffirms that Special Rapporteurs of
the Commission on Human Rights are deemed to be experts on
mission of the United Nations. In accordance with Section 22
of Article V1 of the ,Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations (the Convention) of which
Malaysia is a party since 28 October 1957 without
reservation, tlexperts
performing missions for the United
Nations shall be accorded such privileges and immunities as
are necessary for the independent exercise of their functions
.l1
Section 22(b) of the Convention provides that "they
shall be accorded, in respect of words spoken or written and
acts done by them in the course of the performance of their
mission, immunity from legal .process of every kind.." 'The
latter has been confirmed by the International Court of
Justice in its Advisory Opinion of 15 December 1989 on the
Applicability of Article VI, section 22 of the Convention on
the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations. Under
section 34 of the convention, the Government of ~alaysiahas
an obligation to be "in a position under its own law to give
effect to the terms of this convention."

. ..

..

'

Please be further advised that pursuant to Malaysian
law, in particular paragraph 12(b) of the Diplomatic
Privileges (United Nations and International Court of
Justice) Order or" 1349, "except in so ,far as in any
particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by the
Secretary-General of ths United Nations, persons employed on
missions on behalf of tne United Nations shall enjoy immunity I
'

.

from legal process of every kind in respect of words spoken
or written and all acts done by them in the exercise of these
functions." More importantly, in accordance with paragraph
57(l) (a) of the Malaysian Evidence Act of 1950, the court
shall take judicial notice of "all laws or regulations having
the force of law now or heretofore in force or hereafter to
be in force in Malaysia or any part thereof .l1 Paragraph 56 of
the Act provides that Itnofact of which the court will take
judicial notice need be proved."

.

.

To the extent that the privileges and immunities enjoyed
by the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and
Lawyers have not been waived by.the Secretary-General of the
United Nations in this particular case, the Special
Rapporteur is immune from legal process of every kind in
respect of words spoken or writ.ten and acts done by him in
the course of the,performanceof his mission. Pursuant to
section 34 of the Convention, the Government of Malaysia
therefore has a legal obligation to give effect to the terms
of section 22(b) of the Convention and paragraph 12(b) of the
Malaysian Diplomatic Privileges Order of 1949 and to,advise
the'Malaysian courts of the Special Rapporteurrs immunity
from.lega1process in this case. Furthermore, the competent
Malaysian court has an obligation, under paragraphs 56 and 57
of the Malaysian Evidence Act of 1950, to take judicial
notice of the Special Rapporteurfs immunity which pursuant
thereto need not be proved.

,

The United Nations attache's great importance to this
matter as it affects not only the status of the Special
Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers but also
the status of all Special Rapporteurs of the United Nations
system.
The Legal Counsel therefore' requests the competent
Malaysian authorities to promptly advise the Malaysian courts
of the Special Rapporteurfs immunity from legal process.
The Legal Counsel avails himself of this opportunity to
assure the Permanent Representative of Malaysia to the united
Nations of his highest considerat'on.

/h%

15 January 1997

. . ... .

Note to The File
On Wednesday, 5 March 199$t, Mr. ~acklinmet with the Acting
Permanent Representative of Malaysia to discuss the information
conveyed by Mr. Cumaraswamy in his facsimile of 5 March 1997
concerning the certificate to be presected by the Minister for
Affairs of Malaysia to the competent court asserting the .Special
Rapporteur's immunity from legal process.
Mr. ~acklininformed the Acting Permanent Representative that
in a letter to the President of the Law Society of England and
Wales, the Attorney General of ~alaysiahad indicated that the
Minister for Foreign Affairs would certify that the Special
Rapporteur "shall be accorded immunity from legal process of every
kind in respect of words spoken and acts done by him in the course
of the pergormance of his mission as clearlv stated in his mandate.
Whether the words were s~okenin line with the performance of his
mission was for him to Drove in court." (emphasis added)
Mr. Zacklin advised the Permanent Representative that the
latter part of the certificate clearly violates the Special
Rapporteur's immunity from legal process and the SecretaryGeneral's exclusive authority to determine the applicability 'and
scope of such immunity in contravention of the Government of
Malaysia's obligations under the convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations as well as the provisions of the
Malaysian Evidence Act of 1950 pursuant to which the court must
take ,judicial notice of all matters pertaining to the Special
Rapporteur's immunity and which therefore need not be proved.
Mr. Zacklin notified the Permanent Representative that, if
such language is indeed currently part of the Minister for Foreign
Affairs' certificate, the United Nations formally requests that
such certificate be immediately withdrawn and revised in accordance
with the Government of Malaysia's international legal obligations.
Mr. Zacklin concluded the meeting by stating that the Government's
failure to assert the Special Rapporteur's immunity accurately and
complete'ly would give rise to a dispute between the United Nations
and the Government of Malaysia.
In the light of the upcoming
session of the Commission on Human Rights, he was confident that
the Government of Malaysia would seek to avoid such an outcome.
The Permanent Representative assured Mr. Zacklin that he would
immediately convey the foregoing to the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs.

5 March 1997

7 March 1997

To Whom It Mav Concern

In connection with the Civil Suit No.
of 1996 by MBF Capital Berhad and MBF Northern
Securities Sdn. Bhd. against Dator Param Cumaraswamy.
the ~ e c r e t a r ~ ~ ~ e n eof
r athe
l United Nations hereby
notifies the competent authorities of Malaysia that
-

-

Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and
Lawyers of the United Nations Commission on Human
Rights. In this capacity, Datol Cumaraswamy is
entitled to the privileges and immunities accorded to
experts performing missions for the United Nations
under Articles V1 and V11 of the Convention on thC
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations to
which Malaysia has been a party since 28 October 1957
without any reservation.
. .
'

In accordance with section 22 of Article V1 of
the Convention, "experts... performing missions for
the United Nations shall be accorded such privileges
and immunities as are necessary for the independent
exercise of their functions. . . I t . Section 22 (b) of
the Convention further provides that Ittheyshall be
accorde6, in respect of words spoken or urritien a ~ i
acts dons by them in the course of the psrZormance of

their mission, immunity from legal process of every
kindn. As such, the Special Rapporteur on the
Independence of Judges and Lawyers, is immune from
legal process of every kind in respect of words
spoken or written and acts done by him in the course
of the performance of his mission.
The Secretary-General has determined that the
words which constitute the basis of plaintiffsr
complaint in this case were spoken by the special
Rapporteur in the course of his mission. The
Secretary-General therefore maintains that
Dato' Param Cumaraswarny is immune from legal process
with respect thereto.
Under.Section34 of the Convention, the
Government of Malaysia has a legal obligation to Itbe
in a position under its own law to give effect to the
terms of this Conventionu. The Secretary-General of
the United Nations therefore requests the competeat
Malaysian authorities to extend to Dator Param
Cumaraswamy the privileges and immunities, courtesies
and facilities to which he is entitled under t h e .:
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations.

IN THE BIGH COUXT OF MALAYA AT KliALA 'LUMPOR'
( C I V X L DIVISION)
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age and a Mslaysian citizen of care of Tingkat 2 0 , 'Banguaan

Arab-Malaysia, 55 Jalan Raja Chulan,

Kuala L m p u r ,

50200

do

hereby solemnly affirm and state as follows:-

the united Wations Special Rapporteur on

Independence a£ judges and Lawyers.

Save where
'

the contrary,

facts deposed herein are w i t b i n my personal knowledge 5n my

aforesdd capacity.

: a

3

..

0

.

'

,

: l , :

i':"

L crave leave to refer to, repeat and adbpt a l l the

averments in my previous Af f i d w i t s affirmed 0n 20.. 1.19 99 and
..
18:2;1997 f i l e d hereln.
.
.
.
.
.
.. .
. * - . -.
. ...... ..-. ..,, . ... . . .. . . .. . - ..-. .
a..

,

,.'

.

.

.

.

2

,

S

.W

X refer in parkleular to paragraphs 7 , .10, 3.1, 12,
13 and i4-of my Affidavit aff innad on 20.1.2997 a i d paragraph

4.

9 of my Affidavit af f imed on 18.2-1997.

Tn this.regesd I
.
have today received a copy of a certificate from the Secretary
General a2 t h e U n i t e d Wations dated 7.3.1997

duly conf riming

in w r i t i n g that t h e words which constitute the basis of
P l a i n t i f f s f conplaint in t h i s case w e r e spoken by ine in the

course of my mission and therefore he mainta5.n~ my i ~ ~ m u n i t y
from l e g a l process w i t h respect thereto.
copy

of

t h e Letter dated

7 -3.1997

I am now shown a

from the Secretzry General

of t h e United ' N a t i o n s which is annexed hereto and marked as
exhibit "Au.

5.

I: Informed

Further,

by

the

office

05

the

Legal

Counsel of t h e United Hations and v e s i l y b3lieve that the

original .of t h e

letter

dated

7-3-1997 from the Secretary

General of the U n i t e d Nations as stated above, w i l l 'shortly be

...

or has been handed over by the L e g a l Counsel of the Wnited
Nations to the Acting Pernanent Representatiive of Malaysia t'o

the United Nations.

X .respectfully pray for an order in terms of this

Application-

*AFFXffMED
..-.. at Kuala L w U r by fhe

. .. .- .
. said: .BAT' t - p-.
.

. . ..

: C m S W I \ I q Y t h i s :: .

1 EAR 1997
(

)

.

'

1
1 9 s ~1

,
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Before me

..

Commis
Kuala

This Further ~ffidavit is filed by Bessrs Shook Lin & Bok,
solicitors for the Defendant abovenamed and whose address for
service is at 20th Floor, Arab-Malaysian BYilding, 5 5 , Jalan
Raja Chulan, 50200 Kuala Lumpur-
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BILN HJ..ASMAD BADAW Mi>rri.Etrr of Foreign Affairs,

Xalaysia by Y or OI g o w ~
granted to mc under stcfion 1(1) of tkt I n t a n a t i d
Orpniations (Privilsgcs d Itmmdies) Act 1992 (Act 485) hcfeby certify that Data'
3mzn Cdmraswarcpr was a p p o W by the Uailcsd.Nzdm in 1994 for a guiod of three
yeas as Spcdal R 8 p p o w cm the
of Judges and Lnwyets, Wmandate is

as follows:
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UNITED NATIONS
P O S T A L ADDRESS-AORESSE
C A O L E ADDRESS-ADRESSE

NATIONS UNIES
POSTAL.

UNlTEO NATIONS.

N.Y. l W l 7

TELCCRAPHIQUE~UNATIONS N I W I O R U

REFERENCL.

Dear Mr. Ambassador,

i

i

I have the honour to refer to Civil Suit No. S3-23-68 of
1996 by MBF Capital Barhad and MBF Northern Securities Sdn. Bhd.
against Dato Param Cumaraswamy. As you know, on 7 March 1997 the

Secretary-General signed a note, addressed "To Whom It May
ConcernIt in respect to this proceeding (copy attached) in which
he determined that the words which constitute the basis of
plaintiff's complaint in this case were spoken by Mr. Cumaraswamy
in his capacity as Special Rapporteur on the Independence of
Judges and Lawyers of the United Nations Commission on Human
Rights, and were spoken in the course of his mission for the
Commission.
In addition, as you know, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of
your Government on 12 March 1997 signed a "Certificate Under
Section 7 ( 1 ) 1 1 of the International ~rganizations(Privileges and
Immunities ) Act 1992 (Act 4 8 5 ) , in which he certified that
Mr. Cumaraswamy does enjoy privileges and immunities as are
necessary for the independent exercise of his functions, and
therefore is to be accorded immunity 'from legal process of any
kind but Itonlyin respect of word spoken or written and acts done
by him in the course of the performance of his mission".

1

)

The United Nations has just been informed that the court in
which the above-mentioned proceedings are being conducted is in
the course of hearing arguments on the question whether, in spite
of the conclusive certification of the Secretary-General, Mr.
Cumaraswamy was indeed acting within the course of his off3.cial
functions. It is the position of the United Nations that if the
Secretary-General's decision on this point is not considered as

H.E. Mr. Ismail .Razali
Permanent Representative of Malaysia
to the United Nations
New York

..

.

conclusive, this may constlrute 2 U l i i e ~ ~ i i l :,ris_:.j
i
--- - - . 1 .
interpretation or application of the Convention on the Privileges:
and Immunities of the United Nations, to which Malaysia is a
..,
party without any reservation. According to Section 30 of that
Convention, any such differences that arise between the United
Nations on the one hand and a Member State on the other, are to
be submitted to the International Court of Justice for an
advisory opinion. rather than being litigated in any national
court.
,

.

The United Nations. therefore, considers that the Government
need make arrangements to ensure that no court of Malaysia would
undertake to consider whether or not the Secretary-General's
determination ig c ~ n c l ~ ~ ias
v eto the official functions of an
expert on mission.

Under-Secre

UNITED NATIONS

NATIONS UNIES
%&&L

P O S T A L AOORSSS-AOWESSE
C A B L E AODRCSS-AOALSSE

POSTALE

U N I T E 0 NATIONS. N.Y. (W17

TELCGRAPnlQUC

VNATIONS NCWYOIK

REFERENCL.

The Legal Counsel of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Alternate Permanent Representative of
Malaysia and has the honour to refer to the ongoing
proceedings in connection with the defamation complaint
brought against the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the
Independence of Judges and Lawyers in the Malaysian civil
courts. Notwithstanding the presentation to the court of the
"Certificate Under Section 7(1)" of the International
Organizations (Privileges and Immunities) Act 1992 (Act 485)
signed by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Malaysia on 12
March 1997 and the Secretary-General's note of 7 March 1997,
the court has held extensive hearings, now adjourned until 19
May to hear further plaintiff's arguments, to examine the
It is
Special Rapporteurfs immunity from legal process.
therefore clear that the Minister's certificate has not
adequately asserted, or that the court has not taken adequate
notice of, the special Rapporteur's immunity from legal
process in respect of words or acts related to his official
mission or the Secretary-General's exclusive authority to
determine whether particular words or acts did relate to such
a mission.
In this connection and further to his letter of 14 April
1997, the Legal Counsel has the honour to refer to the latter
part of the Minister for Foreign Affairsf Certificate which
provides that the Special Rapporteur llshallbe accorded
immunity from legal process of every kind onlv in respe~tof
words spoken or written and acts done by him in the course of
the performance of his missionv (emphasis added), which nay
have misled the court into believing that it is its task to
determine whether the words here in question were spoken by
the Special Rapporteur in his official capacity. The Legal
Counsel therefore requests the competent ~alaysian
authorities to amend or supplement the afore-mentioned
Certificate to certify that, by his note of 7 March 1997, the
Secretary-General has exercised his exclusive authority and
determined that the words which constitute the basis.of
plaintifff.scomplaint in Civil Suit S3-23-68 were spoken by
the Special Rapporteur in the course of the performance of
his mission and that the Special Rapporteur is therefore
immune from legal process with respect thereto.
The Legal Counsel avails himself of this opportunity to
assure the Alternate Permanent Representative of Malaysia to
the United Nations of his highest consideration.

UNITED N A T ~ N S
OFFICE AT GENEVA
HAUT COMMlSSAlRE AUX DROlTS DE L'HOMME
CENTRE POUR LES DROlTS DE L'HOMLIE

Teibfax:
Telegrammes.
Telex:
TBlkphone'

(41.22) 9170092
UNATIONS. GENEVE
41 29 62
(41.22) 9173356

HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR HUtvlAN RIGHTS
CENTRE FOH HUMAN RIGHTS
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Geneva, 30 May 1997
Your Excellency,
i

)

The special rapporteurs/rgresentatives/experts
--..--.-.. -.-.--.and chairpersons of .working groups of the
n e the United Nations Collllnission on
Special Procedures and the Advisory Services ~ r o ~ r a i n i of
Human Rights, meeting in Geneva
from
21
to
23
May
1997,
are alarnled
by the litioationg~~rsued
--..------------.
- - . -. P.---against
Mr.
Paran1
Cumaraswarny,
United
Nations
Special
Rapporteur
on
the
Independence
of
.
-..---- ---.W------Judges
and
Lawyers.
Our
understanding
is
that
a
civil
action
has
cotn~nenced
against
the
Special
.-- --.
Rapporteur in the Kuala Lumpur High Court by two public corporations. The alleged defamation
refers to an article that appeared in a London-based.legal magazine in which Mr. Cumaraswarny
was interviewed in his capacity as the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Independence of
. Judges and Lawyers.
W

-S"

.

.

.

W
-
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p
-

l

As Experts performing
the United Nations L.we
-.-.,-.,.
. .. . missions
-... . . . ....... for
....-.-....------....-.----.----are immune
.-.. -.,.--, from legal
.--.
process
under
the
1946
Convention
on
the
Privileges
and
I~nn~unities
of
the
United
Natioils,
to
- which Malaysia is also a party. This ili~~nunity
is accorded "in respect of words spoken or written
and acts done in the course of the performance of their mission.. .". Our imnlunity has been
confirn~edby the International Court of Justice (ICJ) inter nlia in the 1989 Mazilli case. In that
case, the ICJ also determined that experts enjoy such privileges and immunities throughout their
l
mandate, whether they are traveling or not.

H. E. Mr. Kofi Annan
Secretary-General
United Nations Organization
UN Headquarters
New York, N.Y.

cc:

H.E. Mr. Miroslav Solnol
Chairman of the 53rd session
of the Comn~issionon Human Rights

"

'

(

We ?reat111apnreciate the prompt action taken bv Your Excellency in isstling a certificate
..
asserting Mr. Cumar-aswalny' S i u l n l u l l i ~ y . kk G ctibu L I I I U U ~ d t 1 iii'~;
4 &,G ; b i c ~ i c ~ j b ~ Lt iL" t\ , ~ i ' i i ~ , t ~ ~ ;;. ;....
issued a certificate. We are concerned that this latter certificate was drafted in [er-inswhich wotiltl
appear to leave jurisdiction to the Court to determine whether Mr. Cumaraswainy was or was not
acting within his mandate; a fact which it was for the Secretary-General to determine. We are
concerned in this regard that, scveral court sessions have already been held to hear the case. The,
mere holding of such court sessions and the fact that the Special Rapporteur, or his legal
representative, has to appear before and defend himself in court in itself undermines the ilnmunity
granted to us under international law.

'

'

The United Nations Experts view such a situation with great concern. Underinining the
immunity accorded to one expertconstitutes an attack on the entire systeln and institution of United
hations human rights special procedures and mecl~anis~ns.
All differences arising out of the interpretation or application of the Convention should be
referred to the International Court of Justice, as is specified by the 1946 Convention on the
Privileges and Irnmunities of the United Nations. They are not to be decided by national courts
with the possibility of varying rulings, interpretations and jurisprudence.
In light of the present circumsta~~ces,
we are of tlie view that differences on tlie
interpretation on the application of the convention have already risen.

We therefore, respectfully request Your Excellency, to im~nediatelyinvoke the procedures
....-outlined in Section 30 ___..
of the 1946 Convention
_________,_-_-_
on the
. ---_
Privileges
. - . _ and
- . . . - . -Immunities
...___._.__
of the United
Nations for a request to be made to seek an a d v i s o r y , ~ o p i n i o ~ ~ ~ f r ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ e ~ ~ , t ~ ~ a ~ o
Justice; The Convention states that the opil;ion of the Court lnust be accepted as decisive by the
parties.
1

Please accept tlie assurance of our highest consideration.

Mr. Paulo Sergio Pinheiro
Chairman
Fourth Meeting of special rapporteurs/representatives/experts
and chairpersons of working groups of the Special Procedures
and the Advisory Services Progranlme
of the United Nations Co~~~mission
on Hulnan Rights

DOSSIER NO. 35

SUMMARY OF THE
JUDGEMENT OF HIGH COURT OF KUALA LUMPUR
DELIVERED ON 28 JUNE 1997

The Court dismissed an Application by Mr. Cumaraswamy to set aside plaintiffs' writ on
i

1

the basis of his imwnity from suit pursuant to the Convention on the Privileges and Imtnunities
of the United Nations.

he Court concluded that the Secretary-General's certificate of immunity is to be viewed
as an opinion that has no more probative value than a document which appears wanting in
material particulars. It also indicated that the question whether Mr. Cumaraswamy's actions
were within the scope of his mandate must be determined when the evidence is before the Court.
The Court also noted that its jurisdiction was not ousted by the Mazilu Case since decisions of
the International Court of Justice on a point of public international law are not binding on the
Court.
The Court held that it had jurisdiction to hear the case on the merits, including making a
determination whether Mr. Cumaraswamy was entitled to any in!ununity. The Court also ordered
that Mr. Cumaraswamy's Application be dismissed with costs and that those costs be taxed and
paid forthwith and that Mr. Cumaraswamy was to file and serve his defence within 14 days from
the date of the Order.
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RIOH'I'9 EXPRBSSES CONCERN
OF OFFICE OF RIG3 C O ~ S S S I O ~ R
FOR
C O ~ T ~DECISION
$
ON I H M ? ? T Y OF UN MR.'RIQ:XCS RAPPORTEW

. . . . The ,Off icar-in-Charg3 of -the Office of the High Cammissioner for
E~mmRights, Ralph Zacklin, i s deeply concerned over a decision iatued by a
~igh
Court of Malayeia that it has a jurisdiction to'hear an application
brougfir: by plaintiffs claiming that statement8 made by.$hc bpacial Rapportour
on the Independence of Judgea and Lawyers,.' Piuam Cumaraewamy, were
defamsitory. In its decision, the Court held that the c e r t i f i c a t e given by
the Secretary-General o f the UZlfted Nations confirming t h e Special
Rapporteur's .immunity from legal procerrs
1 waa merely a
? opinion which L6 no:
binding up03 the Court.

l h i s decieion estiblishes a dangerous precedent by undermining the
inununity accorded to an ~ e r who
t ie on miseion f o r the m i t e d N ~ ~ ~ Q A Xsn .
deciding that a national court has t& jurisliiction to detcmine whether a
Special Rapporteur i s acting i n the course of t h e performance of hier miseioz,
the c o u n $ 6 uourl3ing the exclueive authority of the Secretary-General to
determine whether the words spoken or m i t t e n o r act6 dons by e x p e r t s on
m i s s i o n nre perfo-med i n the course of their m i s s i o n s , and therefcre,
I
enzicled t o i w a i t y from legal process of every kind.

This decision, i f allowed t o stand, presents a ~ e r i a t i athreat to
the entire system and inetituticn of the special procedure rncchanisms of t h e
Cornmis6ion on ~umzinRights, which is a pillar of the United Natione human
rights progzams. Zf hadepanderpt exparts u d opccirl rappoxteu~sare denied
such i m u n i t y and subjected CO legal pmcess i n domc~ticcourts, this Jould
kave a negative eiffdct or, their a b i l i t y to carry out their m d a t e a &'to
report an violations of human r2ghts, thus r;ndenining their independence,
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The Legal Counsel of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of ~alaysia'and,
further to previous correspondence and discussions concerning
the defamation proceedings against the Special Rapporteur on
the Independence of Judges and Lawyers in the Malaysian civil
courts, has the honour to refer to the judge's decision of 28
June 1997. As the Permanent Representative may know, the
judge has decided that she has jurisdiction to hear an
application brought by plaintiffs claiming,that statements
made by the Special Rapporteur were defamatory.
Her
decision is based, in parti on her determination that the
Secretary-General of the United Nations.,note of 7 March 1997
confirming the Special Rapporteur S immunity from legal
process was merely "an opinionn with scant probative value
anr? no binding force upon the court and that the Minister for
Foreign Affairsr ''Certificate Under Section 7(1)" of the
International Organizations (privileges and Immunities) Act
1992 (Act 485) signed on 12 March 1997 "would appear to be no
more than a bland statement as to a state of fact pertaining
to the Defendant S status and mandate as a Special Rapporteur
and appears to have room for interpretation."
The judge's decision disregards the Secretary-Generalts
exclusive authority to determine whether the words which
constitute the basis of plaintiff's complaint in Civil: Suit
S3-23-68 were spoken by Dator Param Cumaraswamy in his
capacity as Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges
and Lawyers in the course of the performance of his mission.
and that the Special Rapporteur is therefore immune from
legal process with respect thereto.
The Legal Counselts concern, as previously expressed in
his notes to the Permanent ~epresentativeof 2 May 1997 and
14 April 1997, that the Minister for Foreign Affairsr
Certifica-temight mislead the court into believing that it is
its task to determine whether the words here in question were

spoken by the Special Rapporteur in his official capacity,
has been borne out by the judge's determination that the
Minister's Certificate is not conclusive.
In the light of the foregoing, the Legal Counsel is of
the view that the present situation is that the Government of
Malaysia has not adequately fulfilled its obligation, under
section .34 of the convention, to give effect to the terms of
section 22(b) thereof.
If the judge's decision is not
reversed on appeal and the trial is.allowed to proceed
againstthe Special ~ a ~ ~ o r t e u
a rdispute
,
between the United
- Nations and Malaysia would arise under Section 30 of the
Convention.
It would therefore seem essential for the
Government to remind the appellate courts of Malaysia's
obligation to fulfil its obligations under the Convention.
Furthermore, as the judge has ordered the Special
Rapporteur to 'submit a defense within 'two weeks, it is
necessary that that order be stayed immediately lest the
Special Rapporteur be forced into a position of having to
defend his official actions before a domestic Malaysian
court.
Should that occur, the Secretary-General might
consider it essential to invoke Article 30 of the Convention
immediately.
The Legal Counsel avails himself of this opportunity to
assure the Permanent Representative of Malaysiatothe United
Nations of his highest consideration.
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As your Government is aware, Mr. Data' Param Cumaraswamy was
originally served with writs in the current suits in December
1996, and the Government was informed by early January 1997 that
the United Nations considered that the Convention provided
immunity from those suits. Indeed, by 12 March 1997 the Minister
for Foreign Affairs submitted a Certificate in relation to these
proceedings. Nevertheless, the proceedings were allowed to
continue, in spite of the repeated objections of the United
Nations and without any further intervention by your Government,
with personal expense for the Special Rapporteur, until the High
Court on 28 ~ u n e1997 handed down its negative decision on his
application to set aside the writ because of his immunity from
legal process in respect of the subject matter of the writ; the
Court ordered that the Special Rapporteur's summons be dismissed
with costs, that costs be taxed and paid forthwith by him and
that he file and serve his defense within 14 days of the date of
the order. Although the amount of the costs to be taxed have not
yet been determined, they are likely to involve many hundreds of
thousands of Malaysian Ringgit, quite aside from the expenses
that the Special Rapporteur has himself incurred. Moreover, he
will immediately have to incur further expenses in preparing his
defense on short notice, and may potentially be exposed to
further costs taxed to him should he loose the proceedings in the
High Court. Any appeal of the High Court's order to the Court of
Appeals will involve further expenses, as well as the risk of
further taxed costs.
. .

-

It is the position of the United Nations that to expose one
and
of its special rapporteurs to such burdensome
potentially ruinous expenses.and taxed costs, quite aside from
any substantive judgment that might be awarded against him, in
respect of words uttered in the performance of the Rapporteurfs
official functions as determined by the United Nations, is

calculated to interfere with his independence in performing these
functions and is likely to have a negative effect on the autonomy
of other such rapporteurs and similar experts on mission, who may
fear that the performance of their functions could result in
comparable destructive legal attacks against them.

_

Consequently the United Nations considers that it is the
responsibility of your Government to intervene in the current
proceeding so that the burden of any further defense, including
any expenses and taxed costs resulting therefrom, be assumed by
the Government. Furthermore, Mr. ~umaraswamyshould be held
harmless in respect of the expenses he has already incurred or
that are being taxed to him from the proceedings so far. Finally,
to prevent the accumulation of further expenses and costs and
,furtherneed for submitting a defense until the matter of his
.
imkunity is definitively resolved between the United Nations and
your Government, it appears necessary for your Government to
support the motion that we understand Mr. Cumaraswamy has made to
have the High Court' proceedings stayed until such resolution.
Should your Government decide that it cannot or does not
wish to protect and hold harmless the special Rapporteur in the
manner indicated above, then the United Nations is likely to
conclude that a difference has arisen between itself and'your
Government within the meaning of the second sentence of Section
30 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations. In that event the Secretary-General would'have to
approach the General Assembly to seek, in accordance with that
Section,'anadvisory .opinionon any legal questions 'involved in
that difference, which must, as also provided in that Section, be
accepted as decisive by the parties.
The Legal Counsel avails himself of this opportunity to
assure the Permanent Representative of Malaysia to the United
Nations of his highest consideration.
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8 July 1997

Dear Ambassador Razali,
Further to our conversation yesterday and to the note
verbale that I handed to you on that occasion, I must now inform
you of the latest developments in the respect of the defamation
suit that has been brought in the ~alaysiancourts against the
Human Rights Commission's Special Rapporteur On the Independence
of Judges and Lawyers, Mr. Dato' Param Cumaraswamy.

/

I

Earlier today, the President of the Court of Appeal, sitting
as a single judge, dismissed, with costs, Mr. CumaraswamyJs
application for stay of execution. He will therefore now have to
file his substantive defense, by Friday, 11 July, and may almost
immediately have to pay both the costs associated with his failed
motion for immunity in the trial courb and of his failed
application to the Court of Appeal for a stay of execution of the
orders of the trial court.

1

)

This development adds considerable urgency to the matters we
discussed yesterday afternoon. In particular, unless your
Government can now intervene with the competent courts to effect
an immediate stay of execution, the Secretary-General will have
no choice but to raise this matter in the General Assemblv.
pointing out that unless the Malaysian Government assumesathe
defense of the current proceedings and the costs associated
therewith, the United Nations e
will
b,ylek/""p rno
considered
liable for these.

Hans Core11
under-Secretary-General for ~ e ~ a A£
l 'fairs
The Legal Counsel
.-

H.E. Mr. Ismail Razali
Permanent Representative of Malaysia
to the United Nations
New York
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Geneva, 8 July 1997

OFF,CE

, - E G i ~-L.FFA;RS
~
r,LOG N'j.
l arn writing again t o Your ~&%encyon behalf of the Special Raooorteurs ' Representatives/
Experts and Chairpersons of Working Groups of the Special Procedures and t le Advisory Service
Progamme ofthe United Nations Commission on Human Rights. The matter is partit .ularly
- urgent
--.. in lil-rht
=.-of...........
today's ..._._....._...._....-.__._-.
decision where the Special.Rapporteur's,
application
to
stay
the
order
m
ide
on
28
June
1997
.. ...--..-.*---. . ---...-.-.-.-.--.----*.-----.--.
.--..-..-.-.-. .
pendinghis appeal, was
refused.
..........................
---... The 28 June 1997 decision of the High Court in K1 lala Lumpur allowed
the continuation of the defamation action broughhainst Dato' Param Cumwas wamy by two public
corporations. Hence, the substantive appeal, when heard, will become redundant .because Dato"
~umaraswarn~
will now have to file his defence and proceeded to trial-

--

The immunity .from IegaI process granted
to UN experts
under
............................
the 194(i Convention
the
-----.--...-..--.
..
,..on
....
Privileges. andLrnmumtres
. . . . . . . . . . . . _-_--l---.mIof the United Nations is now c o m p w undermined. 'Ve cannot emphasise
e n o d our alarm of this situation. Threatening the immunity of one expert constil utes an attack on the
eritir~systemand institution of the United Nations special procedures and rnechani sms.
-.v--.-...

C-----

It was already our opinion that a diierence had risen out of the interp-etation of the 1946
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations. We
--,-.-.. respect klly believe that
--.--..any.
firther delay in invoking Section.30
. . . .of*
. . _ . . . .1946
. . . . . C o n v e $ o ~ o n , ~ t P n \ r i l ~ae sn d - ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ , o f ~ e _
Nations,
will subject Dato' Cumaraswamy
... ._.to. _krther
.._...__...........
harm, -__._--and will..-send
..--.. an.....open
. . _ .invitation
__-.__.-_
to_ _others
_ . _ to
. ...-.-.....-.........
challenge our immunity:"'
---

_

a

We respeffiUy
. _ .... request
. _ .Your
_ ______-_
. Excellency
............................
ofthc Special Rapporteurs ///
.... to publicly
--- aEhnthe immunity
*.'
and indicate the seriousness of this precedent.
-------W--.

Please accept the assurance of our highest consideration.

H.E. Mr. Kofi Annan
Secretary-General
United Nations Organisation
UN Headquarters
N e w York, N.Y.
USA
F-~aY(@01)212.963.3511 5'
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DOSSIER NO. 41
SUMMARY OF THE WRIT OF SUMMONS AND STATEMENT OF CLAIM
in the High Court of Malaya
at Kuala Lumpur
Suit No. S4-23-66
registered 9 December 1996
served 9 July 1997
The Writ
i

)

One Plaintiff claims MR60,000,000 for damages, including aggravated andlor exemplary
damages, for slander and for libel as well as interest at 8% per annum accruable fiom date of
judgement until the date of payment, costs of the action and an injunction to restrain Defendant
from further defaming Plaintiff.

The Statement of Claim
At all material times, Defendant was an Advocate and Solicitor of the High Court of
Malaya and the Chief Executive Partner of a Malaysian law firm (Shook Lin & Bok).
l

I

Defendant spoke ahd thereby published defamatory words of and concerning the Plaintiff,
his profession and his conduct therein.
His words were calculated to disparage Plaintiff in his profession

The publication of the words, injured Plaintiff's feelings and seriously damaged his
personal and professional reputation and brought him into public scandal, odium and contempt.

@
d.-.
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10 July 1997

Dear Ambassador Razali,
Once more with reference to my letter of 8 June, I now have
to report to you a further development in respect of the law
suits being brought against the Human Right Commissionls Special
Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers, Mr. Dato'
Param Cumaraswamy. This morning he was served in respect of yet
another suit, by another plaintiff but based on the same
interview, claiming RM60 million; though the case had apparently
been filed on 9 December 1996, the writ was only served on Mr.
Cumaraswamy today. I am attaching a copy of that filing, which
requires a response within 8 days.
.. .

. .

I& this connection I would also like to remind that the
deadline for Mr. Cumaraswamy to present his defense, as specified
in the order of 28 June by the High Court of Kuala Lumpur,
expires tomorrow. By that time he must decide whether to default
on his defense or to submit the extensive documentation required
to resist the two suits that had been filed previously.
Should your Government allow matters to advance to that
stage, the Secretary-General may feel constrained to inform the
General Assembly immediately of the dispute between Malaysia and
the United Nations, in order to seek the approval of certain
questions to be put to the International Court of Justice
pursuant to section 30 of the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations and to propose that it appeal
formally to your Government to arrange for a stay of the pending
n oMalaysian
i n its
: Jbinding
&
unt' the International Court
proceedings
of Justice has
in.the
rendered
courts
ly yours,

Hans Core
Under-Secretary-General for.LegalAffairs
The Legal Counsel

/

H.E. Mr..Ismail Razali
Permanent Representative of Malaysia
to the United Nations
New Y o r k

THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

11 July 1997

To Whom It M a y Cbncern

In connection with the Civil Suit No. S4-23-661996 by DatolV Kanagalingam against Dato' Param
Cumaraswamy, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations hereby notifies the competent authorities of
Malaysia that Datol Param Cumaraswamy, national of
Malaysia, is the Special Rapporteur on the
Independence of Judges and Lawyers of the United
Nations Commission on Human Rights. In this
capacity, Datol Cumaraswamy is entitled to the
privileges and immunities accorded to experts
performing missions for the United Nations under
Article VI and V11 of the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations to
which Malaysia has been a party since 28 October 1957
without any reservation.
In accordance with section 22 of Article V1 of
.
the Convention, "experts. . . performing missions for
the United Nations shall be accorded such privileges
and immunities as are necessary for the independent
exercise of their functions.. . " . Section .22 (b) of
the Convention further provides that' "they shall be
accorded, in respect of words spoken or written and
acts done by them in the course of the performance of
their mission, immunity from legal process of every
kindN. As such, the S p e c i a l Rapporteur on the
Independence of Judges and Lawyers, is immune

:

from legal process of every kind in respect of words
spoken or written and acts done by him in the course
of the performance of his mission.
The Secretary-General has determined that the
words which constitute the basis of plaintiff's
complaint in this case were spoken by the Special
Rapporteur in the course of his mission. The
Secretary-General therefore maintains that Datof
Param Cumaraswamy is immune from legal process with
respect thereto.
Under Section 34 of the Convention, the
Government of Malaysia has a legal obligation to "be
in a position under,its.own law to give effect to the
terms of this Convention". The Secretary-General of
the United Nations therefore requests the competent
Malaysian authorities to extend to Dato' Param
Cumaraswamy the privileges and immunities, courtesies
and facilities to which he is entitled under the
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations.

T H E SECRETARY-GENERAL

11 July 1997

Dear Ambassador Razali,
Further to our conversation this morning about
the civil law suits that have been filed against the
Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and
Lawyers of the Human Rights Commission. Dato' Param
Cumaraswamy, I would now like to request you to
transmit urgently to your Government the enclosed
note verbale. by which I certify the immunity of Mr.
Cumaraswamy in respect of the latest law suit that
was filed against him on 10 July: Civil Suit No. S 4 23-66-1996 by Dato' V Kanagalingam.
We understand that Mr. Cumaraswamy is applying
on Monday to have that suit suppressed on account of
his immunity, and in this connection we deem it
essential that the appropriate representative of your
Government support that motion and m s u b m i t the
attached note verbale to the competent court.
Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

H.E. Mr. Ismail Razali
Permanent Representative of Malays-ia
to the United Nations
New York
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REFERENCE;

The Secretary-General of the United Nations has
the honour to present his compliments to the
Permanent Representative of Malaysia and to inform
him, in connection with the Civil Suit No. S4-23-661996 bv DatofV Kanasalinqam aqainst Datol Param
Cumaraswamy, that Dato' Param Cumaraswamy, a national
of Malaysia, is the Special Rapporteur on the
Independence of Judges and Lawyers of the United
Nations Commission on Human Rights. In this
capacity, Dato' Cumaraswamy is entitled to the
privileges and irnrnunities accorded to experts
performing missions for the United Nations under
~rticleV1 and V11 of the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations to
which Malaysia has been a party since 28 October 1957
without any reservation.
In accordance with section 22 of Article V1 of
the Convention, "experts. . . performing missions for
the United Nations shall be accorded such privileges
and immunities as are necessary for the independent
exercise of their functions.. . I f . Section 22 (b) of . .
the Convention further provides that "they shall be
accorded, in respect of words spoken or written and
acts done by them in the course of the performance of
their mission, immunity from legal process of every
kindo. As such, the Special Rapporteur on the
Independence of Judges and Lawyers, is immune

from legal process of every kind in respect of words
spoken or written and acts done by him in the course
of the performance of his mission.
The Secretary-General has determined that the
words which constitute the basis of plaintiff's
complaint in this case were spoken by the Special
Rapporteur in the course of his mission. The
Secretary-General therefore maintains that Datof
Param Cumaraswamy is immune from legal process with
respect thereto.
Under Section 34 of the Convention, the
Government of Malaysia has a legal obligation to "be
in a position under its own law to give effect to the
terms of this Conventionf1..
The Secretary-General of
the United Nations therefore requests the competent
Malaysian authorities to extend to Datof Param
Cumaraswamy the privileges and immunities, courtesies
and facilities to which he is entitled under the
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations.
The Secretary-General avails himself of this
opportunity to assure the Permanent Representative of
Malaysia to the United Nations of his highest
consideration.
,

'

DOSSIER NO. 45

SY
OF THE
JUDGEMENT OF COURT OF APPEAL OF MALAYSIA
DELIVERED ON 20 OCTOBER 1997

The Court of Appeal stated that the High Court Judge was entitled, as a matter of law, to
defer determination on Mr. Cumaraswamy's plea of immunity until after she had the benefit of
evidence on that issue. The Court indicated that the Convention does not confer any power or
authority upon the Secretary-General to declare that the words complained of were spoken by

Mr. Cumaraswarny in his capacity as Special Rapporteur and that the Convention merely
confirms the power of the Secretary-General to waive immunity. The Court thus concluded that
it was for the trial judge to determine whether the words were spoken in his capacity as Special
Rapporteur and whether it was within his mandate to do so.

1

1

The Court of Appeal therefore dismissed the appeal of Mr. Cumaraswamy against the
Judgement of the High Court of Kuala Lumpur (Dossier No. 35) holding that it was for the Court
to determine whether the actions complained of were performed in the course of Mr.

l

1

Cumaraswamy's mission. The Court, however, overturned the ruling of the High Court that the

l

costs of the High Court case were to be paid forthwith; rather they shall be part of the costs of the

l

main action. However the Court held that the costs of the appeal to the Court of Appeal were to

i

be taxed and paid by Mr. Curnaraswarny.

DOSSIER NO. 46
SUMMARY OF THE WRIT OF SUMMONS AND STATEMENT OF CLAIM
in the High Court of Malaya
at Kuala Lumpur

registered 9 December 1996
served 23 October 1997
(

i

The Writ:
Three Plaintiffs claim MR95,000,000 for damages, including aggravated and/or
exemplary damages, for slander and for libel as well as interest at 8% per annum accruable from
date of judgement until the date of payment, costs of acts and injunction to restrain Defendant
from further defaming Plaintiffs.
The Statement of Claim
At all material times, Defendant was an Advocate and Solicitor of the High Court of
Malaya and the Chief Executive Partner of a Malaysian law firm (Shook Lin & Bok).
Defendant spoke and thereby published defamatory words of and concerning the

,

Plaintiffs, their business and their conduct therein.
His words were calculated to disparage Plaintiffs in their business and to cause them
pecuniary damage.
The publication of the words, injured.the first Plaintiffs feelings and seriously damaged
his personal and business reputations, and seriously damaged the second and third Plaintiffs'
trading reputations and brought all three Plaintiffs into public scandal, odium and contempt.

T H E SECRETARY-GENERAL

27 October 1997

To Whom It Mav Concern

In connection with the Civil Suit by Tan Sri
Dato' Vincent Tan thee Yioun, Berjaya Industrial
Berhad and Berjaya Corporation (Cayman) Limited
against Datol Param Cumaraswamy, the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations hereby notifies the
competent authorities of Malaysia that Dato' Param
Cumaraswamy, national of Malaysia, is the Special
Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers
of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights. In
this capacity, Datol Cumaraswamy is entitled to the
privileges and immunities accorded to experts
performing missions for the United Nations under
Articles V1 and V11 of the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations to
which Malaysia has beea a party since 28 October 1957
without any reservation.
In accordance with section 22 of Article V1 of
the Convention, I1experts...performing missions for
the United Nations shall be accorded such privileges
and immunities as are necessary for the independent
exercise of their function^...^^. Section 22(b) of
the Convention further provides that "they shall be
pccorded, in respect of words spoken or written and
zcts do32 by thex FE tht C G C ~ S E~f i h ptrfornmcs
~
of
.
.
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k i d " . As sl~ch,the Specid ilzpporteur orr the

Independence of Judges and Lawyers, is immune from
legal process of every kind in respect of words
spoken or written and acts done by him in the course
of the performance of his mission.
The Secretary-General has determined that the
words which constitute the basis a£ plaintiffs'
complaint in this case were spoken by the Special
Rapporteur in the course of his mission. The
Secretary-General therefore maintains that Datof
Param Cumaraswamy is immune from legal process with
respect thereto.
Under section 34 of the Convention, the
Government of Malaysia has a legal obligation to Itbe
in a position under its own law to give effect to the
terms of this Conventionn. The Secretary-General of
the United Nations therefore requests the competent
Malaysian authorities to extend to Dato' Param
Cumaraswamy the privileges and immunities, courtesies
znd facilities to which he is entitled under the
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations.
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The Legal CounseZ of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of Malaysia
and, further to previous correspondence and notes
concerning the defamation proceedings against the Special
Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers in the
Malaysian civil courts, now is dompelled to invite the
attention of the Permanent Representative to the Judgment
of the Court of Appeal of 20 October 1997 (copy attached),
rejecting the appeal of the Special Rapporteur from the
judgment of the High Court of 28 June 1997.
The Court of Appeal held that the Secretary-General1S
certificate of 7 March 1997, which determined that the
I1wordswhich constitute the basis of plaintiffS' complaint
in this case were spoken by the Special Rapporteur in the
was not conclusive as to this
course of his rn.i~sion~~,
issue. T5is determination is based in part on Malaysian
domestic law and in part on the conclusion that the 1946
Convention on the Privileges and ~mmunitiesof the United
Nations (the General Convention), to which Malaysia has
been a party since 28 June 1957 without any reservation,
only establishes the Secretary-General's power to waive
immunity but not to make a determination as to whether
immunity may be asserted; indeed, the Court held that that
is a matter for the MalaysFan courts to decide.
As it is the view of the United Nations that it is.
exclusively for the Secretary-General to determine - subject to possible review by the International Court'of
Justice under Section 30 of the General Convention -- when
the immunity of an expert on mission is to be asserted, it
considers that the judgment is therefore based on an
incorrect interpretation of the General Convention.
Therefore, if the Government supports the view of the Court
of Appeal, thP_n a ciifference has arisen- concerning ths
. .
rnzsrprttation
of t h e Coz-\~sntFon,
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The Court of Appeal's judgment further suggests that
Lile certificate that the Minister of Foreign Affairs of
Malaysia signed on l2 March 1997 had actually specified, as
AI

1

(

I

the Secretary-General had, that the words in question had
been spoken by the Special Rapporteur in the course of his
official mission, such a determination would have been
considered, under section 7 (2) of 'the Malaysian
International Organisations (Privilegesand Immunities) ~ c t '
of 1992 (Act 4 8 5 ) ' as "evidence of the facts certifiedt1.
The fact that the Foreign Minister's certificate did not so
specify and that it would therefore not be properly taken
into account by the Malaysian courts, was a concern that
had been brought to the attention of the Permanent
Representative and of the Mission on several occasions both
before and after that certificate was issued. The United
Nations considers that in failing to confi m the SecretaryGeneral' S determination, the certificate of the Minister of
Foreign Affairs allowed the Court of Appeal to reach an
incorrect conclusion as to the immunity of the Special
Rapporteur. Moreover, the failure of the Minister to give
a certificate that directly addressed the applicability of
the General Convention to the Special Rapporteur under the
relevant circumstances, meant that the Government had not
adequately fulfilled its obligation to give effect to
Section 22 (b) of the General Convention.
If the Government does not agree that the words that
constitute the basis of plaintiffs' suit were spoken by the
Special Rapporteur in the course of the performance of his '
mission, then a difference arising out of the applicztion
of the General Convention exists in this regard between the
United Nations and Malaysia, which too should be referreG
to the International Court of Justice pursuant to Section
30 of the Convention. The availability of that method of
settling differences as to whether or not the SecretaryGeneral has properly asserted the immunity of a particular
official or expert on mission, makes it clear that such an
assertion by the Secretary-General is indeed subject to
judicial review and thus does not constitute -- as your
Government has sometimes asserted znd the Court of Appezl
zgeers to btlievz - - an unreviewable determination of e
cyps thzt tha p~rtiesto the Gznerel Co~vsntio~
can~otbr
.- .
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As the Legal Counsel had indicated in his note of 7
..
July 1997, the United Nati:,::.: c*--.--~;~,T!??:.L:
t:il,xi: it:
:
th^l
responsibility of your Government to intervene in the
current proceedings so that the burden of any further
defense, including any expenses and taxed costs resulting
therefrom, be assumed by the Government. Furthermore, the
Special ~apporteuishould be held haxrnl&ss in respect of
the expenses he has already incurred or that are being"
taxed to him from the proceedings so ,far. In this
connection the Legal. Counsel also wishes to call the
attention of the Government to the fact that a third Writ
has just been sewed on the Special Rapporteur by three
pl'aintiffs claiming aggregate damages of RMlOO million; the
Special Rapporteur has until 30 October to assert this
immunity in that proceeding, and the Secretary-General has
already provided him with a certificate for that purpose.
Once more, - it is expected that the Government will
effectively support the Special Rapporteur's application,
taking into account the deficiencies in its previous
certificates as appears from the opinion of the Court of
kppeal.
As the Permanent Representative knows, the SecretaryGeneral has requested Maitre Yves Fortier to assist him in
resolving the impasse that appears to have arisen between
the United Nations and your Government. Mr. Fortier has
indicated that he would be prepared to travel to IJIalaysia
at the end of November, provided that he can be assured of
seeing the Prime Minister at that time. We therefore trust '
that arrangements will be nzde to facilitate such a visit,
and that to this end you will inform us at an early date.
The.Legal Counsel avails himself of this opportunity
to assure the Permanent Representative of Malaysia to the
United Nations of his highest consideration,and of his
readiness to consult with the Permanent Representative or
with members of his Mission concerning these matters.
'

T H E SECRETARY GENERAL

7 November 1997

Excellency,
Thoush
- with considerable reluctance, I feel
constrained to address you personally on a matter
that has for sometime clouded the otherwise excellent
relations between Malaysia and the United Nations:
the numerous massive suits that have been filed in
Malaysian courts against the Special Rapporteur for
the
Inde~endence
of Judges and Lawyers of the United
--- Nations Commission for Human Rights, Dato' Param
Cumaraswamy;
You are aware that the Court of Appeal of
Malaysia has just ruled that the question of the
Special Rapporteur's immunity from suit, which I had
esserted in a certificate filed with the High Court,
is not determined by that certificate, but is a
matter to be adjudged in due course by Malaysian
courts. This is a position that the United Nations
cannot accept, and if your Government shares the view
of the Court of Appeal, a difference appears to have
arise3 between your Governnent and this Organization
with respect to the interpretation of the i916
Convention on the Privileoes and Immunities of ths
United Nations.

.

Excellency
Dato' Seri Dr. Mahathlr Mohamed
Prime Minister
:Jalaysia

.

It should be understood that although the
Secretary-General's determination, as to whether an
expert on mission or an official of the United
Nations is acting within his or her official
functions, may not be reviewed by any national court,
that determination is, however, subject to judicial
examination by the International Court of Justice
pursuant.,toSection 30 of the 1946 convention (to
which I refer at greater length below).
As indicated in my several certificates relating
to the three law suits that have been filed against
Mr. Cumaraswamy, he was acting within the scope of
his official functions as Special Rapporteur. He is
therefore entitled to seek recompense from the United
Nations for any costs he himself has incurred in
conducting his defense, for any costs that are taxed
to him by the Malaysian courts and, should he lose,
for the amounts of the consequent judgments, which
might amount to well over a hundred million Ringgit.
In the event Mr. Cumaraswamy does so, the United
Nations would have no choice but to seek compensation
from your Government for any expenses it thus incurs.

It is the position of the United Nations that it
is the clear responsibility of your Government to
accord thz Special Rapporteur full inmunity from the
current litigation iri che Malaysian courts. klthough
it is not for this Organization to specify how that
immunity is in practice to be arranged, your
Government might consider filing with the competent
courts certificates issued by the Foreign Minister
pursuant to section 7 of the Malaysian International
Organisations (Privileges and Immunities) Act of 1992
(Act 485), which would take into account the reason
why the certificate esrlier filed by the Minister in
respect of =hs first l s w suit ;<ss not accepted as

-
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Should your Government fail, for whatever
reason, to afford full and effective protection to
the Special Rapporteur from the current law suits or
from future similar ones, it will be necessary for me
to inform the General Assembly that differences have
arisen between Malaysia and the United Nations with
respect this matter, and that consequently it will
become necessary to invoke Section 30 of the 1946
Convention. As you know, this would require the
Assembly to address one or more legal questions to
the'Internationa1Court of Justice for an advisory
opinion, and the replies given by the Court to such
questions would then be binding on the Organization
and on your Government.
It is,,however, my earnest hope.that such resort
to the General Assenbly and the International Court
of Justice can be avoided by having your Government
arrange for the necessary immunities to be
effectively accorded to the Special Rapporteur.
Should your Government wish to explore such
possibilities, it might do so either with the Legal
Counsel or with Maitre Yves Fortier of Canada, whom I
have requested to assist me in this respect. If
necessary, Piaitr3 Fortier is prepared t.0 visit you as
my Special Envoy later this month. I sincerely hope
that this matter can be resolved b5fore my visit to
Malaysia in Dscanber.
Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my
highest consideration.

.

'.

DOSSIER NO. 50
SUMMARY OF THE WRIT OF SUMMONS AND STATEMENT OF CLAIMS
in the High Court of Malaya
at Kuala Lumpur
Suit No. S1-23-67
registered 9 December 1996
served 21 November 1997
The Writ:

Two Plaintiffs claim MR60,000,000 for damages, including exemplary damages, for
slander and for libel and interest at 8% per m u m accruable fiom date of judgement until the
date of payment, costs of the action and for an injunction to restrain Defendant from further
defaming Plaintiffs.

The Statement of Claim
At all material times, Defendant was an Advocate and Solicitor of the High Court of
Malaya and the Chief Executive Partner of a Malaysian law firm (Shook Lin & Bok).

Defendant spoke and thereby published defamatory words of and concerning the
Plaintiffs, their business and their conduct therein.
His words were calculated to disparage Plaintiffs in their business and to cause them
pecuniary damage.
The publication of the words, seriously damaged Plaintiffs' personal, business and
trading reputations and brought them into public scandal, odium and contempt.

T H E SECRETARY.GENERAL

21 November 1997

To Whom It Mav Concern

In connection with the Civil Suit (KL High Court
Suit No S1-23-67 of 1996) by Insas Berhad and
Megapolitan Nominees SDN BHD against ~ a t o Param
Cumaraswamy, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations hereby notifies the competent authorities of
Malaysia that Dato' Param Cumaraswamy, national of
Malaysia, is the Special Rapporteur on the
Independence of Judges and Lawyers of the United

-

-Nations Commission on Human Rights. In this
capacity, Dato' Cumaraswamy is entitled to the
privileges and immunities accorded to experts
performing missions for the United Nations under
Articles VI and VII of the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations to
which Malaysia has been a party since 28 October 1957
without any reservation.
In accordance with section 22 of Article VI of
the Convention, "experts... performing missions. for
the United Nations shall be accorded such privileges
and immunities as are necessary for the indep.endent
exercise of their functions...". Section 22(b) of
the Convention further provides that "they shall be
accorded, in respect of words spoken or written and
acts done by them in the course of the performance of
their mission, immunity from legal process of every
kindn. As such, the Special Rapporteur on the

Independence of Judges and Lawyers, is immune from
legal process of every kind in respect of words
spoken or written and acts done by him in the course
the performance of his mission.
The Secretary-General hasdetermined that the
words which constitute the basis of plaintiffs'
complaint in this case were spoken by the Special
Rapporteur in the course of his mission The
Secretary-General therefore maintains that Datol
Param Cumaraswamy is immune from legal process with
respect thereto.
Under Section 34 of the Convention, the
Government of Malaysia has a legal obligation to "be

-

,

.in a position under its own law to give effect to the
terms of this Conventionll. The Secretary-General of
the United Nations therefore requests the competent
Malaysian authorities to extend to Dato' Param
Cumaraswamy the privileges and immunities, courtesies
and facilities to which he is entitled under the
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations.

w

KBfi A. Annan
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The Legal Counsel of the. United Nations presents his compliments
to the Permanent Representative of Malaysia and, further to previous
correspondence concerning the defamation proceedings in the Malaysian
civil courts against the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges
and Lawyers, has the honour to present the attached certificate of
immunity signed by the Secretary-General in connection with a fourth suit
(Suit No. S1-23-67) which has been filed by (isas Berhad and Megapolitan
Nominees SDN BHD against Dato' Param Cumaraswamy in the High Court
of Kuala Lumpur.
The Legal Counsel avails himself of this opportu'nity to assure the
Permanent Representative of Malaysia to the United Nations of his highest

1

I

consideration.

25 November 1997

'

T H E SECRETARY-GENERAL

21 November 1997

To Whom It Mav Concern

In connection with the Civil Suit (KL High Court
Suit No 51-23-67 of 1996) by Insas Berhad and
Megapolitan Nominees SDN BHD against'DatolParam
Cumaraswamy, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations hereby notifies the competent authorities of
Malaysia that Datol Param Cumaraswamy, national of
Malaysia, is the Special Rapporteur on the
Independence of Judges and Lawyers of the United
e

-NationsCommission on Human Rights. In this
capacity, Datol Cumaraswamy is entitled to the
privileges and immunities accorded to experts
performing missions for the United Nations under
Articles VI and VII of the Convention on the
.
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations to
which Malaysia has been a party since 28 October 1957
without any reservation.
In accordance with section 22 of Article VI of
the Convention, Irexperts...performing missions.for
the United Nations shall be accorded such privileges
and immunities as are necessary for the independent
exercise of their functions.. . It. Section 22 (b) of
the Convention further provides that "they shall be
accorded, in respect of words spoken or written and
acts done by them in the course of the performance of
their mission, immunity from legal process of every
kindrr.As such, the Special Rapporteur on the

'

Independence of Judges and Lawyers, is immune from
legal process of every kind in respect of words
spoken or written and acts done by him in the course
of the performance of his mission.

1

The secretary-~eneralhas determined that the
words which constitute the basis of plaintiffs'
complaint in this case were spoken by the Special
Rapporteur in the course of his mission. The
Secretary-General therefore maintains that Dato'
Pararn Cumaraswamy is immune from legal process with
respect thereto.

1

-

Under Section 34 of the Convention, the
Government of Malaysia has a legal obligation to "be
.in a position under its own law to give effect to the
term'sof this Conventionu. The Secretary-General of
the United Nations therefore requests the competent
Malaysian authorities to extend to Dator Param
Cumaraswamy the privileges and immunities, courtesies
and facilities to which he is entitled under the
Convention on"the Privileges and Immunities of the

K d f i A. Annan
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Statement by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, Mrs. Mary
Robinson, on the importance of the independence of Special Rapporteurs and
similar mechanisms of the Commission on Human Rights
"We have just marked the beginning of Human Rights Year leading up to the commemorationon 10
December 1998 of the 50th anniversarv of the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
An important focus of this year will be defending and protecting the achievements of the United Nations
human rights programme.

'
-

A key mechanism developed by the United Nations over the years for the promotion and protection of
human. rights is the system of fact-finding through independent experts designated either as special
rapporteurs or members of working groups. These experts are charged with carefully andysing
allegations of human rights violations and Govenunent information and informing the international
community of their findings and making pertinent recommendations.
over the years the crucial value of these procedures to saving human lives and helping resolve serious
situations of violations has been fully acknowledged. The World Conference on Human Ri~hts
recognized the importance of these procedures and called for their preservation and strengthenhg.
.
During the coming year, I will be giving special attention to this objective.

In order to provide the &ternational community with the independent and impartially analysed
Xormation which is essential in human rights policy making?the experts of the special procedures
system must be secure in enjoying the privileges and immunitiesdue to them as experts on mission for
the United Nations. Member States have agreed to this by r a w g the 1946 Convention on the
Privileges and Immuuities of the United Nations. The International Court of Justice reaffirmed these
principles in its 1989 Advisory Opinion relating to a Member State's obligation under the Convention to
ensure freedom of movement to a United Nations Special Rapporteur, Mr. Dumitru Mazilu.
The scrupulous respect for these rights by Member States is essential and I wish to call on all States to
do so M y . The Secretary-General is now discussing with the Government of Malaysia application of
the Convention in relation to Mr. Param Curnaraswamy, S w i a l RaDmrteur on the Independence of
Judges and Lavrvers. I wish to urge the Government to implement fully the provisions of thi: Convention
as a key component of international law."
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NATIONS 'enPTJiES ,

UNITED NATIONS
EIGH C O M ~ S S I O N E FOR
R HUMAN RIGFITS

Address:
FdSs dcs Nm'ons

CK-1211 CiElGVE 10

Geneva, 2 October 1998

Dear Secretary-General,
Further to our discussion on 22 September 1998, I would like to highlight rhe following
human righrs issues which, I bdiwe, may be of relevance insofar a s the Cumaraswamy case now
before the htemaciondl Court of .iustice is concerned.
In March 1994, the C o d s i o n on Human Rights, in resolution 1994/41,noted both the
increasing frequency of attacks on the independence of judges, lawyers and court officials and the
link that exists between the wealcening of safeguards for the judiciary and lawyers and the gravity and
'
1 of the Commission
frequency of violations of humaci rights. The Commission requested the C'
to appoint, for a period of t h e e years, a special rapporteur whose maddate would consist of inquiring
into any substantial allegations transmitted to him or her and report his or her conclusions thereon;
identifjri- and recording not onRy attacks on the independence of the judiciary, lawyers and courr.
officials but also progress achieved in protecting and enhancjng their independence, and make
concrete recommendations inclxlding the provision of advisory services or teefinical assistance when
they were requested by the Sta?e concerned; and studying, for the purpose.of m a g proposals,
imporcant and topicd questions of principle with a view to protecting and enhancing the independence
of the judiciary and lawyers.

The Chairman of the Commission on Human Rights appointed Mr. Param Curnaraswamy
as Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers in a letter dated 2 April 1994.

Mr. Cwmaraswamy is one of some 40 Special Rapporteurs who are aypointed by the .
Commission on fiuman Rights. V ~ e i mandates
r
axe either country specific or thematic. Special
Rappur~t~zr.s
are not paid salaries, although they receive expenses when they travel, together with
research and adminiistrative support from the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Human Rights in Geneva. It is {TF importance to recall that members of other UN comminees such as
the Human Rights Committee, the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination and the
Committee on h e Elimination of All Forms of Disc-ation
Against Women, to name only a few,
also serve in. a personal capaciQ5not as rqresenratives of States, and are experts on mission within
the meanbg of the Convention. Mr. Cumamswamy's mandate is clearly a fundamental one which
encompasses studying and monitoring the implementation of some of the non-derogable provisions in
United Nations human rights i,nstnunents.

The Secretary-General
United Nations

New York
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The Commission has routinely expressed appreciation at the determination of the Special
Rapporteur to achieve as wide dissemination as possible of inforfmtbn about pertinent standards.
Additionally, it.should be poinred out that, it is more common than nor for Special Rapporteurs to
speak to the press about rnatrers pertaining to their iwestigauons, thereby keeping tbe general public
informed of their work. This includes prixwtional activities such as acceptance of invitations to speak
about their mandate at conferences, seminars and f o m all over fhe world. In connection with such
appearances, Special Rapporterus have at times been interviewed by the media.
In the report of the fowth annual meeting of Special Rapporteurs/Representatives/Experts
and Chairmen of Working Groups of the Commission on Human Rights and the Advisory Services
Programme, the participants re&'inned the general principles and criteria that guide their work
(E/CN. 4/1998/45, para.71). .-Accordingto these principles the "Special Rapporteurs are agents not
of confidential but of public procedures. Their reports are public. Hence their relations with the press
are governed by h e basic principle of transparency." In practice,.Special Rapporteurs frequently
speak to che press throughout the course of the year to answer queries concerning their mandates and
activities. Press coverage is, indeed, an effective aray of raising awareness of an expert's concerns.
However, if these experts were to be subjected to legal proceedings in domestic courts, there would
be a chilling emct on their ability to speak our and report on violations which would necessarily .
impede their ability to carry out che mandates to which they have been entrusCed by the Commission
on Human Rights. Subjecting orkc independent expert to legal proceedings in a domestic court would
seriously hinder all experts of the Coxknksion on Human Rights from wrying out independent and
impartial jnvestigations for gar of being subjected to fiivolou's suits in domestic courts.
The Special Rapporteur on Independence of Judges and Lawyers has carried out several
have included Peru, Colombia, Belgium, and the United Kingdom and
.
Northern Ireland, with a view to enquiring into alleged attacks on the independence of judges and
lawyers. The Special Rapporteur has submitted four general reports and four additional reports on his
corntry visits to the Commissbtl on Human Rights since his.appointment in 1994.
country missions, which so

It is of importance to underline that the ~o&nhsionon Human Rights renewed the Special
Rapporteur's mandate for an addjtiondl three yeas at its fifly-fourth session held in Geneva in April
1997.At the time of the renewal of the Special Rapporteur's mandate, the Commission was awqe of
the lawsuits against the Special ]Rapporteurbefore the Malaysian courts- Hence, fiis reappointment
could be considered an endorsement by the Commjssion of the Special Rapporteur's working
methods and interpretation of his mandate, including making public statements in the form of
interviews.
I

1 would also like to ~loirltout that, in the Madlu case, the Court explicitly rejected
Romania's argument that "in rhe country of which he is a national and in cowltries other than the
country to which he is sent on nlission, an expert enjoys privileges and jmxnuniries only in respect of
actual activities spoken or written which he perfinns in connection with his mission." l'hc Court
confirmed that "experts on missions enjoy the privileges and immunities provided for under the
Cowention in their relations with the Stares of which they are narionals or on the territoq of which
they reside," unless a reservation has been validly made in this respect by the state concerned.
Consequently, the Special Rapporteur, who is a citizen of Malaysia and resides in Kuala Lump-, is
entitled to i m m d @ from legal process of every a d jn the courts of Malaysia in his capacity as an
expert on mission for the United Nations. Malaysia has not made any reservation in this respect.

'

m e u&cceptable consequence of the Malaysian courts' rulings is that.the Special
Rapporteur is ordered to defend himself on the merits of the suits filed against him before the courts
of Malaysia and that the Malaysian courts have' arrogated to themselves the power to determine the
Special Rapporteur's capacity and the scope of his mission or mandate. It has to be further underlined
chat since the mandate has been ~brmulatedand established by the Commission on Human Rights, it
is for the Secretary-General to dace.erminewhecher a person seeking the protection of the immunities
provided for in the General Conlrention firswithin the class of persons that the Convention seeks to
protect in light of the mandate given by the Commission on Human Rights and whether such person
spoke words in the course of his mission for the United Nations. By having been ordered by the
Malaysian courts to defend his case at a full trial, the Special Rapporteur has effectively been denied
the "immunityfrom legal process of every kind"to which he is entitled as an expert on rnission under
Section 22@) of the General Convention.
'

i

It is essential to ensure that all Special Rapporteurs, as experts on &ion for the United
Nations, enjoy certain privileges and immunities, especially immunity fkom legal process of every
kind,in order to promote the independent exercise of the functions enuusted to them. Moreover, in
view of their independence, it is important that there be consistent protection of experts on mission
regardless of nationality. The pending lawsuits in Malaysian courts have a direct and negative effect
on the independence of experts, in:this case of the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges
and Lawyers, prho, while still being in office, has been called to account for his statements in.his
national courts for his words spoken as expert on mission. The protection, by way of immunity, of
the Special Rapporteur's freedom of official speech is, therefore, at issue.

)

The actions against ths: Special Rapporteur on the .Independence of Judges and Lawyers
raise serious concerns about a wider pattern of interference with the work of all Special Rapporteurs,
Representatives, independent experts and working groups of the Commission on Human Whts as
well as other United Nations human rights mechanisms. The special procedures of the Commission
on Human Rights play a crucial role in monitoring human rights situations around the world, calling
public attention to human righa violations and preventing their f&r
occurrence. The Commission
on Human Rights bas a responsibility to ensure that the special procedures guarantee r=xperts full
freedom and independence in giving effect to their respective mandates, guided by relevant
resolutions and established practices arhong Special Rapporteurs and independent experts. In order to
carry out their work independendy uld effectively, Yheir immuniity, as United Nations experts must
be fully protected.
What is at stake in rkd5 case is not just the Special Rapporteur's interest and independence
but that of ihe entire WN human rights system. Over the pasr: decades, the United Nations has
carefully developed a mechanism for the promotion and protection of human rights, which is
essentially a system of fact-through independent experts designated ejther as special
I

I

i

-

I

rapporteur. or members of woriiing groups. These expea asare given a mandate by important bodies
such as the GcneraJ Assembly, the Commission on Human. Rights, the Sub-Commission on the
Prevention of Discrimination a d Protection of Minorities, or the Special Commission investigating
Iraq, and are entrusted with preparing reports, conducting invest5gations or finding and establiihing
facts. They play an important role in informing the international comrnuni~of their findings and
make pertinent recommendations. The special rapporteurs appointed by the Commission on Human
Rights have a special responsibility to analyze, and report on, allegations of human rights violations
and government information relovant thereto. This mechanism, which, together with the increased
UN field presence in human rights, has grown exponentially and has served to save human lives and
resolve serious situations of vjolations.

In order to guarantee the independence and impartiality of the information and analysis
provided by expens on mission that is essential to human rights policy making, the experts must be
able to count on rhe privileges and immunities due to them as experts on mission for the United
Nations.

,

'

.

,

Finally, threatening &I: immunity of one expert constitutes an attack on the entire United
Nations system of experts on mission employed in the oorganization's human rights mechanism. What
is more, the decisions of the Malaysian courts not only affect the immunities of experts on mission
but also of the United Nations, Xl'N off~cialsand other persons worljng for the organization. Indeed,
if these decisions are not corrected, they could have a chieffect on the ab'ity of independent
experts to speak our, in complere independence and impartiality, against violations of international
human rights standards.

Yours sincerely,

. . .
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Y M TASJ SRI. LAMlN
Y M TAN S H WAN ADNAP;
YA DATY)' DR. WYi(ARIA

We thank

,

both counsel for having assisted this Court for
.

1% days.

.

We are unanimous in our findingthat there & no fault in
the groundt of Judgment of C a r t of Appeal and Iii'gh Court. We are
..be i s
not dealing with a sovereign, ox a full fledged diplcmkt
someone caned a Rapporteur who has to act, in the preserit case,
within mandate of, in laymen's terns, an unpaid, part-time ' providler
of

information, as against' thois cases cited

to

by counsel. Those
'

cases axe not relevant because t h y are cases with sovereign,

diplomats.

He

is not anywhere near that

- he has a mandate.

In the circumstances of this case, the application must be
dismissed and dismissed with msts.
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WlSMA P U W ,
JUZMENTERlAN LUAR NEGERl MALAYSIA.
t MlffkY'RY OF FDRElGN A FFA lRS MAU YSIA I.
50602 KUALA LUMPUR
Tclcpmnr: "wtsun F C T L ~x l l a u WHPUR*
7clefoil: 03-24RHURR
Fa: 03-2424551
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Mr LYves Fortler, C,C,, Q.C.
Oghy Rsnault
1981 Mcglll C n l w Avenue
Su'rte 7 100

Mwtbeal,
Quebec
Canada

-

!i%
No: (514) 286 5474
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I1 wlah to acknm#ladga wltb thanks reaelpt of your fax dated I 1 March I998 en
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k t me alsa say that it was a pkrs~ure
.rn&.ng you In Kuala Lumpur
m n t l y . We are l n d d appwclatfve of the llsffortrr of the Samtary Oenaml of
the U n M Natjona in sendhg you as his Special Envcry to discuss with US an the
Pamm Cumarasvvamy Case, We are grateful fir the views that you had .:
conueyed to us and we have ako bjrlcan nate bl the rnodaltty that you had
proposed for the resolution 07 the Case. In fad, ywr visit has mnblbutcd mum
U3
to our betber undemtandlw of the wn'aus issues Invalvwl. I-hopethat. IlKW~8,ff
--,
:a
has d m enlQWmd you dthe Wayaian peresptlon on ihls suqect,
=

2.
i
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I

I
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1 am pleased to inform you we are n w g ~ n very
g serious cuttsi-on
3.
to the v i m and recommendatlms that you had mnveyed to us in our mutual
. -rsh
for an arnlmble solutinn- At the same tlme, we am arploling the
paasibility Of whether we mlght yet be able 0 find an out-of-eourt settlement fa

C3

-

rC

:-

this

&-.

Efforts in thie regard are presently u n d s ~ ~and
y &a UN is also

aware of this.

we are also awam that when the 54th Session.of UN Ccrmrnkislon M
Human Rights begins next weelc in Geneva H is likely that questions may be
ramkedon the PC Case. Our dslegation has been brjded tn re~pondto these
appropriately.
4,

A

5.

We would lhto thmk you again for your kind efforts on this matter.

(Data' N. Pmeswamn)

Deputy Secmtary General II
Mlnlsty of Foreign Affa'i

The hfth meeting of Special ~~ppo~eurslReprescntativeslExpe~s
and Chairpersons of
Working Groups of the Commission on Human Rights and of the Advisory Services
Programmes, held in Geneva & o m 26 t o 29 May 1998, expresses serious concern about the
judicial harassment meted out ro Mr. Param Cumaramamy, the Special Rapporteur on the
independence ofjudges and 1a.vqers.

(

The participants were disappointed that, despite the continuous appeals during the
course of the last year, the 1tgs.l proceedings involving a civil action in the -;lvfalaysian courts
against Mr. Cumaraswarny, had not been rerrninated. Indeed, the Malaysian High Court had
1 ignored the assertion by the Secretary-General ofthe United Nations of immunity attaching to
the acts that are the subject o f the proceedings. Amcle VI, section 22 of the Convention on
Privileges and Immunities of'the United Nations lays d a m that experis on mission enjoy
immunity f?om legal process of every kind in "respect of words spoken or written ... in the
course of the performance of tlnair mission." The meeting welcomes the determination of the
Secretary-General, as already wged by the participants at last year's meeting,that a dispute
now exists between the United Nations and Malaysia, within the meaning of Article VEQ,
section 30 of the Convention
The participants consid.er that the Malaysian court decision to pennit continuation of
the proceedings represents r:ot only a legally indefensible and oppressive attack against bfr.
Cuinarasrrarny, but a challerye to the status of the United Nations as a whole, its ofEzcials and
its experts on mission, includirtg the mechanisms established by the Commission on Human
Rights, as approved by the E.:onomic and Social Coundl.
They therefore respec:i,fblly request the Secretary-General to take immediate and

, necessary measures t o have .ike dispure promptly referred, pursuant to Article Vm, sfdon

30,

to the International Court oTf rlstice for conclusive'disposition.

They request the Chairperson of the Meeting to bring this statement to the attention of
the Secretary-General, the Hiy& Commissioner for Human Rights, the Legal Counsel and the

Chairman of the Commission on Human Rights, and to make it public.

RCFEACNCE.

18 June 199.8

Dear Ambassador Hasmy,
We are informed that, by his letter of 12 June 1998,
Dato' Parameswaran, Deputy Secretary General I1 of the
Malaysian Ministry for Foreign Affairs advised Maitre Yves
Fortier that while the Cumaraswamy case is still under active
consideration by the relevant Malaysian authorities, it is
expected that a decision on 'the matter would be made very
shortly.
The Deputy Secretary General adds that the
Government of Malaysia remains committed in its desire to
find an amicable solution to this issue. The SecretaryGeneral is equally committed to finding such a solution.
However, the Secretary-General is under considerable
pressure from the international human rights and legal
community to have this matter resolved. It is clear that the
Secretary-General cannot avoid the issue, should it remain
without a negotiated settlement, during the upcoming session
of the Economic and Social Council which commences on 6 July
1998.
Accordingly, unless the Government of Malaysia
formally responds to the draft settlement agreement, we will
have to resort to the International Court of Justice and will
thus proceed to submit to you the questions we intend to
present to the Economic and Social Council to request an
advisory opinion.

Yours sjncerely,

Assistant secretary-~eneral
for Legal Af fairs

H.E. Mr. Hasmy Agam
Psrmanent Representative of Malaysia
to the United Nations
N e w York

United Nations

Economic and Social Council

Distr.: General
26 July 1998
Original: English

- ---- - -

Substantive session of 1998
New York, 6-3 1 July 1998
(
jenda item 14 (g)
. ,
SociaI and human rights questions: human rights

Privileges and immunities of the Special Rapporteur of the
Commission on Human Rights on the independence ofjudges
and lawyers Note by the Secretary-General
1. In its resolution 22 A (I) of 13 February 1946, the
General Assembly adopted, pursuant to Article 105 (3) of the
Charter of the United Nations, the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations (the
Convention). Since then, 137 Member States have become
parties to the Convention, and its provisions have been
incorporated by reference into many hundreds of agreements
relating to the headquarters or seats of the United Nations and
'*s organs, and to activities carried out by the Organization
nearly every country of the world.

.,I

That Convention is, inter alia, designed to protect
2.
various categories ofpersons, including "Experts on Mission
for the United Nations", from all types of interference by
national authorities. In particular, Section 22 (b) of Article VI
of the Convention provides:

"(b) in'respect of words spoken or written and acts
done by them in the course of the performance of their
mission, immunity from legal process of any kind. This
immunity from legal process shall continue to be
accorded notwithstanding that the persons concerned
are no longer employed on missions for the United
Nations."
In its Advisory Opinion of 14 December 1989,,on the
3.
"Applicability of Article VI, Section 22, of the Convention
on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations" (the
so-called "Mazilou case"), the International Court of Justice
held that a Special Rapporteur of the Subcommission on
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities of
the Commission on Human Righti was an "expert on mission"
within the meaning of Article VI of the Convention.

Section 22: "Experts (other than officials coming within 4. The Commission on Human Rights, by its resolution
the scope of Article V) performing missions for the 1994141 of 4 March 1994, endorsed by the Economic and
United Nations shall be accorded such privileges and Social Council in its decision 19941251 of 22 July 1994,
immunities as are necessary for the independent appointed Dato' Param Cuma~aswamy,a Malaysian jurist,
exercise of their functions during the period of their as the Commission's Special Rapporteur on the Independence
missions, including time spent on journeys in of Judges and Lawyers. His mandate consists of tasks
connection with their missions. In particular they shall including, inter alia, to inquire into substantial allegations
concerning, and to identify and record attacks on, the
be accorded:
independence ofthe judiciary, lawyers and court officials. Mr.
Cerfj,fied true copy
98-2 1975 (E)

290796

Cur.nnr~lswarnyllns submitted four reports to the Conin~ission
on the execution of his mandate: ElCN.4/1995/39,
., ElCN.411996137, EICN.4/1997/32 and EICN.411998/39.
After the third report containing a section on the litigation
pending against him in the Malaysian civil courts, the
Commission at its fifty-fourth session, in April 1997, renewed
his mandate for an additional three years.
In November 1995 the Special Rapporteur gave an
5.
interview to International Contmercial Litigation, a
nmgazine published in the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northem Ireland but circulated also in Malaysia, in which
he commented on certain litigations that had been carried out
:.-Malaysian courts. As a result of an article published on the
(
?is of that interview, two commercial companies in
Malaysia asserted that the said article contained defamatory
words that had "brought them into public scandal, odium and
contempt". Each company filed a suit against him for damages
amounting to M$30 million (approximately US$ 12 million*
each), "including exemplary damages for slander".

I

:

6 . Acting on behalf of the Secretary-General, the Legal
Counsel considered the circumstances of the interview and '
of the controverted passages of the article and determined that
Dato' Param Cumaraswamy was interviewed in his official
capacity as Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges
and Lawyers, that the article clearly referred to his United
Nations capacity and to the Special Rapporteur's United
Nations global mandate to investigate allegations concerning
the independence of the judiciary, and that the quoted
passages related to such allegations. On 15 January 1997, the
Legal Counsel, in a note verbale addressed to the Permanent
Representative of Malaysia to the United Nations, therefore
"requested the competent Malaysian authorities to promptly
_)vise the Malaysian courts of the Special Rapporteur's
immunity from legal process" with respect to that particular
complaint. On 20 January 1997, the Special Rapporteur filed
an application in the High Court of Kuala Lumpur (the trial
court in which the said suit had been filedj to set aside andlor
strike out the Plaintiffs' writ, on the ground that the words
that were the subject of the suits had been spoken by him in
the course of performing his mission for the United Nations
as Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and
Lawyers. The Secretary-General issued a note on 7 March
1997 confirming that "the words which constitute the basis
of plaintiffs' complaint in this case were spoken by the
Special Rapporteur in the course of his mission" and that the
Secretary-General "therefore maintains that Dato' Param
Cumaraswamy is immune from legal process with respect
thereto". The Special Rapporteur filed this note in support of
his above-mentioned application.

After a draft of a certificate that the hlinistcr for Foreign
7.
Affairs proposed to file with the trial court had been discussed
with representatives of the Office of Legal Affairs, who had
indicated that the draft set out the immunities of the Special
Rapporteur incompletely and inadequately, the Minister
nevertheless on 12 March 1997 filed the certificate in the
form originally proposed; in particular the final sentence of
that certificate in effect invited the trial court to determine at
its own discretion whether the immunity applied, by stating
that this was the case "only in respect of words spoken or
written and acts done by him in the course of the performance
of his mission" (emphasis added). 111 spite of the
representations that had been made by the Office of Legal
Affairs, the certificate failed to refer in any way to the note
that the Secretary-General had issued a few days earlier and
that had in the meantime been filed with the court, nor did it
indicate that in this respect, i.e. in deciding whether particular
-words or acts of an expert fell within the scope of his mission,
the determination could exclusively be made by the SecretaryGeneral, and that such determination had conclusive effect
and therefore had to be accepted as such by the court. In spite
of repeated requests by the Legal Counsel, the Minister for
Foreign Affairs refused to amend his certificate or to
supplement it in the manner urged by the United Nations.

8. On 28 June 1997, the competentjudge of the Malaysian
High Court for Kuala Lumpur concluded that she was "unable
to hold that the Defendant is absolutely protected by the
immunity he claims", in part because she considered that the
Secretary-General's note was merely "an opinion" with scant
probative value and no binding force upon the court and that
the Minister for Foreign Affairs' certificate "would appear
to be no more than a bland statement as to a s t s e cd fact
pertaining to the Defendant's status and mandate as a Special
Rapporteur and appears to have room for interpretation". The
Court ordered that the Special Rapporteur's motion be
dismissed with costs, that costs be taxed and paid forthwith
by him and that he file and serve his defence within 14 days.
On 8 July, the Court of Appeal dismissed Mr.
Cumaraswamy's motion for a stay of execution.
On 30 June and 7 July 1997, the Legal Counsel
9.
thereupon sent notes verbales to the Permanent
Representativeof Malaysia, and also held meetings with him
and his Deputy. In the latter note, the Legal Counsel,
interalia, called on the Malaysian Govemment to intervene
in the current proceedings so that the burden of any further
defence, including any expenses and taxed costs resulting
therefrom, be assumed by .the Govemment; to hold
Mr. Cumaraswamy harmless in respect of the expenses he had
already incurred or that were being taxed to him in respect of
the proceedings so far; and, so as to prevent the accumulation

of additional expcnses and costs and the further need to
submit a defence until the matter of his immunity was
definitively resolved between the United Nations and tlle
Government, to support a motion to have the High Court
proceedings stayed until such resolution. The Legal Counsel
referred to the provisions for the settlement of differences
arising out of the interpretation and application of the 1946
Convention that might arise between the Organization and a
Member State, which are set out in Section 30 of the
Convention, and indicated that if the Government decided that
it cannot or does not wish to protect and to hold harmless the
Special Rapporteur in the indicated manner, a difference
within the meaning of those provisions might be considered
(
lave arisen bet'veen the Organization and the .,Government
of Malaysia.
.I

10.

Section 30 of the Convention provides as follows:

Section 30: "All differences arising out of the.
interpretation or application of the present convention
shall be referred to the International Court of Justice,
unless in any case it is agreed by the parties to have
recourse to another mode of settlement. If a difference
arises between the United Nations on the one hand and
a Member on the other hand, a request shall be made
for an advisory opinio;~on any legal question involved
in accordance with Article 96 of the Charter and Article
65 of the Statute of the Court. The opinion given by the
Court shall be accepted as decisive by the parties."

I

I
1

I

I

I

Convention. h'onctheless on 19 February 1998, t11c Fciit-r;~l
Court of Malaysia denied Mr. Culnaraswamy's application
for leave to appeal stating that he is neither a sovereign nor
a full-fledged diplomat but merely "an unpaid, part-time
provider of information".
14. The Secretary-Generalthen appointed a Special
Maitre Yves Fortier of Canada, who, on 26 and 27 February
gg8, undertookan official visit to Kuala Lumpur to reach an
agreement with the Government of Malaysia on a joint
submission to the International Court of Justice. Following
that visit, on 13 ~~~~h 1998 the ~
ifor Foreign
~ Affairsi
of~a~aysiainfomed
the Secretary-General's special E~~~~
of his Government,s desire to reach an out-of-court
settlement. an effort to reach such a settlement, the Office
of Legal Affairs proposed the terms of such a settlement on
23 March 1998 and a draft settlement agreement on 26 May
1998. Although the Government of Malaysia succeeded in
.staying
proceedings in the four lawsuits until September
1998, no iinal settlement agreement was concluded. During
this period, the Government of Malaysia insisted that, in order
to negotiate a settlement, Maitre Fortier must return to Kuala
Lumpur. While Maftre Fomer preferred to undertake the trip
only once a preliminary agreeyent between the Parties had
been reached, nonetheless, based on the Prime Minister of
Malaysia's request that Maitre Fortier return as soon as
possible, the Secretary-General requested his Special Envoy

15. Maitre Fortier undenook a second official visit to Kuala
Lumpur, from 25 to 28 July 1998, during which he concluded
that the Government of Malaysia was not going to participate
either in settling this matter or in preparing a joint submission
to the current session of the Economic and SociarCduncil.
The Secretary-General's Special Envoy therefore advised that
the matter should be referred to the Council to request an
advisory opinion from the International Court of Justice. The
United Nations had exhausted all efforts to reach either a
negotiated settlement or a joint submission through the
Council to the International Court of Justice. In this
connection, the Government of Malaysia has acknowledged
12. On 23 October and 21 November 1 997, new plaintiffs the Organization's right to refer the matter to the Council to
filed a third and fourth lawsuit against the Special Rapporteur request an advisory opinion in accordance with Section 30
for M$ 100 million (US$40 million) and M$ 60 million ofthe Convention, advised the Secretary-General's Special
(US$ '24 million) respectively. On 27 October and 22 Envoy that the United Nations should proceed to do so, and
November 1997, the Secretary-General issued identical indicated that, while it will make its own presentations to the
certificates of the Special Rapporteur's immunity.
International Court of Justice, it does not oppose the
of the matter to that C O Uthrough
~
the Council.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ submission
l
13. on7 November 1997, the S e c r e t a r y - ~ advised
the Prime Minister of Malaysia that a difference might have 16. The Secretary-General considers it most important that
arisen between the United Nations and the Government of the principle be accepted that it is for himself alone to
Malaysia and about the p o s s i b i l i ~of resorting to the determine, with conclusive effect (except as indicated in
International Court of Justice pursuant to Section 30 of the para. 17 below), whether a member of the staff of the

~

11. On 10 July yet another lawsuit was filed against the
Special Rapporteur by one the lawyers mentioned in the
magazine article referred to in paragraph 5 above, based on
precisely the same passages of the interview and claiming
mages in an amount ofM$60 million (US%21 million). On
I 1 July, the Secretary-General issued a note corresponding
to the one of 7 March 1997 (see para. 6 above) and also
communicated a note verbale with essentially the same text
to the Permanent Representative ofMalaysia with the request
that it be presented formally to the competent Malaysian court
by the Government.

'

~

Organization or an cspcrt on mission has spoken or written
words or perfonncd an act "in their official capacity" (in the
case ofofficials)or "in the performance of their mission" (in
the case ofexperts on mission). Unless such conclusive effect
is accorded to his determinations in this respect, it will be for
national co~trtsto determine - and in respect of a given word
or act there may be several national courts whether an
official or an expert, or a former official or expert, enjoys
immunity in respect of his words or acts. The adjudication of
Unitkd Nations privileges and immunities in the national
courts would be certain to have a negative effect on the
independence of officials and experts, who would then have
to fear that at any time, whether they were still in office or
i
ter they had left it, they could be called to account in
national courts, not necessarily their o w 6 %ivilIy or
criminally, for their words. spoken or written or acts
performed as officials or experts.

-

Meeting of Special RapporteursfReprese~~tati\.es!
Experts and
Chairpersons of Working Groups of the Con~missionon
Human Rights and of the Advisory Services Programmes
adopted a statement entitled the "Judicial Harassment of a
Special Rapporteur'' urging the Secretary-General to refer the
matter to the International Court ofJustice pursuant to Section
30 of the Convention. The Secretary-General received
innumerable interventions from representatives of the
international human rights and legal community reflecting the
overwhelmingconsensus in favour of refemng the matter to
the International Court of Justice.

20. Finally, it is necessary to point out that unless the
Government ofMalaysia accepts the responsibility, costs and
expenses of ensuring respect for the Special Rapporteur's
immunity through appropriate interventions in the Malaysian
courts, then these considerable expenses might have to be
assumed by the Organization itself as it considers that the
17. Although the decision of the Secretary-General musf 'words that constitute the basis of the plaintiffs' complaint
thus be considered as not su6ject to challenge in national were spoken by the Rapporteur in the course of his mission.
courts, it can, of course, be challenged by a Government 21. As the Organization and the Government of Malaysia
concerned pursuant to Section 30 of the 1946 Convention agree that a difference has arisen between them out of the
(quoted in para. 10 above), in \vhicli case the matter would interpretation or application of the Convention and as they
be decided with binding effect by the International Court of have been unable to agree on another mode of settlement, the
Justice.
difference should be referred to the International Court of
18. It should be pointed out that Section 23 of the 1946 Justice in accordance with Section 30 of the Convention and
Convention provides in respect of experts (and similarly the following request for an advisory opinion should be made
in accordance with Article 96 of the Charter of the United
Section 20 in respect of officials) that:
Nations
and Article 65 of the Statute of the Court:
Section 23: "Privileges and immunities are granted to

,

,

experts in the interests of the United Nations and not
for the personal benefit of the individuals themselves.
The Secretary-Generalshall have the right and the duty
to waive the immunity of any expert in any case where,
in his opinion, the immunity would impede the course
ofjustice and it can be waived without prejudice to the
interests of the United Nations."

Thus any abuse of the immunities of an expert (or an official)
would be prevented by the right and duty of the SecretaryGeneral to waive such immunity under the circumstances
specified in those sections.
,

19. In connection with this case, it should also be noted that
the Secretary-General received a communication from the
Special
RapporteurdRepresentativesExperts
and
Chairpersons of Working Groups of the Commission on
Human Rights and the Advisory Services Programme of the
United Nations Commission on Human Rights which
indicated that "undermining the immunity accorded to one
expert constitutes an attack on the entire system and
institution of United Nations human rights special procedures
and mechanisms". Moreover, on 29 May 1998, the Fifth

"Considering the difference that has arisen
between the United Nations and the 'Government of
Malaysia with respect to the immunity,frpm, legal
process of Mr. Dato' Param Cumaraswamy, the United
Nations Special Rapporteur of the Commission on
Human Rights on the Independence of Judges and
Lawyers, in respect of certain words spoken by him:
"I.

Subject only to Section 30 of the Convention on
the Privileges and Immunities of the United
Nations, does the Secretary-General of the United
Nations have the exclusive authority to determine
whether words were spoken in the course of the
performance of a mission for the United Nations
within the meaning of Section 22 (b) of the
Convention?

"2. In accordance with Section 34 ofthe Convention,
once the Secretary-General has determined that
such words were spoken in the course of the
performance of a mission and has decided to
maintain, or not to waive, the immunity from
legal process, does the Government of a Member

Statc party to the Convention have an obligation
to give effect to that immunity in its natio~~nl
courts and, if failing to do so, to assume
responsibility for, and any costs, expenses and
damages arising from, any legal proceedings
brought in respect of such words?
"Pending receipt of the advisory opinion of the
International Court of Justice, which shall be accepted
as decisive by the parties, the Government of Malaysia
is called upon to ensure that all judgements and
proceedings in this matter in the Malaysian courts are
stayed."
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Privileges and immunities of tbe Special Rapporteur of the
Commission on Human Rights on the independence ofjudges
and lawyers
Addendum

Note'by the Secretary-General
In paragraph 14 of the note by the Secretary-General on the privileges and immunities
of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on the independence of judges
and lawyers (E/1998/94), it is reported that the "Government of Malaysia succeeded in staying
proceedings in the four lawsuits until September 199s". In this connection, the SecretaryGeneral has been informed that on 1 August 1998, Dato' Param Cumarasbvamy was served
with a Notice of Taxation and Bill of Costs dated 28 July 1998 and signed by the Deputy
Registrar of the Federal Court notifying him that the bill of costs of the Federal Court
application would be assessed on 18 September 1998. The amount claimed is MS 3 10,000
(US$77,500). On the same day, Dato' Param Cumaraswamy was also served with a Notice
dated 29 July 1998 and signed by the Registrar of the Court of Appeal notifying him that the
Plaintiff's bill of costs would be assessed on 4 September 1998. The amount claimed in that
bill is M$550,000 (USS 137,500).
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SOCIAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS QUESTIONS: KUMAN RIGHTS
Draft decision submitted bv the vice-president of the
Council. Mr. Pnwarul Chowdhurv (Banqladesh), on the
basis of informal consultations
,

The Economic and Social Council,
Havins considered the note by the Secretary-General on the privileges and
immunities of the Special Rapporteur of the omm mission on Human Rights on the
independence of judges and lawyerstZ

I

Considerinq that a difference has risen between the United Nations and the
Government of Malaysia, within the neaning of section 3 0 of the ~onventio; 015
'the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, with respect to the
immunity from legal process of Datol Param Cuinaraswamy, the Special Rapporteur
of the Comniission on Human Rights on the independence of judges and lavryers,
Recallinq General Assembly resolution 89 (1) of 11 December 1946,

. .

1. Reauests on a priority basis, pursuant to Article 96, paragraph 2, of
the Charter of the United Nations and in accordance with General B-ssembly
resolution 89 (I), an advisory opinion from the ~nternationalCourt of Justice
on the legal questicn of the applicability of article VI, section 22, of the
Convention on the Privileges and hmunities of the United Nations in the case of
Dato' Param Cumaraswamy as Special Ra2porteur of the Commission on Human Rights
on the independence of judges and lawyers, taking into account the circumstances
set out in paragraphs 1 to 15 of the n o t e by the secretary-G%neralI1and on the
legal obligations of Malaysia in tl"1s
,' case;
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2. 'Calls upon the Government of Malaysia tc ensure that all judgements
and proceedings in this matter in the Malaysian courts are stayed pending
receipt of the advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice, which
shall be accepted as decisive by the parties.
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PRIVILEGES,

AND FACILITIES OF THE
UNITED NATIONS

Section 1 : Recommendetions C o d g Privileges and Immunities

1. THE

PREPARATORY COMMISSION REPORTS to the

General Assembly that it has instructed the ~ X e c ~ t Secretary
i~e
to
invite the attention of the k b e n of the United Nations to the fact
that, under Article 105 of the Charter, the obligation of all.memben to
accord to the United Nations, its oiiichls and the representatives of its
members all privileges and immunities necessary for the accomplishment
of its purposes, operates from the coming into force of the'charter and is
therefore applicable even before the General Assembly has made the
recommendations or proposed the conventions referred to in pmgraph 3
of Artide 105.

-

2. THE PREPARATORY COWSSION RECOMMENDS that
the General Assembly, at its First Session, should make recommendations
with a view to detethe details of the application of paragraphs
1 and 2 of Artide 105 of the Charter. or propose conventions to the
Memben of the United Nations for this purpose.
3. THE PREPARATORY, COMbDSSION T W S X I T S for the
consideration of the General -4ssembly the attached study on privileges
and immunities and the artached draft convention on,privileges and
immunities.

4. THE PREPARATORY COMMISSION CONSIDERS that the
details of dioiomatic orivilepes and immunities to be accorded to members
of the ~nterktionaltourt G i Justice when engaged upon the business of
the Court, and the privileges and immunities of agents, counsel, and
adwcates of parties before t h e Court, necessarp to the independent
exercise of their duties, 3t the seat of the Court and elsewhere, should
be determined after the Court has been consulted, and that until further
d o n has been taken the d e s applicable to the members of the
Permanent Court of Internaaonal Justice should be followed.

5. THE PREPARATORY COMMISSION RECOMME,XDS to the
General .Assembly that the privileges a d immunities or' specialized
agencies contained intheir respective constitutions should be reconsidered.
If necesary, negodadons.should be opened for their coardination in the
light of any convention ultimately adopted by the United Nations wirh
regard to the consideradons set fonh in the following c.xm.ct from the
appendix. to Section 3 oi Chapter V of the Rrpon by the Execusive
Committee, to which.a i e w . ~ o r d in
s italics have been added :
" 5. There are many zdvanwges in the hencarion. as r'zr as pwible
oi +e p r i v i i ~and immunities enjoved bv the 'Jnired Xations and the
vanou~smzuued qencies. On the-orhe; h a , i t rnut be recognized
that nor dl . s s ar~enciesrequke all the ~rivilqesand immunities
which may be needed by others. No specidized qencv cvould. however.
.quire greater privileges *hn +hc United Yazions i d £ . Cntain of the
@*zed
agemenncsCS
mop, by reason o/' h i 7 parharh& /:muchnS, require
pimk~csof a s p u d
wkiui rve not ~equiredbv thc United N a t i m .
The privilege3 and immunities. therefore, of the vdited Nations might be
tegarded as a marimurn within which the varlous specidized qencies
should enjoy just sach privileges and immunities as the proper fultilment
of their nspective functions may muire. It should be a principle that
no immunities and priviIeges, which'are not really.necessary, should be
asked for."
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~ ~ p e n d A:
i r Study on Privileges and Inmmaitirr,

3. The General Assemblv mav make recommendations with a .him to
detcnninjng the details of the a'pplitation of pagraphs I and 2 of this .
Article or may propose conventionsto the Members of the United Natidns .
for this plupse."

L

.

.

therefore, of the United Nations might be regarded & a ma.ximum within which
the various specializedagencies should enjoy just such privileges and immunities
a s the proper fulfilment of their respective functions may require. It should be
a principle that no i m m ~ t i e and
s privileges, which are not really neceauy,
should be asked for. An example of a case where a differentiationhas been made
between immunities, for practical reasons, may be seen by comparing Section 3
of Artide IX of the &ti&of Agreement of the International Xonetary Fund.
and Section 3 of Artide M of the Artides of Xgrranent of the International
Bank for Reco-on
and Development. There are certain privilqp and
immunities whiwhich,
probably every spedalized agency would require as d
l as
the United N a Q m itself, sach asrecognition that i t ~OSWES legal ca?acig to
, the
contract and to hold property, and to be a p a t y to legal
immunityof its premirr and papers. and the grantihg of trav-ties
to
its o5ciais. When the privileges and immunities of the Uaited Nations have
been determined in detail, and the specialized agencies are being bronght into
relationship with the United Nations, reconsideration of the privileges and .
immunities accorded to such speciaLiztd agenu& may be desirable if it is found
that they enjoy privileges and immunities in
of those to be given to .the
United Nations or of what is really required.

7. In thia report the espre&on ".diplomatic privileges and immunities" is
used for convenience to describe the whole complex of priviteges and immunities
which are in fact accorded to diplamatic envovs. While it will clearly be
nfferjarpthat all offid&, whatever their rank,'should be granted +n+ty
.
fmm legal process in respect of acts done in the course of thew o & d dam.
whether in the ccruntry of which they are nationals or ekewhere. i t is by no
means necessary that all officiak should have dipIornaric immunity. On the
contmry, there is every reason for con6ning full diplomatic immunity t o the
cases where i t is really justified. h y excess or abuse of immunityand privilege
is as det&wnt.al to the interests of the international organizationitself a s it is to
the wunizies who are asked to grant such immunities. In the case of e.xisting

spedalized agencies. the practice has up to now been to confine diplomatic
immunityto thesenior OW
of the agency concernedand thoseof hisassistants,
whose rank is equivalent to that' of Assistant Secretary-General. (Inthe case of
the I.L.O. therange oi offid& to whom diplomatic m
i mune
i has been accorded
is somewhat wider.). It is also a principlethat no official can have, in thecountrp
of which he is a naQmal, immunity from being sued in respect of his non-oscial
acts and fmm crimbal prosecution. It is further most desirable that both the
United Yations and all s p c i a k e d qencies should adopt the principle that
~rivilegesand immunities are only $vcn to their oi3icd.s in the interests of rhe
&ganhtion
in whose senrice they are, and in no way for the benetit of the
individuai concerned and that, in consequence, the Secrecup-General both can
xaive immunity and wiil in fact do so in every u s e where such a couru: is .
cousisient with the interests of the Gnited Nations. This rule has long been in
force in the in-rional
Labour Oqanizatioa it has been acceored by most
of the new s g e a d m d agencies which have come into being. Shihrly, i t is
desirable thar where the United Xations or a swalized aeencv condudes
conaacrs with urivate individuals or comoradons. ir inouid hciude in :he
conaacr ur uncktd&g to sub& to arb'inarion dispuresaxising out of the
GOUT+, ii it is not prepred to 50 before the Couns. Uost oi '-he.en'sdng
spedwxiagenaes have already q w d to do chis.
,
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Tarntion of Ofi+& irr the State o j tshich tksy w e naknak&
8. The provisions in the agreements or coktitutions oi the new speaaked
agenda, while providing in general that no taxation should be levied on the
saiaxies of omdals, leave complete ktitnde t o governments to tax the s&es of
ofljdals who are their own nationals or penons resident in their d t o r y . As a
result, the Act of Parliament of the Ugted Kingdom which was p&M to
enable the United Kingdom to give efiect to its obligations asregards
and immunities for international organizations (the Diplomatic Privileges
Extension Act, 1944) excepts fmm the immunity from income tax the &es
of those international offidas who are both British subjects and whose 4
place of abode is in the United Kingdom. h similarpractia has been followed

r

.

.

---

in catain other countries. I t is, however, a matter for consideration whether

this latitude or this exception are reallv sound. One of its efiects is that some of
the members of the staff have salaries ivhich are tax:free. because being resident
outside their own states.they do not fall under the income tax provisions of .
their own state, white other officials doing the same work for the same nominal
salm are subject to income tax. This has led to certain adminisnarive
di&&ties and has indeed raised the question whether the United Nations
should not pay some specid allowance to those of its employees who are paying
income tax, in order to produce eqnality.

" The agmts, counsel. and advocates of &es
before the Court shall.
enjov the privileges and immunitia necessary to the indepQldent exercise
of tdeir duties."
.
When the first and second of these pamgrapbs (which camspond to the
probkiions of the StarUte of the Permanent Cr,lrrt, whenas the third is new)are
compared withparagraph 2 of the aipve quoted Article 105 of the Charter of
the United Nations,it seems dratthat the members of the Court, when engdged
in the business of the court, are to enjoy *matic
privileges and i m m ~ t i s
in the fnllest sense. This has km the case wrth the members of the P-mt

Appendix B: Draft Convention on Privileges and T

...e8

WHEREAS by a resointion of the Geneml Assembly adopted on.. ......
....................it was decided to propose a convention with a view to

det-

-

the details of the application of the aforesaid Articles and
the present mnvention was dram up and approved by a
resolation of the General Assembly adopt4 on..

..........................

,

-

1. The prexnt convention is open to acqsion on behalf of evuy ?&em& of

the United Natims.

accession.
3. The Serretary-General shall inform all Xem*
of the United Nations
of the depapit of each accession.
4. It is anderstwd that, when an instnmat of accession is W t e d on
behaif of any M~,.thisX~dhavetalrcnsuchaaionasisnecessarg
in its own territories forthe purpose of giving effect under its own lam to the
terms of the prrsmt convention.

so far a s that Idaber or those Xembers are concern&

present Convention.

2.

the provisions of the

The urcmises of the Oqmization shall be inviolable. The u r o m , a n d
Organizarion wherever located and by whomsoever i$td. sh& be

assets of t&

immune tmm search. rcquisirioa. cowisation, expromiarion and h m anv
othetiorm of siznre. w h e w by ~~~rive, adminisaahveor legislative actioi
or otherwise.
3. The ard&ves of the Orgmim~ionand in g e n d all docnmenis. beLon:o it or heid by it. shall be iuviolable wherever locared

1. The Organization,its assets,income and other propem shall be :
(a) exempt from all direct tax& ; it is understood, however, that the

Organization cannot daim exemption from taxes which are, in fact, no
more than chaqes for services rendered ; and
(6) ekempt fmm customs dnries in rrspect of articles imported by the
Organizadon for its official use and in resoect of publications issued bv it.
I t is, however, understoodthat arcicies &ported free of customs dutywill
not be sold in the wmtry into which they were imported except under
conditions agreed with the authorities of that country.
3. While the Organization caunot in principle daim.exemption from sales
taxesand excise duties. which form part oi the price of goods sold, nwertheiess
in cases where the.Organizaion is making large purchases for 0fZldd ust! of
goods on which such taxes and duties have been charged or are -able.
Members will, w-heneverpssible, makeappropriate administrative-gemenis
for the remission or retmn of the amount of tax or duq.
Astide4
Provisions regarding communication facilities and facilitiesfor purchases.
(See Annex to Appendix C of this chapter).

.
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1. Representatives of Iembers to the principal and m b a : organs.of
~
the
United Nations and to conferences convened by the Orgamktion shall be
accorded,while exercising their functions and during their jomney to and from
the place of meetiug, the following privileges and immunities :

(a) immunity from legal proms of any kind :
(6) immunity from immigration restrictions, alien qistxation and

'

(d) the same immunities and facilities as regards their h

.

a

1

baggage as are accorded to diplomatic envoys.
2. As a mof securing complete freedom of speech and.independence in
the dixharge of4Beir duties, the representatives of Members to the prinapal
i d subsidiarv organs of the United Nations and to conferences convened by
the Chpnhtion shall be accorded immunity fmm legal process in respect of
all acts done and words spoken or written by them in the
of their
dnties as snch.
3. The provisions of paragraphs 1(a) and (b) and of pmagaph. 2 of this
Article cannot be invoked by any pewms against the authorities of the country
of which he is a national or of which he is or has been the rqmsentative, nor
whea the Member which he rep-ted
has waived the immunity in question.
4. h this Artide the exprrsion mpm3enratives shall be deemed to include
all Delegates and Deputy Delegates, advisers, technical experts, and seaetaries.
1.

'

.

Brticls6
All affcialst of the Organbation shall :

(4be immune, together with their spouses and minor childrrn, h m
immigration rstrictions and alien registration ;
(c) be acaitded the same privileges as regards exchange fadMes as are
gcorded to the officials of comparable ranks formingpart of the diplomatic
missicmstothegovanmentofx; and
(,f) be given together with their spouses and minor children the same
repatriation facilities as diplomatic agents in time of international crisis.
2 In addition the +taryGeneral,
all +isrant S m e t a r i e e r a l , their
spouses-andminor c b l d m ~shall be accorded the: m e s and mmunities.
u r ~ o n and
s
facilities accorded to diplomatic envoyst their spoases and
miyr
iq acaudance with htmnatiianal law, but shall not be entitled
tomMkelll~umtyfmmlegalproass.as
rcgardsmattersnot~with
their ofiida duties, More the comlsof the county of which they are naU&

dulflrrn

.

.

.

.
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AxtiCb7'.
1. The Organktion may issue United Nations.passports to its officials.'
All United NatioM p a s s p a shall be recognized and accepted as passports.

2. rippli&ti& forvisasfromtheholdezs of suchpsportswh~lacu,mpanied.
by a certificate that they an travelling on the bnsiness of the -tiion.
shall be dealt with with the minimum of delay. h I n t i o n the holders of
United Nations passports shall be granted facilities for speedy travel.

of the Organimtion, who by reason of
(6)c!ispn% @dyingany
his o f E d pant~onenlopj unmaty, 9 such immunity has not been waived
by tht Secretay-Gaed.
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DOCUMENTS OEEICIELS DE Lri PRELPARTIE DE
LA P R E L i ! SESSION DE L'XSSELMBLEE GENERALE

Tenue ie jeudi 24 janvier I946 d I7 heurer.

Heid on Thursday, 26 January 1946 a 5 p.m.
i

Ch@nnan: Mr. Roberto Jn~;irrzz (Panama). 1 Priident: MI. Roberto J d m z ( P a a a a ) .

9. Privileges and Immunities: Gen- 9. Pridbges et ixmunites: Discussion generde
eral Discussion
The SECRET~~Y,
on the invitation of the
chairman, made a statement on the documentation relating to the question of privileges and
immunities, dawing the attention of the Comminet to Chapter VII of the Report of the
Pnparatory Commission, and pointing out that
the Committee had to & m e whetha it should
makc a saies of recommendations or draft a
convcntios. The Committee would also have to
adopt a draft treaty with the host State. The
Stcretay also stated that the documents contained in the Report of the Commission wen
now out of date since the juridical SubCommince of the Interim Committee on Headquaqas had elaborated new drafts.

Sur l'mvitation du. Pfident, le S E ~ T A L R E
fair un expad sur la documentation relative aux
priviliges et irnmunitts, en attirant l'attcntion
sur le chapitre, VII du Rapport de la Commission priparatoin d en signalant que la S i x i k e
Commission a le cboix enae la prirentation
d'une s a c de mommandatiolns et I'Ctablisso
m a t d'un projet de convention. La Commission devra aussi approuvv un projet de trait6
avec 1'Etat h6te. Le S
e ajoute que les
documents contcaus dans le Rapport de ia
Commission priparatoire sont en ce ,moment
pirim&, du fait que la Sous-Commision juridique du Comic5 tcmporaire du sitge pananent -.a
ilabori de nouveaux teqes.

The CHAIRMANproposed that a Sub-cornmitt= o n . privileges and immunities be appointedA brief discusion took place on the terms of
reference of the Sub-Committee.

Le PR~sIDENT PmpOSe d t C O ~ Nune ~
Sous-Commission des priviitges et irnmunitb.

Decision: The Committee agreed, by a vote,
that the t m of reference of the Sub-committee
WCTC JiTft of all to recommend which was pleferabieJ a draft convention on privileges and immunities, or a series of recommend&ns, and to
report its recommendations to the Committee.

Une brkve discussion a lieu sur le mandat de
cent Sous-Commission:

Dkision:

La Commission dicide pat un

vote que La Sous-Commission aura pour mandat,
en tout premier litu,de recornmandm la sofvtwn
qui lui parcrit pre'firable, 4 savoir un projet de
convention sur fes pn'aiIdges et immunitks ou une
s h e de recommandations, et de faire rappo~td
ce sujet d la Commirn'on.

i

Le P ~ S ~ E propose
NT
que la S o u s - C o d Thc
proposed the following Members to suve on the Sub-Committee: Ausaalia, sion comprcnne des reprkntants d s Mcmbrs
Befgiuin, Bolivia, Canada, China, Cuba, Den- suivants: Australie, Bdgique, Boiivic, Canada,
mark, Egypt, El Salvador, France, Polapd, Chine, Cuba, Dananark, Egypte, Salvador,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United France, Pologne, Tjnion d s Rtpubliques sociaHingdom, United States of America and Yugo- lists sovicitiques, Royaume-Uni, Etats-Unis
d'AmCrique, Yougoslavie.
slavia
Le reprCscntant de la R~PUELIQUE
socuusn
The representative of the U ~ R ~ I N I SOVIET
AN
drmande que le rcprtSOCIALISTREPUBUC rquested that the repre- S O ~ Q U ED'Usentative of Czechoslovakia should be included sentant de la TchCdovaquie soit compris
panni lo, mcrnbns de la Sous-Commission.
among the members of the Sub-Committee.
M. READ(Canada) propose que Ie rep&Mr. READ (Canada) asked that the represensentant
de h Tchicoslovaquic occupe sa propre
cative of Czechoslovakia should take his place on
place
B
la Sous-Commission puisque, en sa quathe Sub-Committee, since, in his role of Raplit6 de Rapporteur, il assistera de toutc faqon 8
porteur, he would be attending its meetings.
sol Siances.
rea- Le repnisentant de la TCRECO~LOVAQUIE
The nprrscntative of CZECHOSLOVAKIA
pressed his thanks to the reprsentativa of the mcnie les reprtscntants de la Rtpublique sociaUknrinian Soviet Sodalist Republic and Canada Iiste soviitique d'mhl-aine et du Canada et acand agreed to take part in the meetings of the cepte de padcipv aux discussions de la SousCommission.
Sub-Cornm.ittee.
'-

10. Committee Structure of the Gen- 10. Commissions de I'Assemblee 56nerale
eral Assembly

1

The C
w announced that, under the
terms of reference of the S i Committee, the !
qustion of commirtee saucnue of the General i
,hanbiy had also to be studied, and he referred /
the Committee to page 21 of the Report of the I
Preparatory Commission, together with appenI
dix I1 oi the Repon.
He proposed that this quadon should be
studied by the Sub-Committee on ruies of procedure.
The Chairman also proposed that the SubCommittee on ruies of procedure should be ?latged by the inciusion of the representatives of
the United States and the USSR.

Le P R ~ D B N T ' J M O que,
~ C Cscion le mandat
assip6 ;i la Sixihe Commission, cde-ci a m
aussi j. trudier la question des commissions que ..
doir componer l',hsernblCe gknitaie, et il invite
la Commission B se rrifuer ii la p q e 21 du
Rapport de la Commission prkparatoire ainsi
qu'8 l'annexe I1 de ce Rapport.
Il propose de conficr Pexamen de la question
au SousComitt du rigianent intfrieur.

Dedsion: The Committee adopted unanimously the Chairman's proposal.

D W o n : La Com+sion approuve a Punanimit.4 les Propositions du Prkndent.

'

The meeting rose at 6.15 P.m.

Il propose Cgduncnt d'adjoindrc, au SousComitt du rtglcment intiiieur, des rcprkntants
des EtasUnis et cie I'URSS.

I
15

\

La skcznce est levke d 18 h. 15'
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.ANNEX 3

[X/C. 6 / 17:
Original text: English

i

i

pFfmL&czET

FIRST REPORT OF THE
PRNLLEGESrlrw

[A/C. 6/17]

Tzxte original en anglais
I

M

M

~

i
S U B - C O M ~ON
~ ~1 E PREXER RAPPORT DE LA SOUS-COMPLISSTON
IXMUN~TLZS
.
I
DES P ~ L B C E SET I
M
M
~
~

Rapponeur: .Mr. W. E. B~cnerr(United Khgdom)
I. On 24 January 1946, the Sixth Committee
appointd a S u b - C o d a d co consider chapter
VII of thc Report of the Preparatory Commission.
The Sub-Committcg was invited to present a prcIidaary report on the most appmpriate methods
of impianenting the provisions of M d e 105 of
che Chaner. The Sub-Commiaa met on 25
January, and after having elemd a Chairman:
H. E. hf. Guertcro (El Salvador) ; a Vice-Chairman, Pmfesor Krylov (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) and Rapporteur, ,Mr. Beckerr (United
Kingdom), e d . ed the rrspcctive advantages
of:
(a) The tbcmbly making mommendations;
and
(b) The Assembly proposing conventions to
the Membem of the United Nations.
Both these c o w an mentioned in Article 105
of the: C h a m a possibie alternatives.

/ Rapponeur: M.

W.

E Bac-

(Royam-Uni)

I. Le 24 janvier 1 W , la S i h e Comm;dan
a charg6 m e Sous-Commission' dlCtudier le
chapitre VII du Rapport dc la Commission prbparatoire. La Sous-Commission a C t i iavit& b
priscnter un rapport priliminairr sur les m d e u m
michoda H suivrc pour memE at application l a
dispositions de I'r\rtide 105 de la Chartc La SousCommission s'est riunie le 25 jahvier, et aprb
avoir ilu P t b i h t , S. E. ?if. Guemm (Salvador) ;
Vice-R&idcnt, Ie Pmfes~urKcylw (Union des

a) Soit i f a i n dn r e c o m m a n ~ m ;

b) Soic A proposer d a comentionr aux
Membrcs des Xations Unics.
La possfniliti de recourir H I'un ou l'auar de
I ces d a y p r o w est mentionnit A 1'AreidE 105
de la Chane.
2 The SubCornmimc agreed, ivirhout rcscrva2 La Sous-Co&on
a d k i d 4 sans r6tion, to request rhe S i Committr?t? to recorn- I d'inviter la S i x i h e Comnzirsion A recommander
mend that the General yi-.
should propose 1 que l'.ksemblte gdniraie propose aux Mcmbra des
to the Members of the United Nations a ,gcnd Yations Unies une Convention ginCrale tendant A
Convention which would determine the d e d of I priciser Ies dbraiis d'appiiution des parqraphu
application of paragraphs 1 and 2 of Artide 105 1 1 er 2 de l'.ktide 105 de la Cham. Cettc suggcsof the Charter. This sqgution doa not prejudice rion ne prijup pas la quesaon tout A fait dische separate question of the condusion of a special tincte de la conclusion d'une Convention s p W e
-- Convention
w i t h the State on the temronr n i * avec I'Xtat sur le tenitoin duquei sera itabli le
which the seat of the United Naaons will be : siiyc d a Naaonrr Unia.
situated.
3. Trois nisons principales ont motivl la con3. There w e n t k main nvons for the conciusion of che Sub-Committee. In the first ?lace. it , ciusion de la Sous-Commission. Tout d'abod on a
vas thought that che immunities n-ary
for the 1 esdmC que les imrnunitb nCcesaLs pour pometfulfilment of the p u r p w of the Organization I ue h l'Org3nxs~tion d'arteindre ses bum. rt h s
a
and the independent e&e
of their functions I foncrionnares et tau repmenunts des Membres
by its oEciak and by the representative of Mem- , a'axercer leun t'onctionq m toute indipendance.
bers should be laid dorm in a manner which was : dwraient itre Eonnultw de &on aussi pricise que
as prtcke as possible. Secondly, that :he methad j possible. En second lieu on a pens6 que I'on d d t
jhould be adopted ~ivhichwould be likely to lead ( adopter la methode qui permema d'apporter dans
to the -test
uniformity in application; and , l'app1ic;ltion le maximum d'uniformiti. Enfin, la
tfiirdl.r; that the procedure should be such as b a t , procidure dwrait itre de iaciiiter Ie pius possible
to faciIitate the passing by Membcn of the nec- , ;'adoption par les Emts Slembres de la ligislauon
mazy domestic legklation. rU1 these three revons i intCrieurc indispensable. Crs tmL misons onr
panted to tfic adoption of a Convention as the I men6 B considirtr I'adoption d'une Convention

1
1

' '

~

I

'The Sub-Committee consiro of rhe r e p r e s e n a h of I ' Le row-comiti est compose des rcprisenanu d a
rhe fouowing Semben: A w d a , aeiqium. Botivia,
Etau Yembru u-aorb: .%wrriie. Belgique, Sotivie,
China, C u b , CnehosioMkir, Denmark, Eqypt. El Sd- Chine. Cub* Tchtcdo~qui% I)=Emd o r , France, Poland. United Kinqdom United Stata , Salvador, Fnaca, Polope, ~~~~~Ud, Etau-Unk
a t . h e r i a , Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Y u p
d'.b&que,
Union d n RCpubliqua 1&tw
SOGOuques, Youspriavie.
&via.
a

44

1

best* come. The pmceaure of recommendations
itself suggests some indefinity of content as well
35 latimde in appiication. Further, a Convention
is more usual, as well as in general a more satisfactory basis upon which Govemxnats can a p
proach their respective legislatures in order to obrain any Iegisiative action which may be necessary.
Certain members of. the Sub-Commitiee, and
amongst them some representing Federal States,
smrsed their view that a Convention adopred by
the General .4ssembly would be the method best
calculated to facilitate legislation.

I

I
!

comme la r n d e u n mithode. La p & m
des
recommandations compone, par sa nature
mGme, une certaine hpridsion d m son
objet et queique latitude dans son application. De
plus, une Convention constitue le plus souvent la
base sur laquelle la gouverncments peuvent, g&
niralement dans les conditions Ies plus satisfaisantes, inviter leurs parlements respectifs & voter
les mesures ligislotives ivf?ntuellement nicessaircs.
CerWins mcmbre. de ia SourComminion, n parmi
eux des rcprCsentants d'Etats f i d k u x , ont it6
d'avis que l'adoption d'une Convention par 1'AssemblCe gininle constituerait la meillem m4thode pour facilitcr le vote de mesum 1CgisIativa.

4. The adoption of a Convention would not f
4. L'adoption d'une Convention n'ordurait pas
esdude the possibility of the adoption, in addition, : la possibiIitt d'adopter en outre des recommandapoints which I tions sur.da points parriculicrs qui ne seraient pas
of recommendations upon parti&
.rvere not f d y deair with in the Convention. This uairis de rxaniire complete dans la Convention.
possibility is merely alluded to, in case in the ; Cetre possibiIiti n'es ici envisagie que pour le
course of later discussion it is thought desirable CXE oh. .au cours de discussions ultirieurs, il.
ro ded with particular points in tbis way. It pamitrait souhaitable de ripier ainsi des points
should not be supposed that the Sub-Committee parriculiers. I1 ne faudrait pas en diduire que la
has yet come to the conclusion that it wouid bt 1 Sous-Commission soit d'ores et dijB arrivct B la
necessary or desirable to have such additional conclusion que des recommandations additionnelles
recommendations.
! dc cc genre seraient nkcssaim a souhaitabies.

i
;

I

I

1'
.

.

5. The _general Convention on immunities and
privileges of the United Nations is, in a sense, a
Convention between the United Nations as an Organizatioq on the one part, and each of its Members individually on the other part. The adoption
of a Convention by the General .kemblv wouId
therefore at one and the same time fix the text
of the Convention and also imply the acceptance
of that text by the United Nations as a body.
On the other hand each of the Manbers
individually would only accept and become bound
by the Convention when it had deposited its
formal instrument of accesion or ratification. a
step which the Member would only take after it
had fulfilled such requirements as its constitution
prescribed.

5. La Convention giniraie sur les privilign, et
imxnunitis'ds Nations Unies constitue, cr? un certain sens, une Convention entrc I t s Nations Unia
considhies cn taut qu'Orgadsation, d'une part,
ct lcs Etats Mcmbm de cettc Organisation pris
individucllcmuit, d'auat part. . L'adoption d'une
Convention par 1'Assembla ghCrale Ctabiirait
donc le tcae dc la Convention, en mimc temps
qu'elle impliquerait l'acccptation de cc tcxte par
1cs Nations Unies, de IN &ti. D'autre part, &acun'da Etats Mcmbres pris individuellement n'accepterait la Convention e t nc serait Ei par eile
que lorsqu'il aurait diposi ~
~
e offiad
n det
son adhbion ou de sa ratification, mesure quc lc
Manbn ne prendrait q'aprts avoir satisfait aux
exigenca dc sa conSa:tution.
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SEVENTH MEETING

SEPTIEME SEANCE

[A/C.6/ 191
[A/C.6/19]
Tenue le lundi 28 janvier 1946 d 17 hcures.
Held on MondayJ 28 January 1946 at 5 p.m.
Chai,.man: Mr. Roberto J r a r f x ~ z (Panama). Pre'sident: &I. Roberto J I J ~ ~ N E Z(Panama!.
11. Privileges and Immunities : First 11. Privileges et immunit4s: Premier.

Report of the Sub-committee
(document A/C.S/ 17)

rapport de la Sous-Commission
(document A/ C.6/'17 1
hf. BECKETT ( Royaume-Unij , Rapporteur

Mr. B ~ c m n(United Kingdom), speaking

de la Sous-Commission des privileges et immunitis, annonce que celle-ci est parvenue B un
accord concernant les meilleures methodes h
saivre pour mettre en application Ies dispos'ltions
'
de I'.\rticie 10.5 de la Charti. (annese 3, page
44). La Sous-Commission a t d'avis que la
Commission recommande i'itablissement d'une
convention gCnCrale relative aux privileges et
immunitis.
31.Beckett inforrne en outre la Commission
que le Sous-Comiti juridique du Comiti temporaire du siege permanent a Clabori un projet
de trait6 B conclure avec PEtat hate (document
A/C.6/21). -1ce projet se trouve jointe une
annexe qui s'inspire des dispositions du projet de
convention sr:r les priviliges et imrnunitis contenu dans le Rapport de la Commission priparatoire.
Dbeision: La Commission adopt.: d Pztnanimite' la proposition de fa S o u s - C o ~ m k i o ntendant d ce qzte Pdsse?nbl?'egine'ralz recomrnande
aux iVembres Pitab!issemt.nt d'une convention
relutizre aux priz~il2ges et immunite's. et que la
Sous-Commissinn soit chnrge'e d'en e'laborer le
projet.
-..

as Rapporteur of the Sub-committee, stated that

the Sub-committee had reached agreement regarding the best method of: implemendng the
provisions of Article 105 of the Charter (annex
3, page 44). It considered that the Committee
should recommend the conclusion of a general
convention concerning immunities and privileges.

Mr. Bekkett further explained that the juridical Sub-committee of the interim Committee
on Headquarters had prepared a draft treaty
(document A/C.6/21) with the host State, and
to this had been attached an annex which was
based on the provisions of the draft general cunvention on immunities and privileges contained
in the Report of the Preparatory Commission.

'

i\

,

Decision: The Committee adopted unanimously the recommendation of the Sztb-Committee that the General Assembly should propose
a convention to the lbfembers in respect of privileges and immunities, and that the Sub-Committee should draft such a convention.

12. Provisional Rules of Procedure of 12. XBglement interieur pro;risoire de
l'Assembl'6e genkrale : Proposithe General Assemblv: Amendtion d'amendement
l'article 78
ment proposed by the helegation
et a l'crrticle aaditionoel S, souof Egypt to Rule 78 and Supplemise par la d615gation 6gypmentary Rule S (document A/tienne (documeat WiC.Gil4
C.6/14)
Le PR~SIDENTpropose qud ramendement
The ~6
was of the opinion that the '

amendment proposed by the delegation of soumis par la dflCgation igyptienne relativement
Egypt to rule 78 and supplementary. rule S of ; 5 l'arricle 78 et B l'article additiomel S du riglethe provisional rules of procedure (annex 2 c. rnent intCrieur (.annese 2 c. page 40) soit renpage 40) should be referred for study to the I voyC pour etude au Soils-CornitC du reglement
inririeur.
Sub-committee on rules of procedure.
D6eision: La proposition du Pre'sident est
Decision: The Committee adopted the i
Chairman's proposal unanimously. It also agreed j adopte'e d. l'unanimite'. En outre, la Commission
that the representative of Eg;.pt, who was not a ridride Tzre le reprisentant de PEgypte, qui ne
member of the Sub-Committee, should be incited j fnit pas partis dzi Sous-Comitt?. sera invite' ci
!mister arix sinncss tie celz~i-ci.
to attend its meetings.

/
I

13. Committee Structure of the Gen- i 13. Commissions de l'Assembl4e g6eral Assembly: Submission of j
nerde : Proposition d'conendeAmendments
inents
Le P R ~ S ~ E prie
N T les d<!igations dkireuses
The CHAIRMANstated that any deiegaaon

1I

wishing to propose amendments to the rules of de proposer des amendements au riglement
procedure relating to the committee structure of intClieur, relativement aux Commissions de
the General Assembly, notably rules 91 to 103, 1'AssemblCe ginirale, et notamment aux articles
should submit them in writing to the Secretariat. 91 j. 103, de les prisenter par Ccrit au Secritariat.

14. Steps necessary for convening the 14. Mesures a prendre en vue de la
convocation de la Cour internainternational Court of Justice
tionale de Justice Idocume~t
(document AfC.6/16)
A/C.6;16 1
Le PR~SIDENT invite la Commission B cxaThe CHAIRMAN announced that the Cornmittee should now consider document A/C.6/16

miner le document A/C.6/ 16 (annute 4:
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publics, Unired Kingdom, United States of
America, Urucguay, Venezuela and Yugoslavia.

bliques socialistes soviCtiques, Royaume-Uni,
Etats-Unis d'ArnCrique, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Yougoslavie.
Absent: Bolivia, Costa Rica, Ethiopia, Greece,
Absents: Bolivie, Costa-Rica, Ethiopie, Grkce,
Guatemala. Haiti. Liberia, Luxembourg, Para- Guatemala; Haiti, Liberia. Luxembourg, Para'pas.
wayThe meeting rose at 4.30 p.m.
La se'ance est levie ri 16 h. 30.

ELEVENTH MEETING

ONZIENE SEANCE

[A/C.6/37]

[A/C.6/3;1
Tenue le jeudi 7 fkvrier 1946 ci 14 h. 30.

Held on Thursday, 7 ~ e & & r ~
1946
at 230 p.m.
Chairman: &fr. Per FEDERSPXEL
(Denmark),
Vice-Chairma

Prsident: M.Per FEDERSPIEL
(Danemark),
Vice-Pfident.

21. Election of a new Rapporteur

21. EZ-on

Sun nouvecru Rapporteur
The C g ~ n r m
congratulated the Rapporteur
Le P&S~ENTfacite Ie Rapporteur de la
of the Committeet Mr. Read (Canada), on Commission, M. Read (Canada), d e son acthis election as a judge of the International tion c o m e juge B la Cour i n t d o n a l e d e
Court of Justicc, and announced that ilk. Read Justice et fait connaitre quaen raison de cette
had. resigned his office as Rapporteur in conse- aection, M. Read s'est d&nis de sa fonctions de
quence of his election.
Rapporteur.
On the propod of rfic Chairman, seconded
Sur la proposition du Pdsicient, appuyik par
by the representative of BELGIUM,
Mr. BECXETT le rcprkntant de la BELGIQUE,M. BECXETT
(United Kingdom) WILTelected Rapporteur in (Royaume-Uni) est iZu Rapponeur en remtk place of JUT.Read.
plncement de M. Read.

md&geset immunitris: Rapport
port of the Sub-committee (docud e la Sous-Commission (document A/C.6/31) : Draft Recomment A/C.6/31) : Projet d e remendcrtion and Convention on
commandation et Convention sur
the Privileges. and Immunities. of
les privil&ges et immunitris des.
the United Nations ( d o v e n t j
Nations Unies (document A/C.6/28)
. A/C.6/28
I
I
Y. B ~ c g e n(RoyaumcUni), ~ a ~ ~ o r k u r ,
LXr. B E C ~ (United
E~
Kingdom), Rappoc i
reur, introducing'the report of the Sub-Commit- / en prkentant le rapport de la Sous-Commission
22. M d e g e s ~ m dhxmunities: Re- '22.

I

L:

tee (annex 3% page 45), pointed out that the j (annexe 3% page 45), fait rssortir que la Congeneral Convention on privileges and immuni- i vention g b M e relative aux priviliges et immuties of the United Nations was based closely on f nit& d a Nations Unies suit de tr& p& Ie texte
the t e n in.rhe Repom of the Pre~arator).Com- j du Rapport. de la Commission pr6paratoire
:nission ( page 72 !..
(page 72).
Le P ~ & S ~ E Ndemande
T
qu'on priklre des
. The CHAIRMAN
called for cornmars on the i
draft general Convention on the privileges and / observations sur le projet de Convention g h 6 '~mmunitiaof the United Nations, submirted by i rale relative aux priviliga et immyiitb des Na. :he Sub-Committec
- : tions Unies sournis par la Sous-Commission. . .
Slr. WALKER(United States of ,America! re- ; M. WALKERi Etats-Unis d'.hkique I: &enre
~ervedthe position of his delegation with r e p & : !a position de sa daigation m ce qui concern
ro paragraphs. ( b ) and ( c ) of article V. section i les para~raphesb) et c ) de Partide V, section
I$, concerning exemption from tauadon on i 18, conctmant les exonCrati~nsd'imubts sur l a
;ahria and emoluments a d immunity from i traitements et allocations et Paemption du s u :
n a t i o d service obligations of officialsas far as j vice national obligatoire.pour les fonctionnains,
United States nationals wen concerned. His j au moins pour ce qui est des ~
~des
t
reason was that the right to exanpt from taxa- f Etats-'LTnis. Il a don116 cornme raison que le b i t .
don and. exanpt from national service obliga- dyexcmpter dYimp6tsou d e service national est
tions was a prerogative of Congress in. the j une prCrogative du Congrts des EtatdJnis.
United Sratcr of America.
The rep-tative'of
F w n , while he adLe reprkmtant de la F~ANGE, tout en admet- mitted the practical dBiculty for certain Mem- tant la difficultC pratique que p r h t e pour
b a s in adopting thac two provision, held that certains Membrcs I'adoption d c ccr deux &uses,
.
it w& -tial
that equality should be main- maintient quail est esscntid que ly6galit6 soit
rained between ail the. officials of the United sawegardk entre I t s f o n c t i o n m h des Natio~~s.
Umq.sans.disti~tctionde natiooalitt:
..
Nations indepchdeatly af nabianality..
':r.
a
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.Republic)
. .wished to reserve
the
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position' of hi
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tique dYUkraine)6seive la posit~onde rrsiedel&
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delegation regarding the provisions of section gation au sujet des clauses de la section 18 c ) :
18 ( c) : immunity from national service obliga- exemption du service national et aussi au sujet
tiom, and also regarding the provisions of section des clauses de la section 30: r6glement dcs difft'i30: settlement of disputes by the International rends 8 la Cour internationale de Justice. Ces
Court of Justice. These items raised constitu- ' poihts posent des probl6mes d'ordre constitutional problems and it was not possible to adopt tiomel et il lui est impossible d'adopter de telles
the provisions in question without fim consulting clauses sans consulter au prealable les organes
the most authoritative bodies in his country. He les plus qualifik de son pays. 11 fait rernarquer
stated that he understood that, during the meet- qu'autant qu'il s'en souvient, au cours des
ings of the Sub-Committee, the representatives s b c e s de la Sous-Commission les r e p r k t a n t s
of the Soviet Union and Byelorussian Soviet-So- de 1'Union soviitique et de la Ripublique sociaciaIist Republic had also reserved their positions Iiste sovi6;tique de Biilorussie ont igalement n5I servC leurs positions sur ces points.
on these items.
Mr. BAILEY(Australia) wished to place on
M. BAILEY (Australie) d&e qu'on prenne
record the reservation of his Government regard- I acte des r&wves que formule son Gouvernernent
ing the question of exemption of officials from , sur la question de l'exoniration d'impats des
taxadon (section 18b) on the ,pund that ir I fonctionnaires (section 18 b) en arguant qu'il
was unwise to create a tax-iree class. The dele- est dangereux de d e r une classe non soumise
:ation for Australia had reserved its position , aux contributio~~~.
La ddt'igation de BAustraIie
on this question in the Fifth Committee and I a r&ervi sa position sur cette question 8 la Cmwvould have accepted the principle of exemption q u i b e Commission; elle aurait accept6 le prik
from taxation if the proposal to impose a ] cipe d'exanption d'imp6t si Yon avait approuv6
United Nations tax on all the officials bad been 1 la proposition tendant.8 frapper tous les foncappmvcd.
I tionnaires d'un imp& p m ~ upar la Nations

/

1

;

/

unis.

Mr. SANTOSMMoz (Argentinaj said that
M. SANTOS M G o z (Argminc) dklaw que
his. Govamnent might have to make memt- son Gouvcmanent est susceptible de faire des
tions rcgardbg the immunity from national r&rves en ce qui concerne l'exemption du serservice obligations, and b e provisions of section ; vice nationtil et ies clauses de la section 30, mais
30, but h e had not been able to receive instruc- I qu'il n'a pas id en mesure de se faire envoyer
dons on those questions.
1I des instructions sur ces points.
Sir Hartley S ~ u w c ~ o s(United
s
Kingdom ;) , S
i
r Hartley S a ~ w c ~ o (Royaume-Uni)
ss
d6stated that he understood the difficulties of the ' dare qu'il comprend l'embarras des rcpr6sa-

/

-

representatives who had reserved their positions tants qui ont r&ervt'i leur position au sujet des
with rtgatd to the provisions of section 18 ( b) I c l a w de la section 18 b) et c ) et de la secand ( c ) and w o n 30, since they were unable tion 30, puisque ces reprkmtants n'ont pas ento consult their Governments fully at the present core pu, au moment pdsent, coDSUitcr l e m gou* h e . But he hoped that they would be success- vernements. Mais il exprime l'espoir quailsrius.ful in pasuading their Governments t@adhere ! siront d&der leurs gowernwnents & adhircr
to the present convention.
( B la prbente convention.
With regard to paragraph ( c ) of section 18.
Pour ce qui a trait au paragraphe c ) de la
immunity from national service obligations, he section 18, exemption du service national,
il
maintained that members of the international maintieut que l a membres dc Pa ' ' ' tion
civil savice should not feel themselves under a internationale ne doivent pas st sen* pris enae
kind of divided loyalty or divided allegiance. deux devoirs. 11s ne doivent avoir de devoirs
Their allegiance should be to the United Na- qu'envers Ies seules Nations Unies. En Soustions alone. In the Sub-Committee it had been Commission, on a pro@ que les fonctiomaks
propami that officials of the United Nations des Nations Unis &g& de plus de vingt-dnq ans
should be relieved of all national obiigatiom and fussent d6gagb de toutes obligations et de tout
service to their own States after the age of service d'ordre national. L'adoption de cette
went)-five.The adoption of this rule would r4gle leur permettrait d'accomplit la premikre
enable than to perform their initial period of 1 phiode du sentice militaire dans leurs pays
military service in their own Stat- and after respect& et ensuite ils n'auraicnt plus
aucune
.
t h a ~they would no longer have any obIigatiom obligation en tant que &nvistg.
I
.asresavists in the armies of their c o d e s .
I
L'acceptation de la Clause exemptant du scrThe acccptmce of the provision to exempt
from national service obligations would involve vice national ccs fonctionnaires ne rep&no serious loss of manpower to the anniol of the tcrait pas une &rieusc diminution d'&&
pour
les arm& des Mcmbres.
M g n k
Plusieurs dt26gatiom posent dcs questions sur
Some dclegatiom raised questions on the text
which were answered by the RapporteurCUf
le tcxte et le Rappolrlcw y dpond.
At the q u e s t of the repmentathe of IRAQ, A la demande du repnhntant de PIRAE, la
rb,Cornnubee agreed to amend section 14 by CommMon se met d'mcmd pour modifier la
the.inclusj0lt'ofthe wmdr "in tht opinion of the section 14 par I'imertiot) des mok ''2 son-avis"
..: .M~ba?.~after..the
.woids:.f'..:;
.... c o w .of justice,, .aprds.les;mois. yc3xque.fois
. . . que"
"... .. afin:.....
de-rendre
. ..,-...-....le texte plus ctciir.
and ." in order to clarify the text.
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M. A x x n w (Nouvelle-ZIande) propose d'insCrer dans le projet de Convention une phrase
tendant B rendre les clauses de cette Convention
applicables aux fonctionnaires des Mtutions .
sptcialisies qui sont dans une situation cornparable. A la demande du Prisident, AM.Aikman consent h ne pas maintenir sa proposition,
ttant entendu qu'il s o u l ~ a Ba nouveau la question lorsque la Commisjion dkutera la: recornmandation sur k coordination des priviIQes et
Immunitis d u Nations Unics et des institutio~~s
sp6-e~
(document A/C.6/34).
39)
M. SALA~\~ZANCA
(Bolivie) f3cite la Sous- Mr.
(Bolivia) congratulated the
Sub-Committee on its work in producing the text Commission du travail qu'& a fourni pour
of the Convention, and proposed that it.should metbre sur pied le textc de cette Convention et
aprime le vozu que c d t a soit adopt& l'unab=adoptcd
1Mr.
(New Zealand) proposed the
inclusion in the draft Convention of a reference
to the application to comparable officials in the
specialized agencies of the provisions of this
Convention. Af the request of the Chairman,
Mr. Aikman agreed not to press his proposal .on
the understanding that -he wouid m e the subject again when the Committee was discussing
the recommendation on the coordination of the
priviIeges and immunities of the United Nations
and the specialized agencies (document A/C.6/

OY-

ninlitt!.

-.

,

H e d m proposed, &d Mr. EGZWN~(Union
of South Africa) secondcd the proposal, that
the Committee should offer a unanimous vote
d thank to Mi. Bcckctt for his brilliant work
in the Sub4ommittec
The Committee applauded this proposal.
Decision: The C o d t e e adopted by a
unam'naota vote the. draft recmmendakbn concmring the general Convention om immunities
snd pirihges (document A/C.6/28)
The meting rose at 5 p.m.

.'

I

11 propose aussj et M. EGE(Union SudAfricaine) appuie cette proposition, que la.Commission adresse un vote unanimc de runad?
ment M. Beckett pour son.travail magniGque
dans cette Solll~Cammission.
La.Cornmidon applaudit B cette proposition.
Dkidon: La. Commission adopkr d Punanimitk b projet de rccommandation relatif d urn
Convention gB&&
sur les pnpnvi@ges
et immunitks (docummt A(C.6128)
La s k m e est lev& d 17 heures.

DOU2ZEME SEANCE.

'

[A/C.6/38]
Tenue le vendredi 8 fe'wiez 1946 d I0 h. 30.
Prisident: M. Roberto J n a h z (Panama).

Held on Friday, 8. February 1946 at 10.30 a.m.
Chairman: h4i. Roberto J m h z (Panama).

23, Appointment of certain Members 23. Nomindon de plusieurs mebres de la Commission ir la Cour
of the Committee as Judges of
internationale de Justice
the Internationd Court of Justice
Le P ~ ~ E fait
N Tla d6claration suivante:
The C~uuaadlwmade the- following statement :

"I want to express my heartfelt congatula"Je tiens B pdsenter mes f6Iicitations sin&es
tions to the aninent jurists, Doctors Guerrero, h MM. Guerrero, Krylov, Hackworth, Read,
Krylov, Hackworth, Read, W
i and Zori- JViniarski et Zoricic, eninents juxistes e t memcic, m a n b w of this Committee, who have re- bres de notre Commission, qui ont eu l'honneur
ccived the signal honour of being elected by the insigne d'etre d&gnb par l'kcmblde &&ale
G e n d Assembly and by the Security Council e t par le Consdl de &curit6 pour sieqer B cc
to- the f h t Bench of the world, the Ziitemationd Tri'~una1mondial s u u r h e quJest !a Cour h e r nationale de Justice.
Court of Justice.
In no better hands codd the disputes of tbis I Le rigiemenr des conflits qui p o m n r sur3gir
Sns aotre monde troublC ne s a d t etre coniii
troubled world be placedB demdeures mains.
Leur science e t leurs erccptionnelies qualit&
Their learning and their crxccptional m o d
qualificarions will be a safeguard of the principle modes scront la sauvegarde du principe de paix
of peace with justice for which this Orpaniw- et de justice que d G a d notre Organisation.
tion stands.
Unfortunately, other members of this ComCertains autrcs manbra de notre Commisr
mittec as highly qual3ie.d morally and intdectu- sion, qui po&daient des quaii6cations morales
alIy, did not attain the necessary votes in both et intellectuelles tgaianent ~ w & sn'ont
,
malorgans of the United Nations Organization as heureusement pas obtenu, ainsi que nous l'aurions tous souhaitC, le nombre de voix n k d e
we all would have wished.
B leur 6lection au sein des deux organa des Nations Units.

I
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'F'the &at a of the mxammmdation and

- ..,

Convention, see the 086dal Record of the plenary meet$gr. o£ rhe.i i r s t part of-the fint &on
of the General

hcmbly.

'Pour le tute d€finitif 'dela reconmxtndatim et dc dr Convention, voir l a documents &deb dm h a s plb
-

n i b de la premihe partie de la p d h d o i t dc '
PAssemblie g & M c
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d ; 4 3 / K e v . I / Corr.1

Al43IRev.l ICorr.2
and Al43lCorr.l
[Original text: English]
ANNEX 22
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AND
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~IMMUNITIES

OF

THE

UNITED

NATIONS
REPORTOF TILE SIXTHC O M ~TOETHE
GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
Rapporteur: Mr. W . E. B E C K E ~
(United Kingdom)
The General Assembly, at its sixteenth plenary
meting held on 19 'January 1946, referred to thc
Sixth Committee for consideration and report,
chapter VII of the Report of the Preparatory
Comm&ion, (Privileges, Immunities a+ Facilities
of the United Nations). In fulfilment of this task,
the Sixth Committee has the honour to submit to
the General Assembly the following documents
concerning the privileges and immunities of the
United Nations :

.4/43/Ht
,'Go,
d / 4 3 / K c , Cor
et A; 22 Corn
[Texte original en angla:

.
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ANNEXE 22
PRXVIL~GES ET IMMU'NIT~ DES

RAPPORT
DE LA S&ME C O M B I I S S I ~ ~
A L'ASSEMBL~E
G~?N~RALE
Rappo'rteut: M . W . E. BECKER

(Royaurne-Uni)
L7AssemblCe gCnCrale, au c o w de sa sesem,
sCance plCniPre tenue le 19 janvier 1946, a chat
la SixiPme Commission d'examiner le chapitre vi.
du rapport de la Commission prCparatoire (priri
lPges, imrnunitCs et faditis B accorder B 1'Ov
nisation des Nations Unies) et de lui faire rapper
sur ce chapitre. La Sixiime Commission, s'acquit
tant de cette dche, a Phonneur de soume- 2
I'Assemblie ginirale les documents suivants qu:
concement les privilPges et immunitCs Q accordel
B POrganisation:
1. A resolution relating to the adoption of
1. RCsolution relative B l'icjoption de la Con.
the General Convention on Privileges and Imvention gCnCrale sur les privilPges et ixnxnwlirb
munities of the United Nations, to which the
A accorder & IYOrganiration,B laquelle est auntti.
text of the Convention is annexed (Appendix I ) .
le t m e de la Convention ( appendice I).
2. A resolution relating to negotiations with
c2.;Risolution relative aux nr@ciatioas Q en.
the competent authorities of the United States
tdm'er avec les autoritb competentes des Ebaof America concerning the arrangements reUnis d7AmCriquenu les dispositions Q prendre
quired as a result of the establishment of the
B la suite de l'btabhement aux ,Etats-Unh
seat of the United Nations in the United States,
dyAm6rique du siige de 170rganisation, ainsi
together with a draft Convention to. be
qu'un projet de Convention destinC B sarir.de
transmitted as a basis of discussion for these
base de discussion pour ces nCgociations (appennegotiations (Appendix 11).
.dice 11).
3. A resolution on the privileges and immuni3. R+5solution sur les privilr3ges et immuti= of the International Court of Justice
nit& de la Cour internationale de Justice (appcn(Appendix 111).
dice 111).
4. A resolution on the co-ordination of the
4. RCsolution sur la coordination des priviprivileges and immunities of the United Nations
IPges et immunitis de POr.g&tion
des Nations
and the specialized agencies (Appendix IV) .
Unies avec ceux des iIIstitutions spCcialisCes (appendice IV) .
5. A resolution relating to the insurance
5. Rt5solution relative Q I'assurance contn Ir
against third party risks of motor-cars of the
accidents aux tiers des automobiles de POrgzOrganization and of members ,of the staff
nisation et des membres du personnel (appendice V)
(Appendix V) ,
6. A resolution relating to arrangements to
6. Rikolution relative aux dispositions Q prCvoir pour que les fonctionnaires d7EtatsM a b ~
be made so that officials of Members who ye
transfemd or seconded for service with the
qui sont @s Q la disposition de I'Orgauisation
United Nations should not lose their accrued
ou dCtachis dans ses services, ne perdent poinr
pension rights by reason of such transfer or secdu fait de ce detachement, leurs droits 3cquis.G
ondment (Appendix VI)
pension (appendice VI)
All these documents, before being submitted to
Avant d'avoir it6 soumis i la Sixiime Corn&the Sixth Committee, have been dealt with very
sion, ces documents ont fait l'objet d'un ~
~
carefully by a Sub-Committee, presided over by
d i U C B la sous-commission prtisidee par
Excellence -34.J. G.Guerrero (Salvador).
H.E. J. G. GUERRERO
(El Salvador)
They call only for cerbin short comments.
11s n'appellent que quelques brefs cornmen&.
The discussion of the general Convention on
La Convention gCnWe sur les priviliges et kprivileges and immunities was particularly as- munit& a fait i?objetdame discusion parricuiih~ha~stivew d thotough. The text now submitted to
ment approfondie et minutieuse. La C o h j d o z
the General khembly was approved unanimously,
a approuvh ?
l'unanimitd
i
le tede sournis j. I)-'-"
but on paragraphs (by and (c) of section 18 the
sembltk gCnCrale; le dClCguC des Eta&-Uniscc?:sUnited States delegate made reservations on the
dant a fait quelques riserves sur les p%gpr.p
grounds that the right to exempt United States
6 ) et c) de la section 18, en faisant v a l o ~que'::
nationals h m taxation and from national service pouvoir d'accorder aux ressortissants dm Et?uobliffations was a prerogative of the Congress of
Unis l'exunption d'impSts et de toute oblipao?
the United States of Amuica.
de service national est une p&rogative du Co%F'
des Etats-Unis.
The delegations of the Byelomssian Soviet SoLes dCligatiolls de la RSS de ~i61orussic,'d~
cialist Republic, the Ukrainian Soviet SodaIist ReRSS #Ukraine et de rURSS ont fait des hyn
public and the Union of Soviet Sodalist Republiu
sur la section 18 c) et la section 30 en fwt
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octroyees en cas de decks, qu'il s'agisse d'une some
globale ou de versements e f f e p i s par lYOrgaha.
tion aux veuves ou aux orphehns. La sous-cornmi,.
sion a dCcid6 qu'il serait inqpportun de faire fi*.
rer dam la Convention gCnerale une disposition
cet effet, sans exclure toutefols !a possibiliti de R.
prendre cette question par la suite et de ,l1exalirinR.
stpariment.
Le Rapporteur de la Sixiime Commission
tient B la disposition de 1'AssembiCe ginirale pour
lui donner toutes explications qu'ellf:demandenit
en ce qui concerne eel-taines dxiposmons pardcu.
liires du texte qui lui a Cti soumis.

clthcr In the form of a lump sum or benefits paid
by the Organizations to widows and orphans. The
Sub-committee decided, without prejudice to this
question being taken up and ,considered separately
at a later stage, that a provision to this effect
should not be included in the general Convention.
The Rapporteur of the Sixth Committee places
himself at the disposal of the General Assembly
to give any explanations, with' regard to particular
provisions of the text submitted to the General Assembly, that the Assembly may desire.

APPENDIXI
The S i i Committee after having exaqined
the respective advantages, as methods of implementing the provisions of Article 105 of the Charter, of the General Assembly ( a ) making recommendations or ( 6 ) proposing conventions to the
Members of the United Nations, recommends to
the General AssemMy to propose to the Members
of the United Nations a general Convention on the
privileges and immunities of the United Nations
of which the text is annexed hereto.' The Sixth
Committee recommends that the General Assembly
adopt the following resolution:

La Sixi6me Commission, ayant examinl les avan.
tages respectiis des deux mCthodes proposies pour
mettre B effet les dispositions de 1'Article 105 dc !a
Charte, soit celle de recommandations formu]&
par 1'Assemblie gintrale, soit celle de convendom
propos6es a m Membres des, Nations Unies; R.
commande B I'Assemblie ginerale de proposer aLx
Membres des Nations Unies une convention gin&
rale sur les privil6ges et immunitis des Natiom
Unies, dont le texte figure en annexe au prisent
document. La S i i m e Commission recommande a
I'Assemblke g6nirale d'adopter la risolution suivante :
"L'Assemblke ge'nirale approuve le tcxte ciannex6 de la convention sur les priviliges et
immunitks des Nations Unies, et soumet ccnc
convention B chacun de leurs Membres aux fim
d'adh&on."

"The General Assembly approves the annexed
Convention on the privileges and immunities of
the United Nations and proposes it for accession
by each Member of the United Nations."

CONVENTION
SUR LES PRIVL~GESET LES I M M U N T ~
DES NATIONS
Urn
Considhant que I'Article 104 de la Charte dm

C o m ~ n o sON THE PRIVILEGES
AND IMMVNFRZS
OF THE UNIIED NATIONS
Whereas Article 104 of the Charter of the United
Natiom provides that the Organization shall enjoy
in the temtory of each of its Members such legal
capacity as may be necessary for the exercise of its
functions and the fulfilment of its purposes; and
Whereas Article 105 of the Charter of the United
Nation provides that the Organization shall enjoy
in the territory of each of its Members such priviltgrr and immunities as arc necessary for the fulfilment of its purposes and that representatives of
the Memben of the United Nations and officials
of the Organization shall similarly enjoy such privilcgu and immunities as are necessary for the independent exvdse of the functions in connection
with the Organization;
Consequently the General Assembly, by a resolution adopted on 13 February 1946, approved the
followinq convention and proposes it for accession
by each Member oi the United Nations.

Nations Unies stipule que POrganisation jouit, sur
le territoire de chacun de ses Membres, de la capacit6 juridique qui lui est ntcess*
pour exerca
ses fonctions et atteindre ses buts;
Considhant que IYArticle105 de la Charte dm
Nations Unies stipule que lyOrgankationjouit, sur
le temtoire de chacun de ses Membrcs, des priviIkges et immunitk qui lui sont ntcessains pour
atteindre ses buts et que les repnisentants des M a bres des Nations Unies et les fonctionnaires de
I'Organisation jouissent Cgalement des priviItp
et immunitCs qui leur sont nkcessaires pour excrccr
en toute indkpendance leurs fonctions en rapport
avec 1'0qanisation;
En conse'quence, par une rCsolution adoptie :c
!3 fivrier 1946, I'Assemblie gtnCrale a approuvc
la convention suivante et la propose B i'sahtsion
de chacun des Membres des Nations U~ies.

ARTICLE I
Personnalitk juridique
Section 1 . L'Organisation des Nations UGc
posslde la penonnalit6 juridique. Elle 1 13 ~3?3citi:
a ) De contracter;
6 ) D'acquirir et de vendre des biens d o biliers et mobiiiers;
c ) Pester en justice.

~TICLE
1

Juridical Personality
Section 1 . The United Nations shall possess
juridical personality. It shall have the capacity:
( a ) To contract;
j b To acquire and dispose of immovable and
movable property;
( c ) To institute legal proceedings.

ARTICLEI1
Property, Funds and Assets
Section 2. The United Nations, its property
and assets wherever located and by whomsoever
held, shall enjoy immunity from every form of legal
process except in so far as in any particular case it
has expressly waived its immunity. It is, however,
undcmood that no waiver of immunity shall extend to any measure of execution.

.ARTICLE I1
Biens, fonds et auoirs
Section 2. LyOrganisation des Nations ,vnia.
ses biens et avoirs, quels que soient leur clege
leur dttenteur, jouissent de I'immunitt dc juridiction, sauf dans la mesure oh I'Organisatiop !'
expresstment renoncC dans un cas pan(cui~er.1'
est toutefois entendu que la mnonciation ne PNt
s'ltendre B des mesures d'extcution.
J

I

Section 3. Les locaux de, l'organisation sont
inviolables. Ses biens et avoirs, oh qu'ils se trouvent
et quel que soit leur ditenteur, sont exempts de
perquisition, riquisition, confiscation, expropriation
ou de toute autre forme de contrainte exicutive,
administrative, judiciaire ou ligislative.

trabve anrange-

ARTICL~I11
F d i t i e s in respect of Communicotionr
The United Nations shall enjoy in
of each Member, for its official com-

Section 4. Les archives de I'Organisation et,
d'une maniire ginirale, tous les documents lui
appartenant ou ditenus par elle, sont inviolables,
oh qu'ils se trouvent.
Section 5. Sans etre astreinte B aucun contrcile,
riglernentation ou moratoire financiers :
aj L'Organisation peut ditenir des fonds, de
I'or ou des devises quelconques et avoir des
comptes en n'importe quelle monnaie;
b ) L'Organisation peut transfirer Iibruncnt
ses fonds, son or ou ses devises d'un pays dans
un autre ou B I'intirieur d'un pays quelconque
et convertir toutes devises ditenues par elle en
toute autre monnaie.
Section 6. Dans l'exercice des droits qui lui
sont accordis en vertu de la section 5 ci-dessus;
IIOrganisation des Nations Unies tiendra compte
de toutes reprCsentations du Gouvernemcnt d'un
Etat Membre, dans la mesure oh elle estimera pouvoir y donner suite sans porter prijudice B ses propres intists.
Section 7 . L'Organisation des Nations Unies,
ses avoirs, revenus et autres biens sont:
a ) ExonCrCs de tout imp8t direct. 11 duneure
entendu, toutefois, que l'organisation ne p t
demander I'exoniration d1imp6ts qui ne suaient
pas en a d s de la simple h u n k a t i o n de services d'utiliti publique;
b ) FxonirCs de tous droits de douane et prohibitions et restrictions d'importation ou d'arportation B I'igard d'objets importis ou export& par
I'Organisation des Nations Unies pour son q
officiel. 11 est entendu, toutefois, que les articies
ainsi import& en fran& ne seront pas nndus
sur le territoire du pays dans lequel ils auront
Cti introduits, B moins que ce ne soit B des conditions accepties par le Gouvernement de ce
Pays ;
c ) ExonirCs de tout droit de douane et de
toutes prohibitions et restrictions d'hportation
et d'exportation 5 I'igard de ses publications.
Section 8. Bien que I'Organisation dts Nations
Unies ne revendique pas, en principe, PexonCration
des droits d'accise et des taxes B la vente entrant
dam le prix des biens mobiliers ou h.mobiliers,
cependant, quand elle effectue pour son usage officiel des achats importants dont le prix compnnd
des droits et taxes de cette nature, les M m b m
prtndront, chaque fois qu'il leur sera possible, les
dispositions administratives appropriies en vue de
la remise ou du rernboursanent du montant de ccs
droits'et taxes.

ARTICLEI11
*
Facilitbs de communications
Section 9. LIOrganisation des Nations Unies
bCnCficiera, sur le temtoin de chaque Munbrt,
pour ses communications officielles, d'un traitement .
au moins ami favorable que le traitcment accord6
par lui B tout autre gouvmemuit, y compris sa
mission diplomatique, en ce qui conceme les prioritb, tarifs et taxes sur le courrier, lle &blogrammes, t i l i ~ ~ ~ radiotClCgrarnmes,
e s ,
t&photos, communications tClCphoniques et a u t m
communications, a i d que sur les tarifs de presse
pour les informations ?
laipnsse et la radib. La
correspondanc~- Xdeiie et les sum comunications officielles c-. l'Organisn5on nc pourront Em
cwsuries.

,

Aecrzon 10. l'he Gnired Nations shall have the
right to use codes and to dispatch and receive its
correspondence by courier or in bags, which shall
have the same immunities and privileges as diplomatic couriers and bags.

Section 10. L'Organisation dcs Xations c ~
aura le droit d'employer des codes ainsi que
pidier et de recevoir sa correspondance par
courriers ou valises qui jouiron: des mernes privi.
liges et immunitks que 1 ~COUnlers
s
Ct valises dip!o.
matiques.

ARTICLEIV
The Representatives of Members
Section 11. Representatives of Members to the
principal a d subsidiary organs of the United
Nations and to conferences convened by the United
Nations, shall, while exercising their functions and
during their j o w e y to and from the place of
meeting, enjoy the following privileges and immunities :
( a ) Immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure of their personal baggage,
and, in respect of words spoken or written and
all acts done by them in their capacity as representative, immunity from legal proce. of every
kind ;
( b ) Inviolability for all papers and documents;
( c ) The right to use codes and to receive
papers or correspondence by courier or in sealed
bags;
( d ) Exemption in respect of thanselves and
their spouses from immigration restrictions, aliens
registration or national service obligations in the
State they are visting or through which they
are passing in.the exercise of their functions;

ARTICLEIV
Reprisentants des Membres
Section 11. Les reprisentants des Membm
pds des organes principaux et subsidiaim d,,
Nations Unies et aw: confCrences convoquCe ph.
les Nations Unies jouissent, durant !'exenice 1:
leurs fonctions et au c o w des voyages a destinati~~
ou en provenance du lieu de la riunion, des pri\i.
lPges et imrnunitk suivants:
a ) I ~ ~ u 1 i td6' m t a t i o n personnelle ou ?,
dCtention et de saisie de leurs bagages penonnef
et, en ce qui concerne les actes accomplis par p a
en leur qualit6 de rep*entants, y compris !cur!
paroles et icrits, immunit6 de toute juridiction:

( e ) The same facilities in respect of currency
or exchange restrictions as are accorded to representatives of foreign governments on tamporary official missions;
(f) The same immunities and facilities in respect of their personal baggage as are accorded
to diplomatic envoys, and also;
(g) Such other privileges, immunities and
facilities, not inconsistent with the foregoing, as
diplomatic envoys enjoy, except that they shall
have no right to claim exemption from customs
duties on goods imported (otherwise than as
part of their personal baggage) or from excise
duties or sales taxes.
Section 12. In order to secure for the representatives of Members ta the principal and subsidiary organs of the United Nations and to conferences convened by the United Nations, complete
freedom of speech and independence in the discharge of their duties, the immunity from legal
process in respect of words spoken or written and
all acts done by theni in discharging their duties
shall continue to be accorded, notwithstanding that
the persons concerned are no longer the represeqtatives of &Members.
Section 13. Where the incidence of any form
of taxation depends upon residence, periods during which the representatives of Members to the
principal and subsidiary organs of the United
Nations and to conferences convened by the United
Nations are present in a State for the discharge of
their duties, shall not be considered as periods of
residence.
Section 14. Privileges and immunities. are accorded to the representatives of Memben not for
the personal benefit of the individuals themselves,
but in order to safeguard the independent exercise
of their functions in connection with the United

,

b) 1,nviolabilitCde tous papiers et documenti:
c ) Droit de faire usage de codes et de m.
voir des documents ou de la compondanccpv
COM~P
ou par valises scellies;
d ) Exemption pour eux-mimes et pour leun
conjoints B lY6gar&
de toutes mesufes restrictirm
relatives 8 l'knmigration, de toutes formdi-&
d'enregistrement des itrangers et de toutes obiigations de service national dans les pays visit&
ou traversk par eux dans . l'exercice de Ira
fonctions;
e) La mimes facilitis en ce qui concerne la
rbglementations monttaires ou. de change ~ U C
celles accordCes aux reprisentants de gouvmcments itrangers eri mission officide temporairc:
f ) Les m h e s knmunit15~et faditis en ce cjui
concerne leurs bagages personnels que celles licord& aux agents diplomatiques, et igalemcnt:
g ) Tels autres privil*ges, immunitis et fadiit b non incompatibles avec ce qui prictde, doc:
jouissent les agents diplomatiques, sauf le droi:
de riclamer l'exernption des droits de dosur des objets importis (autrcs que ceuu cm
font partie de leurs bagages personnels) ou ce
droits d'accise ou de taxes B la vente.
Section 12. En vue d'assurer aux reprisenu;?%
des LMembres aux organa principaux et subsiciiaifa
des Nations Unies' et awr. confknces convoqum
par IYOrganisationune complete libertC de p~tfr?::
et une complite indhpendance dans I'accom~u+.ment de leurs fonctions, I'immuniti de junolc:t=
en ce qui concerne les paroles ou les Ccrit5 ou .=
actes Cmanant d'eux dans Paccornplissemer.:~j:
ieurs fonctions continuera 8 leur gtre acccrc-.
mime apris que ces personnes a u r o ~ CSEC
t
1'2s
les reprisentants des Membres.
Section 13. Dans le cas oh l'incidence c-2
impat quelconque est subordonnCe B !a r+idc.::=
de Passujetti, les phiodes pendant lesque!la .:?
reprisentants des Membres aup& des o T S 5
principaux et subsidiaires des Nations Unics et 2 5
cpnflrrnces convoqutes par POrganisation da 3-Uons Unies se trouveront sur le terntoire d'un E:-:
Membre pour l'exercice de leurs fonctions?.:,
seront pas considiries comme des ptkiodes de
dence.
Section 14. Leg privil*ges et immunitb $or..' accordis aux, reprbentants des Membres con
*
ltur avantage personnel, mais dans le b+ d'ssvrr'
en toute indipendance Pexercice de let& fofctlor' 23
en rapport avec laorganisation. Par ~onseti:~:"
'

-

I ...
..- ~onrequentlya Member not only has the
. is under a duty to waive the immunity of

un Membrc a non seulcment le droit, mais ic dcvoir, de lever l'immuniti de son reprisentant dans
tous les cas o&, B son avis, I'immuniti empecherait
que justice soit faite et oh elle peut &re levie sans
nuire au but pour lequel I'immuniti est accordie.

. ._,

. :. : ~ t

.

'.-..issentativein any case where in the opinion
::ember the m u m v would impede ths
(
; ..-.:- of justice, and it can be waived without
,.;;dice to the purpose for which the immunity
1 ,;corded.
:
..;,..tion lj. The provisions of sections 11, 12
: -.:- ![;are not applicable as between a representa; _
md,the authorities of t+e State of which he is
.'-:.jcnaI or of which he is or has been the repref
rT,"u\*e.
-,::ion 16. In this article the e-xpression "rep. ,.r.-3ri~es"shall be deemed to include all dele. ._....
L... deputy delegates, advisers, technical experts
. - Pccretaries
of delegations.
.

zE
,.-..

Section 15. Les dispositions des sections 11, 12
et 13 ne sont pas applicables dans le cas d'un reprisentant visd-vis des autoritis de 1'Etat dont il est
ressortissant ou dont il est ou a it6 le reprCsentant.
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Section 16. Aux fins du prisent article, le
tenne "reprisentants" est considCri c o m e cornprenant tous les diliguis, diliguis adjoin&,
conseillers, experts techniques et s e c r i t a k de
diligation.

Fonctionnaire.:
Section 17. Le Secritaire giniral ditenninera
les catigories des fonctionnaires auxquels s'appliquent les dispositions du prisent article ainsi que
de Particle VII. I1 en soumettra la kite & I'Assemblie ginirale et en donnera ensuite comtknication
aux Gouvernements de tous les Membres. Les noms
des fonctionnaires compris dans ces catCgories seront communiquis piriodiquement aux Gouvernements des Membres.
Section 18. Les fonctionnaircs de POrganisation des Nations Unies:
i ":
a ) Jouiront de l'immuniti de juridiction pour
:a) Be immune from legal process in respedt
les actes accomplis par eux en leur qualit6 offii :i words sppken or written and all acts percielle (y compris l e m paroles et Gaits) ;
! imed by them in their official capacity;
b ) Svont exoniris de tout imptit sur les
'bj Be exempt from taxation i f the salaries
traitements et imoluments versis par lYOrganicd rmoIuments paid to them by the United
sation des Nations Unies;
c) Seront exempts de toute obligation rela.'c) Be immune from national service obligative au service national;
'?xi:
d ) Ne seront pas sownis, non plus que leurs
:d) Be immune, together with their spouses
conjoints et l a membres de leur famille vivant
r d datives dependent on them, from immigraB lcur charge, aux dispositions h i t a n t Pimmi5 3 restrictions and alien registration;
gration et aux fonnalitis d'enregistrcmcnt des
itrangen;
e ) Jouiront, en ce qui concerne les facilitis
r J Be accorded the same privileges in respect
de change, des mikes priviliges que 1 s fonc-'cschange facilities as are accorded to the offi! :.I- of comparable ranks forming part of diplotionnaires d'un rang comparable appartenant
aux x k i o n s diplomatiques accrCdities aupris
=tic missions to the Government concerned;
r&cnwt.
I
du Gouvernement intiress6:
:bsid&
f ) Jouiront, ainsi que leurs conjoints et.les
./!
~e
given,
together
with
their
spouses
and
,nvocp+
m a n b m de leur famille vivant A leur charge,
5dves dependent on them, the same repatriade
des mimes facilitQ de rapatriement que les en.-:n fadliticr in time of international erisir as
.omplir~;:-I
-,.=.tic envoys;
voy& diplomatiques en piriode de crise interJridi&:
nationale;
its ou
sment c.
Have the right to import f m of duty
g) ~ o u k n du
t h i t d'imPo& en franchise
f , :if
accord"
leur mobiiu et leurs efkts & I'occasion de leur
I :
ir furniture and effects at the time of first
ssC (st'-'"iing up th& post in the country in question.
prrmiirt prise de fonctions dans le pays i n t h s i .
: p i n 19. In addition to the immunities and
Section 19. Outre les priviliges et immuni*
specified in section 18, the Secretqprivus B la section 18, le SecrCtajre gCnital et tous
1 z-ml'and dl Assistant Secretaries-General shall les Sous-SeuCtaires g i n h u x , tant en ce qui les
2cmled in respect of themselves, their spoyes
concvne qu'en ce qui concerne leun conjoints et
':?inor ehilhn, hpdvilcgca and immunitz~, enfants mineun, jouiront des priviliges, irnmunitts,
j '=?dons and f a a t i e s accorded to diplomatx exemptions et facilitis, accord&, .conformknent
"3 in accordmu with intunational law..
au b i t international, aux . envoy& diplomatiques.
:<::ion 26. p d d e g s and esit.:
arc
Section 20. Les pridigts et immunith sont
I '=.:xi to offid& in the interests of the United accordis aux fonctiomaires uniquement dans l'in; "!= and not for the personal benefit of the inti& des Natioo- Unies et non .& leur avantage
.-. ~unselves.The Secretary-General shall
personnel. Le Secr6ta.k gGnW pourra et devra
Ue-nght and the duty to W&VC &unity of
lever l'immuniti accordie B un fonctionnain dans
''-c%d in any case where, in his opinion, the
tous les cas o&, B son a+, cettc immunit6 emp8che--.
'.dr). would impede the course of justice and
rait que justice soit fahe et pourra etre lev& sans
waived without Ijrejudice to the interests of ' porter prijudice aux inti%ts de POqpnktion. A

::::ion 17. The Secretary-General will specify
. -- ~regoriesof officials to which the provisions
+& article and article VII shall apply. He shall
..=A these categories to the General Assembly.
-:-rzita these categories shall be communicated
i t Governments of aIl Members. The names of
f 2 c5cials included in these categories shall from
. =: ro time be made known to the Governments
i i klrmbcrs.
intion
.. 18. Officials of the United Nations
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the United Nations. In the case of the SecretaryGeneral, the Security Council shall have the right
to waive immunity.
Section 21. The United Nations shall co-operate at all times with the appropriate? authorities of
Members to facilitate the proper administration of
justice, secure the observance of police regulations,
and prevent the occurrence of any abuse in connection with the privileges, immunities and facilities mentioned in this article.
ARTICLE

vr

Experts on Missions for the United Nations
Section 22. Experts (other than officials corning within the scope of Article V) performing missions for the United Nations shall be accorded such
privileges and immunities as arc necessary for the
independent exercise of their functions during the
period of their missions, including the time spent
on journeys in connection with their missions. In
particular they shall be accorded :
(a) Immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure of their personal baggage;
(b) I n respect of words spoken or written and
ace done by them in the course of the performance of their mission, -unity
from legal process of every kind. This immunity from legal
process shall continue to be accorded notwithstanding that the persons concerned are no
longer employed on missions for the United
Nations ;
(c) Inviolability for all papers and documents ;
(d) For the purpose of their communications
with the United Nations, the right to use codes
and to receive papers or correspondence by
courier or in sealed bags;
(e) The same facilities in respect of currency
or exchange 'restrictions as arc accorded to npmentativa of foreign governments on temporary
official missions ;

(f) The same immunities and facilities in respect of their personal baggage as arc accorded
to diplomatic envoys.
Section 23. Privileges and immunities arc
granted to experts in the interests of the United
Nations and not for the personal benefit of the
individuak themselves. The Secretary-General shall
have the right and the duty to waive the immunity
of any expert in any case where, in his opinion, the
immunity would impede the course of justice and
it can be waived without prejudice to the interests
of the United Nations.
ARTICLE

VII

United ;Vations Laissez-Passer
Section 24. The United Nations may issue
United Xations laissez-parser to its officials. These
laissez-passer shall be recognized and accepted as
valid travel documents, by the authorities of
Members, taking into account the provisions of
section 25.
Section 25. Applications for visas (where required) from the holders of United Nations laisscrpasser, when accompanied by a certificate that they
are travelling on the business of the United Nations, shall be dealt with as speedily as possible. In
addition, such persons shall be granted facilities
for speedy travel.

1'Cgard du SecrCtaire gtniral, le Conseil de sdcu1iti
a qualitl pour prononcer I? levCe des immunitk.
Section 21. L'Organisation des Nations Unia
collaborera, en tous temps, avec les autoritis corn.
pttentes des Etats Membres en vue de faciliter h
bonne administration de la justice, d'assurer I'ob
servation des rkglements de police et d'iviter tout
abus auquel pourraient donner lieu les ~ r i v i l 2 ~ .
h u n i t b et facilitCs CnumCrCs dans le priseRt
article.

ARTICLE VI
Experts en missions pour ?Organisation
des Nations Unies
Section 22. Les experts (autres que les fonc.
tionnaires visis I'article V) lorsqu'ils accomph
.sent des missions pour I'Organisation des Natiom
Unies, jouissent, pendant la d u r k de leur mission
y compris le temps du voyage, des priviltges et
immunirCs nicessaires pour exercer leurs fonctiom
en toute indipendance. 11s jouissent en paniculia
des privilkges et immunitis suivants:
a) ImmunitC d'arrestation pcrsonnelle ou dc
dCtention et de saisie de l ~ l bagages
s
personnels ;
b) Immunitd de toute juridiction en ce qui
concerne les actes accomplis par eux au cow
de leurs missions, y compris leun parola n
icrits. Cette immunrti continuera 21 leur irn
accordie m b e apris que ces personnes aumc:
cessi de rcmplir des missions pour POrganisatio=
des Nations Unies;

d) Droit dc faire usage de codes et dc rcccvoir dei documents et de la cormpondance par
courrier ou par valises scellies, pour leu= communications avec I'Organisation dcl Natiora
U~es; .
e) Les mimes facilitts, en ce qui concemt !a
rCgiementations monitaires ou de change, qit
celles qui sont accordics aux rephentants da
gouvernements itrangers en mission officiGc
tcmporaire; . '
f ) Les mgmes immunitis et facilitk en cc ad
concerne leurs bagages personnels que cellcs ~1:
sont accordies aux agents diplomatiques.
Section 23. Les privilkges et b u n i t i s 9s:
accordis aujr experts dam I'intCgt de 1 ' 0 e
tion des Nations Unies et non k leur avanuz
personnel. Le Secritaire gCnCral pourra et
lever I'immuniti accord& k un expert, cia?
lcs cas o&, A son avis, cette immunitC e m ~ 6 c r . t ~ :
que justice soit faite et oG elle Yeut &tre!ever G:
porter prljudice aux intirets de I'Organisauon

ARTICLEVII

Laisset-passer des Nations CTnies
Section 24. LyOrganisati0n des Nations U""
pourra dilivrer des laissez-passer & ses ~occC.;-.
naires. Ces ~aissa-passer seront nco.nnus -:'
ceptts, par les autoritis des Etats Membm. cc"'
titre valable de voyage en tenant compte dn 2;'.
positions de la section 25.
Section 25. Les demand= de visa 'lo?=
des visas sont ntcessaires) imanant d a tim:,Fq
de ces laissa-passer et accompagntes d'un ~~~~;~
attestant que ces fonctionnakes voyagent D O N .
compte de lyOrgm&ation, dewant Etre tr.,&?
dans le plus bnf dilai possible. En oum, da.'"
cilitCs de voyage rapide seront accordies 3.U" !:"'
laires de ces laissez-passer.

1
~tionsU c z
.torids corn.
:faciliter b
assurer 1'0'5.
i'iviter tvd:
.s priviligr?
le prixr:

le les for.:.
: accompkdes n'atior.,
x r mkic:.
~riviligaT
rs fonctic:.
. partinkc.

who, though not t h i l d e r s of United
have a certificate that they
rnve]ling on the business of the United
j sldons.
:
~ ~ ~27.t The
i ~ n Secretary-General, Assistant
i ;:Rtaries-General and Directors traveIIing on
,dted Nations laissez-parser on the business of the
; ::ited gations shall be granted the same facilities
art accorded to diplomatic envoys.
' stction 28. The provisions of this article may ,
aDpcedto the comparable officials of specialized
: L.iCie.r if the agreements for relationship made
.
Article 63 of the Charter so provide.
~ ~ ~ olaissez-pnser,
l l S

,,,

..

?
i

i a ) Disputes arising out of contracts or other
&mutesof a private law character, to which the
E ~ t e dNations is a party;
Ib) Disputes involving any official of the
U:'nited Nations who by reason of his official
rnsition enjoys immunity, if immunity has not
waived by the Secretary-General.

i
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Scction 30. A11 differences arising out of the
~lvntationor application of the present conmuon shall be n f e m d to the International Court
.i Justice, unless, in any case, it is agreed by,the
-&a to have recourse to another mode of settie8
z n t . If a diiference arises .between the United
; Szuons on the one hand and a Member on the
i *a hand, a request shall be made for an advisory
! :-iion on any Iepl question involved in accords
:-re ~ i t hM c l e 96 of the Charter and Article 65
-i the Statute of the Court. me opinion given by
5: Court shall be accepted as decisive by the
:nia.
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FINALARTXCLE

:&G ;

l~OrgalU=.
r aMnw
a et d m
dans 1mpichm;'
lev& u:

Scction 31. This mnventibn is submitt& to
Member of the United Nations for accession.

3~

32. Accession shall be effected by depSection
of an instrument with the Secretary-Generai
the Unit& Nations and the convention shall
into force as ~ w d eat&
s
Member on the
5:r of deposit ofsat& instrument of accession,
..

:?n:

lisation

-

33. The S-w-&neral
shall inform
<Srction
3 l ~ ofb the united Nations of h e deposit
tach accession.

! *'

.

ARTICLEFINAL
Section 31. La p 6 e n t e convention est soumise
POW adhision ?
~O
iU Sles Membrcs de I'Organisation des Nations Unies.
Section 32. L'adhision s'effectuera par le dipdt d'un instrument aupris du SecrCtairc gin&&
de I'Organisation des Nations Unies et la convention entrera en vigueur, l'igard de chaque Membrt, B la date du dipdt par ce Membrc de son
instrument d'adhcsion.
Section 33. Le ~~c&t.aire
gtniral infonnera
tous les Mcmbres de l'organisation dm Nations
Unies du dtp6t de chaque adhClsion.
Section 34. 11 est entendu que ~OI'S~U~UIIinstrument d'adhhion est dCpos6 par un Mernbre
quelconque, cel~i-cidoit itn en m m d'appliquer, en vvtu de son propre b i t , les dispositions
de la prisentc convention.
Section 35. La p&ente conve~tionreStCI'a en
vigueur entn l'organisation dts Nations Units et
. tout Membre qui aura diposi son i n s t r ~d'ad~ ~ ~ t
hision, tant que ce Membn sera Mambn de 1'0rganisation Ou jusquY&ce qu'une convention @nirale n v i s k ait Cti approuvie par 1'AssemblCe gin&rale et que ledit Membre soit devenu partie & cette
derniire convention.
Section 36. LC S ~ C r h i r e@niral pourra conolxre, avec. un ou plurieurs Membres, d n accords
, : I d i t i o ~ t k ,amknageant, en ce qui concame ce
'

an in.
Strtion 34. It is understood that,
-merit of accession is depasited on behalf of any
. '!"bcr, the Membm will be in a position undur
law to give effect to the t e r n of this con!
, -.tion.
. Scifion 35.
convention shall continue in
'T
as bmecjn the Unit& Nations and every
'!~berwhit& has deposited an instrument of ac'yilon for so long as &at Member remains a Mem'f of the Unit& Nations, or until a revis& g n -: convention has btcn a p p d by the &ncral
that M
e has become a party to
'?mbly
:' Wscdand
convention.
36. The S-tary-Geneml
may con.& with any M c m k or ~ ~ b n
supplemen-.
. ,
agreements, adjusting the provisions of this

"

Section 26. Des facilitis analogues B celles qui
sont mentionnees B la section 25 seront accordkes
aux experts et autres personnes qui, sans itre munis
d'un laissez-passer des Nations Unies, seront porteurs d'un certificat attestant qu'ils voyagent pour
le compte de I'Organisation.
Section 27. Le Secritaire giniral, les SousSecritaires giniraux: et les directeun, voyageant
pour le compte de l'organisation et munis dJun
laissez-passer dilivri par celle-ci, jouiront des
mimes facilitks que les envoyis diplomatiques.
Section 28. Les dispositions du prCsent article
Peuvent &re appliquies aux fonctionnaires, de rang
analo-me, appartenant 5 des institutions spicialisies, si les accords fixant les relations desdites institutions avec IJOrganisation, aux termes de I'Article 63 de la Charte, cornportent une disposition
B cet effet.
ART~C
VIII
~
Rdglement des dife'rends
Section 29. L'Organisation des Piations Unies
devra privoir des modes de rkglement appropnis
pour:
a ) Les diffircnds en matiire de contrats ou
autres difftrends de droit privt dans lesquels
l1Organkationserait partie;
b ) Les diffirends dam lesquels serait impliqut
un fonctioMaire de I'Organisation qui, du fait
d~ sa situation officielle, jouit de I'immuniti, si
cette immuniti n'a pas eti levie par Ic Secritaire giniral.
Section 30. Toute contestation portant sur l'interpritation ou l'application de la prisente convention sera portte devant la COW.internationale
de justice, B moins que, dans un cas donni, les
parties ne conviennent d'avoir recours B un a u t n
mode de r2glement. Si un diffirend surgit entrc
]'Organisation des Nations Unies, d'une part, et
un Membn, d'autre Part, un avis consultatif sur
tout point de droit soulevi sera demand6 en conformitt de I'Mcle 96 de la Charte et de lyArtic1e
65 du statut de la COW. L'avis de la COWsera
accept6 Paf les parties Canme dicisif.

‘ 4 m - i ~VIII
~
Settlement of Disputes
Zcction 29. The United Nations shall make
-rodsionfor appropriate modes of settlement of:

nelle ou c.ges pcrsc::.
(

rtCtion 26, Sirniliar facilities to those specified

,iPCtion
25 shall be accorded to experts and other
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convention so far as that LMember or those Mem'bers are concerned. These supplementary agreeP e n b shall in each case be subject to the approval
of the General Assembly.

Membre ou ces Membres, les dispositions de la
prisente convention. Ces accords additionnelf R.
ront dans chaque cas sournis A I'approbation d,
lYAssemblieginkale.

APPEND= 11
The Sixth Committee recommends that the General Assembly adopt the following resolution:
1 . The General Assembly authorizes the Secretary-General (with the assistance of a committee
composed of persons appointed by the Governments
of Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, China, Cuba, Egypt,
France, Poland, United Kingdom, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics) to negotiate with the competent authorities of the United States of America
the arrangements required as a result of the establishment of the seat of the United Nations in the
United States of America.
2: The following draft convention is transmitted
by the General Assembly to the Secretary-General
for use in these negotiations as a basis of discussion.

APPENDICE
I1
La Sixi&meCommission recommande i I'&aem.
blie ginirale d'adopter la rtsolution suivante:
1 . L'Assernblie g i n i a l e autorise Ie SecrCtah
giniral (assisti d'un comiti composi de personna
disigntes par les Gouvernements des pays suivants:
Australie, Belgique, Bolivie, Chine, Cuba, Egypte,
France, Pologne, Royaume-UN, Union des RCpu.
bliques socialistes soviitique) A nigocier avec la
autoritk compitentes des Etats-Unis dYAmCrique
tous arrangements nndus nicessaires par I'iublissement du sit3ge permanent de I'Organisation
des Nations Unies aux Etats-Unis dYAmirique.
2. Le projct de convention ci-joint est transmk
par IYAssemblieginirale au Secritaire g i n t d .&
de servir de base de discussion au COW des nigocintions.
3. - Le SecrEtaire ginbral fera rapport, B h
d e d m e partie de la premiZre session de PAsscmblie ginbrale, sur les dsultats de ces nigociationr
4. Tout accord conclu & la s&te de ces nigocin.
tions, B I'exception d'accords purcment temp
raires, avec les autonth compCtentes des EtaaUnis d ' b i r i q u e sera subordonnC 21 l'approbation
de PAssemblie ginirale avant d'itre sign6 au nom
des Nations Unies.

3. The Secretary-General shall report to the
General Assembly the results of these negotiations.
4. Any agreement, apart from purely temporary
agreements with the competent authorities of the
United States of America, resulting from these
negotiations, shall be subject to approval by the
General Assembly before being signed on behalf of
the United Nations.

CONVENTION
B E ~ E E NTBE UNITEDNATIONSBM)
THE GOVERNMENTOF. THE UNITEDSTATESOF
AMERICA
(This draft has been prepared on the assumption
that there will be no private persons living within
the zone containing the seat of the United
Nations.)

(Ce pmjet a it6 c o n p dans.l'hypoth&c qu'aucune personne privie ne risidcrait dans la zone o t
sera Ctabli le siZge de 1'Organisation des Nations
Unics.)

THEUNITEDNATIONSAND

THE. GOVERNMENT
UNITEDSTATESOF AMERICA:
Desiring to conclude a convention for the purpose of carrying out the resolution adopted by the
General Assembly................................... to establish
the seat of the,United Nations in..............................
and to regulate questions arising as a result thenof:
Have appointed as their plenipotentiaries for this
purpose :
The United Nations....................................
Secretary-General
The Government of the
United St;:es of America ...................................
who have agreed as follows:
OF THE

I
Definitions
Section 1 . In this convention:
( a ) The expression "zone" means the area referred to in section 2, including any additions
to it;

Disirew de conclure une convention en tue
d'assurer I'exicution de la t5solution adoptit px
PAssembIie ginirale .................................. d'itabiir
le siiige des Nations Unies & ............................ et d:
rigler les questions soulevies par cette dicision:
Ont signi, B cet effet, comme pibnipotentiaim:
LYOrganisationdes ~ a t i o &Unies .................
Secr&taire gdnir:;
]Le Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d9Am6rique ....................................
qui sont convenus de ce qui suit:

ARTICLE

( b ) The expression "law of the United States
of .bericaY' includes federal, state, and local
laws, however designated ;

(c) The expression "Govenunent of the
United States of America" includes a state or a
competent state authority wherever the context
SO requires;
(d) The expression "courts of the United
States of America" includes federal and state
courts;

Section 1. A m term= de cette conventioo:
a ) L'expression "zone" d&igne fitendue i t
fa section 2 ainsi c.2:
terlitoire mention&
toutes les adjonctions qui p o m n t iui t:faites;
b ) L'expression "ligislation d e ~Etats-Cr.
d'Amirique" s'applique aux lois fCdirales. 2~
lois des Ctats, aux lois locales quelle que :c::
leur d6nomination ;
c ) L'expression "Gouvernunent des EuZ*
Unis d'AmCriqueY' s'applique 21 un ttat,
i
I'autoriti compbtente .d'un itat selon le a::texte!;
d) LYeupression %bunaux des ~ t a t r - f i ~ i
d'AmiriqueW s'applique am tribu~zauxf6dirnq:"
et d'itats;

8
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( E ) The expression "United Yations" means
i~~
International Organization established by
he Charter of the United Xations.

!

€1 L'espression "Nations Unies" dCsigne 1'0rganisation internationale crCte par la Charte des
Nations Unies.

I

~ ~ ~ I CI1
L E
Zone des Nations Unies
Section 2. Le sikge des Nations Unies sera
I'itendue de territoire situie ............................ et
marquie en rose sur Ia carte qui constitue I'annexe I. Des adjonctions pourront stre faites ultirieurernent B ce territoire, conformiment aux dispositions de la section 8.
Section 3. Le Gouvemement des Etats-Unk
d ' h i r i q u e s'engage B mettre I'Organisation des
Nations Unies (au moment de l'entrie en vigueur
de la prr2sente convention) immidiatement en possession de tout le terrain de la zone indiqut B
l'annexe I, ainsi que de tous les bgtiments qui s:';
trouveront au moment du transfert, et ae lui faire
remettre la pleine et entibe propnit& de ceux-ci
aussitijt que possible.
Section 4. Le Gouvemement des Etats-Unis
d ' h i r i q u e assumera le plus tat possible la responsabiliti des mesures d'expropriation et de cornpensation qu'il pourra y avoir lieu de prendre B
l'igard de tous Ies intirsts liis au terrain et a w
batiments cidis 2 I'Organkation des Nations
Unies.
Section 5. En accord avec la section 4, I'Organisation versera a m Etats-Unis d ' h i r i q u e un
prix equitable pour le terrain et les Mtiments ainsi
cidb. Cette somme sera portie au cridit des EtatsUnk dans les comptes des Nations Unies et sera difalqute, au coun d'une pi5iode dC-&,
dts
contributions dues par les Etats-Unis daAmSrique.
A difaut d'accord, ce prix et cette pGiode seront
diterminb par un expert dCsigni par le PrSsident
de la Cour interntionale de Justiu.

ARTICLE I1

The United Natzons Zone

section 2. The seat of the United Nations shall

.-

,the area situated.............................. and marked

on the map which forms annex I. Additions
be made later to this area in accordance with
pmvisions of section 8.

.

i

.-.

sEction 3. The Government of the United
Fates of America undertakes, on the entry into
:grce of this convention, to cause to be vested in
a
United Nations, possession h e d i a t k l y and
.downenhipas soon as possible of all land in the
? - a5 shown in anner. I and of all buildings sit; ;ared thereon at the time of transfer.

;,

. I

i

SIction 4 The Government of the United
of Amvica shall be responsible for q r o .
;riadng and compensating so far as necessary and
s w n as possible all inttltsts in land and buildqs conveyed to the United Nations.
Section 5. Having rrgard to section 4, the
Cnitcd Nations shall pay to the United States of
.huica a fair price for any land and buildings
ronvqed to the United Nations. The amount so
able shall be credited to the United States of
.bcrica in the accounts of the United Nations and
be set off, during such period as may be fixed,
~wt
contributions due from the United States
ci America. In default of agreement, this price and
'& period shall be determined by an expert
dected by the President of the International
Court of Justice.
Section 6. The United Nations shall have ordusive rights over the subsoil of land conveyed to
:and in particular the right to make construcaonundvground and to obtain therefrom supplies
water. It shall not, however, have the right to
qloit minerals.
Section 7. The United Nations may establish
h the zone any type of installation which it d=%msaryfor the purpose of its work, and in parmay establish its own radio telegraph send3 and receiving stations, including broadcasting,
detype, and telephoto services. The United
Sations shall make arrangements with the Inter"tional Telecommunications Union with regard
Wavelengths and other similar matters.
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Section 8- The Government of the United
'a@~fAmcricashall, at the request of the
Y-Gtneral acting in pursuance of a resolutaon of
h e r a l Assembly, cause to be vested in the
Wted Nations, possession immediately and fvll
%-P
as soon as possible over such further
ad may be required for the purpose of conQc%
an airport, railway station, or radio telestation or for such other purposes as may
<'cl¶uiredby the United Nations. The provisions
- e o n s 4, 5 and 6 shall apply to land so con$?td.
. ,
9. In the event of the land m n v w d
wrdance with section 8 not being contigu'O the nmainder of the zone, the Government
' the u d d States of America. shall guarantee

?'

.

Section 6. L'Organisation des Nations Units
aura un droit exclusif sur le sous-sol du terrain ainsi
cidi et, en particulicr, le droit d'y fain toute construction soutcrraine et d'en tirer son approvisionnement en eau. Toutefois, elle n'aura pas le droit
d'en exploiter les ressources minirales.
Section 7. L'Organisation des Nations Uces
pourra construire dans la zone tout genre d'installations qu'elle estimera nCcessaire % Paccomplissement de sa ache. En particulier, elle pourra installer ses propres stations hettrices et riceptrices
de radiotiligraphie, y compris les services de
radiodiffusion, de ti1Ctypie et de ti16photographie.
L'Organisation se mettra d'acwrd avec ]'Union
internationale des tC1Ccommunications en ce qui
conceine Ies longueurs d'ondes et toutes autres
questions analogues.
Section 8. Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
d'AmCdque, 1 la rcqu6tc du Sedtaire @ n M
agissant en exicution d'une r&lution de 1'Assunb l k gin&.de,
mettra I'Organisation inmidiatement en potradon de tous terrains supplhentaircs
qui seraient nicessaires pour la construction d'un
airodrome, d'une gare de chemin de fer ou d'une
station de tiligraphie sans fil, ou pour toutes autres
fins utiles B I'Organisation et lui f u a remettre la
pleine ct entiin propritti de ceux-ci aussit6t que
possible. Les dispositions 4, 5 et 6 s'appliquuont
Cgalunent am terrains ainsi transfir&.
Section 9. ' Au car o&lc terrain tramif& en application des dispositions de la section 8 ne serait
pas contigu au reste de la zone, le Gouvvnement
des EtatrUnis d'AmSrique garantita la IibertC d s -
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unrmpeded c0rnmun:cauon ~ r i d iraniit between i conlmunicarions et de ia circuiation rntre its &parts of the zone.
I verses parties de la zone.

ARTICLEI11

i

ARTICLE111
Zone:
Droit
en
vigueur
et autoritk compktente
Law and Authority in the Zone
Section 10. La zone, y compris son espace
Section 10. The zone, including the air space
aCrien et son SOUS-sol,
sera inviolable.
above it and the subsoil below it, shall be inviolable.
Section 11. S a d dispositions contraires de ,!
Section 11. Save as otherwise provided in this
prCsente Convention, la zone sera placCe sous ie
convention, the zone shall be under the control and
contrcile et lYautoritCde l'Organisation.
authority of the United Nations.
Section 12. Sans porter atteinte au caracterr
Section 12. Without prejudice to the generalgCnCra1 de la section 11, le Gouvernement d,
ity of section 11, the Government of the United
States of America renounces jurisdiction over any , Ehts-Unis dYAmCriquerenonce B sa juridiction
pour tout ce qui concerne I'entrke et Ies conditionr,
matter relating to entry into the zone and to the
de sijour ou de residence dans la zone aimi qu't
conditions under which persons may remain or rela construction ou la dimolition de b;itiments ;
side there, and over any matters relating to the
lYintCrieurde la zone.
construction or removal of buildings in the zone.
Section 13. 'Les officiers Ou foncti0maires da
Smtion 13. Officers or officials of any authority
autorites administratives, judiciaires, militaks ou
in the territory of the United States of America,
de police du territoire des Etats-Unis d'AmCrique
whether administrative, judicial, military, or police,
ne pounont entrer dam la zone pour y exev-er
s h d not enter the zone to perform any official
leurs fonctions qu'avec I'autorisation du Secpj~ai~~
duties therein except with the permission of and
ginCral et dam des conditions approuvC~par
under conditions agree.d by the Secretary-General.
celui-ci. L'exicution des actes de pmeidurr, y corn..
The service of legal process, including the seizure
pris la saisie de biens privCs, ne pourra avou lieu a
of private property, shall take place within the
l'intirieur de la zone que dans des conditions a p
zone under conditions approved by the Secretaryprouvies par le Secritaire giniral.
General.
Section 14.. S& pdjudice des dispositions qui
Section 14. Without prejudice to the provifigurent B l'annexe I1 et gui seront inscrites par la
sions which are contained in annex 11 and subsesuite dans la convention gCnirale visie la section
quently in the General Convention referred to in
32, concernant les immunitis des fonctionnaics de
section 32, and which, relate to the immunities of
IYOrganisationet des reprisentants des Etats Jlemofficials of the United Nations and of the reprebres, IYOrganisationne pemettra pas que la zonc
sentatives of Members, the United Nations shall
serve de refuge B unc personne contrc laquelle un
not permit. the zone to become a refuge either for
mandat d'arrit aura it6 lanci en vertu de la I&$persons who arc avoiding arrest under the law of
lation des Etats-Unis dYAmCrique,qui est r5clamk
the United States of America or are required by
par le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amirique
the Government of the United States of America
pour etre extradie dans un autn pay, ou B ucc
for extradition to another country, or for persons
personne cherchant B se soustraire B I'action de 13
who are endeavouring to avoid service of legal
justice.
process.
Section 15. Sous &enre des dispositions priSection 15. Subject to section 16, the law of
vues B la section 16, la 16gislation des Etats-Unis
the United States of America shall apply within
d'hCrique sera applicable B PintCrieur de la zone.
the zone, and in particular the ordinary civil and
notamment en ce qui concerne le droit civil et :c
criminal law.
droit pCnal.
Section 16. L'Organisation des Nations Unia
Section 16. The United Nations may, enact
pourra Cdicter des niglements privoyant des rzeregulations making provision of an administrative
sures de caractire administratif, applicables 1 ; 1
character for the zone. Any such regulation shall
zone. Ces riglements prhaudront contrc routes
prevail over any provisions in the law of the United
positions contraires de la ligislation des Etats-U:J?.
States of America which are inconsistent with it.
dYhCrique.I1 est entendu quYBl'intirieur de k
It is agreed that within the zone the protection
zone, rien ne viendra restreindre Ia libertf ifiiiafforded by the Constitution of the United States
viduelle et les libertCs fondamenraies de pmir -:
to persona1 Iiberty and to the basic human freede culte garantis par la Constitution des E-5doms of expression and worship shall not be lessUnis rt aucune discrimination raciale ne sera FCre n d , and no form of racial discrimination shail be
mise.
permitted.
Section 17. Sans prhjudice des disposirions i c
Section 17. The courts of the United States of
l'annexe I1 et par la suite de la Convenaon ;cn=America shall, without prejudice to any provisions
raie visie i la section 32, les mbunaux des Emof annex I1 and subsequently of the General ConUnis d ' h i r i q u e seront compttents pour
vention referred to in section 32, have jurisdiction
des actes accomplis ou des .transactions effecruover acts done and transactions taking place in the
B l'intirieur de la zone, dans la mesure oh y.
zone, in the same manner as they have over simiraient cornpitents pour connaitre d'actes ot~ cc
lar acts and transactions taking place outside the
transactions analogues, i'extirieur de la zonc.
zone.
Section 18. Leb tribunaux des Etao-CrA
Sectim 18. The courts of the United States of
d ' h i r i q u e lorsqu'ils auront B connaitre d ' ; l f i d
Amaica, when dealing with cases arising out of
or rciating to acts done or transactions taking piace
nies B I'occasion d'actes accomplis, ou de t m C in the zonc, s h d take cognizance of the regulations
tions effectuies B lYintCrieurde la zone, ou se .TJ.?
enacted by the United Nations under section 16,
portant B celles-ci, tiendront compte des EZ:?
though they shall not be obligcd to inflict penalties
ments idictis par POrganisation conformimcnt
for infraction of such regulations unless the Gov:1 section 16, bien qu'ils ne soient pas !:nus
ernment of the United States of America has
fhger des peines pour infraction c o d s e 5 len.
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a ~ e e dto these regulations before the infraction
,,acommitted.
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ARTICLEIV
Communications and Transit to and from the Zone

:

j
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section 19. The Government of the United
States of America shall guarantee at all times adequate means of communication to and from the
zone through the territory of the United States of
.berica, for the passage of persons. the transmis;ion of postal correspondence and telegrams, and
h e transport of goods required for use and consumption in the zone.
Section 20. Representatives of Members, irrespective oi the relations existing between their
Government and the Govemment of the United
States of America, officials both of the United
Sations and of the specialized agencies, and the
families of these representatives and officiais, shall
at all times enjoy the right of unimpeded and safe
transit through the territory of the United States
of America to and from the zone.
Section 21. The accredited representatives of
news agencies, whether press, radio, or films, and
of non-governmental organizations recognized by
the United Nations for the purpose of consuitation,
shall also enjoy the rights referred to in section 20.
:

Section 22. Immigration and other regulations
in force in the United States of America, regarding
the entry and residence of foreignem, shall not be
applied in such a manner as to interfere with the
rights referred to in sections 20 and 21. Visas required by the persons referred to in those sections
shall be granted without charge, without delay and
tsithout requirement of personal attendance for the
issue of the visa.
Section 23. The Government of the United
of America shall give or cause to be given
farilities for the issue of visas to, and for the use
of the available means of transport by, pefions
corning fmm.abro& (other than those referred &
in sections 20 and 21) who desire to &it the zone.
The Secretary-General of the United Nations and
the Government of the United States of America
w, at the request of either of them, enter into
discussion with ngMf to the application of this
xction.
Section 24. The provisions of this article shall
not Pnvent the Government of the United States
of
f m taking precautions in the interests
0.f national security, provided that such precauPons shall not have the effect of interfering with
the rights referred to in sections 19,20 and 21.
States

ARTICLEV
Resident Representatives to the United Nations
Section 25. Persons accredited ta the United
Sations by Munbers as resident representatives
and their staffs, whether residing inside or outside
me zone, shall be recognized by the Clovemment
0.' the United States of America as entitled on its
-tory to the same privileges and immunities as
bt ~ v t r n m e naccords
t
to the diplomatic envoys
'CQedited to it, and the staffs of these envoys.

contre de ces riglementr i moins quc le Gouvemement des Etats-Unis d'Amirique n'ait reconnu lesdits riglements avant que l'infraction n'ait Cti
commise.

ARTICLEIV
Communication et circulation ir destination et en
provenance de la zone
Section 19. Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
dlAmtrique garantira i tout moment des moyens
de communication suflisants pour se rendre dans
la zone, et pour en sortir, B travers le territoire des
Etats-Unis d'Amirique pour ies personnes, la correspondance postale, les tilCgrammes et le transport des marchandises destintes & &treutilistes ou
consommCes dans la zone.
Section 20. Les reprksentants des Etats Membres, quel que soit ]'&tat des relations existant entre
leur Gouvernement et le Gouvernement des EtatsUnis dlAmCrique, les fonctionnaires de I'Organkation et des institutions spiciaIisCes, ainsi que les
familles de ces reprisentants et de ces fonctionnaires, auront en tout temps le b i t de traverser
librement et en sCcuritC le territoire des Etats-Unis
dlAmCriquelorsqu'ils se rendent dans la zone ou en
reviennent.
Section 21. Les reprCsentants acdditis des
agences d'infonnations, qu'il s'agisse de la prase,
de la radio ou du cinCma, ainsi que les nprtsentants
des organisations non gouvunementales, reconnues
par IYOrganisationsdes Nations Unies a w fins de
consultation jouiront igalement des droits difinis
h la section 20.
Section 22. L'application des 6glupents concernant I'immigration et de tous autrts riglements
relatifs aux conditions d'entrie et de dsidence des
ttrangers, en vigueur aux Etats-Unis d'Am&que,
ne devra en aucun cas porter atteinte aux b i t s
di£inis aux sections 20 et 21. Les visas niccssai.
aux personnes inurnides dans ces sections scront
accord& gratuitunent, sans retard et sans obligation pour IyintCressCde se prkenter persondement
lors de la d i l i m c e dudit visa.
Section 23. Le ~ 0 ~ v ~ U n des
e n Etats-Unis
t
dYAmiriqueaccordera ou fera accorder des fadlitis
pc~url'octroi de visas ct l'usage de moyems de transport a w personnes (autres que ceues qui sont mentionnCes aux sections 20 et 21) venant de 1'Ctra.nger et disirant se nndre dans la zone. Le Secdtaire gCniral de lYOrganisationet le Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis dlAmirique, si I'un ou I'autre en
exprime le dtsir, devront proc6der B un Cchange
de vues au sujet de Papplication de la prisente
section.
Section 24. Les dispositions du prisent article
ne pourront empicher le Gouvemement des EtatsUnis de prendre des pricautions nicessak ii la
sCcuritC nationale, sous &ewe que ces pricautions
ne puissent avoir pour effct de porter atteinte aux
droits difinis aux sections 19, 20 et 21.

Section 25. Lts penonnes accridittes aupris de
IYOrganisation,p-q-1s .Eta& Mem=T
cornmy: re@sentants permanents et leur p e r s o d ; qu'ils
&dent B rinttrieur ou B PartCrieur de la zone,
seront reconnus par le Gouvernancnt d s EtatsUnis dYAm&quec o m e ayant droit, sur le territoire de ce pays, aux priviligw et immunitis que
.:e goui-ernement accorde aux diplomates accn5: i t i s auprC: de lui et B leur personnel.

ARTICLE VI
Police Protection of the Zone

~ R ~ C LVIE
Mesures de police destinies ri assurer la protaction
de la zone
Section 26. Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
d ' h i r i q u e fera prendre, a m limites de la zone,
des mesures de police ntcessaircs B la protection de
celle-ci et aura la responsabiIitC de veiller ce que
la tranquillitC de la zone ne soit pas troublie par
l'entrke, sans autorisation, de groupes venant dc
I'extCrieur, ou par des dtsordres dans le voisinage
immbdiat de la zone.
Section 27. Sur la demande du SecrGtairr
gCnGral, le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis veillem
B fournir les forces de police, qui pourraient 2tn
n6cessaire.s pour assurcr, A IYintCrieurde la zone, le
respect de la loi et le maintien de I'ordn et expulser les personnes qui auront commis, seront soup5onnCes dyavoir commis ou seront sur le point de
cornmettre des icfractions, y compris celIes aw
r2glements administratifs de lYOrganisafion.

Section 26. The Government of the United
States of America shall cause to be provided on
the boundaees of the zone such police protection
for the zone as is required, and shall be responsible
for ensuring that the tranquillity of the zone is not
disturbed by the unauthorized e'ntry of bodies of
persons from outside or by disturbances in its immediate vicinity.
Section 27. If so requested by the SecretaryGeneral, the Government of the Unitcd States of
Amuica shall cause to be provided a suflicient
number of police to perform duties inside the zone
for the preservation of law and order therein, and
for the removal of persons whn have committed
or are suspected of having committed or of being
about to commit offences, including infractions to
the administrative regulations of the United
Nations.

i
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ARTICLEVII
A ~ n c ~ VII
z,
Public Services. for and the Amenities of the Zonr
Services publics et agre'ments de la tone
Section 28. The Government of the United
Section 28. Le Gouvemment des Eta&-Unis
States of America will exercise all the powers which
d'Amiriquz fera usage de tous les pouvoks dont ii
it possesses to ensure that the zone shall be supplied
dispose, pour fain en sorte que la zone soit dotie,
. on equitable' terms with the necessary public sewdans des condi$ons CquitabIw, des services publics
nCcessaircs (en* autres lyt51ectricitC, I'eau, le gaz,
ices (including electricity, water, gas, post, teleles services postaux, t616phoniques et tiligraphone, telegraph, drainage, colIection of &e)
phiques, lY6vacuationdes eaux et 1'enlP.vement des
. and that these services shall not be interrupted. In
ordures) et que ces services fonctionnent sans incase of any intermption or threatened interruption
terruption. En cas d'intcrruption ou de menace
of any of these services, the Government of the
d'intemption de Pun quelconquc de ces services:
United States of America wilI consider the needs
le Gouvemanent des Etats-Unis d'Amirique conof the zone as being of equal importance with the
sidCrera que les besoins de la zone sont d'une ima s q t i a l suvices of the United States Government
portance Cgale B celle des services essmtiels du
its& Consequently, in that event it will take all
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis I&-mime. En conthose steps which it would take in case of interruption or threatened intermption of these s ~ - siquence, il phndra, dans cette Cventualiti, toutcs
les mesures qu'il adopterait en cas gintenuption
vices to the essential Departments of the United
ou de menace d'intemption de ces services pour
States Government to ensure that the work of the
les administrations essentielles du Gouverncment
United Natious is not prejudiced.
des Etats-Unis, a h de veiller B ce que les travaus
des Nations Unies ne soient pas entravk.'
Section 29. Le Gouvernement des Etats-his
Section 29. The Government of the United
dYAmCriqueveillera B ce que I'usage qui pounait
State of America shall be responsible for ensuring
Etre fait des terrains avoisinant la zone, ne puis*
that the amenities of the zone are not prejudiced
en aucun cas porter atteinte aux agn%nen~quc
and the putposes for which the zone is required
comporte la zone et aux fins awrqudes elle st
arc not obstructed by any use made of the land in
destinCe.
its vicinity.
'

-
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i
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ARTICLE VIII
Matters relating to the operation of
this Convention
Section 30. The Secretary-General and the
Gov~nmentof the United States of America shall
settle by agreement the channel or channels
through which shall be conducted correspondence
d a t i n g to the applicaticn of the provisions of this
convention and to other questions affecting the
zone. If the Secretary-General so requests, the Govemment of the United States of America shall
appoint a special representative for the purpose
of liaison with the Secretary-General.
Section 31. In so far as the fulfilment of this
convention requires cooperation and action by any
state or other non-federal authority of the United
States of America, the Government of the United
S b t will
~ conclude with that state or authority
such agreements as arc necessary for this purpose.
The conclusion of these a p c ~ ~ ~ e ntogether
ts,
with
the enactment of any necessary legislation by the
Unitcd States and by the state, shall be completed
before the notice is given which is required under
section 35 to be given by the Government of the

VIII

~TICLE

Questions relatives 6 Papplication de la concznr:o,:
Section 30. Le Secritaire gCnCral ct !e Guvernement des Etats-Unis d'Am&ique se ne::ro:::
d'accord sur les voies par lesquelles se fern 13. ;c:.
respondance relative B Papplication des disposidoc:
de la pflsente convention et aux auues quesaorJ
intiressant la zone. Le Gouvernement des EW.
Unis dQignera aup& du SecrCtaiff ginid. t:
celui-ci en fait la demande, un reprisentant +ijc'
cia1 char$ d'assurcr la liaison.
Section 31. Dans la mesure oG Pexlcution cr
la prCscnte convention nktssite la coopiradon ,I'!
I'intervention d'un Ctat ou d'une autre aut1':::non f i d h l e des Etats-Unis dYAmCrique,le G\jc.
vernement des Etats-Unk conclura avec cet ':;:
ou cette autoriti Ies accords nicusaue~ .':
. &et. La conclusion de ces accords, de mgme 9-'
l'adoption de toutes mesuns l@latives nCcessar.'
par les Etats-Unis ou par l'Ctat, devront inteflcrfi
avant la notification que Ie Gouvernement :''
.Etats-Unis dYAmiriquCesttenu de faire, confcm:c*
J
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Cnitcd States of .America before this convention
enten into force.

ment B la section 35, avant que la prisente convention entre en vigueur.

~ R T I c L EI X
Relation between this Convention and the
General Convention
Section 32. Until the Government of the
~:J'nitedStates of America becomes a party to the
General Convention relating to the privileges and
irnunities of the United Nations, the provisions
of annex I1 shall apply between the United Nations and the Government of the United States of
~merica.Thereafter, these provisions shall be re$aced by the provisions of the General Convenon, which shall continue in force so long as the
present convention remains in operation.
Section 33. The provisions of this convention
shall be complementzy to the provisions of the
General Convention and, until the Government of
rhe United States of America becomes a party
to the General Convention, to the provisions of
annex 11.
Section 34. In so far as any provision of this
convention and any provision of the General Convention (or of annex I1 as the case may be) relate
to the same subject matter, the two provisions shall,
svherever possible, be treated as complementary, so
that both provisions shaIl be applicable and neither
shall narrow the effect of. the other; but in any
case of absolute conflict, the provisions of this
convention shall prevail.

ARTICLEIX
Rapports cntse la prisente convention et
la convention ge'nirale
Section 32. L u dispositions de l'annexe I1 seront applicables entre I'Organisation des Nations
Unies et le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'AmCrique jusqu'i ce que ceiui-d devienne partie & la
convention gintrale concernant les privil2ge.s et
immunitis de IYOrganisation.Ces dispositions seront alors remplades par celles de la convention
gknirale qui demeurera en vigueur aussi longtemps
que la prisente convention restera applicable.
Section 33. Les dispositions de la prisente convention seront complimentaires des dispositions de
la convention ginirale et: jusquY&ce que le Gouvemement des Etats-Unis devienne partie B celleci, des dispositions de l'annexe 11.
Section 34. Lorsqu'une disposition de la priscnte convention et une disposition de la convention gin6rale (ou de l'annexe 11, selon le cas)
auront trait au meme sujet, les deux dispositions
seront considirtes, autant que possible, cornme
complCmentaires et applicables toutes les dew;
aucune d'entre elles ne limitera les efFets de I'autrt,
mais en cas d'opposition irrClductible, les dispositions de la prCsente convention privaudront.

ARTICLEX
Final Provisions
Section 35. T
i& convention, having already
been approved by a resolution of the General
Assembly, shall enter into force as soon as the Government of the United States of America notifies
the Secretary-General that it has all the powers
ntcessary to fulfil the provisions of the convention.
The Government of the United States of America
shall take every possible step to enable it to give
this notification as soon as possible, and in any case
not later than.....................................

~
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..............................

scat of the United Nations is
territory of the United States of
Section 37. The seat of the United Nations

ent of the United States
pay to the United Nations an
equitable sum for the land in the zone and for all
buildings and installations thereon. An expert,
nominated by the President of the International
Court of Justice, shall decide, in default of agreement between the parties, what sum is equitable,
land, buildings and installations;
the United Nations
erecting the buildncc between the United
nt of the United States
interpretation or applir of any supplementary
is not settled by

C

Dispositions finales
Section 35. La prCsente convention, dij& approuvte par une r+iolution de PAssemblu g4n6rale, entrera en vigueur aussitiit que le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d7Amirique aura notifie au
Sedtaire gCnCral qu'il dispose de tous les pouvoirs nicessaim pour exCcuter les stipulations de
la convention. LC Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
d ' h i r i q u e prendrt toutes les mesures utiles pour
pouvoir, fain cette notification dans le plus bref
d6iai possible, et, en tout cas, le
au plus tard.
Section 36. La pdsente convention daicurera
en vigueur aussi longtemps que le sii?ge de 1'0rganisation dts Nations Units restera sur le temtoin des Etats-Unis dYAmtrique.
Section 37. LCsiege de IYOrganisationdes Nations Uniw ne sera transfCr6 hors du temtoire des
Etats-Unis dYAmirique que si I'Oqpnisation en
d6cide ainsi.
Section 38. Si le siige de I'Organisation est
d t r i hors du t w i t o h des Etats-Unis d'Arn6rique, le Gouvernunent des Eats-Unis d'Am&ique
offrira aux Nations Unies une somme Cquitablc
pour les terrains de la zone et tous les Mtiments et
installations qui s'y trouvent. En cas de d6saccord
entre les parties, un expert disign6 par le Pdsident
de la Cour internationale de Justice fixera cettt
s o m e , en tenant compte:

1

/

1

a) De la valtur que prisentnont alors pour .
les Etats-Unis d ' h t r i q u e les terrains, blitiments
et installations; et
6 ) Des d6penses encourues par les Nations
Unies pour l'acquisition des terrains et la construction dcs blitiments et installations.
Section 39. Tout d i f f k n d entre I'Organisation et le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d Y M rique. au sujet de Pinterpdtation ou de I'application de la prisente convention, ou encore de tout
accord ou arrangement cornpYmentai~,s'il n'at

pas rCglC par voie de nigociation, sera sournis B la
negotiation shall be referred to the arbitration of
dicision d'un arbitre dtsignl B cet effet par le
an umpire appointed for the purpose by the PresiPrisident de la Cour internationale de justice.
dent of the International Court of Justice.
Section 40. Either party may ask the ~ e n k r a ~ Section 40. Chaque partie pourra prier 1 ' ~ ~ .
semblie gintrale de demander B la Cour internaAssembly to request of the International Court of
tiorlale de Justice un avis consultatif sur toute quesJustice an advisory opinion on any legal question
tion juridique surgissant au tours de la procidure
arising in the course of the proceedings referred
prtvue B la section 39. Aussi longtemps que cet
to in section 39. Pending the receipt of the opinion
avis de la Cour n'aura pas it6 r e p , les deux parties
of the Court, an interim decision of the umpire
se conformeront B toute dicision provisoire dde
shall be observed by both parties. Thereacfter the
I'arbitre. Ensuite, celui-ci rendra une dicision dturnpin shall render a final decision, having regard
finitive en tenant compte de I'avis de la Cour.
to the opinion of the Court.
EN POI DE QUOI LES PL~NIPOTENTIAXRES SUSIN WITNESS THEREOF THE ABOVE-MENTIONED
PLENIPOTENTIAR~ES HAVE SIGNED THIS CONVENTION :
DONE~Rls
DAY OF
AT
IN DUPLICATE.

MENTIONN~S ONT SIGN& LA P ~ S E N T E CONVENTION :

ANNEXI
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(a) T o contract;
(b) T o acquire and dispose of immovable and
movablc property;
(c) T o institute legal proceedings.
ARTICLE

-

11

Property, Funds and Assets
Section 2. The United Nations, its property and
assets wherever located and by whomsoever held,
shall enjoy immunity from every form of legal
process except in so far as, in any particular case,
it has expressly waived its immunity. I t is, however,
understood that no waiver of immunity shall extend to -anymeasure of execution.
Section 3. The premises of the United Nations
shall be inviolable. The property and assets of the
United Nations, wherever located and by whomsoever held, shall be immune from search, requisition, confiscation, expropriation, and any other
form of interference, whether by executive, administrative, judicial or legislative action.
Section 4. The archives of the United Nations,
and in gneral all documents belonging to it or held
by it, shall be inviolable wherever located.

.
~ T I C L E11
Bienr, fonds et avoirs
Section 2. LYOrgan&ationdm Nations Unics?
ses biens et avoirs, queis que soient leur si2ge ou
leur ditenteur, jouissent de lyimmuniti de juridiction, sauf dans la mesure 06 IYOrganisationy a
expressiment renoncC dam un cas particuiier. I1
est toutefois entendu que la renonciation ne peut
s'ttendre li des mesures d'exicution.
Section 3. Les locaux de lYOrganisationsont
inviolables. Ses biens et avoirs, oii qu'ils se trouvent
et quel que soit leur ditenteur, sont exempts dc
perquisition, riquisition, confiscation, eqropriztion, ou de toute autre forme de contrainte e x h tive, administrative, judiciaire, ligislative.

Section 4. Les archives de lyOrganisation ct:
d'une manii:re ginirale, rous les documents !m
appartenant ou ditenus par elle, sont invioiabir
o i qu'ils
~
se trouvent.
Section 5. Sans dtre astreinte B aucun conu~~c.
t
riglementation
ou moratoire financiers.
=
1
a) LYOrganisation des Nations Unies ?e?r
:
ditenir dm fonds, de l'or ou des devises clcyconques et avoir des comptes en n'irnporte qua!^
monnaie;
6) LYOqanisationpeut transfirer 1ibrem:r:t
ses fonds, son or ou ses devises des E t a t ~ - t z : ~
dYAmiriquedans un autre Etat ou d'un fieu
un autre dans les limites des Etats-Unis dy-bncrique et de convertir toutes devises dttenucs Par
elle en toute autre momaie.
Section 6. Dans l'exercice des droits
lui
sont accord& en vertu de la section 5 ci-dasuc.
l'organisation des Nations Unies d e m trnir
c o y t e d t toutes reprisentations que
se*?'
fytes par le Gouvernement des Etats-UG dYAm'nque, dans la mesure 05 elle estimera ~ o u ' ~ ~ 'e ~
donner suite sans porter pgjudice - & ses pmrrrs
inttr8ts.

(b) The United Nations shall be free to transfer its funds, gold or currency between the United
States of America and any other State, and from
one place to another within the United States of
America, and to convert any currency held by it
into any other currency.
Section 6. In exercising its right under section 5
above, the United Nations shall pay due regard
to my representations made by the Government of
the United States, in so far as it is considered that
effect can be given to such representations without
detriment to the interests of the United Natiom.

.
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Personnalitk jundique
Section 1. LYOrganisationdes Nations Unies
posshde la personnaliti juridique. Elle a h capaciti:
a ) De contracter;
b) DyacquCrir et de vendre des biens irnmobiliers et mobiliers;
c) Dyester en justice.

Section 3. Without being restricted by financial
controls, regulations or moratoria of any kind,
(a) The United Nations may hold funds, gold
or currency of any kind 3nd operate accounts
in any currency;

i
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ANNHE 11
ARTICLE I

II
ARTICLEI
Juridical Personality
Section 1. The United Nations shall possess
juridical personality. I t shall have the capacity:

................................

EN DOUBLE E X P ~ D ~ N .

CSC

Section 7 . The United Nations, its assets, in......
-.:a 2nd orher property shall be:,
(CZ j Escrnpt from all direct taxes; it is understood, however, that the United Nations will not
claim exempuon from taxes which are: in fact,
no more than charges for pubIic utility services;
( b ) Exempt from customs duties and prohibitions and restfictions on imports and exports
in respect of articles imported or exported by the
'L:nited Hations for its official use. It is undergood, however, that articles imported under
such exemption will not be sold in the United
States of America except under condirions agreed
with the Government of the United States of
! i : Exempt from customs duties and prohibitlcx and res~ctionson imports and exports in
respect of its publications.
Stction 8. While the United Eations will not,
1~ a general rule, claim exemption from .excise
curies and from taxes on the sale of movable and
:=movable property which form part of the price
ro be paid, nevertheless, when the United Nations
ii making important purchases for official use of
nroperty on which such duties and taxes have
ken charged or are chargeable. the Government
oi the United States of America will, whenever possible, make appropriate administrative
arrangements for the remission or return of the
zmount of duty or tax.

ARTICLE111
Facilities in respect of Communications
Section 9. The United Nations shall enjoy in
h e territory of. the United States of America for
irs official coinmunications treatment not less
iavourabk than that accorded by the Government
oi the United States of America to any other govmment, including its diplomatic mission, in the
matter of priorities, rates and taxes on mails,
cables, telegrams, radiograms, telephotos, telephone and other communications; and press rates
ior information to the press and radio. No censorjbjp shall be applied to the official correspondence
and other official communications of the United
Sations.
Section 10. The United Nations shall have the
right to use codes and to despatch and receive its
correspondence by courier or in bags, which shall
hare the same immunities and privileges as diplomatic couriers and bags.

Section 7 . L'Organisation, ses avoirs, revenus
t t autres biens seront:
a ) Exontrts de tout impbt direct. I1 demeure

entendu toutefois que I'Organisation ne peut
demander llexonCration d'impbts qui ne seraient
pas en excis de simple rimuntration de services
d'utilite publique;
b) Exontrts de tous droits de douane et prohibitions et restrictions d'importation et d'exportation B I'tgard d'objets importts et exportCs par
I'Organisation pour son usage officiel. I1 est entendu toutefois que les articles ainsi import6s en
franchise ne seront pas vendus sur le temtoire
du pays dans lequei ils auront Cti introduits, B
moins que ce ne soit ?
des
i conditions acceptbes
par le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique.
c ) Exontrks de tout droit de douane et de
toutes prohibitions et restrictions d'importation
et d'exportation B I'Cga-d de ses pubiications.
Section 8. Bien que l'organisation ne revendique pas, en principe, l'exon6ration des droits
d'accise et des raxes A la vente, entrant dans Ie
prix des biens mobiliers ou immobiliers, cependant,
quand elle efFectue pour son usage officiel des
achats importants dont le prix comprend des droits
et taxes de cette nature, les Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, prendront, chaque fois qu'il leur sera possible, les dispositions administratives appropriks
en vue de la remise ou du remboursement du montant de ces droits et taxes.
~RTICLE
111
FacilitSs de communications
Section 9. LyOrganisation dcs Nations Unies
bin&ciera, sur le temtoire des Etats-Unis, pour
ses communications officielles, d'un traiternent au
moins aussi favorable que le traitement accord6
par le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d ' h i r i q u e
A tout autre gouvemement y compris sa inission
diplomatique, en ce qui concerne les priorit&,
tarifs et taxes sur le courrier, les &blogmmmes,
t616grammes, radiot6ligrammes, t6lCphotos, cornmunications t616phoniques et a u t m communications ainsi que sur les tarifs de presse pour les informations B la presse et la radio. La correspondance officielle et les autres communications officielles de lyOrganisationne pourront &trecensurCes.
Section 10. LYOrganisationdes Nations Unies
aura le droit d'employer des codes ainsi que d'wpCdier et de recevoir sa conwpondance par des
coumers ou valises qui jouiront des m h e s priviEges et &unit& que les courriers et valises diplomatiques.

Iv

ARTICLE

The Representatives of Members
Section 11. Representatives of Members to the
principal and subsidiary organs of the United
Sations and to conferences convened by the United
Sations, shall, while exercising their functions and
during their journey to and from the place of
meting, be accorded by the Government of the
United States of America the following privileges
and immunities:
( a ) Immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure of their personal baggage,
and, iq respect of words spoken or written and
all acts done by them in their capacity as representatives, immunity from legal process of every
kind;
(b) Inviolability for all papers and docu-.
ments;

Reprhsentants des Membres
Section 11. Les reprCsentants des Mambres aupris des organes principaux et subsidiaircs des
Nations Unies et aux confirences convoqucts par
les Nations Unies jouissent durant I'urercice de
leurs fonctions et au c o w de voyages 2i destination ou en provenance du lieu de la rGunion, des
privil2ges et imrnunitb suivants :
a ) ImmunitC d'arrestation personnelle ou de
detention et de saisie de lrurs bagages personnels et, en ce qui concerne les actes accornplis
par e w en leur qualit6 de r&p&entants, y compris leurs paroles et Ccsits, immunitd de toute
juridiction;
b ) InviolabilitC de tous papiers et documents;

,

.

-

( c ) The right to use codes znd to receive j
papers or correspondence by courier or in sez,
bags ;
(d) Exemption in respect of themselves and
their spouses from immigration restrictions,
aliens registration or national service obligations
in the State they are visiting or through which
they are passing in the exercise of their func.
tions ;
(e) m e same facilities in respect of currency
or exchange restrictions as are accorded to rep. resentatives of foreign governments on tern. p o w official missions to the Government of
the United States;

-

( f ) The same immunities and facilities in respect of their personal baggage as are accorded
to diplomatic envoys; and also
'

'

,
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( g ) Such other privileges, immunities and
facilities, not inconsistent with the foregoing, as
diplomatic envoys enjoy, except that they shall
have no right to claim exemption from customs
duties on goods imported (otherwise than as
part of their personal baggage) or from excise
duties or sales taxes.
Section 12. In order to secure for the representatha of Munbers to the principal and subsidiary organs of the United Nations and to conferences convened by the United Nations, complete
freedom of speech and independence in the discharge of their duties, the immunity from legal
pmcexi in respect of words spoken or written and
all acts done by them in discharging their duties
shall continue to be accorded, notwithstanding
that tht: persons concerned arc no longer the representatives.of Members.
Section 13. Where the incidence of any form
of taxation depends upon residence, .periods during
which the representatives of Members to the principal and subsidiary organs of the United Nations
and to conferences convened by the United Nations are present in the United States of America
for the discharge of their duties shall not be
considered as periods of residence.

Section 14. Privileges and immunities are accorded to the representatives of Members not for
the personal benefit of the individuals themselves,
but in order to safeguard the independent evercise
of their functions in connection with the United
Nations. Consequently a Member not only has the
right but is under a duty to waive the immunity
of its representative in any case where the immunity would impede the course of justice, and it
can be waived without prejudice to the purpose
for which the immunity is accorded.
Section 15. The provisions of sections 11, 12
and 13 may not be invoked against the authorities
of the United Statts of America:
(a) B y a national of the United States of
America;
( b ) By a representative of the United States
of America;
( c ) B y a representative of another Member,
when that Membu has waived the immunity in
question.
Section 16. In this article the exprwion "reprueutatives" shall be deemed to include all delegates, deputy delegates, advisers, technical exper&
and secretaries of delegations.

c) Droit de faire usage de codes et de reccvoir
dts documents ou de la. correspondancc par
courriet ou par valises scellics;
d ) Exemption pour eux-mCmes et pour leurs
conjoints B 1'Cgard de toutes mesurcs restrictives
d'immigration, de toute formaliti dlenre,oistrc.
ment des hangers et de toutes obligations de
service national dam les pays visitis ou traverses
par eux dans I'exercice de leurs fonctions;
e) Les m6mes facilitk en ce qui concerne les
riglementations monitaires ou de change que
celles accordies aux reprisentants de gouvefne.
ments itrangers en mission officielle temporaire
aup&s du Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Ami.
rique;
f ) L a m h e s immunitCs et facilit.5~en ce
qui conceme leurs bagages personnels que celles
accordies aux agents diplomatiques; et igalement
g) Tels autrcs privil2ges, imrnunitcs' et facilitis, non incompatibles avec ce qui prickde,
dont jouissent Ies agents diplornatiques, sauf le
droit de riclamer Pexemption des droits dc
douane sur des objets importis (autres que ceux
qui font partie de l e m bagages personnels) ou
de droits d'accise ou de taxes ii la vente.
Section 12. En m e d'assurer aux reprCsentans
des Membns aux organes principaux et subsidiaires des Nations Unies et aux confknces convoquees par' I'Organisation une complhte l i h i
,de parole et une complZtk indipendance dans I'accomplissement de leurs fonctions, l'immuniti dc
juridiction en ce qui conceme les paroles ou les
Ccrits ou l a actes Cmanant d'eux dans l'accomplissement de leun fonctions continuera A leur itrt
accordCe meme apn?s que ces personnes auront
cesd d'Ctrc les reprisentants de Membres,
Section 13. D- le cas oh I'-dence
d'un
impbt quelconque est subordonnk ?
lai risidenct
de I'assujetti, les piriodqs pendant lesquelles les
rcprisentants des Membres aupris des organa principaux et subsidiaires des Nations Unia et aus
confircnces convoquies par I'Organisation des
Nations Cnies se tmuvemnt sur le territoire des
Etats-Unis dYAmirique pour l'exercice de leurs
fonctions, ne seront pas considides comme des
piriodes de residence.
Section 14. Les privilhges et irnmunitis sont
accordis a w repr6sentants des Membres, non a
leur avantage penonnel, mais dans le but d'assurcr
en toUte indipendance I1exercice de !eun fonction<
en rapport avec I'Organisation. Par consiquent cn
Membre a non seulement le droit mais le devoir
dc Lever Pimmunit6 de son reprCsentant dans :our:
les cas oh Z1 son avis l'i-unit6
empacherait cur
justice soit faite et oh eUe peut-&tnlevee sans n h
au but pour Iequel IYimmunit6est accordie.
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Section 15. Les dispositions des sections 11. 12
et 13 ne pomont Ctre invoquies h I'encontre dfi
autoritis des Etats-Unis dYAmirique:
a ) Par un ressortissant des Etats-Unis d'-Amirique ;
b ) Par le nprisentant des Etats-Unis d'.imirique ;
c ) Par le reprisentant d'un autre Xembre.
celui-ci a lev6 PimmunitC en question.
Section 16. Aux fins du present article,
t e r n "reprke tants" est considCri cornme cornprenant tous l e s h ~ sdilCp4s
,
adjoins. col1sci:lers, experts techniques et secn5taires de dilkFtion.
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17. The Secretary-General will specify
categories of officials to which the provisions
of &,isarticle and anicle VII shall apply. He shall
these categories to the General Assembly.
~ i ~ ~ i e a fthese
t c r categories shall be communicated
;, h e Governments of all Members. The names of
ti!: officials included in these categories shall from
i,rnc to time be made known to the Government
,i the United States of America.
Szction 18. Officials of the United Katiom
Siul! :
(a; Be immune from legal process in respect
0: words spoken or written and all acts performed by them in their official capacity;
( b j Be exempt from taxation od the salaries
md unoluments paid to them by the United
Sarions;
( c j Be immune from nationai service obligadons
i d ) Be immune, together with their spouses
and relatives dependent on them, from immigration restrictions and alien registration;
SCctioll
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( e ) Be accorded the same privileges in respect
of exchange facilities as are accorded to the

officials of comparable ranks fonning part of
diplomatic missions to the Government of the
United States of America;
(f) Be given, together with their spouses and
datives dependent on them, the same repatriation facilities in time. of international crisis as
diplomatic envoys;

wont
(g) Have the right to import free of duty
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their furniture and effects at the time of first

taking up their post in the country in question.
Section 19. In addition to the immunities and
pririieges specified in section 18, the SecretaryGeneral and all Assistant Secretaries-General shall
bc accorded in respect of themselves, their spouses
and minor children, the privileges and immunidcs: exemptions and facilities accorded to diplomatic envoys, in accordance with international
law.

Section 20. Privileges and immunities arc
~ t c to
d officials in the interests of the United
Sations and not for the personal benefit of the
$dividu& themselves. The Secretary-General shall
m e the right and the duty to waive the immunity
.ci any official in any case where, in his opinion,
immunity would impede the course of justice
a d can be waived without prejudice to the inter"$ of the United Nations. In the case of the
Satary-Genual the Security Council shall have
right to waive immunity.
Section 21. The United Nations shall co-operae: at all times with the appropriate authorities of
United States of America to fadlitate the
3Ver administration of justice, secure the observof police regulations, and prevent the
:c-ce
of any abuse in connection with the
?nviieges, immunities and facilities mentioned in
Lw article.

ARTICLEVI
Experts on Musions for the United Nations
Section 22. E x p m (other than officials comi
k g within the scope of article V) performing

ARTICLEV
Fonctionnaires
Section 17. LC SecrCtaire gCniral dtterminera
les catigories des fonctionnaires auxquels s'appliquent les dispositions du prCsent article ainsi que
de I'article VII. I1 en soumettra la iiste A I'Assemblte gCnCralt et en donnera ensuite communication aux Gouvernements de tous les Mernbres. Les
noms des fonctionnaires compris dans ces catigories seront comrnuniquis piriodiquement au Gouvernement des Etas-Unis d'Amirique.
Section 18. Les fonctionnaim de I'Organisation des Nations Unies:
a ) Jouiront de l'immuniti de juridiction pour
les actes accomplis par eux en leur qualiti de
reprisentants, y compris leurs paroles et Ocrits;
b) Seront exonids de tout imp6t sur ies
traitements et emoluments versies par I'Organisation des Nations Unies;
c ) Seront exempts de toute obligation relative au service national;
d) Ne seront pas soumis, non plus que leurs
conjoints et les membres de leur famille vivant
A leur charge, aux dispositions limitant I'immigration et am- formalitk d'enregistrunent d e
itrangus;
e) JouirOnt, en ce qui concerne les facilitts
de change, des m2mes priviliges que les fonctionnaires d'un rang comparable appartenant
aux missions diplomatiques accridittts auprZs
du Gouvernement des Etats-Unis dYAmirique;
f ) Jouiront, ainsi que leurs conjoints et les
mcmbres de leur familie vivant B leur charge,
des mcmes facilitis de rapatriement que Its envoy& diplomatiques en piriode de crise internationale;
g) Jouiront du droit d'hporter en franchise
leur mobilies et leurs effets it l'occasion de leur
premiire prise de fonctions dans le pays intiressi.
Section 19. Outre les priviliges et immunitis
prtvus B la section 18, le Sedtaire g h i d et tous
les Sous-Sedtaircs giniraw, tant en ce qui Ies
concerne qu'en ce qui concerne leurs conjoints et
leurs enfants mineurs, jouiront des priviliges, immunitb, exemptions et f d t i s accordCes, conformiment au droit international, aux envoy&
diplomatiques.
Section 20. Les privil&ges et immunitk sont
accord& a w fonctionnaires uniquement dam I'intC&t des Nations Unies, et non B leur avantage
personnel. Le Secrktaire g6nira.l pourra et d m
lever l'immuniti accordee B un fonctionnajrc dans
tous les cas, oi?, B son avis, cette 'iiunid empEcherait que justice soit faite et pourra etre lev&
sans porter prijudice awi intirits de I'Organisation. A lyigarddu SecrCtain giniral, le Conseil de
sCcuritC a qualid pour prononcer la lev& des immunitb.
Section 21. L'Organisation des Nations Unies
collaborera en tous temps avec les auto*
compitentes des Etats-Unis en vue de faciliter la bonne
administration de la justice, d
' Pobmation
~
des r&glemcntsde police et d'kviter tout abus auquel pourraient donner lieu les priviliges, immunit& et facilitis h i s dans le prisent article.
ARTICLE V I
Experts en missions pour PO~ganisatwn
des Nations U n i a
Section 22. Les experts (autm quiz les fonctiomaires visb ri I'article V), lorsqu'ils accomplis-

.

.

rmssions for the United Nations shall be accorded
such privileges and immunities as are necessary
for the independent exercise of their functions
during the period of their missions, including the
time spent on journeys in connection with their
missions. In particular they shail be accorded:
(a). Immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure of their personal baggage;
. (b) In respect of words spoken or written and
acts done by them in the course of the performance of. their mission, immunity from legal
process of every kind. This immunity from legal
process shall continue to be accorded notwithstanding that the persons concerned am no
longer employed on missions for the United
Nations ;
(c) Inviolability for all papers and documents ;
( d ) - For the purpose of their communications
with the United Nations, the right to use codes
and to receive papers or correspondence by
courier or in sealed bags;

(e) The same facilities in respect of currency
or exchange restrictions as are acconled to representatives of foreign governments on t q porary official missions to the Government of
.the United Statp of America;
(f) The same immunitia and facilities in respect pf their personal baggage as are accorded
to diplomatic envoys.
Section 23. Privileges and immu'nities are
granted to experts in the interests of the United
Nations and not for the personal benefit of the
individuals themselves. The Secret+-General shall
have the right and the duty to waive the immunity of any expert in any case where, in his
opinion, the immunity would impede the course
of justice and it can be waived without prejudice
to the interests of the United Nations.
A ~ n c WI
~ e

United Nations Laissez-Passer
Section 24. The United Nations may issue
United Nations laissez-parser to its officials. These
laissez-parser shall be recognized and accepted as
valid travel documents by the authorities of the
United States of America, taking into account the
provisons of section 25.
Section 25. Applications for visas (where n. q u i d ) fmm the holders of United Nations lairsczpasser, when accompanied by a certificate that
they are travelling on the business of the United
Nations, shall be dealt with as speedily as possible.
In addition, such persons shall be granted facilities
for speedy travel.
Section 26. Similar facilities to those specified
in section 25 shall be accorded to e.uperts and other
persons who, though not the holders of United
Nations laissez-passer, have a certificate that they
are travdling on the business of the United
Nations.
Section 27. The S e c r e t a r y - a n d , Assistant
Secretaries-General and Directors travelling on
United Nations laissez-passer on the business of the
United'Nations shall be granted the same facilities
as are accorded to diplomatic envoys.
Section 28. Tht brovisions of thir article may
be applied to the comparable o5ci+ of sptdaltrd

sent une mission pour I'Organisation des Nationr
Unies, jouissent, pendant h d&e de cette mission,
y compris I t temps du voyage, d n privilEga et
immunitis nicessaires pour pouvoir exercer leuh
fonctions en toute indtpendance. 11s jouissent en
particulier des privil6ges et immunitis suivank:
a ) 1mmunitC d'arrestation personnelle ou de
ditention et de saisie de leurs bagages person.
neis ;
b ) Immuniti de toute juridiction en ce qui
concernc les actes accomplis par eux au cow
de leur mission, y compris leurs paroles et
icrits. Cette immuniti continuera A leur Gtre
accordit mime aprij que ces personnu auront
cessi de rcmplir des missions pour IYOrganisation
des Nations Unies;

d) Le b i t de faire usage de codes et de mevoir des documents et de la conapondance par
couniv ou par valises sceilCts pour'leun corn- .
munications avec lyOrganisation des Nations
Unies;
e) .Les m b a facilit6 en ce qui concernc la
dglementations monCtairu de change que c c h
qui sont accordk aux nprisentants d u gouvemementa inangu~en mission officielIe tan.
porairc sup* du Gounmeanent.da Etats-Unb
dYAmCrique
;
f) Les &mu immunir6 et f d r b m ce qui
concune leurs bagages penonnek qw: c e b qui
sont accord& aux agerig diplomatiqua.
Section 23. Les privil*
et immunitb song
accord& aux rxpvts dans l'intMt de POrganhation des Nations Unies et non B lcur avantage personnel. Le Secrltain g6niral pourra et dcvra lcvu
lyimmunitCacwrdk .?A un expert dans tow la cu
oh, A son avis, cette immunitC e m p i c b d t p c justice soit faite, et oh elle peut 3 t I&~ ~ sans poncr
prijudice aux intCrits de lSOrga&ition.

ARTICLEVII
Laisscz-passer des Nations Unies
Section 24. L'Organisation des Nations Unies
pourra dilivrer des laissa-passer B sts fonctionnairu. Ces Iaissn-passer seront reconnus rt atctptis par Ies autoritis d a Etats-Unis d'AmCriquc
commc tim valable de voyage, en tenant compn
des dispositions de la section 25.
Section 25. Les demanda de visas [lonque
des visas sont niccssaircs) imanant des tidG-:
de ces laissez-passer et accompagnki d'un ternficat attestant que ccs fonctionnaires voyagcnt pour
le compte de i'Organjsation devmnt Ctrt c
*
?
dans Ie pius brei difai possible. En outre, des t3Ffi:t5s de myage rapide seront accord6cs aux tidm
de cm laissez-passet.
Section 26. Des f&E& analogue c d s c:ui
sont mentionncts B la section 25 s m n t accomcfs
auK eixpvts et autrrs pusonna qui, sans itre rnw
de h a - p a s s e r d u Nations Unies, semnt poneup
~ ' U I I cutiticat attestant qu'&
voyagent pow
compte de POrganbation..
Section 27. Le S t x r & a h &nCrai, la SouSeeritaim giniraux et I u k t e u n ~ y a $ e 3 f ? ~
pour le compte de IyOrganisation et mum
1-a-passer
d15&&
par cdle-ci jouiront c"
memu facilit6 que les enw* diplomatiqua.
Section 28. Les & p & t i o ~ ~du p-t
artic!:
PaYCTlt
appliquh aux fonctiode fig
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analogue appartenant A des instituti-icialisCes, si Its accords fixant les relations desdites,institutions avec lYOrganisationaux tennes de 1'Article
63 de la Charte cornportent une disposition B cet
effet.
ARTICLEVIII
ARTICLE VIII
Rdglement
des diffe'rends
Settlement of Disputes
Section 29. L'Organisation des Nations Unies
Section 29. The U&ted Nations shall make
devra privoir des modes de rkglement appropriis
;Tovision for appropriate modes of settlement of:
pour:
a ) Des difftkends en matiire de contrats ou
( a j Disputes arising out of contracts or other I
autres difftkends de droit privi dam lesquels
disputes of a private law character, to which the
I'Organisation serait partie;
united Nations is a party;
6 ) Des Wirends dans lesqueh serait irnpliquC
( b ) Disputes involving any official of the
un fonctionnaire 'de IYOrganisationqui, du fait
United Nztions who by reason of his official
de sa situation officielle 'ouit de l'imrnuniti, si
?osition enjoys immunity, if immunity has not
cette immuniti n'a pasJt!ti lev& par le Secribeen waived by the Secretary-General.
take giniral.

-r:;:ies if the agreements for relationship made
;ider Article 63 of the Charter so provide.

The Sixth Committee has examined the question
c.:' the privileges and immunities to be accorded
:n the members of the International Court of Jusice: the agents: counsel and advocates of parties
kior:: the Court in accordance with the provisions
r.l .4rticIes 19, 32 (paragraph 8) and 42 (pararraph 3 ) of the Statute, as well as the privileges
2nd immunities to be accorded to the registrar and
rker officers of the Court, and recommends that
Lqe General Assembly adopt the following resolu"n :
"1. The General Assembly, with a view to
ensuring that the .International Court of Justice
shall enjoy the privileges, immunities and facilities necessary for the exercise of its functions and
the fulfilment of its purposes, in the country of
its seat and elsewhere, invites the members of
he Court at their first session to consider this
question and to inform the Secretary-General
of their recommendations.
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"2. The General Assembly decides that the
question of the privileges and immunities of the
Court shall be considered as soon as possible
after the receipt of the recommendations of the
Court.
"3. The General Assembly recommends that,
until further action has been taken, the rules
which have been applied to the Permanent
Court of International Justice should be observed by Members in relation to the International Court of Justice."

APPENDE IV
The Sixth Committee records its agreement
:;":!I the recommendations of the Preparatory
r?.&sion of the United Nations concerning the
"jirabity of a unification, as fax as possible, of the
:.5vilcges and immunities enjoyed by the United
..;;rions and the various specialized agencies, and
:'ipmmends that the General Assembly adopt the
:~oltingresolution:
"The General Assembly considers that there
s
t many advanin the unification as far as
;:o.csibleof the privileges and immunities enjoyed
P!' the United Nations and the various specialued agencies.
'Vhile recognizing that not all specialized
Wncies require all the privileges and immuniwhich may be needed by others, and thaty a i n of these may, by reason of their particular functions, require priviletpr of a apecial
.
'

.

La Sixigme Commission a 6tudii la question des
privilPges et immunitis qui devront btre accordis
aux membres de la Cour internationale de Justice
et aux reprkentants, cons& et avocats des parties
B un litige soumis 5 la Cour, conformiment aux
dispositions des articles 19, 32 (paragraphe 8) et
42 (paragraphe 3) du Statut. m e a igalement
examin6 la question des privilkges et immunitk qui
devront btre accordis au Greffier et aw autres
fonctionnaires de la Cour. Elle recommande 5
I'Assemblie g6nCrale d'adopter I!i risolution suivante :
"I. LJAssemblkgknkrale, enuue d'assurer B la
Cour internationale de justice le bin&ce des
privilgges, immunites et facilitis nCcessaires ?i
I'exeruce de ses fonctions et B I'accomplissement
de sa dche, soit dans le pays oh le si6ge de la
Cour sera itabli, soit dans tout autre pays, invite
les membres de la Cour, au cours de la pnmi8rc
session de celle-ci, B examiner la question et A
communiquer leurs recommandations au Secritaire ginkal.
"2. L'Assemblke gkne'rale decide que la question des priviliges et immunith de la Cour sera
examinee aussittit que possible apSs le dip& de
ces recommandations.
"3. L'Assemble'e gknkrale ncommande que les
Membres observent, en ce qui concerne la Cour
internationale de Justice et jusqu9A ce que de
nouvelles dispositions soient intervenues, la rCglementation appliquie en la matiin pour la Cour
permanente de Justice internationale."

m

APPEKDICE

La S i k m e Commission a approuvC lu reammandations de la Commission prCparatoire des
Nations Unies concernant lYint&t qu'il y aurait B
unifier, dans la mesure du possible, les priviligts et
immunitis dont jouissent IYOrganisationet les diverses institutions spicialisits, et elle rccomrnande
B 1'Assemblie ginCrale d'adopter la r6solution suivante :
"LaAssemble'egkndrule estime que I'unification,
dans la mesun du possible, des priviliges et immunitis dont jouissent 1 ' O r ~ t i o net les diverses institutions sptcialisCes, p r k n t e de nombrew avantage.
"Tout en reconnaissant que les institutions sp6cialis6es n'ont pas toutes besoin dts mimes priviliges et b u n i t & et que ccrtaines d'entxe ellcs,
en raison du caractin partidier de Inus
fonctions, ont buoin dc privilGgu d'une nature

.

spiciale, qui ne sont pas nicessaires ?
I'Organisa.
i
tion, I'AsscmblCe estime que les privileges et hmunitis de celle-ci devraient itre considiris, cn
rigle ginirale, comme un maximum, dans lB
limites duquel les diverses institutions spiciali.
sees ne jouiraient que des privil?ges et immu.
nitis nicessaires B l'accomplissement de leun
fonctions respectives, et qu'on ne devrait reclamer aucune imrnunit4 et aucun privil5ge qui ne
soient vraiment nicessaires.
"En conse'quence, L'Assemblke ginirale charge
le Secrdtaire gknnhal d'entamer des nigociations
en w e de ricxaminer, A la lumiire de la convention ginirale adoptie par les Nations Unies et
des considirations mentionnies ci-dessus, les &positions confirant aux institutions spicialisin
Ies privilZges et immunitis dont elles jouissent
actuelIement."

nature which are not required by the United
Nations itself, the General Assembly considers
that the privileges and immunities of the United
Nations should be regarded, as a general rule,
as a maximum within which the various specialized agencies should enjoy such privileges and
immunities as the appropriate fulfilment of their
respective functions may require, and that no
privileges and immunities which are not really
necessary should be asked for.
"Therefore the ~e'neralAssembly imtructs the
Secretary-General to .open negotiations with a
view to the re-consideration, in the light both
of the General Convention adopted by the
United Nations and of the considerations above,
of the provisions under which the speciahed
agencies at. present enjoy privileges and immunities."

APPENDICEV
La Sixi2me Commission recommande B l'Assemblie ginirale d'adopter la &olution suivante:
"I1 se produit friquemment des dif6cultes 8 la
suite d'accidents de la cilculation lorsque le con.
ducteur ou le proprittaire de la voiture en cam
ne peut4tre traduit en justice en raisoh de I'immuniti qui Ie prot2ge.
"L'Organisation des Nations Unies entend prtvenir tout abus auquel pourraient donner lieu
les priviliges, immunitk et fadit& dont ellc
jouit en vertu des Articles 104 et 105 de la
Charte et de la convention gintrale rdative auu
privil&geset immunitts, qui. determine les modalit& d'application de ces arhcles.
"Em c012sk~uence,laAssemblie gknkrale chargt
le Secrktaire gkndral de prendre les mcsura
nicessaires pour que Its conductew de toutes
les voitures officielles de I'Organisation, ainsi
que tous les membres du personnel qui possldent
ou conduisent des voitures, soient d h e n t ssuris contre les accidents aux tiers."

The Sixth Committee recommends that the
General Assembly adopt the following resolution:
"It has been found that a frequent source of
difficulty is road accidents in which motor cars,
owned or driven by persons possessing immunity
from legal process, are involved.
"It is the intention of the United Nations to
prevent the occurrence of any abuse in connection with privileges, immunities and facilities
granted to it under Articles 104 and 105 of the
Charter and the General Convention on privileges and immunities, which determines the details of. the application of these articles.
"Therefore the General Assembly instructs the
Secretary-General to ensure that the drivers of
. . all official motor cars of the United Nations and
all members af the staff who own or drive
motor cars, shall be properly insured against
. third party risks."

APPENDIXVI
The Sixth Committee considered a proposal
from the Advisory Group of Experts on Administrative and Budgetary Matters, to the dfect that
an article should be included in the General Convention providing for the preservation of the accrued pension rights of persons who, at the time
that they enter the senrice of the United Nations,
have held official positions in the territories of
Munbers. The Sixth Committee did not consider
that a provision on these lines could be included
in the Convention. The Committee was, however,
of the opinion that the substance of the proposal
was of. grrat importance for the purpose of facilitating the recritmcnt of suitable personnel for the
staff of the United Nations, especially in the
earlier years. Consequently, the Sixth Committee
proposes that the matter should be the subject of
a recommendation, which this Committee felt
competent to make, seeing that the matter had
been referred to it, although in principle it might
be maintained that the subject fell more properly
within the scope of the Committee on Administrative and Budgetary questions (Fifth Committee).
Accordingly, the Sixth Committee recommends
that the General Assembly idopt the following
resolution:
"In order to facilitate the engagement;
as members of the staff of the United Nations,
of persons who have accrued pension rights
as officials, either o.f the central government
of bXanbers, or of subordinate $ovemmentai or
other administrative authorities within the

La Sixiime dommission a Ctudii une proposition
du Groupe consultatif d'e.xperts en matiire administrative et budgitaire tendant A ajouter 8 .!a
convention g6nirale un article pdvoyant le man:
tien des droits A pension acquis par Ies personnes
qui, au moment de leur entrie au service de I'Of
ganisation, occupaient un emploi officiel sur :c
territoire d'un Etat Membre. La Sixiime C o b sion n'a pas jug6 qu'une telle disposition pQtfiprcr
dans la convention. Cependant, eile a estime quc
l'idie contenue dans la proposition itait de nawx
A faciliter considirablement le recrutement
personnei qualifii, particuliirement dans ies d&uu.
En consiquence, la Siviime Commission propqx
que la question fasse I'objet d'une recoma!laqtion et elle a estimi qu'il lui appartenait de ??:
senter cette recommandation, puisqu'elle avait c::
saisie de la question, bien que, en princip? ?s
puisse soutenir que cette question soit plurot c.1
resort de la C o d s i o n des questions administives et budgitaires (Cinquiime Commission).

I

1

La S i i m e Cornmission recommande donc ,:
1'Assemblit ginirale d'adopter la risolution caprk:
"En vue de faciliter I'engagement, parmi :
personnel de l'organisation, de pursonnes ??a"[
acquis des droits & pension en qualit4 de ,:OyC'
tioncaires, soit du gouvernement central d.1:"
Etat Membre, soit d'autres, organes subsidialr'
ou services adrninistratifs gouvernementaus
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Ic territoirc dlEtats Membres, il convient de
prendre des dispositions pour assurer Ie mainticn des droits 2 pension dij2 acquis lorsque ccs
personnes acccptcnt un cmploi dans 1'Organisation, soit par iransfert, soit par ditachemcnt.
En conse'qucnce, PAssemble'e giniralc recornmande que:
"Aprks avoir rCgli avcc lc Sccritaire giniral
Ies questions ae dktail indispensables, les gouverncments des Etars Membres prenncnt les
mesures ligis!atives ou administratives nicessaires au mcintien desdirs droits A pension."

~IcI;II;cI.s:
it is desirable that arrangebe made to secure that accrued
rights are not lost when such persons
2cc";pt posts on the staE of tile United Nations,
p
' r \say either of transfer or of secondment.
"Tilzrejore, thc General Assembly recorninends
i j f

; ; , ~ l l r r.should

It

::;at:

"Afrcr such discussion with the SecretaryGrnerd as may be necessary to settle details
h e Governments of Members adopt such legislative or administrative measures as may be
required to preserve such pension rights."
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1. L'Assemblie ginirale, au c o w de sa seizihe
siance pliniire tenue le 19 janvier 1946, a Rnvoyi 2 la Siriime Commission l'examcn de la section 4 du chapitre I du rapport de la Commission
prkparatoire concernant les Commissions de I'Assemblie ginhrale.
On se rappellera que, outre cette dbcision et
' 2.
2 Pro?os d'un amendement de la dbligation dc
Cuba au r&glementintirieur de I'Assemblbe gCnirale (document A/C.6/8), renvoyb par cde-ci
la Sixitme Commission, I'Assernblie ginirale, B la
suite de l'exhen du rapport que lui a sournis la
Sixiime Commission au sujet de cet amendement
B sa dk-huitiime siance pliniire tenue le 26 janvier 1946 a adopt6 un amendement ?
l'article
i
33
du r&glement intirieur ~rovisoire et un nouvel
article 33A. Ces deux articles ont trait aux fonctionvet 2 la procidure du Bureau, questions traities
en partie dans la section 4 du chapitre 1 du rapPo" de la Commission ~ r i p a r a t o h .

i,:port of the Preparatory Cornmission dealing

.>:i.hhe committee structure of the General

,

3. La %xihe Commission, au c o w de sa neuviime siance tenue le 5 fivrier 1946, a examhi la
section 4 du chapitre 1 du rapport de la Commission priparatoire, qui avait it6 prtalablement renvoyie B son sous-comiti du riglement intbrieur.
4. Les membres de la S i i m e C~xiutkionn'ont
Pas pdsenti d'autres amendements aux articles du
riglement intbrieur relatifs aux Commissions de
I'Assemblie ginbrale. Celle-ci n'a donc pas ?
preni
dre d'autres dicisions 5 cet igard.
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R a $ ~ ~ r t e uMr.
r : Vnrw ~ F R O (Ecuador)
N ~
. :. The Genera1 Assembly, at its twenty-second
""? meeting held on Saturday, 2 February
&PORT

OF TRE

~ ~ E

Rapporteur: M. W.E.BECKETT
(Royaume-Uni)

i. The General Assembly, at its sixteenth pley.-- meeting held on 19 Januar). 1946, referred
Lq1
of section 4 of chapter I of the

.%rernblyto the Sixth Committee.
. .2. It ~villbe recalled that independently from
r:;r and in connection .with an amendment pro- >jedby the .delegation of Cuba to the rules of
::scedun of the General Assembly (document
l. C.6/8) which the General Assembly referred to
5.: Sixth Committee, the General Assembly, upon
.:r consideration of the repoft of the Sixth Cornzi:tee on this amendment a t its eighteenth
meting of 26 January 1946, adopted an
i:r.cndment to rule 33 and a new pjle 33A of the
:rovsonal
of procedure. These two rules
I::; ,cith the functions and procedure of the (3ent:;!
Committee. Their subject matter is partly
:?rcred by secticn 4 of chapter I of the Report
': he Preparatory Commission.
3. The Sixth Commit*
section 4 of
i."3ter I of the Report of he Preparatory Gom:iirion
at its
meting on 5 February 1946,
2:r it had been previously
to its Sub'-=anitteeon rules of procedure.
i. ?;o further
to fie
.-...:a< of procedure &ding
the committee
Zcture of -the hers] Assembly were submitted
... its m e m h to the S
& Committee. T h e n is,
:.'fcfore, no need for further action by the Gn':kg .~scmbly
in this respect.
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par cette Commis4on a t due B son activiti et
son experience.
i
Je propose d'adopter tous les rapports et pm (
jets de risolution sournis par la Cinqui&mecorn. .
mission.
Aucun orateur nYitantplus
Le PR~SIDENT-L;
inscrit, nous allons prockder au vote. Je vous
propose de voter stipartiment sur les quatre rap
ports.
Je mers aux voix le premier rapport sur ror.
ganisation du Secretariat (document A/4 1) .
(I1 est proce'de' au vote Li main levbe.) .
Dikision: Le rapport et les rhsolutions sea
adoptks par trente-sept voix contre zhro et som
abstention.
Le PR~SIDENT:
Le deuxi6me rapport conceme
les amendements au r&glementintkrieur (document A/47).

large part of the success of this Committee is due
to his work and his experience.
I move the adoption of all the reports and
resolutions of the Fifth Committee.
The PRESIDENT(Translation from the
French) : As there are no more speakers on the
list, we shall now proceed to vote. I propose to
take each of the four reports separately.
I call for a vote on the fist, which is document M 4 1 : Organization of the Secretariat.
( A vote was taken by a show of hands.)
Decision: The report and resolutions were
adopted by thirty-seven votes. No delegation
voted against, and there were no abstentions.
The PRES~ENT(Translation from the
French) : The second report is document A147 :
Amendments to the provisional rules of pmcedure.
If there is no objection, I shall take it that the
report is adopted.
Decision: The retort and resolution were
adopted.
The PRESIDENT(Translation from the
French) : The third report is document A/44:
- Budgetary and financial arrangements.
If there is no objection, the report is adopted.
'

Si aucune opposition n'at fornulie, je le considZre comme adopti.
Dikision: Le rapport et les rdsolutionr soni
adoptks.
Le ~'R~SIDENT:Le troisi6me rapport est rclatif aux dispositions budgCtaire4 et financiiru
(document A / & ) .
En Pabsence de toute observation, je le consid6re'comrne adopt4. .
D&ision: Le rapport et les rdsolutions sont
adoptis.
Le P G S ~ E N TLe
: denier rapport a trait i
la composition du ComitC des contributions
(document M 4 8 ) .
Si aucune observation n'est formulCe, je le
considtre cornme adopt&
DGcision: Le rapport et les r6solutionr sont
adoptis.

Decision: The repott and resolutions were
adopted.
The PRESIDENT(Tramlation from the
French) : The last report is document M48:
Composition of the Committee on Contributions.
If there are no objections, the report is
adopted.
Decision: The report and resolutionr were
adopted.

68. P ~ E G ErSn IMMUNSTIES
~
OF THE
68. P R ~ L ~ GET
E IMMUNITES
S
DES NATIONS
UNITED NATIONS:REPORTOF THE
UNDES:RAPPORTDE LB S&ME
SIXTHCOMMITTEE
: RESOLUTIONS
COMMISSION:
%SOLUTIONS (DOCU.
(DOCUMENTA/43) .
MENT A/43 REV.11
The PRESIDENT(Translation from the
French) : The next item on the agenda is the
report of the Sixth Committee on the privileges
and immunities of the United Nations (Annex
22, page 642).
I call upon the Rapporteur of the Sixth Comrnittee, Mr. Beckett, representative of the United
Kingdom.
Mr. BEGXETT (United Kingdom) : I have the
honour to bring before the General Assembly a
further report from your Legal Committee. The
document which you have to consider now is in
the English version A/43, but in the French version I would ask delegates to take document
A/43/Rev.l. Further, I would mention that
there are two small corrigenda to both documats correcting typographical errors which appeared in the first typing.

This report, though it is in one document,
covers a large amount of ground. As delegates
will see, it is a report consisting of forty-one
pages. I have no intention of reading those fortyone pages, or indeed any of thexi. I do feel, how-

Le PR~SIDENT:
L'ordre du jour appcile la
discussion du rapport de la Sixitme C o d o n
sur les privilkges et immunitb des Nations
(annexe 22, page 642).
La paroie at B M. Becken, reprirenrannr
1 Royaume-Uni,
Rapporteur de ia Sikme CJ::-

-1

,

:
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mission.
,
M. BECXETT
(Royaume-Uni) (Traduction if ;
Panglab) : J'ai Phonneur de soumettre B I'.b :
sembl4e genkraie un nouveau rapport de la COG- f
mission d a questions juridiques. Le documrnj .
1
qui v o k est pr&ent& porte la rabrence .1.2;
dans la version angiaise, rnais pour !a verric~
franpise, vous voudrez bien vous reponer Yi.l
document A/43/Rev.l. En outre, je vous s i ~ s c f
qu'il y a lieu d'appo~erdeux Iighes correcucr-'
au texte de ces d e w documents qui contiennac
des erreuxs typographiques dans la preAiz
Cpreuve.
Ce rapport, tout en ne f o m t qu'un
document, couvre un domaine tdsvaste. C o m e
vous le constaterez, le rapport comporte 4 1 pags
Je n'ai nuUement Pintention de vous lire CC
document en entier ni meme en partie. SChq* :

i

i
+

'

i

,,.,,,that I should call attention to the fact that
covers six separate items.

these items I think that the first is probably
6e most important. You have here a resolution

.

;,,,ring a general Convention on the privileges
,nd immunities of the United Nations, a ConI.zntion which the General Assembly is invited
now in final form so that Members
.,
j, -ediately begin to take the necessary steps
:s enable them to accede to it, and so that the
?+\<iegesa d -unities
of the United Nations
k2,.be defined by a precise instrument. This
Convention is the result of long and very
ierdedwork. If one counts the time given to it
5 Loe Preparatov Commission as well as the
,dh
@\tea to it in the sfi Co-ttee
of thii
.wembly, this document has been under close,
detailed &cussion for a period of
:2nstant
3:; less than two months.

I now turn to the second item in the report.
Tnat second it= is a .resolution covering anh e : draft Convention, but this is the draft of a
~ecialConvention between the United Nations
ad United States of America as the country
the seat of our Organization is to be
iruated. Whereas the general Conventiori.is apMembers of the United Nations
to
and the difference, if any, between hem is one
ci degree and not of.kbd,this special Convention
tealswith special problem which':arise from the
pxsence of the seat in the United States. But in
dis case the document which is presented to you
b presented only as a basis of discussion for the
p~uposes of negotiations which it is pl-ed
siould take place between the Secretary-General,
cn the one hand, and the proper authorities in
the United States, on the other. It is also sugm e d that the Secretary-General should be asked by a committee of ten, and the names of
~e countries from which the members of fiat
committee are to be chosen are set out in the
second draft resolution.
Then there follow four further resolutions. The
of these, which is the third item in the rePn,concerns the privileges and immunities of
&e
.. International Court of Justice. The effect of
tu,shortly, is that the judges are asked first to
ccaider the question themselves and to =press
k& views and recommendations, and then that
tiik n-iatter should be considered by the General
-bembly after the views of the Court itself have
hreceived.
ne nsrt resolution, which is the fourth item,
=*& \\?& the important and possibly somewhat
"?~licated question of the co-ordination of the
Fn'%F and immunities of the United Nations L'd the specialized agencies. The object of this
'
=
!
~
blu
to h
start the machincry
motion
*%ch
be necessary to produce tlm c w r '%tion, and therefore it proposes that the Sec'??-&should
d open negotiations with a
':m to reconsideration, in the light both of the
??"ual Convention and of certain considerations
are mentioned above, of the provisions

+

1

I
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moins, je tiens B appeler votre attention sur le
fait que ce rapport traite de six questions diffirentes.
La premi2re est ~robablementla plus importante. I1 y est question d'une r&olution s'appliquant 8 I'ensemble de la Convention gCnCrale
relative aux privileges et immunitb de I'Organisation des Nations Unies, Convention que
I'Assemblie gCnCrale est invitCe 8 adopter d&
maintenant sous sa fonne definitive afin que les
Membres de I'Organisation puissent prendre les
premikres mesures nCcesahes pour pouvoir y
adhCrer et que les privileges et immunitk des
Nations Unies soient fix& dans un document
pricis. Cette Convention ginkrale est le rbultat
de travam prolong& et tris approfondis. Si l'on
fait le compte du temps que h i a consacri la
Commission prkparatoire, ainsi que de la somme
de travail qu'il a demandCe 8 la S S h e Commission de la pr&ente AssemblCe, on voit que ce
document a CtC soumis & une discussion serrk,
constante et dQaiUCe qui nk pas pris moins de
deux mois.
Je passe au second point du rapport. 11 vise
une rholution s'appliquant & w autre projet de
Convention, un projet de Chnvention sficiale
entre Y o r e t i o n , des Nations Unies et les
Etats-Unis #Ameriquey en tant que Pays
lequel sera CtabIi Ie siege de notre Organbition.
flttendu que la Convention !$nkde
~PPEcable & tous les Etats Membres des Nations Unies
et qUe la diff6ren~eentre eux, ~ ' i len d e UIE, est une difference de de$ et non Pas de n a w
cette Convention spicide traite dm p ~ ~ b l h ~ s
particuiien que sodeve I'i.mXdlation du sihge
aux Etats-Unis. Mais dans le cas d'esp&q le
document qui vous est sournis nyestp h t C que
cornme base de discussion en vue d a &gociations qu'on envisage entre le Secdtake g h w
d a m ePart, et les autoritb comfitentes des EUh, d'autre Part. n Y rn P ~ P Ggal~11ent
Q ~
que le Secdtaire g6n6ral soit XSbt6 d'un ~01Xkit6
de dtr membra; la
des pays
lquels
devront Ctre chois'is les membres de ce cornit6
figure dans Ie second projet de &olution.
'

Viennent ensuite quatre autres &olutions. La .
premiere, qui fait Pobjet du troisibe point du
rapport, a trait aux privileges et irnmunitb de la
Cour intamationale de Justice. En r h m 6 , d e
propose que les juges soient invit6 d'abord B
6tudier eux-merges la question et ?t faire connaitre leur manitre de voir et leurs recornmandations, et que la question soit s o d ensuite
i 1'AsembiCe $ n M e lorsque l'opinion de la
Cour elle-mbe sera connue.
La &olution suivante qui fait I'objet du quat r i b e point du rapport concune la question
importante et peut-etre assez complexe de la
coordination des privileges et immunit6 de 1'0rganisation des Nations Unies avec ceux des institutions sp6&ies.
Cette dsolution a pour ob.
jet de mettre en mouvement le mdcanisme permettant bassurer cette coordination et, P cet
&et, elle suggkre que le SecrtStake & 6 d entreprenne des n6gociations en w e de &examiner,
la lumike de la Convention g&rale et de certaines considhtions mentionn6es ci-dessus, l a
. .*

under which the specialized agencies at present
enjoy privileges and immunities.
The fifth item is a mall, simple, but possibly
quite important matter from a practical point
of view. It requires that the official cars of the
Organization should be insured against third
party risks and thereby prevent a possible source
of grievance arising from the immunities of our
Organization.
Lastly, there is a resolution regarding arrangements that may be made so that officials, persons
who are now in the service of the Governments
of Members and who are traderred to the
service of the United Nations or seconded for
service with the United Nations, should be!able
to preserve those pensions rights which have accrued to them while they were in the service of
their own Governments.
All these six items are presented to the Assembly in one report which, in fact, covers about
half the whole work of the Legal Committee.
Though there are one or two reservations which
are set out in the report, together with the reasons therefor, all the items were approved in
Committee unanimously, and we hope therefore
that the same d t y may prevail in the General Assembly.
The , PRESXDENT (Tra1~~Zationfrom the
French) : I call upon Sir Hartley Shawcmss,
representative of the United Kingdom.
(United Kingdom) :
Sir Hartley SHAWCROSS
I want just to say a few words to commend the
two draft Conventions which have been submitted to the General Assembly by the Sixth Committee, and may I say just a word first about the
special draft Convention which has been submitted by the Committee for the purposes of negotiation with the United States of America.'
That Convention, as the Assembly will appreciate, has been put forward.as a basis for negotiations with the United States, and it is fair to
say that the United States themselves, considering that this was a matter in which the Organization was on one side and they were on the
other, took no actual part in the discussions in
the Committee about it, stood aside and are not
committed by it. Xone the less, we attempted to
take into account, as far as we could, all the
legitimate considerations by which the United
States might reasonably take exception.

I mention those points just to emphasize that,
although, of come, this document is merely put
forviard as a basis of negotiation, it is not put forward as a kind of list of maximum demands
which we do not expect to see accepted, and
which we are content to have whittled down and
whittled away by a process of bargaining; It is
put forward as a solid basis of negotiation in order

'See page 650.

dispositions en
1 desquelles les institutions
spCcialisCes jou&e:ic des privil6ges et immunit&
dont elles bCnificient actuellement.
Le cinquihe point a trait A une question
simple et plus limitde mais qui peut, du point de
vue pratique, avoir une grande importance. La
r6olution privoit l'assurance des voitures offi.
cielles de l'organisation contre les accidents
c a w 5 B des tiers; cette assurance est destinie g
iviter une source de griefs possibles provenant
des immunitb accordies A notre Organisation.
Enfin vient une rhlution relative aux dispai.
tions & prendre pour pennettre aux fonction.
naira et aux personnes actuellement au service
des Gouvernements des Etats Membres qui passent au service des Nations Unies ou sont ditach& auprb de cette Organisation de conserver
les droits aux retraites ou pensions qu'ils ont acquis pendant leurs annies de service auprh dc
leur Gouvernement.
L'ensemble de ces six points est expos6 ?A PASsemblie dans un rapport unique qui en fait reprhente la moitid environ de l'ensernble des
travaux de la C o w o n des questions juridiques..Bien que le rapport f o d e une ou deux
r&mves en indiquant l a raisons qui les motivent,
tous les points exposis ont r q u Papprobation
unanime de la Cornmiion et nous espirons que
la m i h e unanimiti sera obtenue B lYAssembltt
gGn6rale.
Le MSIDENT:
La parole est P Sir Hartley
Shawcrosi, repAentant du Royaume-Uni.
Sirf Hartley SHAWCROSS(Royaume-Uni)
(Traduction de Panglais) : Je n'ai que quelques
mots & dire. Je d&ke vous recommander les dew
projets de Convention qui ont it6 soumis B PASsembKe gin6rale par la Sixikme Commission er
je vous parlerai d'abord bri2vement du projet de
Convention spiciale qui a it6 p r h 6 par la
Commission en vue des nigociations avec l a
Etats-Unis d'Amiriquel.
Ainsi que IaAsemb16e pourra s'en rcndn
compte, cette Convention a it6 prkentie comme
base de nigociations avec les Etats-Unis. Il convient de remarquer que les Etats-Unis e m rnhes, considirant qu'il s'agissait en I'esptce
d'une question dans laquelle POrganisation da
Nations Unies se trouve d'un cat6 et les Eta=Unis de Pautre, n'ont pris aucune part aux d13bt~
soulevb au sein du C o d 6 B ce sujet, mais
sont abstenus et n'ont donc contract6 aucun agagement. NOUSne nous en sommes pas moins
efforcb de tenir compte, dans toute la mesure
du possible, de toutes les considirations l6gitima
susceptibles d'intdresser les Etats-Unis, et ii nous
est arriv6 parfois de modifier les propositions pfisenties, afin de parer aux objections que nous
pamkaientt devoir raisonnablement soulever cutains points de la part des Etats-Unis.
C.a remarques ont uniquement pour but de
souhgner que ce .document, bien quail n'ait hid e m e n t it6 p r h t d qu'A titre de base de n i p
ciations, ne constitue pas une sorte de liste d s
demandes maxima quc nous ne nous attendons
pas A voir'adoptGes et que nous accepterions de
voir r 6 d u i t ~par des marchandage. Ce.projet ac
Convention est prbentt! en vue de co~t-timer
4

'Voir page 650.
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, indicate ..;e lines which we think,in principle,
he Convention ought to take. Adjustments, of

course, there must be, adjustments up and adj-ents
do^, but we hope that the United
States .will feel able, in principle, to accept the
draft in the terms in which it is put forward.

I want to refer in particular to section 7 of
of the draft special Convendon xtith the United States permits the establishment of broadcasting stations on behalf of the
rnited Il'ations Organization. I suppose that one
cf h e greatest obstacles to understanding and to
univin this world, which is racked by so many
lital and difficult problems, is the lack of any
source from which the peoples of the world may
arcertaio in.an authoritative fonn information
about each other's difficulties and about each
o&efs special poinrs of view. The national press
and the national broadcasting organizations of
different countries, whether they are under some
measure of Government control or whether, as
in this country, they are completely free to express whatever view they like, naturally and inevitably tend to discuss and to report matters
irom a national point of view and to stress national aspects. If great debates take place, debates
in which the statesmen of different countries par.ticipate, the national press of each particular
country naturally tends to report and tends to
emphasize the speeches of its own statesmen to
the neglect, sometimes, of the m e n which may
be put forward in the speeches of other statesmen, and sometimes to the complete exclusion
of t4e views which may be expressed by statesmen of other countries. And so, in the result, the
opinion of each country is sometimes in danger
of being formed on a biased national basis and
of being arrived at in ignorance of both sides of
the question
h a t draft. Section 7

f

f

i
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We believe that in the long run that does not

I
,

(

I
i
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that it certainly does not make for unity in international affairs. It is not enough that nation
should speak unto nation. We think that the
United Nations Organization, as an organization of United Nations, must be able to speak,
and to speak fearlessly and impartially, to the
peace-loving peoples of the whole world; and so
we venture to express the hope now, at the very
beginning of this matter, that section 7 of this
draft Convention with the United States shall
not prove to be a dead letter. The matter will
have to be worked out in detail. Arrangements
hill have to be made both in the United States,
and no doubt in 0th- countries, for relaying
broadcasts that may be made; but we hope it
h a be possible to take early steps to implement
provisions of seaion 7 of this Convention and
'0 stablish radio stations from which the United
Xations Organization may give the world the
w,the courage to face it and the knowledge
'0 solve the problems which the truth involves.
-

C

'0

Now I want to say a word or two &out, and
canmurd to the Assembly, the draft Conven-

base solide pour les nigociations et il a pour objct
de marquer, dans ses grandes lignes, I'aspect que
la Convention devrait rev&tir en principe. I1 y
aura lieu ividemment de proc6der B certains
ajustements dans I'un et I'autre sens, mais nous
espirons que les Etats-Unis seront disposis en
principe 2 accepter les termes du projet itabli.
Je tiens B faire une allusion particuliire B la
section 7 de ce projet de Convention spiciale avec
les Etats-Unis qui permet I'installation de stations
radiophoniques pour le compte de I'Organisation
des Nations Unies. Je crois que I'un des plus
grands obstacles 2 la comprkhension internationale et B I'uniti d'un monde qui se heurte B
tant de problimes d'une difficult6 et d'une importance extrimes est I'absence d'une source
autorisie qui permettrait a m peuples du monde
d'itre inform& de leurs difficult6 respectives et
de leurs points de w e particuliers. La presse et
les organisations de radiodiffusion nationales des
diffirents pays, qu'elles soient placQ sous le contrciie plus ou moins Ctendu de leur Gouvemement, ou bien, comme c'est le cas pour notre
pays, qu'elles soient entikrement libres d'exprimer
leur point de vue, ont inivitablement et tout
'naturellement tendance B &cuter et B exposer
certaines questions d'un point de vue national a
B mettre l'accent sur I'aspect national qu'elles
prkentent. Lorsque de grands d6bats interntionaw ont lieu, dCbats awquels prennent part
les hommes dYEtatde divers pays, la pnsse de
chacun des pays intCressb a naturellerncnt tendance B publier a B mettre en relief Ies discom
prononcb par ses propres hommes d'Etat, en
nggligeant parfois les r6ponses des autres hommes
d'Etat et en ornettant totalement les vues exprimies par les membres des gouvernements
d'autres pays. Il en r W t e que, dans chaque pays,
I'opinion risque parfois de se former sur la base
d'infomations partiales et d'ignorer que la question a d e w ~ 8 t h .
Nous estirnons qu'a la longue cela ne contribue pas A redorcer Pautoritk d'un gouverncment national ni certes A Ctablir l'uniti dans le
domaine international. Il ne suffit pas qu'une
nation s'adressc une autre nation. Nous pensons que IYOr@ation des Nations Unies en
tant qu'organisation internationale doit pouvoir
s'adresser sans crainte et en toute impartiaM
a w peuples pacifiques du monde entier. Nous
esp&ronsdonc, au moment oii nous nous epgagems dans &%te voie, que la section 7 du projet
de Conventions avec les Etats-Unis ne restera pas
lettrc morte. La question devra etre mise au
point dam le d6tail. I1 conviendra de prendre,
aussi bien a w Etats-Unis que dans d'autrcs pays,
des mesures pour relayer les Cmissions qui pourront fitre faites. Mais nous @ r m qu'il sera
possible de prendre, sans tarder, des mesures pour
donner effet aux dispositions de la section 7 de
ladite Convention et pour installer d g stations
radiophoniques d'oii I'Organisation des Nations
Unies p o u m dire la v&k
I'univers et lui
donner, avec le courage de la regarder en face,
les informations nkcessaires pour lui pernettre
de rQoudre les problbes qu'elle comporte.
Je d6ire maintenant dire quelques mots pour
recommander lYAssemblCele projet de Convm-
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anu I want
uurr
to refer to certain particular aspects of that Convention. But at the very outset I want to tell the
Assembly this: that it is .the intention of Hii
Majesty's Government to accede to this Convention with the least possible delay, and to ask
the Parliament of this country for any necessary
statutory powers which may be required to
enable us to implement to the full the provisions
of this Convention. We hope to be, and I expect
we may be, the first of the Powers to accede to
this most important document. It is an important
document and an historic document.
It is important that in setting up this great new
intemational Organization we should not ask for
it to possess privileges and immunities which are
greater than those required for its efficient organization. That would lead to unnecessary conflicts
with the national sovereignty of particular Member States. O n the other hand, equally important
is it to ensure that it has adequate privileges and
immunities. T o give too few would fetter the
United' Nations Organization in the discharge
of its tasks. The Charter provides that the immunitiea and privileges to be granted should be such
as are necessary for the fulfilment of its purposes,
and that is exactly what this important and historic document does. Within the scope and the
ambit of the Charter this Convention will give
the United Nations Organization, in every Member State, a sufficient degree of sovereignty in
regard to its own affairs to enable it to carry
out its functions independently, impartially and
efiiciently.

I do not want to refer, however, to this matter in general terms. As you wiU have seen from
the report, certain States, I think only four in
number, have felt it necessary to make reservations on particular points which are dealt with in
the Convention. I do not for a moment complain
about that. We understand completely the position which these different States have had to
take up. There are important matters involved
here, one of them, perhaps, a constitutional matter, and it is not so easy for some delegations as it
is for that of the United Kingdom here, right at
the seat of its own Government, to obtain instructions and to obtain authority in regard to particular matters. But we do venture to express the hope
that the delegates of those States which have
found it necessary to make reservations now will
be able to persuade their Governments to withdraw those reservations and to accede to this
Convention unconditionally.

i

j
'

May I just remind the Assembly about the
three mattus in regard to which reservations
have been made? They arise under section 18
and under section 30 of the draft Convention.
Under section 18, I think it is clause 18 (b ) ,
some States have found it necessary to make a
reservation for the moment in regard to the ques-

' See page 644.

tion relata aux priviltges
.anitts1 dont je
tiens ?i souligner certains asps,. ;>articuliers.D&
l'abord, je dCsire faire connaicre ?i l'As~embl(~
qu'il entre dans les intentions du Gouvernemenr
de Sa MajestC d7adhCrerB cette Convention dam
le plus bref dilai possible et de demander
Parlement de notre pays les pouvoirs nicessaires
pour que nous puissions mettre en ceuvre Ies dkpositions. de cette Convention. Nous espCrom
stre, et je pense que nous serons la premiltre
Puissance qui donnera son adhesion B ce document d'une importance capitale et historique.
I.

I1 est important qu'en Ctablissant cette grande
Organisation internationale nouvelle, nous ne de.
mandons pas de priviliges et immunitCs ddCpassant ceux qui sont nicessaires au bon fonctionne.
ment de IIOrganisation;toute politique diffCrenre
ne manquerait pas de porter inutilement atteinte
2t la souveraincti nationale des Etats Mernbra;
D'autre part, il importe Cgalement d'assurer i
I'Organisation 'la jouissance des privileges it des
immunitk nCcessaires. En accorder trop peu
aurait pour d e t d'entraver l'organisation des
Nations Unies dans l'accomplissement de ses
fonctions. La Charte stipule que les immunitis et
priviliges 2 accorder aux Nations Unies doivent
2tre suffisants pour permettre P lyOrganisation
d'atteindre ses fins et tel est exactement le r&dtat
quJobtint ce document historique important.
Dans l& limites et dans le cadre de la Charte,
cette Convention assurera B l'organisation des
Nations Unies, sur le territoire de chacun des
Etats Membres, Ie degrC de souverainete qui lui
est indispensable pour ses propres affaires, en lui
pennettant ainsi de s'acquitter de sa ache avec
impartialit6 et compCtence ainsi qu'en toute ind0pendance.
Cependant je ne veux pas vous entretenir de
cette question en tengCnCraux. C o m e vous
le verrez d'aprk le rapport, certainz Eta*
quatre je crois--ont estimi nicessaire de formuler des riserves sur certains points particulies
trait& dans la Convention. Je ne songe pas un
seul instant B mlClever contre cela. Yous comprenons tres bien la situation dans laquelle se
trouvent les diffirents Etats intiress&. D'importantes questions sont en jeu dans cette Convention; l'une d'entre elles relkve peut-itre du domaine constitutionnei, et il n'est pas aussi fade
pour certaines deligations de recevoir des instructions de leurs gouvernements respectifs et d'ohtenir les pouvoirs nicessaires dans des cas donne?
que pour la dCligation du Royaume-Gni qui .;c
trouve au lieu meme ob si&geson propre Gouvernement. Mais nous tenons 3. exprimer norre
espoir que les dt5Iigu& des Etats qui ont ju?t
utile de formuler. des rkerves pourront arnener
leum gouvernements B ne pas y donner suite
A adhirer sans restrictions B la Convention,
Je me perrncts de r a p p e b 2 I'AssemblCe Ib
trois questions au sujet desquelles des rkerves ant
it6 faites. Elles ont trait aux articles 18 et 30
projet de Convention. Pour ce qui est de l'articie
18 b), certains Etats ont jug6 nicessaire de faire
une rtserve provisoire sur le point de savoir si Ies
fonctionnaires de IYOrganisation des Nations
'Voir page 644.
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[icn whether officials of the United Nations Orranizati~nshould be relieved of national taxason. That was a matter which, as you have
heard, was considered by the Fifth Committee.
It was obviously a matter of convenience; it was
ob.viouslyinexpedient to have officials of the Or,&ation at the same level remunerated on a
basis which, in effect and in its real value to them,
differed. But that was a matter of convenience
dealt ~vithby the FifthCommittee.

f

The matter to which we attach great irnpor:ante, as a matter of principle. is that which arises

2nder clause 18 ( c ) and which deals with the
imuniv of officials of the United Nations from
zny oblig?tion of military service to their national
jr,rs. We are attempting now to set up an internadona! civil service. We want it to be an internarionai civil service, to be free, to be independcar. -4 man cannot serve two masters, and we
beiieve that it will be impossible to estabIish an
international civil service in the best sense of
rile word, in the true sense of the word, if its members remain under military obligations to particuiar Member States.

1
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Loyalty to one's own State, allegiance to one's
country, are very important and, indeed,
vey admirable things. But, as civilization prom ? and
~ as this great Organization of the
cnited Nations moves forward, there is perhaps
something which is going to become even greater
and more admirable than these, and that is loyair). to the United Nations, allegiance to this
great Organization which we are founding. You
cannot have a divided loyalty; you cannot have
ir this matter two allegiances.
\Ye are asking very little of the States in reprd to this matter. We are not asking them to
give up battalions or divisions of their national
armirs-the national armies that we hope will
nc\*erbe used again. We are asking them merely
to release a handful of men in order that we may
arablish a civil service which is truly htemational and truly free. I ventured to give in the
Committee a case, a case which is completely
h!pothetical, in order to show how impossible it
~\.ouldbe if members of our Secretariat remained
mdu military obligation to their own States.
Supposing that in some case it were found necesSay to initiate a system of sanctions against the
hired Kingdom. I can give that case quite
dd!; for His Majesty's Government believes in
the principle of accepting majority decisions of
General Assembly and will always accept
kclions duly arrived at under the Charter.
~~nctions
will never be operated against us. But
d e that as a hypothetical case and suppose that
"me member of the Secretariat, a British subj - ~ ,was in those circumstances called upon to
~xrformhis duties of military service for the
rnited Kingdom. What would be the position
ken? Where woulcL.his loyalty lie? Would he
the United Nations or would he serve the
rnited Kingdom? One cannot risk that kind of
~onfkt,that kind of division of allegiance a r b
"",S! and I hope very earnestly that those States
'k'"~h have felt compelled to make reservations

Unies devront Stre exon&& de lYirnp6tnatioz-1.
Cette question, comme on vous I'a exposi, a Cr6
soumise i l'examen de la Cinqui&me Commission. I1 s'agissait Cvidemment d'une question de
commoditi; il serait naturellement fhcheux qu'il
existh dans IYOrganisation des ionctionnaires
qui, occupant le m2me rang, recevraient une
rimuniration ne reprisentant pas, en fait, le
m i h e pouvoir d'achat riel. Mais c'est la une
question de commoditi qui a it6 traitie par la
Cinquiime Commission.
La question i Iaquelle nous attachons une
grande importance, en tant que question de principe, est ceUe qui s'ilive relativernent i I'article
18 c) et qui traite de I'exemption des fonctionnaires des Nations Unies de toutes obligations de service miIitaire envm les Etats dont
ils sont ressortissants. Nos efforts actuels visent P
t t a b h une administration intemationale. Une
telle institution doit Eue Iibre et indipendante.
Un h o m e ne peut pas servir deux maitres, et
nous estimons qu'il sera impossible d'instituer
une administration internationale dans le meilleur sens du mot, dans le vrai sens du mot, si son
personnel reste sournis i des obligations militaires
envers les pays Membres auxquels ils appartiennent.
La Ioyaut6 et la fidditi envers son propre pays
sont des sentiments admirables et dont je mesure
laimportance. Mais avec le prop& de la civilisation et avec le d6veloppement de I'Organisation
des Nations Unies, une vertu plus grande et plus
admirable encore que ces sentiments se divelop
pera peut-etre: la loyauti envers les Nations
Unies, l'obiissance P cette grande Orgarhation
que nous sommes en train de cr6er. On ne peut
partager sa loyaut6 entre deux maitres, on ne
peut obCi i deux souverainetk.
Or, P ce propos nous demandons tr& peu aux
Etats intires&. Nous ne leur demandons pas de
renoncer Zi des bataillons ou des divisions de
leurs armies nationales, arm& auxquelles, nous
l'espirons, on n'aura plus jamais recours. Nous
ne leur demandons que de IibCrer une poignCe
d'hommes a£in de pouvoir itablir une administration qui soit vraiment internationale et rCdement Libre. Devant la Commission, j'ai expo&, i titre purement hypoth6tique, une t h k
visant ?
demontrer
i
l'impossibilit6 dans laquelle
se trouvent les .membres du Secdtariat de rester
souaux obligations militaires vis-2-vis des
Etats auxquels ils appartiennent. Supposons que,
dans un cas donn6, il saav5renkcessaire de mettre
en m v r e un systhe de sanctions contn le
Royaume-Uni Je puis prendre cet exunple sans
aucun risque car le Gouvernement de Sa Majest6
est partisan du principe de l'acceptation d s dCcisions de la majonti de lYAssembl&g6nCrale et . .
acceptera toujours les dtcisions d h e n t prises en
vertu de la Charte. 11 n'y aura jamais de sanctions B prendre contre nous. Mais, prenons cet
exemple A titre dyhypoth&eet supposons qu'un
membre donn6 du Secdtariat, sujet britannique,
soit amen6 dans ces conditions P s'acquitter de
ses obligations de service militaire envers le
Royaume-Uni. Quelle serait alors la situation?
Oii serait son devoir de citoyen loyal? Devrait-il
servir les Nations Unies ou bien le Royaume
Uni? On ne peut s'exposer A des confiits de ce
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Governments to accede to this Convention pnconditionally and that they wiU find their hands
strengthened in doing that by the fact that all
their colleagues here have beer, able to approve
it with unanimity.
The k a l matter to. which I want to refer only
in a word is section 30 .of the Convention,
which deals with the reference of disputes to the
International Court of Justice. Two or three
States found .it necessary to make some reservation in regard to that matter. I could not help
thinking there was some misconception in regard to it, because that provision for reference of
disputes under the Convention to the International Court only comes into operation in the
event of the parties to a dispute not being able
to agree to its settlement by any other means. If
parties to a dispute under this Convention cannot agree to a settlement by any other means
then it is, isi our view, quite essential that something should be provided in the Convention so as
to ensure that disputes, 3 they unhappily arise,
are settied. It was the common practice in every
international convention entered into after the
establishment of the League of Nations to include
a provision of this kind. Nobody ever objected
to it; it was taken as a.matter of course. And if
we are going to treat this matter seriously, if we
intend not only to accede to this Convention, but
to operate it and stand by it, it is essential that
at this moment, when we are surely moving forward rather than backward in regard to the rule'
of law in international affairs, we should include
a clause of this kind, remembering that this was
the common practice before the war, and that
we should not take a retrograde step in regard
to the matter.
I therefore commend these two draft Conventions to the General Assembly and I hope we
shall adopt them unanimously and that all States
will be able to accede to them in the very near
future.
e
PRESIDENT (Tranrlation from the
French) : I call upon Mr. Vandenberg, representative of the United States of America.
Mr. VANDENBERG
(United States of America) : I rise only to make the position of the delegation of the United States perfectly plain in
regard to the reports of the Fifth and Sixth
Committees. We have reserved our position in
respect of tax immunities in regard to the reports of both Committees. The Constitution of
the United States gives the American Congress
sole power to exempt Anencan citizens from
taxation.

i

The distinguished delegate fo; the. United
Kingdom made a very interesting and moving
appeal in respect of rival allegiances, and suggested that a man cannot serve two masten.
Quite in the spirit in which the able delegate for
the United Kingdom spoke, the delegation of the
United States does not propose to save two masters. Its master is the Constitution of the United
States. This does not, however, mean that the
attitude of the Government of the United States

j apere olen
.at que ceuc dcS
Etats qui ont it6 amen43 . :.,rmuler des rQcn,
trouveront le moyen de ;ersuader leun &".
vernements de donner leur adhision totale 8 cent
Convention et que l e ~ position
r
se trouvera ren.
forcie du fait que tous leurs collegues auront pU
donner leur approbation ?
laiConvention B run=.
nimiti.
Je'n arrive au dernier point, it savoir la set.
tion 30 de la Convention qui traite du renvoi der,
difftrends B la Cour internationale de Justice.
Deux ou trois Etats ont jug6 nicessaire de formu.
ler des rkerves sur ce point. Je ne puis m'empb
cher de penser que cela est dG au fait que la
question n'a pas it6 bien comprise, itant donn~
que la clause relative au renvoi des Hirends i
la Cour internationale de Justice n'est applicable
que dans le cas oii les parties en litige n'ont pu
rigler le difF6rend par un autre moyen quelcon.
que. Pour le cas oii les parties en litige tombant
sous le coup de la p r h t e Convention n'anive.
raient pas Q s'entendre, il nous semble indispen.
sable que la convention comporte une clause
pennettant de r6gler les diffirends qui pourraient,
malheureusement, &lever. Dam la conventions
internationales conclues a p r b la criation de la
Sociit6 des Nations il itait d'usage de pdvoir
des dispositions de ce genre. Personne ne s'est
jamah ilevd contre cette pratique qui semblait
tout ii fait naturelle. Si nous voulons considk
la question sirieusement, si nous nous propotam,
non seulement d'adhdrer
cette Convention,
mais de veiller ii son application et de la dlfendre, il est indispensable, au moment oh nous
faisons certainement un pas en avant plut6t
qu'en arri6re dans le domainc du dgne du Mi
dans les afiaires internationales, de prdvoir d a
dispositions en ce sens, en nous rappelant quc
ca6taitI& une pratique courante avant la guem
En aucun cas, il ne faut recuier en cette matikc.
En consdquence, je recommande co, deux projets de Convention ii l'Assembl<e g6nirale er
jYesp6requ'elle les adoptera 4 l'unanimitd et que
tous les Etats pounont y adhdrer trb prochaincmat.
Le PR~SIDENT:
La paiole est B M. Vandenberg, reprhentant des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique.
~ C L I L C , cc

M. V ~ E N B E R(G
Etats-Unis dSAm&ique)
(Tmduction de Panglair) : Je ne prends fa parole
que pour prdciser l'attitude de la daigation da
Etats-Unis relativement aux rapports des Ciqui6me et S i & e Connmissom. Nous avons risew6 notre position en ce qui concerne Its k?munit6 fiscales envisagees dans Ies rapports
ces deux Commissions. La Constitution des Eta=
Unis confkre au Congrib amdricain evdush'c
ment le pouvoir d'exon6rer d'imp6t h citoyens
am6ricains.
L'binent d4l6guC du Royaume-Uni a,,
tames (mouvants, fait un expos6 fort inter?
sant relatif au c o d i t d'obtissances, et a didarc
qu'un homrne ne pouvait servir deux ma!?
Inspirie des m k e s sentiments que ceux qui aplment le dCl6gud du Royaurne-Uni, la ddigauon
des Etats-Unis ne se propose pas non p l dc~
servir deux maitres. Son seul maitre, c'est 1%
Constitution des Etats-Unis. Nianmoins ceci ne
signifie pas que le Gouvemement des ~tats-U&

h
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; totdi: at one with a co-operative attitude,
&?cf rr.holly hospitable in regard to all co-operadon which we, as the host country, shall under@ give to this great institution when it goes
its way. Indeed, even so far as privileges
immunities are concerned, I am very happy
y, that the last session of the American Conhas already passed a statute which includes,
i should say, about ninety-five per cent of the
;hb,p which the report and general Convention
from the Skth Committee anticipate.
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The delegation of the United States also regres its position in respect of national service
I nemptiom under the general Convention re,: ?s~edby the Sixth Committee. This again is
: . 5 ~ eto the fact that the Constitution of the
j( Vnited States permits no authority other than
! rhe American Congress to deal with this matter,
and we are not in a position to prejudge that
uirimate consideration.

!

With these exceptions, we have been very
happy to accept the balance of the report of the
Fifth Committee, and we are very glad to vote,
~ i t hthese reservations, for the general Convention.
So far as the special Convention is concerned,
we shall abstain from voting, because the special
Convention is one to which the Government of
the United States will be a party, and we consider it would be.inappropriate for us to pre; judge the case here.
In this entire attitude, I want to repeat that the
purpose and the intention and the heartfelt decirc, not only of the delegation of the United
States, but of the American people, I am sure I
speak for them in this matter with complete jusScation, is to extend every consideration, and
; :O give every possible co-operation, to the United
Sations Organhation as it proceeds upon the
w t and
~ most hopeful adventure in the history of human kind.
The PRESIDENT(Translation from the
French) : As there are no more speakem on the
h,we shall proceed to vote. I think the best
method is to vote on the resolutions one by one,
a that delegations which wish to abstain on any
particular decision may do so.

Pi
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Le PR~SIDENT
: 11n'y a plus d'orateurs inscrits.
Nous allons donc procider au vote. Je pense que
la fason de proceder la plus claire consiste B
voter successivement sur les diffirentes r h l u tions, ce qui permettrait en outre aux d&gations qui le d6irent de s'abstenir sur certaines des
dicisions B prendre.
La premii:re riklution est relative B Padop
tion de la Convention & M e sur les privilPges
et imxnunitEs 2 acwrder A 1'Organkation. 11 n'y
a pas d'opposition B Padoption de ce texte? Sinon, je considererai la h l u t i o n comme adoptkc..
Di?cision: La rksolution est adoptke.
.. Le PRESIDENT:La deuxibe h l u t i o n est
relative aux n4gociations A entamer avec les autorit& compt5tentes des Etats-Unis d'Amkique
sur les dispositions B prendre b la suite de 1'6tablissernent aux Etats-Unis d ' h 6 r i q u e du s i k
permanent de l'Organisation, ainsi qu'au projet
de Convention desGnC b servir de base de discussion pour ces nigociations. Je mets ce texte
aux voix.

The lixst resolution concerns the general Convention on privileges and immunities of the
Cnited Nations. Is there any objection to this
If there is none, it is adopted.

? Decision: The resolution was adopted.

)
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The PRESIDENT(Tradation from the
French) : The second resolution is that concernkg negotiations to be entered into with the comPnat authorities in the United States with re~d to the measures to be taken in connection
lith the establishment in the United States of
1
'': permanent headquarters cf the United Namu, together with the draft Convention to serve
a basis of discussion. 1 call for a vote on this

tat.
Dpirion: The rrrolution was adopted, with
ow abstention.

ne s'inspire pas d'un esprit de cooperation sans
reserve et, en tant que pays hbte, il ne manquera
pas d'adopter cette attitude vis-A-vis de cette
grande Organisation lorsqu'elle se mettra au travail. En fait, en ce qui concerne les privilhges
et les irnmunitis, j'ai le plaisir de vous faire connaitre que le Congrb amiricain, au cours de sa
demikre session, a vote une loi qui, dans la proportion de quatre-ving-quinze pour cent environ, donne d6jA satisfaction a m demandes formulCes par la Sixihme Cormnission dans le rapport et dans la Convention gCnCrale.
La deligation ds ~ t a t c - ~ n irQerve
s
bgalement son attitude en ce qui concerne I'exemp
tion du service militaire natibnal envisagie par
la Convention gCnirale qui fait I'objet du r a p
port de la Sixitme Commission. Cene attitude
est due au fait que la Constitution des Etats-Unis
ne permet B aucune autre autoriti en dehors du
Congrb de traiter de cette question, et nous ne
sommes pas B m h e de prijuger la dicision qui
sera prise ultirieurement sur ce point.
Sous ces rdserves, nous so&es
heureux
d'adopter les autres parties du rapport de la Cinq u i h e Commission et de nous prononcer en
faveur de la Convention ginirale avec les 1-6serves que je viens de formuler.
En ce iui concerne la Convention sp&ciale,
nous nous abstiendrons de prendre part au vote,
Ctant donni que le Gouvemement des Erats-Unis
sera partie b cette ,Conventionet qu'il Serait tout
i fait inoppomun pour nous de prkjuger la question ici.
Cette mise au point &ant faite, je tiens A d p t ter que le but, I'intention et le d& profond non
seulement de la daegation des Etats-Unis, mais
aussi du peuple amiricain, sont d'accorder toute
I'aide et toute la coopiration possibles b lJOrganisation des Nations Unies dam Pentreprise la '
plus grandiose de I'histoire de l'humaniti qui
suscite de si grands espoirs.

1
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, Dkisian: La rksolution est adopt&: t
ly a
une abstention.
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6. PR~VLIEGES

A%.i, IMMUNITIES O F T E E

OENEIUL CONVENTION ON PRIVILEGES AND 13f3fL'N m E S OF THE U S ~ E D
MATLONS,AND TEXT O F
THE CONVENTION.

T h e General Assembly approves the annexed
convention on the privileges and immunities of the
United Nations and proposes it for accession by
each Member of the United Nations.
Thirty-first plenary m e ~ t i n g ,12 February 1946.

B

CONVENTIONON THE ??RIV~LEGESAND IMMUKIRES
OF THE UNITEDNATIONS
Whereas Article 10Q of the Charter of the United
Nations provides that the Organization shall enjoy
in the tenitory of each of its Memben such legal
capacity as may be necessary for the exercise of its
functi6ns and the f u l h e n t of its purposes and
Whereas Article 105 of the Charter of the United
Nations provides that the Organization shall enjoy
in the territory of each of its Memben such privileges and immunities as are necessary for the fulfilment of its purposes and that representatives of
the Members of the United Nations and officials
of the Organization shall similarly enjoy such privileger and immunities as are necessary for the independent exercise of the functions in connection
with the Organization:
Consequently the General Assembly by a resolution adopted on 13 February 1946 approved the
following convention and proposes it for accession
by each Member of the United Nations.

--

ARTICLEI
Juridical Personnlity
Section 1. The United Nations shall passess
juridical personality. I t shall have the capacity:
(a) to contract;
( b ) to acquire and dispose of immovable and
movable property;
( c ) to institute legal proceedings.

ARTICLE 11
Property, Funds and Asszts
Section 2. The United Nations, its property
and assets wherever. located and by whomsoever
held, shall enjoy immunity from every form of legal
process except in so far as in any particular case it
.has expressly waived its immunity. It is, however,
u n d e r s d that no waiver of immunity shdl extend to any measure of execucion.
Section 3. The prezisp,s of thc Unit4 Nations
shall be imiolable. The property and a s e a of the
United Xations, wherever !oczted and by whomsoever heid, shdl be immune from search, requisidon,
confixation, expropriation and any other form of
interference, whether by execu!ive, administrative,
judicial or iegislative action.
Section 4. The archives of the United Nations,
and in general all documents belonging to it or held
by it, shdl be inviolable wherever located.
Section 5 . Without being restricted by financia!
controls, regulations or moratoria of any k i d ,
(a) The United Nations may hold funds, gold
or currency of any kind and operate accounts in
any currency;
Nations shall be free to trans. ( :b*, ) :The
. .:United
',-.,-,: .<,. . ....,..-,..,
.-..... . . . .....
.
.. . ..*- ."... ,....... ... . . .
:.> 2::*>2.*2 .:.r '.'.',:::;: ::::.
:-'-.'.2:. :.-..; ,:;. :,:,:. . , ;
any c-cy
held by it into any other currency.
...?
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Sccrion 6 . In exercising its rights u ~ d e r:;t::io
5 above. the I:r.i:ed Nations shall Dav due : D T
.o any rep..-cn:zdons made by the Govem.zr.: oi
;?c-:MP-:r --I so far as it is considered thac eEect
can be gwen to suc'l representations without derriment to the interests of the United Nations.

.

Section 7. T'C.. T--;;lt~dNations, it: assets, income and other property shall be:
( a ) exempt from all direct taxes; it is understood, however, that the United Nations will not
claim exemption from taxes which are, in frct,
no more than charges for public utility services;
( b ) exempt from customs duties and prohibitions and restrictions on imports and e-ports in
respect of articles imported or exported by the
United Nations for its official use. It is understood, however, that articles imported under such
exemption will not be sold in the country into
which they were imported except under conditions agreed with the Government of that
country;
( c ) exempt from customs duties and prohibitions and restrictions on imports and exports in
respect of its publications.
Section 8. While the United Nations will not,
as a general rule, claim exemption from excise
duties and from taxes on the sale of movable and
immovable property which form part of the p&c
to be paid, nevertheless, when the UnitedNations
is making important purchases for official use of
property, on which such duties and taxes have been
charged or are chargeable, Members will, whenever
possible, make appropriate administrative arrangements for the remission or return of the amount of
duty or tax.

ARTICLEI11
'Facilities in respect of Commum'cptions
Section 9. The United Nations shall enjoy in
the temtory of each hiember for its official communications treatment not less favourable than
that accorded by the Govemment of that bfembrr
to any other Government, including i~ diplomatic
mission, in the matter of priorities, rates and taxes
on mails, cables, telegrams, radiograms, telephotos,
telephone and other conmunications; and press
rates for infonnation to the press and radio. No
censonhip shall be applied to the official c o m pondence and other official communications of the
United Nations.
Section !O. The United Nations shall have the
right to use codes and to dispatch and receicr, its
correspondence by courizr or in bags, which sW1
have the same imm-mities and prii7eges as diplcmade courien and bags.

ARTICLE IV
The Representatives of Members
Section 11. Representatives of M-aben to the
principal and subsidiary organs of the United Nations and to conferences convened by tbe United
Nations, shall, whilf exercising their functions and
during their journey to and from the place of
meeting, enjoy the following privileges and immunities:
( a ) immunitv from personal arrest or deten., : -.... - . . .+ .... ;-- ....,. :, .
. . .,
..
. .
. ..- . . . . . .
all acts done by them in their capacity as repre-

~

sentatiws, h n u n i t y from legal procen of every
kind ;
( b ) inviolability for all papers and documents ;
(c) the Sght to u x codes and t~ receive
papels or correspondence by courier or in seded

sass;
(d) exemption in respect of themselves and
their spouses from immigration restrictions, aliens
registration or national service obligations in the
State they are visiting or through which they
are passing in the exercise of their functions;
(e) the same facilities in respect of currency
or exwe
restrictions as are accorded to rep
resentatives of foreign governments on temporary
.official missions;
(f) the same immunities and facilities in respect of their personal baggage as are accorded
to diplomatic envoys, and also;
(g) such other privileges, immunities and facilities, not inconsistent with the foregoing, as
diplomatic envoys enjoy, except that they shall
have no right to claim exemption from customs
duties on goods imported (otherwise than as
part of their personal baggage) or from excise
du,ties or sales raxes.

Section 12. I n order to secure for the representat?.= of hiembers to the principal and subsid-

iary organs of the United Nations and to conferences cbnvened by the United Nations, complete
freedom of speech' and independence in the discharge of their duties, the immunity from legal
process in respect of words spoke12 or written and
all acts done by them in dkharging their duties
shall continue to be accorded, notwithstanding that
the persons concerned are no longer the representatives of Members.
Section 13. Where the incidence of any form
of taxation depends upon residence, periods during which the representatives of Memben to the
principal and'subsidiary organs of the United Nations and to conferences convened by the United
Nations are present in a State for the discharge of
their dutits sM1 not be considered as periods of
residence.

Oficids
Szc:ion 17. The Secretary-Genenl will specify
the categories of officials to which the provisioru
of this article and article VII shall apply. He shall
submit these catgor;es to the G e n 4 .&embly.
Thereafter these categories shall be cornmunicatea
to the Governments of all Members. The names of
the officials induded in these categories shall from
time to time be made known to the Governments
of Memben.
Szction 18. Officials of the United Nations
shall:
( a ) be immune from legal process in respect
of words spoken or written and all acts performed by them in their official capacity;
(6) be'exernpt from taxation on the salaries
and emoluments paid to them by the United
Nations;
( G ) be immune from national service obligations;
(d) be immune, together with their spouses
and relatives dependent on them, from iwnigration restriCtions and alien registration;
(c) be accorded the same privileges in respect
of exchange facilities as are accorded to the officials of comparable ranks fonning part of diplomatic missions to the government concerned;
(f) be, given, together with their spouses and
relatives dependent on them, the same repatriation facilities, in h e of international crisis as
diplomatic envoys;
(g) have the right to import free of duty
their furniture and effects a t the time of first
taking up their post in the country in question.
Section 19. In addition to the immunities and
pr:vileges specified in section 18, the SecretaryGeneral and all Assistant Secretaries-General s h d
be accorded in respect of themselves, their spouses
and minor children, the privileges and immunities,
exemptions and facilities accorded to diplomatic
envoys, in accordance with international law.
Szction 20. Privileges and immunities ye
granted to officials in tlie interests of the Unitec!
Xations and not for the personal benefit of the individuds t h * d v e s . The Secretary-General shall
.kve the right and t!e duty to waive immunity of
any ofticid in any u s e where, in his opinion, the
*munity would inpede i?e course of justice and
can be waivd wit\out prejudice to !te interesrs of
the Vnik Nations. In riie cse of t!x ,&cretaryGeqerai, the Securirj Council shal! have the right
:o waive immunity.

S e c h 14. Privileges and immwities are accorded to the representatives of 5ieslbez nct for
t!e pemnal knetit of the hdividuds rkernselves,
but in order to saieguard Che independent exercise
cf their functiors in comrction with .the United
Nations. Consequeatly 2 Member no: only has the
right but is w d e r a dilty to waive the immunity of
its represcriutive i? my case where in h e opkion
of the Xernbe. the irnrnurity would impede the
course of justice, 2nd it can be waived without
p ~ j u d i c eto the purpose for which the immunity
is accordd.

Section 21. The United Eations s k d cooperate at all times with the appropriate authorities of
Memben to facilitate the proper adminLtraticn of
justice, secure the observance of police regulations,
and prevent the occurrence of any abuse in connection with the privileges, immunities and facilities mentioned in this article.

Scck'on 15. The provisions of sections 11, 12
and 13 are not applicable as between a representative and the authorities of the State of which he is
a national or of which he is or has been the representative.
I2
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sioru for fie United Nations :hall be accorded such
privilegts and L-nnunirles as are n t c w j fcr t!c
indtpende~texercise of their functions during the
of their missions, including the time p e n t
on journeys in wnnection with their missions. In
oarricular they shall be accorded:
(a) immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure of their personal baggage;
( b ) in respect of words spoken or writtm and
acts done by them in the w u n e of the performance of their mission, immunity from legal prcxess of every kind. This immunity from legal
process shall continue to be accorded notwithstanding that the penons concerned are no
longer employed on missions for the United
Nations ;
( c ) invidabiiity for all papers and documents;
(d) for the purpose of their communications
with the United Nations, the right to use codes
and to nreive papers or correspondence by
courier M in sealed bag-;
( c ) the same facilities in respect of currency
or exchange restrictions as are accorded to representatives of foreign governments on temporar)..
official missions; '
( f ) the same immunities and facilities in respect of their penonal baggee as are accorded
to diplomatic envoys.
Section 23. Privileges and immunities are
granted to experts in the interests of the United
Nations and not for the penonal benefit of the
individuals ~emselves.The SecretKy-General
have the n'ght and.the duty to waive the immunity
of any expert in any case where, in his opinion, the
immunity
impede the course justice and
it can be waived without prejudice to the interests
-.of the.United Nations.

ARTICLEVII
United Nafions Laisst-z-Pascr
Section 24. The United Nations may issue
United Nations laissez-parscr to its oEcials. These
loissez-parser shaII be recognized and accepted as
valid travel documents, by the authorities of Sfcmbers, taking into account the provisions of section

25.
Section 25. Applications for visas (where reqrrirr3) from the ho!ders of United Sations kaisszrpasser, when accompanied by a certiiicate that they
s e tnvelling on t l e busineu of the Uai:ed Nations, shall be dealt with as speedily ;rs pcssible. In
addition, sud! persons shall be gw.ced facilities
for speedy travel.
Sec:ion 26. Similar faccides to k c i e specified
in section 25 shall Se accorded to cxpem and otL,er
persons who, though not the holders of Uni:ed
Nations Luissez-Fusser, have a c e f i c a t e that they
are travelling on the business of the United
Xations.

Sectlm 29. The United Xatiorfi shall ms4c
provisions for appropriate modes of setderne.;..t of:
( a ) disputes arising out of contracts or other
disputes of a private law charzcter, to which the
United Nations is a pan).;
( b ) disputes involving any official of the
Un~tedNations who by muon of his oficial
position enjoys immunity, i£ immunity has not
been waived by the Secretary-General.
Section 30. All differences arising out of the
interpretation or application of the present convention shall be referred to the International Court
of Justice, unless in any case it is agmd by the
parties to have recourse to another mode of settlement. If a difference a r i s between the United
Nations on tile one hand and a hiember on the
other hand, a request shall be made for an advisory
opinion on any legal question involved in accordance wit11 Article 96 of the Charter and Article 63
of the Statute. of the Court. The opinion given by
the Court shall be accepted as decisive by the
parties.

'

,

Section 31. This convention is submitted to
every Member of the United Nations for accession.
Section 32. Accession shall be effected by depit an instrument w'& the
of the United Nations and the convention shall
come into force as regards each Member on the
date of deposit of each instrument of accession.
Section 33. The Secretary-General shall info*
of the United Nations of the deposit
of each accession.

all

Section 34. I t is understood that, w k an instrument of accession is deposited on behalf of any
bfemkr, the Member will be in a position tfnder
its own law to give effect to the terms of this convention.
Section 35. This convention shall continue in
force as between the United Nations and 'every
Member which has deposited an instrument of accession for so long as that Member remains a MemSe: of tiie Unit& Nations, or until a revbed general convention has been agprwed. by the General
.herr.bly and &A: Member hts become a party ro
this revised coovention.
Sec:ion 36. T n e Secremq-General may conclude wit5 any Sfern'ber or Mern'wrs supplementary
agreements adjusting &e provisions of this consent i ~ nso far as h a : Munber or -!!t
Members are
coccemed. These supplementary agnev-en!s shai:
in each case be subject to the apprwal of t l e General Assembly.

B.

Section 27. The Secretar).-General, Assistant
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agencies if the agreements for relationihip made
1 . The General Assembly authorizes me decreunder Article 63 of the Charter so provide.
tarpGenerd1 (with the assistance of a , committee
..as

,

composed ot persons appointed by the governments
Australia, Bel-iurn, BoiivinLG&nz,-Cuba, E w t ,
of A-ustralia,
France, Poland, %ruteTKin&rnZni_on
of Soviet
ist Ke~ubllcsl
e u ICS to nezotiate
negotiate w ~ t i ifiF<omwfiF<ompe%?%$%tie~'of s of''the
the ~
United
i i t e dSutes of .America
.hehca
the arrangements required as a result of the esublishment of the sent of the Cnited Sations in the
United.States of America.
2. The following dmft convention is transmitted
by the General .bsernbly to the Secretary-General
for use in these negotiations as a basis of discussion.
3. The Secretary-General shall report to the
General h e m b l y the results of these negotiations.
4. Any agreement apart from purely temporary
a , g e n t s with the competent authorities of the
United States resulting from these negotiations
shall be subject to approval by the General Assembly before being signed on behalf of the United
Nations.
Thirty-first plenury meetizg, 13 Fzbruary 1946.
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CONVENTION
BETWEEN THE UNITEDNATIONSAND
THE GOVERZ?MENTOF THE UNITEDSTATESOF
AMERICA
(Thisdraft has been prepared on the assumption
that there will be no private persons living within
the zone containing the seat of the United Nations.)

Desiring to conclude a convention for the pur-

pose of carrying out the resolution adopted by the

General Assembly.................................., to establish
the seat of the United Nations in ..............................
and to regulate questions arising as a result thereof:
Have appointed as their plenipotentiaries for this
p'==P'==:
The United Nations..................................
Secretary-Gencral
The Government of the ....................................
United States of America
who have agreed as follows:

Section 1. Ir, this convention:
( a ) the expression "zone" means the area referred to in section 2, inc!udiog any additions to
it;
( b ) t ! e expression "iaw of the 'Cnired States
of America" includes fcderai, state, and local
laws, however designated ;
( c ) the exprssitln "Gwemmen: oi the 'i'nked
States of America" inc!udes a Stxtr or a i o m p tent state authority wherever the con:exr so requires ;
( d ) the expression " c ~ u r t s of the 'United
States of America" inc!udes federal and state
couns ;
( e ) the expression "United Nations" means
the International Organization established by
the Charter of the United Nations.
ARTICLE11
T h e United Nations Zone
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Szction 3. The Government of t!!e U ~ i r d
Sta:es of America underskes, on the e n t y iqto
force of this convention, to cause to bc vested in
the United Nations possession immediately and fuil
ownership as soon as possible of all Imd in the
zone as shown in annex I and of all buildings sicuatrl thereon at the time of transfer.
Szction 5. The Government of the United
States of h e r i c a shall be responsible for expropriating and compensating so far as necessary and
as soon as possible all interests in land and buildings conveyed to the United Nations.
Szction 5. Having regard to section 4, the
United Nations shall pay to the United States of
America a fair price for any land and buildings
conveyed to the United Pu'ations. The amount so
payable shall be credited to the United States of
Anerica in the accounts of the United Nations and
shall be set off, during such period as may be fixed,
agzinst contributions due from the United States
of America. In default of agreement, this price and
t
f
.
Speriod shall be determined by an expert selected by the President of the International Court
of Justice.
Section 6. The United Nations shall have exclusive rights over the subsoil of land conveyed to
it, &d in particular the right to make construetiom underground and to obtain therefrom supplies
of water. I t shall not, however, have the right to
exploit minerals.
Section 7. The United Nations may establish
in the zone any type of installation which it deems
necessary for the purpose of its work, and in particular may establish its own radio telegraph sending and receiving stations, including broadcasting,
teletype, and telephoto services. The United Xations shall make arrangements with the International Telecommur.ications Union with regard to
wavelengths and ocher similar matters.

.

Section 8. The Government of the United
States of America shall, at the request of the Secretary-General acting in pursuance of a resolution of
the General Assembly, cause to be vested in the
IJnited Nations possession immediately ,and full
ownership as soon as possible over such further
land as may be required for the purpose of constructing an airport, railway station, or radio teleeraphic station or for such other purposes as may
& required by the United Nations. The provisions
of sections 5, 5 and 6 shzll apply to land so convcyed.
Scccior! 9. In the event of the lznd contleyed
i? zccordance with section 8 not being contiguou
to the remainder of t i e zone, the Gm-emmest of
the United States of America shall g u u ~ l t wunimpeded communication and transit between parts
of the zone.

Law and Authority in the Zme
Section 10. The zone, including the air space
above it and the subsoil below it, shall be inviolable.
Section I 1. Save as otherwise provided in this
convention, the zone shall be under the control and
authority of the United Pu'ations.
~ . r : ~ : !?.
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condi:ions under ~vhichpersons may remain or reside there, 3r.d over any mat:ers relating :o :he
consuuction or removal of buiidings in the zone.
Sec:ion I ? .
Otiicem or oEcizls of any authority in the territoq of the United States of .America, whether administrative, judicial, military, or
police, shall not enter the zone to perform any
official duties therein escept with the pemission
of and under conditions agreed by the SecretaryGeneral. The service of legal process, including the
seizure of private property, shall take place within
the zone under conditions approved by the Secrerap-General.
Section 14. IVithout preiudice to the ~ r o v i $ions which are contained i n annex I1 and iubsequently in the General Convention referred to in
section 32, and which relate to the immunities of
oificials of the United Nations and of the representatives of Siemben, the United Nations shdl
not permit the zone to become a refuge either for
penons who are avoiding arrest under the law of
the United States of .America or are required by,
the Government of the United States of America
for extradition to another country, or for persons
tvho are endeavouring to avoid service of legal
process.
Section 15. Subject to section 16, the law of
the United States of America shall apply witkin
the zone, and in particular the ordinary civil and
criminal law.
S z c t i m 16. The United Nations may enact
re,Dulations making provisions of an administrative
character for the zone. Any such reglation shall
prevail over any provisions in the law of the United
States of America which are inconsistent with it.'
I t is agreed that Leithin the zone the protection
afforded by the Constitution of !te United States
to penond liberty and to the basic human freedoms of espression and wonhip shall not be Iessened, 2nd no form of racial discrimination shall be
-. permitted.
Scc:iox 17. The courk of the United States of
.America shall, without prejudice to 2ny provisions
ni annex I1 and subsequently of the General Convenric.n rei2rred to in ection 32, have jurisdiction
over aco done and transactions taking place in the
zone, in the same manner si they have over similar acts and transactions taking place outside the 1
zone.
Secdon I S . The courts of the Unired Sutes of
America: when dealing with cases arising out of
or re!ating to acts done or transactionj taking place
in he zone, shsil ta!cc c o ~ i z a n c eof the reylations
enact.-d by the United Sations under section 16,
rhoug'n :hey shnll not be oblised to izfiic: penalties
for infraction of such rep.tla~onsudess ti?e Government of the United Szates cf h e r i c a has
a ~ e to
d thae reg~lationjh i o r e :be infrxtion
w,u commitred.

,
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Comrnunicatio.w and Tsarsit to and from the Zone
Section 19. The Government of the United
Siates of America shdl guarantee a t all times adequate means of communication to and from the
zone through the territory of the United States of
America, for the passage of persons, the uansmission of postal correspondence and telegrams, and
the transport of goods required for use and consumption in the zone.

specrive oi the relations existing behveen t5ei.r
Govenm~,r,t and the G o v c n n t n t of the United
Sta:es of .America, o5ckls both of the Uni:ed
Sations and of the specialized agencies, and the
fanilis of these representatives and officials, sha!l
at all times enjoy the right of unimpeded and safe
transit through the territory of the United States
of America to and from the zone.
Section 2 1. The accredited representatives of
news agencies, whether press, radio, or films, and
of non-governmental organizations recognized by
the United Nations for the purpose of consultation,
shall also enjoy the rights referred to in section 20.
Section 22. Immigration and other regulations
in force in the United States of .herica, regarding
the entry and residence of foreigners, shall not be
applied in such a manner as to interfere with the
rights referred to in sections 20 and 21. Visas required by the persons referred to in those sections
shall be granted without charge, without delay and
without requirement of personal attendance for the
issue of the visa.
Section 23. The Government of the United
States of America shall give or cause to be given
facilities for the issue of visas to, and for the use
of the available means of transport by, penons
coming from abroad (other than those referred to
in sections 20 and 21) who desire to visit the zone.
The Secretary-General of the United Nations and
the Government of the United States of .4merica
shall, at the request of either of them, enter into
discussion with regard to the application of this
section.
Section 24. The provisions of this anicle shall
not prevent the Government of the United States
of America from taking precautions in the interesa
of national security, provided that such precautions shall noc have the effect of interfering with
the rights referred to in sections 19,20 and 21.

ARTICLEV
Rlsident Repressntatives to the United Nations
Section 25. Persons accredited to the United
Nations by Members as resident representatives
and their staffs, whether residing inside or outside
the zone, shJU be recomized bv the Govemmnnt
of the United States of A ~ e n r i - en~i!fed on
temtorv to the same p-ri4qes. %nd '+muniti& as
t % ~ o v e m e r . t accords to the diplomatic envoys
accredited to it, and the staffs of these envoys.

(

Section 26. The Governmmc of the United
States of h e r i c a shall cause to be provided on the
boundaries of the zone such police protection for
the zone as is re~uired,3rd shall be rtlsponsibie for
ensuring that th'e tranquillir): of the zone is not
disturbed bv the una~thorizedentry of bodies of
persons fro* outside or by disturbkces in its immediate vicinity.
Section 27. If so requested by the SecretaryGeneral, the Government of the United States of
America shall cause to be provided a sufficient
number of police to perform duties inside the zone
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or are suspected of having committed or of being

about to commit ofiences, including iniractions to
the administrative regulations of the Unitcd
Xatiom.
. ~ T I C L EV I I
Public SerLdces for and t!:z dmznitizs of tht Zonz
Section 23. The Government of the United
~ t l t e of
s America will exercise all the powers which
it possesses to ensure that the zone shall be supplied
on equitable terms with the necessary public services (including electricity, water, gas, post, telephone, telegraph, drainage, collection of refuse)
and that these services shall not be interrupted. In
case of any interruption or threatened interruption
of any of these services, the Government of the
United States of America will consider the needs
of the zone as being of equal importance with the
essential services of the United States Government
itself. Consequently, in that event it will take all
thosk steps which it would take in case of interruption or threatened inte'mption of these services to thc essential Departments of the United
States Government to ensure that the work of the
United Nations is not prejudiced.
Szction 29. The Government of the United
States of America shall be responsible for ensuring
that the amenities of the zone are not prejudiced
and the purposes for which the zone is required
arc not obstructed by any use made of the land in
its vicinity.
~Mcltters~ e h t i to
n ~the Operation of
' this Convention
Section 30.' The Secretary-General and the
Government of the United States of America shall
settie by agreement the channel or channels
through which shall be conducted correspondence
relating to the application of the provisions of this
convention and w other questions affecting the
zone. If the Secretary-General so requests, the Government of the United States of America shall appoint a special representative for the purpose of
liaisoc with the Secretary-General.
Section 31. I n so far as the fulfilment of this
convenzion requires co-operation and action by any
state or other non-federal authority of t5e United
States of.America, the Government of the Unitel
St3r.m will conclude with that state or authorin
such agreements a are neceszar]; for this purpose.
Ti12 conclusion of these ageemena, together wit!!
fie enactment of any necrssary legislation by the
United Stares and by :he S ~ E , s'r,a!i be compleed
before the notice k $-;en whish is required ucder
section 35 to k given by &e Gnvemrnenr of the
United States of America b+fc.re his corlvenii~n
enters into force.
Relation b e t ~ e e nthis Conuentimr and the
Cenercl Concention
Section 32. Until the Government of the
United Sates of .4mericz becomes 3 party to the
general convention relating to the privileges and
immunities of the United Xations, the provisions
of annex I1 shall apply between thc United Nations and the Government of the United States of
Aznerica.
. . . T)ereaftei,.those-p~ovis~ons ~$11 be re-
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Section 33. The provisions of this convention

shall be com?!enentary to the provsiorr, oi Lie
gcacra1 convention and, undl the Goverment of
the United States of .L~ericabecomes 3 party to
the general convention, to the provisions of anncs

r
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Stction 34. In so far as any .provision of this
convention and any provision of tiie general convention (or of annes I1 as the case may be) re!3te
ts the same subject matter, the two provisions shill,
wherever possible, be treated 3s complementary, so
that both provisions shall be applicable and neither
shall narrow the efiect of the other; but in any
w e of absolute conaict, the provisions of this convention shall prevail.
ARTICLEX
Final Provisions
Section 33. This convention, having already
been approved by a resolution of the General .%sembly, shall enter into force as soon as the Government of the United States of America notifies
the Secretary-General that it has all the porvers
necwary to fulfii the provisions of the convention.
The Government of the United States of America
shall take every possible step to enable it to give
this notification as soon as possible, and in any case
not later than ..............................
Section 36. This convention shall remain in
force so long as the seat of the United Xations is
maintained in the territory of the United States of
America.
S2ction 37. The seat of the United Nations
shall only be removed from the territory of the
United States of America if the United Nations
should so decide.
Section 38. If the seat of the United Nations
is removed from the territory of the United S t a t e
of America, the Government of the United States
of America shall pay to the United Nations an
equitable sum for the land in the zone and for all
buiidings and installations thereon. An expert nominated by the President of the International Court
d l Justice shall decide, in default of agreement be. tween the parties, what sum is equitable, having
regard to
( a ) the then value to the United States of
.America of the land, buildings and installations;
and
( b ) the cost incurred by the United Nations
in acquiring the land and in erecting the buildings an6 instal!ations.
Section 39. Xay difierence between the U ~ i t e d
Nations and t!e C-overnrnent of i h 2 United Sra:es
ci .America concerniz~the inrr~recationor apptication of rho ccjnveaticn or of any ,supplementary
agreement or agreezent which is not jetded by
nqbtiauon shail be relerred to the arbitrarion of
an umpire appointed for the purpose by the Prejident of the International Court of Justice.
Section 40. Either party may ask the Generd
.&scnDly to request of the Internationa! Court of
Justice nn advisory opinion on any legal question
arising in the coune of the proceedings referred
to in section 39. Pending the receipt of the opinion
of the Court, an interim decision of the umpire
shall be observed by both parties. Thereafter the
umpire shall render a final decision, havinq regard
:o the opinion of the Court.
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ANNEXI
MAP
(Not reproduced here)

AmExII
&~TICLE

1

Juridical Personality
Section 1. T h e United Nations shall possess jur5dical person-.!icy. I t shall have the capacity:
( a ) to contract;
(b) to acquire and dispose of immovable and movable property;
(c) to institute legal proceedings;

AR~cLz?TI
Property, F u n d s and Assets
Section 2: The United Nations, i u property and
assets wherever located and by whornscxver held, shall
cnjoy immunity from every form of Ic$ process except
in so far as, in any particular case, i t has expressly
waived its immunity. I t is, howcvcr, understood that no
waiver of immunity shall extend to any measure of
rxecution
.
Section 3. T h e premises of the Unitcd Nations shall
be inviolable. The property and a s r s of the United
Nations, whcrevu located and by w h o m w e r held,
shall be immune from search, requisition, conhrcation,
expropriation, and any othcr form of interference,
whether by aecutive, administrative, judicial or legislative action.
Section 4. The archives of the Unitcd Nations, and
in general all documcnu belonging to it or held by it,
shall be inviolable wherever located.
Section 5. Without being restricted by tinancid
controls, regulations of moratoria of any kind,
, (a) the United Piations may hold funds, gold or
currency of any kind and operate accounts in any
currency;
( 6 ) the Unitcd Nations shall be free to transfer
i u funds, gold or currency becwecn the United States
of America and any other State, arad from one place
to another within the United States of America, and
to convert any currency held by i t into any other
currency.

'

1

Section 6. In exercising its rights under scction 5
above, the Unitcd Nations shall pay due regard to any
representations made by the Government of the United
States, in so far as it is considered that effect can &c
given to such reprcscntations without detriment to the
interests of the United Nations.
Section 7. The United Nations, its assets, income
and other property shall be:
( a ) exempt from ai! direct taxes; it is understood,
however, that the United Xations will not claim esemption from a x e s which are, i n fact, no more than
chargcs for public utility services;
( b ) cxempt from customs duties ~d prohibidom
and restrictions or. imports and c t w r t s in rape:: of
articles imporred or txportc6 by 6 c Unitcd N a t i o i ~
for irs official use. I t is understood, however, L!!
articla imported un$er such exemption will not be
sold in !he United states of .-imerica except under
conditions agreed with the Government of the United
States of A n c r i u ;
ic) exempt from customs dutics w.d. prohibitior?
and restriction; on :.mporrs 2nd exports tn respect or
irs pubiicatior~.
Section 8. While the Urrited Xatiom will not, as a
general rcle, claim exemption from excise duties and
from taxes on the sale of movable and immovable propeny which form par; of the price to be paid, neverrhcless, when the United Sations is mabring important purchases for official use of property on which such duties
and a x e s have been charged or arc ~hargeablc, the
Go~ernment of the United States of America will,
whenever possible, make- appropriate administrative arr=nqc~.c?.:s f ~ :i t e rer;.:;j:sr.

or
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FaciIities in rzspcct of Comnunicciions
Section 9. T'r.e Unitcd Nations shall enjoy in the
territory of the United States of b c r i c a for its ofiicial
communicatiorn treavncnt not l a s favourable than that
accordcd by the Governmcnt of the Unitcd Sc3ccs of
America to any othcr government, including its diplomatic mission, in the matter of priorities, rates and
t ~ x e s on mails, cables, telegrams, radiograms, telcphotos, telephone and othcr communications; and press
rates for informarion to the press and radio. No censorship shall be appIied to the official correspondence and
other official communications of rhc Unitcd Nations.
.

.

Section 10. The Unitcd Nations shall have the
right to use c o d a and to despatch and rccave irs correspondence by courier or in bags, which shall have the
same immunities and privileges as diplomatic couriers
and bags.

ARTICLEIV
The Representatives of Members
Section 11. Reprcscntatives of Members to the principal and subsidiary organs of the Unitcd Nations and
to conferences convened by the United Nations, shall,
while exercising rheir functions and during their journey to and from the place of mecdng, be accorded by
he Governmcnt of the W t e d States of America the
following privileges and immunities:
(a) immunity from personal arrest or detention
and from seizure of their personal baggage, and, in
respect of words spoken or written and all acrs done
by thun in their capaaty as representatives, immunity from legal process of evuy kind;
(b) inviolability for 311 papen and documcnu;
(c) the right to use codu and to receive p a p
or correspondence by courier or in sealed bags;
(d) exemption in respect of t h e m h r a and their
spouscr from immigration restrictions, aliens registration or national service obligations in the State they
are visiting or through which they are pasing in the
exercise of their functions;
(e) the same facilities in respect of &rrency or
exchange restrictions as arc accorded to rcprscrrtadves of foreign governments on 'tcnporary ofiicial
missions to the Governmcnt of the Unitcd Stares;
( f ) the same immucitics and facilities in respect
of their personal baggage as are accorded .to diplomatic envoys, and also;
Jg) such othcr privileges, immunities and fadlides, not inconsistent with the foregoing, as diplomatic envoys cnjoy, except that they shall have no
right to claim cxemp:ion from customs duties on
goods impomd (othersise than as part of their personal baggage) or from excise duties or sales taxes.
Section 12. In order to secure for the represectativu of Members to the pri~cipaland subsidiary orezv
of the United Nations and :o confcrcncu convened by
the UN'ted Nations, completr freedom of speech akd
ir:dependencc in the discharge of their duries, the inm d t y from legxi process in respect of words spoken
or written and all acts done bv them in discharging heir
duties shall continue to be kccorded, norxithstanding
th3t the persons concerned are no longer rite represcr.tarive; of 3iunbers.
Section 13. Where the incidence of any f0.m of
taxation depends upon residence, periods during w ~ c h
the representatives of 3lembers to the principal and
subsidiary organs of the Unircd.Nations and to conferences convened by the United Nations are present in
the United States of America for the discharge of their
duries shall not be considered as periods of residence.
Section 14. Privileges and immuniries arc accordcd
to the repr~encacivs~of,Munbersnot for the personal
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connection with the United Sariom. Conxqucnt!~ a
hiember not only has the right but is under ;du$ to
waive the immunity of i u rcprcscntative in any case
where the immunity would impede the course of jusbe waived without prejudice to the
ticc, and it
purpose for which the immunity is accorded.

~

C
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VI
E

Expzrts on ;%fissions for the I;ni:cd Na!ions
&c:ion 22. EK~C:U
(other than officials cornizg
within the Scope of article v) performing missions for
the United Nsuons shall be accorded such privilcgs
and immunities as are neccssarv for the indeoendcx
exercise of their functions duriAg rhe period bf their
Section 15. The provisions of sections 11, 12 and 13
missions, including the timc spent on journeys in conmay not be invoked against the authorities of the
nection with rheir missions. In parucuisr b e y shall be
t'nitcd States of . h e r i c a :
( a ) by a national of the United States of America; . accorded:
( a ) immunity from personal a m t or detention
( b ) by a representative of the United S t a t s of
and from seizure of their personal baggage;
America;
( 6 ) in respect of words spokcn or written and a c s
( c ) by a represcntativc of another hicmber, when
done by them in the course of the performance of
that Munbcr h u waived the immunity in question.
thcir mission, immunity from legal process of every
hind. This immunity from l q a l process shall continue
Section 16. I n chis article the e~prcslion "repreto
be accorded notwithstanding that the penons consentatives" shall be deemed to include all dclqgates,
cerned are no longer employed on r&sions for the
deputy delegates, advisers, technical experts and sccrcUnitcd Nations;
taria of delqations.
( c ) inviolability for a11 papers and documenrs;
( d ) for the purpose of their communications with
.~RTICLE V
the United Narions, the right to use codes and to rcOficids
ccive papers
or correspondence by courier or in scaIed
- Section 17. T h e Secretary-General will specify the
bags;
categories of officials t c which the provisions of this
. ( e ) the same facjfiries in respect of currency or
exchange restrictions as are accordcd to representsarticle and article VII shall apply. He shall submit
these categories to the General Xsxmbly. Thereafter
t i v s of foreign governments on temporary oEcial
missions to the Governmcnt of the United States of
these categoria shall be communicated to the govcmAmerica;
menu of all hfembuf. T h e names of the officials in(f) the same immunitirt and facilitia in respect
cluded in t h a e carcgories shall from time to timc be
of thcir personal baggage as are accordcd to diplomade known to the Government of the United States
matic envoys.
of America.

.
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Section 18. Officials of the United Natioru shall:
( a ) be immune from legal process in rapcct of
words spoken o r written and all acts p u f o r m d by
them in heir official capacity;
( b ) be e ~ a n p from
t
taxation on the salaries and
emolwnmts paid to them by the United Nations;
( c ) be immune frcm national service obligations;
( d ) be immune, together with their spouses and
relativa dependent on thun, from immigration restrictions and alien redstration;
( e ) be accordcd the same privilcga in respect of
exchange facilities as arc accorded to the officials of
comparable ranks forming part of diplomatic missions to the Govenunent of the Unitcd Statcf of
America;
( f ) be giva, togethcr with their spouses and rela'tivcs dependent on thun, the same repaviation facilities in timc of international crisis as diplomatic
uvoys;
(g) have the right to import free of d u r j their
furninue and cKecrs at the umc of first taking up
their p
t in the country in q u a t i o n

Section 23. Privileges and immunities arc panted
to experts in the interests of the United h'ations and
not for the personal benefit of the individuals thcmrclva. The Secretary-General shall have the right and
the duty to waive the immunity of any expm in any
case where, in his opinion, the immunity would impede
the course of justice and it can be waived without
prejudice to the interests of the United Nations.

ARTICLEVII

United Nations Laissez-Passer
Section 24. T h e United Xations may issue Unitcd
Nations Iaissez-parer to iu officials. These laifse:-parscr
shall be recognized and accepted as valid travel documents, by the authorities of the Unitcd States of Arne:.
ica, taking into account the provisions of section 25.
Sec!Ion 25. Applications for visas (where required)
from the holders oi Unitcd Nations kisser-pasrer, when
accompanied by a certificate that they are ravelling
on the business of the United Nations, shall bc dealt
with as speedily as possible. In addition, such Fezions
shall be granted faciiitiu for speedy travel.

Sec:wn 19. In rddition to the immuiritics and privil e g s specified in ;e+:tion 18, the Strerary-General and
a 3 .Lsi.ant Seuc:trics-Grnersi shall lie accorded in
respect of t!!cnxIves, their spouscs and minor children,
the privile3c and immuniticc, excmpdons and frdlitier
accorded to diplomatic envoys, in accorciane with
international law.

Section 26. Similar faciliSes :o th0.u ;pciEtd in
and other Dersection 25 s h d l bc accordcd to CK?:LT
jons who, fiough nor t!e hoiders oi Uni:cd ~ a d o c s
Lcixesposrer, have a ccrjificnte that they are :nr.e!!.%g
on the business of t ' e Cnircd Xadons.
Section 27. The Secretary-Gcner3i, .4xiistrr.t Sec:c.
taria-General and Dircc:on travelling on United Nations Icirscz-pwscr on the business of the United Wa.
tions shall be granted the same Iacilitics as arc accorded
to diplomatic envoys.

Sectiox 20. Privileges and immunities 3re granted
to officials in the interests of the United Xations and
not for the p a w n a l baa&: of t!!e individuals &emselves. T h e Secretary-General shall have the right and
the duty to waive the immunity of any otEciaI in any
case when, in his opinion, the immunity would impede
the c o w of justice and can be waived without prejudice to the intercstr of the United Nations. I n the case
of the Secretary-General the Security Council shall
have the right to waive immunity.

~ c c t i d n28. T h e provisions bf this anicle may be
applied to the comparable officials of specialized agcnaa if the agreements for relationship made under
Article 63 of the Charter so provide.

ARTICLEVIII
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tion of justice, secure the obse-ec
ot police rcgulatiolu, and prevent the occurrence of any abuse in connccdon with the privileges, immunities and facilities
mentioned in this article.
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convention on pdvileges and immur,i;?):i;ztion of these wticles.
Secretary-General.
Thereforz thz Gzneral Asszmbly instructs the
Secretary-General
to ensure that the driven of all
C.
official motor-can of the United Sations and ail
RESOLUTION
ON THE PRIVILEGESAND IJIMUNI- mernben of the staff, who own or drive motor-cm,
TIES O F THE INTERNATIOSAL
COUXTOF JUSTICE. shall be properly insured against third party risks.
1 . The Generd dssernbly, with a view to ensurThirty-first plenary meeting, 13 February 1946.
ing that the International Court of Justice shall
enjoy the privileges, immunities and facilities necF.
essary for the exercise of its functions and the fulRESOLUTIONRELATING TO ARRAiYGEMENTS TO BE
filment of its purposes, in the counuy of its seat
XME SO THAT OFFICIALS OF MEMBERSWHO ARE
and elsewhere, invites the memben of the Court at
TRANSFERRFD OR SECONDED FOR SERVICE WITH THE
their first session to consider this question and to
UNXTELINATIONSSHOULD NOT LOSE THEIR ACinform the Secretary-General of their recommendaCRUED PENSION RIGHTS BY REASON OF SUCH TRANStions.
FER OR SECONDMENT.
2. T h e General Assembly decides that the qumI n order to facilitate the engagement, as memtion of the privileges and immunities of the Court
bers of the s t . of the United Nations, of penons
shall be considered as soon as possible after the rewho have accrued pension rights as officials, either
ceipt of the recommendations of the Court.
of the central government of Members, or of subor3. T h e General Assembly recommends that, undinate governmental or other administrative autil further action has been taken, the rules which
thorities within the territory of Members, it is dehave been applied to the Permanent Court of
sirable that arrangements should be made to secure
International Justice should be observed by Memthat accrued pension rights are not lost when such
bers in relation to the International Court of
persons accept posts on the staff'of the United
Justice.
Nations, by way either of transfer or of secondment.
Thfrty-first Plenary meeting, 13 February, 1916.
. Thcreforc, the General Assembly recommends
D.
that:
RESOLUTION
ON THE CO-ORDINATION
OF THE
gfter such discussion with the Secretary-General
PRMLECES AND I ~ ~ J I U NOF~ THE
I E SUNITED NA- as may be necessary to settle details the governments of Members adopt such legislative or adTIONS AND THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES..
ministrative measures as may be required to preT h e General Assembly considers that there are
serve such pension rights.
many advantages in the unification as far as posThirty-first plenary meeting, 13 February 1946.
sible of the privileges and immunities enjoyed by
the United Sations and the various specialized
agencies.
While recognizing that not all specialized agencies require all the privileges and immunities which
may be needed by others, and that certain of these
may, by reason of their particular functions, require privileges of a special nature which are not
The Esecutive Secretary sent .a circular letter
required by the United Nations itself, the General
to the Members of the United Nations on 8 NoAssembly considers that the privileges and immuvember 1915 informing them that from the date
nities of the United Sations should be regarded,
of the entry into force of the Charter treaties and
as a general rule, aj a maxirnurn within which the
international agreements would be received and
various specialized agencies should enjoy such privifiled on a provisional basis until the adoption of
leges and immunities as :he appropriate fulfilment
detailed regulations prescribing the procedure to
of their respective functions may require, and that
be followed in the registration and publication of
no privileges and immunities which are not really
treaties and international a,geements under the
necessary should be asked for.
provisions of Article 102 of the Charter. The ExTherefore the Genera! risszrnbly ins::ucts the
ecutive Secrztary also invited :he Govemmentr of
Secretmy-Genera! t s open negotiatiocs with a view
Members to mnsmit to the Secretxiat for filing
to ih9 re-consideration, in the light borh of the
and publication treaties and intemarionzl agreeGeneral Ccnvention adcpted by dle U ~ i t e dSaments not incljded in the treaty series of the
tionr and c.4 rhe considerations zbove, of the proL e w e of Xations and entered into in recent years
visions under which the specialized. agencies at
before the date of the entiy into force of the Charpresent enjoy privi!eges and imrnu..'" 1 ~ ~ s .
ter.
Th:rq-first plenary meciing, 19 February 1946.
I t is desirable, as a matter of practical convenience, that iimgements should be made for
E.
the pubiication of m y treaties or international
RESOLCTIONRELATING TO T E E INSURANCE
agreements which non-merhber States rcay volunAGAINST THEU) PARTY RISKS OF MOTOR-CARS OF
tarily transmit and wkich have not been included
THE ORGASIZATION
AKD OF YESfBERS OF THE
in the treaty series of the League of Nations. These
STAFF.
arrangements should not, however, extend to treaties or international agreements transmitted by any
I t has been found that a frequent source of diffinon-member State such as Spain, the Government
culty is road accidents in which motor can, owned
of which has been founded with the support of the
or driven by persons pcssessing immunity from
Axis powers and does not, in vikw of its origin, its
legal process, are involved.
nature, its-record and its close-association with the
I t is. the intention of t h e United Nations to Dre>-y'z::>:G? b:L;:s!
<Z:.::C2:>-:.3
2::2;.!2.-.
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1. CONVENI?ON ON TEE PRIVILEGES AND

OF TBE UhlTElI NATIONS

Ahpled by the General Assembly ofthe United Nations on 13 February 1946~
14 December 1946. No. 4.
United Nations. Treaty Series. voI . I. p. 15. and vo1. 90. p 32'7 (corrigendum to vol. 1).
Parties: 138
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Accession.
successbn (4

AT banistan ...................... 5 Se
N&nia ......................... 2
~~~~j~
......................... 31 Oct
h g o l a .......................... 9 Aug
I\ntlgaa and Barbuda ............... 25 Oct
' ~ ~ p t i n.......................
a
12 Oct
Australia .......................... 2 Mar
Austria ........................... 10 May
heCrbaijan....................... 13 Aug
Bahamas.. ....................... 17 Mar
Bahrain .......................... 17 Sep
Bangladesh....................... 13 Jan
Barbados ......................... 10 Jan
Belarus .......................... 22 Oct
Belgium ......................... 25 Sep
Bollvia .......................... 23 Dec
Bomia and Herzegovina ............ 1 Sep
Brazil ........................... 15 Dec
Bul aria ......................... 30 Sep
~urfinaFaso ..................... 27 A r
Burundi ......................... 17 d r
Cambodia ....................... 6 Nov
Cameroon ........................ 20 Oct

1947
J ~ P11963
9~7
1990
1988 d
1956
1949
1957
1992
1977 d
1992
1978 d
1972 d
1953
1948
1949
1993 d
1949
1960
1962
1971
1963
1961 d

Ccntral African Republic ............ 4 Sep 1962 d
Chile ............................ 15 Oct 1948

Participant

'

......................
..........................
.......................
..........................
............................

Ge~many~*~
5 NOV 1980
Ghana ........................... 5 Aug 1958
Greece
29 Dec 1947
Guatemala
7 Jul 1947
Guinea .......................... 10 Jan 1968
Guyana
28 Dec 1972
Haiti
6 Aug 1947
Honduras ........................ 16 May 1947
Hungary ......................... 30 Jul 1956
Iceland
10 Mar 1948
India ............................ 13 May 1948
Indonesia ......................... 8 Mar 1972
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ........... 8 May 1947
Iraq ............................. 15 Sep 1949
Ireland .......................... 10 May 1967
Israel ............................ 21 Se 1949
Italy ............................ 3
1958
Jamaica ......................... 9 Sep 1963
Japan ........................... 18 Apr 1963
Jordan
3 Jan 1958
Kenya ........................... 1 Jul 1965
Kuwait
13 Dec 1963
Lao People's Democratic Republic .... 24 Nov 1956
Latvia
21 Nov 1997
Lebanon
10 Mar 1949
Lesotho
26 Nov 1969

..........................

FEE

...........................
..........................
...........................
.........................
..........................

111.1:

Participant

Accessionl
succession (d)

Paraguay ......................... 2
Peru ............................ 24
Philip ines ....................... 28
~olancf ........................... 8
Republic of Korea ................. 9
Republic of Moldova
12
Romania
5
22
Russian Federation
Rwanda ......................... 15
Saint Lucia ....................... 27
Sene a1 .......................... 27
~ e ~ c % e l l e.......................
r
26
Sierra Leone ...................... 13
Singa re ........................ 18
~ l o v a g a........................
~
28
Slovenia ......................... 6
Somalia ......................... 9
Spain ........................... 31
Sudan ........................... 21

...............
.........................
.................

I'rivilcges and inirnunilics of the I!ni\cc: S1;1.~?i

Oct
Jul
Oct
Jan
Apr
Apr
Jul
Sep
Apr
Aug
May
Aug
Mar
Mar
May
Jul
Jul
Jul
Mar

1953
1963
1947
1948
1992
1995
1956
1953
1964
1986 d
1963 d
1980
1962 d
1966 d
1993 d
1992 d
1963
1974
1977

Participant

Sweden .......................... 28 Arlg
Syrian Arab Republic .............. 29 Scp
Thailand ......................... 30 Mar
The former Yugoslav
Republic of ~ a c e d o n i a..........
~
18 Aug
Togo ............................ 27 Feb
Tr~nidadand Tobago ............... 19 Oct
Tunisia .......................... 7 May
Turkey .......................... 22 Aug
Ukraine .......................... 20 Nov
United Kingdom .................. 17 Sep
United Republic of Tanzania ......... 29 Oct
United States of America ............ 29 Apr
Uruguay ......................... 16 Feb
Viet Nam ........................ 6 Apr
Yemen7 .......................... 23 Jul
Yugoslavia ....................... 30 Jun
Zambia .......................... 6 Jun
Zimbabwe ....................... 13 May

19.17
'1953
1956
1993 .r.
1962 .r;
1965
1957
1950
1953
1946
1962
1970
1984
1988
1963
1950
1975 .d
1991

(
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Declarations and Reservations
(Unless otherwise indicated, the declaratiom and resen.alions were nrade
upon accession or succession.)

... .

. .- - . . - -

ALBANIA^
~h~ people~s ~~~~b~~~of Albania does not consider itself
bound by the provisions ofsection 30, which providethat any difference arising out of the interpretation or application of thepresentconvention shall be brou htbefore the Jnternational Court of
~
~whose ~opinion~ shafli be accepted
~
~as decisive
,
by the
parties; with respect to the competence of the Court in disputes
relatingtothe interpretation or application ofthe Convention, the
People's Republic of Albania will continue to maintain, as it has
heretofore, that in every individual case the agreement of all the
arties to the dispute is required in order that the dispute may be
faid before the International Court of Justice for a ruling.

ALGERL4'
The Democratic and Popnlar Republic of Algeria does not
consider itself bound by section 300f thesaid Conventionwhich
provides for the compulsor jurisdiction of the International
Court oflustice in fhc case oldifferences arising out of the interpretationorapplicaiiotiof theconvention. It deciarestliat, forthe
submission of a particular dispute to the International Court of
Justice for settlement, the consent of all parties to the dispute is
necessary in each case. This reservation also applies to the
provision of the same section that the advisory opinion iven by
the International court of Justice shall be accepted as &iJivf?.

BAHRAIN
Declaration:
"The accession by thestate of Bahrain tothesaidconvention
shall in no way constitute recognition of Israel or be 1 cause for
the establishment of any relations of any kind therewith."
BELARUS~

as hitherto, adhere to the position that, for the submissioil of a
particular dis ute for settlement by the International Court, the
consent of a 8 the parties to the dispute is required in every
individual case. This reservation is equally applicable to the
provisions contained in
same
the
opinion ofthe Jnternational Court shall be accepted as decisive.

.

BU~GARIA~~

CANADA
ruervation that exenlFtion from
imposed
by any lawin CanadaOnsalariesand emolumentsshallnotextend
to a Canadian citizen residing or ordinarily resident in Canada."

CrnA8
The Government of the People'? Republic of China 'has
reservations on section 30, article VIII, of the ConL,eution.
CZECEI REPUBLIC % 8

HUNGARY8*lo
INDONESIA,'
u~~~i~.~ 1 (b)
1: ~h~ capacity c?f the united Natiois
acquire and dispose ofimmova~lc
be
with due regard to national laws and regulations.
"Article VIII, section 30: With regard to competence of the'
International Court of Justice in disputes concerning the interretation or application of the Convention, the ~ovenunent,of
kdonesia reserves the right to maintain that in every individual
case the agreement of the parties to the dispute is required before.
the Court for a ruling."

38
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111.1:

Privileges and immmdfies of the Unlted Nations

talion: on:

"The ~ovemmentof the Republic of Lithuania has made the
Kscrvationin respect of article 1(1) (b), thatthe United Nations
shallnotbeentitled to acqulreland inthe territory oftheRepublic
,f Lithuania, in view of the land regulations laid down by the
arlic]c47 of the Constitution of the Republic of Lithuania."
MEXICO
The United Nations and its organs shall not be entitled
to acquire immovable property in Mexican territory, in view of
- 1bc property regulations laid down by the Political Constitution
of
United Mexican States.
(b) (Xficials and experts of the United Nations and its
)rganswhoareof Mexicannationalityshall enjoy, in the exercise
of their functions in Mexican territory, exclusively those
)riviIcgeswhich are anted them by section 18, ara aphs (a),
section 22, paragraphs &), (f$,.(!), (4
Id), O)and (g), and
and O) respectively; of the Convention on the Privileges
;t~tdImmunities of the United Nations, on the understanding
11tatthe inviolability established in the aforesaid section 22,
paragraph (c), shall be granted only for official papers and
documents.
r
i

*

),(

SEPALS
"Subject to the reservationwith regard to section 18(c)of the
Convcntion,that UnitedNationsofficialsof Nepalesenationality
shall not be exem t from service obligations applicable to them
pursuant to Nepa ese law; and
"Subject to the reservation with regard to section 30 of the
Co~~vention,
that any difference arising out of the interpretation
or application of the Convention to which Nepal is a arty, shall
be referred to the International Court of Justice on y with the
specific agreement of His Majesty's Government of Nepal."

I'

P

REPUBLIC OF KOREA
- Reservation:
[The Govenunent of the Republicof Korea declares] that the

;

/_

) provision of parapaph (c) of section 18 of article V shall not
apply with respect to Korean nationals. .

ROMANIA^

1f
e

t

i
i
i

I

.s :
n
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The Romanian People's Republic does not consider itself
hound bythe termsofsection 30ofthe~onventionwhichpr0~ide
for the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court In
differencesarising out of the interpretation or applicationof the
Convention; with respect to the competenceof the Intem?tional
Court in such differences,the Romanian People's Republrctakes
the view that, for the purpose of the submission of any d~spute
i~hatsoeverto the Court for a ruling, the consent of all the parties
'0 the dispute is required in eve
individual case. This
reservation is equally applicable to g e provisions contained in
the said section which sti ulate that the advisoryopinion of the
international Court is to acapted as decisive.

submission of a particular dispute for settlement by the hternational Court, the consentof allthe parties to thedisputeisrequired
in every individual case. This reservation is equaIIy applicable
to the provision contained in the same section, whereby the
advisory opinion of the Jnternational Court shall be accepted as
decisive.

SLOVAKIA~,

THAILAND
"Officials of the United Nations of Thai nationality shall not
be immune from national service obligetions".

'I'URKEY'~
With the following reservations:
(a) The deferment, during service with the United Nations, of
the second period of military service of Turkish nationals
who occupy posts with the said Organization, will be
arranged in accordance with the procedures provided in
Military Law No. 1111, account being taken of their
position as reserveofficersor privatesoldiers, provided that
the complete their previous military service as required
undkr Article 6 of the above-mentioned Law, as reserve
officers or private soldiers.

...

(e) Turkish nationals entrusted by the United Nations with a
mission in Turkey as officials of the Organization are
subject to the taxes payable by their fellow citizens. They
must make an annual declaration of their salaries in
accordance with the provisions set forth in chapter 4,
section 2, of Law No. 5421 concerning income tax.

IJKmnmS
The Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic does not consider
itself bound by the provision of section 30 of the Convention
which envisagesthe compulsoryjurisdictionof the International
Court and, in regard to the competenceof the InternationalCourt
in differences arising out of the interpretation and a lication of
the Convention, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist RepuI f lic will, as
hitherto, adhere to the position that, for the submission of a
particular dispute for settlement by the International Court, the
consent of all the arties to the dispute is required in every
individual case. &is reservation is equally applicable to the
provision contained in the same section, whereby the advisory
opinion of the International Court shall be accepted as decisive.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
"(1) Paragraph (b) of section 18 regarding immunity
from taxation and paragraph (c) of section 18 regarding
immunity from national service obligations shall not apply with
resoect to United States nationals and aliens admitted for
pehanent residence.
"(2) Nothiig in article N,regarding the privileges and
irxununitiesof representativesof Members, in arhcle VI,regarding the rivileges and immunitiesof United Nations officials, or
in arti c e VI,regarding the privileges and immunities of experts
on missions for the United Nations, shall be construed to grant
any person who has abused his privileges of residence by
RUSSIAN FEDERATION^^
activities in the United States outside his official capacity
from the laws and regulations of the United States
- - - - --p e Soviet Union does not consider itself bound by the exemntion
provision of section 30 of the Convention which envisages the
regardin the continued residence of aliens, provided that:
"(a)
proceedings shall be instituted under such laws or
c ~ m p ~ l s ojurisdiction
ry
of the InternationalCourt, and ~nregard
regulations to require an such person to leave the
tothec~m~etenceof
the~ntemationalCourtindifference~?r~sing
United States except wit the pnor approval of the
out pf the interpretation and application of the Conventlon, the
Secretary of State of the United States. Such approval
Sovlet Union will, as hitherto, adhere to the position that, for the

&
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shall be given only after consultation with the
appropriate Member in the case of a representative of a
Member (or member o f his family) o r with the
Secretary-General in the case of any person referred to
in articles V and VI;
"(b) A representative of the Member concerned o r the
Secretary-General, as the case may be, shall have the
right to appear in any such proceedirlgs o n behalf ofthe
person against whom they are instituted;
"(c) Persons who are entitled t o diplomatic privileges and
immunities under the Convention shall not be required
to leave the United States otherwise than in accordance
with the customary procedure applicable to members of

dip1omaticmissionsaccreditedornuLific;Jlo tGr United
States.

VIET N A M ~
1. Disputes concernin the inte retation or application of
the Convention shall b e re erred t o t e International Court of
Justice for settlement only with the consent o f all parties
concerned.
2. Theopinionof the h~llfernationalCourtofJusticerefened
to in article VIII,section 30, shall b e merely advisory and shall
not be considered decisive without the consent of all parties
concerned.

f

%

NOTES:
Resolution 22 A (I). See Resolutions adopted by the General
Assembly during rhe First Part of its First Session (.4/64), p. 25.
Czechoslovakia had acceded to'the Convention on 7 September
1955 with a reservation to section 30 of the Convention. The reservation
was subsequently withdrawn by a notification received on 26April
1991. For the text of the reservation, see United Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. 214, p. 348.See also 8 note below and 11in chapter 1.2.
The German DemocraticRepublic had acceded to the Convention
on 4 October 1974,with a reservation. For the text of the reservation,
see United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 950, p. 354. See also note 8
below and note 14 in chapter 1.2.
In a communication accompanying the instrument of accession,
the Gcvernment of the Federal Republic of Germany declared that the
said Convention shall also apply to Berlin (West) with effect from the
date on which it enters into force for the Federal Republic of Germany.
In this regard, the Secretary-General received, on the dates
indicated, the following communications:
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (9 November 1981):
The declaration made by the Government of the Fedenl
Republic of Germany when depositing the instrument of accession,
to the effect that thesaid Convention shall extend to Berlin (West),
is incompatible with the Quadripartite Agreement of 3 ~eptember
1971. That Agreement, as is generally known, does not grant the
Federal Republic of Germany the right to extend to West Berlin international agreements which affect matters of security and status.
The above-mentioned Convention belongs precisely to that
category of agreement.
In particular, the 1946 Convention regulates the granting of
privileges and immunities to United Nations organs and ofCtcials in
the State !emtory of countries parties to it, including immunity from
legal proceedings and immunity from arrest or detention. Thus, the
Convention concerns sovereign rights and obligations which cannot
be exercised by a State in a territory which does not come under its
jurisdiction.
In view of the foregoing, the Soviet Union considers the
declaration made by the Federal Republic of Germany on extending
the application of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities
of the United Nations to Berlin (West) to be illegal and to have no
legal force.
German Democratic Republic (23 December 1981):
"Concerning the application of the Convention on Privileges
and Immunities ofthe United Nations on 13 February 1946to Ber!in
(West) the German Democratic Republic states in accordance w ~ t h
the Quadripartite Agreement of 3 September 1971, that Berlin
(West) continues not to be a constituent part of the Federal Republic
of Germany and cannot be governed by it.
'The declaration made by the Federal Republic of Germany to
the effect that the said Convention shall be extended to Bedin (West)
is contrary lo the Quadripartite Agreement in which it is stipulated
that intcrnationaf agreements affecting matters of security and status
of Berlin (West) cannot be extended by the Federal Republic of
Germany to Berlin (West).

"In view of the foregoing, the declaration made by the Federal
Republic of Germany will have no validity."
France, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northen
Irela@ a.nd h e United States ofAmerica (8June 1982):
"In a communication to the Government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, which is an integral part (annex N A) of the
QuadripartiteAgreement of 3 September 1971,the Governments oE
France, the United Kingdom and the United States, confirmed that,
provided matters of security and status are not affected and provided
that the extension is specified in each case international agreements
and arrangements entered into by the Federal Republic of Germany
may be extended to the Western Sectors of Berlin in accordance with
established pracedures. For its part, the Government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, in a communication to the Governments of theThree Powers, which issimilarly an integral part (annex
N B) of the Quadripartite Agreement of 3 September 1971,
aErmed that it would raise no objection to such extension.
The established procedures referred to above, which were
endorsed in the Quadripartite Agreement, are designed inter afiatt
afford the authoritie ofthe Three Powers the opportunity to ensun
that international agreements and arrangements entered into by thl
Federal Republic of Germany which are to be extended to th.
Western Sectors of Berlin are extended in such a way that matte:
of
and status are not affected-.
- .securitv
~ h e authorizing
i
the extension of the above-mentioned COI
vention to the Western Sectors of Berlin. the authorities of theThn
Powers took such steps as were ne=&t*
ensure that the applic
tion of the Convention to the Western Sectors of Berlin remain1
subject to Allied rights and responsibilitiesin the field of privileg
and immunities of international organisations. Accordingly, f
validity of the Berlin declaration made by the Federal Republic
Germany in accordance with established procerfures is unaffed
and the application of the Convention to the Western Sectors
Bedin continues in full force and effect, subject to Allied rights.2
responsibilities.
With reference,to the said communication for the Govemm
of the Getman Democratic Republic we wish to state that SU
which are not party to the Quadripartite Agreement are not corn!
ent to comment authoritativelyon its provisions. The three COVs
ments do not consider it necessary, nor do they intend to respon
any further communications from States which are not party tc
Quadripartite Agreement. We wish to point out that the absenc
apsponse to further communications of a similar nature shoulr
be taken to imply any change in their position on this matter.
Federal Republic ofGermany (16August 1982):
"By their note of 28 May 1982,. theGovemments of Fr:
the United Kingdom and the United States answered the assel
made in the communication referred to above. The Governrnf
the Federal Republic of Germany, on the basis of the legal
set out in the note of the Three Powers, wishes to confirm th
application.in Berlin (West) of the above-mentioned Convl
extended by it under establislied procedures continues in hrll
and effect, subject to Allied rights and responsibilities.
The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany fr
point out that the absence of a response to further communlJ
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below because in its view they were not of the kind which intending
parties to the Convention have the right to make.

4 August
4 August

1954'
1954'
1954.
1955'
1956.
1956'
1957'
1967*
1967'
1967'
1967'
1972
1979

......
......
......
......
......

Belarus
Ukraine
4 August
Russian Federation
1 December
Cw.choslovakia**
6 September
Roroania
4 September
...... Hungary
3 October
...... Albania
...... Algeria
...... Bulgaria
...... Mongolia
...... Nepal
21 September
...... Indonesia
29 November
...... German Democratic
Republic***
8 November 1979 ...... China
30 January
1990
Viet Nam
* Date the objection was circulated.
**See also note 2 above.

......

m e Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland notified the Secretary-General, on the dates indicated,

,

Gf By a notification received by the Secretary-General on 20 June
1957, the Government of Turkey withdrew the second, third and fousth
reservations contained in its instrument of accession. For the text of the
reservations, see United Nations, TreatySeries,vol. 70, p. 266.

As article VI does not provide for tax exemption on any stipends paid to experts on
missions for the United Nations, there is no tax implication for them in the proposed reservation.
8. In addition to the reservationstated in the third article of the Law, as examined above,
the second article of the Law contains a reservation concerning the capacity of the United
Nations under section 1 of the Convention to acquire immovable property. It subjects that
capacity to the conditions established in the national Constitution and to any restrictions
established in the Law therein provided for. According to the Constitution, the acquisition
of real property by international organizations may be authorized only in accordance with
Oonditions and. restrictions established by law. The Secretariat of the United Nations has
- no information as to whether such a law has as yet been adopted.
9. It is unnecessary to re-emphasize the urgent desire of the United Nations to see an
early accession by your country to the Convention on the Privileges and Imn~unitiesof the
United Nations. Tine General Assenlbly itself has repeatedly stated in its resolutions on the
subject that, if the United Nations is to achieve its purposes and perform its functions effectively, it is essential that the States Members should unanimously accede to the Convention
at the earliest possible moment. The Secretary-General would only wish that the instrument of accession should not be subject to a reservation conflicting with the Charter, so as
to avoid the necessity of placing the question before the General Assembly.
22 October 1963
TO VISIT AND CONVERSE WITH STAFF MEMBERS IN
23. RIGKTOF T H E UNITED NATIONS

CUSTODY OR DETENTION

Internal memorandum
1. In connexion with the recent arrest of a staff member, the question has arisen of the
extent of the right of the United Nations to visit and converse with staff members held in
custodv or detention bu the authorities of a State.

(I.c.J.
(3

Reports, 1949, p. 174), that in the event of an agent of the United Nations in the performa,,ce of his duties suffering injury in circumstances involving the responsibility of a
State, the United Nations has the capacity to bring an international claim against the responsible State (whether it is or not a Member of the Organization), with a view to obtaining
the reparation due in respect of the damage caused both to the United Nations and to the
victim or to persons entitled through him. The United Nations therefore has, beyond any
doubt, a right of diplomatic protection of its staff, at least within the Iimits of the questions
put to the Court in the request for the advisory opinion.
3. The right to visit and converse with the person in respect of whom a State may
possibly have violated its international obligations is a necessary consequence of a,right of
diplomatic protection. The State or organization having such a right of protection cannot

States ascertain the facts about persons to whom they are in a position to afford diplomatic
protection. Consequently the Convention provides in article 36:
"1. With a view to facilitating
- the exercise of consular functions relating to nationals of the
sending State:

...
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"(c) consular officcrs shall have the right to visit a national of thc scnding Statc who is in prijoll,
custody or dctcntion, to converse and correspond with him and to arrangc for his Icg;~lrrprcscntation.
TI?<)'~ ~ 1 : l:\\:it>
I ~ I?.I.;c
l!:c f'!;!lt
\;>it ;:I.,) i;.+:i,v;.k: i j f ti;< bclltiilig s:.~;:. . \ ! l ~ i i , i:i p i i , ~ ; ~~ ,t i ~ ,,,i ~
detcntion in their district in pursuance of a judgment.. ."

: ~ ~ ~

4. It is therefore clear that the United Nations has thc right to visit and converse \vith
one of its staff members in custody or detention whcnever there is any possibility that the
United Nations or the staff member in the performance of his duties may have been injured
through the violation by a State of any of its obligations either toward the United Nations or
toward the person concerned. During such visits and conversations the United Nations
representatives must havc the right to pursue any line of discussion which would clarify the
questions both whether an injury has occurred, and whether it was incurred in connexion
with performance of the staff member's duties. The mere fact that there is no obvious connexion between the reason given for the detention by the State and the staff member's duties
is insufficient to nullify the right of the United Nations to visit. If that were so, the right of
protection of the United Nations would be made entirely dependent upon the reasons given
by the detaining State, and that would make the right practically ineffective.
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5. Even if in fact there is n o connexion between the staff member's duties and the reason
,
for the detention, the United Nations should nevertheless be allowed to visit a staff member
under detention, and to ascertain through all appropriate discussions not only whether there
has been any legal injury but aiso whether the person is being treated with humanity aird with
full observance of an international standard of human rights. This is particularly true wvhen
the presence of the staff member in what is to him a foreign country is due to his employment
by the United Sations. In such cases it is inappropriate to apply narrowly the test of connexion with official duty, since the person's very presence in the country is the result of, and a
necessary condition for, the performance of that duty, and hence, in a sense, is connected
with it. This broader scope of protection by the United Nations follows from the undesirability-stressed by the International Court of Justice in its advisory opinion on Reparation
for injuries-that staff members should have to rely on protection by their own States. The
Court said (I.C.J. Reports, 1949, pp. 183-184):
"In order that the agent of [the United Nations] may perform his duties satisfactorily, he must
feel that this protection is assured to him by the Organization, and that he may count on it. To ensure
the independence of the agent, and consequently, the independent action of the Organization itself, it
is essential that in performing his duties he need not have to rely on any other protection than that of
the Organization (save of course for the more direct and immediate protection due from the State in
whose territory he may be). In particular, he should not have to rely on the protection of his own
State. If he had to rely on that State, his independence might well be compromised, contrary to the
principle applied by Article 100 of the Charter. And lastly, it is essential that-whether the agent
belongs to a powerful or to a weak State; to one more affected or less affected by the complications of
international Jife; to one in sympathy or nor in sympathy with the mission of the agent-he should
know that in the performance of his duties he is under the protection of the Organizatign. This
assurance is even more necessary when the agent is stateless."

6. It follows from the foregoing that, when a United Nations staff member is arrested
or detained by the authorities of a State, the Organization altyays has a right to send representatives'to visit and converse with him with a view to ascertaining whether or not an injury
has'occurred to the United Nations or to him through non-observance by the State concerned
of its international obligations, and whether or not such injury is connected with the'performance of his duties. Furthermore, at least wvhen the staff member is not a national of the
detaining State, there are reasons for recognizing a broader interest of the United Nations in
the matter, s o that the staff member will not have to rely exclusively on the protection of his
own State.
10 July 1963
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h
that you could, in this instance too, bc guided by your previous precedents, if tlley clearly rnct
the reforwarding problem ht the time.

3ji'!I;

8. Before you settle your final policy, we therefore suggest you'have an examination
made of (1) the correspondence or other understandings with ITU in 1952 concerning carriage
of specialized agency traffic on the New York-Geneva link; (2) the rules on joint user of
leased telegraph circuits; and (3) the 1952 understandings, if any, and otherwise the current
ITU interpretations, on reforwarding.
2 December 1963
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Memoranciim to the Deputy Chef de Cabinet
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1. With reference to your inquiry we should like to confirm that the Secretary-General
has, on a number of occasions, informed delegations that United Nations Secretariat personnel do not enjoy immunity from arrest or prosecution for alleged acts which are not related
to their official duties. Tlie immunity accorded to Secretariat officials is expressed in section 18 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations 2* providing
that officialsof the United Nations-i.e. Secretariat staff members-shall be "immune from
legal process in respect of words spoken or written and all acts performed by them in their
official capacity". There is, of course, a clear distinction between Secretariat oRcials aod
officials of Member governments.
2. Needless to say, this position has been taken on many occasions and in a number of
countries in which United Nations personnel work. For example, we are attaching a copy
of a press release dated 24 June 1949 containing a statement by the Secretary-General on this
point raised as a result of a case in regard to which the Secretary-General also considered that
he could not assqrt immunity from arrest or interrogation where the alleged acts were not
connected with the staff member's official duties.
3. May we add that there should be no misunderstanding whatsoever by Secretariat
personnel regarding this position. It is expressly stated in the Convention on the Privileges
and Immunities and it has been repeated on various occasions in specific statements madc by
or on behalf of the Secretary-General.
11 July 1963
ACCESSION BY A MEMBER
STATETO THE 'CONVENTXONOX TyE PRJVILEGES
ASD
22. PROPOSED
IMMUKITIES
OF THE UNITED
'NATIONS?~
SUBJECT TO A RESERVATION DENYING TO AXY
UNITEDI\.'ATIOSS
OFFICIAL OF THAT STATE'SNATIONALITY ASY PRIVILEGE OR IXISIUNITY
UNDER THE CONVENTION-I~TERPRETATIOS
OF ARTICLES IV, V AND VI OF THE
CONVENTIOS

Aide-MPmoire to tlte Permanent Representative of a Member State ..

1. The first article of the Law approving accession by your country to the Convention
on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations approves the Convention subject to
the reservations set out in the second and third articles of the Law.
Thc third article of the Law sets forth a reservation to the effect that the provisocontained
in article IV, section 15, of the Convention shall also apply in respect of articles V and VI.
=Wnitcd Sations, Treaty Series, vol. 1, p. 15.
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that you could, in this instance too, be guidcd by your previous precedents, if they clearly met

the reforwarding problem at the time.
8. Before you settle your final policy, we therefore suggest you have an examination
made of (1) the correspondenceor other understandings with ITU in 1952concerningcarriage
of specialized agency traffic on the New York-Geneva link; (2) the rules on joint user of
leased telegraph circuits; and (3) the 1952 understandings, if any, and otherwise the current
XTU interpretations, on reforwarding.
2 December 1953

1. With reference to your inquiry we should like to confirm that the Secretary-General
has, on a number of occasions, informed delegations that United Nations Secretariat personnel do not enjoy immunity from arrest or prosecution for alleged acts which are not relared
to their official duties. The immunity accorded to Secretariat officials is expressed in section 18 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations2"roviding
that officials of the United Nations-i.e. Secretariat staff members-shall be "immune from
legal process in respect of words spoken or written and all acts performed by them in their
official capacity". There is, of course, a clear distinction between Secretariat officials and
officials of Member governments.
2. Needless to say, this position has been taken on many occasions and in a number of
countries in which United Nations personnel work. For example, we are attaching a copy
of a press release dated 24 June 1919 containing a statement by the Secretary-General on this
point raised as a,result of a case in regard to which the Secretary-Generalalso considered that
he could not assert immunity from arrest or interrogation where the alleged acts were not
connected with the staff member's official. duties.
3. May we add that there should be no misunderstanding whatsoever by Secretariat
personnel regarding this position. It is expressly stated in the Convention on the Privileges
and Immunities and it has been repeated on various occasions in specific statements made by
or on behalf of the Secretary-General.
.I1 July 1965
22.

P~OPOSED ACCESSION BY A MEMBER
STATETO THE CONVENTION
ON THS: PR~VILEGES
ASD
I&~~IUXITIES
OF THE UNITEDNATIONS**
SUBJECT TO A RESERVATION D E N m G TO A h T
U>TED NATIONS
OFFICIAL OF THAT STATE'SNATIONALITY ANY PRIVILEGE OR ILIMUSITY
USDER THE CON~ENTION-INTERPRETATION
OF' ARTICLES IV, V AND VI OF THE
Cosvas~~ox

Aide-lbfemoire to tlre Permarrerrt Represetrtntive o f n Member State

.

.

1. The first article of the Law approving accession by your country to the Convention

The third article of the Law sets forth areservation to the effect that the provisocontained
in article IV, section 15, of the Convention shall also apply in respect of articles V and VI.
'4

United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1 , p. 15.
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Section 15 of the Convention on the Privileges' and Immupities of the United Nations
reads:
"The provisions of sections 11, 12 and 13 are not'applicable as between a representative and the
authorities of the State of which he is a national or of which he is or has been the representative!'
krticle IV of the Convention, in which not only section 15 is found but also the three sections
cross-referenced therein, relates only to representatives which Member States delegate to
represent them. Article V of the Convention, to which the proposed reservation seeks to
apply the proviso contained section 15, specifies the privileges and immunities of officials of
the Organization and the limitations under which they are intended to be enjoyed. Article V1
does the same for experts on missions for the United Nations.

(2

As section 15 of the Convention expressly relates only to the provisions of sections 11,
12 and 13 which, being contained in article IV, have no legal relationship to articles V or VI,
it will be assumed that the intent of the reservation in the third article of the Law is to state
that the privileges and immunities specified in articles V and VI are not applicable as between
an official (oran expert on mission for the United Nations) of your country's nationality and
the Government of your country.
2. I n the opinion of the Secretary-General, a closer examination of the true legal operdtion of this reservation, as so interpreted, will leave no doubt that it is incompatible with the
United Nations Charter. It may therefore be that you would wish toconsider the possibility
of suggesting to your Government that the actual deposit of any instrument of accession
intended to embody the foregoing reservation be delayed pending an urgent reconsideration of its legal consequences. In this connexion it may be borne in mind that, should a n
instrument containing this reservation be submitted to the Secretary-General, he would be
obliged to take action in two separate capacities, not merely as depositary of the Convention
in question under its section 32, but also as the authority designated by section 36 for entering
into negotiations with any Member Government as to any adjustments to the terms of the
Convention so far as that Member is concerned.

in view of this dual responsibility the following analysis of the proposed reservation is
offered for the consideration of your Government.
1

3.

Numerous privileges and immunities specified in article V are not ordinarily under-

C,stood
to have practical application as between an official of the United Nations and his
Government of nationality. Such an official will have no occasion, unless in rare circumstances, to require immunity from immigration restrictions in his own country, or privileges
in respect of exchange facilities, or repatriation facilities in time of international crisis; he

4. The situation is quite otherwise in the matter of his official acts, and it is here that
the reservation cannot be reconciled with the Charter. Section 18(a)in article V requires that
officials of the United Nations be "immune from legal process in respect of words spoken
or written and all acts performed by them in tlzcir official capacity." (Underscoring supplied.)
It follows that your country, in proposing the reservation quoted above, has (no doubt
unintentionally) reserved the right to prosecute United Nations officials of its nationality for
words spoken or written or for any acts performed by them in their official capacity, indeed
for actions which are in effect the acts of the Organization itself. It would equally be the
consequence of the reservation that your country would be reserving 'jurisdiction to its
national courts to entertain private lawsuits against its citizens for acts performed by them as
oficials of the United Nations.

.
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5. Article 105 of thc Charter provides in itssecond paragraph that officials of the Organization shall "cnjoy such privilcgcs and immunities as arc necessary for thc indcpcndcnt cxercisc of their functions in connesion with thc Organization." Likewise, by the second para~ r n p hof Articlc Inn tncli >!cr;?!.~r o!' t!;,: 'C':i:+:;!
>.:a:ioi~s'':IIIL!L'I.~.L!,us
10 I.CS1)Cii tit< ~ 4 2 1 ~
sively international character of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General and thc staff".
It needs no argument to demonstrate that thc reservation by a Member of the right, even in the
abstract, to exercise jurisdiction over the official acts of United Nations staff, either through
its courts or through other organs or authorities of the State, would be incompatible with
the independent exercise and the exclusively international character of the responsibilities
of such officials of the Organization. This derogation from the clear terms of the Charter
would in no way be affected by the common nationality of the international official and the
prosecuting authority. The Secretary-General cannot believe that the legal effect of the
reservation in question, although indisputable when examined in this light, was consciously
intended.

-

6. The situation is similar with regard to article VI of the Convention. Experts of your
country's nationality would not normally perform their missions for the United Nations on
national territory. On the other hand, the inevitable consequence of reserving article VI
would be to permit the exercise over nationals of your country, who have performed or are
performing official United Nations missions, of jurisdiction in respect of words spoken or
written and acts done by them in the course of the performance of their mission. For
example, an officer who might be seconded by your,Governmentfor service abroad as a United
Nations Military Observer would technically be subject on his return to inculpation or sanction for some aspect of his activity on behalf of the Organization. This is particularly
evident from the fact that one of the provisions reserved states (in section 22(b) of the Con"This immunity from legal process shall continue to be accorded notwithstanding that the persons
concerned are no longer employed on missions for the United Nations."
pap&s and documents of the United Nations in his possession could likewise be deprived of
their inviolability, while the confidential character of his communications with the United
Nations could equally be overridden. In such circumstances the Organization itself could
not be said to enjoy in the territory of the Member in question the privileges and immunities
necessary for the fulfillment of its purposes, as required by Article 105, paragraph 1 of the

7. A comment may also be in order with respect to the effect on a Member Government
of its reserving the application of section 18(b). That clause provides that officials of the
United Nations shall "be exempt from taxation on the salaries and emolun~entspaid to them
by the United Nations". Officials of the Organization, having been intended by the General
Assembly and the Convention to be exempt from national taxation on their official salaries,
are already subject to a staff assessment by the United Nations equivalent to nationa1,taxation. By resolution 973 (X), therefore, the General Assembly authorized the refund and
reimbursement to the staff by the Secretary-General of the amount of any national income
taxes to which they might be subjected on the same salary. At the same time, the General
Assembly created by that resolution a Tax Equalization Fund and established thereby a
procedure for charging against eech Member State the total of any amounts which the Organization might thus be obliged to refund to the staff. It should accordingly be understood that the consequence of the reservation in question in so far as it reserves the right,
to tas nationals of your country on their United Nations salaries, will be t o place upon the
Organization the administrative burden of reimbursing the income taxes o n official 'salaries
while nevertheless increasing your Governrrient's annual contributions to the expenses of the
Organization by the full amounts so reimbursed.
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As article VI does not provide for tax exemption on any stipends paid to experts on
missions for the United Nations, there is n o tax implication for them in the proposed reservation.
8. In addition to the reservation stated in the third article of the Law, as examined above,
the second article of the Law contains a reservation concerning the capacity of the United
Nations under section 1 of the Convention to acquire immovable property. It subjects that
capacity to the conditions,established in the national Constitution and to any restrictions
established in the Law therein provided for. According to the Constitution, the acquisition
? of real property by international organizations may be authorized only in ,accordancewith
(.. ) conditions irnd restrictions established by law. The Secretariat of the United Nations has
no information-as to whether such a law has as yet been adopted.
9. It is unnecessary to re-emphasize the urgent desire of the United Nations to see an
early accession by your country to the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations. The General Assembly itself has repeatedly stated in its resolutions on the
subject that, if the United Nations is to achieve its purposes and perform its functions effectively, it is essential that the States Members should unanimously accede to the Convention
at the earliest possible moment. The Secretary-General would only wish that the instrument of accession should not be subject to a reservation conflicting with the Charter, so as
to avoid the necessity of placing the question before the General Assembly.
22 October 1963
23.

RIGHI'OF THE U

N I ~NATIONS
D
TO VISE AND CONVERSE W j I H STAFF .MEMBERS IN
CUSTODY OR DETENTION

Internal memorandum

(
'

1. In connexion with the recent arrest of a staff member, the question has arisen of the
extent of the right of the United Nations to'visit and converse with staff members held in
custody br detention by the authorities of a State.
2. I t is established by the advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice of
11 April 1949, on Reparation for injuries suffered in the service of the United Nations
(I.C.J. Reports, 1949, p. 174), that in the event of an agent of the United Nations in the performance of his duties suffering injury in circumstances involving the responsibility of a
State, the United Nations has the capacity to bring an international claim against the responsible State (whether it is or not a Member of the Organhtion), with a view to obtaining
the reparation due in respect of the damage caused both to the United Nations and to the
victim or,to persons entitled through him. The United Nations therefore has, beyond any
doubt, a right of diplomatic protection of its staff, at least within the limits of the questions
put to the Court in the request for the advisory opinion.
3. The right to visit and converse with the person in respect of whom a State may
possibly have violated its international obligations is a necessary consequence of a right of
diplomatic protection. The State or organization having such a right of protection cannot
exercise it unless there is an adequate opportunity to find out the facts of a case, and where
the person concerneii is in custody or detention, the only such opportunity is through access
to that person. This is recognized, for example, in the Vienna Convention on Consular
Relations of 24 April 1963 (AICONF. 25/12). Consuls are the usual channel through which
States ascertain the facts about persons to whom they are in a position to afford diplomatic
protection. Consequently the Convention provides in article 36:
"I. with a view to facilitating the exercise of consular functions relating to nationals of the
sending State:

...
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4. We must therefore reiterate the principles set forth in the Secretary-General's aide3 January 1961. We are certain that you will appreciate that any other course
ir the international status of the military observers which is essential for the
exercise of their functions in connexion with the Organization.
\Ve would appreciate your bringing these comnlents to the attention of your Govern21 October 1964

MMUNlTY FROM LEGAL PROCESS OF UNITED
NATIOXSOFFICIALS ACTING IN THEIR OFFlClAL
.. CAPACITY-SECTIONS
18 (n), 20 AND 29 (6) OF THE COXVE>TIOSOX THE PRIVILEGES
AND

I~~MUNITIES
OF THE UNITED
NATIONS
67
I~rternalmemorandrrnr

.

th reference to the inquiry concerning section 18 ($of the Convention of the Privd Tmmunities of the United Nations, we should Iilce to make the following cornnikrnunity from legal process in respect to official acts provided under section IS
onvention applies vis-&-visthe home country of an official as well as vis-&-\!is the
in which he is serving. Therefore, a question prior to the deterinination of what
may try the case is whether the Secretary-General should waive the immunity
in a particular case.
tion 20 of the Convention provides that privileges and inlnlunities are granted
in the interests of the United Nations and not for the personal benefit of the indithenlselves. The Secretary-General has the right and duty to waive the inmlunity
case where, in his opinion, the inununity would impede the course of
and can be waived without prejudice to the interests.of the United Nations. If the
in a particular case, decides that irnnn~unirywould impede the coursc of
waived without prejudice to tile interests of the Organization, then he
. will waive under this section.
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3. Nornlally, in the case of automobile accidents, where a satisfactory settlement is
not negotiated, a waiver will be made with respect to the civil claim and a civil action can be
tried in the country where the accident occurred or where the staff member may be located.
AS an alternative, arrangsl11ents could be made for arbitration under section 29 (b). Such
arrangements under section 29 (6) are usually made on an ad Aoc basis permitting the choice
of the most appropriate method for each case. In the past, there have been few criminal
cases in which.tl~equestion of waiver arose and the Secretary-General's decision under section 20 has been take11in each case in the lipht of the particular circun~stnnces.
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4. Generally speaking, the same provisions apply to the specialized agencies, but
are not in a position to furnish detailed information wit11 respect to their practice.
3 November I964
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to representatives to United Nations organs and conferences. It should of coursc be noted
that some provisions such as those relating to ngrhmetrt, nationality or reciprocity have
nn rclcvnncy in tlinT rc;*rcs:;;:;::;.,;s :L) i h Litiicd
~
;,.t~i"~,~.
3. I should now like to turn to the Convention on the Privileges and Immun
s:tl:.:!i,.::
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noted that this Convention is of a very special character-in fact, it is a Convention sui
generis. Nearly all multilateral conventions refer to the ratifying and acceding States as
parties and the rights and obligations created are between the parties.
4. The Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations is
different. Throughout, in referring to rights and obligations, it refers to Members of the
United Nations. It does not refer to parties to the Convention at any point. The word
"parties", in fact, is used only three times in the Convention and appears in lower casetwice in section 30 where it means parties to differences o r disputes, and once in section 35
where the reference is to a party to a revised convention. The word "Member", on the
other hand, appears with a capital "M" and is used in the three paragraphs of the preamble
and in seventeen sections of the Convention, includins section 11. which refers to
5. Section 35 makes clear the character of the Members' obligations, which run
from each Member to the Organization. This section reads:
"This convention shall continue in force as between the United Nations and every Member
(I repeat, 'between the United Nations and every Member') which has deposited an instrument
of accession for so long as that Member remains a Member of the United Nations,' or until
a revised general convention has been approved by the General Assembly and that Member
has become a party to this revised convention."

elementary that the rights of representatives should properly be protected by the Organization and not left entirely to bilateral action of the States immediately involved. The
Secretary-General would therefore continue to feel obligated in the future, as he has done
in the past, to assert the rights and interests of the Organization on behalf of representatives
of Members as the occasion may arise. I would not understand from the discussion in
this Committee that the Members of the Organization would wish him t o act*t.! any way
diEerent from that which I have just indicated. Likewise, since the Organization itself has
an interest in protecting the rights of representatives, a difference with respect to such
rights may arise between the United Nations and a Member and consequently be .the.
subject of a request for an advisory opinion under section 30 of the Convention. It is thus
clear that the United Nations may be one of the "parties", as that term is used. in section
30.
.
7. There is another aspect relating to the fiature of the Convention which.1 should
like to develop on behalf of the Secretary-General. I t may be observed that the preamble
of the Convention refers to Articles 104 and 105 of the Charter of the United Nations.
The preamble notes that Article 105 provides:

United Nations, Treary Series, vol. 1 , p. 15.
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8. It will be recalled that the Covenant of the League of Nations itself provided that

i?

"diplomatic" privileges and immunities. Some privileges and immunities are obviously
necersan for the fulfilment of the purposes of the Organization and the exercise of the
functions of representatives and officials and may therefore be derived without difficulty
directly from the first two paragraphs of Article 105. The,third paragraph of that Article
envisaged that further content could be given to the term "necessary" by the General
Assembly. This paragraph provided that the Assembly might make re6ommendations

9. There are three points which I believe should be made. In the first place,
Article 105 itself accords such privileges and immunitie's as are necessary. This .is an

-

. -..

10. In the second place, the Convention defines certain privileges and immunities
which the General Assembly considered to be necessary' in all Member States. In effect.
it provided the minimum privileges and immunities which the Organization required,
wherever it might be or wherever representatives of Members or officials of the Organization
might find themselves. I have s+id "minimum" since it has been recognized that in States
where the United Nations has major offices or operations, such as its Headquarters in
New York, and its peace-keeping and development Missions in various areas of the world,
additional privileges and immunities have been necessary for the fulfilment of its purposes
and the exercise of the functions of representatives and officials. Thus, the Agreement
between the United Nations and the United States of America regarding the Headquarters
of the United Nationss provides that 'the provisions of' that Agreement and of the

[bid., \.@I. 1 1 (1947). No. 147.
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T h c Asscn~blyin thc past has not only callctl on all blcnibcr Sti1tt.s to acccdc to thc
Convcntion. but also, in resolution 93 (1) of I I I>cccnibcr 1916. rc.coninit.ntlcd t h ~ :
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11ie C o n v c ~ ~ t ~Ino nthcir rclotio~is\\ith thc Unitcd Nations, its ollicials. tllc rcprt.scnt;tti;c~
of its Mambors and esperts on missions for thc Organizi~tion.
I I . In the third placc, it should be notcd that thcrc are now ninety-six States which
have acceded to the Convention. Moreover, in most of the ren~ainingMember States
as well as in many nonmember States, the provisions of the Convention have been applied
by specinl agreement. While it may be true that in 1946 nlany of the provisions of the
Convention h i ~ dthe character of legc feretrrlo, in the nearly twenty-two years since the
adoption of the Convention by the Assen~blyits provisions have become the standard and
norm for governing relations between States and the United Nations throughout the world.
I doubt that I an1 being over-bold in suggesting that the standards and principles of the
Convention have been s o widely accepted that they have now become a part of the general
inte'rnational law governing the relations of States and the United Nations.
12. Undera narrower view than that which I have just outlined, every representative
in this room, other than those who are at the same time nlembers of a Permanent Mission.
might be subiect to arrest and detention, sincc the host country h i not
~ ~yet acceded to the
Permanent Missions. 'Yet I doubt whether many of the members of this Comn~ittee,or
a n international tribunal to which the issue might be subn~itted, would agree that.
representatives to the General Assembly lacked this fundamental protection under the
Charter and under general international law.
13. I, therefore, in summary submit: first, that the obligations of Member States
u n d e r ' t h e Convention, including those affecting representatives of other Members, are
obligations to the Organization, and the Secretary-~eneralhas an interest and a role in
their protection and observance: secondly, that the privileges and immunities which \ve
have been discussing are obligatory for all Member States whether o r not they have acceded
to the Convention. Article 105 creates a direct obligation o n all Members to accord the
privileges and immunities necessary for the fulfilment of the purposes of the Organization
and the esercise of the functions of representatives and officials. Certain of the pric;ileges
and imn~unitieswhich the Generol Assembly has deemed to be necessary in all Member
States are defined in the Convention, whose standards and principles have been s o \vide11
accepted as to become a part of the general international law governing the relations
between States and the United Nations.
13. 1 hasten to add that this should not be a reason for any Stnte's delaying further
its accession to the Convention, sinit. the Convention, with such implenienting.\egislation
as mav be necessarv. orovides the best method for the fulfilment and irnolementation on
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I. The purpose of this memorandum is to explain the privileges and immunities to
which locally-recruited United Nations staff are entitled within the territory of a State party
to the 1946 Convention.. There are three points of particular importance which require
enlphasis before entering into the detailed discussion of particular privileges.
3. Firstly, and most important, none of the privileges o r inlmtinities are intended for
thc personal benefit or advantage of the individual concerned. As Section 20 of the Convention states:
"Privileges and immunities are granted to officials in the interests of the United Nations and
not for the personal benefit of the individuals themselves. The Secretary-General shall have
the right and the duty to waive the immunity of any official in any case where,'in his opinion,
the immunity would impede the course of justice and can be waived without prejudice to the
interests of the United Nations. In the case of the Secretary-General, the Security Council
shall have the right to waive Immunity."
Tlie basic purpose of these privileges and immunities is to ensure the independence of the
individual ill nN thnr concertls his oficinl hcu, for, as Article 100 of the United Nations
Charter recognizes, it is imperative that, in the performance of official duties, a staff member
be not subject to instructions o r control by any government or authority external t o the
United Nations. Thus, Article 100 embodies not only obligations on the staff, but also
obligations on every Member State. I t will also be noted that Article 105, paragraph 2,
is mandatory in providing that
officials of the Organization shall similarly enjoy such privileges and immunities as are
necessary for the independent exercise of their functions in connection with the Organization".

"...

3. Secondly, locally-recruited personnel of the A p n c y n o less than internationallyrecruited personnel am staff within. the mcaning of Article 101, paragraph I , of the Charter.
In accordance with General Assembly resolution 76 (I) of 7 December 1946, privileges and
immrtnitics ttnder Section 18 of the Convention apply to all officials of the United Nations
except those''wh0 are both locally-recruited and assigned to hourly rates. This is a decision
of the General Assembly and as such neither the Secretary-General nor the CommissionerGeneral have authority to agree to any modification of this decision.
*

:

4. ThirdIy, locally-recruited staff do not enjoy the same extent of privileges and immunitiw as d o expatriate stag, recruited abroad. Several of the privileges and immunities.
mentioned in Section 18, Article V, of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of
the United Nations are only relevant in the case of staff working outside their country of
normal residence. Privileges which fall into this category include the repatriation facilities
mentioned in paragraph (f) of Section 18, and the right to import furniture and eti&ts free
o f ditty when first taking up a post in thecountry in question, which is conferred by paragraph
(g) of Section 18: The exchange facilities mentioned in paragraph (c) will usually fall into
the same category, because, if an Agency official is normally resident and working in a host
State prior to employnlent by UNRWA; it is not likely that circumstances will arise in which
the transfer of funds, into or out of the host State will be regarded as an act related to his
ernployment by UNRWA. The immunity from immigration, restrictions and alien regis-

,

tration, which is mentioned in paragraph ( d ) of Section 18, is also concerned primarily
with non-residents.
5. Tl~us,the categories of privileges and, immunities directly relevant to locallyrecruited staff are the following:
(a) IiliniritiifyJkotlr legal process ill respect of words spoketz or lvritterl and all acts
Paragraph (a) of Section 18,. which confers immunity from legal process in respect of
' ) w o r d s spoken or written and all acts performed by officials in their official capacity, is the
most important provision of that section. The United Nations has never agreed to any
derogation from this provision. The extreme importance of this provision lies in the fact,
that, when acting in their official capacity, the acts of the official are in effect the acts of the
United Nations itself, and the nationality of the official is totally irrelevant. Without this
immunity, officials would be liable to be sued or. prosecuted for acts done in their official
capacity; thcj' would be liable to be forced to appear as witnesses in court to give evidence
on official matters; they would be liable to arrest and interrogation by State authorities on
matters arising out of their official duties. Removal of such protection would place officials
in a situation where they could be subjected to external pressures and influence directly
contrary to Article 100 of tho Charter. It will also be apparent that subjection of staff to
legal process could lead to the disclosure of matters which, within any civil service, are properly regarded as internal matters of a confidential nature. It could also lead to the circumvention of Section 4 of the Convention (on the inviolability of archives and documents)
in that the contents of such documents might be divulged under oral examination of Agency
staff. It must also be apparent that, precisely because it is the basic principle of Article 100
which is at stake here, the notion of "legal process" has to be given a broad interpretation.
Thus, where a Member State uses a system of administrative bodies or tribunals, rather than
courts stricto setisu, for conducting enquiries or hearings, the immunity from jurisdiction
applies with equal force. This has. been accepted both by Member States and even by nonmember States with whom the United Nations has made agreements on privileges and imnlunities of the Organization. It must be remembered, however, that for all staff other than
the Commissioner-General himself' this immunity is not the general immunity conferred on
diplomatic agenls but is strictly limited to the official acts of the staff member: it is a strictly
"functional" immunity.
Admittedly, there can be borderline cases in whch it may be disputed whether the act
is "oficial" or "non-official" and, as the employer, the Agency must reserve the right to
make this decision. But a host Government will find reassurance in the fact that any acts
by a staff member which are truly part of political activities are by definition "non-official".
The abstention from political activities is not only a characteristic of United Nations employment but is reinforced by specific obligations undertaken by the staff member. Thus,
the immunity for official acts cannot be used by staff as a protection behind which they may
shelter.\vhilst engaging in political activities directed against the Government. Indeed,
such action would lead to disciplinary action by the Agency including, where necessary,
dismissal from the Agency's employment. A host Government has the further reassurance
that, even where an act is official, the immunity of the oficial not only can but must be
waived by the Secretary-General (or the Commissioner-General, acting on his behalf)
''where the in~munitywould impede the course of justice and can be waived without prejudice to tho interests of the United Nations" (Section 20). The Government can always,
therefore, request a \vnivcr in a particular case where these conditions would be met. Even
where the Agency is not prepared to waive the immunity of a staff memher, this does npt
1:lc:in that no possibilities esist for the Agency to assist the adminisrrative or judical
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authorities of the host Govcrnrlicnt. Thc Agency has, on frequent occasions, givc11infc7rr:lntion to thcsc ntrrhoritios and has transmittcrl to local c o i i ~ . inl'osmation
(~
from Apcrlcy
files rclcvant to procccdinps hc;fnrc thosc cnurtz. Morcnvcr. 1 !-.* ,. y:.:.c!. 1.:: . . .$:: . ., ... ,.. . ..
c;~gayu.l i l l juir~t irivcstigations with illc local ut~tlioriticsover mattcis such as thc thcf~of
Agency propcrty. In some cases !he Agoncy has first dismissed thc stall' ~nenlbcrnnrl then
nctunlly requested the local authoritics to prosecute and been join'zd, a! its rcqucst, as i:
"partie civile" in the criminal action. These are all practical measures which t l ~ cAgcnc~
can take, and has taken, with a view to fillfilling its obligation under Section 21 of the Convention to "cooperate at all times with the appropriate authorities of Members to facilitate
the proper administration of justice, secure the observance of police regulations etc,..".

--..-

(b) Exo~ptionfioni tczxation on tlie salaries ntld etnolrnlzctt~sprticl
by .the Uniterl Nations (Section 18(b))

-..---

United Nations operations within the territory of a host State that it is not the purpose,
direct o r indirect, of these operations to constitute a profit to thenational Treasury. Indeed,
it must be obvious that the Agency could not expect contributing States to increase their
contributions for the purpose of offsetting the increased costs which the Agency would incur
if salaries had to be paid subject to tax: the increased costs would have to be met by cutting
services to the refugees, and it can scarcely be imagined that the host States would wish this
to occur.
service obligatio~b(Scrrioli 18('cjj
(c) linnzlinity fionl 1iut;o~ia~

This immunity is based upon the need to ensrrrc that the efficient conduct of United
Nations operations is not jeopardized by the withdrawal from United Nations servicc 'of
officials of an international organization for the purpose of serving a period of national
military service. The immunity also reflects a n assun~ption,which ~ e m b e r ' s t a t g imay be
espected to share, that service in the UnitedNations is as contructive a role for the individual
to play in the preservation of international peace and security as would be service in national
armed forces. Obviously, the possible jeopardy to the Agency's operations is greatest in
the case of senior, locally-recruited.officialswho could be replaced only with the greatest
difficulty: heads of departments, medical officers, vocational training instructors are o.bvious

However, there are other lower categories of staff for whom practical arrangements
.
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arranged for such peiiod as \vould i~llowthe Agency to rrlake alternative staffing arrangcn~ents. One point must, however, be en~phasized. The Agency could not undertake obli- .
gations (such as are placed on employers in some States) to continue payments of salary.
either in whole or in part, or of any other ernolunie~ltsor benefits during a period of military
service. Obligations of this kind would in effect mean that the United Nations was subsidizing military service in a particular State-a use of funds scarcely likely to be acceptable
to contributing States and private entities-and paying double salaries for one post, since
a replacement staff member would also have to be paid.
There is, however, a major disadvantage to the relaxation of this ininiunity in that it
would force the Agency to deal somewhat harshly with one or other of the individuals
affected. That is to say, the Agency would either have to terminate the staff member required
to do military service or appoint a replacement on a purely temporary basis on the condition
that he would have to be terminated when the previous staff member completed his military
service. There is yet a further disadvantage in the \vastage and relative inefficiency of the
Agency's training and re-training of staff s o as to acconlmodate periods of absence for military servicd. Thus, taking all considerations into account, .the justification for retaining
this inin~unityis a very conlpelling one. The Agency would hope to secure a host State's
acceptance of the proposition that to impose military service on Agency officials would d o
harm to the Agency which would far outweigh any benefit to the host State.
6. It has already been enlphasized that privileges and immunities do not exist for the
benefit of the individual and that, in a proper case, the Secretary-General and on his delegation the Comn~issioner-Genera1can waive these privileges and. immunities. Thus, any
abuse of these privileges and immunities would lead to internal disciplinary action by the
Agency and to the possibility that,.consequent upon a waiver, the host State's own courts
night assume jurisdiction over a n offender.
7. The host State has ample opportunity for conveying its views about possible abuse
to the Commissioner-General. I n the event that the Agency should not feel able to share
the host State's view that an abuse had occurred, the host State would still have open to it
ample safeguards. It could convey its views directly to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations who, by reason of his acquaintance with the world-wide application of the 1946
Convention, could take his decision upon the reasonableness of opposed vie\vs. And, in
final analysis, it could utilize the disputes procedure provided by the Convention itself in
Section 30.
15 May 1968

15. QUESTION
WHETHER THE SALARY OF A STAFF MEMBER

CAN BE ATTACHED

AS A RESULT OF A COURT ORDER

Letter to the Lcgal Liirisor~ Officer, Unirecl Nario~uItrd~~striol
De~~eloptnerrtO~~garrizntion

You refer to the hypothetical situation where n court of law, in the execution of a judgement against a staff nlember for a debt owed by him, attempts to require the UNIDO to
pay a part o f the salary of the stafi member to his creditor. Such a proceeding is sometimes
referred to as garnishment, or attachment, of salary.
Thcre is no doubt that such n proceeding with respect to thc U N D O is null anti void.
In t!?:: firsf p!:rce, ser\.icc of the co~rrtorder upon UNiDO is a legal process from \\*hich the
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Govcrnnient of India in its instrument of acceptance, nhicli was sirbniirtccl for. tlcpc>jil\ \ i t 1 1
the Secretary-General on 6 January 1959. As that dccl:~~.ationcould I~avcbeen construrcl
as a rcscrvation, the Sccrctary-General declinecl to receivc thc instr~rrnent for. tlcfinitivc
<!:l',\sit 311ilrt:fi.rt.ctl rlir r..>ttcr to thc. Or(inl~i7ntic)n.
Pending the dscision of tlie Organization, the question of thc Jndinn resert.arion it1
its wider aspect relating to the procedure to br: followed generally by the SccretnrpCie~~eri~l
in relation to reservations to multilateral treaties was considered by the General Assembly
at its fourteenth session. In a statement made during the debate in the Sixth Committee, 3'
the representative of India explained that the Indian declaration was a declaration of policy
and that it did not constitute a reservation. In its resolution 1352 (XIV) of 7 December 1959,
the General Assembly, infer alin, noted the said statement, expressed the hope that, iil the
light of that statement, an appropriate solution might be rcached in the Inter-Goternmenla1
Maritime Consultative Organization at an early date to regularize the position of India,
and requested the Secretary-General to transmit the resolution, together with relevant
records and documentation, to the Organization.
The Council of the Organization was seized with the question at its third session and .
on 1 March 1960 adopted resolution number.C.1 (111) in which it took, inter. alin, the follotving action: (0)took note of the statement made on behalf of India as recorded in the resolution of the General Assembly referred to above; (b) noted that the declaration therefore
has n o legal effect with regard to the interpretation of the Convention; (c) considered India
to be a member of the Organization. As a result of that resolution, the instrument of acceptance o f the Convention by the Government of India was formally deposited with the
Secretary-General.
,.
. . . . .. .. .
.. .
Having regard to the foregoing considerations, t11e Secretary-General, before proceeding
with the.deposit of the instrument of acceptance of the Convention by the Government
of the Member State concerned, w o d d appreciate it if that Government would clarify its
position regarding the declarations contained therein, in the sense that they have been
intended as declarations of policy and do not constitute a reservation. Such a clarification
formally communicated to the Secretary-General by the said Government would obviate .
the necessity of referring the question to the Organization for its consideration and would
permit the Secretary-General to receive the instrument for definitive deposit.
3 July 1969

14. EXCLUSIVE
AUTHORITY

OF THE SECRETARY-GEXERAL
AS REGARDS PER&llSSlON
TO EXECUTE THE LSAIVERS OF PRIVILEGES AND IICIJIUNITIES REQUIRED BY A MEMBER
STATEFROM STAFF ~ ~ E I I ; B E R'bIAISTAIh'lNG
S
OR SEEKING PER51.4XEST RESIDEKT
STATUS IN THAT STATE-POLICY
OF THE UNITED
NATIONS
IN THAT RESPECT

1VIet~joratrc/1111r
lo tiri. Clricf of rirc Rrrlc>s aild h*occn'lrr.esSection, Ofice of P ~ a o t r t r ~ l

You have asked whether the Secretary-General's delegation of authority to ihe
Administrator of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)and to the Executive Director of the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) can be viewed as.including
authority to permit staff members to waive privileges and immunities of the United Nations.
The Secretary-General's authority with respect to the Organization's privileges and inmunities (of which those applicable to officials are, of course, only a part) is not essentially
a personnel matter; and without an express provision on this point, no such delegation
1.

3'Oficinl

Records of the Getrewl Assellrbly, Fornreerrrlt Session, Si.rrlt Con~,nirree,614th meeting.
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could be inferred from the delegation of powers relating to administration of the Staff
Regulations and Rules on appointment and selection of staff.
2. In our view, the authority has not been formally delegated and, moreover, it should
.

.-..

.

.

i:^i
I -.
I

I

i
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3. Authority t o waive privileges and immunities is vested exclusively (except for his
own privileges and immunities, which the Security Council may waive) in the SecretaryGeneral. The inmigration law of the Member State concerned, in its provision requiring
\vaivers of immunity as a condition for United Nations staff members to acquire or maintain
resident status in that State, does proceed on the apparent assumption'that at least some of
the privileges and immunities accorded to United Nations officials as such can be waived
by them personally. Nonetheless, the Charter, the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nationsn and the Staff Regulations make it clear that, so far
as the United Nations is concerned, in its relations with staff members, privileges and imrnunities arc not pirquisites of staff members: on the contrary, they are the prerogatives of
the Organization itself and are related to the Organization's functions, and it is reserved
to th'e Secretary-General to determine tvl~enthey should be waived. Accordingly, permission to staff members to execute the waivers is tantamount to a waiver of the United Nations
immunity.
4. Policy on the conditions under which a staff member is permitted to waive should,
in our view, be uniformly applied throughout the Organization. The policy formulated
and maintained by the Secretary-General, pursuant to Gei~cralAssembly expression of
intention and understanding, is against appointing persons having permanent resident
status in the Member State concerned as staff members in the professional category and
against permitting staff members in the professional category to waive privileges and immunities as is necessary to acquire such status. Exceptions have been limited to cases where
the staff member seeking permission is stateless, de facto or de jwe. In the case of generai
service staff, the policy is to grant requests for pern~issionto execute the waiver.
5. Notwithstanding the suggestion that geographical distribution is less important
a consideration for the recruitment of professional staff for UNICEF and UNDP than for
other United Nations professional staff, we do not think this tvould justify excluding staff
of these organs from the Organization's p~licyin regard to the waivers. Although consideration of geographical distribution weighed heavily in the formulation of the General
Assembly's position on the subject, it cannot be assumed to have been the only consideration;
nor can it be said that in principle geographic distribution is irrelevant to the appointment

15. ISSUANCE
OF

VISAS TO MEMBERS OF THE FAMILIES OF

ASSICXED IN THE

UNITED
NATIONS
OFFICIALS

UKITED
STATES
Letter to a p;-il-ateperson

You may i\~ishto have the following information on the international law basis and
the established procedures for the United Nation's facilitating the entry into the United
States of members of families of United Nations oficials. Of course, the right to a United
States visa under United States law as such is not ivithin the purview of the United Nations.
--.--.
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n~cmhcrconcerned may not be compelled to appear and indeed should not appcnr as a witncss
without spsc'i~~c
aull~uri~;~tiorr.
0
1
1
the
other hand, Section 20 of the Convention provides that "'The Sccreti~ry3.
General shall have the right and the duty to waive the immunity of any offtci;il in any case
where, in his opinion, the immunity would impede the course of justice and be waived without prejudice to the interests of the United Nations". If thisevidence is important to the case, it
is entirely possible that permission would be granted for her t o appear. However, such
appearance would require specific authorization.
4. The staff memberconcerned may give a written statement o n the understanding that it
does not result therefore that she would appear in any proceedings. Her statement should be
restricted t o plain facts a s she herself recalls them o r can check o n the records.
17 May 1974

23. EXTEST OF

THE IbIhlUNlTY FRO51 LOCAL PROSECUTIOS ESJOYED BY
OFFICIALS UNDER EXISTING INTERNATIOXAL AGREEMEXTS

USITED ~ ' A T I O S S

Letter to the Assistan! to the Secretary-General oJ
an interna~ionalorganiza~ion
The question with which you are concerned is whether a n internationally recruited stafi
member having committed a serious offence within the country of his duty station could be
prosecuted and punisl-ied under the law of the country to whose territory he is returned.
As concerns United Nations staff below the Assistant Secretary-General level, whether
internationally o r locally recruited and whether o r not "seconded" from government service,
their immunity under the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations
is limited to acts committed in the course of their official duties. A staff'member would have no
special immunity from local prosecution for a criminal offence by virtue of his United Nations
employment. Whether o r not he was prosecuted would not be a matter of direct concern to the
United Nations although the Organization would intervene to ascertain whether in fact his
official functions were involved and to offer such general assistance and good offices as the
particular situation required, e.g. obtaining counsel, advising family and officials of his own
government, etc. Appropriate disciplinary measures under the Staff Regulations and Rules of
the United h'ations would be considered independently of the action of either the local
government or his home government. There have in fact been cases of arrest and prosecution
of internationally recruited staff in the country of their duty station. In some instances their
return to their home country after conviction or even prior to prosecution was arranged but
without United Nations intervention.
Apart from those holding the rank of Assistant Secretary-General a r above. United
Nations officials d o not have "diplomatic" status under the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Kations. However in some countries where United Kations offices
are maintained, senior United Nations staff below that level are by special agreement accorded
diplomatic privileges and immunities. In adddition, under the Headquarters Agreements
between host governments and the United Nations for the economic commissions all officials
are immune from "personal arrest o r detention". Nonetheless, we have had, so far as I know.
no occasion to consider the problem of jurisdiction over offences committed by such staff.
O f course, immunity granted to officials is justified in terms of the effective functioning of
the Organization. Under section 20 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations, it would always be incumbent on the Secretary-General to waive the immunity
from arrest or prosecution in any case "where in his opinion the immunity would impede the
course o f justice and can be waived, without prejudice to the interest of the United fiations".
I April 197:
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financial penalty and thc Organization's
policy of sclf-insurance with rcspcct to
damngc t6 its vkhicles.
"8. I t is our rrndcrstnnding that thcre arc occasions in mission areas where
stalt' n~cmbcrsr v f ~ o;trc IIOL ftlil-tili~cL[I.IVCT:, IinJ i l ilcii\~.llj' tc: Jrivr: 11:2;11i:i :...
o n official United Nations business. Thc imposition of a financial penalty on
such staff rncrnbcrs in cascs not involving gross ncgligcnce on their part would
seem t o us to be even more unjustifiable than in cascs involving full-time drivers.
"9. We would recommend for these reasons that the financial penalty
proposed in Section VIE of the draft statement not be applied in the type OF case
we have referred to in category ( b ) in paragraph 3 above; and that the provisions
of Section VII of the draft statement be amended accordingly."
.
2. I would like to add, by way of clarification in relation to paragraph 9 of the
memorandum, that determination of a staff member's financial responsibility for losses
t o the Organization should in no case be considered a "financial penalty". The assessments o r "surcharges" as the Board may recommend under Financial Rule 110.15
(b)iG are in the character of a recuperation of at least part of the losses incurred. One
should thereEore keep always in mind that these surcharges are not to be equated with
the disciplinary measures provided for in chapter X of the Staff Rules.

-

-

Inter1101niemom~dnm
1. This, ophion deals with the visa status of two nationals of a Member State
who were locally recruited and utho both serve in the General Service category zt
Headquarters. Both hold probationary appointments. One entered the United States
o n a business visa (B-1) and the other entered the United States under a treaty-trader
visa (E-1). Both: currently hold G I visas, which were applied for by the United
Nations on their behalf and which were summarily granted. Some time after the commencement of their appointments and the granting of their G-4 visas, both stag
nlembers applied under the appropriate staff rules and regulations to have members
of.tbeir family join them and requested through the United Nations that those family
members be granted G-4 visas.
2. Under both thc provisions of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities
of the United Nations;' (hereafter referred to as the "Convention"') and the Headquarters Agreement between the United Nations and the United States78 (heieaftei
referred to as the "Headquarters Agreement"), immunity is grapted to officials of the

;

1
j

-

...

76 Financial

Rule 110.15 reads as follows:
"Wrifitlg-08 losses of property

" ( a ) The Controller may, after full investigation in each case, authorize the

. *. .- . .

writing-off of losses of United Nations property or such other adjustments of the records
as will bring the balance shown by the record into conformity with the actual quanii.

.

"(6) Final determination as to all surcharges to be made against staff members
or otheis as the result of losses will be made by 'the Controller."
'7 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1, p. 15.
7s Ibirf., v01. 11, pi 12.

-
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tions in matters relating to immigration restriction and alien registration.
section IS, of the Convention in part states:
"Officials of the United Nations shall:
. .

" ( d ) Be immune, together with their spouses and relatives dependent on
them, from immigration restrictions and alien registration;
icle IV, section 11 of the Headquarters Agreement states in its relevant part:
"The federal, state or local authorities of the United States shall not impose
. any impediments to transit to or from the headquarters district of: (1) represen. tatives of Members or 'officizls of the United Nations,
or the families of
such representatives or officials."
rthermore, articlt: IV, section 13, states in part:
Laws and regulations .in force in thc United States regarding the
. . ... "(a)
entry of aliens shzll nor bc applied in such manner as to'interfere
with the privileges referred to in Section 11. When visas are required
. ..
for persons referred to in that section, they shnll be granted without
charge and as pronlptly as possible."

. . ."

.

.:..

...

;

"No proceedings shall be instituted under such laws or regulations to require
any such person to leave the United States except with the prior approval .of
the Secretary of State of the United States. Such approval shall be given only
. :.
after consultztion with the appropriate Member, in the case of a representative
- of
a Member (or a member of his family), or with the Secretary-General..
in the case of any other person referred to in Section 11."
Under the Convention, the immunities gra1:ted to United Nations officials may
be waived by the Secretary-General. Article V, section 20, states in relevant part:
"The Secretary-General shall have the right and the duty to waive the
immunity of any ofFicia1 in any case where, in his opinion, the immunity would
imnede the course of iustice and can be waived ~ i t h o u tprejudice to the inter1
i:.

..

On the other hand, where a dispute arises in which the Secretary-General is not
disposed to waive the immunity of st& members and in which the United Nations
seeks an enforcement of the status granted such officials, it may resort to the dispute
.. - settlement provision of the Headquarters Agreement embodied in article VIII, section
21 ( a ) , reading as follows:
"Any dispute between the United Nations and the United States concerning
the interpretation or application of this agreement or any other supplemental
agreement, which is not settled by negotiation or other agreed mode of settlement,
shall be referred for final decision to a tribunal of three arbitrators, one to be
named by the Secretary-General, one to be named by 'the Secretary of State
of the United States, and the third to be chosen.by the two, or, if they should
fail to agree upon a third, then by the President of the International Court of
t
Jqstice."
T"
3. In addition to the Convention and Headquarters Agreement, Unitcd Nations
officials are also given immunity from certain visa restrictions undcr Title S of the
i
United States Code, which embcdics the L'nitcd States law regarding aliens and
~ l : ~ ; i , ~ n : ~. lbcL;,,.l,
:~\
; 102 l>la:.id~siI::\tl nr; !ex: ns they continue in the nonimmigrant
I
classes enull>eraredin that section,
\

,

t

'-

IS9

.

.

. . ,. .. . .

..

"incligibility to rcccive visas and exclusion or deportation of alicns shall no: '
:
i
construcd to apply to non-immigrants .
( 3 ) within the classes dcscribcd is
paragraphs . (15) (G) (iv) of sccrior. 1101 ( a ) of this titlc, exccpt fcr 1h;y.r
provisions relating to rensonnhlc rcquirt.n?i.nts nf I . c w ~ ? ~ : :a:~.!
;
\.id,,,, &,
,il.-L,;
n: iJcn;iiica~ion arid docittilcntation necessary to establish their qu?l'fs
I J 2tkx
undcr such paragraphs .
Section 1101 ( a ) (15) (G)(iv) in turn states that nonimmigrant aliens inclufr
"officers or employees of such international organizations, and the members of the=
immediate families". Therefore, it appears that under United States i m m i g r a t i ~la=-.
~
neither section 1226 relating to the procedure for the exclusion of aliens, nor s:ctice
1251 relating to procedures for deportation cf aliens may be appIied to either staE
members or their families where such individuals fall within the defi'nition of s:~ti,-~
1101 ( a ) (15) ( G ) (iv) and the protection afforded undcr section 1102 (3).
4, It is clear under the Convention, the Headquarters Agreement and the Unitef
States immigration law that (1) staff members holding G-4 visas and subject to the
relevant provisions of immunity cannot be subjectsd to exclusion or deportaticn prcceedings, and (2) the privilcges and immunities granted those staff members are alsc
. extended to members of their families who, in turn, may not be lawfully refused GA
visas and may not be lawfully excluded from the United States.
.21 October 1975
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27. QUESTION
'

WHETHER A UNITED NATIONSOFFICIAL MAY BE GRANTED SPECLU
LEAVE TO COMPLETE LlILlTARY .SERVICE IN 'HIS COUNTRY OF ORIGIN, LV THE LIGHT
OF THE RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF THE CONVENTION
ON THE PRIVILEGES
ASI)
IMMUNXTIESOF THE UNITEDNATIONSAND 01: APPENDIX
C OF THE STAFFRLZES

Intarnal mcjnorand~rm
The Office of Legal Affairs has been requested to give its opinion regarding the
applicable law relatins to military servicc of s? staff member who is a national of a
that he be allowed to take special
Member State. The staff member has req~~estecl
leave from the Organization to complcte such service.
1. Under article V, section IS (c) , of the Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, officials of the Organization are' immune from national
service obligations. The Member State of which the staff member concerned is 2
national has acceded to the Convention without declaration or reservation. The Memkr
State in question would, therefore, be obligated to recognize the immunity of in
official under the terms of article V, section 1 s (c). The staff member has a contnct
with the Organization which qualifies him as an official under the terms of article V,
, .
section 17, of the Convention.
2. Under section (c) of Appendix C of the Staff Rules, a staff member who has
completed one year of satisfactory probationary service or who holds a permanrai
o r regular appointment may, if called by a hfember Government for military sen.1~2,
be granted special leave without pay by the Organization for the duration of e r r
service. This is true even though section ( a ) of Appendix C recognizes that srr5
members who are nationals of those Member States having acceded'to the Convention
o n the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations are immune from such s~rvice.
Ssction (1) of Appendix C furthermore states that the Secretary-General may apply
the provisions of that Appendix where a'staff member volunteers for military sen-icz
or requests a waiver of his immunity under article V, section 18 (c) of the Convention.
3. m e Secretary-General, therefore, has discretionary authority to grant speciz!
leave in the case of the staff member in question, even though the staff member is
190
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"ineligibility to reccive visas and exclusion or dcportation of alicns shall not be
construed to apply to non-inmigrants . . ( 3 ) within tllc clnsscs dcscribcd in
paragraphs
(15) (G) (iv) of scction 1101 ( a ) of this titlc, except for hose
rrnvisions rclnting to r.c'nzt?:;nl-1' rt:q~~i~.r,lt:nfzr\f ~ - x ~ ~ ! > ; \2nd
r t s visnz 2.: P P?*--?;
of identification and documentation ncccssary to establish their qt~zlifications
under such paragraphs
Section 1101 ( a ) (15) (G) (iv) in turn statcs that nonimmigrant alicns include
"officers or employees of such international organizations, and the members of their
immediate families". Therefore, it appears that under United Statcs immigration law,
neither section 1226 relating to the procedure for the exclusion of aIiens, nor section
1251 relating.,to procedures for deportation cf aliens may be applied to either staff
members or their families where 'such individuals fall within the definition of section
1101 (a) (15) (G) (iv) and the protection afforded under section 1102 (3).
4. I t is clear under the Convention, the Headquarters Agreement and the United
States immigration law that (1) staff menlbers holding G-4 visas and subject to the
relevant provisions of immunity cannot be subjected to esclusion or deportation pro-

.
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-27.

QUES~ION
WHETHER A UNITEDNATIO~SS
OFFICIAL NAY

BE GRANTED SPECIAL

1. Under article V, section 18 (c), of the Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, o%cials of the Organization are immune from national
service obligations. The Member State of which the staff member concerned is a
national has acceded to the Convention without declaration or reservation. The Member
State in question would, therefore, be obligated to recognize the immunity of an
official under the terms of article V, section 18 (c). The staff member has a contract
with the Organization which qualifies him as an ofticia1 under the terms of article V,
section 17, of the Convention.
2. Under section (c) of Appendix C of the Stafi Rules, a staff member who has
completed one year of satisfactory probationary service or who holds, a permanent
or regular appointment may, if called by a hfember Government for military service,
be granted special leave without pay by the Organization for the duration of that
service. This is true eveil though section (a) of Appendix C recognizes that staff
members who are nationals of those Member States having acceded to the Convention
on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations. are immune from such s~rvice.
Snction (1) of Appendix C furtl~ermorestates that the Secretary-General may apply
the provisions of that Appendix where a staff mem'Jer volunteers for military service
or requests a waiver of his immunity under article V, section 18 (c) of the Convention.
3. The Secretary-General, therefore, has discretionary authority .to grant special
leave in the case of the staff member in question, even though the staff member is
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c~rviceobligation. The staff member may not waive his own
..---..-...----.
may be waived only
the Secretary-General in conformity
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y - - g Y ~ t article
h
V, section 20, of the Convention.

.

24 December 1975
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TAXATION OF SALARIES AhV EMOLUMENTS OF UNITEDNATIONS
OFFICIALS BY VIRTUE O F RELEVANT PROVISIOSS OF THE CONVENTION
ON THE
P R ~ ~ L E G EAND
S IMMUNITIES
OF THE UNITEDNATIONS
AND APPLICABLE GENERAL
ASSEMBLYRESOLUTIONS WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE T O THE POSITION O F
MEMBERS OF THE SECRETARIAT
A T UNITEDN-~TIONS
HEADQUARTERS
IN NEW Y ORK

Letter to a member of a Perrnanerzt A4issiou

3..- .

.
..:I--.---

I am instructed to reply to your letter dated 3 February 1975 concerning the
c-+5ys+ifin tn wb:rh nffirialq the United Nations
in New

The tax status of United Nations stag members is governed by the Convention
~ ~ : . . .,"A
: l ~Tmmr,n;tipc:
~ ~ ~
nf the TTnited Nations. adobted bv the General
.... . Assembly on 13 February 1946. Article V, section 18, of the Convention provides,
inter nlia, as ~ O ~ ~ O W S :
"Section 18. Officials of the United Nations ~11811:
-,
rr,

11

L

...

" ( b ) Be exempt from taxation on the salaries and emoluments paid to
them by the United Nations."
Article V, section 17, of the Convention specifies the categories of officials to
which article V shall apply. It reads as follo\vs:
"Section 17. The Secretary-General will specify the categories of officials
to which the provisions of this Article and Article VII shall apply. He shall subthese categories to the General Assembly. Thereafter these categories shall
- mit
be communicated to the Governments of a11 Members. The names of the officials
included in these categories shall from time to time be made known to the Governments of Members."
On 7 December 1946, the General Assembly adopted resolution 76 (I), entitled
"Pr;v;learc nnd Tmmr~nitje~
of the Staff of the Secretariat of the United Nations".

f

"the granting of the privileges and immunities referred to in Articles V and VII
of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, adopted
by the General Assembly on 13 February 1946, to all members of the staff of the
United Nations, with the exception of those who are recruited locally and are
assigned to hourly sates".
m e categories specified by General Assembly resolution 76 (I) have remained
unchanged.
As regards members of the staE of the United Nations Development Programme
stationed in your country, it would appear that their tax status is governed by article
I X of the' Standard Basic Agreement concerning Assistance concluded with UNDP..
Atbough your country is not a Farty to the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, the relevant provisions of article V of the Convention
191
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detcrmine the reasons why "the immunity would impede the coursc of justice and
can bc waived without prejudice to the interests of the United Nations".
I n prcvi~lls CaSCS ill~~~lunilicd
gidll~~11
to d i p l ~ l l i ; l ~ i~X!I'S-)I~I:CI
i
Of ofi2ini , r f
international organizations have not been a bar to such persons testifying volrrntarily
as witnesses. As a recent example from practice I refer to a case which was heard
in New York City Criminal Court, Part 111, and in which United Nations officials
from the Secretariat's .Security Service testified as witnesses against defendants on
15 September 1970.
8 January 1976

29.

DECISIONRENDERED BY A CRIMINAL COURT OF THE UNITEDSTATESIN A CASE
INVOLVING A UNITEDNATIONS
STAFF MEMBER APPEARING AS COMPLAINANT ON
BEHALF OF THE ORGANIZATION-IT
IS EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE SECRETARY-GENEML
AND NOT FOR THE JUDICIAL AUTHORITIES OF A HOST STATETO DETERMINE WHETHER,
IN ANY GIVEN INSTANCE, A STAFF MEMBER HAS PERFORMED AN OFFICIAL ACT OR
HAS ACTED IN EXCESS OF AUTHORITY AND WHETHER IMMUNITY SHOULD BE
WAIVED-PROCEDURES
AVAILABLE FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES WHICH
MIGHT ARISE FROM DETERMINATIONS OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
IN THOSE
. .
RESPECTS ' '
Letter to the Permanent Representative ,ofa Member State
I have the honour to refer to a decision rendered in the Criminal Court of the

City of New York, on 19 January 1976 in the case of the People of the State of
New York v. Mark S. Weiner (p'ublished 20 January 1976 under New York County,
Criminal Court, Trial Term, Part 17).1fi In this case a United Nations Security
Officer is appearing on behalf of the .United Nations as complainant, in a matter
relating to his officiaI duties, and the Judge's decision contains a number of remarks
which bear upon the privileges and immunities ,of the United Nations, and which
give rise to the most serious concern on the part of the Organization. This concern
compels me to bring the matter to your attention, and to place on record the position
of the Secretary-General on the major legal issues involved.
Facts of the case
Before turning to the legal issues, it is necessary to give a brief account of the
,facts surrounding the case.
On Friday, 14 November 1975, at ~pproximately0300 a.m., the difehant in
the case in question sprayed red paint on the wall dividing the circular driveway to
the Secretariat building at the entrance to the Headquarters Division at 43rd Street.
He was immediately detained by United Nations Security Officers, who also called jn
police officers from the 17th precinct of New York City Police Department. The
defendant was then arrested, charged with criminal mischief (a class A misdemeanor
under Section 145.00 of New York Penal Law) and he was taken to the 17th precinct
station in the custody of the N.Y.C.P.D. Officers.
As already indicated, one of the United Nations Security Officers who detained
the defendant is the chief witness and complainant on behalf of the Secretariat. The
Security Officer therefore was directed by his supervisors to appear voluntarily, as
115

378 N.Y.S.2d 966. For a summary of the decision, see p. 249 of this Yenrbook.
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n e r e have been four hearings in the case, all of which were held before the
Judge. Responding to pleadings by Counsel for the defendant, the Court, at the
:-hearing held on 25 November 1975, requested the Secretariat to submit a legal memo*;
Orandurn on the question of the Court's jurisdiction over acts against United Nations
L-. . property situated within the Headquarters District. On 9 December, I, as United
Nations Legal Counsel, wrote to the Judge stating the Secretariat's view on the jurisdict,z"\l issue and,l46 at the hearing held on 12 December 1975, the Judge indicated that
dL.,jd not intend to sustain the objections made against the Court's jurisdiction.
At the hearing held on 12 December, Counsel for the defendant raised objections
' .
to the admission of the testimony by the United Nations Security Officer, who was
present, on the .grounds of the Security Officer's immunity from jurisdiction for official
acts. As a result of this objection, the Court requested the Secretariat to submit a further
legal memorandup on the extent of the immunity from jurisdiction possessed by the
Security Officer in donnexion with his appearance as a witness for the prosecution
.
in the criminal proceeding against the defendant. The Judge ruled that for the Court
to proceed with the case, the Secretariat should, state in a memorandum its view on
whether the Security Officer had acted in his official capacity and whether he-were
he to appear as a witness-would be immune from contempt of court citations, perjury
charges or "cross complaints".
Pursuant to this request, on 8 January 1976, the Officer-in-charge of the Office
of Legal Affairs wrote to the Judge stating the Secretariat's position on the extent of
the immunity from jurisdiction enjoyed by United Nations officialsappearing voluntarily
as witnesses in criminal proceedings.147
In his written ruling on 19 January 1976, referred to at the outset of this letter,
the Judge denied the motion by the defense to dismiss for lack o f jurisdiction and
ordered a hearing held on 9 February 1976.
.
At the hearing on 9 February, the District Attorney proposed adjournment of
.-'".a case in contemplation of dismissal. However, this was refused by the defendant
hi,
his attorney, both of whom insisted on a full hearing. The Judge fixed such a
hearing for 27 February 1976, at 9:30 a.m.
y;v
:
;

Z;
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Legal position of tlre Secretariat

The Secretariat has no comments on the actual decision of the Judge to deny
the motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction in his ruling of 19 January. Its concern,
however, is raised by some of the reasoning adranced on the matter of the Security
Officer's privileges and immunities. I n effect, it would seem, the Judge was arguing
that it was in the last instance for him, and not for the Secretary-General, to determine
whether the Security Officer was acting in an official capacity and, furthermore, whether
the Guard had exceeded his authority through the use of excessive force, such excess,
in the Judge's view, rendering inapplicable the Guard's immunity.for official acts. While
the Judge's remarks are in the nature of obiter dicta, their circulation in published
form, without the Secretariat's contrary views being on record, could have a most
serious effect upcn the position of United Nations ofiicials in countries throughout
the world.
First and foremost, in the view of the United Nations secretariat, it is excIusively
for the Secretary-General to determine the extent of the authority, duties and functions.
140 See Jrtridicnj Yearbook, !975, p. 157.
1.fiThe let!cr :n question IS reproduced on p. 234 of this Yeorbook.
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of United Nations officials. Thcsc nlattcrs cannot hc ilctcrminccl by. or bc subject to
scrutiny in national courts. TI is clcar that i f such courts could over-rule rhc SecretaryUC,IG,;L~'s
Jc~crn1irli1ri~111
tila[ ail ;ICL ivas "oi11si;ti ', 11 Inuss o i coillr~ctiilgrlco~s~ons
woui~
be inevitable, givcn thc many countries in which thc Organization operates. In many
cases it would be tantamount to a total clcnial of immunity.
Likewise, the Secretariat cannot accept that what is otherwise an "official act"
can be determined by a local court to have ceased to have been such an act because
of alleged excess of authority. This again, would be tantamount to a total denial of
immunity. It may be noted, in addition to what is said in the paragraphs that follow,
that the Secretariat has its own disciplinary procedures in cases where an official has
acted in excess of his authority, and also the power to waive the immunity particularly
where the course of justice would otherwise be impeded. The Secretariat realizes that
cases of conflict may arise as to whether an act was "official" or whether an officizl
had overstepped his authority, but the Convention on the Privileges .and Immunities
of the United Nations espressly provides procedures for waiver of immunity, or for
the settlement of disputes by the International Court of Justice. These are the appropriate procedures for settlement, not the over-ruling of the Secretary-General's determinations by national courts.
I n the present case, the Secretary-General at n o point waived the immunity bf
the Security Officer concerned, under Section 18 ( 0 ) of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the Un'ited Nations'" and also Section 288 d ( b ) of the
United .States International Organizations Immunities Act." The authority granted in
Section 20 of the Convention to waive the immunity of any official is enjoyed exclusively
by the Secretary-General, and waiver cannot be effected instead by the Court. That
this is a reasonable understanding of the Convention is borne out not only by the
specification in Section 20 of the conditions under which the Secretary-General may
waive, but also by the provisions in Article VII for the settlement of disputes regarding
all differences arising out of the interpretation o r application of the Convention. As
already mentioned, the Convention foresees that disputes are not to be settled by the
courts of a Member State party to the Convention, but that differences between the
United Nations on the one hand and a Member on the other hand are to be decided
by an advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice. The fact that such 2
procedure is available conclusively demonstrates the weakness of the assumption by
the Judge that national courls may determine the extent of immunity from jurisdiction
enjoyed by a United Nations official acting in his official capacity as directed by the
Secretary-General.
I trust that the foregoing, will serve to explain the very real concern which the
Secretariat feels over the reasoning of the Judge, and its need to place,its absolute
reservations to that reasoning on reccrd. The Secretariat cannot accept an approach
which would submit the official acts of its officials to the scrutiny of nntional courrs
throughout the world. T o do so, as already pointed out, would be tantamount to
148 United

Nations, Trent? Series, vol. 1, p. 15.
*The opinion of the Judge is inaccurate and misleading in not referring to these
sources of the immunity, which were made plain in the Sec~etariat'sletter to him of 8 Jacuary 1976. The Judge instead refers in his opinion to Articles j 0 4 and 105 of the Charte:
and the Headquarters Agreement of 1947. The Charter artlcles are only in the mos:
general terms, which are subsequently spelt out in specific detail in the Convention on
Privileges and Immunities, and the Headquarters Agreement does not deal with the
privileges and immunities of United Nations officiaIs. The Judge is further in error when
he cites the decision in Unifed States ex. r e / . Cnsnnosu V. Fiepatrick as a precedent, 2s
this case related to a member of a permanent mission, and turned on the interpretation of
Section 15 of the Headquarters Agreement, not upon the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations which is here involved.
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stripping officials of their immunity. The Organization is frequently operating in areas
of tension and conflict, in which immunity for official acts is essential if United Nations
oflicials are to function at all.
Finally, I trust you will agree it is crucial that testimony by United Nations
Security Officers may be admitted and accepted as competent by criminal courts in
cases that involve the safety of United Nations personnel or property. The absolute
need for such testimony, both by officials and by members of permanent missions in
relation to complaints made by such missions, has been constantly stressed by United
) States representatives in the Committee on Relations with the Host Country. The
Secretariat, however, would be most reluctant to instruct its officials to testify if it is
accepted that the particular Court before which they are to appear may strip them
of the proper immunities accorded to them by international and national law.
I very much hope that, in the ligllt of the above, we may arrive at a mutual
understanding on the procedures and issues to be taken into account when United
Nations officipls are called upon to testify as witnesses in courts in the United States.

FOR UNITEDNATIONSPURPOSES OF
30. DETERMINATION

TIIE MARITAL STATUS OF A

STAFF' MEMBER

;

Letter to the Director of Ad177inisiratiorr, Ofice of the United Nations
High Cotnrnissianer for Refugees
I refer to your letter of 8 December concerning the marital status of a staff
member.
A review of the case as it appears from the files of the Ofiice of Legal Affairs
and from the papers which we have received from the Geneva Personnel Office
indicate the following:
-The staff member concerned, a national of Uruguay, married a national of
the United Kingdom, in New York State in 1953; the marriage was registered
with the Uruguayan Consulate in New York.
-He obtained a divorce, which became final on 7 January 1969, in the State
of Tlaxcaia in Mexico where neither he nor his wife resided. H e appeared
through his attorney and accepted the jurisdiction of the court; his wife did not
participate at all in the proceedings.
-On 18 January 1969 a marriage certificate was issued by the Registrar of the
Court in Tlaxcala declaring the marriage of the staff member and a national
of the United Kingdom, by a proxy ceremony where both parties appeared
through representatives.
-In June 1969 the first wife wrote to the United Nations Personnel Office in
New York stating her position that her marital status remained unchanged
and referring to her status for such United Nations purposes as visa, medical
insurance, pension entitlements, etc.
-In October 1969 the staff member requested the Geneva Personnel Office to
change his marital status for United Nations purposes to reflect his divorce
and remarriage as evidenced by the transIations from the Tlaxcala documents
of divorce and marriage which hz provided.
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6. For the reasons set out above, it therefore appears that the question of the
United Nations radio communications within the host country of ECA, including
radio con~munications between UNDP project personnel in the field and the radio
station of ECA's Headquarters, may have to be taken up with the appropriate authorities of the Government with a view to obtaining a solution that adequately meets
the operational requirements of the United Nations. In this connexion, the legal
position of the United Nations would be that the ECA Headquarters Agreement is
confined in scope to activities of the ECA, and that the subject of radio communications for other United Nations activities in the country concerned is not regulated
' ilaterally, but that the United
Nations is recognized by the International Tele,ommunication Union as a Telecommunication Administration with the same rights
as States Members of the International Telecommunication Union, and that such
rights in principle also may be exercised in the country in question.
22 December 1976
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STANDARDS
OF CONDUCT TO BE OBSERVED BY STAFF MEMBERS OF THE UNITED
NATIONSOUTSIDE PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES-STAFFMEMBERS BELOW THE LEVEL
OF ASSISTANT
SECRETARIES
GENERALENJOY I M M U N ~FROM LEGAL PROCESS
ONLY IN RESPECT OF ACTS PERFORMED BY THEM IN THEIR OFFICIAL CAPACITY

Mernorandrtrn to the Under-Secretary-General for Adnrinistration and Management

I have read the letter complaining about disruptive behaviour of four staff
members of the United Nations on the occasion of a meeting at a University.
As you have noted, staff members are, under staff regulation 1.4, obliged at
all times to conduct themselves in a manner befitting their status as international
civil servants and to avoid any action and any kind of public pronouncement which
,may adversely reflect on their status, or on the integrity, independence and impar)tiality which are required by that status. Violation of this obligation could, depending
on the seriousness of the matter to the United Nations and the pnrticular circumstances, justify disciplinary action under Chapter X of the Staff Regulations and
Rules quite apart from whether any local criminal proceedings are involved. The
Administrative Tribunal has specifically acknowledged that "misconduct punishable
under staff regulation 10 could be either misconduct committed in the exercise of
a staff member's professional duties or acts committed outside his professional
activities but prohibited by provisions creating general obligations for staff membersY1.ll3There have been cases where behaviour outside of official duties and after
working hours have been referred to the Joint Disciplinary Committee for advice.
Of course any complaint received by the United Nations in respect of behaviour
outside official activities should be communicated to the, staff member with a request
for his side of the story. Thereafter it is a matter for the Secretary-General's discretion whether or not to pursue the matter by further investigation or action.
As for the immunity question, United Nations officials (other than Assistant
Secretaries General and above who have "diplomatic" status) do not have immunity
from legal process except as respects their official acts. The staff members concerned
hcre, therefore, enjoy no immunity from suit or criminal process in respect of their
313 See for example Jlldget7rerlts of the Utlitcd ~\'ntiotrs A([trrbtistmtive Tribttrml, Nurnhrrs I 10 70, J!~il:crnrn! NO. 30, p. 133.
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non-Unitcd I\;:itions activities. Even if thcg did, it \.vould bc for thc Secretary-bc;;crai
and not thc staff mcmbcrs thcniselvcs to dctcrrninc whetller the imnlunity should bc
asserted or waived (staff rcgulation 1.8). No plea of immunity based on Unitcd
Nations employmcnt could propcrly bc made hy n stnff member without thc knoxI~dg1:ui' llic SL.L;CCL~IL.~-G~I~CL.~~I.
11 till: s~itll111~lllb~r
did SO 111: \ V O U ~be
~ j i l ~iola11011
of stag regulation 1.8.
So far as I know there has been no detailed discussion of the standards of
conduct for international civil servants since the ICSAB 1954 "Report on Standards
h
deal with special requireof Conduct in the International Civil S e r ~ i c e " ~ l h h i cdoes
ments relating to outside activities, political activities and private life of staff members.
I do believe however that it would still be reasonable so to interpret staff regulations 1.4 and 1.7 and staff rule 101.8 as to preclude an international civil servant
from repeatedly and publicly taking in his personal capacity strongly partisan positions
on political issues. I also believe that, under staff rule 101.8, a .staff member should.
be guided by any instruction given under authority of the Secretary-General with
respect to future conduct in this regard.
18 August 1976

19. REGISTRWIONOF TREATIES A S D INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS UNDER ARTICLE
102 OF THE CHARTER-ANYACTION (INCLUDING
TERMINATION OR DENUNCL%TION)
EFFECTING A CHANGE IN A REGISTERED TREATY OR INTERNATIONAL AGREEXfENT
MUST ALSO BE REGISTERED-PRACTICE OF THE SECRETARIAT
AS TO REGISTR.4BKITY
ISSUES

- ..
-

Letter to a private irrdividllal
Your letter of 18 June 1976 was referred to me for reply. In response to your
inquiry concerning the practice of the Secretariat 'with regard to denunciations of
treaties, I should like to provide you with the following information.
1. Under article 2 of the Regulations to give effect to Article 102 of the Charter,ll5 any subsequent action which effects a change in a treaty or international
agreement registered with the Secretariat must also be registered. This includes any
certified statements regarding terminations and denunciations.
2. While the Secretary-General. has no competence to decide the legality of
an action taken by a party, it will notify a party of any appearances of inconskiency
with the terms of the agreement and ask for clarification of the party's position.
I would like in this respect to refer you to an extract of the preface tp themonthly
Statrrnent of Treaties and International Agreements Registered or Filed and Recorded
wit11 the Secretariat which sets forth the position of the Secretariat:
"In some cases, the Secretariat may find it necessary to consult with the
registering party concerning the question of registrability. However, since the
terms 'treaty' and 'international agreement' have not been defined either .iil the
Charter or in the Regulations, the Secretariat, under the Charter and'the Regulations, follows the principle that it acts in accordance with the position of the
Member States submitting an instrument for registration that so far as that
party is concerned the instrument is a treaty or an international agreement
11.1Document

COORD/Civil Service/S.
115Adopted on 14 December 1946 by General ~ssemblyresolution 97 (I).
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MEANING

WITTHE
OF THE
OF THE UNITEDNATIONS

CONVENTION
ON

THE

PRIVILEGES
AND IMMUNITIES

I
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Letter to the Legal Liaison Oficer, United Nations Industrial
Development Organization

.
.....

letter of 25 November 1977 on the question of the status of
is in reply to
staff niembers when travelling directly from their home to the Organization and vice
...........
versa. Your inquiry and this reply relate solely to the question of immunity from legal
process in connegon with traffic violations or traffic accidents involving staff members
travelling directly between their homes and the Organization. This reply also assumes
that the st& member does not have diplomatic immunities by virtue either of his rank or
under the particular host country agreement.
,
': ' As indicated in my letter of 29 September, travel between home and office is not in
........
itself considered to be an official act within the ineaning of Section 18(a) of the Conven--- .-.- .-..- - . . tion on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations which provides for immunity
from legal process in respect of acts performed by officials "in their official capacity".
To'avoid confusion stemming from the phrase "on-duty", I would emphasize the
diierence between the basis for the immunity for official acts under the Convention and
the basis for various entitlements under the Staff Regulations and Rules.
The immunity of an official from legal process in respect of acts performed in his
official capacity (i.e. on behalf of the United Nations) must be distinguished from servicerelated benefits under the Staff Regulations and Rules such as compensation for injuries
attributable to United Nations service or travel entitlements for service-related trips including home leave travel. An injury may be compensable as service-related under Appendix D to the Staff Rules without having been incurred by the staff member acting in his
official capacity; the fact that a staff member's travel expenses are paid by the United
Nations does not render his journey or his actions on the journey "official actions".
Driving is, of course, official action by United Nations chauffeurs and such staff members
may engage the United Nations' liability as well as their own, and hence they are covered
by the United Nations automobile liability insurance. Their (and the United Nations') immunity is frequently waived for the puvose of litigating damages, but the practice with
respect to their immunity from charges of traffic violation is highly flexible.
('.. '.)
.. As far as the General Assembly is concerned, one of its very first actions in the field
. . . .
of privileges and immunities was directed towards the prevention of abuse of privileges
and immunities in connection with traffic accidents. Resolution 22 (I) E.instructed the
Secretary-General t3 ensure that staff members be properly insured against third-party
risks, an instruction which finds its implementation in Staff Rule 112.4.
The functional and non-personal nature of the privileges and immunities of United
Nations officials is made clear by the language of the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations and Staff Regulation 1.81°3.The Secretary-General's
position with respect to suggestions of immunity,has always been that he and he alone
may decide what constitutes an official act, when to invoke immunity and when to waive
immunity.
There is no precise definition of the expressions "official capacity", "official duties",
or "official business". These are functional expressions and must be related to a particular
context. Indeed, it is doubtful whether a definition would be desirable since it would not
103 Reading as follows:
"The immunities and privileges attached to the United Nations by virtue of Article 105
of the Charter are conferred in the interests of the Organization. These privileges and immunities,furnish no excuse to the staE members who enjoy them for non-performance of their
private obfigations or failure to observe laws and police regulations. In any case, where
these privileges and immunities arise, the staff member shall immediately report to the
Secretary-General, with whom alone it rests to decide whether they shall be waived."
....
.

.

.-- - - ... .. - .

bc in the intcrest of thc Organization to bc bounci by a definition which may fail to take
into account thc many and varicd activities of Unitcd Nations oficials.

The practical handling of this question at ~ e a d ~ u a r t e r s ~ not
h a sgiven rise to any
difficulties,probably because of the firm position taken by the Secretary-General from the
very beginning. Staff members are expected to obey local laws and regulations and as the
Secretary-General stated in a 1949 press release: "If there is any infringement of any
laws, traffic violations for example, a Secretariat member is in the same group- unless
on official business -as the average citizen who may pass a red light. . He just pays
his fine, and many already have".
12 December 1977
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B. Legal opinions. of the secretariats of intergovernmental
organizations related to the United Nations

CONVENTIONS

The following memoranda, dealing with the interpretation of international labour
Conventions, were drawn up by the International Labour Office at the request of Govern(a) Memorandum on the Tripartite Consultation (International Labour Standards)
Convention, 1976 (No. 144), drawn up at the request of the Government of Sweden, 28
October 1977. Document GB.206/13/3; 206th Session of the Governing Body, MayJune 1978.
(b) Memorandum on the Human Resources Development Convention, 1975 (No.
142), drawn up at the request of the Government of the Federal Republic of Gegany, 3 1
March 1978. Document GB.206/ 13/3; 206th Session of the Governing Body, May-June

STITUTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
LABOUR
ORGANISATION
FROM ANY STATEMEMBER INTENDiNG TO WITHDRIW F R O 3 1 THE ORGAS~SATIOX
QUESTIOS
WHETHER
AN EXTENSION OF THE NOTICE IS LEGALLY PERMISSIBLE

-

Opinion of the Legal Adviser of the Znternational Laborir Ofice.
1. Article 1, paragraph 5 of the Constitution of the ILO provides as foIlowsi'
"5. No Member of the International Labour Organisation may withdraw from
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UNDER THE INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS IN FORCE TO INDEPENDENTLY DETERMINE, I N CASE
A STAFF MEMBER IS BEING SUBJECTED TO LEGAL PROCESS, WHETHER AN OFFICIAL ACT IS
INVOLVED
MEANING
OFTHE TERM "OFFICER" IN THE CONVENTIONS
ON THE PRIVILEGES
AND IMMUNITIES
OF THE UNITEDNATIONS
AND OF THE SPECIALIZED
AGENCIES
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Statement made by the Legal Counsel at rhe 59th meeting of the Fifrh Committee of the
General Assembly on 1 December 1981
.I. The Legal Counsel, referring to the'report of the Secretary-General on respect for the
privileges and immunities of officials of the United Nations and the specialized agencies (AIC.51
36/31), said he would 1ike.to thank the members of the Committee for the expressions of concern
regarding respect for the privileges and immunities of international officials and the affirmation
that the intemational instruments dealing with the status, privileges and immunities of such officials
must be strictly respected in order to ensure the independence and integrity of the international
civil service. The increase in membership in intemational organizations and the 'corresponding
increase in the number of States which were hosts to intemational organizations and their subsidiary
bodies gave added importance to the question of immunities. Conditions in any one duty station
had an impact on all the staff of the international organizations, wherever they might serve, and
directly affected the morale and efficiency of the international civil service.
2. The law of intemational immunities, which was based principally on the United Nations
Charter, the Conventions on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations and of the
Specialized Agencies and other instruments referred to in paragraph 3 of the Secretary-General's
report, distinguished between diplomatic and functional immunities. The very great majority of
officials of the United Nations and specialized agencies were accorded functional rather than
diplomatic immunities. That distinction was significant both from the point of view of the scope
and content of the immunity and because of the fundamentally different character of the two types
of immunity. While diplomatic immunity attached to the person, the functional immunity of
international officials was organizational. Thus, section 20 of the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations provided that "Privileges and immunities are granted to officials
of the United Nations in the interests of the United Nations and not for the personal benefit of the
individuals themselves". An identical provision was contained in the Convention on the Privileges
and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies.
3. That distinction was essential to an understanding of the nature of the violation of immunities reported by the Secretary-General in document AIC.5136131. The various cases referred
to in the report involved a breach of the organizations' rights. For example, where violations
the type of case most frequently cited - were concerned,
involving immunity from legal process
the substance of the Secretary-General's protest in such cases was not that a particular staff member
had been subjected to legal process but that he had been prevented from exercising his right under
the international instruments in force to independently determine whether or not an official act had
been involved. Where a determination was made that no official act was involved, the SecretaryGeneral had, by the terms of the Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations,
both the right and the duty to waive the immunity of any official.
4. As the Secretary-General stated in his report, Member States had on the whole respected
the' Organization's right to functional protection, which had beeh clearly enunciated by the International Court of Justice in its advisory opinion of 1949 in the B e r n a d ~ t t ecase
~ ~ and which now
formed part of generally accepted international law. It was not the intent of the provisions regarding
immunity from legal process or the principle of functional protection to place officials above the
law but to ensure, before any action was taken against them, that no official act was involved and
that no interest of the Organization was prejudiced.
5. A second question concerned who was entitled to privileges and immunities. It had been
suggested by some delegations that locally recruited staff members were not officials of the United
h'alio~~s
and spc.cinlizi.cl agencies for the purpose of privileges and imnlunilies and lhnt they were
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first and foremost nation;~lsor thc country conccrncd and, as such. were subjcct to its laws. On
;.$\in!, hc tv,,111tI [ikc t n clarify tl\c nlcnning of thc tcrnl "oflicinls" as it was uscd in the
Conventions. Sectioft 17 of i\)cCorivcnlion on [hr: I'rivlirtgcs itfld I l l l l l l l l l i i : ~ ~ . \01' tlli. l ' i l i i ; ~ \ s.!'i.'i'
stated that the Secretary-General would specify the categories of officials to which articles \.' and
VII of the Convention should apply. The Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
Specialized Agencies and the IAEA Agreemcnt contained similar provisions. In 1946, the General
Assembly had adopted resolution 76 (I), in which it had approved the granting of the privileges
and immunities referred to in anicles V and VII of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities
of the United Nations to all members of the staff of the United Nations, with the exception of
those who were recruited locally and were assigned to hourly rates. The specialized agenci'es and
IAEA had taken similar actions. Consequently, all staff members regardless of rank, nationality
or place of recruitment, whether Professional or General Service, were considered as officials of
the organizations for the purposes of privileges and iinmunities except for those who were both
locally recruited and employed at hourly rates. United Nations locally recruited staff such as clerks,
secretaries and drivers were in nearly every case paid according to established salary or wa,ae scales
and not at hourly rates and they were, therefore, covered by the terms of General Assembly resolution
76 (1).
6 . With regard to the discrepancy which existed between the regime applicable at United
Nations Headquarters in New York and that which was applicable in virtually all other duty stations,
including the headquarters seats in Geneva, Nairobi, Vienna and the seats of the regional economic
commissions, it was perfectly true, as one delegation had pointed out, that in New York the range
of staff members to whom diplomatic privileges and immunities were accorded was narrower than
the range in other duty stations. The more restrictive rigime, which was patterned exclusively on
the provisions of the Conventions on.Privileges and Immunities adopted in 1946 and 1947. had
k e n made applicable at United Nations Headquarters in New York at a time when it had been
anticip~tedthat the staff of the United Nations would be largely concentrated in New York and a
more liberal rigime would have resulted in very large numbers of staff members being assimilated
to diplomatic personnel. Although that discrepancy in treatment was undesirable and it would have
been preferable to obtain equality of treatment for staff members regardless of their duty station,
it should be noted that in absolute terms the number of staff members having diplomatic privileges
and immunities in New York and the other major duty stations was roughly comparable.
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19. LEGALPROVISIONS GOVERNING THE QUESTION OF IMPORTATION OF HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS A S D
A U T O ~ ~ O B I L EOF
S UNITEDNATIONS
OFFICIALS ASSIGNED TO A REClONAL ECONOMIC COhISlISSION
QUESTION
~ V H E T H E RFIELD SERVICE OFFICERS ARE OFFICIALS WITHIN THE MEANISG
OF THE CONVENTIOH
ON THE PRIVILEGESAND IMMUNITIESOF THE UNITEDNATIOSSA S D
OF THE RELEVAST HEADQUARTERS
AGREEMENT MEAKIYG
OF THE TERM " F U R N ~ U R EASD
EFFECTS" UNDER THE ABOVE-MENTIONED INSTRUhlENTS
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Note verbale t o the Permanent Representative of a Member State
The Legal Counsel of the United Nations presents his compliments to the Permanent Representative of [name of a Member State) to the United Nations and has the honour to refer to the
status, privileges and immunities of United Nations Field Service Officers assi,aned to the Economic
and SociaI Commission for Asia and the Pacific in Bangkok. By letters dated 20 November 1980
Qnd 20 January 1981 the Director of the Office of !he Legal Counsel brought to the attention of
the Permanent Representative certain problems encoontered by Field Service personnel regarding.
in particular, the importation of their household effects including automobiles. The Legal Counsel
is dismayed to learn that despite these earIier interventions these problems have not been resolved
and that discussions between the ESCAP Secretariat and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs have
reached an impasse. The Legal Counsel wishes, therefore, to take the opportunity, to set out
comprehensively the legal issues in.the hope that the authorities concerned will be able to resolve
162
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Justicc. ?,::oincy General's Office) to appcnr or otherwise to move the court to dismiss the suit
on the ground of the Organization's inununities. When the plaintiff is a staff member or a former
staff member, the Organization will usually inform the Ministry of the internal recourse procedures
available under the Organization's Staff Regulations and Roles.
B. Actions in\alving ganlislrment or attaci~t~~ent
of salaries of stuff members
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4. In the execution of a judgement against a staff member for a debt owed by the staff member,
attempts are sometimes made to require the.0rganization to pay a part.of the salary of the staff
member to the creditor. The policy of the Organization is that such a proceeding, which is sometimes
referred to as garnishment or attachment of salary, is null and void as far as the Organization is
concerned. Service of a garnishment or attachment order upon the Organization is a form of legal
process from which the Organization is immune by virtue of section 2 of theConvention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations. In addition, the proceedings would be tantamount
to a seizure of assets of the Organization from which the United Nations is exempt under section 3
of the Convention; this is so because any salary to be seized, before it is actually paid to the staff
member, forms part of the assets of the Organization.
5. However, since the Organization's immunities afford no justification for a staff member's
failure to meet his or her legal obligations, the United Nations lives up to its obligations under the
Convention by taking measures to prevent immunity from legal process from defeating creditors'
rights. The Organization, therefore, returns garnishment orders to the creditor or to the court office
with an explanation of the Organization's immunity and its policy concerning private legal obligations
of staff members. The staff member is requested, usually by the Office of Personnel Services, to
settle the matter in such a way, either by payment or by further court action, as to avoid embarrassment
to the United Nations. Should the staff member disclaim the debt or intend to appeal the judgement,
he or she is required, as a matter of proper conduct, to take whatever legal steps are necessary
to delay any direct actions vis-&vis his or her salary. The Organization tries to avoid involvement
in the question of the validity of court judgements concerning staff in their unofficial capacity. It
is against established policy to authorize deductions from regular salary checks for debts to judgement
creditors; however, deductions from final salary or other terminal payments due to a staff member
upon separation may be made in favour of judgement creditors upon satisfactory evidence being
presented.
III. POLICY OF THE ORGANIZATION AS REGARDS DEMANDS FOR INFORMATION ABOUT STAFF MEMBERS

6. It is not the policy af the Organizatiori to respond to demands for personal information
concerning staff members. However, the Organization will c o n f i that a staff member is employed
by it and, to the extent that the information requested is in the public domain, the party requesting
the information may be referred to a particular source, such as the Staff Regulations and Rules.
In some instances the information requested is formally made available to the staff member and
the requesting party is notified thereof so that it can make appropriate demands therefor from that
person.

CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LlABILl'TY OF MEMBERS OF THE SECURITY
AND SAFETY
53. POTENTIAL
SERVICE-APPLICABILTTY
OF FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL LAW WITHIN THE HEADQUARTERS
DISTRI=-IMMUNITY
OF UNITEDNATIONS
OFFICIALS FROM LEGAL PROCESS IN RESPECT OF ACTS
PERFORMED BY THEM IN THEIR OFFICIAL CAPACrrY
Memorandum to the Assistant Secretary-General for General Services
I. I wish to refer to your memorandum of 18 January 1983 on the potential civil and criminal
liability of members of the Security and Safety Service. As your memorandum of the same date
to the concerned staff members states, their request for advice on the applicability of the Penal Law
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and the Code of Criminal Procedure of Nca York State and their relation to the Headquarters
Agreement is rcdur.d:tnt since thc subject-martci
moaL
i n -1976 nt t h e time
. .
,.. -..--.
.- - was
-- .
.- - - - carefullv
- -- - - -..,reviewer!
-..-..---..
~ K e nthe Handbook for Personnel of the Security and Safety Service was revised. For the benefit
of the staff concerned, however, the following further clarifications may be useful.
2. As a general N ~ C , federal, state and local law applies within the Headsuarters District. The
Handbook reflects this general rule by incorporating thd appropriate standards and norms of local
law. The exception which is provided for in section 8 of the Headquarters Agreement, the power
to make regulations operative within the Headquarters District, has been utiliyed snarinplv.
-=-----a
',. Onlv
- -three such regulations have been adopted: regulation No. 1 which deals withI the
,.- Ilniterl
-....,- .Natinn~
.-..-..Social Security System; regulation No. 2 which relates to aualifications for ~rofessionalor other
special occup~tionalservices with the United Nations; andaregulation No. 3' which concerns the
operation of services within the Headquarters District.
3. Of more relevance to the potential civil and criminal liability of the members of the Security
and Safety Service is the question of immunity from legal process. Under section 18 (a) of the
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, to which the United States is
a party, officials of the united Nations shall be immune from leg& process "in respect of words
spoken or written and all acts performed by them in their official capacity". The United Nations
has consistently maintained that it is exclusively within the competence of the Secretary-General
to determine when an act is carried out in an official
is not
,and
- - that
- this
---- --- - - a- -matter
--- - - - which
- caaacitv
is subject to review by the local authorities (see, for example, the letter dated 11 February 1976
from the Legal Counsel addressed to the Permanent Representative of the United States of America
to the United Nations, commenting on a decision rendered in the Criminal Court of the Citv of
New York in the case.of People ofihe State of New York v. Mark S. Weiner?. The potential civil
or criminal liability of members of the Security and Safety Service for acts camed out
- -.in.the
.
...
performance of their duties is no different from that of any other staff member falling within the
purview of section 18 (a) of the Convention, that is to say-that staff areprima facie &une from
legal process in respect of such acts, such immunity, however, being subject to a waiver by the
Secretary-General in anv case where the immunitv would imaede the course of iustice and can be
waived kithout prejudice to the interests of the Cnited ~ a t i d n s(section 20 of- t;e
-- - Convention).
- - -- - ---- -- h
should be noted that
29 fb)
of
cshall make provisions
- - under
- - - section
- - - -- - - ,-,
-- the
--- Conventinn the
-.-IJniterl
- Natinnr.
. ---.for appropriate modes of settlement of disputes involving any official of the United Nations who
by reason of his official position enjoys immunity, if immunity has not been waived by the
Secretary-General.
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54. ESTABLISHMENT
IN A MEMBER
STATEOF A PARALLEL EXCHANGE RATE PROVIDING FOR A MORE
FAVOURABLE RATE OF EXCHANGE FOR THE UNITED
STATES
DOLLAR THAS THE OFFICIAL RATEQUESTION
WHETHER THE ORGANIZATIONS OF THE UNITED
NATIONS
SYSTEM ARE ENTITLED TO
THE BENEFITS OF THE BEST PREVAILING RATE OF EXCHANGE

Mernorandwn to the Deputy Administrator, United Narions Development Programme

1. On 10 January 1983 the Government of [name of a Member State] established a parallel
exchange rate which provided for a more favourable rate of exchange for the United States dollar
than the official rate. The question has been raised whether the organizationsof the United Nations
system are entitled to the benefits of the best prevailing rate of exchange which is legally obtainable
or whether they must be restricted to the official rate of exchange.

I(

is that intern&onal drganiiations are entitled to the benefits i f the most favourable legal rate of
exchange. This principle, which ensures that any benefit arising from the existence of differential

'1
1

,

TION ON THE PRIVILEGES
AND ,IMMUNITIES
OF THE UNITEDNATIONS-SYSTEMOF
LAW BY WHICH THE QUESTION OF UNRWA's IMMUNITY FROM JURISDICTION IS TO BE
JUDGED-NATUREOF THE IMMUNITY UNDER THAT SYSTEM OF LAW

Memorandlrm to the Legal Adviser, United Nations Relief and J%rh Agency
lor Palestine Rejugces in the Near East

Fortunately, there is another, well-established system of law by which this matter may be
judged,.namely, the public international law governing the status, privileges and immunities
of international organizations. The formal sources ofthe system of law are to be found'in the
relevant constitutive instruments (of the United Nations and UNRWA), and multilateral and
bilateral agreements to which the Member State in question is a party an8 by which it is,
therefore, legally bound (inter alia, the Convention on the Privileges and Immunitie's of the
United Nationsz9).It can be pointed out in connection with the above-mentioned Convention that Member States obligate themselves to be in a position under their own laws to give
effect to the Convention.
A word about the nature of international organization immunity might also be useful in
order to head off any arguments by the company in question based on restrictive immunity.
The immunity accorded international organizations under this system of law is an absolute
immunity and must be distinguished from sovereign immunity which in some contemporary
manifestations, at least, is more restrictive. While international immunities may be and, in
some cases, must be waived, such waivers must be express. No such waiver has ever been executed in this case.
Where proceedings are brought by a party in the face of such absolute immunity, this
may, in our view, give rise to a legally enforceable cause of action and it would not be necessary to establish that the party bringing the action has acted unreasonably, Since the law of
international immunity makes specific provisions for the settlement of disputes of a private
nature, a party which nevertheless proceeds against an international organization in the
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Since international organizations are recognized entities in international law, courts are
required to recognize their immunities. It is not necessary for international organizations to
the immunities to which they are entitled since such immunity exists as a matter of law
and is a fact of which judicial notice must be taken. In practice, a suggestion of immunity is
normally made to a court on behalfof an international organization by the competent executive authorities of the States concerned. It goes without saying that in such cases the international organization is not submitting to the jurisdiction of the court.
In the statement of the issues of law and fact, the Arbitrator raises the question whether
the goods were immune from arrest in the courts of the State concerned. Assuming that it can
be shown that at the relevant time the goods were the property of UNRWA (about which there
seems to be no doubt), it is clear that the proceedings taken by the company in question and
the decisions of the local court were in violation of and contrary to sections 2 and 3 of the
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities ofthe United Nations which provide immunity
from legal process and from any interference; whether by executive, administrative, judicial
or legislative action.

I trust that these comments and advice will be of assistance to you in your response to the
Arbitrator's letter.
28 February 1984
3al issue is
some other

IAN PERSON-

NEL HIRED BY THE CONTINGENT OF A MEMBER
STATE

Memorandum to the Director, Ofice of Field Operational

in the event of an accident

ims by their drivers. If such confirmation is forthcoming, we
a legal nature as far as insurance is concerned.
189
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tive of (name of Member State) to the United Eations and has the honour to refer to the 1985 Financc
Law, articles 37 and 57 of ~hich.s\ipufate
inferolio that nll employees of international organizations
\vl~narc of the nntion?lity of the Member State must pay one twelfth of their annual salary and 20 per
cent of their indemnities as a speciiil corltributioil i i ~135.i.
The Legal Counsel wishes to draw the attention of the Permanent Representative to the following: By decision of the General Assembly in resolution 76 (I) of 7 December 1946. a11 staff menibers
of the United Nations, regardless of nationality, place of recruitment or rank, are officials within the
meaning of section 17 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations and
enjoy exemption from taxation on the salaries and emoluments paid to them by the United Nations
pursuant to section 18 (b) of the Convention, to which the State concerned acceded on 27 April 1962.
Consequently. in the view of the United Nations, the 1985 Finance Law is not applicable to United
Nations staff members of the nationality of that State.
The Legal Counsel also wishes to take this opportunity to point out that article IX,paragraph I .
of the United Nations Development Programme Standard Basic Assistance Agreement, to which the
State concerned is a party, also makes applicable to the United Nations and its organs, including
UNDP and subsidiary organs of the United Nations acting as UNDP Executing Agencies, and to their
officials, the provisions of the Convention.
The Legal Counsel would be grateful if the foregoing views of the United Nations could be
brought to the attention of the appropriate authorities with a view to ensuring the non-application of
the 1985 Finance Law to officialsof the United Nations.
19 March 1985

24.

TRARlC ACCIDENT INVOLVING AN EMPLOYEE OF A COMPANY WHICH IS A SLIBCONTRACTORTO 'lHE
UNTIEDNATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME--QUES'I?ON WIBXHER'THE PERSON h'QUESllOK
TIME OF THE ACCICOULD BE REGARDED AS HAVING BEEIU' ENGAGED OFFICIAL B U S W S AT

DENT

Letter to the Permanent Representative of a Member State
to the United Nations
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I wish to refer to our meeting of 16 May 1985, at which we discussed an accident involving an
employee of a company which is a subcontractorto UNDPlOffice for Project Execution (OPE). You
indicated that, while your.authorities do not question the applicability of the UNDPIStandard Basic
Assistance Agreement (SBAA) (and through the SBAA the Convention on the PriviIeges and Immunities of the United Nations) to this case, some questions have been raised as to whether the person in
question could be regarded as having been engaged in official business at the time of the accident.
In response to your request for clarificationon this point we are pleased to confirm the following:
The United Kations (and UNDP) as amatter of law and practice take the view that any act which is performed by officials, experts, consultants or, in the case of UNDP, "persons performing services" for
UNDP within the.meaning of article IX of the UNDPJSBAA which is directly related to the mission or
project, such as driving to,and from a project site, would constitute prima facie an official act within
the meaning of section 18 (oj of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities oFthe United
Nations. Travel to and from a project site necessarily forms p a o f the work of the persons engaged in
Ehe project. In the particular case of the person concerned, the fact that he was driving aproject vehicle
at the time of the accident would be an additional indication that prima facie he was performing an
official act. Subsequent to our meeting. we requested information from UNDP regarding trafficacci-'
dents involving its official vehicles in Africa within the last few months and in which the Organizatior,
has followed the practice outlined above. Since December 1984 three accidents have occurred. In two.
of those cases the accidents occurred while the official concerned was driving to or from a project site.
while in the third case the accident occurred while the official was driving from the UNDP officeto the
local airline office to mange for home leave travel.
We also wish to take this opportunity to underline that, while the Secretary-Generalalone deter-

-------25. TfUDE COS'T'ROL REGULATIOHS ISSUED IN A HOST STATE-APPLICABILITY OF THE RECULATlONS
TO THE SHIPMENT OF FURKTTL'RE&.XI PERSOSM EFFECTS TO ME HOUE COUhTRY BY AfESlBERS OF
A PERMAXX~T
MMISS~OX
10 THE U X ~ NATIONS-ARTICLE
D
3 1 OFTHE VIE~WA
CO~TE~TION
ON
D I P L o a r . ~ n cRELATIOXS

Nore verbale ro the Permanertt Represenmtive of a Member Sfafe
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law as well as by the language of the domestic regulations.
Under article 31 of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations of 1961.'6 a diplomatic
agent enjoys immunity from the civil and administrative jurisdiction of the receiving State except in
the case of (a) a real action, (b)an action relating to succession or (c) an action relating to any professional or commercial activity exercised by the diplomatic agent outside his official functions. The
shipment of a diplomatic agent's furniture and personal effects clearly forms part of his official functions and would, therefore, be immune from the civil and administrativejurisdiction of the host State,
including the regulations in question. Furthermore, the regulations IhemseIves would seem to bear out
that it was not the intention of the executive department, to which the President has delegated his
authority in this respect. to prevent the shipment of furniture and personal effects by diplomatic and
official personnel of the Member State in question employed by the diplomatic missions of that State
or its missions to jnternational organizations located in the host State. An appropriate section of the
regulations. for cxample, expressly authorizes certain imports for diplomatic or official personnel, as
follows:
"All uansactions ordinarily incident to the importation of any goods or services into the [name of
the host State] from [name of Member State] are authorized if such imports are destined for official or personal use by personnel employed by diplomatic missions [of this State] or [its] missions to international organizations located in the host State, and such imports are not for resale."
Although no equivalent export provision appears in the regulations, the logical implication of the
section in question is that the exportation of furniture and personal effects lawfully imported shall be
permitted.
In 1% Iigl~of ihc forrgoinz. d ~ Lcglrl
e
Counscl \vo'~ldbc most gmteful if the Permanent Reprzsent;~tiveof inarneof [hehost Siise) 10 the United Nations could iniervene with the appropriate author-
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Government inlends LO huilcjur its c u i i i i ! l i i ~ i i c ~ tii,i ~ ihc Ciiiicct Nations
and UNICEF contained both in the Agreement it entered into with
UNICEF in 1978 and in the 1946 Convention on the Privileges and
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Immunities of the United Nations." The attention of the Ministry should
bc drawn in particular t o the following provisions of articlc I1 of the 1946
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authorities to investigate an incident in which she was one of the unfortunate victims.

\

TllE VOl.l.:N.I'EER ISNDEK TtlE Uxl)!' S~ANDARD
n.4Sl(: E\SSIST.~\N(:E
AGREEhlth-r AX[) TI.(!:. 1940 CON\/F.V''~\'
0%T I I E PRIVILEGFS
AND I~~XIIINITIES
OF T I I E GSITEDN K ~ I O N S
Mivnort~ndumlo ~ h Scnior
c
Policy Oficcr (Lexal), Ditbiotl o j lJcr.sorrtiel,
United Nu!ion.s D ~ ~ v ~ ' l v p rProgramnre
n~.~f
1. This is in rcply to your nlcmorandum of 7 January 1902 in which a
waiver of irnmunity has hccn rcquestcd in connection with the motor vehicle
accidcnt involving a Unitcd Nations voluntcer which occurrcd on h May 1901
whilc hc was driving a Governnlcnl-owned vchiclc from work to his homc. Thc
Rcsidcnt Rcprescntativc has stated that thc voluntccr, pcrforming serviccs on
behalf of UNDP in (name of a Mcmber State), was "on duty station" at tllc timc
the accidcnt occurrcd.
2. The legal status of United Nations Voluntcen, in thc context of the activities of UNDP in thc State in question, is governcd hy thc UNDP Stanndard
Basic Assistance Agreement (SBAA) signed with the State in question on 5 Novcmhcr 1W0. Under article IX, paragraph 4 (u), of this Agrccmcnt, "the Government shall.grant all pcrsons other than Govcrnmcnt nationals employed locally, performing scrviccs on behalf of the UNDP,
thc samc privileges and
immunitics as officials of thc Unitcd Nations". In accordance with articlc IX,
paragraph 5, of thc Agrcemcnt, thc cxprcssion "pcrsons pcrforming scrviccs"
includes volunteers. Accordingly, the person in question, a voluntcer assigncd
to scrvc with UNDP in thc country in question, enjoys the privilcgcs and immunitics grantcd to Unitcd Nations officials as providcd for in articlc V, scction
18, of the 1946 Convelltion on the Privileges and immunitics of thc United Nations,"" and not thosc inherent to diplomatic envoys as ir;dicatcd in his lcttcr
datcd 3 Dccembcr 1991.
3. Ul~dcrarticlc V, section 20, of the above-mentioned Convention, "Privilcges and immunities are granted to officials in the intcrests of the United Nations and not for the personal benefit of the individuals themselves2.
Accordingly, privilegcs and immunitics of United Nations officials are essentially
linkcd to official acts thcy perform on behalf of the Organization and as such
are functionnl.
4. As a general rule, trdvcl between homc and ofice is not in itself considercd to be an oFiicia! act within thc meaning of articlc V, section 18, of the
Convention. Thcreforc, officials who commit traffic violations in transit between their home and the office and vicc vcrsa are not considered to be pcrforming an official act for which they can assert immunity from lcgal ~roce$+. "
The position taken by the United Nations in this connection has been published
as a lcgel opinion in the Unifed.Nalions Juridical Yearbook.'""n
any cvcnt, as
a mutter of good conduct, the United Nations expects its staff' mcmhcrs, regdrdless of rank and status, to observe local laws and rcgulations.
5 , Howcver, there may bc exccptions to thc above-mentioncci gcncral rule
in thc light of particular circumstances, and in such a casc, the Sccretary:
..
Gcncral would consider raising the question of functional immunity if the particular facts surrounding the incident would warrant it. Thercforc,, in ordcr to
enable the Secretary-Generdl to takc a dccision regarding a possible waiver of
immunity, it is necessary to clarify whether the United Nations official involved
in a given mattei-was acting in an official capacity or not. This determination is
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Translated from French
The Secretary-General
23 July 1984
Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 12 April 1984,
which I received on 24 May 1984.

On 22 February 1984 the Department of Justice and Police in Geneva formally
requested that immunity from jurisdiction and execution should be lifted in
respect of all the debts of Mr. [deleted]. In view of the facts, and taking
into account the provisions of sections 17 and 18 of the Interim Arrangement on
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, concluded between the
Secretary-General of the United Nations and the Swiss Federal Council in 1946, I
was obliged to lift the immunity of Mr. [deletedl in order not to obstruct
justice and to prevent immunity from being abused. At the same time, we
stipulated that it was for the Swiss authorities to determine whether the acts
committed by Mr. [deleted] in his capacity as Ambassador of Benin at Brussels in
1977 might be covered by an immunity based on the diplomatic position held by
Mr. Tevoedjre at the time. A diplomatic immunity of that kind would not be
affected by the lifting of the immunity which Mr. [deleted] held by virtue of
his United Nations post.
Before replying to your letter, I asked our services in Geneva to inform me
of the current state of affairs in Switzerland. According to the information
gathered, it seems that the lifting of immunity has had no judicial consequences
to date; the creditor is no doubt aware of the state of health of Mr. [deleted].

'

d

!

In closing, I wish to assure you, Sir, that despite the lifting of'
immunity, the United Nations services in Geneva will continue to provide
assistance to Mr. [deleted] and to his family so that this problem can be
resolved.
Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

I

I

(Sisned) Javier Pgrez de Cugllar

His Excellency Mr. [deleted]
Minister for Foreign Affairs
and Cooperation
[deleted]

P.!r

.

PLi n c i p a l Legal L i a ison Of E i c e r
U n i t e d N a t i o n s a t Geneva
.. .

John F. Scott, D i r . e c t o r and Deputy
t o t h e u n d e r - ~ e c r e 6 a r y - ~ e n e r a l.
Office 0 2 t h e Legal C o u n s e l , OL4
)

~ e q u e s t " h y .thk.. S w i s s - . a u t h o r i t i e s f o r a wa.iver of o r r e n u n c i a t i o n of
i m x i n i t y o f a United N a t i o n s o f f i c i a l i n c o n n e c t i o n w i t h h i s a c k i v i t i c s
a s a member of t h e h a r d ( a d m i n i s t r a t e u r ) of a c o o p e r a t i v e a p a r t m e n t

1. . I wish t o refer t o yaur mempian~urno f 17 December
. . ..
. *
..... .1'355 on the a b o v e
. , s u b j e c t which'.,yas-: a d d r e s s e d . , ,to' &he ..
$&$37..
Counsel.
-.
. . . .- ._-... .... .
. -.
. . .. . .
.
-.
.. .
,-

,

In o u r v i e w , in cnse of a : r ~ l . a c t i o r irg1atin.g to p r i v a t e i & v F..b ~. .e
p r o p e r t y , t h e r e is n o 5 e c e s s i k y f o r t h e Secretary-G=aeral to @gree t o .a w a i v e r
or t o nakk a69 prcmidich 'for t ~ n n u n c i a t i o nof h G k i t y ' s i n c e ArticXe 31 of t%e
V i e n n a C o n v e n t i o n on D i p l . o ~ a t i c&laf i o n s provide6 'that a dipl.omatic a g e n t
s h a l l n o t e n j o y i m l u r r i t y fro= c i v F l and a f i n i n i s t r a t i v e j u r i w r l i c t i o n ir, s u c h
2.

cases.

fTo',r+ver, i . t is conccivs?3ie t h z t a koa~c';i ; l . ~ ~ i of
o ~ r2. cccc;erativn
or
2.
conriominium z p a r t m e n t m y he sued, i n t h a t capacity, i n an a c t i o n which i s
r -'
atscl to kbe p r o p e r t y (e..~. n e g l i g e n z e ) . . _hut y h i c h is n e v e r t h e l e s s . no$ z?. r e a l
,)ion with i n t h e rn&
i n g -of fir t i b i k : '31 tif .ths Vieiih5' convenkid'n .': .. Xn. s u c h '
cases, it would b e i n a c c o r r l a n c e w i t h th? s p i r i t and t h e 3.av g o v e r n i n g t h e
Geneva h e a d a n a r t e r s a r r a n g e m e n t s t o r e c o r 6 our u n d e r s t a n d i n g t h a t n o i m : u n i t y
f r o 3 civil a n d a d m i n i s t r a t i v e j u r i s 8 i c t i o n would apply anB t h a t t h e
S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l 6oes n o t i n t e n d t o invoke i m ' u n i t y i n suc5. cases.
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31 May 1988

Dear Ms.

I

F i l e No, : lU11RB399192J
Insured:
United N a t i a n s

.

-'

.

QWt:
)

D/L:

1/14/85

This r e s p i k to your letter t o Mr. Frank Eppert of 19 h y 1988
regarding tk claim against th=United N a t i c h l s by M s

-

Olrr letter of 3
addressed t o .Mr.
Rqxesentative -of The Travelers
es J
-to .
a xrluntary appearace an =of
fk United N a t i o n s i n Ms.
case, kat also state3 that sud-r autlPrity was limited to the
ulsurmce m m q e of $3,000,000. We note, jn this respect, that ycrur
attorneys have advised th=t a voluntary apparance camat te c p l i f i e d
an3 that mce waived, th= O r g d z a t i c m ' s immunity canraot be re-asserted
in xespezt of any award in excess of the insurance l i m i t . Cctlseqierrtly,
you requested an uccplified d m of tl.E! 0rcprlizi3.ticm's h m m i t y t o
ena3il.e !2b Pravelers to enter thE! wluihtary e a r a n c e , or otl-erwise
aut'ir>rize
WamClflrs t o .assert t b Uilited N a t i o n s ' h m w i t y .

.

. .

The United Natians is immune frcm every fbrm of legal process by
v i r t u e of, a~ongo t k s , tte C o n ~ r i t i a non tfe Privileges ard Dmmaifies
( -1 fikUnit&
Nati-,
1U-N.T,S. 15, 21 U-SIT. 1418, TLAS 6900- It
sbuld b Wed, in i3-i~
respect, that tb Canvention requires th3 United
Nations to provide ~ r q n f a t de e s fbr settlement
of disputes
of a
.
-- .----. ..---_".....
pri M e lawmtt&--&--a&-tZ-.Wta
Hat1m.s is a party , and -wx ieif
gdts wait;er of imrmrnity f r a n suit t o allow adjudication of su&
t S a i m s , . a d i n g to Section 2 of tEE CDlW-nti~n~
I'm v a i of i m d t y
-:1&dl extend to any m u r e of execution". The policy of insurance ~ 5 t h
?he Travellers pur&as& by th?United Nations w a s intended t o provide
ite m d h . n i s m for s a t i s f ~ t i o nof dlaims, suck a s .that of Ms.
,
n e g a t i a t i d or by murt action i f necessary by
i
waiving thE! i n m u d t i e s of Ehe Organization. Tferefbre, it is not W
.
intention of tkE Organizaticxn to assert its immunity in this case.
However, m y waiver of immunity a u t b r i z i n g & a v z u l c e on &half of
the Organization, Is of necessity subject to t h e provisions of Section 2
of t h convation =£erred t o b v e .
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INTEROFFICE kIEhlORANDUhf
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ZAllO>s Gs1Ls
SIEh1ORANDUI.i INTERIEUR

hlr. Feclerico Riesco, Director

TO:
A:

DATE:

1 9 >larci7 19?0

Staff Administration and Training Division
(x-1~4

REFERENcr;

*y8..f.:*
,

/*:#:.'

THROUGH:
S I C D E:

Sinha Basnayake, Director
General fiegal Division, QLA

FROM:

D E:

-

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

1. Reference i s made t o y m r memorandum of 15 February A990 on the
a v e - r e f erred t o subject, whi& was the subject of an earlier excrhange of
memoranda between us (see yours of 27 A p r i l 1989 and my reply. of 1Deceniber
1989).

-

,

2.

Our cnments on the issues raised i n yaur latest memorandm a r e a s
f ~ l l m ~ : , . . . . .~..:r-.- . . ..-. ....._..---.-.. .._ ..-.-.- --..., ..- . . .-....-----.-.-- ..---.-. . . ...--. -- ..-. - -.-..-.
A.

Procedure

(see para, 2 (a) of ycxu: menorandurn)

3.
The applicable i m i g r a t i o n regulation (see 8 C.F.R. section 247.11,
attached) requires that an individual lawfully admitted for permanent
residence status, tiho i s also e n t i t l e d t o G-4 status, execute t h e waiver; i f .
he does not do so, he w i l l have his s t a t u s re-adjusted from t h a t of permanent
resident t o that of C 4 by .the U.S. Imigration and Naturalization Service,
There i s no requirement mder that regulation that, i n the case of a UN staff
&r,
evidence be produced of the Secretary-General ' s a n s e n t t o
execution of the waiver (see, howwer, our cxma-ents contained i n para. 5
b
e A cow of the standard form of waiver t o be e x d t e d is atta&ed for
your information. As t o the procedure followed by U . S . a u w r i t i e s , we
understand that m m l l y the standard fonn of waiwr is executed on the day
'che irdividual is interviewed by a U,S. inunigration official- On occasion '
when, f o r s c m reason, tihe waiver i s mt executed before a U.S. immigration
official, the U,S. Permanent Mission t o I3-e UN W i l l arrange, a s a matter of
convenieme, for the waiver's execution a t .t-he Mission.

*

'

B.

.

Is the ~ecre&rpGeneral's consent required for the waiver t o be
Legally effective under U,S. law? (see F a . 2(b) of your

memorandum)
4.
Privileges and h u n i t i e s a r e granted t o UN o f f i c i d s i n thf3 interests of
n
d r b t for ths benef it of the .individuals themselves. It
the Organization, a
is for the Secretary<-enera &one t o decide vhsiil-er t o waive i2-eprivileges
i
~
dimmunities granted t o i d i v i d u a l s based on &ir. status as o f f i c i a l s (see,
ge??erally,Article-56-9
20, Convsnt5on on f
k Privileges snd Immunities
Frorr! the TM s L d p i n t , Wrefbre, s. waiver
of the UN ["(XJnvention"])
&:&endedw i t h u t authority fron the &etary-~e.qerzl. would I
x inef f e c t i w

.

.

.
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These privileges 'and'innunities furnish no excuse to
the staff members who enjoy them for non-performance of
:2+i.--2 .*>--.ir-$!&.-.+i:.:.
.. .their private obligations or failure to observe laws
s
and police regulations. In any case where these
.
.
privileges and immunities arise, the staff member shall
immediately report to the Secretary-General, with whom
alone
it rests to decide whether they shall be wa%vedn.
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3.
It is thus clear that is for the Secretary-General to decide
whether to waive privileges and immunities in a particular case.
In this case there seems no reason why it would be in the
interests of the Organization to prevent a household employee 02
a UN staff member from pursuing a private claim against that
staff member in national courts. Although i$ might be argued
that the staff member could appeal such a decision, since Article
1.8 of the Staff Regulations is part of the staff members terms
and conditions of employment, such appeal stands little chance of
does not prevent
success. In any event, an eppeal by Mr.
a decision from taking effect.

4.

Elr

.

C.C.

YOU may, therefore, advise the Swiss authorities that
innunity Is waived.
Mr. Abdou Ciss

UNITED NATIONS

NATIONS U N I E S

The Legal Counsel of the United Nations presents his
compiiments to the United States Mission to the United Nations
and has the honour to refer to the latter's note verbale HC-20-93
ing a waiver of immunity of Mr.
Ca
and, where applicable, the
children for purposes of proceedings initiated by Mrs.
against her spouse, Mr.
in the Family Court of the State
of New York, County of Westchester (Case No. 0-1570-93, File No.
29177). The waiver of immunity is requested nfor the purpose of
allowing service of summons in this case on Mr.
, and to
pennit this matter, as set forth in the
petition, to be heard
and adjudicated by the Family Courtw.

...

In accordance with the provisions of Section 20 of the
convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations
(1 UNTS 15[1946], 21 UST 1418, El5701 TIAS No. 6900') and in order
not to impede the proper administration of justice, the
secretary-General has decided to accede to the request.
he immunity of Mr.
, his spouse I4rs.i
children is
and, where applicable, the
waiver is strictly
urposes set out
in the referenced note verbale, that is 'to say allowing service .
and permitting the
of the summons in this case on Mr.
legal proceedings to take place at the Family Court of the State
of New York, County of Westchester and the adjudication by that
Court, and shall not be deemed as a waiver, either expressed or

implied, of immunity for any other purpose.
The Legal Counsel of the United Nations avails himself of
the opportunity to renew to the United States ~ i s s i o nto
United Nations the assurances of his highest consideration
26 April '1993

POSTAL AOOnCS).-r0nCISC
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24 January 1 9 9 5
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Dear M r .
\

i

Re:

Human R i g h t s
--.... ..=Xs,.yo~-.will
- r e c a l l , . i n conne&ion w i t h t h e above-

referenced case, I addressed to Y6U a cOpy-=bF'gy
l&t&yt~:...;
of 8 August 1994 t o t h e New York C i t y omm mission o n Human
Rights. -

By t h a t l e t t e r , t h e United Nations n o t i f i e d a l l
concerned t h a t i n s o f a r as it purported
of a c t i o n a g a i n s t
Complaint must b e
b e i n g an o f f i c i a l of t h e United Nations, "is immune from
s u i t pursuant t o t h e p r o v i s i o n s of A r t i c l e V , S e c t i o n
1 8 ( a ) of t h e Convent.ion on. t h e P r i v i l e g e s and I k m u n i t i e s
of t h e United N a t i o n s ( t h e "General onv vent ion"), a d o p t e d
on 1 3 February 1946, 1 UNTS 1 5 ( 1 9 4 6 ) , and a c c e d e d t o by
t h e United S t a t e s on 29 A p r i l 1970, 21 U.S.T. 148 ( 1 9 7 0 ) .
T . I . A . S . N0.6900~~.
dated 11 J a n u a r y
Recently, a copy
Attorney T r a i n e e
1995 addressed t o M r .
t h e New York C i t y Con
brought t o my a t t e n t i o n . The l e t t e r c o r
t h a t "As a United Nations o f f i c i a l , M r .
pursuant t o S e c t i o n 1 8 ( a ) of t h e convention on t h e
P r i v ~ l e g e sand I m m u n i t i e s of t h e United N a t i o n s ( 2 1
U . S . T . l 4 8 ) , immunity from l e g a l p r o c e s s i n r e s p e c t o
words spoken o r w r i t t e n and a l l a c t s performed ( b y h i
in (his) official capacityH.

-- -

- . --& . .

'

-=-:

.,..

i

However, t h e U n i t e d Nations cannot a c c e p t a s a
m a t t e r of p r i n c i p l e , t h e a s s e r t i o n contained i n y o u r
l e t t e r t h a t "Whether t h e a l l e g e d a c t s by M r .
giving
r i s e t o t h i s s u i t were performed i n h i s o f f i c i a l c a p a c i t y
is a q u e s t i o n . f o r t h e c o u r t o r . o t h e r a p p r o p r i a t e
a d j u d i c a t i v e e n t i t y . "Defendants enjoying o f f i c i a l acts
immunity muse a s s e r t t h a t t h e a c t s a l l e g e d were perfornecl
i n t h e i r o f f i c i a l c a p a c i t y and p a r t i c i p a t e i n t h e p r o c e s s
i n s o f a r a s i s s u e s r e l a t e t o t h e determination of
- ~1. m m u n i t y . I f t h e c o u r t or o t h e r a d j u d i c a t i v e e n t i t y
f i n d s t h a t t h e a c t s complained of were performed i n t h e
defendant's o f f i c i a l c a p a c i t y , t h e defendant i s immune
from t h e l i t i g a t i o n t t .

.

A s you know, a c c o r d i n g t o t h e p r o v i s i o n s of ' ~ r t i c l e

97 of t h e C h a r t e r of t h e United Nations, t h e S e c r e t a r y -

General l t s h a l l b e t h e chief a d m i n i s t r a t i v e o f f i c e r o f t h e
"Organiz'ationtl ; Furthermore; -under .Section 20 of - . t h e--.. .-.-- . -.
Convention on t h e P r i v i l e g e s and lnmunities of t h e U n i t e d
the
Nations, t h e S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l h a s been g r a n t e d
r i g h t and t h e d u t y t o waive t h e immunity of a n y o f f i c i a l
i n any c a s e where, i n h i s o ~ i n i o n ,t h e immunity would
impede t h e ' c o u r s e o f j u s t i c e and can be waived wi.t=hout
p r e j u d i c e t o t h e i n t e r e s t s of t h e United N a t i o n s v
(emphasis a d d e d ) . Based on t h e s e p r o v i s i o n s , it h a s been
i
a l o n g - l a s t i n g and u n c o n t e s t e d p r a c t i c e t h a t t h e
competence t o d e t e r m i n e what c o n s t i t u t e s an I l o f f i ~ i a lo~r ~
H u n o f f i c i a l l l a c t performed by a s t a f f member i s v e s t e d
.,
yolely i n t h e Secretary-General.
.: .
" - a

"...

'

I n view of t h e a f o r e g o i n g o b s e r v a t i o n s , t h e U n i t e d '
ati ions has n e v e r r e c o g n i z e d o r accepted t h a t c o u r t s of
law o r any o t h e r n a t i o n a l a u t h o r i t i e s of Member S t a t e s
have j u r i s d i c t i o n i n making determinations i n t h e s e
matters.

J

Hans Corel'l
Under-Secretary-General f o r L e g e l Af'-'A clrs
The Legal Couns,el

.

.

- . -=-.

Dear Sir or Madam,
RE: Xn re international ~esociationof Conference Interpreters
('lATIC") and United States Region of the ATIC
Federal
Trade ~ornmissionDocket No. 9270

--

(

)

It has come to our attention that the £0110
the United Nations have been served with
connection with the aboveCommission: Ms.

5,

The AIIC is not an organ or entity of the United Nations and the,....activities of its members or ass-ociatesarenoti-therefore,-'activities
.. falling within thezofficial fuictions of United Nations staff members
.
who may also be members of or associated with the AIIC.
In accordance with ~rti=leV, Section 18. of the 1946 Convention
on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, I UNTS 15
(1946), to which the Government of the United States of Ar,eric+
acceded in 1970, 21 UST 1418, [19701 TTAS No. 6900, officials of the
United Nations llshallbe immune from legal process in respect of words
spoken or written and all acts performed by them in their official
capacityu. I am writing to adviss you that the privileges and .
immunities accorded to the above-referenced staff members under the,
Convention are being maintained in respect of these proceedings by the
Organization in regard to their official activities.
i

Insofar as the scope of the sub~oenasad testificandum which have
been served by the FTC on the above-referenced staff members involves
the activities of the AIXC and does not extend to the official
.
activities of the staff members for the United Nations, then the
above-referenced privileges and,immunitieswould not apply. I request
that the Organization be consulted in the event that there is a desire
to extend the scope of the FTCts investigation to the official
.
functions of the above-referenced staff members.
Sincerely
yours,
Director
General Legal Division
Office of Legal Affairs
Bv Eand
b!r.

.'

.*

The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents
the honour to

i

s Trust Fund
for the Vic'tims of Contemporary Forms of
arrested by the competent authorities of

"'

j

1

wing hearings on 8 and 9 February 1998,
was sentenced, on 12 February 1998, to
-...
..- .---.,-.
-.
..--.- . -thi~teen-.m'oAths-'dete'fitidn.
..: -. -. . . ..+.-'

...-.

. ........ .--. . . .

The Secretary-General has the honour to inform the
Minister for Foreign Affairs that pursuant to Article IX
of the Agreement between the Government of the
and the United Nations Development
Programne signed on 19 July 1979 ( S B M , the Government
shell ap?ly to the United Natio~sand its organs, their
property, funds and assets, and to their officials, the
provisions of the Convention,onthe Privileges and
,
Immunities of the United Nations (the Convention)

.

In accordance with Article VI, section 22 of the
Convention, ~terpsrts
performing missions for the United . .
Nations shall be act-orded such privileges and immunities
as are necessary for the independent exercise of their
functions during the period of their missionst1. In
particular, section 22 (a) provides that such experts
shall be accorded "immunity from personal arrest or
detentiontt.Section 22 (b) further provides that experts
on mission enjoy immunity from legzl process of every
kind in respect of words spoken or written and acts done
by t h m in the course of the parformznce of their
- ~ccozdanc'swith Sectlor! 22(c), experts oa
nission. . In
misslo-. shall also be zccord-d inviolzbility :of "11
paptrs an6 documsnts. A s 2 nz~berof t h t goard of
Trustees of t h e United Nztions %rusk Fund for t h e Victims

.

-

....-. . -

'

of Contemporary Forms of Slavery, Mr.
is anci
continues to be an expert on mission for the United
Nations within the meaning of Article VI of the
Convention. In this connection, the United Nations
maintains the position that it is exclusivelv for the
for the Government of the
, to determine whether certain
words or acts fall within the course of the performance
of a United ati ions mission. However, in order for the
Secretary-Genkral to determine whether th
complained of in the charges against Mr.
fall
within the 'course of the performance of his mission as a
member of the Board of Trustees of the United Nations
Trust Fund for the Victims of Contemporary Forms of
Slavery, .the Secretary-General urgently requests*t
United Nations be granted immediate access to Mr.
The United Nations is also entitled to appear In legal
t'o 'd&Z'end any United .Nations-interest' :;--;=.-. . ..
affected by 'the arrest or detention.
-'

'

I

I

In addition to the foregoing, the
Secretary-General has received reports that, in the
course of their investigation, the competent authorities
of
seized documents located in Mr.
house belonging to the United Nations and/or relating to
his mission on behalf of the United Nations. Pursuant to
Section 4, Article XI of the Convention, 'Ithe archives 05
the United Nations, anci in general all documents
belonging to it or held by it shall be inviolable
wherever located1'
. Accordingly, the Secretary-General
. .
strongly protests any confiscation of United Nations
documents as a serious violation of their inviolability.
The Secretary-General therefofe urgently requests a
complete inventory of all documents confiscated, as well
as the immediate return to-theUnited Nations of any
documents belonging .to it.
Finally, any interpretation of the provisions of the
Convention must be carried out within the spirit of the
underlyi~gprinciples of the Charter of the United
Netions, and in pzrticular ~rticle105 thereof, which
provides th+t the .Org~nizatiorrshall enjoy such
privilegas an6 imnuni-ci~sas cre nacessary- for t h ~
fclfilmezt of its purposes a a i thet its orricials shall
p

. -.--.==
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- -. -.. . -. - - ..
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necessary for the independent exercise of their functions
in connection with the Organization.

)

In the light of the fore&oing, the Secretary-General
trusts that the Minister for Foreign Affairs will
immediately request the competent authorities to resolve
this matter as soon as possible in a manner consistent
he obligations of the
under the SBAA, the Convention on the
~Givile~es
and Immunities of the United Nations and the
Charter of the United Nations.
The Secretary-General avadls himself of this

.*.

.. ..

25 February 1998

,

'
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The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents
to the United

ati ions

and

President of the

for the Victims of Contemporary Forms of Slavery (the
~oard)

.

As a nerrber of the Board,
is deemed to be
an expert on rniss'ion for the U
s within the
meaning of Article VI of the Convention on the Privileges
and Xmmunities of the United Nations (the Convention) .
A1though
is not a party to the Convention, the
Government has a legal obligation to apply the Convention
to the ~nitkdNations pursuant to Article IX of the
~tandzrdBasic Assistance Agreement signed on
19 July 1979.
In accordance with Article VI, section 22 of the
Convention, l'experts performing missions for t h e United.
lqations shall be ~ccordedsuch privileges ,and innunities
as are necessary for the independent exercise ~f their
functions during the period of their missions1'. In
particular, section 22 (a) provides .that such experts
shall be accorded immunity from personal arrest or
detention. Section 22(b) further provides thztexperts
on mission enjoy immunity from legal process o? every
kind in respect of words spoken or ?zitten ane ~ c t sdons
by then in the course of the performtnce of thelr
- accc-rdancz xith Section 22 (c), e:s:?erts or?
nission. In
~ F s s F o nshell e l s ~
bz ~ccordz6inviolability ?or all
pzpers e ~ documents'.
d

As the competent local authorities did not allow
representatives of the United Nations to formally meet
with Mr.
during his detention and imprisonment,
the United Nations was not in a position to determine
whether the actions leading-toMr.
arrest and
conviction were related to his fun
a member of
the Board until he was released fronl prison pursuant to
the Presidenttspardon.
'

i

-.

1

Although the immunity from legal process enjoyed by
experts on mission is in respect of words spoken or
written and acts done by :hem in the course of the
performance of their mission, the United Nations'
interest.5.n
-.-- ensuring the uninterrupted administration of
the United ati ions '~rustFund for 'the Victims of
Contemporary Forms of Slavery necessitates Mr
availability to perform his functions as a me
e
Board. Accordingly, the United Nations trould like to
recall the Government's obligations, under Section 22 of
on, to respsct the independent exercise of
functions during the period of his missions,
s freedom of navement within and outside
and the inviolability of his papers and
. .
a

The Secretary-General avails himself of this
opportunity to renew to the Permanent Representative of. .
the
the assurances of his

.(I

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.C'ENLRAL

.C- A D I N E T DU SECRETAtRE G E N E R A L

27 April 1998

Dear Mr.

I

The secretary-~eneraland others of us in the
Secretariat are;-of collrse,.relieved that your liberties
have been restored after your sentencing under
law. You should be aware that, iminediately
rd of your detention,.we'made clear to the
authorities that--itvias unacceptable.that you
in connection with any words or acts'in your .
capacity as a United Nations expert on mission. ~6wever,
rue could not assert the extension of such immunity to
words or acts in your personal.czpacity as a citizen of
the country. I n order to remove any ambiguities in this.
connection, your entitlement to immunity fron legcl
process is outlined below.
As k ME.&&
of the Board of Trustees of the United
Netions Trust Fund for the Victims of Contemporary Forms
of Slavery '(the Board), 'you are deemad to be an expert on
mission for the United Nations within the meaning of
Article VI 05 the Convention on the Privileges and
Innunities of the dnited Nations (the Convention).
Although the
is not a
the Government has a legal
party to the Co~vention,'
obligation to apply the Conventiori to the United Nations
~ursuaptG o Article IX of the standat% Basic Assistance
kgreement between the United Nations Development
Programme and the Government signed on 19 July 1973.

of the United Nations Trust Fund for
Lfis V i c L i r ~oZ
~ Coil-texgor~ry Forms of S l e - i - e r j .
A t

,

.. .

Lr: zccordance w i t h Article VI, s e c t i o n 2 2 of the

Convencioi~,"experts perf oricing missions for the Irtiit-r.4
Nations shall be accorded such privileges and iminunities
as are necessary for the independent exercise of their
functions during the period of their rnissionsfi In
particular, Section 22 (b) further provides that experts
on mission enjoy immunity from legal process of every
kind in respect of words s~okenor written and acts done
bv.t.hemin the course of the performance of their mission
(emphasis added) . In accordance with Section 22.(c),
experts.on mission shall also be accorded inviolability
for all papers and documents.

.

.

.

1

Based on the information contained in Mr ..
report on his meeting with you on 5 April. 1998
and in the light of the mandate of the members of .the
Boirrd, we cann;:t conclude that the actions leading to
your recent arrest and conviction are xelated to your
functions as a menibex of the Board or that they were done
by you in the course of the performance of your mission.
Pursuant to General Assembly resolutiol~46/122 of 17
December 1991 (copy attached for ease .of reference) ,
which established the United Nations Trust Fund for the
Victims of Contemporary Forms of Slavexy (the Fund) , the
members of the Board are appointed by the SecretaryGeneral to give advice on the administration of the Fund.
Thus, although your act,ions to expose and eradicate
slavery are laudable, they do not: derive from your United
Nations mandate to give advice on the zdninistxation of
the Funci.
Eotwithstanding t h ~ foregoing,
,
the United Nations
,,
does have an interest in ensuring the proper
administration of the Fund and your avai1ab.ility to
perforti!your mandate as a rneniber of its Bozrd.
Accordingly, the United Nations will take steps to
reaffirm the
..
obligations,
respect the independent exercise of your functions during.
the period of your missions, including your freedom of
and the
movement within and outside
inviolability of your papers and documents.

United Nations New York, 1998
0

ST/SGB/1998/8
1 March 1998
SECRETARY-GENERAL'S BULLETIN
STAFF REGULATIONS
The Secretary-General promulgates the following, with respect to the Staff
Regulations of the United Nations, established by the General Assembly according
to Article 101 of the Charter of the United Nations:
By its resolution 52/216 of 22 December 1997, the General Assembly
1.
approved, with effect from 1 March 1998, the revised base scale of gross and net
salaries for staff in the Professional and higher categories contained in
annex I to the Staff Regulations, and the consequential amendment to staff
regulation 3.3 (b) (i).
2.
The revised text of the Staff Regulations is attached to the present
bulletin. The new text is effective as from 1 March 1998.

The present bulletin supersedes the following Secretary-General's
3.
bulletins:
(a) ST/SGB/Staff Regulations/Rev.23 of 1 January 1995;
(b) ST/SGB/Staff Regulations/Rev.23/Amenddl of 23 May 1995;
(c) ST/SGB/Staff Regulations/Rev.23/~mend.2of 7 May 1997.
(Siqned) Kofi A. ANNAN
secretary-General

CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS
provisions relatins to service of the staff
Article 8
The United Nations shall place no restrictions on the eligibility of men
and women to participate in any capacity and under conditions of equality in its
principal and subsidiary organs.
Article 97
The Secretariat shall comprise a Secretary-General and such staff as the
Organization may require. The Secretary-General shall be appointed by the
General Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council. He shall be
the chief administrative officer of the Organization.
Article 100
1.
In the performance of their duties the Secretary-General and the staff
.
shall not seek or receive instructions from any Government or from any other
authority external to the Organization. They shall'refrainfrom any action
which might reflect on their position as international officials responsible
only to the Organization.
2.
Each Member of'the United Nations undertakes to respect the
exclusively international character of the responsibilities of the SecretaryGeneral and the staff and not to seek to influence them in the discharge of
their responsibilities.

Article 101
1.
The staff shall be appointed by the sedretary-~eneralunder
regulations established by the General Assembly.

2.
Appropriate staffs shall be permanently assigned to the Economic and
Social Council, the Trusteeship Council, and, as required, to other organs of
the United Nations. These staffs shall form a part of the Secretariat.
3.
The paramount consideration in the employment of the staff and in the
determination of the conditions of service shall be the necessity of securing
the highest standards of efficiency, competence and integrity. Due regard shall
be paid to the importance of recruiting the staff on as wide a geographical
basis as possible.

Article 105
1.
The Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each of its Members
such privileges and immunities as are necessary for the fulfilment of its
purposes.

- iv-

2.
Representatives of the Members of the United Nations and officials of
the Organization shall similarly enjoy such privileges and immunities as are
necessary for the independent exercise of their functions in connection with the
Organization.
3.
The General Assembly may make recommendations with a view to
determining the details of the application of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article
or may propose conventions to the Members of the United Nations for this
purpose.

Amendments to the Staff Resulations

(

'

I

'

The General As'sembly established the Staff Regulations of the United
Nations according to Article 1 0 1 of the Charter by resolution 590 (VI) of
2 February 1952 and amended them thereafter by resolutions 7 8 1 (VIII) and
782 (VIII) of 9 December 1953, resolution 882 (1x1 of 1 4 December 1954,
resolution 887 (IX) of 1 7 December 1954, resolution 974 (XI of 1 5 December 1955,
resolution 1095 (XI) of 27 February 1957, resolutions 1225 (XI11 and 1234 (XII)
of 1 4 December 1957, resolution 1295 (XIII) of 5 December 1958, resolution
1658 (XVI) of 28 November 1961, resolution 1730 (XVI) of 20 December 1961,
resolution 1929 (XVIII) of 11 December 1963, resolution 2050 (XX) of
1 3 December 1965, resolution 2 1 2 1 (XX) of 2 1 December 1965, resolution
2369 (XXII) of 1 9 December 1967, resolutions 2 4 8 1 (XXIII) and 2485 (XXIII) of
21December 1968, resolution 2742 (XXV) of 1 7 December 1970, resolution
2888 (XXVI) of 2 1 December 1971, resolution 2990 (XXVII) of 1 5 December 1972,
resolution 3008 (XXVII) of 1 8 December 1972, resolution 3194 (XXVIII) of
1 8 December 1973, resolutions 3353 '(XXIX) and 3358 B (XXIX) of 1 8 December 1974,
resolution 3 1 / 1 4 1 B of 1 7 December 1976, resolution 32/200 and decision 32/450 B
of 2 1 December 1977, resolution 33/119 of 1 9 December 1978, decision 33/433 of
2 0 December 1978, resolution 35/214 of 17 December 1980, decision 36/459 of
1 8 December 1981, resolution 37/126 of 1 7 December 1982, resolution 37/235 C of
2 1 December 1982, resolution 39/69 of 13 December 1984, resolutions 39/236 and
39/245 of 18 December 1984, decision 40/467 of 1 8 December 1985, resolutions
41/207 and 41/209 of 1
1 December 1986, resolutions 42/221 and 42/225 of
2 1 December 1987, resolution 43/226 of 2 1 December 1988, resolution 44/185 of
1 9 December 1989, resolution 44/198 of 2 1 December 1989, resolutions 4 5 / 2 4 1 and
4 5 / 2 5 1 of 2 1 December 1990, resolution 45/259 of 3 May 1991, resolution 4 6 / 1 9 1
of 2 0 December 1991, resolution 47/216 of 1 2 March 1993, resolution 47/226 of
3 0 April 1993, resolutions 48/224 and 48/225 of 23 December 1993, resolutions
49/222 and 49/223 of 23 December 1994, resolution 49/241 of 6 April 1995,
resolution 51/216 of 1 8 December 1996, resolution 52/216 of 22 December 1997 and
resolution 52/225 of 4 February 1998.
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STAFF REGULATIONS OF THE UNITED NATIONS
Scope and pumose
The Staff Regulations embody the fundamental conditions of service and the
basic rights, duties and obligations of the United Nations Secretariat. They
represent the broad principles of personnel policy for the staffing and
administration of the Secretariat. The Secretary-General, as the chief
administrative officer, shall provide and enforce such staff rules consistent
with these principles' as he consi'dersnecessary.
Article I
Duties, oblicrations and privileses
f

i

Requlation 1.1: Members of the Secretariat are international civil servants.
Their responsibilities are not national but exclusively international. By
accepting appointment, they pledge themselves to discharge their functions and
to regulate their conduct with the interests of the United Nations only in view.
Resulation 1.2: Staff members are,subject to the authority of the SecretaryGeneral and to assfgnment by him to any of.the activities or offices of the
United Nations. They are responsible to him in the exercise.of their functions.
The whole time of staff members shall be at the disposal of the Secretary-'
General. The Secretary-General shall establish a normal working week.
Resulation 1.3: In the performance of their duties members of the Secretariat
shall neither seek nor accept instructions from any Government or from any other
authority external to the Organization.
Remlation 1.4: Members of the Secretariat shall conduct themselves at all
times in a manner befitting their status as international civil servants. They
shall not engage in any activity that is incompatible with the proper discharge
of their duties with the United ~ations. They shall avoid any action and in
particular any kind of public pronouncement that may adversely reflect on their
status, or on the integrity, independence and impartiality that are required by
that status. While they are not expected to give up their national sentiments
or their political and religious convictions, they shall at all times bear in
mind the reserve and tact incumbent upon them by reason of their international
status.
Resulation 1.5: Staff members shall exercise the utmost discretion in regard to
all matters of official business. They shall not communicate to any person any
information known to them by reason of their.officia1 position that has not been
made public, except in the course of their duties or by authorization of the
Secretary-General. Nor shall they at any time use such information to private
advantage. These obligations do not cease upon separation from the Secretariat.
Resulation 1.6: No staff member shall accept any honour, decoration, favour,
gift or remuneration from any Government excepting for war service; nor shall a
staff member accept any honour, decoration, favour, gift or remuneration from
any source external to the Organization without first obtaining the approval of
the Secretary-General. Approval shall be granted only in exceptional cases and
where such acceptance is not incompatible with the terms of staff regulation '1.2
and with the individual's status as an international civil servant.
'

Resulation 1.7: Staff members may exercise the right to vote but shall not
engage in any political activity that is inconsistent with or might reflect upon
the independence and impartiality required by their status as international
civil servants.
Resulation 1.8: The immunities and privileges attached to the United Nations by
virtue of Article 105 of the Charter are conferred in the interests of the
Organization. These privileges and immunities furnish no excuse to the staff
members who enjoy them for non-performance of their private obligations or
failure to observe laws and police regulations. In any case where these
privileges and immunities arise, the staff member shall immediately report to
the Secretary-General, with whom alone it rests to decide whether they shall be
waived.
Rewlation 1.9: Menibers of the Secretariat shall subscribe to the following
oath or declaration:
.

"1 solemnly swear (undertake, affirm, promise) t.o exercise in all
loyalty, discretion and conscience the functions entrusted to me as an
international civil servant of the United Nations, to discharge these
functions and regulate my conduct with the interests of the United Nations
only in view, and not to seek or accept instructions in regard to the
performance of my duties from any Government or other authority external to
the Organization."

Resulation 1.10: The oath or declaration shall be made orally by the SecretaryGeneral at a public meeting of the General Assembly. All other members of the
Secretariat shall make the oath or declaration before the Secretary-General or
his authorized representative.
Article I1
C.lassificationof ~ostsand staff
Resulation 2.1: In confonn'ity with principles laid down by the General
Assembly, the Secretary-General shall make appropriate provision for the
classification of posts and staff according to the nature of the duties and
responsibilities required.
Article I11
Salaries and related allowances
Resulation 3.1: Salaries of staff members shall be fixed by the SecretaryGeneral in accordance with the provisions of annex I to the present Regulations.
Resulation 3.2: (a) The Secretary-General shall establish terms and conditions
under which an education grant shall be available to a staff member residing and
serving outside his or her recognized home country whose dependent child is in
full-time attendance at a school, university or similar educational institution
of a type that will, in the opinion of the Secretary-General, facilitate the
child's reassimilation'inthe staff member's recognized home country. The grant
shall be payable in respect of the child up to the end of the fourth year of
post-secondary studies or'theaward of the first recognized degree, whichever is
the earlier. The a k t . o f the grant per scholastic year for each child shall

be 75 per cent of the admissible educational expenses actually incurred, subject
to a maximum grant as approved by the General Assembly. Travel costs of the
child may also be paid for an outward and return journey once in each scholastic
year between the educational institution and the duty station, except that in
the case of staff members serving at designated duty stations where schools do
not exist that provide schooling in the language or in the cultural tradition
desired by staff members for their children, such travel costs may be paid twice
in the year in which the staff member is not entitled to home leave. Such
travel shall be by a route approved by the Secretary-General but not in an
amount exceeding the cost of such a journey between the home country and the
duty station;
(b) The Secretary-General shall also establish terms and conditions under
which, at designated duty stations, an additional amount of 100 per cent of
boarding costs subject to a maximum amount per year as approved by the General
Assembly may be paid in respect of children in school attendance at the primary
and secondary levels;
(c) The Secretary-General shall also establish terms and conditions under
which an education grant shall be available to a staff member serving in a
country whose language is different from his or her own and who is obliged to
pay tuition for the teaching of the mother tongue to a dependent child attending
a local school in which the instruction is given in a language other than his or
her own;
(d) The Secretary-General shall also establish terms and conditions under
which an education grant shall be available to a staff member whose child is
unable, by reason of physical or mental disability, to attend a normal
educational institution and therefore requires special teaching or training to
prepare him or her for full integration into society'or, while attending a
normal educational institution, requires special teaching or training to assist
him or her in overcoming the disability. The amount of this grant per year for
each disabled child shall be equal to 100 per cent of the education expenses
act-tzallyincurred, up to a maximum amount approved by the General Assembly;
(el The Secretary-General may decide in each case whether the education
grant shall extend to adopted children or stepchildren.
Resulation 3.3: (a) An assessment at the rates and under the conditions
specified below shall be applied to the salaries and such other emoluments of
staff members as are computed on the basis of salary, excluding post
adjustments, provided that the Secretary-General may, where he deems it
advisable, exempt from the assessment the salaries and emoluments of staff
members engaged at locality rates;
(b) (i)

The assessment shall be calculated at the following rates for
staff members,whosesalary rates are set forth in paragraphs 1
and 3 of annex I to the present Regulations:

Assessment
Staff assessment rates for purposes of
pensionable remuneration and pensions
(percentage)

Total assessable payments
(United States dollars)
Up to 20 000 per year .............
20 001 to 40 000 per year .........
40 0 0 1 t o 60 000 per year .........
60 001 and above per year .........

11
18
25
30

Staff assessment rates used in
conjunction with gross base salaries
(percentage)
Staff member with a
dependent spouse or
a dependent child

Total assessable payments
(United States dollars)
First 15 000 per year .............
Next 5 000 per year ..............
Next 5 000 per year ..............
Next 5 000 per year ..............
Next 5 000 per year ..............
Next 10 000 per year .............
Next 10 000 per year .............
Next 10 000 per year .............
Next 10 000 per year
Next 15 000 per year .............
Next 20 000 per year .............
Remaining assessable payments

.............

....

Staff member with
neither a dependent
spouse nor a
dependent child

9.0,

11.8

18.1
21.5

24.5
27.0

24.9

31.5

27.5

33.4

30.1
31.8
33.5

38.8

34.4

39.8

35.3
36.1

40.8
44.2

37.0

47.4

(ii) The assessment shall be calculated at the following rates for staff
members whose salary rates are established under paragraph 7 of
annex I to the present Regulations:
Total assessable payments
(United States dollars)

i

Up to 20 000 per
20 001 to 40 000
40 001 to 60 000
60 001 and above

year .............
per year .........
per year .........
per year .........

Assessment
(percentage)
19
23
26
31

(iii) The Secretary-General shall determine which of the scales of
assessment set out in subparagraphs (i) and (ii) above shall apply to
each of the groups of personnel whose salary rates are established
under paragraph 5 of annex I to the present Regulations;
(iv) In the case of staff members whose salary scales are established in
currencies other than United States dollars, the relevant amounts to
which the assessment applies shall be fixed at the local currency
equivalent of the above-mentioned dollar amounts at the time the
salary scales of the staff member concerned are approved;
(c) In the case of a person who is
the whole of a calendar year or in cases
rate of payments made to a staff member,
governed by the annual rate of each such

'

not employed by the United Nations for
where there is a change in the annual
the rate of assessment shall be
payment made to him or her;

(dl The assessment computed under the foregoing provisions of the present
regulation shall be collected by the United Nations by withholding it from
payments. No part of the assessment so collected shall be refunded because of
cessation of employment during the calendar year;
(e) Revenue derived from staff assessment not otherwise disposed of by
specific resolution of the General Assembly shall be credited to the Tax
Equalization Fund established by General Assembly resolution 973 A (X);
(f) Where a staff member is subject both to staff assessment under this
plan and to national income taxation in respect of the salaries and emoluments
paid to him or her by the United Nations, the Secretary-General is authorized to
refund to him or her the amount of staff assessment collected from him or her
provided that :
(i) The amount of such refund shall in no case exceed the amount of his or
her income taxes paid and payable in respect of his or her United
Nations income;
(ii) If the amount of such income taxes exceeds the amount of staff
assessment, the Secretary-General may also pay to the staff member the
amount of such excess;
(iii) Payments made in accordance with the provisions of the present
regulation shall be charged to the Tax Equalization Fund;
(iv) A payment under the conditions prescribed in the three preceding
subparagraphs is authorized in respect of dependency benefits and post
adjustments, which are not subject to staff assessment but may be
subject to national income taxation.
Resulation 3.4: (a) Staff members whose salary rates are set forth in
paragraphs 1 and 3 of annex I to the present Regulations shall be entitled to
receive dependency allowances for a dependent child, for a disabled child and
for a secondary dependant at rates approved by the General Assembly as'follows:
(i) The staff member shall receive an allowance for each dependent child,
except that the allowance shall not be paid in respect of the first
dependent child if the staff member has no dependent spouse, in which
case the staff member shall be entitled to the dependency rate of
staff assessment under subparagraph.(b) (i) of regulation 3.3;

(ii) The staff member shall receive.a special allowance for each disabled
child. However, if the staff member has no dependent spouse and is
entitled to the dependency rate of staff assessment under
subparagraph (b) (i) of regulation 3.3 in respect of a disabled child,
the allowance shall be the same as the allowance for a dependent child
in (i) above;
(iii) Where there is no dependent spouse, a single annual allowance shall be
paid for a secondary dependant in respect of either a dependent
parent, a dependent brother or a dependent sister;
(b) If both husband and wife are staff members, one may claim, for
dependent chiidxen, under subparagraph (a) (i) and (ii) above, in which case the
other may claim only under subparagraph (a) (iii) above, if otherwise entitled;

;

)

(c) With a view to avoiding duplication of benefits and in order to
achieve equality between staff members who receive dependency benefits under
applicable laws in the form of governmental grants and staff members who do not
receive such dependency benefits, the Secretary-General shall prescribe
conditions under which the dependency allowance for a child specified in
subparagraph (a) (i) above shall be payable only to the extent that the
dependency benefits enjoyed by the staff member or his or her spouse under
applicable laws amount to less than such a dependency allowance;

(d) Staff members whose salary rates are set by the Secretary-General
under paragraph 5 or paragraph 6 of annex I to the present Regulations shall be
entitled to receive dependency allowances at rates and under conditions
determined by the Secretary-General, due regard being given to the circumstances
in the locality in which the office is located;
(el Claims for dependency allowances shall be submitted in writing and
supported by evidence satisfactory to the Secretary-General. A separate claim
for dependency allowances shall be made each year.
Article IV
Amointment and promotion
Resulation 4.1: As stated in Article 101 of the Charter, the power of
appointment of staff members rests with the Secretary-General. Upon appointment
each staff member, including a staff member on secondment from government
service, shall receive a letter,of appointment in accordance with the provisions
of annex I1 to the present Regulations and signed by the Secretary-General or by
an official in the name of the Secretary-General.
Resulation 4.2: The paramount consideration in the appointment, transfer or
promotion of the staff shall be the necessity of securing the highest standards
of efficiency, competence and integrity. Due regard shall be paid to the
importance of recruiting the staff on as wide a geographical basis as possible.
Resulation 4.3: In accordance with the principles of the Charter, selection of
staff members shall be made without distinction as to race, sex or religion. So
far as practicable, selection shall be made on a competitive basis.

Realation 4.4: Subject to the provisions of Article 101, paragraph 3, of the
Charter, and without prejudice to the recruitment of fresh talent at all levels,
the fullest regard shall be had, in filling vacancies, to the requisite
qualifications and experience of persons already in the service of the United
Nations. This consideration shall also apply, on a reciprocal basis, to the
specialized agencies brought into relationship with the United Nations.
Realation 4.5: (a) Appointment of Under-Secretaries-Generaland of Assistant
Secretaries-General shall normally be for a period of five years, subject to
prolongation or renewal. Other staff members shall be granted either permanent
or temporary appointments under such terms and conditions consistent with the
present Regulations as the Secretary-General may prescribe;
(b) The Secretary-General shall prescribe which staff members are eligible
for permanent appointments. The probationary period for granting or confirming
a permanent appointment shall normally not exceed two years, provided that in
individual cases the Secretary-General may extend the probationary period for
not more than one additional year.

(

Realation 4.6: The Secretary-General shall establish appropriate medical
standards that staff members shall be required to meet before appointment.
Article V
Annual and s~ecialleave
Requlation 5.1:

Staff members shall be allowed appropriate annual leave.

Requlation 5.2: Special leave may be authorized by the Secretary-General in
exceptional cases.

1

1

Realation 5.3: Eligible staff members shall be granted home leave once in
every two years. However, in the case of designated duty stations having very
difficult conditions of life and work, eligible staff members shall be granted
home leave once in every twelve months. A staff member whose home country is
either the country of his or her official duty station or the country of his or
her normal residence while in United Nations service shall not be eligible for
home leave.

I

Article VI

I

Social securitv
Realation 6.1: Provision shall be made for the participation of staff members
in the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund in accordance with the
regulations of that Fund.
Requlation 6.2: The Secretary-General shall establish a scheme of social
security for the staff, including provisions for health protection, sick leave
and maternity leave, and reasonable compensation in the event of illness,
accident or death attributable to the performance of official duties on behalf
of the United Nations.

Article VII
Travel and removal emenses
Resulation 7.1: Subject to conditions and definitions prescribed by the
Secretary-General, the United Nations shall in appropriate cases pay the travel
expenses of staff members, their spouses and dependent children.
Resulation 7.2: Subject to conditions and definitions prescribed by the
Secretary-General,the United Nations shall pay removal costs for staff members.
Article VIII
Staff relations
Realation 8.1: (a) The Secretary-General shall establish and maintain
continuous contact and com~anicationwith the staff in order to ensure the
effective participation of the staff in identifying, examining and resolving
issues relating to staff welfare, including conditions of work, general
conditions of life and other personnel policies;

.

,

(b) Staff representative bodies shall be established and shall be entitled
to initiate proposals to the Secretary-General for the purpose'set,forth in
subparagraph (a) above. They shall be organized in such a way as to afford
equitable representation to all staff members, by means of elections that shall
take place at least biennially under electoral regulations drawn up by the
respective staff representative body and agreed to by the Secretary-General;
(c) Cancelled.
Resulation 8.2 : The seciretary-~eneralshall establish joint staff/management
machinery at both local and Secretariat-wide levels to advise him regarding
personnel policies and general questions of staff welfare as provided in
regulation 8.1.
Article IX
Se~arationfrom service
Realation 9.1: (a) The Secretary-General may terminate'the appointment of a
staff member who holds a permanent appointment and whose probationary period has
been completed, if the necessities of the service require abolition of the post
or reduction of the staff, if the services of the individual concerned prove
unsatisfactory, or if he or she is, for reasons of health, incapacitated for
further service;
The Secretary-General may also, giving his reasons therefor, terminate the
appointment of a staff member who holds a permanent appointment:
(i) If the conduct of the staff member indicates that the staff member
does not meet the highest standards of integrity required by
Article 101, paragraph 3, of the Charter;

(ii) I£ facts anterior to the appointment of the staff member and relevant
to his suitability come to light that, if they had been known at the
time of his appointment, should, under the standards established in
the Charter, have precluded his appointment;
No termination under subparagraphs (i) and (ii) shall take place until the
matter has been considered and reported on by a special advisory board appointed
for that purpose by the Secretary-General;
Finally, the Secretary-General may terminate the appointment of a staff
member who holds a permanent appointment if such action would be in the interest
of the good administration of the Organization and in accordance with the
standards of the Charter, provided that the action is not contested by the staff
member concerned;

(

'

(b) The Secretary-General may terminate the appointment of a staff member
with a fixed-term appointment prior to the expiration date for any of the
reasons specified in subparagraph (a) above, or for such other reason as may be
specified in the letter of appointment;
(c) In the case of all other staff members, including staff members
serving a probationary period for a permanent appointment, the Secretary-General
may at any time terminate the appointment if, in his opinion, such action would
be in the interest of the United Nations.
~ecruiation9..2: Staff members may resign from the Secretariat upon giving the
Secretary-General the notice required under the terms of their appointment.
Realation 9.3: (a) If the Secretary-General terminates an appointment the
staff member shall be given such notice and such indemnity payment as may be
applicable under the Staff Regulations and Staff Rules. Payments of termination
indemnity shall be made by the Secretary-General in accordance with the rates
and conditions specified in annex I11 to the present Regulations;

1

1

(b) The Secretary-General may, where the circumstances warrant and he
considers it justified, pay to a staff member terminated under the final
paragraph of staff regulation 9.1 (a) a termination indemnity payment not more
than 50 per cent higher than that which would otherwise be payable under the
Staff Regulations.
Recrulation 9.4: The Secretary-General shall establish a scheme for the payment
of repatriation grants within the maximum rates and under the conditions
specified in annex IV to the present Regulations.
Recrulation 9.5: Staff members shall not be retained in active service beyond
the age of sixty years or, if appointed on or after 1 January 1990, beyond the
age of sixty-two years. The Secretary-General may, in the interest of the
Organization, extend this age limit in exceptional cases.

Article X
Disci~linarvmeasures
Remlation 10.1: The Secretary-General may establish administrative machinery
with staff participation which will be available to advise him in disciplinary
cases.
Realation 10.2: The Secretary-General may impose disciplinary measures on
staff members whose'conduct is unsatisfactory.
He may summarily dismiss a member of the staff for serious misconduct.
Article XI

Realation 11.1: The Secretary-General shall establish administrative machinery
with staff participation to advise him in case of any appeal by staff members
against an administrative decision alleging the non-observance of their terms of
appointment, including all pertinent regulations and rules.
Realation 11.2: The United Nations Administrative Tribunal shall, under
conditions prescribed in its statute, hear and pass judgement upon applications
from staff members alleging non-observance of their terms of appointment,
including al1,pertinentregulations and rules.
Article X I 1
General ~rovisions
Resulation 12.1: The present Regulations may be supplemented or amendea by the
General Assembly, without prejudice to the acquired rights of staff members.
Rewlation 12.2: Such staff rules and amendments as the Secretary-General may
make to implement the present Regulations shall be provisional until the
requirements of regulations 12.3 and 12.4 below have been met.
Reaulation 12.3: The full text of provisional staff rules and amendments shall
be reported annually to'the General Assembly. Should the Assembly find that a
provisional rule and/or amendment is inconsistent with the intent and purpose of
the Regulations, it may direct that the rule and/or amendment be withdrawn or
modified .
Reaulation 12.4: The provisional rules and amendments reported by the
Secretary-General, taking into account such modifications and/or deletions that
may be directed by the General Assembly, shall enter into full force and effect
on 1 January following the year in which the report is made to the Assembly.
kealation 12.5: Staff rules shall not give rise to acquired rights within the
meaning of regulation 12.1 while they are provisional.

Annex I
SALARY SCALES AND RELATED PROVISIONS
The Secretary-General shall establish the salary of the Administrator of
the United Nations Development Programme and the salaries of United Nations
officials in the Director category and above, in accordance with amounts
determined by the Gexieral Assembly, subject to the staff assessment plan
provided in staff regulation 3.3 and to post adjustments wherever applied. If
otherwise eligible, they shall receive the allowances that are available to
staff members generally. With effect from 1 January 1998, the Administrator of
the United Nations Development Programme shall receive a gross salary of
US$ 175,344 per annum.
1.

The Secretary-General is authorized, on the basis of appropriate
justification and/or reporting, to make additional payments to United Nations
officials in the Director category and above to compensate for such special
costs as may be reasonably incurred, in the interests of the Organization, in
the performance of duties assigned to them by the Secretary-General. Similar
additional payments in similar circumstances may be made to heads of offices
away from Headquarters. The maximum total amount of such payments is to be
determined in the programme budget by the General Assembly.
2.

)

(

Except as provided in paragraph 5 of the present annex, the salary scales
3.
and the scales of post adjustment for staff members in the Professional and
higher categories shall be as shown in the present annex.

I

'

4.
Subject to satisfactory service, salary increments within the levels set
forth in paragraph 3 of the present annex shall be awarded annually, except that
any increments above step XI of the Associate Officer level, step XI11 of the
Second Officer level, step XI1 of the First Officer level, step X of the Senior
Officer level and step IV of the Principal Officer level shall be preceded by
two years at the previous step. The Secretary-General is authorized to reduce
the interval between salary increments to ten months and twenty months,
respectively, in the case of staff subject to geographical distribution who have
an adequate and confirmed knowledge of a second official language of the United
Nations.
The Secretary-General shall determine the salary rates to be paid to
5.
personnel specifically engaged for short-term missions, conference and other
short-term service, to consultants, to Field Service personnel and to technical
assistance experts.

I

1

I

I
I

I

6.
The Secretary-General shall fix the salary scales for staff members in the
General Service and related categories, normally on the basis of the best
prevailing conditions of employment in the locality of the United Nations Office
concerned, provided that the Secretary-General may, where he deems it
appropriate, establish rules and salary limits for payment of a non-resident
allowance to General Service staff members recruited from outside the local
area. The gross pensionable remuneration of such staff shall be determined in
accordance with the methodology specified in article 54 (a) of the Regulations
of the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund and are shown in the salary
scales applicable to such staff.

7.
The Secretary-General shall establish rules under which a language
allowance may be paid to staff members in the General Service category who pass
an appropriate test and demonstrate continued proficiency in the use of two or
more official languages.

In order to preserve equivalent standards of living at different offices,
8.
the Secretary-General may adjust the basic salaries set forth in paragraphs 1
and 3 of the present annex by the application of non-pensionable post
adjustments based on relative costs of living, standards of living and related
factors at the office concerned as compared to New York. Such post adjustments
shall not be subject to staff assessment.
No salary shall be paid to staff members in respect of periods of
9.
unauthorized absence from work unless such absence was caused by reasons beyond
their control or duly certified medical reasons.

SALARY SCALE FOR STAFF IN THE PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY AND ABOVE*
Annual gross salaries and net equivalents after application of staff assessment
Effective 1 March 1998
(United States dollars)
Level

I

I-'
W
I

I

II

111

IV

V

VI

Vil

S T E P S
Vlll

IX

X

XI

XI1

Xlll

XIV

XV

Under-Secretary-General
USG Gross 147420
NetD 102 130
Nets 91 883
Assistant Secretary-General
ASG Gmss 133 994
Net D 93 671
Net S 84 821
Dkector
D-2 Gmss 109741 112164
Net D 78 390 79 919
Net S 72 056 73 338
Principal ORicer
D
l Gross 97 119 99 168
Net D 70 324 71 833
Net S 65 012 68 158
Senior Officer
P-5 Gross 85 685 87 516
Net D 62 983 64 168
Net S 58 486 59 570
First Officer
P-4 Gross 70 619 72 382
Net D 53 196 54 353
Net S 49 523 50 584
Second Officer
P-3 Gross 57 720 59 351
Net D 44669 45 754
Net S 41 685 42 683
Associate Officer
P-2 Gross 46 458 47 883
Net D 37 035 38 006
Net S 34 741 35 822
Assistant Officer
P-1 Gross 35 382 36 718
Net D 29 317 30 251
Net S 27 655 28 515
D = Rate applicable to staff members with a dependent spriuse or child.
S = Rate applicable to staff members with no dependent spouse or child.
=This scale will be implemented in conjunction with a consolidation of 3.1 per cent of post adjustment. There will be consequential adjustments in the post adjustment indices and
multipliers at all duty stations, effective 1 March 1998. Thereafter, changes in post adjustment classifications will be effected on the basis of the movements of the consolidated post
adjustment indices.

LETTERS OF APPOINTMENT
(a) The letter of appointment shall state:
(i) That the appointment is subject to the provisions of the Staff
Regulations and of the Staff Rules applicable to the category of
appointment in question and to changes which may be duly made in such
regulations and rules from time to time;
(ii) The nature of the appointment;
(iii) The date at which the staff member is required to enter upon his or
her duties;
i

J

(iv) The period of appointment, the notice required to terminate it and
period of probation, if any;
(v) The category, level,.commencing rate of salary and, if increments are
allowable, the scale of increments, and the maximum attainable;
(vi) Any special conditions which may be applicable;
(b) A
transmitted
appointment
and accepts
Rules ;

'

copy of the Staff Regulations and the Staff Rules shall be
to the staff member with the letter of appointment. In accepting
the staff member shall state that he or she has been acquainted with
the conditions laid down in the Staff Regulations and in the Staff

(c) The letter of appointment of a staff member on secondment from
government service signed by the staff member and by or on behalf of the
Secretary-General, and relevant supporting documentation of the terms and
conditions of secondment agreed to by the Member State and the staff member,
shall be evidence of the existence and validity of secondment from government
service to the Organization for the period stated in the letter of appointment.
J

Annex I11
TERMINATION INDEMNITY
Staff members whose appointments are terminated shall be paid an indemnity
in accordance with the following provisions:
(a) Except as provided in paragraphs (b), (c) and (el below and in
regulation 9.3 (b), the termination indemnity shall be paid in accordance with
the following schedule:

.

Months of gross salary, less staff assessment, where
applicablea or
Months of pensionable remuneration less staff assessment,
where applicableb

Completed
years of
service
Less than 1

.......

Permanent
appointments
Not applicable
Not applicable
3
3

4

................
........

14
15 or more

5
6
7
8
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12

Temporary
appointments
which are
not for a
fixed term
Nil
1

)

1 )
1
3 1
4 1

2

Temporary
appointments
for a fixed
term exceeding
six months
One week for each month
of uncompleted service
subject to a minimum of
six weeks1 and a
maximum of three months'
indemnity pay

5
6
7
9
9.5
10

10.5
11
11.5
12

3

5
7
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12

a For staff in the Professional and higher categories and in the Field
Service category.

For staff in the General Service and related categories.
(b) A staff member whose appointment is terminated for reasons of health
shall receive an indemnity equal to the indemnity provided under paragraph (a)
of the present annex reducedby the amount of any disability benefit that the
staff member may receive under the Regulations of the United Nations Joint Staff
Pension Fund for the number of months to which Che indemnity rate corresponds;

(c) A staff member whose appointment is terminated for unsatisfactory
services or who for disciplinary reasons is dismissed for misconduct other than
by summary dismissal may be paid, at the discretion of the Secretary-General,an
indemnity not exceeding one half of the indemnity provided under paragraph (a)
of the present annex;
(d) No indemnity payments shall be made to:
A staff member who resigns, except where termination notice has been given
and the termination date agreed upon;

A staff member who has a temporary appointment that is not for a fixed term
and that is terminated during the first year of service;
A staff member who has a temporary appointment for a fixed term that is
completed on the expiration date specified in the letter of appointment;
A staff member who is summarily dismissed;
A staff member who abandons his or her post;
A staff member who is retired under the Regulations of the United Nations
Joint Staff Pension Fund;

(e) Staff members specifically engaged for conference and other short-term
service or for service with a mission, as consultants or as experts, and staff
members who are locally recruited for service in established offices away from
Headquarters may be paid termination indemnity if'and as provided in their
letters of appointment.

Annex IV
REPATRIATION GRANT
In principle, the repatriation grant shall be payable to staff members whom
the Organization is obligated to repatriate and who at the time of separation
are residing, by virtue of their service with the United Nations, outside their
cowntry of nationality. The repatriation grant shall not, however, be paid to a
staff member who is summarily dismissed. Eligible staff members shall be
entitled to a repatriation grant only upon relocation outside the country of the
duty station. Detailed conditions and definitions relating to eligibility and
requisite evidence of relocation shall be determined by the Secretary-General.

Staff member with
neither a spouse
nor dependent child
at time of separation
Years of continuous
service away from
home country

Staff member with a
spouse or dependent
child at time
of separation

Professional
and higher
categories

General
Service
category

Weeks of gross salary, less staff assessment,
where applicablea or
Weeks of pensionable remuneration less staff
assessment, where applicableb

9
10

I1
12

...................
...................
...................
or more ...........

a For staff in the Professional and higher categories and in the Field
Service category.

For staff in the General Service and related categories.

4. The contributions of Zimbahwc and Saint Vincent
and thc Grenadincs for 1980 and 198 1 shall bc applied to
the same basis of assessment as for other Mcmbcr States,
except that in the case of appropriations or apportionmcnls
approved under General Assembly resolutions 3417 C of 3
December 1979 and 35/45 A of 1 December 1980 for the
financing of the United Nations Disengage~nentObserver
Force, and resolution 3511 15 A of 10 December 1980 for
the financing of the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon, the contributions of those States, as determined by
the group of contributors to which they may be assigned by
the Assembly, shall be calculated in proportion to the calendar year;
5. The advances of Zimbabwe and Saint Vincent and
the Grenadines to the Working Capital Fund, under regulation 5.8 of the Financial Regulations of the United
Nations, shall be calculated by the application of the rates
of assessment of 0.02 and 0.01 per cent, respectively, to
the authorized level of the Fund, such advances to be added
to the Fund pending the incorporation of the new Members'
rates of assessment in a 100 per cent scale.
105th pletlnry meeting
IS December 1981

I

I

i

II

Rc~rJFrtnin~
thc releva~~t
staff regulations,
Awnl.e of thc absolute necessity that staff members be
enabled to discharge their tasks as assigncd to then1 by the
Secrutacy-Gcnernl ~s'ithoutintcrfercnce ou thc part of any
hfcmber State or any otlrcr authority external to the
Organization.
Renlizing that staff membcrs of thc specialized agencies
and related organizations cnjoy similar privileges and immunities in accordance with the instruments mentioned in
the second preambular paragraph above,
1. Appeals to any Mcmber State which has placed under
arrcst or detention a staff member of the United Nations or
of a specialized agency or related organization to enable the
Secretary-General or the executive head of the organization
concerned, in accordance with the rights inherent under the
relevant multilateral conventions and bilateral agreements,
to visit and converse with the staff member, to apprise
himself of the grounds for the arrest or detention, including
the main facts and formal charges, to enable him also to
assist the staff member in arranging for legal counsel and
to recognize the functional immunity of a staff member
asserted by the Secretary-General or by the appropriate executive head, in conf rmity with international law and in
accordance with th,o provisions of the applicable bilateral
agreements betwqen the host country and the United Nations
or the speciali5ed agency or related organization concerned;
361232. Respect for the privileges and immunities of
officials of the United Nations and the special2. Reqr5eifs the Secretary-General and the executive
ized agencies and related organizations
heads of the organizations concerned to ensure that the staff
observ?,tge obligations incumbent upon them, in accordance
The General Assemlrly,
with Jhe relevant staff rules and regulations, the Convention
Recalling its resolution 35/212 of 17 December 1980,
on/tHe Privileges and lmmur~itiesof the United Nations, the
Recalling the Convention on the Privileges and ImmuConvention on the Privileges and Immunities of the Spenities of the United Nations of 13 February 1946,SS the Con- /cialized Agencies and the Agreement on the Privileges and
vention on the Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized/
Immunities of the International Atomic Energy Agency;
Agencies of 21 November 1917,s6 the Agreement on the
3. Reqrrests the Secretary-General to bring the present
Privileges and Immunities of the International Aton~i/c.En- resolution to the attention of all specialized agencies and
ergy Agency of 1 July 1959 and the agreements,btween
related organizations of the United Nations system, with the
the United Nations and the specialized agenciesprid related
request that they furnish information to him on cases where
organizziions and the respective host Governments,
there are clear indications that the principles expressed in
Noting the report of the ~ e c r e t a r y - ~ e n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ paragraph 1 above or the status of the staff members of such
an organization have not been fully respected;
Noting also the position consistently u held by the United
Nations in the event of the arrest and, f f etention of United
4. Requests the Secretary-General to submitto the GenNatiocs staff members by governmenfal authorities,
eral Assen~blyat each regular session, on behalf of the
Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, an updated
Renfir~ningthe responsibility and ?uthority of the Secand comprehensive annual report relating to cases in which
retary-General as the Chief Administrative Officer of the
the Secretary-General or the competent executive head has
United Nations under the Charter, \
not been able to exercise fully his responsibility in respect
Mindful of Article 100 of the Charter of the United
of the protection of staff members of the United,Nationsor
Nations, under which each Member State has undertaken
of a specialized agency or related organization in accordance
to respect the exclusively international character of the rewith the multilateral conventions and applicable bilateral
sponsibilities of the Secretary-General and the staff and not
agreements with the host country.
to seek to influence them in the discharge of their
105th plenary meeting
responsibilities,
I8 December I981
Mindful also of the fact that under the same Article of
the Charter, the Secretary-General and the staff shall not,
in the performance of their duties, seek or receive instructions from any Government or from any other authority
361233. Report of the International 'Civil Service
external to the Organization,
Commission
Recalling that the International Court of Justice has held
The General Assetnbly,
that international organizations have the power and responHavbzg considered the seventh annual report of the Insibility to protect members of their staff,
ternational Civil Service Commission,s"
Recalling also the obligations of the staff in the conduct
Recalling that it established the Commission for the regof their duties to observe the laws and regulations of Member
ulation and co-ordination of the conditions of service of the
States,
United Nations common system as set forth in article 1 of
the starute of the Commission.
'
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gency of the Organization, partial or interim steps could
enhance the liquidity of the Organization and alleviate its
financial difficulties to some extent,
Noting with satisfaction that the project on the issue of
special postage stamps on the social and economic crisis in
Africa is well under way,
1. Recalls that it decided, by its resolution 39/239 A of
18 December 1984, to place one half of the revenue earned
therefrom at the disposal of the Secretary-General for the
implementation of objectives as detailed in the Declaration on the Critical Economic Situation in Africa,36
adopted by the General Assembly on 3 December 1984,
and to place the remaining half in a special account;
2. Requests the Secretary-General to take all necessary
steps to economize on the operational expenses of the project on the issue of special ,postage stamps with a view to
increasing the net revenue and to submit a financial report
to the General Assembly at its forty-second session.

lOlst plenary meeting
11 December 1986
41/205.

Respect for the privileges and immunities of
officials of the United Nations and the specialized agencies and related organizations

The General Assembly,
Recalling Article 100 of the Charter of the United Nations,
Recalling that, under Article 105 of the Charter of the
United Nations, officials of the Organization shall enjoy in
the territory of each of its Member States such privileges
and immunities as are necessary for the independent exercise of their functions in connection with the Organization, which is indispensable for the proper discharge of
their duties,
Reaffirming its previous resolutions, in particular resolutions 39/244 of 18 December 1984 and 40/258 C of 18
December 1985,
Reirerating the obligation of the staff in the conduct of
their duties to observe fully the laws and regulations of
Member States,
1. Takes note with concern of the report submitted to
the General Assembly by the Secretary-General?' on behalf of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination,
and of a number of negative developments reported
therein, which together represent a deterioration of the
situation with regard to the observance of the principles
related to the respect for the privileges and immunities of
officials of the United Nations and the specialized agencies
and related organizations;
2. Takes note with particular concern of the views expressed by the Secretary-General in paragraph 3 of his reDOrt:.
3. Deplores the growing number of cases where the
functioning, safety and well-being of officials have been
adversely affected,including cases of detention in Member
States and abduction by armed groups and individuals;
4. Also deplores the increasing number of cases in
which the lives and well-being of officials have been placed
in jeopardy during the exercise of their official functions;
5. Calls upon all Member States scrupulously to respect the privileges and immunities of all United Nations

.
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officials and to refrain from any acts that would impede
such officials in the performance of their functions,
thereby seriously affecting the proper functioning of the
Organization;
6. Calls upon all Member States currently holding
United Nations officials under arrest or detention, or otherwise impeding them in the proper discharge of their duties, to review these cases and to co-ordinate efforts.with
the Secretary-General to resolve each case with all due
speed;
7. Calls upon the staff of the United Nations and the
specialized agencies and related organizations to comply
with the obligations resulting from the Staff Regulations
and Rules of the United Nations, in particular regulation
1.8, and from the equivalent provisions governing the staff
of the other agencies;
8. Calls upon the Secretary-General, as chief administrative officer of the United Nations, to continue personally to act as the focal point in promoting and ensuring the
observance of the privileges and immunities of officials of
the United Nations and the specialized agencies and related organizations by using.al1 such means as are available to him;
9. Urges the SecretaryrGeneral to give priority,
through the United Nations Security Co-ordinator and his
.other special representatives, to the reporting and prompt
follow-up of cases of arrest, detention and other possible
matters relating to the security and proper functioning of
officials of the.United Nations and the specialized agencies
and related organizations;
10. Requests the Secretary-General, as Chairman of
the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, to review and appraise the measures already taken to enhance
the proper functioning, safety and protection of international civil'servants and to modify them where necessary.

1Olst plenary meeting
11 December 1986
41/206.

Personnel questions

COMPOSInON OF THE SECRETARIAT

The General Assembly,
Recallirtg Article 101, paragraph 3, of the Charter of the
United Nations, which states:
"The paramount consideration in the employment of
the staff and in the determ~nationof the conditions of
service shall be the necessity of securing the highest
standards of efficiency, competence and integrity. Due
regard shall be paid to the importance of recruiting the
staff on as wide a geographical basis as possible",
Recalling its previous resolutions on personnel questions, in particular resolutions 33/143 of 2ODecember
1978,34/219 of 20 December 1979,35/210 of 17 December 1980, 37/235 of 21 December 1982, 39/245 of
18 December 1984 and 40/258 A of 18 December 1985,
Noting that, despite the suspension of recruitment activities owing to the financial difficulties of the Organization,
vacant posts are being filled by internal candidates
through promotion,
Concerned that the targets set in the first phase of the
1986-19F7 ~:;~:Jit~~n-tt.r~v
plan of r.ecruitrnent were not
aci~it-vcu
occau>s. i t ~ t e ruiiu, of the suspensiol~of recruitment.
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to comment, as appropriate, on the recommendations contained therein;
13. Requests the Joint Inspection Unit to report to the
General Assembly at its forty-third session on the progress
made in the implementation of the present resolution;
14. Requests the Secrefary-General to bring the present resolution to the attent~onof the executive heads of the
participating organizations of the Joint Inspection Unit.

99th plenary meeting
21 December 1987
42/219.

Respect for the privileges and immunities of officials of the United Nations and the specialized
agencies and related prganizations

The General Assembly,
Recalling that, under Article 100 of the Charter of the
United Nations, each Member of the United Nations undertakes to respect the exclusively international character
of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General and the
staff and hot to seek to influence them in the discharge of
their responsibilities,
Recallii~gthat, under Article 105 of the Charter, all officials of the Organization shall enjoy in the territory of
each of its Member States such privileges and immunities
as are necessary for the independent exercise of their functions in connection with the Organization,
Recalling the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations,sO the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies,SI the
Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the International Atomic Energy Agency and the United Nations
Developnlent Programme Standard Basic Assistance
Agreements,
Recalling also its resolution 76 (1) of 7 December 1946;
in which it approved the granting of the privileges and immunities referred to in articles V and VII of the Conven,
tion on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations to all members of the staff of the United Nations,
Reiterating the obligation of all officials of the Organiza':tion in the conduct of their duties to observe fully the laws
) and regulations of Member States,
Mindful of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General
.
to safeguard the functional immunity of all United Nations officials,
-Mindful also of the importance in this respect of the
provision by Member States of adequate and timely information concerning the arrest and detention of staff mem-bers and, more particularly, their granting of access to
them,
Bearing in mind the wider considerations of the Secretary-General to guarantee minimum standards of justice
and due process to United Nations officials,
Reafirming its previous resolutions, in particular resolution 41/205 of 1 1 December 1986,
1. Takes note with concern of the report submitted by
the Secretary-Genera1,SZ on behalf of the Administrative
-. - Committee on Co-ordination, and of a number of developments indicated therein, in particular those regarding new
cases of arrest and detention and those regarding previ1
ously reported cases under this category;
i
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2. Also rakes note willt corrcerrl of the informati011pi+
vided by the Secretary-General in his report reearding
other cquestions invol;ing the status, privileges Gld immunities of officials;

3. Further takes note with conceril of the restrictions on
duty travel of officials as indicated in the report;
4. Deplores the growing number of cases where the
functioning, safety and well-being of officials have been
adversely affected, including cases of detention in Member
States and abduction by armed groups and individuals;
5. Also deplores the increasing number of cases in
which the lives and well-being of officials have been placed
in jeopardy during the exercise of their official functions;
6. Calls upon all Member States scrupulously to respect the privileges and immunities of all officials of the
United Nations, the specialized agencies and related organizations and to refrain from any acts that would impede
such officials in the performance of their functions,
thereby seriously affecting the proper functioning of the
Organization;

7 . Also calls upon all Member States currently holding
under arrest or detention officials of the United Nations,
the specialized agencies and related organizations, as spelt
out in the Secretary-General's report, to enable the Secretary-General or the executive head of the orgaciization
concerned to exercise fully the right of functional protection inherent in the relevant multilateral conventions and
bilateral agreements, particularly with respect to immedlate access to detained staff members;
8. Further calls upoir all Member States otherwise
impeding officials of the United Nations, specialized agencies and related organizations in the proper discharge of
their duties to review the cases and to co-ordinate efforts
with the Secretary-General or the executive head of the organization concerned to resolve each case with all due
speed;

9. Calls upon the staff of the United Nations and the
specialized agencies and related organizations to cornply
with the obligations resulting from the Staff Regul?tcons
and Rules of the United Nations, in particular regulation
1.8, and from the equivalent provisions governing the staff
of the other agencies;
10. Calls upon the Secretary-General to use all such
means as are available to him to bring about an expeditious solution of the-cases still pending, which were referred to in the report;
11. Also calls upon the Secretary-General, as chief administrative officerof the United Nations, to continue personally to act as the focal point in promoting and ensuring
the observance of the privilegv and immunities of officials
of the United Nations and the specialized agencies and related organizations by using all such means as are available to him;
12. Urges the Secretary-General to give priority,
through the United Nations Security Co-ordinator and his
other special representatives, to the reporting and prompt
follow-up of cases of arrest, detention and other po~sible
matters relating to the security and proper function~ngof
officials of the United Nations and the specialized agencles
and related organizations;
13. Requests the Secretary-General, as Chairman of
the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, to review and appraise the measures already taken to enhance
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the proper functioning, safety and protection of international civil servants and to modify then1 where necessary.

99t'r p'crrdry

42/220.

Personnel questions
A

COMPOSITION
OF THE SECRETARIAT
The General Assembly,

1

1

i

)

)

I
Recalling Articles 100 and 101 of the Charter of the
United Nations,
Recalling its resolutions 3512' 10 of 17 December 1980,
4 1/206 A of 11 December 1986 and 41/2 13 of 19 December 1986,
Taking note of the report of the Secretary-General on
the composition of the Secretariat?3
Recognizing the importance of maintaining a qualified,
independent and geographically balanced international
civil service,
of
Concerned
She negative effect of the
posts and of the recntitment freeze On the geographlcal
distribution of the Secretariat,
1. Urges the SecretaryGenefa1 to keep under review
the freeze on the recruitment of external candidates with a
view to lifting the freeze at the earliest possible date and to
report to the General Assembly on possible alternatives to
the policy of suspending such recruitment;
2. Reqtiests the Secretary-General, whenever making
appointments to Posts subject to geographical distribution, to make every effort to recruit nationals of unrepresented and underrepresented Member States and candidates successful in the national competitive examinations,
taking info consideration 1'0' ~ a a g r a ~
4 hof resolu'ion
41/206 A,
the
3- A'so requests the
as part
elaboration of the career development policies and practices in the Secretariat and bearing in mind Article 101 of
the Charter and resolution 41/2 13, to give urgent consideration to the necessity of increasing the mobility of staff
in the Professional category and, in particular, the movement of such staff between Headquarters officesand offices
in the field;
4. Further requests the Secretary-General, bearing in
mind resolution 41/213, to conduct a comprehensive review of the career development policies and practices for
all staff, in particular staff in.the General Service category;
I1
Recalling its resolutbn 41/206 B of 11 December 1986
on the cOm~ositionof the upper 'echelons of the
cretariat and its resolution 41/213 by which it, inter alia,
approved the recommendations of the Group of Highlevel Intergovernmental Experts to Review the Efficiency
of the Administrative and ~ i ~~ ~ ~ ~of~ the i
United Nations," in pa*icular those
the up-

Stbzion .. .

.-

-

per echelons of the Secretariat, that is. the UnderSecretary-Generaland Assistant Secretary-General levels,
Reaffirmir~g
that no post should be considered the exclusive prr.seri.c of any Member State or group of States and
that the Secretary-Generalshould ens'ure that this principle is applied faithfully in accordance with the principle of
equitable geographical distribution,
Taking note of the negative effect of the reduction of
posts on the representation of Member States in the upper
echelons of the Secretariat,.
1. Requests the Secretary-General, in order to preserve
the principles of equitable geographical distribution and of
rotation in the upper echelons of the Secretariat, to ensure
that equal opportunity is given to candidates of all Member States when making appointments to all posts in the
upper echelons;
2. ReafJirmsthat the Secretary-General, in making ap..
pointments to the upper echelons, should strive to appoint
only a candidate from a Member State other than that of
.
the incumbent to be replaced in order to reinforce the
principle of rotation in the upper echelons of the Secretariat, unless there are exceptional C i r ~ ~ m S t a n in
~e~,
the light of Article 101, paragraph 3, of the Charter;
3- Requests the SecretaryGeneral to review the cornposition of the upper echelons of the Secretariat in the
context of the relevant recommendations of the Group of
High-level Intergovernmental Experts to Review the Efficiency of the Administrative and Financial Functioning of
the United Nations, with particular reference to length of
service in the upper echelons;
I11
Recallirlg its resolutions 35/210, 40/258 A of
18 December 1985 and 41/206 C of 11 December 1986
and other relevant resolutions,
Having examined the rep'ort of the Secretary-General on
the system of desirable ranges for the geographical distribution of staff in the Professional category and abo+e,s4
1. Requests the Secretary-General to base the desirable
from 1 January
ranges for all ~~~b~~ states, with
1988, on the following criteria:
(a) The base figure for the calculations will initially be
2,700;
(b) The weight ofthe membership factor will be 40 per
cent of the base figure;
(c) The population factor, which will' be allotteg a
weight of 5 per cent, will be directly related to the population of Member States and posts subject to this factor will
be distributed among Member States in pr?pofiion to
their population;
The contribution factor will be based on the distributlon of the remaining posts among Member States in
proportion to the scale of assessments;
(e) The upper and lower limits of each range will be
based on a flexibility of 15 per cent upwards and downwirds ,from the mid-point of the desirablz range, but not
less than 4.8 posts up and down, the upper limit of the
range being not less than 14 posts;
be adjusted whenever the
The base
tual
of
distribution
~~ number
l
~ posts subject
~ to geographical
i
~
increases or decreases by 1W,the weights of the three fattors being maintained;
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General Assembly resolution 36/235 of 18 December
1981;
to continue to make volunj. invites ~~~b~~ ,states
tzry contributions, in line with existing procedures, to the
existing language training facilities ofthe united ~
~
4. Invites the Secretary-General to submit to the General Assembly at its forty-fifth session a report on the implementation of the present resolution.
84th plenary meeting
21 December 1 988
43/225.

Respect. for the privileges and immunities of officiaIs of the United Nations and the specialized
agencies and related organizations

The General Assembly,
Recalling that, under Article 100 of the Charter of the
United Nations; each Member of the United Nations undertakes to respect the exclusively international character
of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General and the
staff and not to seek to influence them in the discharge of
their responsibilities,
Recalling that, under Article 105 of the Charter, all officials of the Organization shall enjoy in the territory of
each of its Member States such privileges and immunities
as are necesskry for the independent exercise of their functions in connection with the Organization,
Recalling the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations?' the Convention on the Privlleges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies,92 the
Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the International Atomic Energy Agency and the United Nations
Development Programme Standard Basic Assistance
Agreements,
Recalling also its resolution 76 (I) of 7 December 1946,
in which it approved the granting of the privileges and immunities referred to in articles V and VII of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations to all members of the staff of the United Nations,
Recallingits resolution 43/173 of 9 December 1988 containing, inter alia, a body of principles for the protection
of all persons under any form of detention or imprisonment, inchding the principle that all persons under arfest
or detention be provided whenever necessary with medlcal
care and treatment,
Reiterating the obligation of all officials of the Organization in the conduct of their duties to observe fully the laws
and regulations of Member States,
Mindful of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General
to safeguard the functional immunity of all United Nations officials,
Mindful also of the importance in this respect of the
provision by Member States of adequate and timely information concerning the arrest and detention of staff members and, more particularly, their granting of access to
them,
Bearing in mind the wider considerations of the Secfetary-General to guarantee minimum standards of justlce
and due process to United Nations officials,
Reaffirming its previous resolutions, in particular resolution 42/219 of 21 December 1987,

91
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Resolution 22 A (1).
Resolution 179 (XI).

1. Thkes rlote with corzcerrt of the report of the Secretary-General,93 submitted on behalf of the Administrative
Committee on Co-ordination, and of the de\relopmentsindicated therein, in particular the significant number of
new ~cases ofi arrest ~and detention
and
~
~ those; regarding
previously reported cases under this category;
2. Also takes note with corlcert~of the restrictions on
duty travel of officials as indicated in the report of the Secretarv-General:
3. Further takes note with concern of the information
contained in the report of the Secretary-General related to
taxation and the status, privileges and immunities of officials;
4. Deplores the increase in the number of cases where
the functioning, safety and well-being of officials have
been adversely affected;
5. Also deplores the increasing number of cases 1x1
which the lives and well-being of officials have been placed
in jeopardy during the exercise of their official functions;
6. Calls upon all Member States scrupulously to respect the privileges and immunities of all officials of the
United Nations and the specialized agencies and related
organizations and to refrain from any acts that would impede such officials in the performance of their functions,
thereby seriously affecting the proper functioning of the
Organization;
7. Calls upon those Member States holding under arrest or detention officials of the United Nations and the
specialized agencies and related organizations to enable
the Secretary-Generzl or the executive head of the organization concerned to exercise fully the right of functional
protection inherent in the relevant multilateral conventions and bilateral agreements, particularly with respect to
immediate access to detained staff members;
8. Calls upon all Member States otherwise impeding
officials of the United Nations and the specialized agencies
and related organizations in the proper discharge of their
duties to review the cases and to co-ordinate efforts with
the Secretary-General or the executive head of the organization concerned to resolve each case with all due speed;
9. Calls upon the staff of the United Nations and the
specialized agencies and related organizations to comply
. with the obligations resulting from the Staff Regulatlons
! and Rules of the United Nations, in particular regulation
1.8, and from the equivalent provisions governing the staff
of the other agencies;
10. Calls upon the Secretary-General to use all such
means as are available to him to bring about an expeditious solution of the cases still pending, which were referred to in the report;
I I . Also calls upon the Secretary-General, as chief administrative officerof the United Nations, to continue personally to act as the focal point in promoting and ensuring
the observance of the privileges and immunities of officials
of the United Nations and the specialized agencies and related organizations by using all such means as are available to him;
12. Urges the Secretary-General to give priority,
through the United Nations Security Co-ordinator and his
other special representatives, to the reporting and pronlpt
follow-up of cases of arrest, detention and other possible
matters relating to the security and proper functioning of
officials of the United Nations and the specialized agencies
and related organizations;
C
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2. Invites the Commission to make arrangements to allow for the fullest participation of organizations and staff
representatives in all aspects and at all stages of the comprehensive review;
3. Also requests the Commission to submit a comprehensive report to the General Assenibly at its forty-fourth
84th plenary tnretit~g
session together with a preliminary assessment of the im21 December 1988
pact of the relevant recommendations therein on pensionable remuneration;
43/226. United Nations common system: report of the
4. Further requests the Commission in its review to be
International Civil Service Commission
guided by the following:
The Getleral Assembly,
(a) The Commission should examine all elkments of
the present conditions of service, and after identifying
Having considered the fourteenth annual report of the
problems related to staff recruitment, retention and mobiiInternational Civil Service Commission94 and other reity should propose solutions to these problems;
lated reports?5
(b) The proposed solutions should be accompanied by
an indication of their financial implications, together with
an estimate of the overall costs;
COMPREHENSIVE
REVIEW OF THE CONDITIONS OF SERVICE
(c) The overall costs should, as far as possible, be comOF THE STAFF IN THE PROFESSIONAL AND HIGHER
parable to the costs of the current remuneration system;
CATEGORIES
(1) Comparator
Recalling that, in section I11 of its resolution 42/221 of
(a) The Noblemaire principle should continue to
21 December 1987, it requested the International Civil
serve
as the basis of comparison between United Nations
Service Commission to undertake a comprehensive review
emoluments and those of the highest-paying civil serof the conditions of service of the staff in the Professional
vice-currently the United States federal civil serviceand higher categories in order to provide a sound and stawhich, by its size and structure, lends itself to such comble methodological basis for their remuneration,
parison;
provided in section 111, paraReaffirming the
(b) The Commission should review how best the apgraph 1, of resolution 42/22 1,
plication of the Noblemaire principle can ensure the
Recalling also that, in section 111, paragraph 2, of resolucompetitiveness of United Nations remuneration withtion 42/221, the Commission was requested to submit to
out resorting to comparison with the private sector;
the General Assembly at its forty-third session a prelimi(c) In this connection the Commission should unnary report on the comprehensive review containing an
dertake a comparative study of the concept of the maranalysis of the subject, together with an outline of one or
gin including the way in ~vhichit is intended to compenmore possible alternatives,
sate for expatriation;
Noting that the preliminary report on the comprehen( 2 ) Remuneration system
sive review contained in chapter 111, section C, of the redoes not contain the analysis report of the Commi~sion,9~
(a) A single world-wide salary scale should be a funquested,
damental goal of the remuneration system. Within this
framework, a review should be made of howbest special
Bearing in mind that the Commission should allocate
recruitment needs can be accommodated. The Commisthe highest priority to the comprehensive review in its prosion should look into the present multiplicity of salary
gramme of work for 1989,
scales with a view to their correlation and possible amalRecognizing that the scope of the review should not
gamation;
necessarily be limited to the four areas identified by the
Commission in its preliminary report,
(6) In the context of equalizing purchasing power,
the
Commission should consider among othki alternaMindful of the interrelationship between these four
tives:
areas and of the need for conditions of service whose com(i) The division of the pay package into its major
ponent parts are appropriately balanced,
component parts, one of which would be housing,
Emphasizing, in the light of the long-term consequences
reflecting the spending patterns -of staff;
of this review, the desirability in the review process for
(ii)
Major simplification of the post adjustment sysclose co-operation between the Commission, the organizatem, including eliminating negative post adjusttions of the United Nations common system and the staff
ment, separating out the housing component,
representatives,
streamlining the cost-of-living survey and com1. Requests the International Civil Service Commisputation process;
sion, as a priority, to pursue the comprehensive review
(c)
The.Commission should also review the rationale
and, if necessary, to adjust its programme of work and
and magnitude of all elements of remuneration;
schedule of meetings for 1989, in order to provide .conditions for substantive discussion and finalization of the
( 3 ) Motivation and prodtlctivity
comprehensive review at its second session of 1989;
Consideration should be given to enhancing productivity through the introduction of incentives for merit
and rewards on promotion payable on a one-time basis.
r l ~ c p Gerrerol Assembly, Forcy-rl:ird S L ) S S ~ O I ~ . coi~pledwith less finoricial reward for ionpevity. which
q.' Official Rccorrls
Str p l c n ~ r t t1%~.
~ 30 and corrigendum (A/43i30 and Corr.1).
should be linked to a more rigorous performance ap4: Ibid., Sttpplemetir :Yo. 7 (.4/33/7 and Add.1-15). docurnr'nr
praisal system. Corisideration should also be given to the
A/43/7/AJd.3;
and A/C.5/43/ 11 and .4dd. 1. A/C.5/43/19, A /
intrsiiuction of administrative arrangemenis and cf
C.5/4j.'21 a t ~ dA/C.5/43/26.
13. Reqlrests the Secretary-Gencral, as Chairman of
the Administrative Committee or1 Co-ordirintion, to review and appraise the measures already taken to enhance
the proper functioning, safety and protection of international civil servants and to modify them where necessary.
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W I . Resolutions adopted on the

5. Requesls the Secretary-General to make every effort to increase the representation of women from
: those countries with a low representation of women;
6. Also requests the Secretary-General, in accor7 djnce with General Assembly resolution 441185 C of 19
December 1989, to develop an action programme for
the advancement of women in the Secretariat for the
period 1991-1995, incorporating as necessary the unfulfilled points of the 1985-1990 action programme and to
report thereon to the Assembly at its forty-sixth session;
7. Further requests the Secretary-General to include
in the action programme for the advancement of
women in the Secretariat for the period 1991-1995: (a)
a comprehensive evaluation and analysis by the Secretariat of the main obstacles to the improvement of tlie
status
of women in the Organization; (b) proposed
measures to overcome the underrepresentation of
women from certain Member States; and (c) a detailed
Trogramme of activities, including monitoring proce.lures and a timetable for their completion;
8. Requests the Secretary-General to maintain the
existing Secretariat machinery and to consider the adequacy of the existing machinery to implement the action
programme, taking account of the work-loads in the relevant offices, and to report thereon when submitting
:. the action programme for the period 1991-1995;
9: Requests Member States to continue to support
the efforts of the United Nations, the specialized agencies and related organizations to increase the participation of women in the Professional category and above
by, inter alia, nominating more women candidates, especially for senior policy-level and decision-making
posts, by encouraging women to apply for vacant posts
and by creating national rosters of women candidates
to be.shared with the Secretariat, specialized agencies
and related organizations.
:
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72nd plenary meeting
21 December 1990
51240. Respect for the privileges and immunities of

officials of the United Nations and the specialized agencies and related organizations
-"

The GeneralAssembly,

. . Recalling that, under Article 100 of the Charter of the

'

1

,

f

United Nations, each Member of the United Nations
undertakes to respect the exclusively international
character of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General and the staff and not to seek to influence them in
the discharge of their responsibilities,
Also recalling that, under Article 105 of the Charter,
a11 officials of the Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each of its Member States such privileges and
immunities as are necessary for the independent exer- . cise of their functions in connection with the Organization,
Further recalling the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations:' the Convention on
the Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agen-
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Resolution 22 A (I).

United Nations Development Programme Standard
Basic Assistance Agreements,
Stressing that respect for the privileges and immunities of officials of the United Nations and the specialized agencies is becoming even more imperative owing
to the growing number of assignments entrusted to the
organizations of the United Nations system by the
member States,
Recalling its resolution 76 (I) of 7 December 1946, in
which it approved the granting of the privileges and immunities referred to in articles V and VII of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United
Nations to all members of the staff of the United Nations, with the exception of those who are recruited locally and are assigned to hourly rates,
Abo recalling its resolution 431173 of 9 December
1988, to which is annexed the Body of Principles for the
Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment, including the principle that all
persons under arrest or detention shall be provided
whenever necessary with medical care and treatment,
Reiterating the obligation of all officials of the Organization in the conduct of their duties to observe fully
both the laws and regulations of Member States and
their duties and responsibilities to the Organization,
Affirming that persistent obstruction of the exercise
of the duties of United Nations officials constitutes an
obstacle to the implementation of the mission entrusted
by the member States to the organizations of the
United Nations system and may affect programme delivery,
Mindful of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General to safeguard the functional immunity of all United
Nations officials,
--.- - :r-.
Mindful also of the importance 'in this respect of the
provision by Member States of adequate and immediate information concerning the arrest and detentio~of
staff members and, more particularly, their granting of
access to them,
Bearing in mind the considerations of the SecretaryGeneral to guarantee appropriate standards of justice
and due process to United Nations officials,
Reaffirming its previous resolutions on this subject,
1. Takes note with grave concern of the report of the
Se~retary-General,3~
submitted on behalf of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, and of the developments indicated therein, in particular the significant number of new cases of arrest and detention;
2. Deplores the incrcase in the number of cases
where the functioning, safety and well-being of officials
have been placed in jeopardy;
3. Also deplores the disregard for Article 105 of the
Charter of the United Nations displayed by some Member States;
4. Cnlls upon all Member States scrupulously to respect thc privileges and immunities enjoyed by officials
of the United Nations and the specialized agencies and
38 Resolution 179 (11).
39 A/C5/45/10 and Corr.1.
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related organizations and to refrain from any acts that
would impede such officials in the performance of their
functions, thereby seriously affecting the proper functioning of the organizations;
5. Uqes Member States and others responsible for
thc illegal detention of United Nations staff members
to release them immediately;
6. Calls upon the Secretary-General to use all such
means as are available to him to bring about an expeditious solution of the cases still pending, which were
referred to in his report;
7. Urges the Secretary-General to give priority to
the prompt follow-up of cases of arrest, detention and
other possible matters relating to the security and
proper functioning of officials of the United Nations
and the specialized agencies and related organizations;
8. Calls upon those Member States holding under
arrest or detention officials of the United Nations and
the specialized agencies and related organizations to
enable the Secretary-General or the executive head of
the organization concerned to exercise fully the right of
functional protection inherent in the relevant multilateral conventions and bilateral agreements, particularly
with respect to immediate access to detained staff members;
9. Calls upon all Member States to take the necessary measures in order to promote knowledge of and
compliance with the Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or
Imprisonment, including the principle that all persons
under arrest or detention shall be ~rovidedwhenever
necessary with medical care and trgatment;
10. Affirms that, in providing medical assistance,
thc use of independent medical teams should be considered;
11. Calls upon the staff of the United Nations and
the specialized agencies and related organizations to
comply fully with the provisions of Article 100 of the
Charter and with the obligations resulting from the
Staff Regulations and Rules of the United Nations, in
particular regulation 1.8, and from the equivalent provisions governing the staff of the other agencies;
12. Takes note with concern of the restrictions on
duty travel of officials as indicated in the report of the
Secretary-General;
13. Also takes note with concern of the information
contained in the report of the Secretary-General related to taxation on salaries and emoluments, and requests the Member States concerned and the SecretaryGeneral to agree urgently on the appropriate action to
be taken;
14. Calls upon all Member States otherwise impeding officials of the United Nations and the specialized
agencies and related organizations in the proper discharge of their duties to review the cases and to co-ordinate their efforts with the Secretary-General or the
executive head of the organization concerned to resolve
each case with all due speed;
15. Calls upon the Secretary-General, as chief administrative officer of the United Nations, to continue
personally to act as the focal point in promoting and
ensuring the observance of tho privileges and immuni-

ties of officials of the United Nations and the specialized agencies and related organizations by using all
such means as are available to him;
16. u16cJdii hlbiiib~rStates that have not yet become parties to thc existing international legal instruments covering the question of privileges and immunities of officials, in particular to the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations3' and
the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
Specialized Agencies:* to do so promptly;
17. Welcomes the advisory opinion of 15 December
1989 of the International Court of Justice on the applicability of article VI, section 22, of the Convention on
the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations40
that this section is applicable to persons other than
United Nations officials to whom a mission has been
entrusted by the Organization and who are therefore
entitled to enjoy the privileges and immunities provided
for in that section with a view to the independent exercise of their function;
18. Requests the Secretary-General, as Chairman of
the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, to review and appraise the measures already taken to enhance the proper functioning, safety and protection of
international civil servants;
19. Also requests the Secretary-General, in compiling the information for incorporation into the reports
on privileges and immunities of officials submitted on
behalf of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, to include, to the extent possible, the views of the
Member States.

72nd plenary meeting
21 December 1990
451241. United Nations common system: report of

the International Civil Service Commission

The General Assembly,
*.
Having considered the sixteenth annual report of the
and other reInternational Civil Service Cornmis~ion~~
lated

1. Reaffirms the central role of the International
Civil Service Commission in the regulation and co-ordination of conditions of service, including pensionable
remuneration of all graded and ungraded staff, of the
United Nations common system;
2. E n d o m the efforts of the Commission to maintain the integrity and unity of those conditions of service in order to strengthen the effectiveness of common
system activities and to ensure equity of treatment of
all staff;
3. Reiterates its request to the Secretary-General and
to the executive heads of the organizations of the com40~ppli~obiliry
of Article VI, Sectiorr 22, of the Convenrion on the
PriviIeges ond Immunities of the Unired Narions, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J.
Re ons 1989, p. 177.
Oficiol Recor* of h e Gtwcral Assembly, Fony$f!h Session, SU&
plemenr No. -30 and addendum (A145130 and Add.1).
42 Ibid., Su plemenr No. 9 (A/45/9); ibid., Supplemenr No. 7 (Al4Si7
and
document Al45tliAdd.7; and A/C.5/45~23,AlC.5/45RJ
and hlC.5Mh3.
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the exclusively international character of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General and the staff and
not to seek to influence them in the discharge of their
responsibilities,
Further recalling the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations? the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies:
the Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the International Atomic Energy Agency and the United Nations
Development Programme Standard Basic Assistance
Agreements,
Stressing that respect for the privileges and immunities
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of officials of the United Nations and the special~zedagencies is becoming even more imperative owing to the growing number of assignments entrusted to the organizations
of the United Nations system by Member States,
Recalling its resolution 76 (I) of 7 December 1946, in
which it approved the granting of the privileges and immunities referred to in articles V and VII of the Convention
on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations
to all members of the staff of the United Nations, with
the exception of those who are recruited locally and are
assigned to hourly rates,
Also recalling its resolution 431173 of 9 December 1988,
to which is annexed the Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment, including'the principle that all persons under
arrest or detention shall be provided whenever necessary
with medical care and treatment,
Reiterating the obligation of all officials of the Organization in the conduct of their duties to observe fully both
0
the laws and regulations of Member States and their duties
and responsibilities to the Organization,
Mindful of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General
to safeguard the functional immunity of all United Nations
officials,
.-.
Mindful also of the importance in this respect of the
provision by Member States of adequate and immediate
information concerning the arrest and detention of staff
members and, more particularly, their granting of access to
them,
Bearing in mind the considerations of the SecretaryGeneral to guarantee appropriate standards of justice and
due process to United Nations officials,
1. Takes note with grave concern of the report submitted by the Secretary-General4on behalf of the members of
the Administrative Committee on Coordination, and of the
developments indicated therein;
2. Strongly deplores the unprecedented and still increasing number of fatalities which have occurred among
United Nations personnel, including those engaged in
peace-keeping operations;
0
3. Deplores the continuing existence of cases where
the functioning, safety and well-being of officials have
been placed in jeopardy;
4. Condemns and deplores the disregard for Article
105 of the Charter of the United Nations displayed by some
Member States;
I
I
5. Reafjrms in its entirety its resolution 451240 of
21 December 1990;
/
6 . Reiterates the importance of providing access of
United Nations medical teams to detained staff, and requests Member States to facilitate medical care deemed
ij
necessary by such teams;
I.
7. Requests the Secretary-General to take all necessary
ii
measures to ensure the safety of United Nations personnel,
as well as those, engaged in peace-keeping and humanitarian operations;
8. Reminds host countries of their responsibility for the
safety of peace-keeping and all United Nations personnel
on their tenitory;
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programmes assigned to the organizations of the 1
united
Nations system by Member States;
10. Requests the secretary-~encraland Member shtes
to continue their efforts to ensure respect for the privil
and immunities of officials, and requests the Secretcgcs
General to continue to submit, on behalf of the ~ d ~ t
trative Committee on Coordination, reports thereon to the
General Assembly.
.--
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,722ndplenarymeeting
25 November 1992
47/41.

Financing of the, United Nations Operation in
Somalia

i

The General Assenl bly,
Having considered the report of the Secretary-General .on the financing of the United Nations Operation in
SomaliaSand the related report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions:
Bearing in mind Security Council resolution 751 (1992)
of 24 April 1992, by which the Council, inter alia, decided
to establish under its authority a United Nations Operation -.
in Somalia, requested the Secretary-General to deploy
military observers to monitor the cease-fire in Mogadishu
and agreed, in principle, to the deployment of a United
Nations security force under the overall direction of the
Special Representative of the Secretary-General to provide security and to escort deliveries of humanitarian
supplies,
I
Bearing in mind also Security Council resolution 767
,
(1992) of 27 July 1992, by which the Council, inter alia,
approved the establishment of four operational zones in
Somalia as part of the consolidated Operation in Somalia
j
and Council resolution 775 (1992) of 28 August 1992, by
which the Council, inter alia, authorized the increase in the
strength of the Operation in Somalia,
Recognizing that the costs of the Operation in Somalia
are expenses of the Organization to be bprne by Member
States in accordance with Article 17, paiagraph 2, of the
Charter of the United Nations,
Recognizing also that, in order to meet the expenditures
caused by the Operation in Somalia, a different procedure
is required from the one applied to meet expenditures of
the regular budget of the United Nations, :
Taking into account the fact that the economically more
developed countries are in a position to make relatively
larger contributions and that the economically less developed countries have a relatively limited capacity to contribute towards such an operation,
Bearing in mind the special responsibilities of the States
permanent members of the Security Council, as indicated
in General Assembly resolution 1874 (S-IV) of 27 June
1963, in the financing of such operations,
Mindful of the fact that it is essential to provide the Operation in Somalia with the necessary financial resources
to enable it to fulfil its responsibilities under the relevant
resolutions of the Security Council,
1. Endorses the observations and recommendations
contained in the report of the Advisory Committee on
Administrative and Budgetary question^;^
2. Requests the Secretary-General to establish firm
internal control on all financial transactions, including

4
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promotion to the Professional category of staff
members from other categories;

staff, a report on the hiring and use of consultants, following
the format of past reports on the subject;I2'
(ix)

career development policy;

(x)

Linguistic qualifications in the context of the
performance appraisal system and the
recruitment and promotion policy;

(xi)

The feasibility of holding the national
competitive examinations in the six official
languages, including proposals to ensure that
nationals of Member States whose mother
tongue is not an official language of the United
Nations are not placed at a disadvantage;

(xii)

Mobility;

(xiii)

The appropriate action taken against personnel
responsible for malpractices identified by the
Board of Auditors;

The efforts made by the Secretary-General to
achieve the level of 70 per cent of permanent
appointments in posts subject to geographical
distribution;

(xiv)

qomprehensive policy guidelines on
consultants, to be submitted through the
Advisory Committee on Administrative and
Budgetary Questions;

Detailed proposals for the implementation of
a dual-track system of career and non-career
appointments;

(xv)

The hiring of retirees and the hiring and use of
consultants.

VII. REPORTING TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
~ e ~ u the
& Secretary-General to submit to the General
Assembly, under the appropriate agenda items, reports on the
following questions:
(a) A s soon aspossible
A family leave programme for United Nations staR

(6) At its resumedfif&$rst session
The findings of the review of the first cycle of the
performance appraisal system;
(c) At.itsfifp-secondsession
(i)

(ii)

(4 At itsfifp-third session
(i)

(ii)

Information on measures taken to ensure
equitable representation of Member States at the
senior and policy-making levels of the
Secretariat, to be included in the report on the
composition of the Secretariat;
The full implernentation of the strategy for the
management of the human resources of the
Organization;

(iii)

Delegation of authority;

(iv)

The simplification and streamlining of all
personnel rules and procedures;

(v)

Staff-management consultative mechanisms;

(vi)

The practices of Member States relative to
national staff representation;

(vii)

Proposals on the introduction of a probationary
period for successful candidates in the
competitive examination for promotion to the
Professional category of staff members from
other categories;

(viii)

The question of geographical imbalance
resulting from promotions of successful
candidates in the competitive examination for

9jth plenary meeting
3Apri11997
511227.

The General Assembly,
Recalling that, under Article 105 of the Charter of the
United Nations, all officials of the Organization shall enjoy in
the territory of each of its Members such privileges and
immunities as are necessary for the independent exercise of
their functions in connection with the Organization,
Also recalling that, under Article 100 of the Charter, each
Member of the United Nations undertakes to respect the
exclusively international character of the responsibilitiesof the
Secretary-General and the staff and not to seek to influence
them in the discharge of their responsibilities,
Further recalling the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations,'*' the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agen~ies,'~
the
Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the
International Atomic Energy AgencyIz4and the United Nations
Development Programme Standard Basic Assistance
Agreements,

'21
'?I

,415
11.533, para. 43.

Respect for the privileges and immunities of
officials of the United Nations and the
specialized agencies and related organizations

'.?I

Resolution 22 A (1).
Resolution 179 (11).
United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 374, p. 147.

Sfrasing that respect for the privileges and immunities of
officials of the United Nations and the specialized agencies is
becoming even more imperative owing to the growing number
of assignments entrusted by Member States to the
organizations of the United Nations system,
Recalling its resolution 76 (I) of 7 December 1946, in
which it approved the granting of the privileges and
immunities referred to in articles V and VII of the Convention
on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations to all
members of the staff of the United Nations, with the exception
of those who are recruited locally and are assigned to hourly
rates,
Also recalling its resolution 431173 of 9 December 1988,
to which is annexed the Body of Principles for the Protection
of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment,
including the principle that all persons under arrest or
detention shall be provided whenever necessary with medical
care and treatment,

3. Deplores the risks confronting United Nations
personnel, including those engaged in peacekeeping and
humanitarian operations and locally recruited staff;
4.
Requests the Secretary-General to submit to the
General Assembly at its fifty-second session a report on
respect for the privileges and immunities of officials of tile
United Nations and the specialized agencies and related
organizations as well as their security and safety;

5. Also requests the Secretary-General to pay special
anention to Member States' restrictions, which may impede the
ability of officials of the United Nations and the specialized.
agencies and related organizationsto cany out their functions,
and to report thereon to the General Assembly at its fifty-third
session.

95th plenary meeting
3 April 1997

Reiterating the obligation of all officials of the
Organization in the conduct of their duties to observe fully
both the laws and regulations of Member States and their
duties and responsibilities to the Organization,

511228.

Mindf;I of the responsibility of the Secretary-General to
safeguard the fUnctiona1 immunity of all United Nations
officials,

Having considered the report of the Secretary-Generalon
the financing of the Military Observer Group of the United
Nations Mission for the Verification of Human Rights and of
Compliance with the Commitments of the Comprehensive
Agreement on Human Rights in G~atemala'~'
and the related
report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and
Budgetary question^,'^^

Mindjirl also of the importance in this respect of the
immediate provision by Member States of adequate
information concerning the arrest and detention of staff
members and, more particularly, of their granting access to
them,
Bearing in mind the responsibility of the SecretaryGeneral to guarantee appropriate standards of justice and due
process to United Nations officials,
Recalling the relevant conventions and also its resolution
49/59 of 9 December 1994, by which it adopted the
Convention on the Safety of United Nations and Associated
Personnel, and its resolution 511137 of 13 December 1996,
1. Takes note of the report of the Secretary-General on
respect for the privileges and immunities of officials of the
United Nations and the specialized agencies and related
organizations, as well as their security and safety,It5 and of the
statement made to the Fifth Committee by the United Nations
Security Coordinator on 15 October 1996;126
2. Expresses its deep appreciation to United Nations
personnel, including those engaged in peacekeeping and
humanitarian operations and locally recruited staff, for their
efforts to contribute to achieving peace and security and to
alleviating the suffering of the people living in areas of
conflict;

NC.515 10.
See O#cial Records of the General Assembly, Fa ty-first Session,
F$h Committee,7th meeting (NC.515 1/SR.7), an corrigendum.
'26

d
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Financing of the Military Observer Group of
the United Nations Verification Mission in
G~atemaia'~'

The General Assembly,

Recalling Security Council resolution 1094 (1997) of 20
January.1997, in which the Council authorized the attachment
to the United Nations Mission for the Verification of Human
Rights and of Compliance with the Commitments of the
Comprehensive Agreement on Human Rights in Guatemala of
a group of one hundred and fifty-five military observers and
requisite medical personnel for a period of three months.
Recognizing that the costs of the Observer Group are
expenses of the Organization to be borne by Member States in
accordance with Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter of the
United Nations,
Recognizing also that, in order to meet the expenditures
caused by the Observer Group, a different procedure is
required from that applied to meet expenditures of the regular
budget of the United Nations,
Taking into account the fact that the economically more
developed countries are in a position to make relatively larger
contributions and that the economically less developed

':' In accordance with resolutiqn 511198 B, aragraph 5, the United
Nations Mission for the Venfieation of Ruman Rights and of
Compliancewith the Commitments of the ComprehensiveAgreement
on Human Rights in Guatemala has been renamed the United Nations
Verification blission in Guatemala
12' N511815.
'" A15 11826.
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Respect f o r t h e p r i v i l e g e s and i m m u n i t i e s of o f f i c i a l s
o f t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s a n d t h e s@ecialized a g e n c i e s

Report o f t h e Secretary-General
,

.

1980, t h e G e n e r a l Assembly a p p e a l e d t o a l l
and immunities a c c o r d e d t o o f f i c i a l s o f t h e
N a t i o n s a n d t h e s p e c i a l i z e d a g e n c i e s by t h e W n v e n t i o n s o n t h e p r i v i l e g e s
o f t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s and o f t h e S p e c i a l i z e d Agencies. The
was r e q u e s t e d t o b r i n g t h e r e s o l u t i o n t o t h e a t t e n t i o n o f a l l
a n d bodies o f t h e United N a t i o n s s y s t e m a n d t o r e p o r t t o t h e
o f t h e P d r n i n i s t r a t i v e o m n i t t e e o n Co-ordination (RCC),
s t a t u s o f t h e s t a f f members o f t h e
g ~ ~ a n i z a t i oo nr o f t h e s p e c i a l i z e d a g e n c i e s had n o t b e e n f u l l y r e s p e c t e d .
&-.

6.

P u r s u a n t t o p a r a g r a p h 2. o f r e s o l u t i o n 3512 2, on 6 F e b r u a r y 1 9 8 1 t h e L e g a l
b u n s e l a d d r e s s e d l e t t e r s t o t h e s p e c i a l i z e d a g e n c i e s , t h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l Atomic
5Energy Agency (IAEA) and t h e G e n e r a l Agreement o n T a r i f f s and T r a d e (GATT), a s w e l l
$as t o t h e a p p r o p r i ' a l e o f f i c e s and o r g a n s of t h e United N a t i o n s s y s t e m , drawing t o
:!their a t t e n t i o n t h e t e x t o f t h e r e s o l u t i o n and r e q u e s t i t q any re l e v a n t i n £ ormation.

8

:.3* At i t s f i r s t r e g u l a r s e s s i o n i n 1981, ACC adppted d e c i s i o n 1981/8, i n which it
:took n o t e of G e n e r a l Assembly r e s o l u t i o n 35/212 and c o n c l u d e d t h a t f o r t h e p u r p o s e s
:Of f u r n i s h i n g i n £ o r m a t i o n :
( a ) The l a w g o v e r n i n g t h e s t a t u s , p r i v i l e g e s and i m m u n i t i e s o f s t a f f members
should c o n s i s t p r i n c i p a l l y of t h e C h a r t e r o f t h e United N a t i o n s a n d o t h e r
' . c o n s t i t u e n t i n s t r u m e n t s of t h e o r g a n i z a t i o n s concerned, t h e C o n v e n t i o n s o n t h e
:. P r i v i l e g e s a n d I m m u n i t i e s of t h e United Nations, o f - t h e s p e c i a l i z e d a g e n c i e s and of
;.I~
t hA
e v a,r i o u s H e a d q u a r t e r s Agreements, t h e S t a n d a r d B a s i c A s s i s t a n c e ~ ~ r e e m e n t s
.'Of t h e United N a t i o n s Development Programme and t h e p r a c t i c e d e v e l o p e d by t h e
.. United N a t i o n s s y s t e m i n re spect of t h e implementation o f t h e f o r e g o i n g Agreement st

.A/C. 5/36/21
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(b) The term " s t a f f nl$mbersl' s h o u l d c o v e r o f f i c i a l s , e x p e r t s o n m i s s i o n ,
l o c a l l y r e c r u i t e d employees a n d , i n g e n e r a l , a l l p e r s o n s pe r f o n i n g f u n c t i o n s or
s e r v i c e s f o r t h e United N a t i o n s s y s t e m 1

/'

(c) The t e r m " c a s e s " s h o u l d r e l a t e s o l e l y t o i n s t a n c e s where a n a c t u a l ,
v e r i f i e d b r e a c h o f t h e s t a t u s o f a n i n d i v i d u a l s t a f f member had o c c u r r e d , which
b r e a c h had n o t b e e n remedied by t h e Government c o n c e r n e d .

I

from t h e f o l l o w i ~ q
4.
The r e p o r t which f o l l o w s i s b a s e d o n
o r g a n s , o r g a n i z a t i o n s and b o d i e s o f t h e
(ECLA) , Economic and S o c i a l
3 1 August 1981: . Economic @ m i s s i o n for
Cbmmission f o r Asia and t h e P a c i f i c (ESCAP) ,
A f r i c a (ECA)
Economic Commission f o r W e s t e r n A s i a (EcWA),
N a t i o n s D i s e n ~ a g e m e n tO b s e r v e r
f c e (UNDO??) , United N a t i o n s Peace-keeping
Cyprus (UNFXCYP) I U n i t e d
United N a t i o n s I n t e r i m Force
N a t i o n s I n d u s t r i a l ~ e v e l o p m e n tO r g a n i z a t i o n
i n Lebanon (UNIFIL),
i n Palestine
(UN?SO), O f f i c e o f t h e United
Refugees (UNHCR),
Refugees i n t h e Near E a s t
U n i t e d N a t i o n s Relief and
(UNRWA) , U n i t e d
N a t i o n s Development
Food a n d A g r i c u l t u r e
Programme (UNDP) I n t e r n a t i o n a l
O r g a n i z a t i o n of t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s ( ~ bU)
n i,
ted Nations Educational, S c i e n t i f i c
and Q l l t u r a l O r g a n i z a t i o n (UNESCO)./ ~ n t e r n a t i o n a lC i v i l A v i a t i o n O r g a n i z a t i o n
(ICAO) , World H e a l t h Organizat$oh (WHO), I n t e r n a t i o n a l Monetary Fund (IMF') , World
I n t e l l e c t u a l P r o p e r t y O r g a n s z a t i o n ( W I P O ) and IAEA.

,

,

,

A r r e s t and d e t e n t i o n . of s t a f f members

I

5.
The l a r g e s t number o f r e p o r t e d c a s e s r e l a t e t o b r e a c h e s a r i s i n g f r o m t h e
arrest and d e t e n t i o n o f s t c t f f members. The i n c r e a s e i n t h e number of s u c h c a s e s i n
r e c e n t y e a r s l e d t o t h e i s s u a n c e by t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s A s s i s t a n t S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l
f o r G e n e r a l S e r v i c e s i n January 1980 o f a memorandum o n t h e immediate r e p o r t i n g of
a r r e s t and d e t e n t i o n o f s t a f f members, o t h e r a g e n t s o f t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s and
xmbers o f t h e i r f a m i l i e s . The memorandum was a d d r e s s e d t o t h e DEecutive
- 1 c r e t a r i e s of t h e r e g i o n a l commissions, UIM re s i d e n t r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s ,
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s o f UNICEF, d i r e c t o r s o f U n i t e d N a t i o n s i n £ o r m a t i o n c e n t r e s , and
h e a d s o f U n i t e d N a t i o n s peace-keeping m i s s i o n s .

-

4

Based o n t h e immunity p r o v i s i o n s of t h e C h a r t e r and t h e P r i v i l e g e s and
Immunities C o n v e n t i o n s and Agreements, t h e memorandum r e s t a t e s t h e p o s i t i o n
c o n s t a n t l y u p h e l d by t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s t h a t when a g o v e r n m e n t a l a u t h o r i f y a r r e s t s
; o r d e t a i n s a United N a t i o n s s t a f f member, w h e t h e r i n t e r n a t i o n a l l y o r l o c a l l y
: r e c r u i t e d , t h e United N a t i o n s h a s t h e r i g h t t o v i s i t and c o n v e r s e w i t h t h e s t a f f
: member', t o be a p p r i s e d o f t h e g r o u n d s f o r t h e a r r e s t o r d e t e n t i o n , i n c l u d i n g t h e
main f a c t s and f o r m a l c h a r g e s , t o assist t h e s t a f f member i n a r r a n g i n g f o ' r l e g a l
c.ounseL and t o a p p e a r i n l e g a l . p r o c e e d i n g s t o d e f e n d any U n i t e d N a t i o n s i n t e r e s t
a f f e c t e d by t h e a r r e s t o r d e t e n t i o n .
. 6.

I

7.
T h e . U n i t e d N a t i o n s p o s i t i o n i n t h i s r e g a r d , which i s s h a r e d by t h e s p e c i a l i z e d
a g e n c i e s , i s based o n a number o f c o n s i d e r a t i o n s . F i r s t , t h e d i s t i n c t i o n between

,.:>:i$,'! .v.E
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i$tsperformed i n a n o f f i c i a l c a p a c i t y and t h o s e performed i n a p r i v a t e c a p a c i t y ,
;.~~i,.h l i e s a t t h e h e a r t of t h e c o n c e p t of f u n c t i o n a l immunity, i s a q u e s t i o n of
fist which depends o n t h e c i r c u m s t a n c e s o f t h e p a r t i c u l a r c a s e . The , p o s i t i o n of
--theu n i t e d N a t i o n s i s t h a t i t i s e x c l u s i v e l y f o r t h e S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l t o d e t e r m i n e
i the e x t e n t o f t h e d u t i e s and f u n c t i o n s o f United Nations o f f i c i a l s .
....,;'ti
.
..
Second, it f o l l o w s from t h e a d v i s o r y o p i n i o n of t h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l Court of
;!'.'astice o f 11 A p r i l 1949 o n r e p a r a t i o n s f o r i n j u r i e s s u f f e r e d i n t h e s e r v i c e of t h e
!united N a t i o n s t h a t t h e United N a t i o n s h a s a r i g h t of f u n c t i o n a l p r o t e c t i o n of
of i t s s t a f f members i n r e s p e c t o f whom a S t a t e p o s s i b l y may have v i o l a t e d
t,.its i n t e r n a t i o n a l o b l i g a t i o n s .
,

,

/;'those

Third., t o e n a b l e t h e S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l t o make t h e d e t e r m i n a t i o n whether a n
done i n ' t h e c o u r s e o f o f f i c i a l f u n c t i o n s and, i n t h e a f f i r m a t i v e , t o d e c i d e
t o waive immunity, a s w e l l a s t o e n a b l e t h e O r g a n i z a t i o n t o e x e r c i s e its
f u n c t i o n a l p r o t e c t i o n , t h e r e must be a n adequate o p p o r t u n i t y t o l e a r n t h e
t h e c a s e . Where a s t a f f m e m b e r h a s b e e n a r r e s t e d o r i s i n d e t e n t i o n , t h e
o p p o r t u n i t y i s t h r o u g h access t o t h e s t a f f member concerned.
t h e p o s i t i o n o u t l i n e d above has, o n t h e whole, been r e s p e c t e d and
by Member S t a t e s , t h e r e have been a number o f c a s e s d u r i n g t h e
:@resent
r
e
p
o
r
t
i
n g p e r i o d i n which t h e United N a t i o n s and speciali?;ed a g e n c i e s have
p
k
b.......
e n denied a c c e s s t o a r r e s t e d o r d e t a i n e d s t a f f members and, i n g e n e r a l , have been
:prevented from e x e r c i s i n g t h e i r r i g h t of f u n c t i o n a l p r o t e c t i o n .
h a s r e p o r t e d a t o t a l o f 26 c a s e s o f a r r e s t and d e t e n t i o n o f Agency s t a f f

rs i n t h e Gaza S t r i p , t h e West Bank, e a s t J o r d a n and t h e S y r i a n Arab
lic. Of t h e s e s t a f f members, 22 were r e l e a s e d , w i t h o u t having b e e n charged
t o t r i a l , a f t e r p e r i o d s o f d e t e n t i o n ranging from 4 . d a y s t o 1 0 weeks.
w $ s t a f f member i n t h e Gaza S t r i p w a s b r o u g h t t o t r i a l a f t e r having b e e n d e t a i n e d
- " f k t f i v e months, s e n t e n c e d t o a t e r m of imprisonment and s u b s e q u e n t l y r e l e a s e d .

kfi+

@+,- Of t h e
'u;.

remaining t h r e e UNRWA s t a f f members, Mr. ~ u g h M
i u s t a f a Ahmad,
&$,O?.instructor a t t h e Kalandia v o c a t i o n a l T r a i n i r q Centre i n t h e West Bank,
8'sentenced t o a term of f i v e y e a r . s imprisonment o n 5 March 19 81;
e d i n e Hussein Abu Khreish, a t e a c h e r o f ' m a t h e m a t i c s a t K a s t a l S c h o o l
D ~ a ~ ~ uh as s, b, e e n h e l d i n d e t e n t i o n i n t h e S y r i a n Arab R e p u b l i c s i n c e
1980 w i t h o u t having been c h a r g e d o r brought t o t r i a l ; and
t ' . m a l l a h Daher H a y a t l i , a t e a c h e r a t . A l J i s h School i n Horns, S y r i a n Arab
c,. h a s been .missing s i n c e 2 0 A p r i l 1988 w i t h o u t any r e c o r d of h i s a r r e s t
t e n t i o n . M r . Sughi Mustafa Ahmad and M r . ~ z z e d i n e~ u s s e i nAbu K h r e i s h a r e
t o have been members of p r o s c i b e d o r g a n i z a t i o n s .
I n a l l t h e s e cases,
r, UNRWA h a s e x p e r i e n c e d d i f f i c u l t i e s i n o b t a i n i n g a d e q u a t e and t i m e l y
a t i o n and, c o n s e q u e n t l y , h a s been u n a b l e t o a s c e r t a i n whether o f f i c i a l
n s have been involved.
h a s r e p o r t e d 11 c a s e s of a r r e s t and d e t e n t i o n o f s t a f f members o r t h e i r
a n t s i n t w o of which t h e r e i s e v i d e n c e o f a c l e a r v i o l a t i o n o f t h e s t a t u s o f
I n Uganda, a l o c a l l y r e c r u i t e d d r i v e r w a s a s s a u l t e d
taff member concerned.
@ t a i n e d w h i l e o n d u t y , and i n t h e United Arab Emirates, a non-national,

,
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l o c a l l y r e c r u i t e d s t a f f m e m b e r was a r r e s t e d o n UNDP p r e m i s e s . No f o r m a l
were f i l e d by t h e a u t h o r i t i e s c o n c e r n e d i n e i t h e r of t h e cases, a n d f o l l o w i n g th;"
... 3
i n t e r v e n t i o n of U n i t e d N a t i o n s o f f i c i a l s , t h e s t a f f members were p r o m p t l y
'3
released.
.. 8
.t

..-.

+-

1 4 . The c a s e of o n e UNDP s t a f f m e m b e r , A l i c j a Wesolowska, a r r e s t e d i n August 1979
i n h e r n a t i v e c o u n t r y , B l a n d , w h i l e e n r o u t e t o a new a s s i g n m e n t , i s s t i l l
pending. The s t a f f member was t r i e d o n c h a r g e s o f h a v i n g engaged i n a c t i v i t i e s
d e t r i m e n t a l t o t h e s e c u r i t y i n t e r e s t s o f Poland, c o n v i c t e d by a m i l i t a r y t r i b u n a l , ,
and s e n t e n c e d t o a term of s e v e n y e a r s imprisonment. S i n c e a l l a c c e s s t o t h e staff
member h a s b e e n d e n i e d t o t h e United N a t i o n s , t h e S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l h a s been Unable
t o v e r i f y t h e n a t u r e o f t h e a l l e g e d v i o l a t i o n a n d , i n g e n e r a l , h a s been prevented
from e x e r c i s i n g f u n c t i o n a l p r d t e c t i o n . During t h e p e r i o d u n d e r review, t h e
S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l c o n t i n u e d h i s e f f o r t s t o s e c u r e t h e r e l e a s e o f t h e s t a f f member,'
I n a l e t t e r d a t e d 1 2 J a n u a r y 1981 a d d r e s s e d t o t h e Chairman o f t h e C o u n c i l o f State
o f t h e P o l i s h P e o p l e ' s R e p u b l i c , t h e s e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l r e i t e r a t e d a n e a r l i e r appeal
f o r clemency i n t h i s c a s e .
I n h i s r e s p o n s e , t h e Chairman of t h e C o u n c i l o f S t a t e .,:
s t a t e d t h a t t h e r e q u e s t for clemency "can be examined e x c l u s i v e l y o n h u m a n i t a r i a n . $
The a p p e a l
grounds, t a k i n g . i n t o a c c o u n t a l l t h e circumstances o f t h e case".
p,
was renewed by a c a b l e d message f r o m t h e S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l o n 1 7 April 1981.
. ftj
On 24 J u l y 1981, t h e S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l r e q u e s t e d t h e p e r s o n a l i n t e r v e n t i o n o f t h e
F i r s t S e c r e t a r y o f t h e C e n t r a l Committee o f t h e P o l i s h U n i t e d Workers P a r t y i n
q;
o r d e r t o o b t a i n clemency. Although t h e S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l h a s b e e n informed on a :$
number o f o c c a s i o n s t h a t h i s a p p e a l i s under p o s i t i v e c o n s i d e r a t i o n , no d e c i s i o n ci:
h a s y e t b e e n t a k e n by t h e P o l i s h a u t h o r i t i e s .
%;

s

~

,

15. UNICEF h a s r e p o r t e d t h e arrest and d e t e n t i o n o f t h r e e ' s t a f f m e m b e r s , two i n . .
A f g h a n i s t a n a n d o n e i n Mozambique.
I n A f g h a n i s t a n , a n i n t e r n a t i o n a l o f f i c i a l was
.
a r r e s t e d , q u e s t i o n e d f o r t w o and one-half h o u r s , r e l e a s e d and r e q u e s t e d t o l e a v e
t h e c o u n t r y ; a l o c a l l y r e c r u i t e d o f f i c i a l , M r . Tawakal, a r r e s t e d o n 30 June 1981, :
remains under d e t e n t i o n .
The L e g a l C o u n s e l h a s b e e n o f f i c i a l l y informed t h a t t h i s :
s t a f f member i s u n d e r i n v e s t i g a t i o n i n c o n n e x i o n w i t h s e c u r i t y m a t t e r s and t h a t
upon c o m p l e t i o n o f t h e i n t e r r o g a t i o n n o o b j e c t i o n w i l l b e p l a c e d o n a v i s i t by a
United N a t i o n s o f f i c i a l . I n Mozambique, a l o c a l l y r e c r u i t e d s t a f f member d e t a i n e d .
o n 6 March 1 9 8 1 was released o n 1 5 August 1 9 8 1 w i t h o u t h a v i n g been c h a r g e d o r s e n t
to trial.
'

16. The common l i n k i n t h e s e c a s e s h a s b e e n t h e d i f f i c u l t i e s e n c o u n t e r e d by UNICEF
i n p r o v i d i n g f u n c t i o n a l p r o t e c t i o n a t t h e t i m e o f a r r e s t or d u r i n g d e t e n t i o n
because o f t h e f a i l u r e -of t h e a u t h o r i t i e s c o n c e r n e d - , p r o v i d e timely i n f o r m a t i o n "
and a c c e s s t o t h e s t a f f members.
17. Two o f t h e r e g i o n a l commissions have drawn t h e a t t e n t i o n o f t h e
.
S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l t o e a r l i e r c a s e s i n v o l v i n g b r e a c h e s o f s t a t u s , p r i v i l e g e s and
immunities, a n d c o n c e r n i n g which t h e ~ n i t 3 6 d ati ions r i g h t o f f u n c t i o n a l p r o t e c t i o n
c o n t i n u e s t o be d e n i e d .
18. One l o c a l l y r e c r u i t e d s t a f f member o f t h e Economic Commission f o r Af r i c a (EcA)
w a s r e l e a s e d from p r i s o n i n E t h i o p i a i J u l y 1 9 8 1 a f t e r 2 1 months o f d e t e n t i o n .

,
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.other

l o ~ c l l : r~o c r l . ~ i + , ~
s tda f f members, M s . C e s t a , M s . Abay and Mr. Belay,

n t i o n i n E t h i o p i a a t t h e p r e s e n t time. M s . D e s t a was a r r e s t e d i n
s p i t e r e p e a t e d e f f o r t s o n t h e p a r t o f ECA o f f i c i a l s p e r m i s s i o n t o
t and c o n v e r s e w i t h t h e s t a f f member c o n t i n u e s t o be d e n i e d . No f o r m a l c h a r g e s
t h e s t a f f member h a v e been made known t o t h e United N a t i o n s . M s . Abay .was
ested i n August 1 9 7 9 and i n J a n u a r y 1980 was c h a r g e d w i t h h a v i n g p a r t i c i p a t e d i n
tivities".
She h a s been v i s i t e d i n p r i s o n by a n ECA s e c u r i t y
y was a r r e s t e d i n October 1978. Repeated r e q u e s t s by U n i t e d
r s a n d ECA f o r v i s i t i n g r i g h t s have been i g n o r e d o r d e n i e d .
B e l a y . i n f o r m e d ECA i n J u n e 1979 t h a t h i s c l o t h e s had b e e n
c a t i o n t h a t t h e s t a f f member was n o l o n g e r a l i v e . The
, t h e L e g a l C o u n s e l and t h e E x e c u t i v e S e c r e t a r y o f ECA have
p & e d l ~ s o u g h t t o o b t a i n v e r i f i c a t i o n of t h e whereabouts a n d / o r f a t e o f
Belay w i t h o u t s,uccess. I n t h e absenae o f any i n f o r m a t i o n r e g a r d i n g t h i s c a s e ,
c r e t a r y i s o b l i g e d t o draw t h e c o n c l u s i o n t h a t t h e s t a f f member d i e d w h i l e
p o r t e d n o cases i n t h e c u r r e n t p e r i o d b u t h a s s p e c i f i c a l l y drawn
l i e r v i o l a t i o n s i n v o l v i n g t h e a r r e s t o r a b d u c t i o n of t w o s t a f f
i n which t h e c o n d u c t o f t h e a u t h o r i t i e s h a s n e v e r b e e n e x p l a i n e d
o n of t h e U n i t e d Nations. The c a s e s o f Carmelo S o r i a and
s are t h e s u b j e c t of f o r m a l c l a i m s by' t h e O r g a n i z a t i o n . The
ned h a s d e n i e d r e s p o n s i b i l i t y i n t h e s e c a s e s a n d c o n s i d e r s them t o
g a t ion, i n accordance with domestic l e g a l procedures.
@.,

.

R e p o r t s h a v e b e e n r e c e i v e d from two o f t h e s p e c i a l i z e d a g e n c i e s r e g a r d i n g t h e
I n o n e case, a s t a f f member
p3.i-i r e s t a n d d e t e n t i o n o f i n t e r n a t i o n a l s t a f f members.
:of WHO w a s d e t a i n e d f o r 2 4 h o u r s b u t r e l e a s e d immediately, o n c e h i s s t a t u s was
. ; , ~ r i f i e d . I n t h e s e c o n d case, a h i g h o f f i c i a l o f UNESCO was a r r e s t e d i n March 1980
[and r e m a i n s u n d e r d e t e n t i o n a t t h e p r e s e n t time.
$20,

k

W:.

6i:

9.' :

g21. Mr. P e r c y S t u l z , t h e D i r e c t o r o f t h e C u l t u r a l H e r i t a g e D i v i s i o r i o f UNESCO and

... n a t i o n a l o f t h e German ~ e m o c r a t i cRepublic, was d e t a i n e d a n d a r r e s t e d w h i l e
r.7.

',~, , i s i t i n g h i s c o u n t r y i n March 1980.
, -'.\

'

The D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l o f UNESCO was a d v i s e d by
Eiovernmental a u t h o r i t i e s , a s w e l l as by a l e t t e r p u r p o r t i n g t o have b e e n w r i t t e n by
dk. S t u l z , t h a t i n v i e w o f t h e c r i m i n a l c h a r g e s l o d g e d a g a i n s t him a l l e g i n g
!activities a g a i n s t t h e S t a t e , he was o b l i g e d t o o f f e r h i s r e s i g n a t i o n from UNESCO.
!The D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l i n £ ormed t h e a u t h o r i t i e s c o n c e r n e d of ' t h e s t a t u s , p r i v i l e g e s
p d i m m u n i t i e s a t t a c h i n g t o UNESCO o f f i c i a l s by v i r t u e o f A r t i c l e 1 0 5 o f t h e
;Garter of t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s .and a r t i c l e WII o f t h e UWESCO C o n s t i t u t i o m , .and, i n
iE p a r t i c u l a r , drew t h e i r a t t e n t i o n t o t h e f a c t ' t h a t M r . S t u l z ' s immunity from l e g a l
I Process h a d n o t b e e n waived by t h e Director-General.
The D i r e c t o r - ~ e n e r a l i n £ ormed
;Mr. S t u l z t h a t h i s r e s i g n a t i o n c o u l d o n l y be c o n s i d e r e d i f s u b m i t t e d i n a c c o r d a n c e
:with t h e p r o c e d u r e s l a i d down i n t h e S t a f f R u l e s and a t h i s d u t y s t a t i o n , P a r i s .
:Further c o n t a c t s between t h e O r g a n i z a t i o n and t h e Government i n b o t h B e r l i n and
IP a r i s c o n f i r m e d t h e p o s i t i o n o f e a c h s i d e ,
8.:
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The c a s e was brought t o t h e a t t e n t i o n o f t h e E x e c u t i v e Board o f UNESCO a t '
109th s e s s i o n , h e l d from 30 A p r i l t o 6 June 1980. The E x e c u t i v e Board express
its concern r e g a r d i n g t h e c o n t i n u e d d e t e n t i o n o f M r . S t u l z a n d gave i t s f u l l 'L..
s u p p o r t t o t h e Dirctor-General f o r h i s e f f o r t s i n p u r s u i n g t h e r e l e a s e of t h e si
member. The Chairman o f t h e Executive Board a d v i s e d t h e P r e s i d e n t o f t h e Gecma<.
Democratic R e p ~ bic
l N a t i o n a l Commission f o r UNESCO o n 11 June 1980 o f t h e &)ar- I 8-;:,,,;,.
e,,,
action.
.,%%&
.:.>"g*
,<&;
22.

,7

....(?;<:-4
+.
23. On 24 August 1980, t h e Director-General o f UNESCO was informed by t h e
.t <4;.
Permanent ~ e p r e s e n t a t i v eo f t h e German D e m c r a t i c R e p u b l i c t h a t Mr. S t u l z had
4-q
-:;;T,:
&
:;
3
been sentenced by a B e r l i n m i l i t a r y c o u r t t o t h r e e y e a r s o f imprisonment.
On 1 2 September 1980, t h e E x e c u t i v e Board adopted a r e s o l u t i o n i n which it decided"$,!:
t o draw t h e q u e s t i o n t o t h e a t t e n t i o n of t h e UNESCO G e n e r a l Conference a t i t s
..?TE:!
W* .-.
'
Belgrade s e s s i o n , h e l d from 23 September t o 28 October 1980. The General
.?i~,:. 2
<,
'onference adopted r e s o l u t i o n 25.1, e n t i t l e d "Independence o f t h e i n t e r n a t i o n a l
:i.j
c 1i v i l s e r v i c e " , i n which, a f t e r e x p r e s s i n g i t s profound c o n c e r n t h a t a high
,.j -.j
,:
o f f i c i a l had been a r r e s t e d , d e t a i n e d and s e n t e n c e d t o a t e r m o f imprisonment
..
d e s p i t e t h e p r o t e s t s o f t h e Director-General and t h e E x e c u t i v e Board, it i n v i t e d
t h e Director-General t o c o n t i n u e h i s e f f o r t s to o b t a i n a s a t i s f a c t o r y s o l u t i o n
t h e problem. The t e x t o f t h e r e s o l u t i o n was c i r c u l a t e d b y . t h e Director-General tq$;#
a l l S t a t e s members o f UNESCO'on 27 February 1981, and i n a . l e t t e r t o t h e Pre~ide~t2d.z:
......
;;d
of t h e Council o f S t a t e o f t h e German Democratic R e p u b l i c , t h e Director-General ?,%.,.!$?;
.~!$~:~
r e q u e s t e d t h a t a f a v o u r a b l e r e p l y be given t o t h e r e q u e s t f o r t h e r e l e a s e o f
Mr. S t u l z . The Attorney-General of t h e German Democratic R e p u b l i c responded
n e g a t i v e l y t o t h a t r e q u e s t . A t i t s 112th s e s s i o n , i n May 1981, t h e Executive ~ o a r d ' '
.
a g a i n examined t h e c a s e , t a k i n g i n t o account t h e most r e c e n t developments and
';a
The E x e c u t i v e Board a d o p t e d d e c i s i o n 5.1.6
General Assembly r e s o l u t i o n 35/212.
.....
and a g a i n e x p r e s s e d i t s support' f o r t h e e f f o r t s o f t h e D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l .
A
&
=
,

. s
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24.
On 1 5 June 1981, a hand-written l e t t e r o f r e s i g n a t i o n from Mr. S t u l z was
t r a n s m i t t e d t o t h e Director-General.
On b e h a l f o f t h e Dir&ctor-General, t h e
A s s i s t a n t Director-General a d v i s e d Mr. S t u l z o n 1 J u l y 1981 t h a t h i s r e s i g n a t i o n . ' :
could o n l y be a c c e p t e d i f i t was made i n a c c o r d a n c e w i t h t h e normal procedures and.?.
.. .'
) r e s e n t e d a t t h e d u t y s t a t i o n ; t h e Director-General c o n t i n u e d t o r e g a r d him
a
:
s t a f f member, On 28 August 1981, M r . S t u l z wrote a n o t h e r l e t t e r t o t h e
Director-General i n which h e r e p e a t e d t h a t h e had r e s i g n e d from t h e s e c r e t a r i a t of"'
t h e Organization.

as

Immunity from l e g a l p r o c e s s

.t

.-

25. S e c t i o n 1 8 ( a ) o f t h e Convention on t h e P r i v i l e g e s and Immunities o f t h e
United Nations p r o v i d e s t h a t o f f i c i a l s o f t h e United N a t i o n s s h a l l b e immune from
l e g a l p r o c e s s i n r e s p e c t o f word's spoken o r w r i t t e n and a l l acts performed by them '
i n t h e i r o f f i c i a l c a p a c i t y . S i m i l a r provi,sions are t o b e found i n t h e o t h e r
p r i v i l e g e s and immunities i n s t r u m e n t s . The e x p r e s s i o n " l e g a l p r o c e s s v 1 h a s been
i n t e r p r e t e d by t h e United N a t i o n s a s comprising t h e e n t i r e j u d i c i a l proceedings by

4
j
i
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assumed j u r i s d i c t i o n and compels t h e a p p e a r a n c e o f t h e d e f e n d a n t a n d
o t h e r t h a n cases i n v o l v i n g arrest and d e t e n t i o n , which h a v e b e e n s e t o u t i n
5 - 2 2 a b o v e r o n l y o n e c a s e , i n v o l v i n g a s t a f f member o f t h e U n i t e d
t i o n s ~ n v i r o n m e n tProgramme, h a s been, r e p o r t e d i n which immunity f r o m l e g a l
was n o t f u l l y r e s p e c t e d .

EgCess

FBkmPtion from t a x a t i o n
):/

5

; ~ 7 . Few problems h a v e b e e n e n c o u n t e r e d i n t h e r e p o r t i n g period w i t h r e g a r d to t h e
tqUeseion of t a x a t i o n o n t h e s a l a r i e s and emoluments o f o f f i c i a l s . Where problems
ibave a r i s e n , u s u a l l y i n r e ~ p e c to f l o c a l l y r e c r u i t e d o f f i c i a l s , t h e matter h a s been
i s a t i s f a c t o r i l y r e s o l v e d , o n c e t h e l a w and p r a c t i c e o f t h e o r g a n i z a t i o n s h a s been
'explained. Although a small number o f c a s e s o f t h i s k i n d a r e p e n d i n g , t h e
I s e c r e t a r y - ~ e n e r a l is of t h e o p i n i o n t h a t t h e y d o n o t , a t t h e p r e s e n t t i m e , f a l l
r
t h e p u r v i e w o f r e s o l u t i o n 35/212.

ks'z.

&:

m immigration r e s t r i c t i o n s , a l i e n r e g i s t r a t i o n and t r a v e l

;

The immunity p r o v i s i o n s w i t h r e g a r d t o i m m i g r a t i o n r e s t r i c t i o n s are d e s i g n e d .
t o f a c i l i t a t e t h e unimpeded t r a v e l o f o f f i c i a l s .
The U n i t e d N a t i o n s
g h a s t a k e n t h e p o s i t i o n t h a t under s e c t i o n 1 8 (d) o f t h e C o n v e n t i o n o n t h e
f PriviZeges and I m m u n i t i e s of t h e United N a t i o n s , S t a t e s p a r t i e s t o t h e . Convention
I.are bound to i s s u e v i s a s t o o f f i c i a l s o f t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s w i t h o u t r e s t r i c t i o n s . 2/
:' Occasional d i f f i c u l t i e s i n t h i s r e g a r d have b e e n e n c o u n t e r e d by some o f t h e r e g i o n g l
1' commissions and by UNDP d u r i n g t h e r e p o r t i n g p e r i o d .

%:28,

principally

.

29. The most s e r i o u s a n d p e r s i s t e n t r e s t r i c t i o n s o n d u t y t r a v e l o f o f f i c i a l s have
been e n c o u n t e r e d by UNRWA. T h r e e i n t e r n a t i o n a l s t a f f members h a v e b e e n d e n i e d
' f a c i l i t i e s f o r t r a v e l o n o f f i c i a l d u t y i n t h e West Bank a n d t h e Gaza S t r i p by
. I s r a e l i a u t h o r i t i e s . Two l o c a l l y r e c r u i t e d s t a f f members h a v e a l s o b e e n r e f u s e d
entry i n t o t h e o c c u p i e d t e r r i t o r i e s . Although t h e m a t t e r h a s been t h e subjec,t o f
)repeated p r o t e s t s by t h e Agency and t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s L e g a l C o u n s e l , t h e
r e s t r i c t i o n s c o n t i n u e . The Agency h a s been g i v e n t o u n d e r s t a n d t h a t t h e d e n i a l of
f a c i l i t i e s i n t h e s e c a s e s r e l a t e s t o s e c u r i t y (though n o s p e c i f i c i n f o r m a t i o n a s
been g i v e n to t h e Agency) and t o t h e r e f u s a l o f some Governments to p e r m i t I s r a e l i
n a t i o n a l s employed i n i n t e r n a t i o n a l o r g a n i z a t i o n s t o v i s i t o r work i n t h e i r
.
t e r r i t o r y . These r e s t r i c t i o n s d o n o t apply t o Agency s t a f f members who j o i n e d
prior to 1974 and who h a v e a l r e a d y been c l e a r e d f o r t r a v e l i n t h e o c c u p i e d
t e r r i t o r i e s . The i n t e r n a t i o n a l s t a f f members whose t r a v e l i s t h u s r e s t r i c t e d a r e
n a t i o n a l s o f P a k i s t a n , S r i Lanka and T u n i s i a ; t h e l o c a l l y r e c r u i t e d s t a f f members
are n a t i o n a l s of Lebanon.
1/
Yearbook o f t h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l Law Commission, 1 9 6 7 ( U n i t e d N a t i o n s
P ~ b l i c a t i o n , S a l e s NO. E.68.V.2), p. 266, p a r a . 250.
2/

SalesNo.

U n i t e d N a t i o n s J u r i d i c a l Yearbook, 1 9 7 3 ( U n i t e d N a t i o n s p u b l i c a t i o n ,
E.75.V.1),
p . 168.

-
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30. One l o c a l l y r e c r u i t e d s t a f f member o f UNRWA, a n a t i o n a l o f Lebano
d e n i e d e n t r y i n t o t h e S y r i a n Arab R e p u b l i c . T h i s c a s e i s t h e s u b j e c t
n e g o t i a t i o n s b e t w e e n t h e Agency and t h e Government.

Duty-free i m p o r t a t i o n o f f u r n i t u r e a n d e f f e c t s
31.
S e c t i o n 1 8 ( g ) and 1 9 ( f ) o f t h e C b n v e n t i o n s o n t h e p r i v i l e g e s and hu
o f t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s and o f t h e S p e c i a l i z e d A g e n c i e s a c c o r d o f f i c i a l s the
d u t y - f r e e i m p o r t o f f u r n i t u r e and e f f e c t s upon f i r s t t a k i n g up t h e i r
t h i s h a s g e n e r a l l y been o b s e r v e d i n t h e p r a c t i c e o f S t a t e s , d i f f i c u l t i e s have
a r i s e n during t h e reporting period i n regard t o three Field Service
a s s i g n e d by t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s t o s e r v e w i t h ESCAP.

i 1

32. The Government o f T h a i l a n d h a s d e c l i n e d t o p e r m i t t h e d u t y - f r e e import of
p e r s o n a l a u t o m o b i l e s of t h e ' F i e l d S e r v i c e o f f i c e r s c o n c e r n e d , n o t w i t h s t a n d i g
e f f o r t s o f t h e @ m i s s i o n ' s s e c r e t a r i a t and t h e O f f i c e of L e g a l A f f a i r s t o secuf
c o m p l i a n c e w i t h t h e r e l e v a n t p r o v i s i o n s o f t h e C o n v e n t i o n and t h e ESCAP
I n view o f t h e i m p a s s e which h a s b e e n r e a c h e d i n the
& a d q u a r t e r s Agreement.
m a t t e r , t h e L e g a l C o u n s e l h a s c o n c l u d e d t h a t t h e r e e x i s t s a d i f f e r e n c e of
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n or a p p l i c a t i o n o f t h e i n s t r u m e n t s i n q u e s t i o n which
s e t t l e d i n a c c o r d a n c e w i t h t h e p r o c e d u r e s p r o v i d e d for i.n t h e Convention.
'

Distr.
GENEPAL

n/c. s i 3 s / l e
25 O c t o b e r 1985
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Uy r e s o l u t i o n 37/236 E o f 21 Uecemrjer 1922 ti.e Ge!,ersl :scc:.!?r,bl.y
a f t e r drawing
ention t o t h e u n p r e c e d e n t e d c h a r h c t e r of thl? iilSss a r r e s t by :he 1 s r a c l . i
h o r i t i e s i n t h e t e r r i t o r y o f Lebenon of a ? r e a t number of o f i i - i a l s o f t h e
ted N a t i o n s Relielc s n d Works hyency f o r P a l e s t i n e Refugees i t 1 t:.ftt Near E a s t
RWA), c a l l e d upon t h e S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l t o e s t a b l i s h t h e whercsiiollts, f i n d o u t
-4arges made and a r r a n g e a m e e t i n g w i t h t h e d e t a i i ~ e do f f i c i a l s , i n o r d e r t o
1
A t h e i r e a r l i e s t r e l e a s e and r e q u e s t e d h i m t o inform Member S t a t e s 2 r o r n ~ t l y
Out t h e iiieasures t a k e n by him and t h e i r r e s u 1 . t ~ .

I

AS wss i n d i c a t e d by t h e Secretary-(;r~.neral i n his r e p o r t t o t h e t h i r t y - s e v e n t h
ssion of t h e G e n e r a l Assembly e n t i t l e d "Respect f o r t h e p r i v i l e g e s -3113in;inuf,itie!5,
o f f i c i a l s o f t h e uniteif N a t i o n s a n d t h e s p e c i a l i z e d e g e n c i e s and r e l a t e d
9anizationsn (~/~.5/37/34), f c l l o w i f i g t h e I s r a e l i i n v a s i o n i n t o s o u t h I e b a n o n ir.
ne 1982, more t h a n >of! c a s e s o f a r r e s t o f UNR!+A s t a f f members i n Lebanon by the
Sixt:f-elaht s t a f f ~ i e m b c r sw e r e s t i l l
raeli Defence F o r c e s w e r e r e p o r t e d .
lieved t o i n d e t e n t i o l l on 1 7 m t o b e r 1983, 2'3 o f whom have been r e p o r t e d a r r e s t e d
1983 ( s e e a n n e x ) . Repeated a t t e m p t s have been made t o o b t a i n i n f o r m a t i o n
ardin9 t h e d e t a i n e d s t a f f , t o s e c u r e a c c e s s t o them and t o o b t a i n t h e i r e a r l y
ease, The s t e p s t h a t have been t a k e n i n t h i s r e g a r d a r e o u t l i n e d below.

L/

The D i r e c t o r , uI\IRVIA v e s t Bank F i e l d ~ f ' f i c e ,L/ t o o k up t h e m a t t e r w i t h t h e
i M i n i s t r y of F o r e i g n A f f a i r s a t a meeting on 1 9 J u l y 1982 a s soon a s UNRKA
d informati.on a b o u t t h e d e t e n t i o n of some members o f i t s s t a f f i n Lebanon by
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t h e I s r a e l i Def2nce F o r c e s 1159). T h i s was f o l l o w e d , a t t h e d i r e c t i o n o f UNRKIi
h ~ c C y u z r t e r s , u i t h a n o t e on 24 J u l y 1982 t o r h e M i n i s t r y of F o r e i g n A f f a i r s
for;~iircling a 2 S sr c;f s t a f f ther, known t o h a v e been a r r e s t e d - S i n c e t h e n UN3Nh has
f c l l m d e d a p p e r i c Z i c a l l y w i t h t h e I s r a e l i M i n i s t r y of F o r e i g n A f f a i r s a s w e l l a s
w i t h t h e I s r a e l i armed f o r c e s in Lebanon. Thus t h e Lebanon F i e l d O f f i c e took t h e
rnatzer up w i t h t h e l o c a l IDF cownand i n x e e t i n g s i n August and September 1982, a s
well a s i n writing.
4.

On 1 3 a n d 1 8 C c t o b e r 1982 t h e D i r e c t o r , UNRWA West Bank F i e l d o f f i c e ,
c o n t a c t e d t h e I s r a e l i W i n i s t r y o f F o r e i g n A f f a i r s w h i l e t h e UNRWA F i e l d O f f i c e i n
Lebanon c o n t i n u e d i t s e f f o r t s w i t h IDF t h e r e . On 1 3 December 1952, t h e
Conmissioner-General of U1JRk?& t o o k t h e m h t t e r up w i t h s e n i o r o f f i c i a l s o f t h e
I ~ t e r n a t i o n a lO r g a n i z a t i c n s Department of t h e I s r a e l i M i n i s t r y o f F o r e i g n A f f a i r s .
T h i s was f o l l o w e d by a l e t t e r o f 29 Cecember 1982 from t h e D i r e c t o r , UNRWA Xest
Bank F i e l d O f f i c e , t o the M i n i s t r y .

(

.-.

Oil 4 J a n u a r y 1983, t h e UNRWA F i e l d D i r e c t o r i n Lebanon, a t a m e e t i n g i n south
5.
Lebanon w i t h a n I s r a e l i m i n i s t e r a n d c e r t a i n o t h e r s e n i o r 1 s r a . e l i . o f f i c i a l s pressed..&*
!. 1
w a i n f o r a c c e s s t o s t a f f under d e t e n t i o n , f o r t h e i r e a r l y r e l e a s e a n d f o r
i n f o r m a t i o n o n then. A s t h i s meeting a l s o d i d n o t y i e l d c o n c r e t e r e s u l t s , t h e
Acting Commissioner-Gener81 of UNIt!-?A w r o t e t o t h e I s r a e l i M i n i s t r y o f F o r e i g n
'," ,
k f f ' a . i r s on 1 4 J a n u a r y 1 9 6 3, f o l l o w e d by a l e t t e r from t h e D i r e c t o r , UNRWA West Bank. !
F i e l d O f f i c e , on 1 5 ~ e b r u a r y1983 u p d a t i n g i n f o r m a t i o n on UNRWA s t a f f d e t a i n e d thus
f a r and r e i t e r a t i n g t h e e a r l i e r r e q u e s t s i n c l u d i n g a g a i n , i n p a r t i c u l a r , t h e
.,,...
r e q u e s t ' t h a t a r r a n g e m e n t s ' be made f o r t h e Agency t o v i s i t i t s s t a f f under
d e t e n t i o n . A r e p l y was r e c e i v e d from t h e M i n i s t r y on 1 8 March 1983 t o t h e Acting :j;'
..
C c m i s s i o n e r - G e n e r a l ' s l e t t e r o f 14 J a n u a r y .
$:
1

,

I.

6.
I

T h i s r e p l y made t h e p o i n t i n t e r a l i a t h a t no d i s t i n c t i o n c o u l d b e made betweed.

UNIiWn employees and o t h e r d e t a i n e e s r e g a r d i n g v i s i t s .
I t was a l s o s t a t e d t h a t
UNRWA s t a f f d e t a i n e d i n Ansar i n s o u t h Lebanon by IDF were n o t d e t a i n e d f o r any

$

9'-

a c t i v i t i e s r e l a t e d t o t h e i r o f f i c i a l c a p a c i t i e s and t h a t , t h e r e f o r e , n o q u e s t i o n of
t h e i n f r i n g e m e n t o f t h e i r f u n c t i o n a l i m i i u n i t i e s s h o u l d a r i s e . The commissionerG e n e r a l wrote i n r e p l y o n 28 March 1983 t o t h e M i n i s t r y o f F o r e i g n A f f a i r s ,
f o c u s i n g on t h e r i g h t o f UNRWA ( a ) t o be informed o f t h e a r r e s t o f any o f its
s t a f f ; ( b ) t o h e in'formed o f t h e r e a s o n s f o r t h e a r r e s t so t h a t i t might judge
whether t h a t a r r e s t r e l a t e d t o t h e o f f i c i a l f u n c t i o n s o f t h e s t a f f member
concerned; and (c) t o h a v e a c c e s s t o d e t a i n e d s t a f f . S i n c e t h e n t h e Agency has .'
t a k e n t h e m a t t e r up b o t h i n s o u t h Lebanon w i t h o f f i c i a l s o f t h e I s r a e l i Defence
Force and i n I s r a e l , b u t w i t h o u t s u c c e s s .
'i
..{I
a

, ::

7.
On 3 May 1 9 8 3 t h e S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l w r o t e t o t h e Permanent ~ e p r e s e n t a t i v e.of A'!
I s r a e l t o t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s drawing a t t e n t i o n t o t h e p o s i t i o n of t h e u n i t e d
N a t i o n s under i n t e r n a t i o n a l law and t o , t h e t e r m s o f t h e G e n e r a l
37/236 B and r e q u e s t i n g i n t e r a l i a t h a t h i s r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s b e g i v e n
v i s i t UNRWA s t a f f d e t a i n e d i n s o u t h Lebanon a t a n e a r l y d a t e , t o s p e a k t o them
t o a s s i s t them i n t h e i r l e g a l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n . The I s r a e l i Permanent
i n New York r e p l i e d on 1 3 J u n e 1983 t o t h e S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l ' s l e t t e r . I n
s u b s t a n c e , t h e I s r a e l i a u t h o r i t i e s t o o k t h e p o s i t i o n t h a t t h e y had
d e d i d e u n i l a t e r a l l y t h e q u e s t i o n o f what c o n s t i t u t e s an o f f i c i a l
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u n i t e d h ' a t i o n s o f f i c i a l and t h a t , furthermore, t h e Government o f I s r a e l c o n s i d e r e d
t h a t t h e United N a t i o n s had no s t a n d i n g a s r e g a r d s p r o c e e d i n g s t a k e n a g a i n s t i t s
own s t a f f members.
8.

'

he S e c r e t a r y - ~ e n e r a l , i n h i s r e p l y of 28 June 1983 t o t h e I s r a e l i Permanent
~ e ~ r e s e n t a t i v en,o t e d t h a t t h e p o s i t i o n taken by t h e Government o f I s r a e l was n o t
i n c o n f o r m i t y w i t h i n t e r n a t i o n a l law and p r a c t i c e . I n t h a t l e t t e r , t h e S e c r e t a r y G e n e r a l a l s o r e f e r r e d t o t h e recognized p r i n c i p l e t h a t it is e x c l u s i v e l y f o r t h e
s e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l , a s t h e c h i e f a d m i n i s t r a t i v e o f f i c e r of t h e ~ r g a n i z a t i o n , t o
d e t e r m i n e t h e e x t e n t of t h e d u t i e s and f u n c t i o n s of t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s o f f i c i a l s .
Given t h e l a r g e number of c o u n t r i e s i n which t h e United N a t i o n s o p e r a t e s , t h e
p o s s i b i l i t y o f c o n f l i c t i n g d e c i s i o n s by n a t i o n a l a u t h o r i t i e s a s t o whether a g i v e n
a c t was o f f i c i a l or n o t would be tantamount t o a d e n i a l of immunity. With r e g a r d
t o t h e q u e s t i o n o f s t a n d i n g , t h e Secretary-General p o i n t e d o u t t h a t t h e p o s i t i o n of
the I s r a e l i Government was c o n t r a r y t o t h e w e l l e s t a b l i s h e d r i g h t , under
i n t e r n a t i o n a x l a w , of f u n c t i o n a l p r o t e c t i o n of t h e O r g a n i z a t i o n . I t was r e c a l l e d
t h a t t h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l Court o f J u s t i c e had h e l d t h a t i n t e r n a t i o n a l o r g a n i z a t i o n s
had t h e power a n d r e s p o n s i b i l i t y t o p r o t e c t members of t h e i r s t a f f . The
S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l urged t h a t t h e I s r a e l i a u t h o r i t i e s be informed o f h i s d e e p e s t
concern a t t h e i r f a i l u r e t o respond t o t h e a p p e a l s of t h e G e n e r a l Assembly and
himself and t h a t t h e m a t t e r b e r e c o n s i d e r e d urgently. The p o s i t i o n o f t h e
Government of I s r a e l a s r e f e r r e d t o above was a l s o conveyed t o t h e CommissionerGeneral o f UNRWA o n 1 June 1983 ( i n r e p l y t o h i s l e t t e r o f 28 March 1983) t o which
the C o m i s s i o n e r - G e n e r a l r e p l i e d on 21 June 1983, a g a i n drawing a t t e n t i o n t o t h e
United N a t i o n s p o s i t i o n and r e q u e s t i n g a p o s i t i v e response from t h e Government of
Israel.

1

9.

I
I'
I

'

On 1 2 October 1983, t h e Permanent Representative of I s r a e l r e p l i e d t o t h e
S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l S s l e t t e r of 28 June 3.983. A f t e r a s s u r i n g t h e Secretary-General
that t h e Government of Israel f u l l y a p p r e c i a t e d h i s concern f o r t h e well-be-ing of
,!JNRWA employees d e t a i n e d a t t h e Ansar Camp, t h e Permanent R e p r e s e n t a t i v e went on t o
state t h a t t
" I s r a e l h a s d e t a i n e d c e r t a i n i n d i v i d u a l s i n Lebanon o n a c c o u n t o f t h e i r
involvement i n h o s t i l e a c t i v i t i e s , e i t h e r d i r e c t l y o r as a c c e s s o r i e s , w i t h a
view t o p r e v e n t i n g t h e i r involvement i n f u r t h e r h o s t i l e a c t i v i t i e s which would
endanger t h e people o f s o u t h e r n Lebanon a s w e l l a s t h e c i t i z e n s o f I s r a e l .
T h e i r d e t e n t i o n h a s n o c o n n e c t i o n whatsoever w i t h t h e i r p r o f e s s i o n a l
a c t i v i t i e s , b u t o n l y w i t h a c t i o n s which v i o l a t e d t h e i r f u n c t i o n s as o f f i c i a l s
of t h e U n i t e d Nations.
I t is q u i t e i m p r a c t i c a b l e f o r t h e Government of I s r a e l
t o a t t e m p t t o d i f f e r e n t i a t e between l o c a l l y r e c r u i t e d p e r s o n n e l who performed
t h e i r h o s t i l e a c t i o n s o u t s i d e t h e scope of t h e i r f u n c t i o n s and o t h e r
detainees.
I n n e i t h e r c a s e is t h e r e any immunity."

I

The Permanent R e p r e s e n t a t i v e c l o s e d by s t a t i n g :
'However, I am g l a d t o be a b l e t o inform Your E x c e l l e n c y t h a t , a s p a r t of
t h e ongoing review of t h e s i t u a t i o n i n southern Lebanon, a number o f
detainees
i n c l u d i n g some UNRWA employees w i l l b e r e l e a s e d i n a d d i t i o n t o
. t h o s e who h a v e a l r e a d y been r e l e a s e d s~ f a r . Under p r e v a i l i n g c i r c u m s t a n c e s
t h i s r e l e a s e cannot comprise a l l t h e persons i n whom you have e x p r e s s e d

-

-
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interest, until their background and activities have been fully investigated,
At the same time, as Your Excellency is certainly aware, all detainees are '
being visited on a regular basis by the representative of the International .
Committee of the Red Cross and are permitted to appeal their detention before.
an ~dministrativeAppeals Board."
In his reply dated 25 October 1983, the Secretary-General welcomed the promise
of the release of a further number of UNRWA officials and expressed the hope that
it would take place without delay. He further drew the attention of the Permanent
~epresentativeto the points raised in the Secretary-General's letter of
28 June 1983 which had not been addressed by the Permanent Representative stating;::
5

"My concern fo; the well being of UNRWA detainees comprises not only the,
''.
conditions under which they are being detained but also the respect for a
.:p
fundamental principle underlying the international civil service. As you are,.
..
aware from the debates in the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly, the '%
Organization's right of f~nctional~~rotection
with regard to arrested and ii
detained staff members has been strongly reaffirmed by the General Assembly ik
a number of resolutions, most notably resolution 36/232 05 18 December 1981.
I would, therefore, once again refer to the contents of operative paragraph I-:'
of resolution 36/232 and reiterate my previous requests that the
Organization's right of functional protection be observed by the authorities,,:.
concerned."
..
'5 '

.2:

10. In a related development, the Secretary-General has taken note of a judgement"
which was given on 13 July 1983 in the Supreme Court of Israel sitting as the High.
Court of Justice. The petitioners in this case, the inmates of th,eAnsar detention
. ?:
camp, had applied to the High Court of Justice for an order directing the
respondents, the Minister of Defence and commander of the camp, to inform them of??
i'fi
the legal basis of their detention and to show cause why they should'i~otbe
.,.:,f.
permitted to see their lawyers. The court ruled that the respondents were entitled:
to arrest and detain the petitioners in territory occupied by the Israeli army aid:;
that the detainees were subject to the rules laid down in article 78 of the ~ourth.2
Geneva Convention. J
3
The court also recorded the respondents' undertaking that
the petitioners would be entitled to meet their Xawyers, subject to the necessary -'
'--.
safeguards. 4J
...
"'

.

.

11. In the view of the Secretary-General, the proceedings in the Supreme Court of:
Israel, in so far as they address the right of access and legal representation of .,
detainees under the rules of the Fourth Geneva Convention, supplement and reinforce
the United Nations position which is based on the right of functional protecki~n..;~
The Secretary-General notes, in particular, that Counsel for the respondents
..
informed the court that respondents had decided in principle to permit visits and .
were considering the practical arrangements to be made for that purpose.
12. Taking into consideration all of the measures set out above and the
observations and judgement of the Supreme Court of Israel, the secretary-~eneral
can only reiterate his request that the continued detention of UNRWA staff be !..w
urgently reconsidered by the Government of Israel and that the Organization's xigb!j
of functional protection be recognized. The Secretary-General will continue to
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@ n i t o r t h e r e l e a s e of t h e UNRWA d e t a i n e e s by t h e I s r a e l i a u t h o r i t i e s a n d , i n v i e w
of t h e r e c e n t a s s u r a n c e g i v e n b y t h e Permanent R e p r e s e n t a t i v e , w i l l p r o v i d e t o t h e
General Assembly an updated l i s t o f UNRWA d e t a i n e e s t a k i n g i n t o a c c o u n t a n y a c t i o n s
taken s i n c e 30 J u n e 1983,
Notes

-

The t o t a l number o f UNRWA a r e a s t a f f p o s t s i n Lebanon o n 1 A p r i l 1 9 8 3
1/
is-2,391 [ J o i n t I n s p e c t i o n U n i t , R e p o r t on UNRWA, (A/38/143) 1 A u g u s t 1983,
l, ).1181
-

The d e s i g n a t i o n s o f UNRWA o f f i c e s u s e d i n t h i s r e p o r t f o l l o w t h e UNRWA
2/
organTzational c h a r t ( s e e document A/38/143, annex)

.

Geneva Convention R e l a t i v e t o t h e P r o t e c t i o n of C i v i l i a n P e r s o n s i n Time
of War o f 1 2 August 1949. A r t i c l e 78 p r o v i d e s a s follows:
"If t h e Occupying Power c o n s i d e r s it n e c e s s a r y , f o r i m p e r a t i v e r e a s o n s o f

s e c u r i t y , t o t a k e s a f e t y m e a s u r e s c o n c e r n i n g p r o t e c t e d p e r s o n s , it may; a t t h e
most, s u b j e c t them t o a s s i g n e d r e s i d e n c e or t o i n t e r n m e n t .
" D e c i s i o n s r e g a r d i n g s u c h a s s i g n e d r e s i d e n c e o r i n t e r n m e n t s h a l l b e made
a c c o r d i n g t o a r e g u l a r p r o c e d u r e t o b e p r e s c r i b e d by t h e Occupying Power i n
a c c o r d a n c e w i t h t h e p r o v i s i o n s o f t h e p r e s e n t Convention. T h i s p r o c e d u r e
s h a l l include t h e r i g h t o f a p p e a l f o r t h e p a r t i e s concerned. Appeals s h o u l d
be d e c i d e d w i t h t h e l e a s t p o s s i b l e d e l a y . I n t h e e v e n t o f t h e d e c i s i o n b e i n g
u p h e l d , i t s h a l l b e s u b j e c t t o p e r i o d i c a l review, i f p o s s i b l e e v e r y s i x
months, by a competent body s e t u p b y t h e s a i d Power.

.,

1

)

" P r o t e c t e d p e r s o n s made s u b j e c t t o a s s i g n e d r e s i d e n c e a n d t h u s r e q u i r e d
t o l e a v e t h e i r homes s h a l l e n j o y t h e f u l l b e n e f i t o f Article 39 o f t h e p r e s e n t
Convention. "

fl/

T h i s judgement was r e p o r t e d i n The J e r u s a l e m P o s t o f 2 1 August 1983.
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Forty-fourth session
FIFTH COMMITTEE
Agenda item 130 (b)
PERSONNEL QUESTIONS: RESPECT FOR THE PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES
OF OFFICIALS OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES
AND RELATED ORGANIZATIONS
Report of the Secretarv-General
INTRODUCTION
1. The General Assembly, in its resolution 43/225 of 21 December 1988, called
upon the Secretary-General, as chief administrative officer of the United Nations,
to continue personally to act as the focal point in promoting and ensuring the
observance of the privileges and immunities of officials of the United Nations and
the specialized agencies and related organizations by using all such means as were
available to him. It further urged the Secretary-General to give priority; through
the United Nations Security Co-ordinator or his other special representatives, to
Ithe reporting and prompt follow-up of cases of arrest, detention and other possible
matters relating to the security and proper functioning of officials of the United
Nations and the specialized agencies and related organizations.
2*

The current report, covering the period from 1 July 1988 to.30 June 1989, is
of the aforementioned resolution on
Submitted by the Secretary-General in
behalf and with the approval of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination
(Acc).
As in previous years, it is based on the information obtained from United
Nations subsidiary organs, offices or missions as well as specialized agencies and
organizations. A list of organizations, organs, offices and missions that
have been requested to provide information is contained in annex I11 to the present
.report
f;.
y:

- .. .

.

ed... The reporting period has been marked by one particularly disturbing
p~..?[
.~'vel~pment, namely the report of the brutal murder of lieutenant-Colonel
&$.iam
Richard Higgins. Colonel Higgins, an officer of the United States of
Dri~a,was serving as the chief of e group of military observers assigned to the

i7+$
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United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) when he was abducted on
17 February 1988. On 31 July 1989, an announcement at Beirut by his captors stated
that he had been killed. The Security Council took note with great concern of the
reports from Beirut that day, saying that, if true, the murder of Colonel Higgins
was "a cruel and criminal act" (Sl20758). On 1 August the Secretary-General sent
Mr. Merrack Goulding, Under-Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs, to the
area to ascertain, as far as was possible, what had happened to Colonel Higgins.
Despite extensive conversations with various parties who may have been in a
position to know the facts, Mr. Goulding could not obtain definitive proof of
Colonel Higgins' fate. On 9 August, the Secretary-General, having received
Mr. Goulding's report on his mission, announced that he had regretfully come to the
conclusion that it was almost certain that Colonel Higgins was dead. He said he
would continue to try to establish the facts and, if his fears were confirmed, to
recover the body.
The Middle East continued to be an area of prime concern with the most cases
of arrest, detention and abduction of officials. Efforts to improve the situation,
however, have not produced encouraging results. The number of cases of arrest and
detention without charge or trial of staff members of the United Nations Relief and
Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) remained very high.
There have been regrettable cases of abuse of privileges and immunities in certain
other regions that required, on a number of occasions, the personal intervention of
the Secretary-General. At the same time, it should be noted that in the great
majority of Member States, privileges and immunities of officials are scrupulously
respected and any emerging cases are promptly resolved in a spirit of close
co-operation between the parties concerned.
4.

5.
The Secretary-General, assisted by the United Nations Security Co-ordinator,
his special representatives and the respective executive heads of the organizations
concerned have continued, throughout the reporting period, to promote and ensure
the observance of the privileges and immunities of officials.ofthe Unitea Nations
and the specialized and related agencies, intervening, if required, with the Member
States concerned on the basis of the reLevant international legal instruments. In
this endeavour, as in the past, they have enjoyed the full support of the
representatives of the staff unions. While seeking the co-operation of Member
States in fulfilling their obligations under the international instruments'in
force, the Secretary-General has also, as noted on several occasions in his
previous reports, been conscious of the need to clarify for all officials the
precise nature, scope and functional character of their privileges and irmnunities.

e
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6.
As was indicated in the report of the Secretary-General to the General
Assembly at 3ts forty-second session (A/C.5/42/14), when staff members of the
United Nations and the specialized agencies and related organizations are a
and detained, both legal and humanitarian considerations are taken into acco
the Secretary-General or the executive head concerned in seeking access to
legal considerations derive from the relevant international instruments
privileges and immunities and relate principally to the determination of wh
not a staff member has been arrested or detained because of his or her offi
activities. This determination must be made by the organization concerned
the organization determines on the basis of visits to the'detained or arrested

.
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staff members that the arrest or detention is related to official functions, then
immunity is asserted. If, however, the visiting official is satisfied, both from
an interview with the detainee and from the charges brought, that the matter is not
related to official functions, there is no legal basis for asserting immunity and
the legal as distinct from the humanitarian grounds for further intervention by the
organization no longer exist

,

*%

The huinanitarian considerations involved are much broader and, pursuant to
7.
such considerations, the Secretary-General or the executive head concerned seeks to
ensure that any staff member who is arrested and detained is treated fairly,
properly charged and promptly brought to trial.
I

I

I. ARREST, DETENTION

ANI)

ABDUCTION OF OFFICIALS

Viiile the majority of cases of arrest, detention or disappearance of officials
are resolved to the satisfaction of the Secretary-General, a considerable amount of
time is often spent both at Headquarters and at the duty station of the official
concerned in obtaining such resolution. In particular, the arrest of locally
recruited officials sometimes results in protracted negotiations with government
officials on the rights of the organization vis-8-vis the official. It must be
recalled that the term "official" in the contest of the relevant conventions
includes all members of the staff, with the exception of those who are both
recruited locally and paid at hourly rates. To the great regret and disappointment
of the Secretary-General, the number of cases of arrest, detention or disappearance
of officials for which the organizations have not been able fully to exercise their
rights has increased substantially in the reporting period. Particulars regarding
these cases are contained in the reports submitted by individual organizations and
agencies, which are summarized in annex I1 to the present report. With particular
reference to the present reporting period the following should be added.

8.

Despite the serious expression of concern voiced by the Secretary-General in
3.
his last report (A/C.5/43/18), the number of UNRWA staff arrested and detained has
remained at the high level recorded for the previous year, and has, in fact,
marginally increased. During the period 1 July 1988 to 30 June 1989, 157 UNRWA
staff were arrested or detained. However, there was a decrease in the number of
staff detained by one or other of the militia groups in Lebanon; this number fell
from 24 last year, to 11. Nine of the 157 staff were detained twice during the
reporting period. Ninety-three of the 157 staff were arrested or detained and
released without charge or trial, including 11 who had been held by militia
groups. Eight were charged, tried and sentenced to various terms of imprisonment.

'

..
:

In no case has UNRWA received adequate and timely information on the reasons
10,
for the arrest and detention.despite requests to the authorities. UNRWA has had
access to 26 detained staff from the occupied West Bank and to 37 detained staff
the Gaza Strip. Several of these staff, however, were being held,in prisons
Israel, having been transferred there from the occupied West Bank and the Gaza
Sttip,
..
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11. As a result of the efforts undertaken by the Secretary-General, designated
officials and officials in the field and with the strong support and activities of
the staff unions, it has been possible to achieve the release of many staff members
who were previously reported as being under arrest or detention.
Mr. Shimelis Teklu, a staff member of the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), detained in Ethiopia since 2 January 1984, was
released in June 1989. In Lebanon, Mr. Omar Mustafa Hussein, a staff member of
UNRWA who had been listed as missing since 15 April 1987 was also released. Eleven
other UNRWA staff members detained in Lebanon during the reporting period by
militias or unknown elements were released. In Chad, active intervention assured
the quick release on 24 May 1989 of Mr. Nassar Dandjita, local administrative
assistant of the World Food Programme (WFP), who was arrested on 6 May 1989. In
Jordan, Mr. Jibril Taher Mohammed Jibril, a staff member of UNRWA, detained since
31 December 1987, and whose case became a matter of strenuous efforts of the
Administration and the Federation of International Civil Servants' Association
(FICSA), was released on 21 February 1989. Of those arrested during the reporting
period, 39 staff members of UNRWA in the occupied Gaza Strip and 35 in the occupied
West Bank were released without charge or trial. Mr. Ahmad Mahmoud Lababidi,
arrested in 1988 in the Syrian Arab Republic, Mr. Abdel Karim Keswamy and
Mr. Jousef Juma'a, arrested by the Syrian armed forces in 1989 in Lebanon, all of
whom are staff members of UNRWA, were relezsed in the first half of 1989.
Mr. Khalil Ahmad Abu Sleema, also a staff member of UNRWA, arrested in Egypt on
25 August 1988, was released without charge or trial on 20 December 1988.
12. The Secretary-General regrets to report that there have been negative
developments in respect of some previously reported cases. Mr. Zeidan Jassin, a
locally recruited UNRWA staff member who was.listed in last year's report zs
detained in Lebanon by Syrian armed forces since 27 May 1987 (see A/C.5/43/18,
annex I), died in prison on 17 December 1988. No additional information has been
received regarding other staff members of UNRWA listed in.the 1987 qeport
(A/C.5/42/14) as detained in Lebanon by militias or unknown elements and the Syrian
armed forces. There has,been no further progress in the case of
Mr. Tesfamariam -Zeggae, staff member of the United Nations Economic Commission
for Africa (ECA). Despite the personal intervention of the Secretary-General of
the United Nations and several interventions by the administration of ECA,
Mr. Zeggae, who has been detained since 2 March 1982, was sentenced by the First
Instance Court in March 1987 to life imprisonment. Details of his case are
contained in annex 11 to the present report.
13. On 18 May 1988, Mr. Abdul Diallo and on 22 May 1988 Ms. Afton Ba Diallo, staff
members of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), were detained by the
Mauritanian authorities to ascertain their nationality. They were subsequently
accused of fraudulently obtaining Mauritanian citizenship and expelled to Senegal.
These actions were immediately protested by the resident representative of UNDP.
Further to these representations, on 16 June 1989 the Administrator of UHDP sent to
the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Mauritania an ~ i d e - m & m ~ i r ~
in, which,
inter alia, he stated that the actions of the Government of Mauritania not only
impeded the proper functioning of the UNDP mission in Nouakchott, in contravention
of the 1979 Basic Agreement between the United Nations and Mauritania, but also
constituted a violation of the provisions of Article 105 of the Charter of the
;1,
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United Nations. It 'was pointed out that any expulsion of staff members from the
UNDP mission in the country would, in the view of the Secretary-General, constitute
a denial of the immunities guaranteed to United Nations officials by the Charter
and considered necessary for the independent exercise of their functions in
connection with the Organization. The Secretary-General felt obliged to intervene
twice with regard to this matter. First, during his visit to Mauritania on 20 and
21 June 1989 and secondly, with the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Mauritania at
the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African Unity
(OAU) at Addis Abdba from 24 to 27 July 1989. Despite the assurance received by
him that the situation would be corrected, these incidents are still pending
resolution. It should also be noted with regret that representations made by the
od and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) failed to prevent the
'nikest by Mauritanian authorities and expulsion to Senegal of the following five
staff members of FAO: Mr. Abdoulaye Diaw, Mr. NSiome Pouye, Mr. Demba Niang,
Mr. Amadou Dieng and Mr. Mouhamedou Ba.
11.

RESTRICTIONS ON OFFICIAL AND PRIVATE TRAVEL OF OFF~CIALS
OF THE UNITED NATIONS, THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND
RELATED ORGANIZATIONS

14. UNRWA has continued to meet difficulties in the movement of staff into and out
of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. There has been substantial delay in the issue
of entry permits and, in some cases, they have been refused. The movement of staff
within the occupied territories was also seriously affected by frequent imposition
of curfews and the designation of areas as closed military zones.
15. Restrictive regulations imposed by the United States authorities on travel
beyond a 25-mile radius of Columbus Circle, New York, by staff members and their
dependants who are nationals of particular countries, remained in force. On
..- January 1989, these restrictions were extended to non-official travel of staff
\,.-dberswho are nationals of China. This measure was protested by the
Secretary-General as another instance of discrimination in the treatment by the
host country of staff members of the United Nations Secretariat solely on the basis
of their nationality. The Secretary-General maintains the position he has
expressed on previous occasions that, under the given circumstances, the compliance
by individual staff members with such restrictive conditions cannot be considered
to prejudice the legal position of the United Nations. In the reporting period,
existing arrangements for official travel in the United States of the United
Nations staff members have remained unchanged.

1

I

I
I
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16. Some United Nations bodies that are not based in the United States have
experienced delays in obtaining 6-4 visas for entry into the United States by staff
members of certain nationalities. On several occasions, such delays jeopardized
the envisaged mission, or have rendered it impossible. In such circumstances, the
management of United Nations bodies not based in the United States is severely
Constrained in sending staff members of certain nationalities on urgent business to
united Nations Headquarters or to Washington-based institutions.
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TAXATION OF OFFICIALS

17. Section 18 (b) of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations provides that officials of the Organization shall be exempt from
taxation on the salaries and emoluments paid to them by the United Nations. The
rationale for this provision is to assure equality of treatment for all staff
members, irrespective of their nationality, and to guarantee that funds contributed
by Members of the Organization to its budget are not diverted to individual States
by means of revenue-raising measures such as an income tax. The Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies envisages in section 19 (b)
that officials of the specialized agencies shall enjoy the same exemptions from
taxation in respect of the salaries and emoluments paid to them by these agencies
and on the same conditions as are enjoyed by officials of the United Nations. The
Secretary-General regrets to report that, notwithstanding the above-mentioned
provisions, as has been indicated in the previous reports to the forty-first and
forty-third sessions (A/C.5/41/12 and Corr.1 and A/C.5/43/18), a number of States,
parties to both Conventions, have continued to impose taxes on the salaries of
locally recruited officials.
s.

18. Despite all efforts undertaken by the United Nations and some specialized
agencies, there has been no change in Egypt in the recently enacted legislation
concerning work permits. Under this legislation staff members of international
organizations who are Egyptian nationals are required to obtain, for a considerable
fee, work permits. Such a fee amounts to a direct tax on the emoluments of staff
members of international organizations and as such is contrary to the provisions of
the two Conventions referred to in the preceding paragraph. The Egyptian
authorities have been requested to bring Egyptian legislation into conformity with
these Conventions.
'

19. Early in 1988, the tax authorities of the Republic and Canton of Geneva
decided to apply a global-rate system (taux alobal) to the taxable eatnings of
staff members of the United Nations and the specialized agencies at Geneva holding
short-term contracts, thus taking into account the exempted income earned by such
officials from their organizations in determining the rate of tax on earnings
deriving from other sources. That decision seemed to be based on non-recognition
of that category of employees as staff members (officials) of organizations in the
United Nations common system. On behalf of the United Nations Office at Geneva and
all the specialized agencies at Geneva, the Secretary-General took action on this
question by sending a letter to the President of the Swiss Confederation, referring
in particular to the right of the organizations to freely determine the categories
of their personnel whom they considered to be officials, solely within the limits
of the relevant charters, constitutions and staff regulations and subject to
control only by Member States as collectively represented in the various governing
bodies. In May 1989 the Head of the Federal Department for Foreign Affairs
informed the Secretary-General that the Federal Council had requested the State
c Canton of Geneva to desist from applying the
Council of the ~ e ~ u b l iand
global-rate system to the taxable income of officials holding short-term contracts
and that the Geneva Council of State had acceded to this request.
I:.
c

I

'I.
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20.

In Burundi, the Government adopted on 31 December 1988 a decree establishing a
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service tax on impoited or exported articles, including "exempted articles". Such
a tax represents a direct tax from payment of which the United Nations and
specialized agencies are exempt under section 7 (a) of the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations and section 9 (a) of the Convention
on the Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies respectively.
Therefore, the adoption of the decree gave rise to concerted action on the part of
the organizations of the United Nations system represented in Burundi, whereby they
expressed their concern over the adoption of such a measure which contradicts the
provisions of the above Conventions. The Government of Burundi admitted the
legitimacy of such concern and on 29 March 1989 agreed to refrain from applying the
aforementioned tax to the United Nations and specialized agencies.

.

The United Nations Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO) reported problems
experienced by it with regard to taxation. They are disclosed in detail in
annex 11 to the present report. The 2 per cent ad valorem tax mentioned by UNTSO
similarly affects the activities of the United Nations 1nterim.Force in Lebanon
(UNIFIL)

.

IV. OTHER MATTERS INVOLVING THE STATUS, PRIVILEGES
AND IMMUNITIES OF OFFICIALS
22.
As was indicated in the previous report, the United States informed the
Secretariat of the United Nations by note verbale dated 14 June 1988 about its
policy with regard to the implementation of laws applicable to the employment of
The
non-resident aliens in the United States (see A/C.5/43/18, paras. 25-27).
Secretariat of the United Nations in its response to this note expressed concern
that the stringent application of the immigration regulations would substantially
interfere with the authority of the Secretary-General to recruit staff under
Article 101 of the Charter of the United Nations and would entail serious financial
consequences for the Organization.
i

1

In order to resolve the difficulties, consultations were undertaken between
officials of the United Nations and the United States. They resulted in the
achievement in March 1989 of a working arrangement for visa conversion and local.
recruitment. It is understood that this arrangement is without prejudice to the
position taken by the Secretary-General on the stringent application of immigration
regulations by the United States authorities, or to any further discussions that
may be held on the issue.

3 .
I

24. The Secretary-General deems it important to report recent developments
relating to Mr. Dumitru Mazilu, a former member of the Sub-Commission on Prevention
Of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, charged by the Sub-Commission in
1985 with the preparation of a report on the question of human rights and youth.
Mr. Mazilu was not permitted by the Romanian authorities to travel to Geneva to
Present his report to the Sub-Commission and the Secretary-General was unable to
. establish personal contact with Mr. Mazilu.

1I

,.- 25.
..
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In the circumstances, the ~conomic'andSocial Council of the United Nations
adopted, on 24 May 1989, resolution 1989/75 entitled "Status of special

..
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rapporteurs". This resolution contained a request to the International Court of
Justice to give .its advisory opinion "on the legal question of the applicability of
article VI, section 22, of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations in the case of Mr. Dumitru Mazilu as Special' Rapporteur of the
Sub-Commission". In accordance with article 65 of the Statute of the Court, the
Secretary-General transmitted to it a dossier of documents likely to'throw light
upon the question. In addition, the Legal Counsel of the United Nations, on behalf
of the Secretary-General, submitted to the Court, on 28 July 1989, a detailed
written statement.outlining the legal position of the United Nations on the
matter.
Following oral hearings held on 4 and 5 October 1989, the Court is
expected to give its advisory opinion before the end of the year.
V.

MEASURES AND PROPOSALS IN FURTHERANCE OF
THE SAFETY AND THE SECURITY OF OFFICIALS

26. The procedures recommended by the United Pations Staff-Management
Co-ordination Committee (SMCC), which were outlined in paragraph 7 of the report at
its thirty-ninth session to the General Assembly (A/C.5/39/17) remained in place.
The United Nations Security Committee has met regularly to review and follow-up
cases involving disregard for the privileges and immunities of officials and to
advise the Secretary-General on cases that cannot be resolved at the local level.
The United Nations Security Co-ordinator has served as a focal point for assuring
the flow of information within the United Nations system with regard to the
protection of privileges and immunities of staff members and in helping to develop
a concerted response by the system to the violations.of these privileges and
immunities. Whenever the situation so required, the Secretary-General has
intervened personally or had recourse to specia1,representatives. The heads of
agencies and related organizations acted likewise.
VI.

CONCLUSION

27. During the reporting keriod, the number of cases involving arrest and
detention of officials remained very high. As underscored in the report, most of
them are concentrated in one geographical area where, in the past several years,
the situation has given rise to extreme concern. An additionally disturbing factor
is that some other areas, from time to time, witness outbursts of breaches of
respect for the privileges and immunities of officials. The Secretary-General
strongly believes that any change for the better requires mutual efforts by Member
States and international organizations. Discussions at the General Assembly of the
reports presented by the Secretary-General on behalf of ACC provides an opportunitY
to identify the problems of greatest concern and to eleborate measures to remedy
the situation. It also assists in bringing about a more informed approach of
Member States towards respect for privileges and immunities of officials. The
Secretary-General is determined, as in the past, to work together with the
respective executive heads and with the authorities of Governments concerned to
assure strict implementation of the international agreements concerning privileges
and immunities of international organizations and their 'officials,.

